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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS:
As is usual, I really don’t have many people to thank, as most of my
writing is a pretty solo effort. I do my own writing, editing, cover
designs and map work. Yet this time more than any before, I must
thank my friend Joe from Ohio. He was there for me to offer hints
and a bit of much-needed moral support for the last third or half of
the book. A writer writes for his readers, and he’s always been one of
the first people to read what I’ve written. For the rest of you who’ve
been there for me and given me the chance to write something like
this, thank you. You know who you are.
AUTHOR’S FOREWORD:
This book has been one of the most challenging things I’ve written,
as well as one of the most rewarding. I have researched countless
topics to help make my writing more accurate, from antiquated
firearms, to boating and nautical terms, the meanings of flowers,
theology, the meanings of different ethnic names, and I can’t even
remember what else. I have done all this to help assemble a more
believable and rich world as an environment where my characters
live. I wanted a world with traditions, history, and culture. Some of
these can only be created through a mass of words and expanded
upon with multiple volumes, but I have done my best.
As with many writers, I think creativity and originality is something
we take pride in and it’s a subject that we’re sensitive about when
people challenge our creations as unoriginal. What I want to say
before you begin reading is that you will find some obvious
references and allusions to our own world in some of my races and
the cultures of each. So that you don’t think I’m a hack or that I’m
robbing all my ideas from our own world’s history, let me explain first.
I believe that our own world is rich with history and culture, so I took
liberties bastardizing and adapting much of it for this world. If it eases
your reader’s heart to do so, think of this setting as an alternate earth
reality, or, more accurately, as a transplantation of modified earth
cultures into a setting that asks a lot of what if questions.
The Kerathi were a mixture of Germanic and Scandinavian cultures.
Their character names and the terms I used to describe or name
many of the things about them were altered Norwegian and German
words. The Aynglicans were a strange mix of European cultures,
mostly Italian, English, and French during the colonial eras. Their
names were picked mostly from Celtic and Gaelic roots. The Mueran
are a mixture of Maori and Pacific Islander cultures, as well as the
Rapanui people of Easter Island. Their whale worship and ties to the
sea are things found in many cultures in our world, though. The
Elegians have some strong ties to Babylonian and Egyptian culture.
Yet I don’t think either of them were matriarchal societies. The Uleaut
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people are an obvious rendering of Inuit and Laplander cultures. The
Rumani are a twist on the Gypsy culture that has roots in the Middle
East, Asia, and Eastern Europe. I chose mostly Slavic names for
them. About the only societies I haven’t borrowed anything from are
Latin American and Asian cultures.
My other two races, the strangely advanced Aureans and the
naturalistic herds of Ox-Men are something I have made up for this
setting. If you see elements of Roman culture or other early
imperialistic societies in the Aureans, or something of Native
Americans in the Ox-Men, I wouldn’t be surprised. I think the
Aureans, with their dependencies on light, and the Ox-Men, which
are not as explored culturally in this volume, though they will likely be
illuminated more in the next volume, are somewhat original. They are
my setting’s elves, warlocks, dwarves, and what have you. I chose to
stray from the standard fantasy races, opting for a more human
setting, and whether you like it or not is up to you.
In other ways, too, I strayed from the typical fantasy formula. I do
not have your mighty castles and your wizards flying about battling
enticing faerie creatures. Instead, I have vying civilizations
somewhere around the technology level of the 1700’s or 1800’s. This
is a world of flintlock rifles, great sailing vessels, the earliest of
machinery, and the beginnings of modern civilization. Science and
progress grew in the setting because magick was a very small
impact. Yet there are still elements of magick and the Pantheon of
Gods worshipped by people in this setting are not silent and
unhearing statues, but rather invisible forces who demonstrate their
powers from time to time.
What I’m trying to say is, don’t expect your cliché fantasy novel.
There are no dragons or necromancers. I’ve tried to depart from the
norm here, and at times it may even touch on science fiction. Enjoy
the read. I certainly enjoyed writing it.

COMMENTS:
Because of the number of cultures and deities in the world of
Elegia, you might find it beneficial to read all of the Appendices prior
to reading the story, or at least taking a brief look at them so that you
understand a number of the references made by characters. I had
thought at first to limit these sorts of cultural and religious references,
but the whole story seemed to pale without them, so I left them in.
However, you might wish to avoid the last part of Appendix F, which
might offer spoilers about the main character’s use of magick. I
would also avoid reading too much of the Glossary prior to the story,
since that has a number of spoilers. They are not intentional, but
rather a result of describing people, places, and things in enough
detail that they can be understood, which often requires extra
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background information from the story itself. Looking up a specific
term shouldn’t present too much of a problem, but if you’re one of
those readers who might read the whole glossary when you look for
one term, consider yourself warned about spoilers.
Also, I was not able to proof the book in terms of how the map
looked spread out on two pages, but I thought it would look better
that way than squished onto one page. I hope it looks all right.
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PROLOGUE
May I be as strong as the oak, but as supple as the willow.
May I be as changing as the winds, but as timely as the rains.
May I be as relentless as the sun, but shifting like the progression of
seasons.
And may I find myself to be:
As constant as the evergreen, yet changing like the passage of night
and Dee.
- Kerathi Flower-Enchanter’s Mantra
th

 Fohrsdee, the 24 of Harvest, 768 A.E. 
“Anthea?” A voice whispered.
She felt her shoulder being shaken and sleep began to fade. Her
eyes flickered beneath their lids and a soft murmur escaped her
mouth.
“Anthea?” The voice called again, more anxiously and insistently
this time. “Come, child, are you awake?”
Yawning, the girl stretched her arms above her head, the muscles
within tightening and then loosening as she let her arms come back
to rest at her sides. “What is it, father?” She asked quietly, wearing
one of those ‘just awoken from a pleasant dream’ type of sleepy
smiles.
“We must go, Anthea. Quickly, get up and get dressed. I have
packed your things already.”
“Go?” Anthea’s eyes opened up to a suspicious size. When her
eyes alighted on the worried face of her father, perspiring nervously
around the mouth and on the forehead as he was, her heart began
beating faster. “What is it? What’s happened?” She demanded.
He averted his crystal blue eyes, looking away from her greenflecked yellow eyes. “I don’t have time to explain, Anthea. We must
hurry and make our way out. Bedros is waiting for us.”
“Why? I don’t understand? What’s wrong, father? Tell me.” She
pleaded, grasping at his hands as she sat up.
“Anthea… my daughter, my sweet one. They’ve found out about
you. We must flee.”
Anthea’s chin began to quiver and her lower lip with it. “Found out?”
“Yes. They know about what you can do. They’re going to take you
away from me if we don’t run.”
Her small hands tightened on his big ones, knuckles white as she
squeezed. “They can’t take me. You won’t let them, right?” She
asked in desperation.
“No, dear, not if it costs me my life.” Her father promised her and
she believed it with all of her heart. “Now come. We must get out of
here. Take only what you can easily carry.”
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She nodded quietly, using his arms as handholds to pull herself out
from under the heavy layers of covers her mother had sewn for her
Yarres ago. They were one of the few things she had to remind her
of her mother; her abrupt and unexpected death had left a void in her
life that hadn’t been filled.
Her father stood, drawing himself to his full height after she’d
touched her feet to the floor beside her bed. He gave her a quick
hurry-up-look, and then he left her to get ready. He shut the silvery
door behind him, its rubber seals whispering shut with hardly a noise.
Then she was alone.
In other circumstances, she’d have been tempted to cry, but she
willed herself to be strong. If she fell into self-pity and fear, she’d let
her father down, and that was enough to keep her moving.
Her father’s words to take only what she could easily carry rang in
her ears, yet when she looked around, there were too many things
she saw that she could not give up: hairbrushes, clothes, shoes,
toys, mementos of past memories and of her dead mother, and the
odd knick-knacks that any fourteen Yarre old girl accumulates that
would probably have no significance or value to anyone besides her.
And, most noticeable of all, were the dozens of flowering plants hung
or strewn about the floor in ceramic pots, each a representation of a
different part of the color spectrum and a veritable rainbow when
taken all as a whole.
Sighing, she turned around the room once. Illuminated as it was by
the translucent crystal ceiling panels and the energized crystal pods
that dangled every so often from the structural braces that
crisscrossed the walls and ceiling, it wasn’t hard to see everything.
That’s how the Aureans planned it.
Aureans by nature required light to survive, but there were
forbidden whispers of those who claimed it wasn’t always so. A
single night without light was enough to make the strongest among
them violently ill and three nights in a row would kill them. Because
of this limitation, they’d developed ways around darkness. They’d
learned to store light in crystals they grew, and their architecture was
designed to maximize light, which meant lots of reflective surfaces
and see-through crystal ceilings.
She padded over to her wardrobe, pulled out something sensible
for travel, and pulled it on quickly. The thin fabric was spun to keep
one cool or keep them warm, depending on the need. In heat it
would allow the skin to breath and perspire easily, while in the cold
the pores of the material would close to entrap body heat. Over the
bodysuit of silky material, she pulled on a serviceable coat, a pair of
loose pants, and a pair of dark boots.
When she was done, she stood in front of one of the half-dozen or
more mirrors within the room and stared at herself, trying to detect
traces of her mother’s features in her own, drawing from memories
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long since warped by the fog of time. Here and there, in the eyes,
nose, or mouth, she thought she could see her mother’s gifts to her,
but her light hair was definitely her father’s, as was her thin build.
A frown crept over her face as she stared at her lithe, almost
scrawny, figure, barely noticing anything that would denote her as
female rather than male. She longed to have her mother’s gentle
curves and womanly grace, as much because she had found her
mother beautiful as because she missed her mother and sought
something of her in herself. Her face had not yet lost the flesh
around her cheekbones and chin that would define her features in a
more feminine manner when she was older. Still, she was not
entirely displeased with what she saw. There was a radiant beauty,
albeit girlish, that she exuded. Most of it came from her dazzlingly
bright eyes, two green-flecked-yellow emeralds that shone beneath
the fine light hair of her eyebrows.
A rapid double-knock at the door and her father’s voice brought her
out of her revelry. “Anthea, hurry. We must be off.”
“I know. I’m nearly ready.” She called in return, clipping her hair
back with a pair of silver pins behind each ear.
“We leave in three Mynettes.”
Footsteps heading away from the door negated any need for a
reply. Sighing, she grabbed a bag from one of the drawers in her
wardrobe, and she began stuffing all of her favorite clothes into it
despite the fact that her father had said he’d already packed for her.
Before she was finished, a few random baubles and inexpensive
pieces of jewelry found their way onto her fingers, around her neck
and wrists.
By the time the next set of knocks came, she had filled her bag,
slung it over her shoulder, and given her room a long hard look. It
was a last look she felt, and it saddened her to be leaving so much
behind. Part of her, the young immature part she struggled to
suppress, wanted to scream and yell and stay to rail against the
world’s unfairness for making her go. After all, she was happy here.
Wasn’t she?
This was a troubling thought.
Who would she really be leaving behind? Mother was dead; father
had always hidden her away from school so she really had no friends
other than Bedros, the Ox-Man. He was a silly man and he smelled
funny – like the stables – but he was gentle, strong, and caring. She
could always see concern and protectiveness for her in his big dark
eyes, each the size of a saucer plate.
No, if they were going, father and Bedros were all she’d need.
There was no one else she’d be leaving behind.
She opened the door, finding her father still standing there with his
arm extended to rap his knuckles a third time. His distracted
expression turned to a slight smile upon seeing her ready to leave.
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“Good. Let’s go.” Her father said, his own shoulders both laden with
baggage.
“Alright.” Anthea replied, falling in behind her father when he turned
to leave.
They passed half a dozen doorways as they walked, but at the last
one before the great room that opened at the termination of the
hallway, father paused. To Anthea, he appeared worried and
confused, as if he were about to cross some line that he could not go
back over once it had been done. Precipitous events were about
them.
“What is it?”
Father turned to regard her with his azure eyes. “Wait here.” He
said, and then he opened the door.
She moved into the doorway to watch him as he entered the room,
one she’d rarely been in. It housed her father’s personal things, and
he didn’t much care for her snooping about them. It had taken only a
couple scoldings and spankings before she realized that he was
serious about that, and he would not bend in his strict expectations
of her in regard to that one room, even if he usually gave into her
about most everything else if she worked on him long enough.
Her father strode over to the tall cabinet in the corner that had
never been unlocked as far as she could recall, not since her birth.
He pulled a key out of his shirt; it was tied to a finely wrought
platinum chain. The key clicked loudly in the lock, disturbing the
silence in the house. They both released heavy breaths when the
doors to the cabinet swung open.
Anthea could not see past her father’s shoulders as he dug into the
cabinet and pulled out something. But when he turned to her, she
saw a curved handle sticking out of a scabbard half as tall as she
was. It was an arc-sword, the weapon of Aurean Guardians – the
protectors of the city.
“Father?”
Seeing the questioning look in his daughter’s eyes, he held out the
blade, still in its scabbard, to her. On it there were only two engraved
words: Guardian Orestes. Orestes was her father’s name. The
sword was his she realized in surprise.
“How?” She asked, wondering how he would come to have such a
thing.
“I gave up the sword long ago. I was forced to I suppose.”
“Why?”
“You. They saw you as something wrong, and not the product of
love I had for your mother. That’s why we go away from here,
dearest. They won’t ever take you from me. You’re all I have left.”
The words came out so easily for him that he blinked in surprise
when he had finished speaking.
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Here he had been trying to ease her concerns so she could pass
easily from the city, and he had just laid out his entire plight before
her. She stared at him dumfounded. He had given her too much to
digest and no time to do so.
Then the lights flickered, killing any questions that wanted to creep
into her mouth. They both looked up, each in surprise, as the lights
flickered again, and then guttered out to the point that it seemed
complete darkness for a moment. A shriek came unbidden to her
mouth, piercingly loud in the darkness.
There was a brief noise of metal against leather as the arc-sword
was drawn, and the room was bathed in the sword’s amber glow.
“It’s alright, Anthea. This is planned. It is to cover our escape.
Friends of mine have arranged this, but now we must hurry. Bedros
awaits us at the cliff path.”
“The cliff path? We’re leaving the mountain? Leaving Cenalium?”
“Yes, we’ll go into the lowlands. It’s the only place we’ll be safe.”
“But the light.” She protested. “We’ll die in the night.”
“Child, your father is not stupid. Trust me a bit more.” Orestes said
testily. “I have already thought of this and planned ahead. We will be
fine. Now come.”
He brushed past her, securing one of her hands in his as he led the
way through the dark house with the arc-sword extended in front of
him. The house looked stark and alien in the soft amber glow of the
sword. Usually it was bright with the light of the crystal pods, but
those were hardly more than dots of yellow light hidden in the dark
recesses of the dark room. In the dark, those narrow points of light
took on a sinister appearance, like eyes of strange creatures.
The double doors of their house opened up before them, and they
were out into the streets of Cenalium. On this night, the crown jewel
of the Aurean people was rife with terror and the panicked screams
of men and women alike came unbidden to the ears of the two
refugees as they fled through the streets. People stumbled out of
their houses in droves, desperate to find a lighted place, worried that
something had failed and it would plunge them all into a permanent
darkness that would doom them all within a few nights.
But then the eyes of the people, wide with fear and apprehension,
would fix on Orestes’ arc-sword, and they would charge at him like
animals and try to take the glowing blade that seemed to offer respite
from the darkness. Anthea’s father drove them back, unleashing arcs
of current at whomever got too close. Often, they’d be too
mesmerized by the blade, which seemingly moved of its own accord
in the darkness, that they’d step into shock without even trying to
avoid it.
“Go to the inner city.” Orestes’ voice called out as he jabbed the
sword into the air, pointing it to where lights were still on.
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All it took was an idea, and a glimpse of promised light greater than
the puny light the sword offered, and the growing mob headed en
masse to the inner city. They called out to one another, reassuring
each other that the light would save them as they fled toward it.
Others heard the calls and joined the crowd, swelling the number of
people until it choked the roads and walkways.
Amidst the chaos, Orestes and Anthea pushed for the outer rim of
the city, totally oblivious to the wonder of a city that had always been
lit now dark for the first time in Hectoyarres.

At the edge of Cenalium, the carefully smoothed stone walkways
and meticulously tended patches of gardens and grass ended. In its
place stood a wall of stone that had been superheated, shaped, and
melted so that it was in reality a sheet of dark glass as tall as three
men standing on each other’s shoulders. There were only a few
entrances in and out of Cenalium, and soldiers with arc-swords and
arc-lances guarded each of them heavily.
Bedros waited at one such entrance. The guards cast him wary
glances from time to time, but they mostly ignored the stupid
creature, figuring it had wandered away from its worksite and
couldn’t find its way back. Whatever the creature’s story, it was
beneath them to try to communicate with the brutish animal and hold
its hand while walking it back to where it belonged. Eventually the
owner would look for it, but if the owner didn’t, well, the next shift
could deal with the problem.
Bedros bided his time, sitting with his back to the wall. His master’s
supplies lay beside him on the left, and one of his massive hands
clenched around the handle of a giant mallet with a head the size of
a watermelon. His big mahogany eyes swept across the gardens and
streets before him, and he waited as he had been for over an Ouer.
Ox-Men were known to be notoriously patient, able to wait for
extensive periods of time for even basic necessities like food or
water. When the lights went out, he knew it was finally time to go. He
drew himself up along the wall, leaving his master’s baggage for the
time being, and he walked over to the gateway. There was no
subtlety in this plan, only brute force.
The guards ran back and forth in the sudden darkness, confused
and struggling to light backup lamps that hadn’t been used in
generations. The crystal pods had never failed, and so a backup
wasn’t of much use if there was nothing that needed to be backed
up. Or at least that was how the popular line of thought among the
people of Cenalium went. So it wasn’t really a surprise to anyone
who really thought about it at a later point in time when the backup
lamps didn’t work because of poor maintenance.
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That didn’t stop the guardians from trying though, and in their
distraction they didn’t see that the Ox-Man had moved up the
stairwell with surprising swiftness and silence until it was too late. He
suddenly stood among them, and they did little more than stare as
he began to swing his terrible mallet, crushing bone and armor alike
with an efficiently lethal flurry of blows. Even when they tried to bring
their arc-lances to bear on him, the shocks that struck the Ox-Man
with did not seem to slow him down.
He crushed every last one of them – all six. This was another first
on this portentous night. It marked the first occasion of an Ox-Man
ever killing an Aurean.
With a single huff of disdain, Bedros set aside his mallet and
gripped the lever that would open the gate for his master and his
daughter to pass. Until they were safely beyond the city, he would
not move from this position, no matter what came at him. While he
waited, he rubbed his broad bovine nose, trying to brush away the
smell of his own burnt fur.
He didn’t have long to wait. Orestes and Anthea came down the
walkway just a handful of Mynettes later. That was just as well for
Bedros. Even if he’d have waited all Dee or all Wayke for them, he
preferred to be as far from the city as possible when the lights came
back on. Bedros knew his master and his daughter by their scent
long before his eyes told him who they were. The Ox-Man allowed
himself a brief smile, a strange expression on an Ox-Man, one filled
with many flat and yellowing molars.
“Where’s Bedros?” Anthea demanded as they approached the wall.
Her voice carried to Bedros’ ears. “You said he’d be here.”
“He is. He’s on top of the wall.” Orestes replied.
“On top? Why?”
“To open it. Why else?”
“Won’t the guards stop him?”
“Don’t worry about them, dear. Bedros will open it, one way or
another.” Orestes said, hurrying his daughter along and through the
gateway.
There was a finality to the way her father said this that bothered
Anthea. Something told her that something bad was happening, but
she knew better than to ask. Truth be told, Orestes was just as
bothered by it as she was. In the past, he would never have thought
of raising his hand against his own people, or even ordering his loyal
servant to do so. But in these last few Dees, desperation had
become a constant companion, and he knew that he would kill in an
instant to keep his daughter safe.
They passed beyond the thick, glassy, stone wall ten paces later,
and Anthea knew her first breath of air outside of Cenalium. There
was no real reason for it to be so, because Cenalium had the same
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air as this air outside the walls, but to her the air tasted fresher and
felt more energizing than the air within.
“We’re gone, father. We’ve really left. I cannot believe it. Us.
Leaving.” Anthea announced euphorically.
“Yes, but we have far to go, and the lights will be back on soon.”
Her father warned her, urging her to continue.
“But Bedros…” She began, but a huff from behind her drew her
attention.
Bedros lumbered over, his heavy hooves grinding in the gravel. He
had a great mound of baggage strapped to his back and his mallet
gleamed in a way that seemed dark and wet to Anthea, but she
couldn’t figure out why it would be so.
“Bedros!” She cried in surprise, launching herself at the Ox-Man.
He grinned down at her as she attached herself to his side, pressing
her face against the coarse fur of his chest. When she released him
after her father made an impatient noise, she explained, “I didn’t
want to leave you behind.”
Bedros tilted his head and nodded briefly, but then he pointed
toward the rough trail ahead of him where her father was starting to
move ahead.
“Oh. Right.” She laughed, hurrying to catch up.
Three Ouers later the morning sun was cresting over the horizon.
The lights had come back on in Cenalium a little less than two Ouers
past. Even from above, the ambient light of the city once more lit up
was enough to light their way as they negotiated their way down the
ill-used path. This was at once good and bad. Good because the
light of the arc-sword was failing from overuse, and bad because it
meant may be people looking for them soon.
As self-sufficient as Aurean settlements tended to be, there was
never any reason to go down amongst the lesser folk who lived in
darkness in the depths of forest or in their disease-ridden cities that
clung to the coastlines. The paths they tread on were a remnant from
different times, and it was in a state of ill repair. More than once they
reached spots that seemed nearly impassible.
To Anthea, it was an exhilarating trek down the mountain. Spread
out before her were pillows of clouds that stretched for Kilomes, and
below them was uncharted land as far as she was concerned. Maps
might have names of places labeled on them, but she had never
seen beyond Cenalium. For now though, all she could see were the
snow-kissed peaks of grey and purple, other arms and branches of
the mountain Cenalium sat atop, that pushed out of the clouds below
them. Cenalium was on the highest peak in the range, and it usually
stayed above the cloud line. The sun brushed across the wispy tops
of the clouds, giving them a more substantial look than they would
have normally had, like golden tips of meringue on a baked pie.
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She had no idea what the future held for her, and that was
strangely exciting, instead of scary as she had thought it might be.
Gone were the limitations of just one city, no matter how beautiful it
was or how comfortable and luxurious it could be to live there.
Instead, the protective walls that she had once thought held out
potential invaders began to seem more like the walls of a prison cell.
The look on her father’s face showed he wasn’t quite as optimistic as
she was, but that was of no matter.
There were many narrow spots on the path. One they had just
crossed was a particularly narrow spot where Bedros had a
particularly hard time crossing because of his bulk. He had nearly
fallen to his death when the rock beneath one of his feet crumbled
away. Had Orestes not grabbed him, which allowed Bedros a
moment to shift his weight back toward the cliff wall, he likely would
have toppled over the ledge.
They were just beyond that tight spot when they heard a low
mechanical whine approaching. It grew with the passing Mynettes,
until a dark shadow fell over them from above. It was a long
machine, perhaps fifteen Mayters long and all glinting in the early
morning light.
Energy collectors on the thin shell of metal that enclosed the vessel
gathered the sun’s rays, which in turn powered fans that allowed the
vessel to stay aloft. The crystalline collectors powered massive fans
that spun so fast that they appeared to be solid disks instead of
many-bladed fans mounted on pins in the wing structures. They also
powered a trio of heavy arc-lances that were mounted under the
nose of the vessel.
“It’s a the Guardians. They’ve come for us.” Orestes announced
grimly.
“How did they know where to look?” Anthea asked.
“I don’t know.” He replied stiffly, but he did know. He’d been
betrayed, and there was only one man he thought would have done
it, Corydon, his oldest friend even if they’d fallen on hard times, but
also a man who had much to gain from betraying him.
Three pairs of lines dropped from the Flier, uncoiling at one end to
fall all the way to the rocky pathway. Guardians began to rappel
down immediately, wrapping one leg around the rope to slow their
descent as they lowered themselves hand over hand. Their bronze
armor glistened in the sunlight, making them glow like the arc-swords
they carried.
“What do we do?” Anthea asked worriedly, hiding behind Bedros’
considerable form.
Orestes looked from the Guardians to his daughter. “You run. I stay
and hold them off.”
“What? How? How can you hold them back?”
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“Child, do as I say! Now go.” Orestes yelled over the whipping
winds and the whine of the Flier.
“But…”
“They want you alive, Anthea. They’ll kill Bedros and me to have
you. Now flee while you can.” And with these words, Orestes gave
Bedros a look, and then he drew the arc-sword once more.
Bedros grabbed Anthea around the waist and hefted her over one
of his massive shoulders, understanding the cue he was given. He
turned and ran then, carrying Anthea away from her father, despite
her protests and cries to do otherwise.
Sobbing, Anthea could do nothing to fight off Bedros and go help
her father. He was too strong and big, and she was just a young girl.
A grown man could not fight off an Ox-Man with mere muscle, so
how could she of all people hope to? He was gentle enough, despite
being firm in his grip. She bounced around very little on his meaty
shoulder as he ran. The winds whipped at them, tearing at her hair
and Bedros’ fur as he hurried away from the battle, but it was her
heart tearing that bothered her most.
All she could think was how pitifully dim the light of her father’s arcsword had looked when he squared his shoulders to defend against
the Guardians arrayed against him. Then, they were around a slight
corner, and she could see him no more, but the clang of metal
against metal rang out against the mountainside. As long as she
heard that, she knew that her father lived.
Mynettes later, she could no longer hear the noise of battle. She
dug her hands into the thick fur of Bedros’ shoulder, keeping her
curses silent and inside her. There would be time enough for that
later.
After a time the whine of the Flier’s fans grew in their ears once
more, growing nearer with each pace of Bedros’ long gait. The
gravely path crunched beneath his fleet steps and the wall of the
mountain beside them scrolled by dizzily, but he could not outrun the
Flier. It came at them from around the mountain, swinging around
the mountain like a weight at the end of a string, its tail always
pointing outward as it rotated around. As it moved, the nose with its
three glinting arc-lances remained trained on them.
When they reached a long straight stretch, Anthea cried in alarm.
There were three Guardians approaching from behind, though one
limped badly and struggled to keep up with the other two. Aureans
were a fleet footed people, and Bedros was carrying a good deal of
baggage and tiring.
Just then, an item amongst the baggage that Bedros carried caught
her eye. It was a colorful and expensively made box of crafted silver
and encrusted with gems of varying hues of green. It wasn’t much
more than a hand’s span on a side and therefore rather cubical, but
what was inside it was important: flowers.
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“We can’t outrun them, Bedros.” Anthea said firmly, just loud
enough that he could hear it in one of his large ears over the noise of
wind and Flier alike. “We make our stand here, like father did. You
handle the three Guardians behind us, and I will deal with the Flier.”
Bedros’ left eye rolled toward her to regard her in surprise. He
made no effort to slow down as she had asked. In fact, he seemed to
redouble his effort to outpace the Guardians, but even with all his
stamina, Ox-Men are not fast over distances, only for short spurts of
time. His push only managed to buy them a few more moments of
time before they had to confront their pursuers..
In that time, the Flier sped ahead of them, as if looking for
something. Anthea lost sight of it, as she was still facing backward.
There was a loud crack, like lightning from ahead, and Bedros
skidded to a stop, nearly dropping her as abruptly came to a halt.
He set Anthea down then and grabbed for his mallet, which was
across his shoulders. She looked ahead, her light hair blowing
across her face as she shielded her eyes from the dust that blew at
them from the shattered pathway in front of them. They’d blown apart
a twenty-foot section of the pathway and there was nowhere left for
them to run to.
“The flower box, Bedros. Give it to me.” Anthea ordered, a hint of
regality in her tone.
This time, Bedros did as she asked. The flower box looked tiny in
his massive palm. She took it, and he immediately lifted his mallet in
both hands. As he moved forward to face the two Guardians and the
laggard that dragged himself behind the pair, Anthea finally realized
what the dark splotches on the mallet had been.
That Bedros had already shed blood for her only strengthened her
resolve. If he could kill for her, and if her father could die for her, then
she would exact revenge too. She would cost these men their lives,
and she would live free.
A deep bellow of rage erupted from Bedros’ lungs as he swept his
mallet across the path in front of him, warding off the Guardians. It
was the noise of a cornered beast that was going to defend itself.
The Guardians quickly danced back, sending jolts at the Ox-Man
from their arc-swords. The smell of burnt fur wafted back to Anthea
as she dug through the flower box, looking for the right flower.
A scream of a man sent tumbling from the ledge interrupted her
concentration. She looked up briefly, saw that Bedros still lived, and
then glanced back at the Flier, which was closing in, its trio of arclances looking like a bee’s deadly stingers.
She scowled and pulled out a delicate purple blossom. She had
grown this one herself. It was rare and hard to grow, but she had
more than her share of the Aurean gift with plants. Her father had
once said she could grow an orchid in the middle of an ice storm,
and it wasn’t much of an exaggeration.
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She smiled grimly, held up the blossom to the morning sun and
spread her arms wide. She released the blossom, and the winds
caught it, holding it unnaturally in front of her face. Her eyes rolled
back as she stared at the blossom, and words began to flow from
deep within her consciousness, crawling out of her lungs in a fluid
stream.
Flower from on high, cloud over this patch of sky;
Hide sun from sight, of this thing of wingless flight.
The wind around them died and the blossom disappeared in a
bright flash of light, like a miniature star erupting and popping before
fading out of existence. A wordless scream tore out of her lungs,
chafing her throat raw as it exited her. The scream accompanied a
mental burst of energy that shook Anthea’s slender form, rattling her
teeth in her jaw and causing her nose to bleed.
The skies began to darken. Threads of clouds from many Mayters
below darted up toward them like writhing snakes called to a
charmer’s flute. The clouds coiled up, encircling the Flier like a living
beast, constricting the air and sun allowed to reach the Flier. The
Flier’s fans struggled to push out the thickening air and the mass of
water vapor that choked them. The collectors ceased drawing in any
energy as surely as if they had been cloaked in Mayters of thick
fabric.
Then the fans whined to a stop, and there was nothing holding the
Flier aloft anymore. It plummeted, spinning and tumbling wildly as it
fell. Twice before it disappeared beneath the cloud cover the Flier hit
the mountain wall and pieces snapped off the thin hull. After that it
was simply gone. They didn’t hear it hit bottom.
Anthea fell then, lying limply on the pathway. She panted and tried
to keep her eyes from popping out of her head like they felt as if they
were wont to do.
“What has she done?” One of the remaining Guardians cried in
horror and disbelief. “She’s destroyed the Flier! She’s been touched
by Porceth!”
That distraction was all Bedros needed to crush the man’s head
down into his spine, shattering the man’s spinal column and ribs as
his body compressed like a boneless bag.. The last Guardian – the
wounded one – tried to run away. Bedros hurried after him.
“Wait!” Anthea called, rolling over and pushing herself up off the
pathway.
Bedros cast a fiercely protective glance back over his shoulder at
Anthea and continued after the man.
“Wait, I said. We need to ask him about my father. Don’t kill him.”
Then she added in a wry voice, “Yet.”
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Bedros heeded her order once again, standing three of his large
paces away from the Guardian, who was standing very still. Anthea
approached shakily, her legs wobbly and her knees like rubber.
“My father.” She demanded. “Where is he?”
“Mistress… I am sorry to report...” He swallowed heavily and trailed
off, his pale eyes shifting back and forth under his bronze helm.
“Your father, he fell. He and another man tumbled from the cliff. I
doubt they survived.”
Bedros’ lips pulled back to expose his flat teeth and emitted a sort
of growl. His heavy hands tightened around the heft of his mallet’s
handle, and he drew back to crush this man as well. The Guardian
stood there in resignation, too ashamed or afraid to move anymore.
He closed his eyes and waited for the killing blow to land.
Anthea eyed the man, taking in every aspect of his being. She had
killed to defend herself, but could she stand by and let this man be
murdered in front of her? Assuredly he would tell others of what
happened and more would come after them. What they had just
done could never be forgiven.
“Do you have a family, Guardian?” Anthea asked.
“What?” The Guardian asked in surprise, opening his eyes.
Bedros grunted, his arms frozen in a position of readiness to crush
the man to death.
“A family. Do you have a family?” Anthea repeated, snapping her
words at him in a manner that caused him to flinch.
“Yes, a wife and a son. He’s two Yarres of age.” The Guardian
replied, his voice cracking.
“Would you like to see them again?”
“Maletos willing, yes. I would do anything to see them again.”
Anthea habitually touched her forefinger and middle finger from her
right hand to her forehead upon hearing the mention of the Goddess
of the Sun, the central figure in Aurean religion. She and her
husband Haestos, who was ruler of the Moon and the Firmament,
ruled the celestial bodies that gave life upon the Aurean people.
“Then you will do what I ask, and we will spare you.”
The Guardian fell to his knees, lowering his head to the ground.
“Anything, mistress. Anything you ask. Just tell me what you need.”
His voice trembled and his words poured out from him.
“Your arc-sword. I need it. My father’s is lost to me.”
The Guardian lifted his head, unbuckled his sword belt, sheathed
the arc-sword, and pushed it across the ground toward Bedros’ feet.
Then, sensing that this was not the end to her requests, he asked,
“What else?”
“Go home.” Anthea ordered, looking past him to the winding trail
where her father fell. “Report to your leaders what happened,
omitting no detail. Then you will retire from the Guardians. You will
pay any price or do what they ask so that you are released. Then
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you will live the rest of your Dees with your family and never raise a
weapon against another man, woman, or Ox-Man again.”
The Guardian nodded repeatedly, repeating her words as she said
them. “I do not know why you do not ask me to tell them to say you
died too, but I will do as you ask.”
“They would not believe that I was dead I think.” Anthea replied.
She began to turn away then, but turned back at the last moment.
“One last thing.”
“Yes?”
“Your name. What is it?”
“Vitalis.”
“A fortuitous name, Vitalis. Go and live in peace. Remember your
pledge.”
The Guardian stood, weak from his injuries, but energized by his
new lease on life. “Thank you, yes. I will not forget you, your brave
father, or your protector. I will tell my family of you, that they too will
not forget your mercy.”
“Go then.” Anthea ordered, pointing back the way he’d come.
Vitalis hurried off, limping as he went.
Bedros huffed disappointedly and finally lowered his weapon. As he
stooped to pick up the arc-sword Anthea had requested, he heard a
thump behind him. Mallet in one hand, and undersized – for him
anyway – arc-sword in the other, he turned to see Anthea lying
unconscious on the pathway amongst the few possessions she’d
managed to carry with her to this point.
After seeing that she was just exhausted from her efforts, he picked
her up and put her over his shoulder once more. He picked up the
precious flower box and the two weapons, and made a running leap
across the gap in the pathway. It was a long leap, but then, he was
quite tall and rather powerful.
He pushed on tirelessly until he reached the base of the mountain,
drawing on the reserves of energy that Ox-Men are famous for. Yet
even with his boundless energy, he was exhausted by the time he
reached the bottom of the mountain, and he pitched off into a fitful
sleep beside Anthea. It was Ouers after that before she came awake
again.
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CHAPTER 1
The Kerathi enjoy fighting each other more than fighting people of
other races. They have developed an extensive code of conduct for
inter-clan war called the Kriegegesetze. In fact, their council of
chieftains, known as the Sammenkomst, often sends observers to
preside over clan wars to make sure that the agreed-upon bylaws
are followed. These neutral observers are left unharmed lest the
offending clan who happens to kill one earn the wrath of the
Sammenkomst. Observers have only been killed three times in the
past, and twice this resulted in the total obliteration of the offending
clans, down to the last woman and child. The exception to this was
when the observer, who was ironically named Argus, which means
vigilant and alert, was killed as a result of becoming so intoxicated
that he fell asleep in a homestead that was burned down during a
raid.
Do not be mistaken and think that they will not fight other races
though, for nothing unites their people like an outside threat. The
Aynglican King Brant III learned this the hard way during the War of
Sixteen Islands…
- Excerpt from Raghnall’s ‘History of the Kerathi’
th

 Fyvesdee, the 25 of Harvest, 768 A.E. 
A Kerathi male, young in the eyes of many though an adult in the
eyes of others, sat quietly among a stand of birch trees that lie in a
forest of mostly oak and pine. He had a rifle nearly as long as he was
tall stretched out before him, and he had braced an elbow on his
knee as he targeted a hart with a rack of antlers with no fewer than
eight points. A strip of silken cloth laid across his lap, marred along
the edges from being cut and sawed off piece by piece as packing
for the slugs that he has rammed down the barrel, packing them on
top of a small bag of black powder.
At sixteen Yarres of age, he is darkly bearded and his eyes were the
shade of pines in the Saysuhn of White. He is a blooded male,
meaning that he has already been in battle, albeit a small one in his
case. Therefore, he is considered to be a grown man insofar as the
elders of his village are concerned. As with many rash men of his
age, he is still looking to prove himself to those who doubt him for
various reasons, some petty and some significant.
A challenge to his manhood is one that he cannot leave
unanswered. This is only the most recent in a series of challenges –
a hunting challenge. One of his peers, a young man by the name of
Lamont, had suggested in front of the better part of the village that
Rolf, who happened to be the male sitting in the woods at this very
moment, was rather inept at hunting. He had been so brazen as to
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even suggest that a pair of rifles were wasted in Rolf’s hands. Rolf
had to prove him wrong then, or look a fool.
Being a culture strongly centered on the concept of personal image
and honor earned from great deeds, this challenge was important for
Rolf to answer, lest he lose face. Losing face would knock him down
quite a lot in the pecking order, which would consequently make
finding a mate – a very important thing to any healthy sixteen-Yarreold male – considerably harder. The thing was, whether he passed
or failed this test, it would not hurt Lamont’s image in the least. And it
wasn’t until Rolf successfully answered this challenge that he could
issue his own challenge to Lamont that might damage his honor
should he fail where Rolf had not. As of yet, neither of them had
failed in each other’s challenges, and Rolf was trying his best not to
be the first to do so.
There had been a slight breeze in the early Ouers of the morning,
but that was gone by the time the sun began cresting the horizon,
painting everything in a tangerine color. Rolf inhaled and exhaled
slowly, with one green eye closed as he looked down the sights past
the end of the barrel. He drew a bead on a spot just below the base
of the neck and just above the front shoulder of the animal. His finger
slowly tightened on the trigger, and the hammer was poised to fall
and send a hot ball of lead tumbling toward the deer.
As he inhaled and held his breath to fire, not wanting his breathing
to throw off his shot, there was a distracting flash from above and to
the north in the high altitudes of the mountain passes beyond sight.
A ball of dark clouds hurtled down out of the cloud canopy. They
thinned and stripped away from something underneath them as it
fell. Something shimmered from beneath the clouds, emerging
moments later as it continues to fall toward the ground. Whatever it
was, Rolf knew it was pretty big.
Rolf watched, his trigger finger still. He was as spellbound as the
hart he was aiming to shoot. The deer’s tail lifted and its head turned
to face the distant object. The hart had about as good of a clue as to
what the thing was as Rolf did, and so they both wore blank,
surprised looks on their faces.
It didn’t dawn on man or beast for a long time that the mysterious
shape was falling in their general direction. They were both so keen
on watching bits and pieces of the object tear apart and fall away
with the last remaining wisps of clouds that leave the greater object
that the fact that the thing was getting a lot bigger hadn’t really
caught on.
At some point, neurons kicked in, and the connection was made.
This happened at about the time that the falling vessel was close
enough that Rolf and the hart can both hear it as it whistled through
the air. An errant piece of the craft smashed through the trees and
landed between the two of them. It lay there smoking as the hart
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bolted through the tall grasses, crashing past shrub and tree, leaving
the Kerathi to watch the wreckage rain down around him. Every
thrush, sparrow, and other bird in the area took to flight all at once,
rustling twigs and leaves as they winged away from what they’ve
accurately identified as a ‘bad place to be.’
Rolf stood quickly and stared at the piece of twisted metal. He
looked up at the ever-so-large vessel approaching rapidly, and took
off running in the first direction he can turn both his feet toward. With
one rifle in hand and another shorter firearm across his back, he
pumped his legs as fast as he could to get away, jumping over fallen
tree trunks, bounding off rocks, and dodging branches that deviously
aim to poke out eyes.
Heat from the falling craft built up around him as he ran. The
Guardian Flier scraped the highest branches of the trees overhead,
snapping them with a horrendous amount of racket, all the while
chastising Rolf for picking the wrong direction to run in. He threw
himself to the ground and covered his head as tree trunks snapped
in half and shredded the hull of the Flier.
There was a thunderous crash as the Flier was finally pulled down
to the ground, having been slowed down enough by tearing through
a hundred Mayters worth of foliage that it could no longer remain
aloft, and it came to a stop. Trees and branches continued to fall for
a several Saycunds, until the last bits of wreckage have come to
rest.
Everything was dead silent. There wasn’t a bird or insect making
noise anywhere as far as Rolf could hear.
Rolf sat up. He gave each of his limbs a perfunctory shake to make
sure they still work, and then he stood up. Leaves and twigs rained
down around him, each one forcibly detached from their home in the
trees above. The sunlight filtered through dust and leaves alike, as
well as clouds of sawdust that hung suspended in the air, the sort of
light pulp that accumulates in the middle of trees that termites or ants
have been working over for Yarres.
This is where Rolf had to make a decision.
Many men – or even women – have a number of possible ways to
react to a situation such as this one presented. There are some who
would forget what they’d seen and run away as fast as possible,
never to look back. Another sort of man or woman might go find
some friends or enlist some sort of aid to search the wreckage. Still
another sort of person could be curious enough to go investigating
on his or her own, or even of a pure enough heart to search for
survivors in hopes of helping them. Then there was Rolf. He was of
an entirely different and less genteel sort.
A vein began to stand out in the middle of his forehead and he
gritted his teeth together. Rolf was the sort of person who was put
out, even angered by the fact that someone had just about killed him
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by dropping what seemed to be a flaming pile of metal, gases, and
fire down over his head.
Rolf’s left fist tightened around the barrel of his gun while the other
locked onto the stock of the weapon. Then started pressing forward
through the mess of strewn branches, uprooted trees, and damaged
terrain of the sort that made it look like a tornado had just passed
through.
It took him a quarter of an Ouer to move through an area that would
normally have taken him just a handful of Mynettes. While this was
mostly due to the debris in his way, it was also partly due to caution
and frequent glances up at the sky. One never knew when a second
hunk of Comrain knew what would rain down on you.
Thinking of Comrain, the God of the Hunt, made Rolf’s expression
darken as he recalled that the hart had escaped. He’d not yet fulfilled
the challenge laid out before him by Lamont. This made two reasons
to hate whoever was responsible, though it was a lesser reason
behind almost being killed. Thinking of Lamont only made that vein in
his forehead pulse that much harder.
When he finally reached the main chunk of wreckage, for there
were many smaller pieces littered throughout the artificial clearing
the crash had made, Rolf stopped and stared. Bits of metal were
stuck deep in trees, and entire trees were thrown about like a child’s
careless pile of sticks. A twisted lump of tube frame, fan blades, and
metal hull lay in a smoking heap in a crater rent into the dark soil of
the forest floor. Amidst all of this, were the sparkling shards of
shattered crystals that had crumbled off the folded wings of the Flier,
and, most surprising to Rolf, the bodies of people.
With his rifle trained on the contorted form of the nearest man, Rolf
advanced on the remains of the vessel. Three paces away from the
body, it began to twitch violently, startling Rolf. Rolf nearly jumped in
place, and only a supreme effort of will kept him from emptying the
chamber of his rifle into the man.
The prone figure raised his hand and opened his eyes, trying to
croak out a few words. Rolf knelt beside him warily.
“What is it? What happened?” Rolf asked. What followed from the
man was an unintelligible string of syllables. Rolf shook his head. “I
don’t understand.”
The soldier, for it was obviously a solder as he was outfitted in
some sort of metallic armor the likes of which Rolf had never seen,
grasped Rolf’s arm tightly, his mouth twisted in a rictus of pain. His
body was wracked with spasms that stilled a few moments later.
Even in death the expression of pain did not leave the man.
Shaking his head as he looked at the ruined state of the man’s
body, twisted and broken in the crash, Rolf closed the man’s pale
grey eyes with his fingertips. He stood then and looked about the
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rest of the wreckage for a few moments, but the other three
passengers had died in the crash, in rather horrible ways.
Confident that the people, who had almost killed him when they had
come crashing down from the sky in their strange craft, were already
dead, Rolf poured the contents of his canteen onto the ground to
make a patch of mud. This was easy to do since the ground had
been so torn up from the crash that there were open sections of soil
instead of the forest floor’s normal rug of detritus.
Once he had a good puddle of mud, he dipped his forefinger and
middle finger into it, and walked over to place a dab of it on each of
the dead men’s eyelids. The act was one of respect for the dead,
and for Nelius, the God of the Afterlife and the Dead.
After this brief act, Rolf set to searching the Flier, which was in
accordance with what Cainel, the God of Battle, would wish. For he
would frown upon anyone who would leave serviceable weapons
and tools out to the elements instead of returning them to the
battlefield in another man’s hands. To the survivors go the spoils.
He searched the bodies, looked around for any coins and
valuables, and then tried to see what weapons the men had carried.
The pair of sword-like weapons he found had been broken into
pieces. From the mangled front of the craft, hardly distinguishable as
such anymore, he salvaged the one remaining arc-lance that had not
been destroyed or bent to a point that it was no longer usable.
Holding it aloft, it caught the light of the sun along its length and
began to glow. Rolf dropped it in surprise, cursing as he danced
aside when it discharged an arc of energy into the air around its tip.
He was careful the next time he handled it. Being that he was not a
stupid man, he was able to determine within a few Mynettes of trial
and error that the lance responded to the sun. After he was done
experimenting with the weapon, he covered it with his cloak so that it
would not be exposed to the sun.
He gave one last look at the wreck before shaking his head and
moving away. The noise of the crash had scared away any game for
the Dee, so Rolf started home. The strange weapon of the sky riders
would have to serve as a trophy. Hopefully it would be enough to
offset the loss of face from the delay in fulfilling Lamont’s challenge.
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CHAPTER 2
Aureans have different burial customs than any of the other races
of Elegia. They have men known as Darkwatchers who will stand a
vigil over the dead. Darkwatchers are equipped with only a small
source of light as they wait a full Dee within an otherwise dark
chamber for the spirits of the dead to evacuate the body they
inhabited when they were alive. Aureans believe that if it is light that
kept them alive throughout their life, then it is darkness that should
usher them on to Nelius and the waiting afterlife.
Suffice it to say, Darkwatchers are revered and feared, but it is not
a job that many would want. They say it takes a person touched
Kaneitha in the darkness of the womb to become one of the
Darkwatchers. Darkwatchers are signed out of their family registers
upon entry to the profession. They take no mate, for to do so would
be to breed the darkness they endure into their offspring…
- Excerpt from Raghnall’s ‘A Study of the Mountain Folk’
th

 Fyvesdee, the 25 of Harvest, 768 A.E. 
Anthea’s green eyes flickered open. Her head pounded, and her
body felt as if her limbs had been twisted and pulled between two
large dogs in a vicious game of tug-o-war. Her stomach was twisting
as if in a knot, and she felt feverish. Her lungs felt inundated with air,
as if there was too much of it pressing down on her. Everything felt
heavier and muggier. She found herself missing the cool breezes of
Cenalium already, and from the look of the sun, it had only been a
couple Ouers since they’d left Cenalium.
Looking around, she discovered she was lying on a bed of grass
and leaves. This was not a new experience for her, but it was
strange nonetheless. In Cenalium, a patch of grass would never be
allowed to grow unchecked like this. Nor would there be so many
ants, gnats, and flies roaming about. Bedros seemed to attract the
greater share of these pests – likely attracted to his musky scent –
but a few still found their ways to bother her. That the creatures
pestered him more was of little comfort.
Just trying to get her bearings for a few moments, she watched her
companion sleep as her memories of the last Dee began to replay in
her head. Bedros’ heavy snoring kept interrupting her train of
thought. Each time memories of her father began to flood back in
and tears began to well up in her eyes, he’d snort or twitch nervously
in his sleep, murmuring animal-like noises all the while.
Bedros’ large flat nose twitched; and his rough tongue flapped out
to lick his snout. A moment later his ear shook to dislodge a fly that
had chosen it as its perch. She laughed aloud, which caused Bedros
to sit straight up and grab for the mallet that lay beside him.
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He grunted in such a way that let her know he wanted to know what
had happened. His eyes roamed around them, looking for something
that might have offended her or expressed aggression toward her.
“Nothing. I was just watching you sleep. You were noisy.”
Bedros nodded slowly, a very deliberate looking action for any OxMan, simply because they didn’t have much of a well-defined neck
area. They had more of a broadening of muscle and bones until it
became a large pair of shoulders.
“I don’t feel so well, Bedros. And I worry about tonight. What will we
do when night falls? We had father’s arc-sword before, but even the
one I took from Vitalis won’t be enough to last for the Ouers we’ll
need it.”
Bedros nodded as he calmly listened to her fears. He reached over
into the mass of baggage that had formerly been slung across his
massive shoulders and he pulled out a single padded bag, of which
he carefully untied the closures before emptying the contents out in
front of Anthea.
Half a dozen melon-sized light globes lay between the two of them.
Anthea squatted next to them, rocking back and forth on her heels as
she picked one up and looked close. There was an extra piece of
equipment on the end of each, attached to the end that would
normally be mounted to a wall, and therefore a feed.
“These have chargers.” Anthea said in surprise as she examined
the crystal pod.
Bedros nodded and grinned. He made a sweeping gesture with his
left hand, and then tapped his chest. His other hand rose to tap his
coarsely haired head afterward. This was part of a code language
they’d worked out between the two of them to communicate. It was
easier than pulling out a piece of slate and a stick of chalk every time
he wished to reply with something more than a nod.
Anthea smiled. Bedros had just told her that her father and he had
prepared well.
This was enough to remind her of her recent loss, and it brought
tears back to her emerald eyes. Bedros reached out immediately,
placing a heavy hand on her arms where they rest atop her knees.
She lowered her face and pressed it to the back of his hand, stifling
the urge to cry for now.
When she lifted her face, there was a pair of damp dots on the back
of Bedros’ sorrel colored skin, hardly noticeable among the strands
of thick hair. Bedros pays no attention to them, standing instead.
“Yes, you’re right.” Anthea said, watching him. “We need to keep
moving. Did my father say where we were to go?”
Bedros nodded. He pulled out his slate and wrote a single word in a
hand that resembled nothing more than a childish scrawl. The slate
said: ‘Aetheline.’
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Anthea frowned, not recognizing the name off hand. “Well, it will
have to wait. We will search the base of the mountain for my father.
There is a chance he has survived, and if,” she swallowed heavily, “if
he has not and we find his remains, I will see to his body myself. I
will not leave him to lie on the slopes below Cenalium.”
And with that, she stood herself up next to him, shouldering her
rather modest load of goods. Bedros wanted to protest and express
the need to flee from any more pursuers that might be out there, but
he could see from the determined set to his young mistress’ face that
she would not be deterred or swayed from this course easily. And,
part of him wanted to do what was right by Orestes and see to his
body as well.
To an observer, the pair would likely have looked rather humorous.
Bedros weighed many times what the girl did, stood easily half again
her height if not almost twice, and was three or four times as wide.
Add a man-sized pile of baggage to his shoulders and a mallet that
weighed as much as Anthea did, and he was a sizeable and
imposing figure.
She, on the other hand, was daintily built with a graceful, almost
airy pep to her steps that was more inborn than learned. She looked
natural in her skin, accustomed to her limbs as she waded through
weeds that went from ankle deep to waist deep, while Bedros simply
plodded forward beside her, crushing a swathe of grasses beneath
his hooved feet.
As they walked, Anthea took in sustenance in the form of travel
rations – another of her father’s thoughtful preparations. The rations
consisted of various dried fruits and meats as well as a variety of
flextainers of different syrupy juices laden with nutrient fuels for the
body.
Each of the flextainers was about the size of a canteen, holding
approximately one Layter of fluids. Their material allowed them to
bend without breaking even if Bedros were to put the full of his
weight down onto one. Of course, the cap would likely burst were he
to do so, but their elasticity made them excellent for traveling
because of their resistance to breakage.
There were worst ways to start a morning and with food in her
stomach and the sun shining down upon her, she began to feel
better. She made herself breath slowly in the heavy air, or she would
get light-headed from the excess of oxygen she took into her lungs.
With exertion, though, came the urge to breath deeply, so more than
once she began to feel dizzy. When she felt out of sorts, they’d
pause, and then continue walking a few Mynettes later.
For nearly two Ouers Anthea and Bedros trudged along the rocky
base of the mountain that led up to Cenalium at its peak. They wove
their way in and out of the arms of the mountain, which reached out
like roots of a massive oak to break apart the dominion of the forest
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of trees that lay nestled against its base. The land was rough, with
crevices filled with dark, stagnant water. Spindly evergreens clung
tenaciously to the thin loess that had accumulated over the rock,
using their roots in accord with the winds and water to break apart
the mountain, but their task would take an eternity.
Mostly, the pair followed deer trails, moving from vantage point to
vantage point so that they could look up the side of the mountain to
see if they could spot the body of Orestes. Every time they thought
they caught a glimpse of something that might be him, it turned out
to be a trick of light, a plant, or even a bird one time. Yet there was
no sign of Orestes or even his arc-sword.
Anthea wiped the sweat her brow with a silken handkerchief and
frowned at what had formerly seemed a pleasant environment. Now
the trees and rocks and the rough terrain seemed to be obstacles
that kept her from finding her father.
Bedros glanced side to side, his wide eyes investigating every
noise for some sign of pursuit. She knew as well as he that they
didn’t have forever to search, but she couldn’t give up yet. Her father
would search forever for her if their roles were reversed, so how
could she do any less for him?
Tears threatened once more, but like all the other times, she just bit
her lower lip to keep it from quivering, scowled her brow so the flesh
around her eyes would tighten in submission, and she moved along.

Around the fifth Ouer of the Dee – fifth out of ten – Anthea paused
beside a small spring. It lay in a depression between to mounds of
dark granite, and it she could see the leaves, twigs, and silt that had
accumulated in the bottom of the small pool.
Sweat dripped down her face and neck, dampening the collar and
the neck of her shirt. Bedros absently sat on a nearby boulder
picking ticks off of his torso as she eyed the water thirstily. She’d
already drained three flextainers since morning, and while she wasn’t
hungry, she was certainly thirsty.
“I think I’ll refill these,” Anthea waved the empty flextainers at
Bedros, “with this water here.” Then, seeing his dubious look, she
added, “I’ll have to purify it first, of course. Who knows what kind of
harmful things might be in it.”
Bedros briefly nodded in agreement, but went back to combing his
thick fingers through his coarse hair immediately afterward. For such
large fingers, he could be surprisingly deft, Anthea noted. She smiled
and shook her head as he exhibited a burst of childish enthusiasm
upon finding, removing, and then crushing a rather fat tick the size of
a blueberry between his thumb and forefinger.
Anthea knelt beside the water and opened her silver flower box.
She picked through the few dozen blossoms still within, fretting over
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ones that were beginning to show the slightest signs of browning and
wilting. There was nothing she could do about that though, since any
flower will begin dying after being cut off from the plant. Even her
mother’s enchantment on the box couldn’t stave off the eventual
death of the flowers. She selected a snowdrop blossom, still pristine
and white.
Knowing what was coming, she composed herself in body and
mind, folding her hands serenely across her lap as she sat beside
the pool. She took a deep breath and focused, extending the white
blossom before her.
When she let go, the blossom remained suspended before her. Her
eyes focused on it, then through it, and finally beyond. Her mind
projected a wave of force, and words began to flow out between her
teeth and lips.
Blossom of white, surrender your might;
Clean that which we drink, as nice as from Cenalium’s sinks.
As before, the blossom vanished outright, enveloped in a flash of
white that spread away from Anthea to engulf the pool of water. It
brushed along the surface of the waterhole and then bit deep into it,
suffusing the water with its purifying energy. Had her eyes been able
to see it, she’d have seen the droves of bacteria and impurities die.
Instead, all she saw was a gathering of particles that were brushed
aside to settle as a scummy residue beside the pool.
This was not such an effort as before on the cliffs, and it did not
leave Anthea’s throat sore, her head hammering like an anvil, or
cause her to feel faint. She immediately took the empty flextainers
and dipped then in the water, which smelled crisp and clean as she
pulled each Layter of it away from the spring.
Upon completion of her task, she found Bedros staring at her.
“What?” She asked, snapping at him. She immediately regretted
doing so, but the heat and the exertions of the Dee had her temper
flaring.
Bedros sighed and touched his cheeks beneath his eyes, and then
pointed at her with his left hand while tapping his head with the right.
This meant that he was simply watching her because he was
interested in what she did. She smiled, feeling foolish.
“I’m sorry. I’m just still upset.”
Bedros nodded knowingly and pounded a fist against his chest,
telling her to take heart and be strong.
“It’s not easy.” She shooed away a fly that flitted about her face. “At
least I don’t have to hide what I can do anymore. You know that? It’s
so strange to not have a secret anymore. I can do what I want with
my skill now, whenever I want.”
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Bedros grinned toothily and nodded. He stood then and made as if
he were ready to look around more. Anthea stood to follow, but a
thought dawned on her as she did so.
“Maybe we’re going about this the wrong way.” Anthea suggested.
Bedros hefted his mallet up over his shoulder and glanced back at
her, his glassy, brown eyes showing that he was not following what
she said.
“What if I use my abilities to track down father? Why should we
waste Dees we don’t have by combing this land if I can have an
enchantment lead the way for us?”
One of the Ox-Man’s hands lifted to point at the flextainers Anthea
held in her hands. He frowned and shook his head.
“That? Oh that was nothing. It didn’t tire me at all. I’m fine.” Anthea
replied. When he crossed his arms in front of his massive chest and
shifted his weight in a disapproving manner, she frowned and rubbed
the heel of a hand against her forehead. “We’re going to be here
looking for Waykes if I don’t do this. Now I don’t know if there are any
more of them coming after us now, but I’m sure there will be. We
destroyed a Flier and killed something like ten Guardians.”
Bedros lowered his shoulders in acquiescence.
Anthea whooped triumphantly before settling down onto the ground
once more and digging through her silver box once more. She dug
down to the bottom and pulled out a very simple looking sprig of
parsley with small whitish-yellow buds at the ends.
“Here goes.” Anthea muttered to herself, not willing to think about
what she might do if her idea didn’t work.
She settled her body and let her joints go loose. Then she raised
the budding parsley and let it go. It hung before her eyes and her
head tipped back.
Blooms upon green, show me what you mean;
Give us a way without bother, so that I might find my father.
When Anthea’s eyes came into focus once more and she caught
her breath. This enchantment had exhausted her much more than
her last effort, but she forgot that when she saw Bedros staring off
into the distance. She followed his gaze. Through the trees a bluish
light shone. It pulsed visibly through the foliage, cutting through
trees, leaves, and hills alike. When they looked along it they could
see beyond the obstacles that should have obscured their vision, at
least for distance of a couple Kilomes. It pointed toward a destination
no short distance away from where they were now.
“Looks like we have quite a walk ahead of us.” Anthea said dryly,
accepting a hand that lifted her to her feet with ease.
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The Ox-Man beside her took the lead once more, pressing through
the branches and obstructions of the forest as he went toward the
light.

“I don’t understand!” Anthea cried out in frustration, waving her fists
in the air. She sank down to sit on a twisted piece of the Guardian
Flier’s hull. “I asked it to lead to father, but it led here instead. His
body is not among the wreckage. Right?”
Bedros shook his head “no” when she looked his way. She wore a
look of accusation, as if he might be hiding the location of her
father’s body from her. The Ox-Man shifted nervously, eyeing the
dead Aureans.
Anthea noticed his peculiar behavior. “What is it?” She asked the
Ox-Man.
He shook his head, unable to explain very well. His rough tongue
slapped the underside of his nose as he anxiously regarded the
bodies.
Anthea moved over for a closer look. Up until that point, she had
been content to stay a healthy distance from the dead and let Bedros
search the downed Flier. As she moved closer, Bedros stepped
aside to let he see what he stared at.
She covered her mouth in surprise upon seeing the mud smeared
across the eyes of the dead. “Who would do such a thing? They’ve
defiled the bodies! They were our enemies, but still, this is
sickening.” She shuddered.
Bedros turned both of his hands palms down and made a
downward pushing motion.
“Lowlanders, you say?” Anthea’s eyes glinted with an anger she
didn’t really understand. This could have easily been her father’s
body these heathens had defaced. Smearing mud across the faces
of the dead was simply disrespect for the dead.
As she looked around the site, she began to see a glow about the
torn forest floor. Among the tussled ground and the mess of debris
from the trees the Flier and broken in its crash, there were footprints.
The footprints took on the bluish hue of the light that had led them
this far.
“There! The enchantment is pointing out these footprints. It must be
father.”
Bedros didn’t have a chance to express his doubts before Anthea
was off and running along the track of glowing footprints, weaving
her way between oaks, birches, and pines. Grunting, he took one
last look around the wreckage before shaking his head and trudging
along after her, covering as much ground with a half-hearted walk as
she did jogging along.
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Something about all of this seemed off, but he couldn’t figure out
what. While he was all but certain that the footprints they followed
were not those of Orestes, how could he bring himself to crush his
young mistress by saying such? And part of him, too, hoped that
they were Orestes’ footprints after all. His master had entrusted him
with the task of protecting Anthea, but that was a task made much
easier by Orestes’ presence.
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CHAPTER 3
Saying that the Kerathi are a warlike people is like saying that fish
live in the seas - obvious. Their entire society is based upon respect
and honor garnered from great feats and battle prowess. They’re a
proud race of braggarts and mercenaries. That the Thaumaturges
came from such a race is surprising. They alone among this savage
people seem to believe in peace and the quieter pursuits of life.
As with all things, there have been exceptions to this peaceful
nature that seems inherent in those who become Thaumaturges.
Most notable among this more violent breed of Flower-Enchanters
was Hilde of Norsakke. Her contributions to the War of Sixteen
Islands resulted in the deaths of more than eight thousand Aynglican
settlers on the Isle of Fogreate.
Her life was not one of peace, even from an early age. Many blame
the voracity with which she pursued the death of Aynglicans on the
brutal rape and murder of her mother at the hands of a band of
Aynglican outlaws. Hilde watched from the other side of their cabin
before being brutalized herself. She was never quite the same again.
It is ironic that the Aynglicans unintentionally made one of their own
worst enemies…
- Excerpt from Alistair’s ‘The History of Thaumaturges’
th

 Fyvesdee, the 25 of Harvest, 768 A.E. 
Rolf descended the hill on the southern trail that led into the clan
village of Harsbrukke. The trail widened from the deer trails and foot
trails he’d been traveling to a rutted road wide enough to permit a
wagon passage. Wagons would haul goods to the coastal towns, of
which there were only two on this island: Norsjalde and Fjorlen. The
small clan villages spread across the island all sent people to those
towns to trade and get the things they couldn’t make on their own.
Harsbrukke was no different.
Rolf had been to each of them twice, but found each of them to be
too busy for his taste in habitation. To him, it seemed that the more
people you packed into a small area, the more important each of
them felt their time was. Why, it seemed as if you couldn’t even cross
a street without inconveniencing one person or another.
And the politeness… that was just outlandish and absurd. Some of
those city folk wanted to be treated near on like princes. There were
boys he’d grown up with who had left their clan village to go seek
their fortune, and then they’d gone and decided they were better
than him because they dressed in fancy clothes and lived in fancy
homes.
Rolf snorted as he thought of this. He could bet that these
‘domesticated’ Kerathi would be the first ones to declare war and the
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last ones to pick up a rifle to help out. It’s how it always was it
seemed. All of the raids in the past few Yarres had been started by
the merchant type of Kerathi, who insisted that such and such
competitor, who controlled such and such commodity, should be
attacked for the good of the settlement. Well, that was all fine and
dandy, but when people started thinking more about money than
honor, that was a step toward the Aynglican way. The soft merchants
and city-builders would win if the Kerathi lost their fierce nature. The
warlike mind was a large part of what made Kerathi who they were.
To lose that was to lessen the value of the whole.
These thoughts and more ran through Rolf’s mind as he strolled
casually down into the valley where Harsbrukke lay nestled between
hills covered thinly with hardwoods like a bristles of a balding broom
or hairbrush. This was the result of generations of slowly cutting back
the trees to expand grazing areas for the clan’s meager supply of
goats, cows, and sheep. The wood from the trees would go to build
new Familienheime, or family homes. The Familienheime were built
in rings around the Stammheim, though more recently there had
been an expansion of homes only in the northern direction, so the
former circle now had a lobe protruding northward.
The Stammheim was the center of a Kerathi village in more ways
that one. It served as a fortress, as well as being the social and a
religious center of the village. In the cellars beneath the Stammheim,
the clan kept its excess ammunition and rifles, as well as supplies for
the Saysuhn of White – the cold Munths. So in this respect, it was
also a storehouse and a granary.
The Kerathi were a proud, even arrogant people, so it was that no
sentries or guards challenged Rolf as he walked down into the town.
They didn’t see the need for any such precautions since they were
not currently at war with any other clans. The Kriegegesetze laid out
how such conflicts could be run anyway, so there would be no
surprise attacks in the middle of the Dee.
Those sorts of tactics were reserved for outsiders, people who were
not Kerathi. A Kerathi deserved to die seeing who among his kind he
faced in combat, not surprised by rifle fire from behind a tree as
raiders snuck into the village. There was greater honor in that. But
outsiders, they weren’t worthy of such polite warfare. They’d fight
dirty and kill attackers any way they could, so the Kerathi would do
the same – only better and with more cruelty.
As he walked, Rolf scattered a small flock of chickens, which he
thought looked a bit scrawny for all their efforts to find grubs, bugs,
and worms amidst the gravelly paths of the village. He frowned at the
sky, looking around as he walked. Some of the chickens he
scattered alighted upon the sod roofs of the homes of the village,
where they continued their search for insects.
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Of the other homes, many of them had grey wisps of wood smoke
rising from their smoke vents, perhaps from a third of the more than
forty Familienheime in Harsbrukke. Each one of the modest wooden
structures represented a family. When a man came of age, which
happened at fifteen Yarres, a man would prove himself to his peers,
which would allow him to choose a mate. If she would have him, the
men of the village would pitch in to clear land and build a
Familienheime for the new family. The Familienheime would expand
if and when a child was born to the family, each of which would
usually live with the parents until such time as they would start their
own family.
Then, there are those like Rolf, whose fathers die young and nobly
in a raid on another clan’s village, and whose mothers chose another
mate. And there are those too, who like Rolf find themselves
unwanted in the Familienheime of this second mate of his mother.
And, because he was of age, his mother and her new mate were not
required to provide a roof for him to sleep under.
This was fine by Rolf, since he disliked Beljd anyway. Of course it
helped that he had inherited his father’s Familienheime. It was
considered bad luck to tear one down, especially one on the inner
ring of homes that lay around the Stammheim.
Having a dwelling of his own and being unmarried made him extra
desirable to the available females of the town, who numbered exactly
nine, varying in ages between fourteen and twenty-two, with one
widow of forty-six Yarres of age. The widow was beyond childbearing
age, and would likely remain without a mate until such time as
another woman of the village of similar age died. Women in her case
usually step in to fill the void, physically if not officially through
marriage.
The unmarried woman of twenty-two Yarres, Cybele, was a bit
touched in the head, which explained her rather old age for being
unmarried. She’d suffered a fall as a young girl, and the resulting
blow to the head had left her cross-eyed, mute, and a bit simple. Had
she been born like that, she’d have been left out for the elements or
the animals to dispose of, but she’d been born healthy, so no one did
her the favor of ending her life. Her parents endured her existence in
a state of mild social shame. Rolf had always found it sadly unjust
that a woman whose name meant ‘mother’ would likely never have a
chance to be one.
The other girls, all seven of them, were highly sought after by a
group of boys of similar numbers and ages, though each to a
differing degree according to individual tastes. This meant that
almost all of them would end up paired with someone from the
village. And while it wasn’t unheard of to take a wife from another
village or to become a wife in another village – the women, not the
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men, make the move to their mate’s village – it was just more likely
that each of them would choose someone from within the village.
“Hello, little brother.” A voice called from his left, interrupting Rolf’s
silent contemplations, which were usually about the girls of the
village of late.
Rolf scowled immediately, and kept walking without responding.
When footsteps fell in behind him, footsteps that hurried to catch up,
Rolf rounded on the boy. “We are not brothers, Lamont. There is not
a single drop of similar blood that runs in our veins. Our fathers and
mothers are both different, and don’t forget it.”
The large youth laughed. His heavily muscled shoulders, built from
endless hours of swinging an axe with his father and older brother,
rolled beneath the coarse fabric of his shirt. It was a shirt that had
seen better Dees, and from the smell of it, a laundering was due.
Lamont’s square jaw was thick with reddish beard growth that
contained bits of trapped sawdust. His large arms crossed
expectantly in front of his large chest. “That may be so, little brother,
but never forget that your mother is my father’s new woman.”
Rolf’s eyes flashed darkly with anger as he struggled to keep his
fists from flying at Lamont’s blocky face. He started walking again,
making his way toward the center of town, where a wooden platform
was sitting in front of the entrance to the Stammheim. “While we’re
not forgetting things, why don’t we no forget who is holding a rifle
right now?” Rolf called back over his shoulder.
Lamont’s smile faded just a hair, and his step faltered, if only for a
moment. “If you tried to kill me, I’d be justified in actually killing you.
That would work out rather nicely though, since I’d inherit your
father’s Familienheime then. It’d be a nice place to start a family with
Anika.”
“Anika?” Rolf snorted, trying to imagine the shapely girl with kohlcolored eyes and dark ringlets of hair with Lamont. “You’ve got a
better chance taming a bear to play as your wife than you have of
getting her.”
“Is that so? Well, it certainly won’t be you. You seem to have failed
in my challenge. By the time I’m done with you, you won’t show your
face in this town again if you have any honor.”
Rolf smiled and shook the Aurean arc-lance, still covered with his
cloak, at Lamont. “We’ll see.”
Lamont tried to hide a worried expression that crept across his face
as he regarded the mysterious package, but did poorly. “Killed a
snake did you? Found a nice walking stick perhaps?” He chuckled
nervously.
“Why don’t you shut that exceptionally large mouth of yours for
once, no-brother-of-mine, and watch?” Rolf suggested, glancing at
the larger man briefly before ascending to the top of the speaker’s
platform.
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The platform was only a couple Mayters off the ground, and
something like eight paces long and three deep. At one corner, there
was a small brass bell that could be rung to draw in people as
witnesses, either for an elder’s sharing of wisdom, or for challenges
such as the one Rolf was participating in. He rang the bell twice, and
then stood there quietly waiting.
Rolf did not look at the Stammheim behind him. He knew what it
looked like, with its four Mayter palisades of sharpened posts and
logs, and its earthy embankments that had shrubs and tall weeds
starting to grow – not a good thing for something that should be clear
of obstacles or cover. He also knew what the Stammheim itself
looked like, a fifty Mayter long hall made of large tree trunks that had
been cut in half, with the flat side pointing out; the entire surface had
been carefully carved over the generations into effigies of battles
won, honors gained, and of the gods that the Kerathi worshipped.
Though since this was a relatively new and small clan, much of its
walls remained free of carvings, waiting for new honors to be etched
into their pristine wood.
What he was interested in, were the grubby faces of his fellow
villagers. They came from home, field, and forest to witness what he
was about to show them. They were covered with sweat, dirt, and
the grime of their trades. The men were all bearded, though some
had beads, animal teeth, and other trophies tied into their facial hair.
They were a large lot, broad-shouldered with strong features and
hands meant for working. The women followed in the same vein,
though in a more feminine way. They built for a life of labor and
childbearing and not for daintiness and delicacy like the women in
some of the other races. This is not to say that they did not have a
sort of beauty to them, but many had seen hard lives, so the beauty
many of them may have held earlier in life had faded considerably.
Lamont joined him on the stage, being part of this challenge since
he was the issuer. They looked out among the sixty-some faces that
had arrived already, and the twenty stragglers that were still
wandering in. Rolf swallowed nervously. Half the community had
come to witness what he had done and found.
“Well?” Lamont said at last, smiling easily at the crowd as he held
out his open hands at Rolf. He did it in such a way that many among
the crowd chuckled or laughed, catching on to Lamont’s doubt of the
other man who stood before them.
“I was supposed to go and kill a great animal… a hart, a bear, or a
warthog perhaps.” Rolf began, his voice unsure at first, but steadying
with each word he spoke. “In this, I nearly succeeded.”
“You see? You see what I have said?” Lamont called out
triumphantly. “Did I not say he would fail?”
More among the crowd laughed or called out in agreement. Rolf
favored them all with a hard look and silence. The effect worked.
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They quieted while he waited patiently and exuded a stern feeling of
disappointment in their behavior.
“I am surprised that so many of you were foolish enough to think I’d
come up here with nothing to show, that I’d come back emptyhanded and call you to witness such shame. I am surprised that I
have to deal with this man of empty words and empty promises
beside me.” Rolf shook his head slowly. “I am surprised that I stand
before you with something of great importance, and yet you’d all
rather stand here and have your little laughs at my expense instead
of waiting for its unveiling. When did we become a people that would
rather listen to a braying jackass spewing his nonsense out among
us rather than hear about something truly important?”
The crowd shifted uneasily, as people do when they feel shame. A
couple thought Rolf had gone too far, and he could tell so from their
looks. They felt angry that he should be bold enough to berate the lot
of them. He took this as a cue to continue, not wanting to give
Lamont, who stood beside him looking red-faced with simultaneous
embarrassment and fury, another chance to speak.
“I had a ten-point hart in my sights,” Rolf exaggerated as he held up
his rifle, “and something happened.”
“Well, we know what didn’t happen! You didn’t shoot it!” Someone
heckled from amidst the crowd, laughing. The people near him
elbowed him to be quiet.
Rolf recognized the voice as one of Lamont’s friends, but could not
pick out which one had said it. “No, I didn’t shoot it, because
something came crashing down over my head, crushing branches
and snapping trees off at the trunk for a quarter of a Kilome. It was a
flying craft, an airboat unlike anything I have ever seen before. It
broke apart in the crash, but I went to see what I could find. The
chance was too valuable to give up.”
“And it had men in it too!” He called out. He let them whisper
amongst each other for a moment as they digested what he had just
told them. “They wore bronzed armor and they were tall with pale
hair and eyes like gemstones. I tried to speak with one before he
died, but I could not understand what he said. He was not Kerathi or
anything else I have ever met. Therefore, I can only assume that he
was an Aurean.”
“An Aurean?” Lamont said incredulously. “No one sees the
Aureans. They keep to themselves. There is not a man alive on this
entire island that has seen an Aurean in their lifetime. Even the
elders and the chieftains have not seen Aureans.”
“Then how do you explain their weapon which shoots lightning as if
from a storm?” Rolf demanded, throwing aside his cloak to expose
the arc-lance.
A hush fell over the crowd as they regarded the lance. It was clear
from the number of blank faces that most of them did not know how
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to respond. Many though, simply weren’t that impressed with the two
Mayter flared shaft of silvery metal.
Then Lamont burst out laughing. “That? You found some scratched
up old lance in the forest and you concocted this elaborate story all
to avoid the shame from failing on your hunt?”
“You don’t believe? Shall I try it on you?” Rolf asked, smiling and
hoping that Maletos would grant him this one favor. A beam of light
to smite Lamont on the spot would be quite welcome.
Now the larger man wasn’t exactly ready for this, but at the
insistence of the crowd, who shouted for him to do it, he couldn’t
back down without losing face. He shrugged it off as if it were
nothing though. “Why not? Do your worst.” Lamont encouraged him.
He stood with his arms out and inviting.
“Don’t say I didn’t tell you the truth.” Rolf said with a smile, unable
to believe his good fortune. He was pretty sure the lance wouldn’t kill
Lamont, but the shame of being wrong might.
Rolf lowered the lance, aimed right for Lamont, and squeezed the
handle like he recalled trying before. For a moment, the tip looked
like it began to glow and Lamont’s eyes widened in surprise. But that
was it. Nothing happened.
Rolf swore silently.
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CHAPTER 4
Aureans are generally a secretive people. Their ways are
mysterious to the lowlanders, as they rarely go among them. It would
be hard for an Aurean to pass as any of the lowland races, though
some of them do resemble Aynglicans. Perhaps that’s why I was
allowed among them. In some ways I look something like them, even
if I pale in comparison to the beauty and dignity of their race.
- Excerpt from Raghnall’s ‘A Study of the Mountain Folk’
th

 Fyvesdee, the 25 of Harvest, 768 A.E. 
Anthea pulled herself up into the crotch of an elm tree, bracing one
foot in the narrow confluence between the two main trunks of the
birch so she could look out ahead. Bedros watched from below with
his arms out, looking up at her with his large eyes and waiting to
catch her in case she fell.
From her vantage point along the trail of bluish footprints they’d
been following, Anthea could see a village of rough wooden houses.
At first she thought they were storage sheds or something of that
sort, so crudely were they constructed compared to the grand and
intricately built Aurean structures she had lived in and grown up
around, but when she saw people coming and going from them she
realized what they were. It was appalling to her to see that people
could live in such squalor. No wonder lowlanders were purported to
be carriers of so many diseases.
Her eyes drifted beyond the small fields and fenced in areas that
were parceled out to each of the homes to the fortress beyond. As
primitive as these people seemed, it surprised her that these folks
had been able to assemble such a large structure. Outwardly, it
wasn’t that impressive in terms of decorations, but with the
earthworks, the palisade, and the actual reinforced building beyond,
it must have been a large undertaking to create for such savages.
In front of the fortress there was a crowd gathering. The silvery-blue
footsteps led a snaking trail through the village and up to the crowd,
where they were hard to see through the shifting crowd, but then,
they had also been visible even through dense vegetation. They
didn’t require an actual line of sight.
Her eyes narrowed on a pair of figures standing on a raised
platform before the entire assembled crowd. One of them held an
elongated package wrapped in cloth aloft, while the other, a vastly
larger man, seemed to taunt him. The footprints seemed to lead to
the smaller man. Various crowd noises, mostly cheers and jeers,
drifted back to Anthea, but never enough to hear and understand.
“Bedros.” She called down the tree.
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He grunted and stepped back a bit to get a better look at her. His
anatomy did not allow for a wide range of up and down motion in his
neck, though it did allow for a fairly regular range of left and right
movement. Even still, Ox-Men as a whole tended to twist at the waist
instead of turning their neck or shoulders.
“Hand me my flower box, please. I need to hear what’s going on,
and I have a flower that is perfectly suited for that task.”
Bedros nodded his heavy head, and sighed, not liking that she was
going to do yet another enchantment. He pulled the box out of her
supplies and lifted it up toward her, but she was no longer looking
down and waiting to grab it.
Her eyes had gone back to the crowd ahead. She watched as the
smaller man of the two on stage drew back the cloth from around the
long object he held, exposing an arc-lance. She blinked in surprise.
“Surely not.” She whispered to herself as she watching as the
distant figure lowered the arc-lance toward the second, larger man.
She said this both because she didn’t expect him to have an arclance, and because she couldn’t imagine that he would publicly
execute this man in front of all these people. “Savages.”
Bedros grunted again, unable to see from his place what she could
see from her vantage point. He continued to hold the box aloft for
her, even though she had seemingly forgot about it.
Then, abruptly, she was clambering down the tree. She dropped
the last two Mayters without slowing down. Her graceful legs
absorbed the impact of landing. Then her hands scrambled through
her baggage to retrieve the arc-sword she’d taken from Vitalis, and
then without warning, she was off toward the settlement, leaving
Bedros to stare after her in wonder. He recovered his wits after a
moment and then took off after her; he paused only to snatch up
their belongings in his massive hands before hurrying after her.
Anthea’s feet hardly seemed to touch the path. Small puffs of dust
were the only sign of her passing, each blooming and dying in scant
moments under the evening sun. Bedros’ own footfalls were much
more substantial. His hooves churned up the dirt and gravel beneath
him, but Anthea was too far ahead for him to easily catch. She would
reach the lowlanders before he could stop her.

Rolf stared at the arc-lance in disbelief. Just a couple Ouers ago
he’d had the thing shooting all kinds of sparks. Now it was doing
nothing. His honor and credibility would be ruined. He might not ever
live this down. First the ship had cost him his hunt and now it might
cost him everything.
Lamont’s deep laugh roused him out of his introspection.
“You see? As always, Rolf has proven to be more talk and bluster
than deed. He puffs his chest out and makes us all gather ‘round to
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see what wonders he has accomplished, and he gives us this…”
Lamont pointed at the lance. “I imagine it’d make a good walking
stick, or perhaps a fire poker.”
The crowd laughed. Rolf looked out at the laughing faces, sensing
them all slip away from him and to Lamont. He had worked the
crowd up and let them down, only to hand them over to Lamont. The
large man had always known what to say and when to say it.
Looking at him now, as he emphatically worked the crowd, swaying
them to favor him, Rolf couldn’t help but be impressed, if jealous.
“Why we bother with such a man is beyond me. Yet he holds a
Familienheime that is empty of a woman for making a family with
him. It’s of no surprise, since he can’t even hunt. How would he feed
a wife, let alone children?”
Rolf’s jaw tightened in anger, and he took a step toward Lamont.
Any real Kerathi male would not hesitate to fight another man, even if
the other man was much larger, as was the case here. Lamont
turned an eye toward him, and shook his head.
“Even now he plays at being Kerathi. Look how he pretends to get
angry, yet we all know he will not challenge me. Despite his hair
color and features, I wouldn’t be surprised if he were the get of an
Aynglican raider.”
The crowd quieted. This was a strong insult and not one made
lightly. It was a very bold claim for Lamont to make, especially since
Rolf’s mother was now his father’s mate. That Rolf might be the child
of one of the hated Aynglicans, a people with whom the Kerathi had
much history and even more bad blood, was a challenge that could
not go unanswered.
Rolf let out a cry and threw himself forward, stabbing outward at
Lamont, bayoneting with the lance that was nearly as long as he was
tall. Its brassy surface was dull beneath the cloud sky as Lamont
swiftly slid aside, letting the point pass by him harmlessly. He let Rolf
press his charge and push the lance forward while he kept the
weapon pinned between his arm and side as Rolf slid forward.
It took two forward steps for the realization that he had not just
impaled Lamont to come to Rolf. By then he was staring at one of
Lamont’s oversized fists, its knuckles white and bare of the thick hair
that sprouted up on the back of his hands.
There was an impact. Stars danced and darkness swirled before
Rolf’s eyes, and then he felt a second impact as he hit the wooden
platform. Pain rushed in then, giving him no chance to adjust to his
new prostrated orientation. His ears rang with the noise of the crowd
and more of Lamont’s boastful claims, and he saw the point of the
lance come closer, hovering near his chest; only this time, he did not
hold it.
Over the din came a shrieking call. At first the crowd ignored it, as if
the noise had not registered with their ears, but as the echo of the
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piercing noise dissipated from among them, they began to turn to
look for the source.
Rolf, being higher up off the ground than all except Lamont, and
therefore better able to see around, spotted the light-haired girl
running toward the crowd. Her strange garb and the light, almost
musical syllables were not so startling as the blade she held aloft as
she ran. It glowed with the fire of the morning sun. Her hair looked
like polished silver, and the planes of her youthful face seemed
chiseled from white marble. Yet there was something Kerathi about
the fierce snarl of her girlish features.
Behind her came a monstrously large man-beast, something out of
the storybooks. While he had never seen one before, and he knew
they didn’t inhabit any islands this far north, there could be no
mistaking the three-Mayter or more tall creature as an Ox-Man. The
Ox-Man’s powerful thighs looked puny next to its even more
muscular arms, each of which was a big around as Rolf’s waist; they
were arms that looked all the more intimidating by the massive mallet
the Ox-Man carried two-handed. The horned creature threw back its
head and made a noise that sounded somewhere between a bull’s
snort and a bear’s roar.
While Lamont and the others stood dumfounded, Rolf rolled away
form the point of the arc-lance, and dropped down among the crowd
before he gave Lamont another chance to kill him. He staggered
through the crowd, trying to push his way toward the young girl who
had saved him, even if that had not been her intention. Rolf heard
her lilting voice rise above the noise of the crowd once more, and
saw the crowd begin to part before her flashing sword.
Kerathi were nothing if not brave, so few of the people ran outright,
though many watched the person beside them, ready to run if
someone else ran first, but each was unwilling to be that first person.
Mothers and fathers pushed children behind them, and those who
carried weapons or tools of their trades brandished them as a
warning to the girl and the Ox-Man to not get too close.
Rather suddenly, Rolf found himself outside of the crowd, who
backed away as he alone approached the girl and the Ox-Man. Of
course, a few warning feints by the Ox-Man with his massive mallet
were enough of an incentive to give the pair room. He glanced over
his shoulder, only to see his townsfolk give him more room. Lamont
stood on the platform still, watching with assured confidence that
Rolf would be killed by these two visitors, and if not, he had still
made great gains this Dee against his ‘brother.’
When he turned back toward Anthea, he found her sword pointed at
his chest. “What is it? Who are you?” He asked, looking at her face.
She seemed to glow radiantly, as if she were sucking in the rays of
the sun.
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Anthea let loose another string of lightly accented syllables. They
flowed off her tongue like water, and he understood few if any of
them. Some sounded like words he knew, but they were all delivered
in such rapidity that his mind could not decipher their meaning. Rolf
blinked in confusion, ever aware of the Ox-Man’s pair of large eyes
glowering at him from above flared nostrils and an open mouth of flat
yellow teeth.
“What are you saying?”
Anthea’s eyes narrowed. She took a deep breath, almost like a
pause for her mind to switch gears. “You speak this then?” She
asked.
“Yes. I understand you.”
She nodded, smiling briefly because he understood. Then her
expression resumed its fierce cast. “Why did you dirty the bodies of
my kind?”
Rolf scratched his cheek as he considered her words, though the
action nearly caused her to put the sword through his chest. He
slowly lowered his hand to avoid another near-fatal twitch of her
blade. “Dirty?”
“You put mud on their faces and stole from them. You broke our
customs.” She accused.
Rolf had never been one to like being accused of something,
whether he did it or not, but he bit back a self-righteous tone that he
felt. “I did? I did what our people do with bodies. I didn’t know I was
doing something wrong.”
“You steal from the dead?” She asked incredulously.
“The living can better use their possessions. Cainel says so.” He
replied, earning murmurs of agreement from the crowd behind him.
Anthea nodded briefly, recognizing Cainel’s name. She eyed the
crowd warily. “Have you seen my father?”
“Your father?”
“The flowers led me to you. Their power brought me here.”
Rolf was not the only one to be stunned into silence here. A hush
fell over the crowd again.
That this foreign girl claimed to be able to use the magicks of
flowers like only the Thaumaturges of his people could, was no small
surprise. For centuries, the other peoples of Elegia had tried to breed
with the Kerathi to introduce the ability to harness the power of
flowers into their own races. Many Thaumaturges had been raped
and forced to give birth to children that had never carried their
enchanter’s traits into their captors’ race. The truth was, no one
really knew what made a woman able to become a Thaumaturge.
“Flowers? You were led here by flowers to see me?” Rolf asked
doubtfully.
“Yes.”
“How?”
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Anthea nervously shifted from one foot to the next. She looked to
be considering something weighty, something that she wasn’t sure
she wanted to share. “I spoke the words that came into my mouth
when I bid it to lend me its power.”
“A Thaumaturge.” Rolf whispered, awe-struck. “But you are not
Kerathi.”
“You are Kerathi then? I was not sure what you are.”
“Yes, we all are.”
She nodded thoughtfully, but then snapped at him, “Where is my
father? The flowers would not have led me here to you if you did not
know.”
“Unless he was one of the men on the crashed machine, I do not
know. I have never seen your kind before this Dee.” Rolf replied.
“Please believe me. I do not know you or your father.”
The fight went out of her then. She withered visibly, tired and
heartsick. “So I have been lied to. My flowers lied to me and led me
here.”
Bedros put a heavy hand on her shoulder; it wrapped around a
large portion of her upper body, but he did so gently. She raised a
hand to grasp one of his thick fingers, like a babe grasping at a
mother’s fingers with his much smaller hand.
“What goes on here?” An authoritative voice called from the crowd.
The crowd, still interested in the exchange between their
townsman, the strange girl, and the Ox-Man, took a moment to
realize who had said these words. Then, realizing that they impeded
the way of their village’s chieftain, they scattered before him to give
him a clear path. Rolf swallowed hard as he met eyes with Esben,
chieftain of Harsbrukke.
Esben’s arms were bared to the shoulder, displaying a crisscross
pattern of scars that were a combination of self-inflicted
ornamentation and battle-earned remembrances of wounds. His
heavy hide vest was laced up the front and ornamented with strips of
furs from a great striped cat that he had killed many Yarres ago on
an island far to the south. Each of his hands was covered in black
leather gauntlets. The gauntlets had dozens of sharp teeth set in iron
mountings on the backs of his hands and his forearms which poked
out in a series of dangerous rings that could be used to tear a man’s
face apart in battle.
Esben’s head was shorn close to his scalp, as was most of his
beard, except for the part around his mouth and chin, which hung
down halfway to his waist and was heavily laden with beads that
proclaimed his many honors. Esben fixed his eyes on the trio before
him, one dark green like pines in the depth of the Saysuhn of White,
and the other a broken iris, half of which was the same green and
the other half permanently red with blood that had never drained
completely way, the result of a battle injury that had also left a white,
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puckered scar running from his eyebrow up his forehead and back
through his scalp to the crown of his head.
“Who are these strangers?” Esben demanded, seemingly unworried
by the sizeable Ox-Man that stood before him, as if it were an
everydee occurrence. That both of his hands were resting on the
grips of his flintlock pistols that were holstered on either hip was
telling though; Esben was taking these two strangers seriously.
“Who are you to demand anything of us?” Anthea demanded.
A vein stood out in Esben’s forehead as he fought to control anger
at being spoken to in such a manner. “I am Esben, chieftain of this
village. You two are strangers, and you have come unannounced
into our village, brandishing weapons. That is not the way of Kerathi.
If you have some business with this boy here, be done with it quickly
and leave.”
“Hersker,” Rolf began, using the honorable title for Esben as he
was required to do before addressing one greater than any other
among the clan, “the girl, she spoke of flowers and how they heeded
her will.”
Esben blinked in surprise. “Her? Surely not.”
“He speaks the truth. I bid them to lead me to my father, but they
led me to him instead. I would know what he does of my father’s fate.
We were separated a Dee ago.” She said slowly, struggling to
remember the words her mother had taught her of the lowlander
language.
“And he will answer what you ask of him.” Esben replied, eyeing the
girl’s weapon as he spoke. “In fact. The Ouer grows late. He will put
you up in his Familienheime, which is more than spacious enough for
a single man and two visitors.”
“I don’t –“ Anthea started to protest.
Bedros cut her off with a grunt. She glanced back to him, lowering
the arc-sword finally, more because her arm was tired than anything
else. Bedros gestured to her, telling her that they had no better plans
or ideas. As much as she didn’t want to admit it, he was right. They
had no other leads.
“Fine.” She relented with a sigh. “We will stay for the time being.
Nextdee we will continue on our way. We cannot tarry long, as we
have a long road ahead of us.”
“Fair enough.” Esben replied as he gave Rolf a look that promised
that they would have a lengthy chat later. Then he turned on his heel
to head back into the Stammheim. The crowd parted before him
easily this time, like water before the prow of a great ship.
Before Esben could pass beyond the crowd, Lamont called out,
“And what of little Rolf? He’s shamed himself in front of us all. He’s
failed to live up to a challenge.”
Rolf turned toward the platform, eyeing the man who called him
brother. As much as he wanted to say something in his defense, the
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words would not come to him. What Lamont said was true, and
seeing Lamont absently twirl the lance in his two heavy hands just
added insult to injury.
“What is this challenge?” She demanded.
Rolf shook his head. “It’s just… I had to bring in something
impressive when I went hunting. The airboat crashing down scared
everything away. I had hoped the weapon from the ship would have
been enough to alleviate my loss of face, but the weapon did not
work.”
“It works; it just needs a charge. It has none right now.”
He looked at her in confusion. “I don’t understand.”
She grinned, mischievously eyeing Lamont as he twisted the lance
hand over hand, as if it were a staff he was using to ward off
attackers. “Watch and learn.” She drew back her arc-sword, and with
a forward motion squeezed the trigger in the handle, unleashing a
bolt of crackling electricity toward the arc-lance Lamont held.
The arc-lance flew out of Lamont’s hands and stuck into the
earthen rampart that ringed the Stammheim. His jaw hung open in
surprise and he shook his hands, wringing out the pain and
numbness caused by the arc-sword. The crowd, which had cringed
back in fear of the loud crack of energy released from the arc-sword,
now alternated in looking at the mysterious girl with the sword that
could call the power of the heavens down on a man to the man who
had been on the receiving end of her fury.
Esben cleared his throat from the edge of the crowd. “Any shame
Rolf might have incurred from his failure will be looked over if his
story of this Aurean crash is proven to be true. We will send out a
search party in the morning to verify his claims. And… he must also
not anger his guests tonight, for we Kerathi are gracious hosts to
those who show themselves to be friends, and fierce enemies to
those who prove otherwise.”
There was more than a hint of warning to his words, and it did not
escape Anthea or Bedros. “I will see you again before you leave on
the morrow, Thaumaturge. I hope that either I or Rolf has a chance
to learn your story before you go.”
“Perhaps, Hersker, but I will make no promises.” Anthea replied,
though at the moment she had no intention of doing anything more
than grilling Rolf for answers.
“Until the morning then.” Esben said, raising his left hand in front of
him, fingers spread – a Kerathi gesture of farewell.
Anthea mimicked the gesture when she saw that Rolf was doing it
as well. The others among the crowd did not, but then, they hadn’t
been spoken to.
Lamont stood flabbergasted upon the platform, all but forgotten
after the small foreign girl disarmed him from afar. “How did it come
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to this? I nearly won. Everything would have been mine.” He
whispered to himself, but no one paid him any attention.
Most of the crowd made themselves scarce after Esben’s
departure, but a few stayed to watch what would happen next.
“I am Rolf.” Rolf announced, holding out his hand to the girl.
Anthea eyed him with a bit of suspicion. Her appraising eyes tried
to gauge his age, which was hard to discern under his beard and
because his kind looked rather different from hers. “I am Anthea.”
She announced.
“And your companion?” Rolf asked, eyeing the three-Mayter tall OxMan warily.
“His name is Bedros. It means ‘stone.’”
“I have never met an Ox-Man before, or an Aurean for that matter.”
There was a moment of uncomfortable silence, punctuated by the
laughter of a group of children who were pointing at Bedros and
commenting on the vast differences between their facial features and
his. The Ox-Man ignored this as best he could, but a warning glance
sent their way told them very plainly that he was not to be bothered.
“I… uhm… I’ll take you to my Familienheime, the house of my
father.” Rolf managed to say, though the words were thick on his
tongue and his mind slow.
Anthea nodded. “Very good. We are both tired from traveling.”
Rolf led the way through the last few people who stood around to
observe, but they all gave the trio a wide berth. Rolf couldn’t help but
let his hand stray now and then to the comforting steel barrel of his
flintlock pistol. He didn’t expect to be getting a lot of sleep that night.

Though Rolf’s Familienheime turned out to be rather austere from
the outside, which was much in keeping with the rustic nature of the
settlement, it was nicer inside than she expected. It was actually a
pleasant surprise for Anthea to find that the homestead was not just
a single room shack enclosed by log walls and covered with a sod
roof.
The inside was sectioned off into cooking, sleeping, and storage
areas, and the walls were smoothly finished – or smooth compared
to many things in this settlement at least. The furniture was well
made if simple, and with all of the hand-sewn blankets and
handcrafted details within the home, there was a definite feel of
home to the place – a very lived-in feel.
Bedros grunted approval, hunching under the ceiling that was too
low for him. He found an open swathe of floor and claimed it as his
own, sitting in the middle of the large clay-red rug while he
unburdened himself of their baggage. Anthea kept her opinions to
herself, choosing the nearest chair to sink into and get off of her feet,
which ached from the Ouers of hiking and exploring.
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“It’s probably not what you’re used to, but it’s what I can offer.” Rolf
said self-defensively when he saw the two of them looking around
the place.
“It’s fine.” Anthea replied, moving to a window, covered only with a
heavy curtain, which she pulled aside to let the last light of the Dee
in. “It’ll be dark tonight.”
Rolf was surprised by the fear in her voice, but he thought perhaps
he had heard her wrong. After all, she did have a strong accent and
he might be misinterpreting things. “The words you spoke before,
that other language –” He trailed off.
“It was High Elegian. I had forgotten that your kind spoke Low
Elegian.”
“My kind.” Rolf found the words strange. “So you are Aurean then?”
Anthea’s eyes flickered over to him. “Yes.” She answered, but Rolf
could tell that was not the whole truth. He knew there was more to
her story than she let on.
“How old are you?”
“Fourteen Yarres.”
“I see.” Rolf mused. “You are young then. I wondered what a girl
like you might be doing traveling without your mate, but you are too
young for that after all.”
Anthea glared at him, tugged the curtains shut, and walked over to
Bedros. “We’re going to need to set up the crystal pods. This shanty
has no lighting.”
Bedros nodded and proceeded to dig the roughly spherical orbs out
of their impressive pile of baggage.
“Crystal pods? They give off light I take it? Are you afraid of the
dark or something?”
“I wouldn’t expect you to understand me, after all, I’m just a young
girl to one such as you.” Anthea said dismissively. “I was a fool for
thinking perhaps you could help me find my father.”
“What have I said that angered you?” Rolf asked.
“Figure it out yourself.” Anthea snapped at him, wearing a weary
look on her face.
Rolf’s eyes flashed dark with anger. “It’s bad enough that you had
to interfere with my squabble with Lamont, but now you show no
gratitude for my gracious offer of my home. I don’t even know you,
yet I am letting you stay here.”
“Oh, is that it? I didn’t know your hospitality was such a sought-after
commodity.” Anthea said tartly, her mother’s language coming back
to her quickly when she grew angry. “Come, Bedros.” Anthea
ordered, tugging at the Ox-Man’s hand as she stood. “We’ll find
somewhere else to sleep. You’d just get fleas here anyway.”
Bedros huffed deeply and reluctantly began gathering their things
again.
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“Wait.” Rolf said, holding up his hand. “I’m sorry. You just don’t
understand what all this has done to me.”
Anthea crossed her arms in front of her and tapped her foot. “Tell
me then.”
Rolf groaned. “It’s complicated.”
“Explain.” Anthea ordered. When he hesitated, she nudged one of
Bedros’ thick thighs with her foot. He grunted. “Hurry, we have to
go.”
“Alright, alright. Cainel’s wrath but you’re insistent.” He took a
breath. “I stood to lose much face this Dee because your people’s
ship disrupted my hunt. When I couldn’t get your weapon to work, my
reputation was forfeit. I hoped to use that weapon as an alternative
payment of my honor debt owed from the challenge, but it didn’t
work. I could have lost this home.” Rolf looked around the place. “My
father built this. I can’t give it up. It’s my last tie to him, that and my
rifles. Yet Lamont nearly killed me, because I acted rashly upon
being dishonored.”
“Your father is dead then?” She asked softly, aware that Bedros
had stopped packing to listen.
“Yes. It’s been about two Yarres now. Lamont’s father always
coveted my father’s wife – my mother, Kiersten – and he took her as
his own after father died.”
“I see.” Anthea said, genuine concern in her voice. “I too, might
have lost my father. I came here searching for a sign of him, but the
flowers have led me astray it seems, since you know nothing of him.”
“I would help if I could, believe me, but I know nothing.”
“But why would the flowers lead me to you?”
Rolf threw up his hands, clueless. “I have no idea. Perhaps
Gandahar and Sellae are having fun at your expense. The Gods and
Goddesses are fickle sometimes, especially those who deal with fate
and chance. They are quick to favor someone and quicker still to
abandon someone.”
Anthea furrowed her brow at the mention of the Gandahar, The
God of Fortune and Chance and Sellae, the Goddess of Luck and
Gambling. She seriously doubted that any of the deities had any
invested interest in her. She put those thoughts aside for now.
“Bedros, we will stay the night. We leave on the morrow.”
Rolf let out a sigh of relief at this, for he remembered all too well the
words of Esben. “I will get blankets for you.” As he moved away, he
added in a humorous tone, “Ones without fleas, right?”
“Yes.” Anthea replied, offering a polite smile.
Rolf walked out of the room and into his storeroom. There, on a
high shelf, were the spare wool blankets. He pulled all of them down,
dusted them off as he searched for signs that moths that might have
gotten into them, and walked back out into the main room where his
company sat on the floor.
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Anthea sat with her back to him, and the failing light glinted brightly
off of her light hair. She seemed to brighten the entire room, like she
gave off an aura of warmth and light – an ambiance. Her clothing
was strangely crafted of very fine cloth, finer than he had ever seen.
On a more mature girl with a womanlier figure, it would have been
scandalously formfitting.
Bedros on the other hand, was quiet and seemed reserved, as well
as physically quite massive. Rolf figured the Ox-Man probably
weighed as much as a horse if not more. He wore little more than a
loincloth, which left his powerful body out for all to see, and it was
intimidating in its musculature. Even the coarse hair across his head,
thighs, and upper body couldn’t hide the strength of his body.
“Here.” Rolf offered, holding out the blankets.
“Thank you.” Anthea replied, taking them and handing them to
Bedros, who seemingly acted as her porter and baggage mule all in
one.
“I apologize for what I said before. It was, ungracious.”
“Don’t worry.” Anthea replied. “I too, was being a bit pushy. I get
cranky when the sun goes down.”
As if on cue, the crystal pods sparked to life, bathing the room in as
much light as if the sun were still up and shining. Bedros grinned
mirthfully and nodded his head. Rolf’s eyes were drawn to the OxMan’s curled horns, which glinted like ivory in the light.
“Can he speak? Bedros?”
Anthea smiled at Bedros first, and then at Rolf. “Not as we can. He
has another way of speaking, with gestures and the noises he
makes. It takes a while to learn it, much like any language I suppose.
He can write in High Elegian too.”
“I can’t even read Low Elegian, let alone High.” Rolf admitted,
sinking into a chair that he drew close enough to them that he would
be at a comfortable speaking distance.
That earned a grimace from Anthea, who greatly enjoyed reading.
“My mother taught me Low Elegian, and my father taught me High
Elegian, as that is the tongue of his people.”
“Your mother was not Aurean?”
“She was Kerathi.”
“A Kerathi!” Rolf exclaimed. “That explains your abilities. She must
have been a Kerathi Thaumaturge – a flower enchanter.”
“I suppose.”
“You said ‘was.’ Does that mean she is deceased?”
“Eight Yarres ago.” Anthea answered, surprising herself that she
was opening up to a stranger and telling him so many things about
herself. “I have forgotten much about her.”
Rolf nodded solemnly. “I am sorry. I know what that’s like.” He
watched her then, and young as she was, he found himself attracted
to the vibrancy she exhibited. In the full light, she was a different
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person, so alive and glowing. “I fear that one Dee I won’t be able to
recall to mind the face of my father.”
Anthea nodded knowingly. “I have trouble remembering my
mother’s face sometimes. All I do is look in the mirror. Half of her is
in me, so I will always have that, if nothing else.”
“I had never thought of things that way.” Rolf said, trying to visualize
his father from memories of what his own face looked like. Certainly
there were similarities between his features and those of his father. “I
was wrong for calling you young earlier. You are wise beyond your
Yarres I think.”
“That, too, is my mother’s doing. She loved and liked to enjoy
herself, but she was also very serious about life itself. She talked to
me at great length about life and what it would hold for me.”
“She sounds like she was an intelligent woman. Would that mine
was such. My mother is a capable woman, but she was always too
willing to let someone else tell her what to do instead of thinking for
herself.” Rolf said, shaking his head sadly.
“Perhaps it is the way of your people. My mother was not exactly
well-loved among our kind.” Anthea admitted. “Her ways were
unpopular and seen as uncouth.”
Rolf noticed Bedros stiffen as Anthea noticed this. His large
mahogany eyes implored Rolf to change the subject.
“Are you hungry?” Rolf asked, standing with such suddenness that
he startled Anthea.
She took a calming breath and nodded. “Yes, anything will do.
Keep in mind that Bedros only eats plants though. He does not eat
meat.”
Rolf’s face twisted into a frown. “That must be unpleasant. All the
best foods come from animals.”
“It is their way. Right, Bedros?”
He nodded, and then gave Rolf a look of thanks. Rolf gave the
slightest of nods back, a gesture that went unnoticed by Anthea, who
was busy brushing her hair with a silver brush. Bedros’ protective
gaze was ever on her, and he seemed pleased that she was going
about such regular tasks. Whatever kept her mind off her missing
father couldn’t be bad, Rolf supposed
As he gathered food for the three of them to eat, Rolf couldn’t help
but wonder what the Gods had in store for him. That they’d placed
these two in his home couldn’t be a random occurrence. There had
to be a reason for it, he just had to find it.
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CHAPTER 5
Evil comes in many forms. Nearly all of them are man.
- Source Unknown.
th

 Sechsdee, the 26 of Harvest, 768 A.E. 
“Is there any sign of the girl?” The man known as the Greater
Helion asked.
He was bedecked in robe of gold and bronze cloth made from
actual threads of the metals woven into a surprisingly flowing
garment. Over his robe, he wore a smock of purest white, unspoiled
except with skillfully stitched emblems of the stars, the moon, and
the sun of Haestos and Maletos. Fire opals adorned a simple band of
silver he wore on his brow, which matched the circlets he wore on
his wrists, also adorned with fire opals.
If this were not an Aurean city, the Greater Helion’s costume might
have been the most impressive thing about the room. Cenalium was
the largest Aurean settlement on Elegia and was grandly designed
as befitted its stature. And, being that Aurean settlements often
tended to be larger than the cities of the lowland peoples, it stood to
say that Cenalium might be the largest city in the entire world, and
they had not spared any expense outfitting the audience chamber of
one of the greatest of their race.
Pillars of silvery marble ran thirty or more Mayters to the vaulted
ceiling of some of the purest and clearest crystal in Cenalium. The
crystal ceiling permitted light to enter, which, when supplemented
with the glow of crystal light pods, fed the luxurious rainbow of blue
and yellow flowers planted about the room’s many splashing
fountains. The fountains contained dozens of small fish of every hue
of blue and gold imaginable. The overall effect was calming, if humid
and dizzyingly vibrant to someone not used to the color pallet
Aureans favored.
Among the Aurean nation, The Greater Helion stood behind only
the Grand Helion and the Voice of the Firmament, who were the
political and religious leaders of the Aurean people, respectively.
While there were only two people above the Greater Helion, there
were thousands below him: Lesser Helions, minor functionaries, civil
servants, and interpreters of law. Because of this, he expected an
answer, and usually a favorable one, even if he were not so naïve as
to think that things would always go his way. He found that power
usually tended to have a substantial effect on making events go
toward intended and favorable outcomes.
“I’m sorry, sir,” the Guardian Captain choked out, “but there has
been little progress in that situation.”
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“Pray tell, what situation has there been progress in?” The Greater
Helion asked, his lined face settling into a decided frown.
“We are fairly certain now that all three events are interconnected,
sir… the disappearance of the girl, the massacre on the gate wall,
and the downing of the Flier.”
“That was fairly obvious before you began your investigation. Tell
me, Captain, am I employing you to uncover truths or state the
obvious?”
The Captain, not an undecorated warrior in his own right, took an
involuntary step backward. His throat threatened to close up, and he
felt his gorge rising as if he might vomit. Not in all of his battle drills,
duels, and experiences had he ever been this nervous. Sweat
beaded on his brow, catching in the band of cloth that ran around the
inside of his bronze helmet. “Sir, if I may be so bold…”
“Please do, if such a thing is even in your nature.” The Greater
Helion replied, waving his hand for the Captain to proceed.
“You pay me, and all Guardians in Cenalium to do your will. In this
case, I felt it prudent to examine all the facts carefully before making
any conclusions.”
“And what do your conclusions tell you, Captain?”
“As far as we have been able to piece together from evidence,
talking to witnesses who saw Orestes and his daughter flee their
home, and from the lone survivor from the retrieval team, Orestes’
Ox-Man apparently came upon the Guardians on the wall and killed
them with a large blunt object. It was most likely a miner’s rockcrushing mallet, a common tool for the Ox-Men in the mines beneath
the city, which he later used to kill and maim more Guardians on the
trail heading down to the lowlands.”
The Greater Helion sat up in his gilded chair. “The Ox-Man
servant? Fascinating. Those may very well be the first Aurean
fatalities ever caused by an Ox-Man. I can’t recall any ever
happening before.” He sounded amused.
Ever waiting instructions, the Captain asked, “What would you like
me to do about it?”
“Kill any relatives the Ox-Man has here in Cenalium. If there are
none, pick two at random and have them publicly executed in front of
our mountain dormitories for these uncivilized, oversized cattle. We
must make an example for them, or they may be tempted to repeat
the offense. That wouldn’t do.” The Greater Helion ordered, letting
the Captain write this down before saying, “Now, continue with your
report.”
“From what we coerced out of Vitalis, who as you know is the lone
survivor of the retrieval group, Orestes’ daughter Anthea seemed to
commit some sort of ritual before the Flier was struck by an unusual
weather formation. We have no way of confirming his story, but
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something out of the ordinary must have happened to bring down the
Flier.”
“Have you begun the recovery operation yet? We cannot leave the
downed Flier for the Kerathi to examine.”
“I’m afraid they’ve already been spotted examining the wreckage of
the Flier by one of our Farsight Outlooks. They’ve not had any luck
spotting the girl though. The foliage is simply too dense. I think
perhaps she is too far gone now and it might be prudent to
concentrate our efforts on the Flier instead.”
“Thinking obviously isn’t one of your stronger traits.” The Greater
Helion said curtly. “Would I ask you to look for a girl I had no real
interest in retrieving?”
“But why, sir?” The Captain asked, confused by the girl’s
importance. “She’s just a girl, the daughter of an unimportant
Guardian who retired in disgrace.”
The Greater Helion favored him with a predatory grin. “You have a
few choices, Captain. If you can discretely find the answer to that
question, there might be a promotion waiting for you. If you stir up
too much trouble and fumble about searching for an answer, you’ll
join Vitalis and his family in the lowlands, or maybe slip and fall off
the side of the mountain – depending on my whim. Or, you can
simply forget that you asked that question, and I’ll do the same.
You’ll go back to following my orders and demands unquestioningly,
and we’ll both live as we have been. Think about your choices very
carefully before our next meeting.”
“Vitalis’ family?”
“Oh, did I forget to mention?” The Greater Helion smiled, pleased
with himself. “He and his family are to be put out of Cenalium. Give
him his arc-sword, and one crystal sphere. They may have no other
provisions.”
The Captain wrote this down as well, trying to remain engrossed in
the writing process to avoid showing how surprised he was. This was
in effect a death sentence, and it was so casually handed out that it
chilled the Captain to the bone.
“Send word to our contacts in the Kerathi port cities. It is likely that
the girl will try to escape the island and flee to another city. I can’t
imagine Orestes failing to provide her with everything she would
need to make her journey to Aetheline.”
“Aetheline, sir?”
“Yes, Aetheline.” Another voice called over.
The Captain frowned and looked for the source of the voice, but
fountains and flowers hid whoever had spoken.
“Aetheline was Orestes’ destination,” the voice continued, nearing
the Captain and the Greater Helion as he spoke, “before he ran into
an ill spot of luck and went and died on us. I can only assume his
daughter still hopes to find whomever he planned to meet there.”
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The man who spoke was, from appearance, obviously a noble; he
stepped out from behind one of the fountains, wearing an
expensively tailored overcoat of night blue and pants of deep grey.
His hair was shorn short, and was silvery both naturally and from
age. He had poise in his posture and a swagger to his step that
belied his confidence and arrogance.
“How do you know all this? For that matter, we’re not even sure
Orestes is dead.” The Captain replied.
“Because I was his best friend once, and now I am his daughter’s
greatest hunter. I know that man’s limits, and I know that even he
would not have survived the fall.” The man said with a smile. “I am
Corydon, and you’ll be helping me in my search for his daughter,
Captain...”
“Genero, sir.”
“Well, Captain Genero, I’d like to see what you have on the men
who helped arrange the blackout in the city on the night of their
escape, but we will have to do it away from here, for I fear that the
Greater Helion has much to do and we would simply be in his way.”
“Yes, I have. You may both be dismissed to carry out my orders.
The two of you have four tasks.” The Greater Helion paused
dramatically, making sure he had their full attention before listing the
tasks he had for them. “Continue the search for Orestes’ body, work
on the retrieval of the Flier, find and execute any accomplices
Orestes had in the city after interrogating them, and return that girl to
Cenalium.”
Seeing that their audience with the Greater Helion was at an end,
Corydon took the chance then to escort Captain Genero from the
chamber and into his own private offices within the building, newly
awarded to him for betraying his own friend and his friend’s
daughter’s secret.

“So that was your great victory over Rolf?” Davin asked, laughing.
Lamont’s face colored, purpling with anger. He looked around him
at his friends and confidants, seething about his public
embarrassment at the hands of Rolf and his strange pair of rescuers.
The four of them stood outside of Harsbrukke, surrounded by trees,
rocks, hills, and the noisy insects and animals that made their homes
in the area. Their voices wouldn’t carry over the noise of the wind
through the trees, so it made a perfect place for a clandestine
meeting.
Davin, the teaser, was a rat-faced little man with a pug nose and a
twisted scar under his chin from a knife fight. He was quick-witted
and even faster with his hands, though neither attribute did much to
help his popularity with the female portion of the local population.
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Kort was raven-haired and fairly handsome. He wore his hair long
and shaved his face, which was rather rare for a Kerathi male. His
habit of shaving earned him a fair amount of teasing from strangers,
until he pulled out the pair of hand pistols he carried, with which he
shot with deadly accuracy. He wasn’t too poor with a long-knife or a
spear either, so anyone who ever made fun of him usually only did it
once.
Olin was big, not as big as Lamont, but a man built strong by
swinging an axe every Dee of his adult life. He had blocky features
and because of his size and gruff features people were always
surprised to find him so soft-spoken. He was the outlier in this group,
social with them only on account of age and a desire to occasionally
cause a little bit of trouble.
“I could have struck him down right there. I had that bronze lance in
my hands.” Lamont paused his recounting of the events to stare at
his large empty hands. “If that girl hadn’t shown up then with her OxMan…”
“You’d have what?” Olin demanded, disliking the direction this
conversation was taking. “Your father’s new wife would never have
forgiven you for killing her son.”
“I could have just maimed him. Kiersten couldn’t get too angry
about that.” Lamont suggested.
Davin smirked. “I’d have uglied him up a bit. You know, given him a
missing eye or a crooked nose.”
“Your bark is far worse than your bite, Davin. We all know that, so
don’t go talking all big about what you’d have done.” Kort
commented smugly, causing the little man to glower at him.
“Besides, we’re talking about Lamont and his problem. Frankly, I see
only one course of action of you want Rolf’s Familienheime. The
question is, have you got the guts to do it?”
“You can’t be suggesting…” Olin said in disbelief.
“I am.” Kort said coldly. “Lamont certainly hasn’t been able to
outmaneuver Rolf socially. Rolf is no more disgraced now than the
Dee he was born. In fact, if his claim of finding the Aurean craft is
true, which I believe it is, he may actually come out of this far ahead
of where he was.”
“What? That’s unbelievable. He’s not fulfilled my challenge!”
Lamont protested.
“Try to keep up here.” Kort said, boredly inspecting his hands.
“What’s more important: a dead animal or one of the mountainfolk’s
own ships, broken though it may be? Who in the history of this
village, if not the entire island has ever witnessed and found such a
thing? Who knows what we might find among the wreckage?”
“The man must have had Gandahar’s blessing on him in the womb.
Yet I know I cannot stand to let him be. This village cannot abide the
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presence of both of us, and I will not leave. So what do I do?”
Lamont asked forlornly, looking from face to face.
Davin smiled ruthlessly as he toyed with a throwing knife. “I’d kill
the girl and the Ox-Man for shaming you. Make them disappear. You
must protect your honor.”
“It would be unfortunate if Rolf happened to get in the mix and take
a fatal wound.” Kort said impassionedly, wearing a feigned look of
concern that quickly faded to a grin.
“But they’re in town.” Olin remarked, crossing his considerable arms
across his chest. “You can’t kill them in Rolf’s home or out in the
open.”
“You weren’t as close to them when they were speaking as I was,
Olin.” Kort replied. “The girl said they’d stay the night and then move
on. We’ll kill them outside of town, and make it look like Rolf and his
new friends had a falling out. Perhaps they even betrayed each other
and all ended up dead. If we’re discovered on the scene, we simply
say we were coming to his aid. After all, Kerathi put aside their petty
squabbles to help each other against outsiders, right?”
“Right.” Lamont said with a laugh, catching on now. “When do we
do this?”
“Morning perhaps. It all depends on how soon the Hersker lets
them go. I’m sure he’ll have questions for them.”
Lamont nodded, feeling relieved already. “Then it’s set. He won’t
weasel out of what he deserves this time. He might slip out of my
grasp, but this time I’ll not be setting a trap for him alone.”
“I can’t wait.” Davin said, flashing a glimpse of his crooked teeth in
his most unpleasant smile.
Of the four of them, only Olin looked unpleased, though he tried to
hide it as best he could from the others, especially Kort. All he could
do was hope that this was angry talk that would come to nothing, but
already he was planning on what to do should it come to pass.
Friends or not, there was no honor in what they planned. He
shivered, though the winds were not cold.
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CHAPTER 6
Look to the sea.
See you all that lay above the surface?
That will be yours, while that which lies beneath is mine.
Remember that you are but visitors in my domain.
- Mueran folk song entitled ‘Fallu’s Warning’
th

 Sechsdee, the 26 of Harvest, 768 A.E. 
Unworried by what occurred around him, a man with reddishbronze skin sat on one of many rocks that jutted up out of the sea
along the coast of Maethlin, a score or more Kilomes from
Harsbrukke and half a dozen from Norsjalde. Waves crashed around
him, sometimes splashing up at his knees or even to his waist, but
they could not break his silent benediction. His focus was beyond
that which the elements could disturb, even should they choose to
take his life.
Pressing his palm to the crown of his head, he prayed to Fallu, the
whale of Maletos, Queen of the Gods, and father figure and protector
of his people. He also, out of tradition and reverence, prayed to
Marceaupo, the Goddess of the Outer Seas, and to Tulis, the God of
the Inner Seas. To be safe, he prayed longest to Tulis, for it was on
one of his shores that he presently sat and prayed. To show more
reverence to Marceaupo in Tulis’ territory would be to raise the ire of
the God’s and elicit his temper, for which he was renowned.
Makan, as this Mueran was known, prayed to his people’s revered
Deities for direction. Several turns of bad luck had landed him here,
on the Kerathi island of Maethlin, where he had to tread softly lest he
earn the wrath of one of the warmongering people. And while the
Kerathi had no particular hatred of the Mueran, most likely because
their peoples lived so far apart that they rarely saw each other and
not because of any kinship they might have felt, they had no
particular love for them either.
At thirty-six Yarres of age, Makan was on the downside of his
middle Yarres, and he had nothing to show for it. He had no family of
his own, no holdings, and his ship had broken apart on the rocks of
this very island. He was left with little more than his fish-spear, a
battered assortment of salvaged gear from his lost ship, and a
collection of scars to show for his efforts in life thus far.
This was enough to shake the faith of even a man as steadfast as
Makan, who had always given generously to priests and shown the
proper reverence to the Gods, even the ones favored by other
peoples when he was outside the isles of his own people. Yet here
among the savage Kerathi, he saw how the violent and greedy
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prospered. His own peaceful nature had landed him here alone on a
beach without even shelter.
At night he slept under a heavy blanket that kept out most of the
crabs and sand fleas, but not the rain. For meals he ate what passed
for edible seaweed in these parts, whatever crabs he could catch
and break open on rocks, and the few fish that strayed near shore or
got trapped in tidal pools. And while this food was not that different
from what he might normally eat, he ate without relish, subsisting on
mostly raw food that he took in during short respites from his prayer
vigils.
He stayed near the wreckage of his boat and waited for a sign from
Tulis, from Fallu, or from any of the numerous Gods. Every Dee he
rose out of his slumber and went about the same tasks as the Dee
before, praying, foraging, and sleeping. He was at a dead end.
He had briefly considered signing up as a contracted worker on
board of a Kerathi fishing vessel, but the thought that they might hunt
whales kept him from even searching for one. There was no
guarantee they’d even offer one to an outlander like him anyway. He
wasn’t unhandy with his spear either. Anyone who spent their entire
adult life spearing fish or the larger and more dangerous creatures of
the Inner and Outer Seas knew a thing or two about spearing a man
if the need arose. Consequently, Muerans were perhaps the
deadliest spear fighters on all of Elegia – Makan just happened to be
even better than most of his people.
While he sat there with his mind open to any and all forms of divine
communication, earthly concerns kept intruding, keeping him from
true openness of mind. The need to relieve himself, sleep, eat, or
shift limbs that had long since gone numb from not moving for
extended periods of time kept pulling him out of his contemplation.
“I am weak. My body overrides my mind, and that is why I have
been left here. This must be the lesson I am to learn.” Makan said to
himself, blinking slowly. The movement of facial muscles dislodged
some of a salty crust that had built up on his face from countless
waves splashing and drying on him.
Disheartened at his own weakness, he stood abruptly. “Is this what
you wish of me?” He demanded of the sea, daring it to answer.
In his hurry to stand, he had not taken into account the numbness
of his legs, which tingled as the circulation attempted to resume its
former level. He wobbled there on the rock, waving his arms to
balance himself. A wave crashed in just then, sweeping his legs out
from under him. He feebly grasped for a handhold on the rock, but
was taken away from it and into the sea.
Cold, blackish water swirled about him, whitened with foam only in
places where it crashed against the rocky shore. He spluttered as
water forced its way into his mouth and nose. His Seaskin clothes,
normally a minimal hindrance in the water, seemed to drag at him
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like weights. His tired limbs battled the waves, but it was a struggle
that he could not win. What man, especially an exhausted one, could
hope to defeat the will of the sea?
He was pulled into a deep trough of a large wave. As he turned into
the wave, his mouth opened in surprise, for before him stood a wave
many Mayters tall, while those around it for as far as he could see
were no more than a fraction of its height. This wave, it seemed, was
made just for him.
“Take my life! You have taken everything else!” Makan defiantly
shouted into the deafening roar of his wave.
He went limp, ceasing his futile struggles. If the Gods wanted him
dead, he would not fight it. But the wave never crushed him. It did
not pound him into the rocks like a hammer striking metal on an
anvil. Instead, it dove in front of him, causing the water to swell
beneath him. He felt himself being lifted up and then set down gently
on a rock.
When the water subsided and he took bearing of his position, he
found that he was sitting right where he had been just a Mynette
before, just before the wave had swept him away. He wiped the salty
water from his face and looked around him. The water around his
rock had turned calm as glass, while the waves a few Mayters
beyond his reach still crashed and rolled as they had for thousands
of Yarres.
“I don’t understand. What is it you want of me? Why would you
save me? What can I do?”
Then, just at the edge of sight, a half-dozen Kilomes away from
Maethlin, something grey crested the waves. With it came a brush of
minds, a touching of man and something bestial but more than just
that.
“Fallu?” Makan whispered, blinking away tears of joy that came
unbidden to his eyes. He felt something akin to rapture, as one who
has seen his maker might. He was having an epiphany unlike
anything he had ever experienced before or likely ever would again.
“Have you come to take me away?”
Their minds touched once more, one that of an ancient creature,
nearly a deity, and one of a tired and confused Mueran man. Images
flooded into his mind, images of a strange trio. The first person was a
tired, frail looking girl of pale coloring and light hair the color of
sunlight shining through crystal. Beside the girl was a giant creature
with a bovine head and a brutish build, clearly an Ox-Man, though
Makan had not realized there were any in this region. The last of the
three was a young Kerathi male, though from his beard he looked to
have his man’s growth and size to him.
The grey shape in the distance slid beneath the waves and was
gone. The images faded with the disappearance of the shape, yet
they had left a sense that these three people were near and that he
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was to find them, help them, and protect them. The loss of contact
with the greater being bred feelings of disappointment. He was being
left on Maethlin and not going home.
“I hear and obey, great one, father of our kind.” Makan called out to
the sea, not caring who heard him.
He ended his vigil then, crossing the short distance of what was
now very calm water between him and the shore. When his feet
touched sand, he went and collected his fish-spear and started
toward Norsjalde. The nearest city was the best place he could think
of to start asking around. After all, if anyone had seen the strange
trio pass, they would certainly remember them. Such an odd group
was unique.
His past troubles forgotten for the time being, Makan walked with a
lightheartedness and ease to his step that he had not felt in many
Yarres.
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CHAPTER 7
The Kerathi are a people ruled by their passions, and while this
makes them excellent warriors, it also makes them poor diplomats
and negotiators. During gathers both political and commercial, they
spend more time threatening and posturing than they do discussing
terms. Because of this, when situations become particularly serious,
the Kerathi will often employ mediators of another race, usually of
Aynglican or Elegian stock.
It’s also been suggested that this character trait of aggressive
interaction is the reason that there has never been a singular Kerathi
political entity or kingdom. They are, by nature, a people prone to
divisiveness and infighting. They prefer to rule their lands part and
parcel rather than as a whole under a hierarchal or representative
system of government.
Or maybe it’s just that there has never been a leader respected
enough and patient enough to lead the Kerathi people. But how
could such a man come from such a fragmented and aggressive
people? Many pray that such unity is never achieved, lest they turn
the focus of their warlike ways outward instead of inward…
- Excerpt from Raghnall’s ‘History of the Kerathi’
th

 Sechsdee, the 26 of Harvest, 768 A.E. 
Anthea woke covered with sweat and gasping for air. She felt as
though someone had sat on her chest and refused to move. As her
hands clawed weakly at the blankets that held her captive, her eyes
came into focus on one of Bedros’ heavy arms draped across her
middle.
“Bedros.” She croaked. “I can’t breathe!”
The Ox-Man stirred with a snort, sitting straight up and grabbing for
his mallet. He looked at the girl he was charged with protecting with
a mixture of confusion and concern. One of his large eyes stayed on
her while the other roamed around the room, searching for an enemy
or the source of whatever had put her in this state.
“Your arm… It was on me. It’s heavy. I couldn’t breathe.” Anthea
told him, placing one of her small hands on his large forearm.
“What’s going on?” Rolf demanded from the entry of his own room.
He blinked and shaded his eyes from the light the Aurean crystal
pods gave off.
Anthea looked over at him, surprised to see him in a state of
minimal dress; he wore only a pair of sleeping breeches that were
little more than a loincloth with pant legs that extended down just
past the knee. The same dark hair that covered his jaw covered most
of his chest and stomach, something Anthea found odd in
comparison to Aureans, who lack body hair.
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“I merely woke up. It’s of no matter. Thank you for your concern, but
you may return to sleep.”
Rolf eyed the Ox-Man and the girl before him with mild suspicion.
“You are certain?”
“Yes. I’ll be going back to sleep myself if Bedros doesn’t throw a
limb over me again in his sleep.”
The Ox-Man made an embarrassed grimace. Rolf’s face opened
up, understanding dawning on him now.
“Well, dawn is not far off, perhaps an Ouer at the most, though I
think less than that.” Rolf remarked.
“Even another half Ouer of sleep would be appreciated. I am
exhausted, and the air is thick here.”
Rolf frowned. “Thick?”
“Yes,” Anthea replied tiredly, “the air is thicker here than where I am
from.”
“How can that be so?” Rolf asked.
“Air thins with altitude.”
“It does?”
“Yes.”
“How?”
“I don’t pretend to understand why everything is as it is, but take my
word for this, alright? Climb a mountain sometime if you wish to
discover that I am telling the truth firsthand.”
Rolf nodded, recognizing this as a dismissal. “Back to sleep for me,
then.”
He left then, but Anthea found that sleep would not return to her as
she lay amidst her blankets. Even Bedros’ rhythmic snoring, which
she normally found reassuring and quite capable of putting her to
sleep, had no effect on her now.
Instead, her mind drifted to her father and to the Hersker of this
village, with whom she was expected to speak before she left the
town. Yet she still had no idea where to go next even if they did
leave. The enchantment had led here, to Rolf. She had saved him
from what would have likely been death or at least disgrace, and
then the trail had stopped cold. Her mouth kept forming the words,
“What is the connection?” Nothing she could think of made sense
though, and even when she eventually drifted off into a fitful sleep,
an answer would not present itself to her.
Rolf’s morning activities, mostly relating to assembling a morning
meal, woke Anthea the second time. Yawning, she crawled out of
her bundle of blankets and began looking for the lavatory. Rolf,
sensing her need, simply pointed at the narrow door that led into the
modest home’s even more modest bathroom.
She shuffled past him and braved the glorified outhouse, which not
an outhouse only because it was attached to a house, rather than
being a separate building. The odor was offensive and the amenities
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lacking when compared to Aurean standards. She realized, as she
tried and failed to hold her breath, that Aureans would be considered
sticklers about cleanliness when compared to the Kerathi.
Even after she escaped the bathroom, the scent stayed with her.
She feared she’d not be able to taste breakfast and felt a strong urge
to take a bath. Had she not wanted to leave as early as possible this
morning, she’d have demanded Rolf drew her a bath. Resisting the
temptation was not easy. She took a slight, if selfish, comfort in the
fact that no matter how much she sweated and ran around the
island, no one would ever smell her while she traveled with her
musky companion Bedros.
As it was, she scarcely had time to splash some water on her face
and run a comb through her hair before they were called to eat. Rolf
had stocked the table with a simple, but plentiful mix of bread,
cheese, fruit, smoked meats and fish, and boiled eggs. He and
Bedros were already eating by the time she appeared.
Because of his size and build, Bedros knelt beside the table.
Anthea took the chair opposite Rolf’s, and began to eat quietly,
particularly enjoying the honeyed cream that was provided for
dipping bread in. She sampled most of the things offered, though she
preferred the fruits and cheeses to the meat or fish, which were
spiced in accordance with Kerathi tastes.
As she ate, she became aware of Rolf’s eyes on her, watching her
contemplatively. Frowning, she said, “If you’re going to speak, do so,
otherwise please do not stare. It’s unnerving.”
Rolf blushed in embarrassment, the skin of his cheeks above his
beard reddening. “I am sorry. You are just…” he paused to think of
an appropriate way to phrase his thoughts, “you are very different
looking from my own kind. I was looking to see what Kerathi traits
your mother had passed onto you, but you seem to favor your
father’s kind.”
Anthea’s expression fell into gloom, and the muscles around her
eyes tensed into a hurt look. His words were like a stab in her heart
for two reasons. First, it reminded her keenly of her recent loss, or at
the very least separation from her last living relative. Second, she
had always wanted to resemble her mother more than her father,
and hearing that she did not wounded her deeply.
Bedros grunted in disapproval. Sensing that his words had been
taken poorly, Rolf averted his eyes from her and suddenly found his
food very fascinating. The three of them ate in silence for the next
couple Mynettes, until Rolf gathered up his courage to speak again,
though he still would not meet Anthea’s eyes again after how she
had taken his last words.
“You will be leaving soon to speak to the Hersker?”
“I think it best.” Anthea said curtly.
“Perhaps.” Rolf replied. “And you will leave the town after that?”
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“Yes.”
“Where will you go?”
“The coast I suppose.”
“Norsjalde is the closest port city on Maethlin, if you’re seeking
passage off the island that is.” Rolf offered helpfully, trying to make
amends for his apparent insult before.
“I haven’t decided yet.”
“You have had no more directions from your enchantment then?”
“No.” Anthea replied, sliding back away from the table and standing
stiffly. She turned to leave, but hearing Bedros rise behind her, she
stopped and looked back. “Bedros, stay, eat your fill. Who knows
when we will next eat like this? I’ll gather our things to go.”
Bedros reluctantly resumed kneeling beside the table, but it was
clear to Rolf that he was torn between wanting to eat and wanting to
resume his protection of his charge. In the end, his stomach won out,
but only because the Ox-Man considered Anthea to be safe in this
place – for now.
“That didn’t go well.” Rolf announced grimly over a mug of
lukewarm mead.
Bedros shook his head and sighed heavily. He took a great handful
of bread in his giant hand, and lifted it to his mouth, consoling himself
over Anthea’s sadness with food. Rolf did the same.
Anthea busied herself gathering their things and looking impatiently
around the Familienheime while Bedros finished. Yet nothing she
looked at or did could ease her mind, except the small statue
depicting the divine brothers Comrain and Cainel on the mantel over
the fireplace. The pair of Gods, the God of Hunt and the God of
Battle, was twisted in a playful wrestle, a brotherly contest of
strength. She took solace in the representation, even if the deities
were not the ones her people favored. Their struggle seemed to
parallel hers in ways and that was comforting.

Esben waited for them outside the Stammheim. The sun had been
in the sky for over an Ouer by the time Anthea and Bedros arrived
with Rolf in tow. Esben stood with his arms crossed in front of him,
his right hand toying with the beads braided into his beard. Even
without his firearms, he cut an imposing figure in the morning light.
Part of that might have been the rather serviceable length of metal
whose hilt appeared just above his left shoulder and whose scabbard
stuck out past his right hip. Though swords were something of an
archaic weapon, their message was clear. When a man carried one,
it was because he could use it.
Anthea came to a halt four paces away from Esben, eyeing the
sword that she assumed was meant as some sort of message for
her, likely relating to the Hersker’s strength. Bedros stood beside
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her, but with his bulk he seemed to loom over and in front of her, an
ever-present and protective mass. Rolf simply came to a stop beside
and a little behind Bedros, where he assumed a patient expression
and the stance of one prepared to wait a long time.
“Hersker.” Anthea said, inclining her head slightly as she spoke the
honorary title.
Esben smiled briefly, eyeing Rolf as he did so. “I trust your evening
was restful, Thaumaturge?”
“As restful as I could expect for anywhere other than home.” Anthea
answered, ignoring the offered title. “Home is, after all, the best place
to rest, and seeing how I am not there, the lodgings were more than
sufficient for a night.”
“Good. Now, I have only the desire to hear whatever of your own
story you would share with me before you leave. Unless, that is,
you’ve changed your mind about staying for more than just last
night? I’m sure Rolf would be willing to put you up for another Dee or
two if it was your wish.” Esben suggested, eyeing the young man as
he did so.
Rolf’s expression remained neutral, even when Anthea looked his
way.
“I think we will continue on our way. We have much ground to
cover.” She replied, looking back to the Hersker.
“I see. Well, Kerathi have long since learned that it is futile to try to
keep a Thaumaturge where she does not want to be. I only hope that
my clansman here did nothing to cause your quick retreat from our
village.”
“No, he was hardly the cause. Bedros and I just have a rather
distant destination in mind. The more Kilomes we put behind us on
this Dee, the fewer we have waiting for our feet nextdee.”
“You make much sense. Still, it puzzles me how one who is clearly
not Kerathi can hear and command the flowers to their will as you
have said you can.” Esben commented, giving Anthea a questioning
look that was really more like a command to explain.
Anthea regarded the Hersker cautiously, trying to determine how
little she could get away with telling the man. Clearly, the less he
knew the better, but to tell him too little would only incite his curiosity
further, which might delay their departure if he was feeling
ungracious. “My mother was Kerathi and my father Aurean. She
taught me all I know of flower enchanting.”
Esben’s hand ceased its toying with his beard. “Truly?”
“Yes.”
“What was her name?”
“Linnea. She and a few others of her kind came among my father’s
people Yarres ago, perhaps between 751 and 753 A.E. I’m not sure
what their reasons were or the circumstances around her arrival, but
she was there. My father took her as his wife, and I am the result.”
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“Linnea? There was a Thaumaturge on Maethlin by that name
about that time. I think I met her once, but any memories I have of
her are vague. Does she still live?”
“She’s been dead eight Yarres now.”
“That is unfortunate for you and my people as a whole. The ways of
death are Nelius’ domain, and who are we to understand the greater
plans he has for us all?” Esben replied with a deep sigh. “And your
father? I should like to speak with him if possible. I have never
known or heard of another child borne of mixed parentage like
yours.”
Anthea frowned, surprised at how prying some of these questions
were. It was clear that the Hersker rarely spoke to anyone who was
not his lesser. “We were… separated. I am traveling to rejoin him, so
you can understand my hurry.”
“I see. Was it the crash that separated you? My clansmen
confirmed Rolf’s story this morning. They only recently returned from
the Aurean ship’s crash site.”
Rolf stirred at this, realizing that his honor was still intact now that
the Hersker had acknowledged him as having told the truth. His
shoulders rose and he looked as if a great burden had been lifted.
Anthea hesitated before answering, glancing at Bedros, whose
large eyes spoke volumes even if he did not. “Yes, you could say
that. The crash separated us from my father.”
Esben clicked his tongue and shook his head. “This, too, is
unfortunate. You must have inadvertently angered Sellae and
Gandahar, for they are playing tricks on you. Fate can be unkind
sometimes.”
“If I did, I do not know how. Perhaps I will stop at the next shrine
and make an offering of appeasement, just in case.”
Esben nodded, clearly liking her pious reply. “Do you have a
specific port in destination? Norsjalde might be your best bet. It’s
closer than Fjorlen and also has more foreign ships come into port,
which should benefit you if your destination is a long distance away
and you need to book passage.”
“Thank you. That is what Rolf said as well. Seeing how you are
both of the same opinion, perhaps I’ll take up your advice. Now, if
you could just point the way, I’d appreciate it.” Anthea said, nodding
toward the road that lead out of the village.
“You are sure you won’t stay? We can always find good uses for a
Thaumaturge. They can be very handy to have around. A city with
one is considered blessed, even if she dwells within it only for a short
while.” Esben said, but his eyes spoke to Anthea, telling her that
were she to stay, he’d question her at length.
“I am sorry, but we must go.” Anthea apologized.
“You cannot blame me for trying.” Esben said with a sigh and an
open-handed gesture of defeat that his eyes mirrored. “Follow the
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eastward road for three Kilomes and then head south at the fork in
the road. Norsjalde should be twenty-some Kilomes from there. It’s a
straight shot after the fork, so you can’t miss it.”
“East then south, very well. Thank you, Hersker, but you will excuse
Bedros and I if we make our move now. Perhaps the flowers will lead
me to someone who can help us there.”
“Go in good faith, Thaumaturge.” Esben replied, inclining his head a
bit – a show of reverence that all Kerathi have for flower enchanters
– as well as holding up his open left hand to say farewell.
They left Esben and Rolf to talk then, for Anthea reasoned that
Esben assuredly had questions for his clansman, questions mostly
about her. Bedros plodded alongside her as they used what was left
of the morning to put some Kilomes behind them.

Rolf walked back to his Familienheime feeling exhausted, though
he had done little more than answer questions for the past half Ouer.
Esben had been most curious about Anthea and her companion. He
wanted to know what they ate, how they slept, a number of other
very commonplace things about the pair, although he’d questioned
him about more serious things as well. He had asked much about
her nature and family.
Many of the Hersker’s questions had been about things so
mundane that Rolf could honestly not answer his queries one way or
another – he simply had not been watching the two closely enough.
Instead, he had listened carefully to her words and looked for
obvious things that set them apart from the Kerathi. All Rolf knew, he
had told, and that hadn’t seemed to be as much as the Hersker
would have liked.
Still, it was all worth it to find his honor intact and his obligations to
his people fulfilled. Lamont’s attempts to disgrace him had failed
again, and he was safe until the next challenge. In fact, he might
even come up with a challenge of his own for his stepbrother. The
momentum in the game they played had shifted his way, and he
owed it all to a foreign girl and her Ox-Man guardian.
Rolf chuckled as he thought of this. How unlikely was it that an
Aurean ship should crash down over his head, an Aurean girl would
save his life and honor, and then he’d be free of Lamont’s challenge,
all in the passage of about one Dee?
As he reached a hand out to open the door to his home, he heard a
throat clearing beside him. Startled, he jerked his head to the side,
expecting to find Lamont waiting to torment him. To his surprise, it
was not.
“Olin.” Rolf said, eyeing the larger man with suspicion. The man
was an occasional friend of both himself and Lamont, making his
allegiances unclear. “What can I do for you?”
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Olin rubbed his square, bearded jaw thoughtfully before answering.
The quiet man was clearly torn about what he was about to say,
which only piqued Rolf’s curiosity all the more.
“Is this about Lamont?” Rolf asked.
Olin nodded. “You could say that, but it’s also about your new
friends.”
“What do you mean?”
“I am hesitant to tell you this, but I think that you need to know.”
Olin said with a sigh.
“Know what?” Rolf demanded.
“Lamont, Kort, and Davin are going after the Aurean girl and the
Ox-Man. Lamont blames her for his failure yesterdee. They mean to
kill them, Rolf.”
“They wouldn’t. It’s punishable by death to attack a Thaumaturge.”
“Yes, it is, but that’s for a Kerathi Thaumaturge. She’s Aurean.”
“She’s part Kerathi though.”
“Look, Rolf.” Olin said, lightly grasping Rolf on the shoulders. “This
is not some trick Lamont has dreamed up to trap you. I swear this to
you. He means to kill her, and I think Esben has something to do
with it. He and Lamont spoke yesterdee.”
Rolf took a step back, his face a mask of confusion. “I don’t
understand. He told her she could go in peace.”
“You’re overlooking the vital piece of the puzzle, Rolf. She’s not
Kerathi.”
“I know that, but what does that matter?”
“She has powers that only our people have ever had. She’s a threat
to our way of life.” Olin explained. “If others can be Thaumaturges,
what advantages do we have over the Aynglicans and our other
enemies? What if she falls into their hands and she’s made to give
them children who can be Thaumaturges?”
“But why would he just send Lamont and the other two? Why did he
not send the entire town after her? Or why would he not just have
her killed here?”
“Because the other chieftains would have his head if he killed any
Thaumaturge. If Lamont does it in a fit of stupid rage, the blame falls
on him. He and his family will die for it, not Esben.”
“If she’s so horrible and dangerous, why should I not just let Lamont
kill her?”
Olin sighed. “You know the answer to that as well as I: because
you’d lose your mother when our people punish Lamont and his
family for what they’ve done. And, we both know the girl is innocent
of everything other than being born different, and that is not
something anyone can be held responsible for.”
“So what am I to do? If I interfere, I will be angering the Hersker, not
to mention Lamont.”
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“Leave, Rolf. I will explain to your mother, but you must go and stop
Lamont, even if you must kill him to do it. What he and the others are
going to do is wrong. You feel this as strongly as I do; I see it in your
eyes. You owe her an Ehrenschuld – a debt of honor – even if she is
not fully Kerathi.”
Rolf swallowed hard upon hearing the mention of an Ehrenschuld,
which was a very serious matter for any Kerathi. The man’s words
only brought to his attention what he was already feeling: that his
sharing of his house had not fulfilled his duties to Anthea. His eyes
searched the other man’s face for hope. “I won’t be able to come
back, will I?”
“I don’t know, Rolf.” Olin admitted. “I will do what I can to keep your
home safe from seizure while you are gone, no matter how long it is.”
“And what of you? What of your own honor? You are betraying a
friend here.”
“No, I am righting a wrong that is about to happen, and I am aiding
another friend.”
“You are a better man than I.” Rolf said solemnly.
“No, if I were, I’d have stopped Lamont before they left.” Olin said
ruefully. “You are the one making the sacrifice. Hurry now, Rolf. They
have but an Ouer lead on you, and they must be cautious as they
follow Anthea and the Ox-Man.”
“Thank you, Olin. I cannot thank you enough for this.”
“Do the right thing, and relieve my conscience of having waited this
long to tell you. I have done wrong in not stopping this before now,
and you can right it. Now go in peace and may Cainel smile upon
your rifle and blade todee.”
Rolf nodded and clasped Olin in a rough embrace. Before they
parted, Rolf whispered, “Look after my mother.”
Olin said nothing in return; he merely nodded. But he did so with
such seriousness that Rolf knew Olin would give his life before
seeing harm done to Rolf’s mother.
Rolf wasted no time rushing inside to grab the rifles that had been
his fathers, his sabre, and a few simple travel supplies. There were
few enough coins in his coffers, but he took them all. He did not
know when he would return, and money sitting where he could not
use it would do him no good. He also packed a couple furs to use for
barter when they reached Norsjalde – if they reached Norsjalde.
Three men stood between him and his duty, and there was a fair
chance he wouldn’t make it past them all.
Olin was gone when he took to the road running, having paused
only to offer a quick prayer at the effigy of the two favorite Gods of
the Kerathi, Cainel and Comrain, above his fireplace. A few brief
words with a bowed head and the knuckles of his two fists pressed
together were all he had time for. Cainel and Comrain were not Gods
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who delighted in fancy celebrations though. They would see their will
done in his deeds, or he would die trying.
He didn’t go as fast as he could, because he knew an outright sprint
would just tire him out before he caught up. Instead, he chose a
steady pace that he knew he could maintain for at least an Ouer.
Maybe it would be enough.
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CHAPTER 8
There is often as much to gain or lose after a conflict as there is
during. We have learned this the hard way too often. It is not the
victor that the spoils of war go to, but rather to the most diligent side
after the war. Often gains are lost due to attrition and the lack of
heart to stay the course…
- Excerpt from Ramessef’s ‘A Chronicle of Elegius’
th

 Sechsdee, the 26 of Harvest, 768 A.E. 
Lamont and his two companions, Davin and Kort, had been trailing
Anthea for near on two Ouers, and they were about to overtake
them. While they could have overtaken them sooner, it would have
spoiled any hope of ambush and surprise. This said of the three
Kerathi men that they were either not brave or foolish enough to
launch into a headlong attack on the Thaumaturge and her
mountainous protector. Being that they were Kerathi and innately
had courage in spades, it was caution they were displaying, and
perhaps a bit of enjoyment of the hunt.
This tactic was as accurate a translation of Kerathi warfare as any.
Kerathi believe that if the odds are even, throw yourselves headlong
at each other, and the strongest and most just will win. Yet, if the
odds are stacked in one side’s favor, you must use smarter tactics
like ambushes, traps, and feints. Any leader who would purposely
choose to use trickery when the sides are even would be seen as a
man without honor, and if it were a conflict between two Kerathi
tribes, the Sammenkomst would have to make a judgment on
whether or not the Kriegegesetze rules on engagement were violated
or not.
This was, however, not a conflict between Kerathi by any except
the strictest definition, and it wasn’t anything more than an
interpersonal feud. This was not a clan war. Lamont wasn’t about to
be made a fool of a second time and so he was taking no chances.
They had slowly caught up, with Davin scouting ahead to make sure
they did not come upon Anthea and Bedros until they were set up
and ready.
Davin crashed excitedly through the bushes that lined both sides of
the road, though to call it a road might have been an exaggeration
since it was little more than a pair of wagon wheel ruts in many
places. Lamont jumped with a start, wheeling toward Davin with his
rifle. When Davin grinned and held up his hands, Lamont scowled at
the smaller man.
“Nelius take you, did you have to do that?” Lamont demanded.
”You’re lucky I didn’t shoot you.”
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“Ahh, but we both knew your finger to be slow. That’s why you’ll be
taking the first shot from the place I’ve found for you.” Davin replied
nonchalantly, as if they conspired to murder people every Dee.
Kort dabbed at his sweaty brow with an embroidered handkerchief,
a gift from one of the many town girls who favored him. “And what
will you and I be doing then, Davin?”
“You’ll be charging in from another, closer hiding spot after the first
shot. You’ll empty your pistols into the girl. I’ll be coming right after
you with a pair of knives that I hope to place in that Ox-Man’s gullet.”
Lamont shook his head. “Knives against that thing? It’s huge.”
“Anything dies when you stick a couple knives in its throat.” Davin
replied darkly, absently fingering the knife scar under his chin.
“Except you?” Kort asked with a smile filled with perfectly straight
teeth.
“Except me.” Davin agreed.
Lamont looked each of his friends in the eyes and said, “Let’s do
this then. I’m eager to return home. It’s just a shame that Rolf did not
accompany his friends, or I’d have been doubly satisfied todee.”
“The less people we have to kill, the less chance of failure.” Davin
remarked.
“Don’t try to sound like you won’t enjoy this.” Lamont said with
distaste. ”All three of us know you’re a sick man. You’ll savor this
moment for weeks. I recall you saying this morning that there was
nothing like hunting something intelligent enough to fight back.”
“Don’t sound like you know me so well. Friends we may be, but you
don’t know the half about me.” Davin warned, wagging a hand-length
stiletto knife at Lamont.
“Fair enough.” Lamont replied, pretending he didn’t care, but the
truth was, Davin frightened him sometimes. There was an
unpleasant darkness to the man that went beyond just his sense of
humor. “Just do your part now, and show us where we are to wait in
ambush.”
Davin grinned at Lamont, waving for him and Kort to follow him into
the dense foliage that grew beside the road. They moved slowly then
to get into their positions, not wanting to alert their prey. Even the
bulky Lamont moved with little noise.
When Lamont finally eased into a small depression between two
granite boulders, Anthea and Bedros were just moments away down
the road. Lamont smiled to himself as he trained his rifle’s sights on
the road, where not too far away, his two friends waited for his shot
to signal their attack. They’d rush in and finish the job, perhaps even
before he could get a second shot off.
The funny thing was, he was the one who wanted these two
outsiders dead, and here he was taking the least risk. Gandahar
seemed to be on his side todee; twisting fate to favor him so
obviously was quite a fortuitous sign.
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It was only a few more Mynettes before the pair came into sight.
Staring down the length of the barrel, Lamont saw the Ox-Man first
on account of his overwhelming size and bulk. Beside him walked
the Aurean girl – young, small, and dainty. She’d be the easy one to
kill. It was the Ox-Man who would take an effort to kill, so Lamont
sighted in on the creature’s chest.
A single slug might not stop him, but it’d certainly give him pause
when it ripped through his vital organs. As much as the Gods
seemed to be favoring him todee, it wouldn’t surprise him if the first
slug hit the creature’s heart and killed him. Then Rolf needed only to
show up in time to die to make the Dee a complete success.
He blinked and rolled his neck, settled back down, and sighted his
target in. Lamont inhaled gently and held his breath, squeezing the
trigger. When the hammer fell and the explosion of powder erupted,
the slug went tumbling toward its target, looking to Lamont like a
reddish comet for just a fraction of a Saycund as it sped away too
fast for his eyes to follow.

Bedros’ nose twitched and his large head turned, moving his whole
body with it. Ox-Men had very inflexible necks, so when they were
looking at something, their entire body tended to move that way as
well.
This alone wasn’t enough to stop Anthea, who plodded on even
though she was footsore and ready for a break. But when her tireless
companion’s heavy footfall faltered, she stopped and looked back at
him.
“What is it?” She asked, regarding her friend and protector with a bit
of unease. These lands were unfamiliar to her, and she couldn’t
shake the feeling that something bad was perpetually waiting to
befall them. Of course, this was a feeling that had not left her since
she’d awoke a Dee before outside during her first morning outside of
Cenalium.
Bedros’ nose wrinkled and sniffed at the air as his large brown eyes
peered out from his shaggy furred eyebrows. It was not unusual for
his ears to toss occasionally, shaking off any number of the local
variety of flies or mosquitoes that seemed to like him more than
Anthea, even if they could rarely get at him through all that fur. Yet
this time they lifted and turned as if he had heard something.
Bedros made a series of gestures, telling Anthea that he smelled
people nearby, even if he couldn’t see them. Anthea frowned and
turned to see if she could see anyone for herself, even though there
was nothing wrong with Bedros’ eyes. In fact, he probably had better
eyesight than her. As she looked, she heard a loud crack from up
ahead, followed Saycunds later by a meaty thunk behind her.
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Bedros made a pained noise somewhere between a squeal and a
roar. His feet stomped the ground and he tossed his head. Anthea
looked back at him, a dumbfounded look on her face as she stared
at the blood gurgling out of a wound just below the left collarbone of
her companion.
“Maletos protect us, Bedros. You’ve been shot.” Anthea said,
touching her forehead with her middle and forefingers. Her eyes
were wide with fear.
In her mind, she found that what was just starting to happen was
not unlike the events of a couple Dees past where Aurean Guardians
had surrounded her. Had it been that Dee, she might have taken
charge and tried to defend herself. This time was different. This time
she froze, and when Kort came running out from his hiding place in
the bushes alongside the road, she could do little more than cower
beside Bedros. Things were happening too fast, and she had seen
too much to cope with in too short a time.
Instead, she could only stare at the longhaired and clean-shaven
Kerathi man, absorbing minute details of his appearance as he
charged in with a pair of pistols in his hands. Her mind chose to
notice the blue-grey color of his eyes and the musky smell of his
cologne instead of dealing with the danger. She experienced things
in very detailed slow motion.
Beside her, Bedros huffed with anger, slinging out his mallet like a
child would wield a broom despite the fact that it weighed more than
thirty Kees. The fur of his arm brushed her face as he pushed her
behind him and charged the Kerathi male, who regarded the giant
Ox-Man with surprise.
While Ox-Men usually moved with a deliberate and slow sort of
motion, when they are angered or frightened, they are capable of
astonishingly quick movement. There is little as frightening among
the peoples of Elegia as a herd of Ox-Men charging at you in anger.
This was not a herd though. It was just one, and even as few as one
Ox-Man conveys the majesty and terror of a people who are never
so inhuman as they are when enraged.
Kort fired both pistols point blank at Bedros. The acrid smoke that
discharged fiery lead slugs hid the slugs’ trajectory from Anthea, but
she heard one crash through the trees to her left as well as another
grunt of pain from Bedros.
“Stop!” She screamed, not knowing what else to do, but then she
heard the crunch of gravel under someone’s feet behind her. When
she wheeled around and saw Davin coming at her with a pair of
knives and a grin as twisted and ugly as the scar under his chin, her
hands found a purpose. She drew the arc-sword belted at her side
and in one fluid motion, sent a blast of electrical fury at Davin.
Davin, a veteran of many fights and more than a few murders, read
the motion clearly and easily sidestepped. The hair on his arms and
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head stood up as the electricity discharged past him into the air. And
without more than a moment spent, he was inside Anthea’s guard.
His preferred hand darted in and stabbed its knife through the
thickness of her bicep.
Anthea screamed in pain and dropped the arc-sword. Tears flowed
freely from her eyes and she wobbled as her knees threatened to
give out from the searing agony in her arm. Davin left the knife in her
arm and used his freed arm to grasp around the small of her back to
hold her up while his other hand kept his second stiletto point
pressed into the soft skin of her neck.
He leaned in close, his breath smelling of tooth decay and his
morning meal. “I’m going to enjoy this, girl. It’s not every Dee I get to
kill a Thaumaturge. You’ll be my first, as well as my first Aurean.” He
shuddered then, his eyes taking on an ecstatic haze.
Anthea whimpered, letting her head loll back as the pain threatened
to take her into unconsciousness. Black dots swam at the edges of
her peripheral vision, growing more multitudinous with each passing
moment. She felt the warm trickle of her own blood running down the
hollow of her neck from the place where the razor-sharp stiletto was
piercing ever so slightly through her skin; the blood dribbled down
and soaked into the collar of her overcoat, but it was not nearly as
much as the blood soaking her sleeve as her pierced arm hung
limply at her side.
As close as Davin pressed against her, she could feel the stirring in
his loins as his manhood press against her stomach through the
layers of both their clothes. She was not so innocent and sheltered
that she did not recognize it for what it was. She shivered in disgust
and pain, realizing just how much this man was enjoying causing her
pain.
She saw Bedros swinging his mallet, trying to crush the nimble man
who looked so small next to the Ox-Man. A couple of his swings
came dangerously close, close enough that Kort called out to his ally
for help.
“Hurry up, Davin, I need help here!”
Davin frowned, interrupted from his revelry. “Looks like our dance is
over now, girl.”
A crack rang out. Kort grunted in pain. Davin and Anthea both
looked back to see what had happened. Kort staggered and
clenched a hand to a growing crimson stain on his chest. That was
just enough of a hesitation in the man’s step for Bedros to connect
with a horizontal swing of his mallet. His blow crushed the man’s
entire torso, snapping his bones like twigs. Kort was killed instantly
and his body was flung a dozen Mayters away into the gully
alongside the road.
Davin howled in frustration, but his distraction was all Anthea
needed. With her uninjured left arm, she slid her hand between her
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and Davin, and grasped down on his groin as tightly as she could.
He stiffened in surprise and then pain as her fingers dug in hard
even through his clothes. The stiletto at her neck fell away as he
tried to step back, giving her all the room she needed to let go of him
and then follow up with a knee to his groin.
He fell to the ground, writhing in agony and calling curses down on
her. She stooped to pick up her arc-sword, and flung a strong bolt of
electricity into his chest. The scent of burnt leather, wool, skin, and
hair filled the air. Smoke rose from Davin’s blackened chest, his hair
smoldered, froth bubbled at his mouth, and his eyes bulged sickly as
if they were trying to escape from his face.
Another shot rang out, pinging off the ground at her feet. She
yelped in surprise and looked around for the source of it. Anger
welled up in her chest when she saw that Rolf was running toward
her and Bedros with a pair of rifles in his hands.
“Have you come to finish the job?” She shouted at him in
accusation.
“It wasn’t me!” Rolf protested. “It’s Lamont. He’s hiding up ahead.
Get off the road!”
Seeing the sense in his words, regardless of whether he was the
shooter or not, Anthea willed her legs not to wobble and ran for the
trees along the road, followed closely by Bedros. Another slug
tumbled past them, burying itself in a tree. From the direction it
came, Anthea knew Rolf had been telling the truth. There was
someone else out there shooting at them, and it was likely Lamont.
From her hiding place, she could see Rolf advancing through the
woods, taking advantage of each boulder, tree, and whatever other
cover he could find as he moved. Clearly, he had an idea of where
the shooter was. She felt helpless hiding, but she didn’t know how
else to help.
Beside her, Bedros lay on the ground and breathed unevenly, his
body wracked with pain. Anthea looked at him in concern, suddenly
feeling that she had betrayed her friend by not checking his wounds
immediately. Thick blood matted his coarse fur to his skin around his
two wounds. The first slug was just above his heart, likely through a
lung, and the second slug had entered just above his navel. His
organs had been pierced and he was dying.
She mentally made the decision then to leave Lamont to Rolf, for
she had her own matters to attend to. The Kerathi could settle their
dispute on their own. A friend’s life was far more important. She
carefully unstrapped all the baggage that was still fastened around
Bedros’ shoulders, and drew her gem-studded box of flowers and
herbs out of Bedros’ pack.
Many of the flowers were one of a kind, as there had not been room
for more than one sample of each. She despaired about finding
replacements for them. These had all been grown and tended by her
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hands, which greatly increased their potency. To just pick some she
found or to buy from someone else could greatly decrease the
magnitude of what she could do.
Digging through the small box, with layers of white silk separating
each tier of flower blossoms, her hand came to rest on a small hard
nub. She drew it out – an acorn beginning to crack open. A small
sprout with a pair of little leaves was beginning to grow through the
crack. The cap was still on the end of the acorn, which was a good
sign for flower enchanters.
She held the acorn in front of her, focusing her mind on the task
before her. The acorn left her hand, hovering between her and
Bedros. Bedros weakly watched what she did, in too much pain to do
much more than lay there, though his hands clenched and
unclenched as he struggled to breath, his lungs already filling with
fluids.
The acorn began to glow with whitish light as her head tipped back
and her thoughts found syllables.
Acorn, seed of the mighty oak, heal that which is torn and that which
is broke;
Lend me your light that I might save one who has done only right.
The acorn glowed brighter still, blinding to behold. Its light stabbed
out, striking Bedros in each of his wounds. He twitched and jerked as
the light and life from the acorn permeated his wounds, forcing out
the slugs and any foreign matter that did not belong. Then the
wounds began to close. Flesh mended, arteries and veins closed,
organs repaired themselves, and the wounds grew shut.
The acorn dissipated in a puff of smoke then, and Anthea sagged.
She weakly let herself be drawn into Bedros’ protective arms, and
they lay there in exhaustion. Healing was not any less strenuous
than being healed.
They could only wait for Rolf’s return.

“Lamont! I’m coming for you.” Rolf called over his shoulder. He laid
low against a downed tree trunk. The scent of moss and rotting wood
filled his nostrils.
“Rolf, I was waiting for you. Why don’t you come out where I can
see you?” Lamont called back, punctuating his sentence with a shot
that whistled over Rolf’s head.
Rolf got up quickly and darted further up the incline, ducking
between trees as he tried to make up as much ground as he could
before Lamont could reload. He knew if he gauged it wrong, he’d be
exposed and in Lamont’s line of fire.
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As he slid into his next hiding place, a sizeable chunk of granite that
poked through the mossy ground, another shot pierced the air he
had just been in. Panting, he got up right away and moved closer to
the cloud of smoke from Lamont’s rifle that marked his position. This
time he didn’t push forward as much, choosing the side of caution.
After all, a man can only survive so many close calls in one Dee.
“Be careful, Rolf, I’d not want to have to tell your mother you met
with an accident.” Lamont taunted.
“You mean like your friends? Kort and Davin are dead, and it’s your
fault, Lamont. You should have left Anthea alone.”
“Fortune may have smiled on Anthea and her pet, but don’t think
that it will treat you as nicely, little brother.”
Rolf gritted his teeth and shouted, “I’m not your brother, and even if
I were, don’t think that’d stop me from killing you now.” He checked
that his rifles were both loaded and ready, and stood. He fired once
immediately, and the whirled to stand behind a birch that felt all too
narrow as one of Lamont’s slugs tumbled by close enough that Rolf
felt the air move past his face.
While Lamont reloaded, Rolf ran a dozen paces, putting him within
twenty Mayters of Lamont. He dared not push any further. He knelt
behind the wide trunk of an ancient cedar. Ants crawled over its bark,
ducking into small tunnels they’d made into its fragrant wood. Rolf
brushed off the too-curious ants that decided to explore him while he
was reloading his fired rifle.
“Brother, it amuses me that you think you have a prayer against
me. How many times have we squared off before? Even as children
you could never best me. Don’t you remember the latest incident? I’d
have killed you on that stage if it weren’t for that girl.”
Rolf laughed aloud, trying to antagonize Lamont into making a
mistake. “Maybe that was the beginning of the change in your luck.
No matter what you do, you only have one rifle to my two, and we
know you’re not a good shot. You couldn’t even kill Bedros or
Anthea, and look what they did to your friends.”
“It won’t work, Rolf. You can’t beat me, and one rifle or not, I only
need to aim right once!” Lamont taunted.
Rolf sighed and shook his head. He couldn’t help but wonder when
Lamont learned to master his temper. Before he’d always been quick
to precipitous anger, yet now he was holding it in check. He took a
quick peek around the twisted roots of the cedar, sighted in Lamont’s
hiding space, and fired.
His slug impacted on the nearest of the two boulders that Lamont
hid behind, spraying splinters of granite into the gap between them.
Rolf could hear Lamont cursing as he made a run for the next place
to hide, only ten Mayters from Lamont. Behind yet another tree, he
reloaded his rifle once more, sliding the ramrod down the barrel to
clear out any burning embers that might ignite his next bag of
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gunpowder prematurely – that was a good way to lose fingers or a
hand.
“That one hurt, Rolf. Have you ever had to dig chips of rock out of
your cheek and forehead?”
“It will only hurt for another Mynettes, Lamont. I’m nearly there. I’ll
end your suffering.”
“Come and play then.” Lamont replied, eager to end this once and
for all.
Rolf dropped the next bag of gunpowder into his rifle, followed by a
bit of silk wadding and the slug. When he was finished he sprung
from his hiding place and ran for the two boulders. Lamont saw him
coming and slid his rifle between the boulders to take a shot. At the
last moment, Rolf dove to the left, cutting off the angle so Lamont
could no longer get him in his sights. He rolled to his feet, still holding
a rifle in each hand, each cocked and ready to fire.
As he rounded the boulder to come up behind Lamont, he found
Lamont’s rifle pointing at him, with Lamont’s bloodied face staring at
him down the length of the steel barrel. Rolf had done exactly what
Lamont had expected him to.
“Goodbye, little brother.” Lamont announced with a victorious grin.
That brief moment to get the last word in was all Rolf needed to fire
both of his rifles into Lamont’s chest. Lamont was thrown backward
and his own rifle went off, the slug flying harmlessly over Rolf’s
shoulder. A cloud of acrid gunpowder smoke filled the air, stinging
Rolf’s eyes. As Lamont lay there choking on his own blood and trying
to hold his guts from falling out of the gaping wounds in his chest,
Rolf stepped over to him.
“You always did talk too much, brother. You were a man of
pointless words, and not enough action. Look where that has left
you.” Rolf spit at Lamont’s feet, shaking his head. “May the
scavengers eat you while you live, and Nelius leave your spirit to
roam. Cainel has found you lacking todee.”
Rolf stooped to pick up his stepbrother’s rifle, and then he pilfered
all the gunpowder, slugs, and other useful supplies from Lamont’s
pockets and vest. “You won’t need these anymore. I hope you don’t
mind.” His eyes and heart were hard as he spoke.
Lamont gurgled and strained to grab at Rolf’s neck, but his grasp
was feeble and easily swept aside. Rolf left him there gasping for his
last breaths and went back to where Anthea and Bedros waited. His
conscience was not heavy with guilt, for he knew he had done what
was right. None of his kind would fault him, though Lamont’s father,
Beljd, would never forgive him.
Rolf found Anthea cradled in Bedros’ arms. Her wounded arm was
in a sling, and she was pale. The stiletto that had pierced her arm lay
beside them on the ground. Bedros had set up one of the crystal
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pods beside the girl as well, dispersing the murkiness of the forest if
just in one small area.
“How is she?” Rolf asked.
Bedros grunted and bared his teeth in a very human grimace that
faded into a worried frown.
“I’ll be alright.” Anthea announced weakly, her eyes fluttering open.
“I’m just not accustomed to dealing with pain like this. I don’t think
I’ve ever been hurt this badly before.”
Rolf scratched at his cheek contemplatively, unwittingly combing
some of Lamont’s blood into his beard.
“Is it over? Are they all dead?” Anthea asked.
Rolf nodded. “Yes. It’s done. Lamont and his friends have paid for
their treachery.”
“I see.” Anthea replied, but there was a hint of sadness in her voice
that surprised Rolf.
“You mourn for them?” Rolf asked incredulously.
“I don’t enjoy killing, Rolf. I had hoped to never do it again, and
todee I hope this was the last time.”
He did not miss that she had said kill again. He wondered who and
why she’d had to kill before even as he said, “It won’t be. Life is
rarely so pleasant. Nelius waits around every corner.”
“Then the quicker I’m off this island the better. I want to be beyond
lands where death is such a casual affair.”
“It’s not casual, Anthea. We just acknowledge it as a part of life
here.”
Anthea got a far off look then, as if she were staring beyond the
present. Bedros touched her shoulder, causing her to break out of
her trance-like state. He made a series of gestures too fast and
incomprehensible for Rolf to understand.
“What is it?” He demanded. “Are there more of them?”
“No, but my path has been made clear to me again. The flowers are
leading me east, to Norsjalde it seems.”
“Then lets go.”
“You’re coming?” Anthea asked in surprise, a question that Bedros’
expression showed that he was clearly curious about as well.
“Your path wasn’t made clear until I rejoined you. It seems clear
that you were led to me for a reason. I am part of this now, whatever
it may be.” Rolf replied resolutely.
“What of your home and your family? Can you just leave?”
“It’s being taken care of. After all this, I can’t really go back home
anyway.”
“Then we are three now.” Anthea said, pushing herself back to her
feet, bracing herself on Bedros’ sitting form while she got her
bearings. She wobbled on her feet at first, but then stood more
firmly.
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When Bedros stood and shouldered his burdens once more, Rolf
took a long look at the Ox-Man’s closed wounds. The Ox-Man saw
what he looked at and glanced at Anthea. Rolf nodded,
understanding that it had been her who healed him. He couldn’t help
but feel a bit in awe of a girl as young as Anthea who could heal
what looked to have been lethal wounds and who could shrug off a
knife wound to keep walking. He didn’t know another woman like her
and didn’t think he ever would.
There is strength in her, Rolf thought to himself as the three of them
walked along the road, stopping only long enough to move Kort and
Davin’s bodies away from the road. He did not place daubs of mud
across their eyes; for they were enemies that he felt had fought
unjustly. He did take time to take their weapons and supplies. Anthea
wasn’t very pleased that Rolf did this, even if his justifications that
they might as well sell them rather than let the elements ruin
valuable weapons were in accordance with Cainel’s wishes.
Rolf wasn’t sure where Anthea’s path would take him to before he
could return home, but he wasn’t thinking it would be a bad thing.
After all, Harsbrukke wasn’t going to be a pleasant place for him to
be for at least a while. The Gods have their reasons for all this, he
figured, and who was he to argue with the Gods?
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CHAPTER 9
Relations between many of the peoples of Elegia have never been
cordial. The subjugation of all but the Uleaut people, who lived in too
remote of places to be conquered, by the Elegian Empire gave them
a common enemy. Even still, this did nothing to hide the old feuds
and bad blood, particularly between the Kerathi and the Aynglicans.
More than any two races, these two have centuries of hatred
between them. Some chalk it up to geographical proximity, but
others have blamed the contradictory lifestyles. The Aynglican are a
people of builders and merchants while the Kerathi are warriors and
hunters.
When the Empire finally fell – the causes of which are broad and
hard to track specifically – the various peoples of Elegia joined hands
briefly to eradicate all they could of the Elegian way of life. They
threw down temples, massacred families, burned villages, and
slaughtered the weakened armies of their enslavers. The Elegians
were driven back all the way to their dessert isles, which they
defended at a very high cost, but managed to hold against the
combined efforts of their enemies.
This period of cooperation ended when the now free peoples of the
Broken Crown realized that they must rebuild society in their homes.
The united armies fell into squabbling and broke apart into their old
divisive nations, each snatching greedily at land and resources. For
thirty Yarres following the Fall of the Empire, war, famine, disaster,
disease, and godlessness reigned. The Pantheon turned their eyes
on Elegia, ashamed at what they saw.
The Godless Yarres were upon Elegia.
- Excerpt from Ramessef’s ‘A Chronicle of Elegius’
th

 Sayvensdee, the 27 of Harvest, 768 A.E. 
As Sechsdee had wound down, Anthea’s energy had begun to flag.
It had become clear to Rolf, if not to the other two that she would not
make it to Norsjalde unless they carried her. Rolf hadn’t thought he
could carry her that far, and Bedros had still been weak from his
wounding and subsequent healing. So, he had played the ‘bad guy’
and suggested they stop.
His first suggestion that they camp out among the cover of the trees
and push on in the morning had been met with something near
hostility from Anthea, who deeply wanted to reach the town before
the Dee was out. A quarter Ouer later, when Anthea had stumbled
and barely managed to get back up, he had made another such
suggestion that they stop. Anthea, much to Bedros’ relief, had
disappointedly accepted this one. Bedros’ eyes had shown deep
concern for Anthea as well as illustrating his own weariness.
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It was at the turn of the Dee when Rolf set up a small fire. While
Rolf cooked a thin stew over a very modest campfire he had built,
Bedros began to set up the light-giving crystal light pods around
them in a small circle. To Rolf’s surprise, Anthea’s pallor began to
fade and she took a healthier color to her cheeks.
“You look better now.” Rolf ventured, catching her eyes as he
stirred what would shortly be their meal.
Anthea nodded and looked away into the fire. “It’s the rest. I felt
faint. Sitting down helps.”
“Perhaps, but I think it’s more than that.”
Bedros settled down on a heavy rock he had dragged over. His
visage in firelight was rather fearsome. His curled horns glinted
dangerously, and his large eyes seemed to absorb the firelight until
they glowed with a reddish-orange haze. His hairy features were cast
severe shadows, highlighted by the glow of firelight.
“What do you mean?” Anthea asked, glancing at Bedros before
looking back at Rolf.
Rolf took a glance at Anthea’s protector, and decided the issue was
not worth pursuing. If there were something he needed to know,
she’d surely tell him. Until then, it was best not to anger her or her
companion. “Ah… nothing. Don’t mind me.”
A few Mynettes of peaceful quiet passed, punctuated by the chirrup
of crickets, the crackle of the fire, and the hum of voracious
mosquitoes that the fire warded off just beyond its smoky grasp. The
wind whispered through the cedars they camped within, each well
over a dozen Mayters tall. They swayed gently in the wind, their
trunks occasionally creaking if a particularly strong gust of wind
came through.
“Do you worry that we keep secrets from you, Rolf?” Anthea asked.
Rolf looked at her for a moment, surprised at how hale she looked
now that she sat within the halo of light that the crystal pods bathed
them in. “I know you keep secrets, but they are yours to tell.”
“You would not ask?” Anthea asked in surprise.
“I want to, but I know better than to do so.”
“Is this the way of your kind?”
Rolf thought for a moment, trying to think of how best to summarize
his people’s views. “My people respect straight-forwardness. They
expect that they will be told that which they should know. To do less
than that for someone is to dishonor them, for you deem them not
trustworthy of knowing.”
“Then I will pay you the honor of telling you the truth about the
crystal pods. I owe you that much for saving our lives earlier.” When
Rolf nodded and paid her his full attention, she began explaining,
ignoring the looks from Bedros that urged caution. “Aureans are tied
to the sun and the moon. Maletos and Haestos give us their light so
that we might live. We need it to survive.”
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“Truly? You would die without light?” Rolf asked in surprise.
Anthea nodded solemnly. “In a few Dees, yes. Even a night without
light can cause one of us to sicken.”
Rolf thought for a moment, watching the way the light of the fire
seemed to gravitate toward her or at least soak into her features until
she glowed. “How can there always be light though? Half of the Dee
there is only the dim light of the moon or no light.”
“We have found ways on our mountaintops to trap the sun and
amplify the light of the moon. These crystal pods are just one way
my people create or capture light to stay alive.”
“I saw one of them at my Familienheime. I thought it strange, but
did not know there was such a reason for its existence. Your people
are very ingenious, very creative. I doubt the Kerathi would ever be
so resourceful, except in finding new ways to kill each other.”
“Your people are very warlike, yes?”
“Your mother didn’t tell you?” Rolf asked.
“She spoke little of her own kind.”
“The only thing we enjoy more than killing each other, is killing
Aynglicans.”
Anthea frowned and felt obligated to ask, “Why do your kind hate
them so?”
“I’m not sure. I think we’ve always just been at war in one fashion or
another. They look more like us than any people, save the Rumani
perhaps, and yet they are so different. They are farmers, builders,
and thinkers, while we are warriors, hunters, and destroyers. We are
only creative in finding ways to bring ruin upon others. It seems a
culture destined to fail sometimes, yet we are still here.”
“And yet there is beauty among your people. The Thaumaturges,
like myself, are capable of healing and much good, are they not?
They take flowers and work great deeds with them.”
“Yet even they can be used as tools of war.” Rolf said in disgust,
sighing. He gave the stew one last stir and then began doling it out in
battered tin bowls with matching spoons.
Bedros ate surprisingly quietly, holding the dainty spoon between
his thumb and forefinger. He could eat what they ate because it had
no meat in it, though Rolf tore up bits of jerked meat to put in his own
bowl. Anthea declined his offer for meat in her own bowl.
Anthea blew on a spoonful of food, letting it cool before she ate it.
Rolf simply slurped it down, seemingly with no care for burning his
tongue or throat. He ate mechanically, as one who took no comfort in
a meal – albeit a bland one – would do. Occasionally he would look
up to watch with a small measure of humor as Bedros ate daintily.
“The deaths we dealt todee, they weigh on you?” Anthea asked
quietly, her voice nearly a whisper, but one that carried nonetheless.
Rolf smiled ruefully at her. “More than they should. I always knew it
would come to that between Lamont and I, but I worry about what
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happened to him so much as I worry for my mother, who may face
Lamont’s father’s wrath now. Beljd is not a pleasant man. It was his
heavy hand that raised and shaped Lamont into what he was.”
“You don’t have to come with us.” Anthea offered, not wanting to
tear him away from his home as she had been.
“My friend Olin will take care of my mother and my home. He’s
promised to do so.”
“You trust him with such important things then?”
“He told me about Lamont’s plan to attack you and Bedros. He is a
good man. I’ve always thought so.” Rolf declared.
“Perhaps she will be fine then?”
“Perhaps.” Rolf said, finishing his food in an angry slurp that
signaled that he was done talking.
He banked the fire then and cleaned up the pot and bowls when
they were all done eating. Before he was finished, Anthea had
already gone to sleep, pillowing her head on Bedros’ lap. Bedros sat
there stone still, watching over her protectively.
A pair of crystal pods, one situated to either side of Anthea, bathed
the camp in more light than the fire could hope to offer. Rolf was only
slightly nervous about having such a well-lit camp. Their deeds the
Dee before might draw unwanted attention, but no one would likely
be looking for them yet. Besides, who was he to deny her something
she needed to live just for the sake of being a little more discrete?
As he prepared to go to sleep himself, Rolf wondered if the Ox-Man
would get any sleep, but didn’t think on it overlong. He stretched out
his cloak and pitched down on it, falling asleep quickly, as he always
had been able to do.

Despite having slept in a well-lit camp, Rolf woke feeling fairly
rested. He had woken up from time to time during the night only to
find that all was well and that his new companions had not
disappeared. Bedros had remained in his protective pose all night,
somehow managing some sleep here and there. The light had been
constant all through the night and into the early morning, so Rolf had
slept with his cloak partially pulled over his face to shield his eyes.
Travel was quiet. No one had much to say, but there was a sort of
calm and ease that came because he had been let in on some of
Anthea’s secrets. Her trust had made him one of her companions
and so they were all easier around each other. Rolf was quietly
digesting what this meant to him as part of her entourage, as well as
considering where to go once they’d reached Norsjalde. Bedros
seemed to have accepted his presence too, for he no longer favored
him with long gazes of what had seemed halfway between suspicion
and caution. Now Bedros’ looks were more appraising, as if he were
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accustoming himself to the presence of another person. Slowly, the
Ox-Man was letting his guard down.
Rolf was surprised by how hale Anthea appeared in the morning.
She exhibited little more than a little stiffness in her arm, which was
still in an improvised sling. Her pace was not slow or tired, or
exhausted as her wounds may have left her. Bedros actually
exhibited more signs of exhaustion than she did, though Rolf figured
that was because he had slept less than the two of them had.
The distance they traveled that morning was far less than what they
had covered the Dee before, as they’d journeyed the lion’s share of
the distance before bedding down. They had only a few Kilomes to
travel, and they covered it in an Ouer, putting them in sight of
Norsjalde in the fourth Ouer of the Dee, slightly before mid Dee.
To Anthea, Norsjalde was a surprise. After Harsbrukke, she
expected little of any Kerathi settlement, but Norsjalde shattered her
ideas about the scope of Kerathi civilization. What lay before her was
an entire valley, that stretched down to the sea, filled with houses
and buildings. Smoke rose from hundreds of chimneys and the
clatter and clang of industry filled the air.
Where Aureans build vertically, digging shafts into mountains that
they filled with life-sustaining crystal pods or building towers that
soared ever closer to the edge of the sky, Kerathi built outward in
sprawling settlements. They lacked the spires and impressively
flawless-wrought spires of crystal, glass, and stone, but the sheer
amount of ground covered by this settlement made it larger than
Cenalium in terms of area covered.
“Big, eh?” Rolf grinned. “It’s much bigger than Harsbrukke.”
Anthea nodded, sweeping her eyes across the town like a
panorama. “I had thought it to be another village like Harsbrukke, just
on the sea.”
Rolf laughed. “Hardly. Harsbrukke is just a small inland hunting
village. Our clan is new. Esben earned enough honors fighting the
Aynglicans that he was allowed to break away from the clan of his
father and begin his own. In a few generations, perhaps we will grow
sizeable enough to move off the island and find an island of our
own.”
“Esben was that famous?” Anthea asked surprisedly. “He seemed
very regular to me, if imposing. He didn’t really seem like a famous
person though, not that I’ve met many.”
Rolf nodded, continuing to walk down the gravelly road into
Norsjalde. “Regular? He’s perhaps the greatest Kerathi of the last
three generations or more. The honor bestowed unto him was a rare
one. It has happened only a few times in many Yarres.”
“And all those people in Harsbrukke, they are his offspring and
relatives?” Anthea asked, walking beside him, with Bedros at her
other side.
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“Many are friends, or the families and relatives of friends who were
so distantly related to their own Herskers that they had no chance of
ever gaining any influence in their own clans. So, they took a chance
and joined a new one, knowing that in a clan so small, there was a
much better chance for their own advancement or the advancement
of their children.”
“That seems so strange.”
“Why? How do your people decide who rules? Strength of arms and
great deeds win our people respect and honor, and then the greatest
among us rule. In times when there are no great wars or great deeds
to be done, the children of our greatest rule us.” Rolf explained.
“I see.” Anthea replied, trying to think about how her people chose
their rulers. “Among our kind, we have rulers that are chosen. I don’t
really know how. I just know that they surrender all ties to family
when they assume their position as Grand Helion, Greater Helion, or
as Voice of the Firmament, so that they will favor our people as a
whole and not just those they know. They lead our lives and guide us
to do what is right.”
“That is not so much different from our kind.” Rolf insisted. “We
have to choose leaders who we believe have done the grandest
deeds and have the most honor.”
“Perhaps.” Anthea said, but she had her doubts.
Around them, the buildings began to grow closer. Already they were
passing a few of the outlying farms and fields, each taking up wide
expanses of ground that seemed outlandish to an Aurean girl who
had always seen every square Mayter used purposefully and
efficiently in Cenalium, where there was no room to spare.
Rolf halted, waiting a few moments for Anthea and Bedros to
realize he had stopped. They turned to look at him.
“What is it?” Anthea asked, glancing around warily.
“I think you should put my cloak on, and pull the hood up.” Rolf
suggested, pulling the cloak out of his pack. It was too warm for him
to wear it this early in the Dee, though at night it sometimes got cold
enough that he would need it.
“Why?”
“Because, speaking frankly, you’re going to draw attention, and
many men here won’t care that you’re as young as you are. You’ll
bring us more trouble if you don’t cover up than if you do. It’s rather
evident that you’re a foreigner just from the company you keep, let
alone your own looks. We’ll have to find outlander lodgings near the
docks until we can book a ship off the island.”
“I thought we’d leave right away.” Anthea replied, as if it were just
that easy.
Rolf shook his head wistfully. “We have to wait for a ship going our
way, and for the tides. It could even be a few Dees.”
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“A few Dees?” Anthea said worriedly. “I can’t wait that long. I need
to get to Aetheline, and what’s a tide?”
“That can’t be helped, Anthea. Believe me, I’ll get you out of here
as soon as I can, but I can’t change when the tides come – they’re
when the water is high or low during the Dee. There are shoals and
rocks that can make passage out of Norsjalde dangerous or
impossible of the tides are unfavorable. I also can’t change the
schedule of passenger vessels. Fishing and whaling ships won’t take
on passengers, only workers.”
“Then may Gandahar and Sellae smile upon us.” Anthea said with a
heavy sigh. “You’re certain about the cloak?”
“Unfortunately, yes. And if Bedros weren’t so tall, I’d try to hide him
somewhat too. It just can’t be helped. However, if you’re covered up
he’ll draw the eyes, and not you. It’s safer that way. My people may
be civilized according to the rough definition of the word, but they’re
not always gentlemanly.”
“If it must be done…” Anthea replied in resignation, pulling the cloak
over her and upping the hood.
Then the three of them walked into Norsjalde, trusting that Rolf
could find his way. Around her, the city grew and Anthea couldn’t
help but smile to think she was in her first real city ever, other than
Cenalium. And if it wasn’t the most grand and beautiful city in the
world, it was still very different and interesting in its own way.
Besides that, she also had a chance to make good on her promise to
Esben to make an offering to Gandahar and Sellae, and here in the
city there would surely be a place to do that.
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CHAPTER 10
No one really understands what caused the dependence of the
Aurean people on the light of the sun and moon. They must not have
always been so, because they went among the lowland peoples
when they arrived here on Elegia, or at least in this part of Elegia.
For that matter, where they come from is as much of a mystery.
The two most favored theories are that they either came from a dark
and uncharted corner of the world, or that they were created by the
collective will of the gods as their instrument for ending the Godless
Yarres. While there does not appear to be any proof to support either
theory, it is hard to argue that their enlightened ways did not help
reorder the way this world was. Their guidance helped end the wars,
strife, and hunger that threatened to engulf our entire world.
Yet for all their ability and knowledge, it is ironic that they are
sentenced to live only in the light in their high mountain cities. One
might think they’d have developed a way around this limitation in the
centuries they have dwelt apart from us. For all intents and
purposes, they might as well be in whatever places they came from
before, because they are no closer to us than they were then…
- Excerpt from Raghnall’s ‘A History of the Mountain Folk’
th

 Sayvensdee, the 27 of Harvest, 768 A.E. 
“Have you located Anthea yet?” Corydon asked of Captain Genero.
Corydon sat behind a heavy desk of polished granite, grey and
white with traces of pinkish amethyst marbling it. Piles of paperwork
had been carefully sorted and arranged within an arm’s reach of the
chair that sat behind the desk.
Captain Genero stood on the other side of the desk, wearing his
formal Guardian uniform of gold coloring with silver tracing to denote
his rank and status. His hands were clasped behind him to keep
them from fidgeting nervously. There was something disquieting
about this man he now answered to instead of the Greater Helion,
something that made him ill at ease whenever he was in Corydon’s
presence.
“The Farsight Outlooks tracked her as far as a small village, but lost
sight of her after that.” Genero answered finally.
“Lost? You aren’t trying to make ineptitude a habit are you,
Captain? Didn’t you have this problem before when you were
answering to the Greater Helion?”
“With all due respect, sir, it’s been but a couple Dees; they fled on
Fohrsdee. The Farsight Outlooks have very definite limitations.”
“Then go down there after her.”
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“Sir?” Genero blinked in confusion. This man couldn’t possibly be
suggesting that he go down there among the lowlanders. It was
certain death without proper light.
“Take a Flier, load it up with all the crystal spheres you’ll need, and
track her down.”
“Even crystal spheres have their limitations, and the Flier won’t
work for very long at night. Its batteries are limited.”
“Then you’ll have to land the Flier and camp a night, or return with
her before that.”
“But who would I take? Guardians are not trained for night missions
and time out of the light.” Genero protested. “I’m not trained for that.”
Corydon, who had up until this point been fiddling with a stack of
paperwork, turned to face Captain Genero fully. His eyes narrowed
on the younger man, who withered beneath his gaze. “Trust in me,
Genero. If you doubt me again, I will have you replaced. I would not
send you into any situation without support. I want the girl back as
much as the Greater Helion does, and we can’t very well do that if
we’re not equipped to do so, can we?”
“Umm, no, sir. We cannot.”
“Then understand that the men I send with you are not of the
normal garden variety sort of Guardian. They are from a special
team that I have been assembling in accordance with the wishes of
the Greater Helion and the Voice of the Firmament.”
Genero took pause here, noting that the two most important people
in Cenalium had ties in this business. Rarely did the political leader
of Cenalium and the religious leader of all Aureans see eye to eye,
and that they were both on board in this endeavor was something of
a surprise. Was it even true? It seemed doubtful, yet here Corydon
was saying it was so, and he obviously had higher ties than a mere
Guardian Captain.
Despite previous warnings against curiosity, Genero found himself
considering Anthea again. What was so special about her? Why
would they want her so badly? Then his thoughts were drawn to
Vitalis, who Corydon had tortured and then put out of the city. The
man and his family might already be dead. Granted, letting Anthea
go had been a crime, but his family should not have suffered for his
mistakes. And what of the pair of Ox-Men who had been executed as
an example to their kind in Cenalium?
If they’re willing to go that far, I have no choice but to follow along,
Genero thought. I mustn’t allow my mistakes to bring harm upon my
wife and child. Whatever Anthea represents, she cannot be more
important than my family. I must do as they ask of me.
“I understand.” Genero answered finally, nodding his head slightly.
“Good.” Corydon replied, settling back into his chair once more.
“Before you go after her, I need you to salvage what you can of the
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downed Flier and destroy the rest. It too important to leave laying
around, and the savages are digging around the wreckage.”
“What if there are some there when we arrive?”
“Kill them.”
Despite his misgivings, Genero nodded. “Understood.”
“After you’ve cleaned up that mess, head to the small village.
Question anyone who might know anything. Don’t leave until you
know everything about what Anthea did there, who she talked with,
where she went, and who she went with.” Corydon continued.
“They may not cooperate, sir.”
“Make them. Burn the whole village and kill them all if you have to.
Do not make the mistake of underestimating the importance of our
mission.”
“I won’t, sir.”
“Good, because it’s more than just our heads if the Greater Helion
isn’t pleased with what we do. Our families will die too, Genero. Don’t
ever forget that. This is more serious than anything you’ve ever
done.”
“I won’t fail you, sir, or the Greater Helion.” Genero said, mustering
more confidence in his voice than he felt inside. Inside he wanted to
run and hide – not a noble or brave thing to do, but that is what he
felt.
“I expect you won’t.” Corydon extended to Captain Genero a set of
sealed orders, rolled in official parchment and sealed with Corydon’s
own seal. “This is a copy of your orders, as well as a requisition for
unlimited use of a Flier, a rather impressive stash of crystal spheres,
and the use of my team of ‘elite’ Guardians.”
“I see.”
“Good, now leave and get started right away. You leave within the
Ouer.”
Genero nodded, executed a stiff bow, and hurried out, wondering
once again what he’d gotten himself into.
In his office, Corydon smiled smugly. Things were going according
to plan, and he’d get a chance to test out his force earlier than
expected. Laughing quietly to himself, he dimmed the lights in his
office.
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CHAPTER 11
Marceaupo and Tulis have ever been sibling adversaries. Their
fights make passing from the Inner Seas to the Outer Seas
treacherous and seldom attempted by any save the Mueran. They
punish the lands, pushing at them with their waves and with the
winds of their breaths, hoping to outdo the other. Their elder sister
Greveth waits with patience for their squabbles to subside,
occasionally showing her own might with the burst of a great
volcano, some of which create new islands. Most of the clan islands
the Kerathi now inhabit are volcanic islands that formed around the
fall of the Elegian Empire.
The very elements of Elegia seem to conspire against each other,
proving what a harsh world this can be. And yet, what is gained from
it all? Never have I seen men worship either Marceaupo or Tulis for
the storms they make, or Greveth for the fire she spews out of her
belly. It is hard for me to accept that there is not some greater plan
that we cannot see, but the pattern of it escapes us.
How can destruction suit the greater purpose of things? I feel if I
could understand this, I would be the wisest man in the world…
- Excerpt from Raghnall’s ‘Musings about Gods and Goddesses’
th

 Noinsdee, the 29 of Harvest, 768 A.E. 
Norsjalde was strange to any but a Kerathi, and even Makan, who
was used to many of the foibles of Kerathi culture, found it a bit odd.
Norsjalde was nestled between two rows of sizeable hills. They were
foothills that led to the ancient and dormant volcano that held the
Aurean city of Cenalium in its crown.
On Maethlin, there were really only two things large enough to be
considered mountains, and only one of them had suited Aurean
needs as far as anyone knew. Yet there could be hidden settlements
on that second mountain that had not been discovered yet by the
Kerathi. Cenalium lay on the larger mountain; that much they knew,
even if they never visited. Outsiders weren’t often welcome in
Aurean cities.
Norsjalde was entirely the epitome of what was Kerathi, down to the
last shanty and dirty inn. Yet it was the distant, glittering peak that
drew Makan’s eyes. He had never seen an Aurean settlement, but
he imagined it to be something more than what he saw before him,
an array of all of humanity’s shortcomings it seemed.
The Kerathi were hedonists, and if they were not so bold as the
Rumani, they were bad enough. So, understandably there were holein-the-wall sort of establishment that catered to most of the
acceptable desires and to some of the not so accepted sins a man
with a bit of money might seek out. Still, the Kerathi’s two greatest
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loves, after women that is, were fighting and drinking. That being
said, it was hard to find a bar or drinking hole of any sort where there
was not some sort of brawl or raucous contest of strength going on.
The Kerathi were not a people of the sea like the Mueran, but they
were fairly accomplished sailors if they hugged the seacoast. Their
vessels were built for speed across calm waters, for crossing
between islands during fair weather. They weren’t the deep draft
vessels of the Aynglicans, and they certainly weren’t the catamarans
or outrigger canoes of the Mueran people. Instead, their ships were
long, sleek, and powered mostly by the men that rode in them
instead of relying on the often-fickle winds of the inner seas. Even
so, they still had a single mast which dragged a large piece of square
canvas, really rather crude compared to many of the vessels Makan
had seen during his many Yarres on the seas.
The strange thing was, many of the buildings on the shore echoed
this design. They were long halls, almost like one of the Kerathi
vessels turned upside down, with a most curious ‘mast’ poking out
the underside. From these masts, the Kerathi businesses would
string a series of streamers and flags, which allowed people to locate
the establishment from a distance, since each business had its own
pattern of flag or flags. Of course, that was how the system would
work if all things in nature worked out, as they should. Many of the
places had seriously faded or discolored flags, victims of the sun and
the elements.
Yet most of the places making a good deal of money found the
extra coins to spend on new flags periodically, while other
businesses might shell out the coin for the appearance of doing well
when they were not, and still other places were making good money
and the proprietors were simply too cheap to bother replacing their
flags since people were still coming in the doors. It was a confusing
system that Makan felt he would never understand without being
Kerathi himself.
On this Dee, Makan’s third Dee of searching Norsjalde for the
woman he had seen in the vision from Fallu, the winds were high.
Overhead, the many flags of the numerous businesses he walked
around and in-between were snapping in the wind. It looked like a
Rumani tent city to him, though they built cities too. But there was so
much colored canvas that he was reminded of the temporary camp
cities the Rumani might set up, except he had to remind himself that
these were not the boisterous and celebratory Rumani folk. They
were the loud, violent, and bragging Kerathi. Their manner was
suitably matched by the loudness of their flags snapping and
whipping in the wind.
As he walked, he was challenged by all manners of Kerathi males.
Some were young boys, barely up to his armpit in height, but they
had the beginnings of men’s beards and had already developed
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men’s taste for fighting. Makan usually dissuaded these ones with a
hard stare and a tight grip on his rather viciously hooked Mueran fish
spear. Older men, usually in an advanced state of inebriation, often
required a bit more physical persuasion to leave him alone. When
they came in packs, Makan silently endured their ridicule and then
moved on, or on a few occasions simply fled through the alleys
between the ship-like buildings.
For three Dees he endured this, not because he liked it, but
because he felt that it was a penance. For Munths he had been
pushed toward this moment, but he had been blind to it. When he
had been separated and lost from his fishing group in the midst of a
sudden storm that should have been his first hint. Yet he had
struggled to get back, encountering setback after setback. His craft
had been struck by lightning, leaving him stunned and his boat
partially burned. He had been thrown across reefs, tearing off one of
his outriggers, and then, finally, he had been shipwrecked on this
Kerathi isle.
Only then had he seen the greater plan, and only after Fallu had
made an appearance to him. So if Fallu and his people’s other Gods
wanted him to pay penance for his doubts, who was he to argue?
A less pious man than Makan might have simply chalked up all
these encounters with feisty Kerathi to their xenophobic and bigoted
nature. After all, he was much darker than these people, and his
clothes were made of the various bounties of the sea – fish skins
sewn with sinew and thread made from island plants. His face wasn’t
bearded either, as Mueran men usually did not grow beards, and the
few that did shaved them. His dark skin, dark hair, and dark eyes
simply did not fit in among these pale, bearded, fur-wearing warriors
with red or brown hair and green eyes.
On all of Elegia, there were no other people so willing to bring war
to each other and to other people than the Kerathi. Even among their
own kind, a man or woman of mixed blood must denounce their
mixed heritage, and even then if they look less Kerathi than whatever
the other half of their blood was, they would have to endure ridicule
and harassment their entire lives.
That was part of why this trio that he had been sent to find
interested him so much. The one had clearly been an Ox-Man,
something that was assuredly rare this far north, while the girl had
likely been Aurean, and the third was certainly Kerathi. Never had
Makan heard of or seen such strange traveling companions. Aureans
were always content to stay on their mountains and leave the
lowland peoples to their own devices, and the Kerathi were bigots.
Where the Ox-Man fit in, he did not know.
For three Dees though, he had heard and seen nothing of this
group. All his attempts at inquiring of them had been to no avail. Of
course, the small bit of cynic in him wondered if his inquiries were
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just not being answered or pursued because he was Mueran. It
wouldn’t be beyond the Kerathi to snub him just because of what he
was.
If he had actually known how many times Rolf had passed near him
when going about Anthea’s bidding in search of a vessel that could
carry them off the island, he might have despaired. Rolf was
arguably the hardest of the three to spot, since he was just one of
thousands of Kerathi wandering the city. Anthea and Bedros would
be the easiest to spot, so they were the ones he looked hardest for.
Of course, he hoped they’d all be together when he finally found
them.
Around the fourth Ouer of the third Dee, it occurred to him that
Anthea might not want to stay in this city any longer than he did, and
that she may be seeking passage off of Maethlin. That he had not
thought of such a thing earlier amazed him, and he at once felt
foolish. He said a quick prayer to Holeitha, the Matron Goddess of
Children and Homesteads, that she would let him finish what Fallu
and the other Gods had laid before him that he might go back to his
people, and then he rushed to the shore, hoping he wasn’t too late.

Anthea paced around the small room she shared with Bedros and
Rolf. It was cramped, especially for the Ox-Man, who hadn’t been
able to stand up straight in any building since he’d left Cenalium.
Walking the few Mayters around their dim, crudely furnished room
just reminded her even more of how she had hoped to be gone from
this island a couple Dees ago.
Instead, she found herself sharing a room with two men, who were
perhaps the only people in the world she could trust at this point, but
they were men nonetheless. It was unseemly and inappropriate.
Bedros was… well he was Bedros. He was practically an uncle as
well as a guardian, so his presence was tolerable, but she could see
the way Rolf looked at her sometimes.
She wasn’t experienced with men, either Aurean or Kerathi, but she
was pretty sure she saw some hint of lust in his eyes sometimes. He
was young though, and unmarried, so that was to be expected she
figured. Aureans tended to be more chaste and discrete about their
interest in the opposite gender, but she couldn’t expect that of him
and his people.
It wasn’t as if he were totally useless either, so she owed him some
leeway. He was searching the docks every morning and evening,
and wandering from alehouse to alehouse to listen for rumors of
incoming ships that would suit their travel needs. Anthea frowned as
she considered this. It seemed so haphazard for these people to
have better information at a drinking hall than anywhere else.
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Apparently there was no one in charge of the comings and goings of
vessels.
Once, she had asked about this, and Rolf had replied very matterof-factly that the harbormaster was more of a ceremonial position
than a functional one. This, too, seemed very strange. If the
harbormaster truly was supposed to regulate water traffic, why did he
do nothing?
Anthea sighed heavily, earning a look of both concern and irritation
from Bedros. She nodded at him meekly, acknowledging that she
was being too impatient, so she sat down across from him. Bedros
was steadfast and patient, never-changing like a pillar of stone. She
knew she could always count on him. His quiet presence was a pool
of strength and resolve for her to draw from. Like him, she crossed
her legs and sat on the floor. They gazed into each other’s eyes,
seeking to know the other’s mind from just those two points in the
middle of their faces.
Bedros’ large glassy eyes were a sienna pool of calm and
unspoken wisdom. It was not the wisdom of scholars and
researchers, but the wisdom of one who has lived a good life and
has comfortably settled into adulthood and his place in the grand
scheme of things. He was stolid and levelheaded beneath all that fur
and those two curled horns.
“You are at peace.” Anthea said calmly, reverting to High Elegian,
which was the language of Aureans, and the one Bedros understood
better.
Bedros betrayed no hint of a smile or emotion. He simply nodded.
“You understand your purpose.”
Bedros nodded again.
“Your purpose is to serve and protect me, as my father asked.”
Bedros inhaled deeply, and nodded very seriously. His features
twisted a bit, evidencing some pain of what Anthea read as failure.
“It wasn’t your fault. You couldn’t have stopped what happened to
father… Or what happened to me on the road. I will recover.”
Bedros took his two large hands and clasped them in front of
himself, twisting them together. Anthea nodded, reading his gesture
to mean that he had been helpless to do anything more than he had
done, though it shamed him to admit this.
“I miss him too. There is a chance he’s still alive though. I will cling
to that as long as I can.”
Before Bedros could respond, there was a knock at the door.
Bedros instinctively grabbed for the handle of his mallet – in his
hands deadly even in close quarters and never more than an arm’s
length away from him.
“Who is it?” Anthea asked, using the Kerathi dialect of Low Elegian.
“Rolf. Are you decent? Can I come in?”
“He’s learning.” Anthea whispered to Bedros conspiratorially.
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Bedros flashed a flat-toothed grin as she got up to go let Rolf in.
Immediately upon Rolf’s entrance the smell of rum filled Anthea’s
nostrils. She gave him a sharp disapproving look, disliking the
drunken flush of his face and his unfocused eyes.
“I may have found us a ship.” Rolf announced triumphantly and
loudly.
“You have?” Anthea asked, unable to hide her excitement and
disapproval momentarily forgotten.
Rolf held up an open hand. “Hold on now. I said maybe.”
“Why only maybe?”
“It’s ‘maybe’ because we don’t have enough money for passage.
Remember that we need a cabin, which is expensive. Bedros would
take up three sailor’s bunks in the common areas, and that is not to
mention your baggage or your need for light during the evening.”
“I see. This does pose a problem since we have little of value.”
“I know. I sold the extra rifles, but that’s all gone for this room and
for information-finding expenses.”
“You mean drinking?” Anthea asked irritably.
Rolf sighed in annoyance. “Information-finding happens easier
when tongues are loosened by ale and spirits. I don’t know how it
works in an Aurean city, but that’s how it works in Kerathi lands.
You’ll just have to accept that.” He replied angrily.
Bedros grunted.
Anthea looked back at the Ox-Man, and after a quick series of
gestures, she understood him. She turned back to Rolf, crossing her
arms in front of her chest before she began berating him. “Keep it
down. Speak quieter. Do you wish the entire Inn to know our origins?
It was you who insisted we hide our identities as best we could when
we entered town. And you’ve had us secreted in this ramshackle hut
while you cavort around town, so be careful with your own loose
tongue!”
Rolf teetered on his feet, staring at her blankly. After the few
moments it took for his mind to decode her speech, he frowned and
shouldered past her to his cot. He threw himself down and rolled
over onto his side, determined to discuss this later when he was of a
sounder mind.
Anthea watched for a few moments, expecting more from him, but
all she got in return was the heavy, even breathing of someone
about to enter a drunken sleep. “Rolf?”
When he didn’t answer. Bedros chortled throatily. Anthea shot him
a cross look and walked over to Rolf, shaking his shoulder. He rolled
onto his back and mumbled something unintelligible as he swatted
her hands away.
She shook him again, and said more loudly, “Rolf, wake up. We’re
not finished talking.”
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“Anika?” Rolf muttered, smiling in his state of near sleep. This time,
instead of swatting away her hands, he grabbed her around the
shoulders and pulled her down onto the cot with him.
Anthea fell onto Rolf with a cry of surprise as well of pain from
having braced herself with her still-injured arm. Acting more out of
reflex rather than anger, she drove the heel of her palm into Rolf’s
left cheekbone, snapping his head back. He gasped in pain and
surprise, rolling out from under her and off the cot to crash onto the
floor.
When Rolf came to his feet, rubbing his face and looking around as
if he was about to get jumped by an assailant, Anthea had already
stood back up and was trying her best not to look embarrassed. She
was failing miserably. Bedros, expecting some trouble, had stood up,
and though he hunched over he was an imposing sight in a room lit
only by the light of a Dee’s end and a single crystal pod.
“What in Cainel’s name happened?” Rolf demanded, slurring his
words drunkenly as he rubbed his cheek.
“You… fell out of bed.” Anthea stammered. “You were trying to
explain the boat and why it was so hard to book passage and you fell
over onto the bed and rolled out.”
Rolf eyed Anthea suspiciously. Then he began explaining, in slow
and deliberate speech, why he was having trouble finding a boat.
“It’s because Bedros is so large and you need light all night. We can’t
sleep in common quarters on the ship, so it’s going to cost more. Not
to mention they don’t like taking on foreigners unless you pay them
well anyway.”
Seeing that Rolf was going to take this calmly, Bedros settled back
down into his cross-legged sitting pose, huffing as he did so.
“We’ll have to make the money somehow then. I’ll sort through our
baggage and see what else we can sell.” Anthea replied.
Rolf nodded and yawned. “I can work on the ship to pay for my
passage at least, but we’d need another ship hand to work with me,
as well as some money for your passage.”
“Another? Where are we going to find another person to work for
our passage? Bedros can’t.”
“Ask the flowers.” Rolf said with a shrug. “I’m going to sleep.”
“Wait! When does this boat leave?” Anthea asked anxiously.
Rolf settled back down on his cot before answering. “It leaves in
two Dees. The first of Falling.”
“I see. Perhaps I should get some sleep too then. We’ll get up early
and find things for you to sell.”
“Fine.” Rolf replied, laying back and pillowing his head on his curled
up arms.
Anthea smiled as he closed his eyes, amused to see such a
childlike and gentle sleeping pose from the brusque – by Aurean
standards at least – young man.
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Just before he cast off to sleep, Anthea asked him another
question. “Rolf?”
“What is it?” He asked sleepily.
“Who’s Anika?”
Rolf’s eyes flickered open and focused on her. Anthea grinned
mischievously.
Behind her Bedros offered Rolf a sympathetic look that looked a bit
frightening when seen with unfocused eyes.
“She’s no one.”
“No one at all?”
“That’s what I said.” Rolf replied after a moment, drifting off into
sleep afterward, a sleep filled with memories of a light-haired and
curvaceous girl from Harsbrukke.
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CHAPTER 12
One of our people’s greatest failures has always been pride. Trust
in our abilities led to an unjustified sense of unassailability. We forgot
for a time that confidence is a double-edged blade. On one hand it
can grant you the will to stay the course and go that extra step, but
on the other hand it can lead to an overestimation of one’s abilities
Sadly, this fragment of one general’s report recovered from a razed
fortress that once sat on the shores of Maethlin illustrates the latter.
“Man for man the Kerathi people are indeed fierce warriors, yet the
Kerathi have never beaten us in a pitched battle. They have no order
in battle. They release their minds and give into their inner passions,
which allow them to run wild in battle. This is both their strongest
weapon and their biggest weakness.
I have seen a Kerathi man fight for ten more steps after he died. His
heart had stopped and yet he continued to fight, killing two more men
before his mind caught on to the fact that he was dead. Yet this
same single-mindedness causes them to attack when they have no
hope of winning and refuse to retreat when they could still salvage
something of their attack. Their tactics are all or nothing.
They cannot stand against the order of the Elegian legions, and
they have never been able to overrun one of our defensive
fortifications. They break themselves on our walls like waves on the
shore.”
I always wonder what he thought when the walls were pulled down
around him and the fortress caught fire. What Gods did he curse
when his foolish beliefs were put to the torch along with him? I feel a
profound sadness when I consider all our kind did to expand our way
of life, only to let all our efforts be destroyed by our own arrogance.
We could have been a force of change for the good of the Broken
Crown, yet there is hardly a person outside of Elegius that doesn’t
read a different sort of account of Empire – one where we were
tyrants…
- Excerpt from Ramessef’s ‘A Chronicle of Elegius’
th

 Noinsdee, the 29 of Harvest, 768 A.E. 
Captain Genero sat in what was considered dim lighting for an
Aurean. He was in the rear cabin of one of the largest Fliers in the
Aurean arsenal, where he alternated staring at his hands, which held
a copy of his orders in Corydon’s finely wrought script, and staring
out the window at the not-so-distant Kerathi town of Harsbrukke.
Guardian Fliers came in three general sizes, this one being of the
largest type. The smallest was called a recon Flier. It held only three
men, and was used primarily for scouting, delivering messages, and
carrying lesser dignitaries between Aurean mountaintops as fast as
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possible. The next size up, the incursion Flier, held eight men. These
were for minor military operations and carrying various cargoes
between cities. This also happened to be the sort they had salvaged
– though a lot of it was unsalvageable and therefore had to be
destroyed – just a few Ouers ago.
The final kind was the sort that Genero was contemplating his
possible course of actions in: the force Flier. It carried over a score of
Guardians and a week’s supplies, which could be made to last three
weeks with stingy rationing and foraging. It sported a nine heavy arclances from its forefront, making it look like some sort of ugly catfish
waddling through the sky as it rained death down on those below. It
was large, awkward, and slow, but it carried a lot, including a heavy
battery for recharging lances and crystal pods.
They were out here for the long haul. They’d either capture this girl
Anthea, or they’d not return home at all. Already they’d been forced
to deal with a few locals who had been intent on taking what did not
belong to them.
The savages had been combing through the wreckage and debris
for anything of use. Had they actually known what half the things
were, they might have put up more resistance. As it was, their long
rifles couldn’t put a projectile through the skin of the heavy Flier. With
regrets he dared not show in front of Corydon’s men, Genero had
ordered the death of the Kerathi men attempting to defend their
salvage claim.
Sure, they were savages by any reasonable definition, but had they
deserved to die for their curiosity? Even if they found some honor in
a valiant death against impossible odds, it still didn’t feel right.
Despite his misgivings, they Kerathi had ended up as piles of
smoldering flesh and bones, their useless weapons lying beside their
corpses. And they were only the first casualties in what was sure to
be a bloody campaign.
Then Corydon’s men had set to work. They’d dismantled and
collected all they could of the Flier, for it would be melted down and
reshaped and used for another Flier. Every Kee of the light but
exceptionally strong metal was precious. There were only so many
mountains on Elegia with the ore, and it was no coincidence that
there were Aurean settlements or mining outposts on nearly all of
them.
So they’d spent a Dee shuttling loads of Flier wreckage back to the
base of the mountain that Cenalium presided over. There, they’d
located one of the half-dozen hidden lifts that had been built
hundreds of Yarres ago. The lifts would carry the wreckage up into
the city some thousand plus Mayters above, where it could be
reused in whatever way the most talented Aurean engineers chose.
Genero scowled at his hands – hands that had been unable to stop
orders he felt were wrong. He’d already hidden the small wall mirror
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that used to hang on the wall in his cramped quarters. It was strange
that one Dee’s misdeeds could overwhelm a lifetime of service,
Genero thought, wearing a bitter smile.
All around him were Corydon’s strange Aurean Guardians. They
were only Aurean by loose association with anything that Genero
thought of as Aurean. From the moment he’d first seen them he
knew they were different. They lacked the brightly colored hair, light
eyes, and tall, lithe build that even Genero saw when he looked in a
looking glass. Instead, they were darker complected, stockier, and
more massively muscled than any Aureans he had ever seen.
Strangest of all, though, was that they didn’t shy away from
darkness.
That was the most shocking thing. They’d worked right on into
dusk, using only the external lights from the Flier to light their way as
they’d loaded up the ship for the last two loads of Flier wreckage.
They’d not even batted an eyelid about the whole ordeal. Sure, they
were Guardians, but the idea of working in near dark was enough to
unnerve even the most seasoned Guardian.
Even now as they prepared to storm the sleeping village of
Harsbrukke, there was no apprehension in the faces of these men.
There really wasn’t much expression at all for that matter. They just
did what they were told, and they did it with a ruthless efficiency that
was admirable. If all Guardians acted with such propriety, there’d be
a need for far fewer of them, yet they acted like men taking no relish
in their activities. They didn’t speak to each other except when
necessary. They didn’t joke amongst each other or engage in any
sort of comradery either. They were just here doing their job for
Corydon. That was it.
Genero couldn’t help but think that they were spying on him too.
They’d report back if he failed to carry out his duties to the letter, and
that would be the end of him and his family. They’d be banished like
Vitalis and his family, or executed like the innocent pair of Ox-Men
who had been publicly mutilated and dismembered as an example to
the rest of their kind.
So now Genero sat in his private quarters, little more than a
glorified closet with a place to sit. Only a pair of couple crystal pods
lit the room. He sat there loathing himself for what he was about to
do, but powerless to stop it. When it comes down to them or us,
animal instinct would kick in every time. It had to be them, he
realized. No sane man would lay down his life for a stranger.
Genero pushed himself up out of chair and opened the door to the
Flier’s cargo bay beyond. He was immediately greeted with the
sights and sounds of twenty men strapping on battle gear. On went
the golden helms, greaves, and chest plates. Each was limned with
silver and bronze, and a highly detailed insignia of Corydon’s own
special guard had been picked out on the forehead of the helmets as
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well as the center of the chest plates of each guard’s armor. The
carried heavy arc-lances and a pair of arc-swords, one over each
hip. They were an intimidating sight, even in a state of unfinished
preparation.
Captain Genero stood up a bit straighter as he passed by the men
on his way to the front compartment of the Flier. He tried to remind
himself that he was these men’s leader, even if his hands were tied
as to what they were about to do. He would do this with dignity,
because to do less would be to further dishonor those who were
about to die when he gave the order. Nelius would have his fill of
work to do tonight, with more to come every night until Anthea was
found.
In the front compartment, another pair of Guardians, also handselected by Corydon, waited. They were the only ones who were
able to read the complicated navigational charts, each one marked
with longitudes, latitudes, and altitudes. They were also the only
ones trained in the operation of this ship. It took most pilots over a
Yarre of training to learn to pilot a Flier, and then a pilot had to work
their way up from the recon Flier to the incursion Flier, to finally the
force Flier like they rode in now. Only the best pilots would be given
a force Flier.
“Sir?” The pilot and navigator both said in unison upon his entry to
the forward compartment.
Genero glanced around the pilot’s compartment, noting that
everything was in place and stowed in a tidy fashion. “Let’s go. Let’s
make this as quick and painless as we can.”
“How do we proceed?” The senior of the pair asked.
“Start by raking the outer circle of homes with lance fire. I want
them burning. It should draw them inward to the central fortress that
we’ve scouted. While they’re in disarray from that, we’ll set down and
offload. I’ll be with the squad. You’ll continue to circle the village to
pick off stragglers and anyone who looks like they might try to take
shots at our group.”
“We have limited batteries, sir… I can’t promise we’ll be able to stay
aloft too long. The moonlight is weak through all these clouds
tonight.”
“That just makes our strike that much more of a surprise if they
can’t see us coming then doesn’t it?” Genero asked, earning a pair of
nods. “Good. Let’s go to it. We leave in a quarter Ouer.”
“Yes, sir.” They replied.
Genero retreated to his quarters once more after that, sagging into
his chair after the effort of maintaining a strong front before his men.
His hands shook and he wanted to vomit, but he knew the worst was
yet to come.
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Genero stood in the Stammheim of Harsbrukke. The Hersker,
whose name he’d since learned was Esben, lay dead at his feet. He
had caused the lone casualty among the Aureans, as well as dealing
a rather nasty wound to a Guardian’s chest. The only other two
wounded had been wounded securing the Stammheim, but they
would survive with only the scars of this night to remember.
Around him the survivors were huddled, mostly the elderly, children,
and women of the settlement. Anyone who had not been taken
unaware or clubbed unconscious had taken up arms against their
attackers. Even the women and children had thrown themselves at
the Aurean soldiers, brandishing pots, farm tools, or even sticks. The
Guardians had been merciless subduing them.
The smell of smoke, sweat, and burnt flesh filled the air strongly.
Genero’s nose protested at the other odors that mingled in as well:
urine, manure, gunpowder, blood, and a palpable odor of fear. These
people had been attacked while most of them slept. Their houses
had been set on fire, and their men had been slaughtered, just as
their leader had been.
Disgust welled up in the breast of the young Captain as he looked
at the terrified, often bloodied and bruised, faces of the survivors. A
child of no more than eight stared at him as if he were Cainel
himself, vengeful god, come to wreak havoc upon this village. And
he might have well been, as much of a contest as it had been. Even
in the night, lit only by the fires of burning homes and the half-light of
a cloud-covered moon, these Guardians had swept aside any
attempts these people had made at defending themselves as easily
as batting aside a child’s weak arms.
The Captain glanced around the wide-beamed lofty ceiling of the
Stammheim. They’d use the Stammheim as their base of operations
until they knew where to go next, and already there were crystal
pods hanging from the rafters, bathing the place in Aurean-friendly
light levels – not that the soldiers seemed to care.
Yet for the familiar light, the place was still very foreign. Depictions
of war glories and heroes of the Kerathi peopled had been carved
into nearly every surface and decorated with colorful pigments.
Woven hangings and the heads of great beasts taken on the hunt
adorned the recessed area at the northern end of the chamber,
where Esben had sat a wooden bench carved to look like a great
serpent whose head coiled protectively around whomever sat in the
chair.
Genero shook his head at the violence and savagery displayed
even in the artistry of these people. Perhaps the fact that he didn’t
like these people would make his job easier. “Illias.” He called out,
looking around for the leader of Corydon’s squad.
“Yes, Captain.” Came a booming voice from his left side.
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Genero turned toward the voice, and noticed with a start that Illias
had in the space of a few Saycunds presented himself no more than
two paces away. The man moved with the unnerving silence of a cat,
even with full gear on. Yet he was nearly as large as many of these
Kerathi males. His strong, masculine chin and nose were obvious
even with a helmet concealing most of his features, and his piercing
silvery-blue eyes searched the room as if looking for prey.
“I understand you’ve been trained to speak Low Elegian, like these
people here do?” Genero remarked, more of a statement than a
question, since this had been written in the personnel reports
Corydon had handed him before he’d left to come here.
“Yes. I, as well as Leander, was trained to speak Low Elegian. Our
parents trade with lowlanders on occasion.”
“Excellent. You’ll be in charge of the questioning then. Use
whatever method you must. Find out everything you can about a girl
named Anthea. You’ve been told of her, yes?”
“Lord Corydon told us all he felt we should know.”
Genero started at the title used before Corydon’s name. It wasn’t
entirely inaccurate, but it was still odd to hear said with such
devotion. “Good. Get to work. The Ouer is late. She may be growing
further away from us with each moment wasted, and I for one plan to
get back to Cenalium as soon as possible.”
As he watched, there was a flash of surprise, perhaps even
incomprehension in Illias’ eyes. Genero’s guts twisted into a knot as
he considered what this might mean, but Illias betrayed nothing more
out of the ordinary. Instead, he responded with a nod and stalked off
to be about his business – the business of extracting information.
Genero grimaced when a scared Kerathi child caught his gaze, and
he tried to put his mind elsewhere. The problem was, every time he
tried to call up the images of his wife or child in his mind the faces of
the survivors here superimposed themselves on his memory. He
couldn’t quite remember exactly how his own child looked anymore,
and the image of his wife in his mind was blurring with each passing
Ouer. All he could see in his mind’s eye was the burning village and
the bodies that they’d stacked up outside the Stammheim.
But maybe that was just the first stages of dark-poisoning talking.
This idea brought a disquieting sort of smile to Genero’s face.
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CHAPTER 13
Chance doesn’t favor the prepared; it favors the open-minded. The
most prepared person will miss an opportunity if they’re not looking
for it, and an open-minded person is going to be prepared for
eventualities that only they have imagined…
- Excerpt from Ramessef’s ‘The Way of Things’
th

 Zehnsdee, the 30 of Harvest, 768 A.E. 
Bedros sat on the long end of the small table that was pushed up
against the wall in the small quarters they shared. He knelt actually,
since no chair in this building would hold his considerable bulk and
carriage. To his left Rolf sat, idly brushing a hand through his hair
and his beard as he ate the bland food set before him. Anthea ate
with no more relish than Rolf, and she was surprisingly immodestly
attired in her knee-length sleeping gown, with her legs folded under
her as she sat on the chair opposite Rolf’s and to Bedros right.
She had grown more used to Rolf’s presence quickly, and any prior
discomfort she might have felt at being in this state of indecency – by
Aurean standards and morals at least – had faded with the need for
comfort. When you live as close to someone as she had been with
these two for the better part of a Wayke now counting the Dees in
Harsbrukke and on the road, the need to maintain the artificial social
barriers, such as dressing in Dee clothes whenever a man is about,
begin to fade.
And in his defense, Rolf’s eyes didn’t seem to roam about her form
as much as men of less restraint might have allowed their own to do.
Well, an occasional glass in a brief moment when he thought she
was not looking was all right. Anthea found that somewhat flattering,
even if she’d not admit it aloud. Had he ignored her entirely, she’d
have been insulted.
Even so, he made a valiant show of not being irritated whenever
she needed him to leave to room so she could use the privy or
change her clothes. He did this even when it was early morning and
he was still trying to sleep off a night’s excess. She knew it bothered
him, but he bore up under her requests admirably.
“I’m going with you todee.” Anthea announced to Rolf, whose spoon
paused halfway to his mouth as she said this.
Rolf glanced down at the unappetizing gruel they were all eating,
which was all they could really afford at this point since they were
saving every loose bit of currency they could for the boat ride off the
island. “I don’t think that’s wise.” He replied, slurping down the
grayish porridge.
“Maybe I can convince these people where you have failed.”
Anthea ventured, offering her warmest smile as she did so.
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“I don’t see how.” Rolf said dismissively, ignoring her look and
glancing at Bedros for some assistance. Surely he was more
sensible in these matters.
Anthea glared at Rolf, and then gave Bedros a warning look to stay
out of this. The Ox-Man huffed, lowered his head, and slurped at his
gruel. He understood very little of Low Elegian, but he knew enough
of it to realize that this was something he could not help in.
“I may not be Kerathi like you, but I’m not stupid because of it.”
“No, you’re not stupid.” Rolf agreed. “You’re ignorant to the ways of
the Kerathi. Men make the deals. Women run the houses and tend
gardens. You’d be cheated if you tried to do anything considered
man’s domain.”
“That’s absurd! I’m every bit as capable as you to discuss terms
and arrange payments.”
Rolf shrugged. “I’m not arguing, but many of my kind would
disagree. Women aren’t allowed to hold land either. If their mate
dies, they must remarry or lose their lands, unless they have a son
old enough to assume ownership duties that is. Either way they lose
what they had to a man. It’s just how we do things.”
Anthea’s face twisted into a look of disgust. “That’s ignorant if
anything I’ve ever heard is. How are your people so unenlightened?”
It was Rolf’s turn to get irritated. “Unenlightened? The ways of my
people are the ways we’ve done things since the end of the Empire if
not before. Our ways have proved themselves right for us.”
“Right?” Anthea scoffed. “Have you no idea how savage your towns
seem to an Aurean? Your weapons are primitive, your housing is
crude, and your people are unwashed. I feel filthy just being in this
building, but I have no choice.”
“Is that so?” Rolf demanded, standing abruptly. “If we’re so bad,
why don’t you go find your way off this island yourself? Obviously
you’re of such high bearing and status that you wouldn’t need my
help. I can’t imagine how someone such as yourself wasn’t
recognized as royalty by our ignorant masses. Let me call for your
attendants right now!” Rolf shouted, waving his arms about angrily.
Anthea stood then too, staring right back at Rolf’s furious eyes
across the rough-hewn table they all crowded around. “You have no
right to talk to me that way.”
“What will you do?” Rolf demanded smugly. “Will you slap me in
irons, princess? Maybe I’m fit for a flogging?”
Rolf’s head rocked back with a stinging slap across his cheek. The
sting he felt was more shame and anger than pain. When he looked
back at Anthea, he saw that she’d retracted her hand. Her eyes were
wide with surprise and her jaw trembled when she saw the furious
look in his eyes.
Out of instinct he’d drawn back a fist to retaliate, and it might have
only been Bedros’ heavy hand on his shoulder that had restrained
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him from doing so. The Ox-Man hadn’t really held him back, but the
weight of his hand on his shoulder reminded him of the weight of his
duties as a man. He had no right to hit this girl. She had said words,
hurtful words yes, but the words of a woman did not deserve
repayment with fists.
Rolf pushed away from the table and went for the door. He needed
a few moments to think, time alone to straighten his thoughts out. As
he went, Anthea reached for him, grabbing at his forearm. He could
have brushed her off, but he stopped and looked back at her, letting
his eyes rise from where her small hand held his arm up to her
pleading eyes. Even her arm, still bandaged, seemed to announce
her vulnerability to him with a scream. How could he deny her?
“Don’t leave.” She begged. “We… I need your help. You’re right. I’m
just tired of being in this little room. I’ve lost my home. I have nothing
anymore, only Bedros and you.”
“I need to go.”
“No. Don’t go like this.”
“I’ll find a way to get off this island. Todee will be different.” Rolf
vowed, glancing at her as he covered her hand with his. He lifted her
hand free of his arm and turned away once more, opening the door.
As he opened the door, Anthea felt a strong tug of need from the
enchantment she had spoken Dees passed – the one that had led
her to Rolf and then to this town. “Rolf?”
This time he didn’t turn, though he did stop, resting his hands on
the doorjambs. “Yes?”
“Try the waterfront again.” Anthea suggested. “Look for
something… someone out of place.”
Rolf frowned, though she could not see it. “The flowers have told
you this? Your enchantments?”
“Yes. A hunch really, but I feel it must be right.”
“How will I know?”
“He’ll be searching for us. He’ll know you when he sees you.”
Rolf smiled to himself and shook his head. “I’ll be on the lookout for
him then.”
When the door shut behind him, he was not the only one feeling
hope.

Something about Anthea’s declaration had made it seem true to
Rolf. She had said that he would find something, and she had said it
with such conviction that he had believed her. Change was on the
wind. Rolf felt a crisp air of a precipitous nature every time he
inhaled. It was disconcerting, yet exhilarating. Something big was
astir, just beyond the horizon. He could feel it.
The young Kerathi male walked about with his eyes and ears open,
looking and listening for anything that might be a sign. He was not a
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deeply religious man, but he believed in the powers that be. He had
always given offerings whenever he saw a shrine to Cainel and
Comrain, as well as for any other deity he might feel particularly in
debt to at the moment he happened by a shrine. But this did not
mean he was a man who looked for interventions and greater things
from the Gods. It was more like a habit, as was the gesture of
pressing knuckles together when praying to Comrain and Cainel, but
todee he looked for signs.
And while his senses searched for the out of place stranger, his
thoughts strayed to Anthea. He’d known her but a few Dees, yet
sometimes he had trouble remembering his life before her. Granted,
some of that might have been the large amounts of ale and mead he
had partaken of on her behalf, but part of it was a true feeling that his
life before her had been aimless. The petty squabbles with Lamont
and his friends were over. In one violent conflict, his old life had
ended. That end had birthed this new existence, an existence where
anything could or might happen.
Thinking of Lamont, Rolf’s hands strayed to the hand pistol on his
hip and then sabre he wore on his belt. In town, they were enough to
ward off cutpurses and thieves, but he missed the familiar weight of
a pair of long rifles strapped across his back.
So while he owed Anthea something of a debt of gratitude for finally
giving him the chance to end Lamont’s life, doing so had ruined any
chance he might have had for a quiet life in Harsbrukke. It would be
Munths at least, perhaps even Yarres, before he could return. Beljd
was probably searching for him right now. Lamont’s father was not
one who would ever forgive another man for taking his son’s life, no
matter how justified the taking of it had been. In time the fire of his
anger would subside into a dull, festering hatred. No doubt it would
somedee come to blows, if not a duel. He tried not to think of that,
because no matter how that duel would end, it would be Rolf’s
mother who would suffer a loss. Rolf could only hope that his mother,
Kiersten, would not be the target of too much of Beljd’s wrath in his
absence.
For now, he had only Anthea to think of. Her need for his help was
something he found appealing. His mother had needed him greatly
after her first husband, Rolf’s father, had died. Beljd had swooped in
and seized her up in hopes of gaining her Familienheime for his son
Lamont. Esben had dashed those hopes and had seen to it that it
stayed with Rolf, even though he was not married. His mother had
never really needed him again though. Whatever else Beljd was, he
was at least a provider.
Now Rolf felt needed again, something he hadn’t even realized he
had missed. It was a strange feeling to know that someone depends
on you to do for them what they cannot do for themselves. He didn’t
hold it over her because of her inability to negotiate with his
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occasionally close-minded folk. Rather, he took honor in helping her
and Bedros. They were good people, and while he felt that he didn’t
have the whole story, that there was some dark secret not yet
shared, he knew they were worth helping. That was why he found
himself out here for the fourth Dee straight, trying to find a way for
them to get off of Maethlin.
Above him, the clouds swirled lazily in the sky. Winds swept
through the city of Norsjalde, coming down from the hills, carrying
with it the odors of the outlying farms. Rolf frowned, wishing the
winds would turn, for he far preferred the salty smell of the sea to the
smell of farms – a smell that reminded him too sharply of
Harsbrukke.
The city was alive with voices, and the press of humanity was
overwhelming at times. No one had time for patience and politeness.
The crowds shouldered by each other, shifting past obstructions in
the street or slow-moving farm carts. Occasionally, a carriage would
haul down the streets at an unsafe speed, scattering people in its
wake as they hurried to get out of the way, lest they be ground
beneath the iron-shod wheels and the heavy hooves of the horses.
No, Rolf decided, the streets were not pleasant places to be.
Down by the docks, things were not much calmer. Even at fourth
Ouer, still relatively early in the Dee, men were already drunk and
fighting in the streets, relieving their bladders in alleys, or
shamelessly sampling the local brands of prostitutes. And this all
occurred amidst the commotion of porters and cargo haulers moving
countless barrels, crates, and great earthenware jugs to and from
ships. Rolf imagined that from a bird’s perspective, the place
probably looked like an angry anthill.
Men shouted and laughed as they put their backs to work. The
entire port was a mess of rope, wooden railing, canvas, docks,
cargo, and men going about their tasks. Ships were scattered about
the busy port, many docked, many not. Some anchored offshore,
waiting their turn, while other smaller vessels nimbly scuttled
between the ships to head out to sea or port further down the shore.
And among all of these, were yet smaller ships – family-owned
fishing boats or rowboats carrying men between larger vessels.
Most ships were Kerathi, but there were others as well. Among the
heavy masts and deep-drafted Aynglican trade vessels, knots of
Aynglicans kept to themselves, not wishing to provoke the age-old
feuds between their two people, for that was hardly a profitable thing
to do. They worked with Kerathi men who loaded and offloaded their
cargo. The Aynglican captain and mates, dressed in Aynglican finery
and wearing the trimmed mustaches they favored, cast nervous
glances about the port, oh so aware of the Kerathi warships sitting at
the mouth of the port or the angry Kerathi men who sat about in
plenty hoping for a scrap with some Aynglicans.
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“Surely she can’t mean them… anything but an Aynglican.” Rolf
muttered. It was surprising for him to see the Aynglicans even
working on Zehnsdee, as they normally took the last three Dees of
the Wayke off. There cargo must have been particularly valuable,
which would explain some of their nervousness.
Then his eye caught a glimpse of a ring of people gathering around
what sounded like a fight. Fights were so common that this was of no
particular note, but on a Dee when he was looking for signs Rolf
looked extra hard at even the commonplace. He caught a glimpse of
dark flesh among the crowd. It was a surprise to see one so dark
amid such pale folk as the Kerathi. Rolf pressed forward through the
crowd, shouldering past men who smelled of sweat, beer, and many
other unpleasant odors. Shouts grew louder as he approached
where he had seen the man, the kind of shouts that surround a fight
that is brewing.
As he broke free of the gathering crowd, he came into a half-dozen
Mayters of open dock. He stood at the inner ring of a wall of Kerathi
onlookers who gathered in a semicircle to watch, cheer, and fence in
the fight. With the contenders hedged in, there was little chance of
them escaping without some blood being drawn.
A tall, dark Mueran man stood there with his back to the dock rails
and the port’s open water. Two Kerathi lay at his feet and three more
were facing him, each carrying a crow bar, belaying pin, or other
crude sort of weapon in their hands. The Mueran man used a bit
more sophisticated weapon. In his hands he twirled a gaff with an
ugly-looking set of barbs. It was already dark with blood, but only a
bit, which spoke of the man’s control with the weapon.
Rolf watched the man calmly hold off the advance of the three men
with a few quick feints of the gaff spear. It was instantly clear that the
man’s deft hands could have made the men regret challenging him,
maybe even by means of dispatching them altogether, but he held
back. Rolf admired his restraint, though he knew it would do him no
good. With Kerathi, you have to spell things out very clearly or they
don’t get the picture.
“I have no wish to fight you. I am here looking for the ones I have
seen in my visions.” The Mueran called out, and while his words
were heavily accented, they were still in Low Elegian.
“You should have thought of that before you started asking the
wrong kind of questions!” Someone from the crowd yelled.
The Mueran’s retort was covered over by random shouts and
obscenities hurled at him, encouraging the Kerathi men to attack
him. Disgusted, the Mueran man delivered a nasty cut across the
face of the bravest of the three he still faced. A thin ribbon of blood
flew several Mayters, splashing on a few of the onlookers, who
cheered all the louder for it. The wounded man fell to his knees,
clawing at the torn flesh of his cheek and mouth.
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“Mueran, don’t play with them anymore. Be done with them, or
they’ll just keep coming!” Rolf shouted to the Mueran.
The Mueran glanced up and surprise registered along with
recognition on his darkly tanned face. That was the only opening the
last two men needed. They charged in, bludgeons whirling. The
Mueran recovered at the last moment, ducking down and extending
his arms. He pushed out on the length of his spear’s shaft, striking
both men in the stomachs at the same time. When they doubled over
and released all the air in their lungs, the Mueran slipped past them
and gave them both a shove with the spear’s length. The two men
stumbled past him and tumbled over the low railing into the water
below.
Mueran or not, he had delivered a good show, and the Kerathi were
pleased with him. They cheered and began to disperse, laughing as
they went. The defeated, regardless of whether they were swimming
in the rather dirty water of the port or lying on the docks with blood
pouring out of their faces, were left to their own devices.
“Mueran.” Rolf called over, approaching slow enough and with his
hands plenty clear of his weapons so that the man knew he meant
not harm.
“Kerathi!” The Mueran said excitedly. “You are one of the three I
seek.”
Rolf stopped, blinking in surprise. “What?”
“I saw you, a girl, and an Ox-Man in a vision given me by Fallu. I
have come to aid you three.”
“A vision?” Rolf repeated the word, shaking his head as a grin
began to form beneath his beard. “I think you’ve got friends in high
places, Anthea.” He muttered.
The Mueran looked puzzled at his last comment. “I don’t
understand.”
“I’ll explain later. Right now we should make ourselves scarce. The
port-wardens are going to come down and clean this mess up.
Foreigners aren’t always treated nicely when they’re considered
trouble-makers.”
“I didn’t start it.”
“They really won’t care.” Rolf replied with an apologetic shrug. “So
come with me…”
“Makan.”
“Well, Makan, skilled Mueran spear-fighter, come with me. I’m Rolf.
I’ll take you to Anthea and Bedros.”
Makan’s older, darker face broke into a wide smile. “I knew Fallu
would not lead me astray. I did not despair and he showed me truth.”
“Well, we were looking for you too. We’ve need of a sailor.”
Makan laughed. “Rolf, surely you know then that there are no finer
sailors on Elegia than the Mueran.”
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Rolf didn’t think the man was bragging, but he had never known a
Mueran. They lived far enough to the south that they were little more
than a collection of rumors to the Kerathi. He seemed to recall
hearing once that the Muerans were indeed good sailors, but he
wouldn’t have staked anything on it. For now, the foreign man’s word
would have to do. “Good. We need it, or will quite soon.”

Anthea rose expectantly when she heard a knock at the door. Rolf
had only been gone at least an Ouer, but even if her intuition had
been correct, she found it doubtful that he would have returned
already.
Whatever inkling of events to come the flower enchantment had
given her, it was not enough to tell who was beyond the door. All she
saw or felt from time to time were brief glimpses of what she should
do. What had once been a broadly lit road was now a dim path only
illuminated for brief moments, like flashes of lightning on a dark
night. She wasn’t even sure where the enchantment was leading her
anymore. Was her father really in Aetheline? And if he was, why did
she need these strangers to help her get there?
With each passing Dee she began to wonder if the enchantment
she had spoken in a moment of need was leading her on a wild
chase, or even worse, if it had taken on its own agenda and was
using her and her companions for its own means. But that was silly,
wasn’t it? How could an enchantment think for itself or have its own
will? If only her mother were still alive and here to explain what was
happening.
While Bedros was more than any one man was likely to be able to
handle – even in close quarters like they were in now – she found
herself wishing that Rolf were there just in case someone unpleasant
was beyond the door. There was something comforting about his
gruff presence. He wore his emotions on his sleeves and he was
easy to read, but even still he had his surprising moments.
“Who is it?” Anthea asked, thinking for a horrifying moment it might
be some of her people come to take her back. That made no sense
though. Why would they bother with her? Even her father’s
insistence that they knew of her and would take her away from him
didn’t seem to make sense. What use was she to the Aurean
people? Her abilities were limited and she was but one person.
“It’s Rolf. I’ve brought a friend.”
Anthea glanced at Bedros, whose knuckles creaked as he eased
his hand off his mallet. The Ox-Man flashed a grin of yellowed flat
teeth and signaled to her his relief with a quick series of gestures.
Anthea sighed in relief of her own and smiled back at him as she
went to open the door.
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Rolf ushered a man in past him, and then hurriedly shut the door
behind him, glancing down the hallway before doing so.
The man standing beside Rolf was older than she had expected.
He was in his middle Yarres, though his muscles were still strong
and his body was still lean, if a bit broad around the chest and
stomach. No doubt he had a Decayarre or more before he began to
show more signs of his physical age than just the lines on his face.
His skin was dark – almost reddish brown. With the strong planes of
his face, he looked like a statue carved of mahogany. His eyes
showed a depth of strength and character that reminded Anthea of
her father, even if his Mueran clothing of fish skins and sea hides did
not.
“You have seen much.” Anthea announced, her eyes locked on the
Mueran’s.
“I have. Tulis and Marceaupo saw to my education over the Yarres,
and Fallu has recently called out his purpose for me.” Makan
responded, nodding slightly as he pressed a palm to the crown of his
head in reverence to his people’s favored Gods. He smiled as only
one accustomed to hardship can. “He punished me for doubting and
not seeing the way he had laid before me. Then he led me to you
and your companions as I saw in my vision. I am Makan, Mueran
Oceanwalker and your servant until you need me no more or until I
am sent elsewhere by Fallu or the Gods.”
Never before had the conviction of a stranger’s words moved her so
much. Granted, she had not been many places or seen many things,
but she doubted that if she traveled the entire length and breadth of
Elegia that she would find another man like this. He radiated faith
and piety for the Gods of the seas. He believed in what he did and
did it with his whole heart. There were no reservations in his words
or concerns for his own desires.
“I am humbled to accept, Makan.” Anthea replied as graciously as
she could, bowing her head for a long moment.
When Makan saw that she spoke in earnest, his heart was
lightened. It was no small thing for him to offer himself as he did, and
he was pleased to see that she understood the depth of his
commitment. Truly this girl had an adult’s spirit and countenance, if a
girl’s body.
“I am Anthea, and my companions are Bedros and Rolf, who you’ve
already met.”
His eyes searched her and her companions for the first time at
length. The Ox-Man was mammoth, perhaps three Mayters tall if he
were to stand and draw himself up to his full height. His large round
brown eyes showed intelligence beyond that of a mere animal, even
though it would be easy to consider him one, what with the curled
horns to either side of his head and his large flat bovine nose. His
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features, though strange, were friendly but clearly protective and
cautious when he looked at Anthea.
Rolf, he knew, but looked at anyway when his name was
mentioned. The young Kerathi squirmed a bit under scrutiny,
fidgeting with his beard. Rolf assumed a sour look and turned his
green eyes away from Makan’s own grayish eyes. Makan smiled
briefly, understanding a young man’s pride and thoughts better than
Rolf might believe, before turning back to Anthea.
Anthea would be a stunning woman in time, her well-proportioned
features told him that much. Now, she was a waif, carrying little more
weight on her than was necessary for fair health. Even as young and
thin as she was, she couldn’t hide her looks. She had graceful lines
to her face that Kerathi women often lacked, clearly the Aurean part
of her heritage showing its influence. The strong cheekbones and
feminine jawline of her Kerathi heritage complimented the softer
features of her face. Her mixed heritage was plain to Makan. If he
had been unsure before of her nature as an Aurean, even if only in
part, he was not anymore. Even her silvery hair and eyes of
greenish-gold betrayed her nature. Her left arm was strapped to her
with a sling, and the bicep muscle was still wrapped tightly with
bandages.
“You are wounded?” Makan asked in surprise, partly because he
had not noticed immediately. The girl’s face, particularly her eyes,
had drawn his gaze away from her wound.
“It is nothing.” Anthea said dismissively, briefly covering her wound
with the hand of her good arm.
“They were set upon by one of my enemies, that Anthea made a
fool of, and a couple of his friends. They were intent on murder and
nearly succeeded.” Rolf explained, wringing his hands together in
reminiscent anger. “They are dead now.”
“I will recover as soon as I have a few Dees under the sun.” She
reassured them. “This dim room slows my recovery, but it is not safe
to go out until we are away from this island.”
“Perhaps not even then.” Makan remarked. “You will draw attention
anywhere. Even among your own kind you must have been
somewhat of an oddity. Your blood is mixed, and you do not look
entirely Aurean.”
“Then you know what I am?” Anthea asked in surprise. “Did Rolf tell
you?”
Rolf shook his head indignantly. “Of course not.”
“I told you I had a vision. I knew of you, and seeing you with my
own eyes was enough to tell me what you were, even if I’ve never
seen one like you before. I know only what I need to know of you,
and that is a gift of Fallu.” Makan explained.
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“The whale… Fallu.” Anthea murmured, wondering once more at
fate, if it would place this man with her when she needed him most –
and in accordance with the will of a near deity no less.
Seeing Anthea get lost in thought, Rolf spoke up. “Right. Well, Fallu
or not, we need to get off this island. We must reach Aetheline.”
Makan nodded. “Aetheline it is then. I will help you look for passage
then, Rolf. Two might succeed better than one.”
“Tonight.” Anthea announced, coming out of her contemplative
revelry. “We need to leave tonight. Danger is in the wind.”
“I feel it too.” Rolf said.
“As do I.” Makan agreed.
Bedros huffed and nodded, drawing eyes to him. From his guarded
expression, he was clearly in agreement.
“Tonight it is. Let us do what we can, Rolf.” Makan said, smiling and
exuding confidence. Yet even as he did so, he couldn’t help but
wonder what dangers would follow Anthea. Fallu would warn him, of
that he had no doubt. He also had no doubt that they must be clear
of Norsjalde by morning, or something ill would befall them.
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CHAPTER 14
I have uncovered a strange rumor, which led me to an even
stranger theory.
Rumor has it that the Aurean people were punished by the Gods,
particularly Haestos and Maletos, who wished to stop their attempt to
take over where the Elegians had failed. This punishment changed
who they were and created their dependence on light, which
prevented them from mingling with the other races on Elegia. They
were also made to be incompatible with lowland folks in regard to
breeding, as the mixed blood would allow them to end their
imprisonment on the mountaintops.
Supposedly, they spread enlightenment, peace, medicine, and a
common calendar among the peoples of Elegia to ingratiate
themselves with the leaders of each race. Then they planned to
move in and take over their settlements, but they would do so subtly,
without the bloodshed that had ultimately brought the wrath of the
combined armies of Elegia down on the Elegian Empire.
Upon my discovery of this rumor, I was ushered out of the mountain
city of Cenalium by men under the orders of the Voice of the
Firmament. I was never allowed back in.
If this rumor is true, the curse of Haestos and Maletos still holds
true as best as any can tell…
- Excerpt from Raghnall’s ‘A History of the Mountain Folk’
st

 Einsdee, the 1 of Falling, 768 A.E. 
Captain Genero resisted a shudder of revulsion as he looked about
the damage they’d wreaked on the Kerathi village of Harsbrukke.
Half of the homes had been reduced to burnt-out shells in the initial
attack, and most of the rest had been used as funeral pyres for the
dead. There were no survivors. They could not allow there to be any,
or news of their attack would spread prematurely. That would hinder
their task.
While he certainly didn’t relish the task set before him, or its
attached complexities and complications, he was able to push away
the thoughts of all wrongdoing because he would see his wife again.
The image of her face in his mind was all that kept him from
protesting what they did here. Now though, when he tried to
remember her face, he began to see the imposed faces of the dead
Kerathi from this village.
He would not regret leaving this village one bit. Leaving it, and
burning it to the ground would help cover his sins. They had what
they’d come for. They had news of where Anthea had gone with her
friends. Illias had tortured corroborating stories out of no fewer than a
half dozen people, and he had done so with a ruthless efficiency that
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sickened Genero. For the second time in the space of a few
Mynettes, Genero shuddered.
A knock at the door of his quarters in the Flier startled him. He took
a calming breath before opening the door.
Illias waited on the other side of the door for him, his un-Aurean
strong features glistening with sweat and anticipation danced in his
eyes. “We’re ready sir.”
“Alright. I’ll be just a Mynettes.” Genero said dismissively.
“I know I don’t need to remind you of the urgency in our mission, sir,
but may I remind you that every moment lost is a moment for the girl
to seek passage off this island?”
Genero scowled at his subordinate. Illias had the good nature to
back down and look rebuffed. Of anyone here, he had thought
longest on how the girl would try to elude them. No, he did not need
Corydon’s toy to tell him what would happen if they delayed. “Then
we’ll have to prevent passage from the island. My attack plans on
Norsjalde, where these people said she was going, reflect that.”
Illias nodded. “Yes. Excellent. Shall I give the order then?”
Genero considered for a moment, and felt a fresh wave of nausea
roll over him. “Yes. Why don’t you? I’ll stay here and finalize our
attack plans. Of course, seeing the layout of Norsjalde in something
more than maps drawn by Farsight Outlooks will help, but I’d like to
have a solid plan before we arrive.”
“Of course, sir. I will leave you to that then, and handle the last
details here so that you can be free to plan.”
Illias didn’t have to mention that the details would be the total
eradication of all that remained in Harsbrukke. Where once there had
been a dot on a map, now there would be only ashes. Not even
grass would grow here until the next Yarre.
Mynettes later, Genero was still staring at his maps, trying to lose
himself in something other than what was happening, when the
flickering light of flames in the darkness drew his attention. The
flames danced just beyond the portal window in his quarters, leaping
up from the Stammheim as arc-lances torched building after building.
Wood and stone alike melted, leaving puddles of glass and cinder.
What had taken Yarres to build was engulfed in flames in Mynettes.
In an Ouer, there would be nothing left. The fires were a beacon to
Nelius in the night, and Genero was sure the souls of the dead cried
out for vengeance. The fire that was Harsbrukke was visible many
Kilomes away, a glowing halo on the early morning horizon that
preceded the sun. Even as they approached Norsjalde to continue
their path of destruction it was still visible.
“What have we begun? What is Corydon’s game?” Genero
wondered aloud, adding almost silently, “Forgive me, Cerelia. I do all
this to come back to you.”
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He dared not let the Guardians see the tears in his eyes as he
readied the attack on Norsjalde. When he made ready to leave his
cabin and give his orders, his eyes were dry and his face was hard,
showing only duty and grim determination to do what must be done.
When Illias and his men searched for signs of hesitation, he gave
them nothing to find.

Rolf glanced over at Makan, who was doing his best to convince a
stodgy Kerathi ship captain that it would behoove him to leave port
that night just before it happened. He had been working on a deal
with another captain, but that had been to no avail. It was still in the
earliest portion of morning no less, but then sailors kept what hours
they must. For the last two Ouers the two of them had explored
means of leaving the city, both conventional and unconventional, but
even the most promising chances seemed to vanish into thin air
when the two passengers of undisclosed nature were mentioned.
Captains were just not willing to take a chance on the unknown. The
seas are dangerous enough without added dangers.
Night had already fallen some time ago, and the port was lit only by
the light of ships’ lanterns, waterfront taverns, and a few flickering oilfueled streetlamps. The waning moon was well hidden behind a thick
cloud cover. The night had been a pleasant one, one not too loud
with the ruckus of fighting, and the cool air from the hills to the north
had pressed the most of stink of the city out to sea when it sifted
down through the streets and alleyways.
Abruptly, there was a great flash of orange light to the south, out
toward sea, but still within the breakwater arms of the harbor. Rolf,
Makan, and the captain all turned to see what it was. The noise of
the explosion rumbled across the harbor toward them, slower than
the indicative light. As the angry rumble became a loud boom, Rolf
realized what it was they were seeing.
“Gunpowder… that was a Kerathi warship.” Rolf mumbled in
surprise.
Makan looked at him in surprise, but was offered no chance to reply
before a second, similar burst of light bloomed up at the far end of
the harbor. This time, a dark shape swept in front of the mushroom
of fire and smoke, disappearing into the night beyond it. The second
blast was greater than the first, shaking rigging on ships in port and
crates on the docks.
Some of the taverns began to empty out, as sailors, workers, and
entertainers out for a night’s revelry came to see what was rattling
the glass in windows of business and causing such commotion.
Many of them didn’t recognize the smaller flashes of light and the
clapping echoes for what they were – gunfire.
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“We’ve got to go.” Rolf said to Makan, grasping the other man’s
forearm.
“It’s the Aureans.” Makan whispered.
Rolf nodded and inclined his head back toward the inn where they
were staying. The captain Makan was talking to didn’t even notice as
they slipped away, their negotiations forgotten amidst the clamor.
After they cleared the gathering crowds, they ran full tilt. They had to
reach Anthea in time.

Genero found that during the heat of battle, for surely that’s what he
was in now, what with dozens of slugs whizzing around as the
Kerathi feebly tried to fend off the Aurean Flier, that he had forgotten
his previous transgressions. He was too busy thinking about his
mission to bother with what he had done. His regrets would likely
come back after battle, but for now he could let himself sink into his
task and deal with matters at hand without the distraction a
conscience would offer.
Already they had destroyed the two largest ships in port, which
were the Kerathi patrol vessels at the mouth of the harbor. A few
smaller ships sent to the bottom near them had all but plugged the
water route out of the harbor. There would be no escape through the
harbor, not in any vessel of size, and Anthea would need something
sizeable if she wanted to travel between islands. Trying with too
small of a vessel was a death sentence.
The constant pings of ineffective Kerathi firearm slugs off the metal
skin of the Flier was annoying at best, so Genero pushed his way
past Illias’ readying men, each of them gearing up for a ground raid;
for them it wasn’t much different than what they’d done in
Harsbrukke, but Genero was all too aware of the odds they faced
here.
He barged into the forward cabin, where the pilot and navigator
were manipulating the complex system of levers and switches that
maneuvered the Flier. Through the thin crystal forewindow, the light
of arc-lances firing flashed brightly. Another ship – a fat merchant
vessel – went up in flames.
“Set us down just north of the harbor tower. Then I want you to
engage the harbor tower. Once that is burning, burn the docks. We
rendezvous where you set us down in a quarter Ouer. If we miss that
window, pick us up east of town in a half Ouer.”
The pilot glanced back for a moment, only long enough to nod.
“Understood.”
“North and west three-hundred Mayters, there’s an opening.” The
navigator said to the pilot, who nodded.
What followed was a series of shorthand talk and pilot vernacular
that Captain Genero would only understand if he, too, had gone
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through Flier pilot training. Levers were pushed and pulled, pedals
were pushed, and switches flipped with the confidence of a man who
felt the Flier as an extension of his own body. Rather than distract
them from doing their job, Genero went back into the troop chamber
of the Flier to ready himself to lead the assault.
To his surprise, Illias and his men were covering themselves with
the cloaks and coats of the men of Harsbrukke, something he had
not noticed in his hurry to get to the pilot’s cabin. Some still had torn
patches or bloodstains on them, but they were dark and would not
show in the dark of night unless one was to look closely.
“What are you doing?” Genero demanded, feeling a bit sick at what
he saw.
Illias grunted impatiently. “In an extraction of this sort, concealment
is necessary. If we went in with our Guardian uniforms, we would be
noticed immediately for what we are.”
“I see. That makes sense.”
“It does.” Illias replied, tugging on a coat himself.
“I will need such an outfit then, too.” Genero announced.
Illias, who had hardly bothered to look at him when answering
before, now looked him straight in the eyes with a look that
demanded an explanation of him.
“I’m leading this sortie.” Genero asserted.
“Sir? You’re not trained or prepared.” Illias said, grabbing the
handrail along the ceiling to steady himself when the Flier shuddered
as it prepared to land.
“Regardless, I am going. This is my command, and you will obey.”
Genero said firmly.
Illias shrugged. “It’s your command, but my squad. Do what you
will. I’m taking my squad along the waterfront. Leander and his team
will accompany you.”
“Fair enough. We’ll sweep a few streets behind the waterfront.”
Both of them knew that Anthea was likely to have taken up
residence close to the waterfront, where they could seek passage
out of the city, and where foreigners were likely to draw less
attention. They had learned that much from the men and women
they’d tortured in Harsbrukke.
Illias considered his words for a long moment and then nodded.
With that nod came acceptance from his men, who were rigidly
regarding him, Genero realized. Their loyalties were clearly and fully
with Illias, and not him. It was a sobering thought, that he would be
running around an enemy village with men he could not trust, men
who could betray him at any instant.
A bundle of clothes and a hat were thrown into his arms. He nearly
stumbled when he caught them right as the Flier made one last
shifting adjustment upon coming into contact with the ground.
Genero hurriedly pulled the loose, roughly fabricked clothes on over
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his own Guardian uniform. The doors to either side of the Flier’s
chassis fell open, and both teams of men ran out into the night,
carrying nothing to light their way.
He caught sight of Illias and his team sprinting off into the night, but
Leander and his men waited with poorly concealed contempt for his
delays. Genero grabbed an arc sword that he tucked under his coat,
and ran out into the near darkness, ignoring his instincts’
protestations to avoid the dark. Only the fires of their destruction and
the faint city lights lit their path as they ran toward the city.
Behind them, the Flier lifted into the air to continue their mission.
Genero looked back once, when they were just shy of the city to see
a series of small flashes of light and with them the report of firearms
from the harbor tower. Streaks of light raked the escarpments and
walls of the harbor fortress. In a short time, that was ablaze just like
the ships in the harbor mouth, a tower of dancing light half a Kilome
distant.

“Anthea!” Rolf gasped, opening the door to their shared room with a
savage kick.
He almost earned a mallet through the chest for his eagerness too,
Bedros’ arms were cocked and ready to deliver the deathblow that
would have likely separated his upper body from his lower. It was a
blow that never fell though. Clearly he had heard Rolf and Makan’s
hurried steps up the stairs and down the hall, and he had taken
precaution against it being a less than friendly party approaching.
Anthea, who looked startled at his rapid entry, took a calming
breath before responding. “What is it?”
“The Aureans. They’re here.” Rolf said, just now noticing that she
was in her sleep clothes. He hadn’t realized how late, or early the
Ouer was.
“Aureans? That’s improbable. How could they know we were here?”
Anthea replied.
“But not impossible.” Makan replied. “They’ve started burning the
harbor. Ships are burning. Who knows what else they will do.”
There was such a sense of urgency and seriousness in the
Mueran’s voice that she almost dared not deny the truth in what he
said, but part of her still voiced doubt. “How do you know its
Aureans?” As of yet, she had not told either Rolf or Makan that there
may be some people following her, though they both may have
guessed it on their own.
“Because they’re using a flying ship like the one I found outside my
village!” Rolf exclaimed, shouting in anger. His people were being
killed and still she wanted a lengthy explanation as he tried to help
her. “They’re burning everything. They must be coming for you.
There is no other reason.”
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Anthea nodded. “Then we must flee now.”
“How? Where? Overland?” Rolf asked in rapid succession. “There
is no ship that can make it past them or the burning ships they’re
stacking up at the entry to the harbor. They’d burn anything that tried
to make it out anyway.”
“We steal a ship. A small one.” Makan announced.
“Steal?” Anthea repeated the word with a sour expression, as if the
mere taste of the word in her mouth was bad.
“It is a matter of life and death. The longer you stay here, the more
people die. The theft of a boat is nothing compared to the loss of
lives your staying here will cause.” Makan explained, crossing his
arms in front of him.
“Then you’re saying we have to let them know we’ve left town?”
Anthea asked, confounded by this idea.
“Yes.” Makan replied with a resolute nod.
“That’s crazy.” Rolf criticized. “They’ll just come sink our ship then if
they know we’ve left.”
Makan shrugged. “Then we must mislead them as well as make our
escape, and we must do it under cover of darkness.”
“I can’t go without light. I’ll get sick.” Anthea protested.
“Then we’ll send a very well-lit ship out to sea, the fastest we can
find. It will be our decoy. You will have to survive with as little light as
possible for as long as possible, or it will not work.” Makan insisted.
Anthea grimaced, but recognized that what Makan said was right.
“Perhaps I can summon a wind to push the decoy along faster and
give it a head start, but we’d still need someone on it to steer, right?”
“I’ll do it.” Makan said without hesitation.
“Wait.” Rolf said, holding up his hand. “We’re stealing two ships
now, and one is going to draw the Flier after it?”
“Yes.” Makan replied.
“But then you’ll get killed. This is a Gandahar-damned thing to do.
Even he can’t save you if you choose this course.” Rolf said, trying to
convince the man out of going ahead with such an irrational plan.
Bedros grunted in agreement. His bovine face assumed a
displeased cast that echoed Rolf’s sentiments. Makan smiled then,
an expression Anthea thought was strange for such serious
circumstances. It was a confident smile, but also one of a man
resigned to do his part as fate required.
“Perhaps it could cost me my life, but that would be assuming that I
am still on the ship when they get to it. Fallu has brought me here, if
it is his plan for me to die here, then I will, regardless of what I try. I
think his purpose for me is much greater though, and he won’t let me
perish this night.” Makan said.
“That’s a lot of if’s.” Rolf said, tugging nervously at his beard.
“Have you got a better plan?” Makan demanded of Rolf. His mind
was made up, and he would not be steered away from doing this.
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Rolf shrunk away, and shook his head reluctantly. “No, but that
doesn’t make yours a good one.”
“Let’s do it then. Let us be done with it, and away from this island,
before we bring more death to people who have done nothing to
deserve it.” Anthea said solemnly.
Bedros huffed, agreeing to do what he must, though his eyes
showed great concern for Makan’s safety. He had not known the
man for more than part of a Dee, but Anthea’s trust in him meant that
he trusted him and wished for his safety. Her friends were his.
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CHAPTER 15
In Yarres past, the gentler folk among the Kerathi were looked
down upon – the farmers, merchants, and tradesmen. There were a
series of derogatory nicknames bestowed upon these ‘lesser
people,’ the most widespread of which was Halbe Männer, or half
men.
This all changed during the last war against the Aynglicans, known
as the War of Sixteen Islands. There was a point during the war
when things were looking very bleak for the Kerathi. They were
seriously outgunned and their initial numerical advantage was fading
fast as their casualties added up. Already they had lost three clan
islands, and a number of small settlements on islets close to the
Aynglican lands held by King Brant III’s kingdom.
Many among the Kerathi blamed the Halbe Männer, saying that
they were not pulling their full share, when in reality they were the
ones feeding the armies, repairing and building their weapons, and
supplying the coin for their war effort.
Hearing the constant griping of the more war-minded men among
his kind, a farmer named Latham stirred up the Halbe Männer. With
no help from the standing armies, he gathered six hundred men and
women for a concentrated attack on the Aynglican fortress called
Schevode that was built on the island of Cashelle.
Schevode had been assaulted three times before during the war,
and each time it had repelled the ferocious Kerathi hordes after
inflicting serious casualties on them. It was deemed unassailable,
and no Kerathi war leader would stray near it. The problem is that it
lay on a key supply route, and its long cannons could protect the
large number of ships in the wide harbor with impunity.
Latham knew a direct assault would fail, so he and his army of
Halbe Männer took to raiding the smaller Aynglican supply vessels.
Once they had a modest collection of these vessels, the men shaved
and trimmed their beards into the mustaches and goatees that
Aynglicans wore. The women lightened their hair and sewed
garments of an Aynglican cut and style for themselves and the men
of Latham’s army. Then, they set out to Schevode on the island of
Cashelle.
Once at Cashelle, they began unloading their stolen cargoes, which
they brought right into Schevode. Their unsuspecting enemies
invited them in. Once they were safely inside, Latham’s comrades
hiding on the boats in the harbor lit the fuses to hidden bombs on
their vessels, and swam to shore. The chain of explosions from the
stolen fleet was enough to cripple or sink nearly every vessel in port,
and in the confusion, Latham and his men seized the fort with
minimal losses.
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Latham’s Strike might have saved the Kerathi the war. While there
were those who initially claimed he acted without honor in his attack,
even his staunchest critics admitted that he and his Halbe Manner
army had acted with unprecedented bravery. Latham was appointed
tactician and advisor for the entire war effort, and the term Halbe
Männer was never used again except in reverence and respect to
those who silently support war from behind the scenes…
- Excerpt from Raghnall’s ‘History of the Kerathi’
st

 Einsdee, the 1 of Falling, 768 A.E. 
Following Leander and his men’s arduous pace through the night
was no easy task for Genero. These were men had been bred and
trained for this, and while Genero was no slouch, he was beginning
to suffer the ill effects of Dark Poisoning. Even from just the brief lack
of exposure to light endured in the last few Mynettes and sporadic
exposure to darkness of the last Dee or so, he was already
beginning to feel out of sorts.
It began as whitish specks of light dancing before his eyes, but it
grew to include lightheadedness and a touch of vertigo. His limbs
began to feel like rubber and his stomach twisted in uncomfortable
knots. Dark Poisoning was something that could sneak up on a man
and surprise him like sunburn. Under the some, one moment a
person may feel fine, only to find a few Mynettes later that he is
blistering up.
Because of the seriousness of Dark Poisoning, many Aureans are
mild hypochondriacs as far as Dark Poisoning goes, but Genero had
good reason to worry about it. This wasn’t just some mother’s
overactive imaginings when her child felt a little out of sorts; it was
the honest to goodness real deal. After all, he’d been in and out of
less than healthy low-light conditions for the last couple Dees, and
now they were doing a night raid.
It was madness, but Corydon wouldn’t permit any failures. The
thought of the fate his son, his wife, and he would suffer if he should
fail was enough to make Genero dig down deep and draw from a
well of strength he didn’t know he’d had. His legs pumped a bit
faster, and the ill effects caused by Dark Poisoning receded enough
to let him continue.
For a few Mynettes, they’d been running past ramshackle huts and
closed businesses, most of them completely dark other than the
reflections of the city’s lights and the burning pillar of fire that used to
be the harbor tower on their windows. Of course, the outlying
buildings were hardly even buildings by Aurean standards. They
were really just crude squatter huts or something of that sort – not
that Aurean settlements had squatters. Yet with the light he saw
ahead, he’d not have rather seen the crystalline spires of the towers
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in the inner city of Cenalium. These huts were all he needed as long
as there was light.
He never thought he’d be so happy to see light again as when he
stumbled into an intersection lit dimly with a quartet of oil lamps. It
wasn’t really any better than modest cellar lighting in Cenalium, but
in that instant it seemed to him like the glow of middee.
Genero had to stop for a moment to bask in the luxurious light, and
that brief few Saycunds was nearly enough to separate him from
Leander’s group. There was no telling what that would have led to.
With no way to speak the language of these people and only the
faintest understanding of the haphazard layout of the town, he had
no doubt that he would have quickly become lost. That would have
easily spelt a death sentence for him in the dark.
But no, Leander waited, barking back at him to pick up his feet, or
something equally undignified and inappropriate to say to a superior,
but Genero didn’t care. He heard nothing more than the familiar tone
prodding him into moving. That alone was enough to get his feet
moving again.
As he ran alongside the strange Guardians, he noticed that they
were uncomfortable, as if they too were finally feeling the effects of
Dark Poisoning. It’s about time, he thought to himself. After all, they’d
been in and out of the dark for the last few Dees, with nary a worry
about exposure. Had they truly hit a wall of endurance, or was it the
town itself and the fact that they were surrounded by thousands of
hostiles making them nervous?
That was a disquieting thought in and of itself – being surrounded
by enemies – but the notion that this extensive dose of dark had no
effect whatsoever on these men was even more disquieting. The
idea was enough to get his stomach rumbling uneasily once again.
They broke into the waterfront area then, which was, by nature of
the Ouer, the only still active part of the city usually. The attack on
the waterfront had been enough to wake other citizens of the town,
but most of them had looked away when the ten of them had passed.
You don’t bother a sizeable group of men when they run past your
doorway in the middle of the night, not if you know what’s good for
you. Of course, had they been in Guardian regalia, it would likely
have been a different story, but to anyone who briefly looked their
way they were just a bunch of Kerathi who were really intent on
getting somewhere.
Illias’ group was sweeping the very waterfront. Because of their
greater exposure to the natives, that was a more dangerous job than
that of Leander’s group. Leander’s group was sweeping two to three
streets back from the waterline. The number was indefinite because
the streets were so crooked and laid out in such a strange sort of
plan that it was hard to tell. The pattern made no sense whatsoever
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to the orderly minds of Aureans, but Genero had to wonder if it even
made sense to a Kerathi.
At each inn they came across, and there were many, Leander and
two of his men would go in. They’d force open doors if they had to,
ask a few questions in a most impolite manner that demanded
answering, look around for any signs of the foreigners, and then
leave. Since the Kerathi were a rather prickly lot, this more often than
not resulted in fistfights or worse. The Aureans didn’t care about the
impression they made, so they had no qualms about severely
wounding or even killing the lowlanders who attempted to stop them.
They didn’t have time to waste on a few innkeepers who got a bit
self-righteous about their mistreatment. Every Mynette was precious,
for they were in short supply.
Genero kept expecting Leander and the pair of Guardians who
went with him to come back looking a bit roughed up, but there was
rarely more than a scratch or bruised knuckles to show for their
efforts. Each time it happened, Genero was more convinced that
these men he worked with were less than Aurean. Something
profound had to have been done to them. Kerathi should be stronger
on average than any Aurean, yet these Guardians worked their way
from inn to inn, cleaning the floor with anyone who stepped up
against them.
Had they been taking their leisurely time, surely the trounced upon
would have organized their friends to straighten things out, but the
Guardians moved with such alacrity that there was never any time
for the Kerathi to sort out what was happening. Most of the
innkeepers and their patrons were dead, incapacitated, or convinced
that what had happened to them was an isolated incident. In this
case, the very pride of the Kerathi worked against them. To admit
being thrashed so badly and go asking for help would be a strong
blow against their individual pride and honor.
Genero and the six other men around him were waiting at what
must have been the eighth establishment Leander had broken into.
The interrogation seemed to be going normally, or so it sounded
from the meaty thwacks of fists meeting Kerathi flesh and the sounds
of furniture breaking into kindling. Genero found himself twitching
and jerking his head around at every strange sound the night offered.
To his overactive imagination, alley cats were suddenly enemies
crawling in the darkness, and the strange smells the Kerathi city
offered him were consciously seeking out his nostrils to fill him with
their poison.
He shivered at the same moment the glass window above him
broke. The night was dark already, but it grew even darker as a great
shadow loomed overhead. Out of reflex, he looked up. Shrouded in a
shower of tinkling glass shards was the impressive bulk of an Ox-
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Man falling down upon them. No, not falling he realized, but rather
jumping down into their midst.
“Move!” Genero shouted, diving away from the site where the OxMan would impact.
One Guardian was not so lucky. He was crushed beneath the OxMan’s four hundred plus Kees and his heavy hooves. Bones
snapped audibly and the man died instantly. The Ox-Man threw back
his head and roared, throwing his horned head around as he
unlimbered his great mallet from his shoulders.
In the near darkness Bedros was an imposing sight. The light
seemed to shift on his coarse hair as his massive chest heaved with
each breath, giving the illusion that his skin crawled. His eyes were
massive orbs of red hatred that caught every iota of available light,
using it to draw the eyes to his terrible face and the curved horns the
width of a man’s thigh that curled on either side of his Ox-Man’s
head. But all of that was just a distraction for the death he swung
around in his arms.
The first of Corydon’s Guardians to taste Bedros’ mallet never took
in another breath. He was swept twenty Mayters through the air. He
sailed across the street to smack lifelessly into the wall of a closed
shop. His body flailed limply as it slumped to the ground.
With a fierce snort of anger Bedros sprung at a trio of Guardians
who backed away in terror. Genero almost laughed to finally see a
reasonable reaction from Corydon’s Guardians. The Ox-Man’s mallet
whistled past the Guardians and crashed noisily onto the street
cobbles, shattering them and spraying about a cloud of stone chips
and dust.
“Leander!” One of the men shouted, calling for their captain.
Genero threw himself forward, surprising himself at the sudden
courage he found. His arc sword lashed out, spraying an arc of light
at the Ox-Man. Smoke rose from the Ox-Man’s heavy coat as he
wheeled about to face his attacker. Genero danced back outside the
considerable range of the Ox-Man’s mallet, while his companions
harried the Ox-Man’s flanks and rear, throwing more stinging bolts
from their arc-swords at the beast. He might be much larger and
stronger than a man, but he would still fall if hit enough, of that
Genero was sure.
A shot rang out, then another. A Guardian stumbled and pitched
over onto the ground, blood spurting from his chest. Genero cursed,
and ducked into an alley. From there he could see the gunpowder
smoke from the same window where Bedros had jumped out of, the
glint of a rifle, and from behind him the shooter a pale face curtained
in silvery hair stood out in the darkness. Anthea, he realized upon
seeing her for the first time. She was here and within reach.
Leander chose that moment to step outside of the inn to see what
was going on. His pair of arc-swords was already drawn, as he had
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no doubt heard the commotion from outside. He hadn’t expected all
of this though. Bedros’ mallet nearly took his head off as it swept
through the twin pillars that held up the awning over the inn’s stoop.
With nothing to support its front end, the awning fell inward, its street
side swinging down toward the doorway. Leander was forced back
inside with a shout of anger as the heavy awning swung toward him,
an indiscriminant crushing force.
“The girl! She’s inside!” Genero called out, hoping that Leander
would hear. Then he darted back into combat, throwing a bolt from
his arc-lance at the rifleman in the window. The bolt missed, but it
drove the shooter back.
Leander would have to deal with whomever was still inside,
because the Ox-Man was going to take everything they had to stop,
and they were running short on Guardians at the moment.

Makan glanced down the stairwell for what must have been the
fifteenth time. He had been watching it since they had left their room
and heard noises from the disturbance downstairs. It had taken only
a single peek at the men causing trouble to discern that they were
not Kerathi. That meant that they were likely in league with the men
burning the port if not the same men.
Even though he only saw them for a Saycund, Makan’s eyes and
wits were sharp enough to determine that these Aureans, for that
was what their accents and coloring showed them to be, no matter
how much they tried to hide it, were of a strange sort. They shared
little in common with Anthea’s lithe build and graceful features. They
were bulkier, a bit darker, and they moved with the deadly sort of
fluid grace that a trained warrior did.
Even three of them were more than he’d like to have to tangle with,
yet there were seven or eight more outside if there weren’t any more
hiding in the alleys. They were standing in plain sight of the second
floor window that faced the road, waiting to support the men inside if
needed. In close quarters Bedros’ strength would be severely limited,
as would Rolf’s shooting. That limited their tactics rather greatly.
Battling through the three in the lobby of the inn would just lead them
to the ones outside, and there were probably even more in the
alleyways waiting for them even if they couldn’t see them from the
windows. Whatever they did had to be done with a minimal amount
of exposing Anthea to harm’s way.
Makan saw little choice other than to try to fight through the force
outside and avoid the three inside if possible. They’d have to make
their getaway through the alleyways and head for the shorefront
then. This meant that they’d have to fight through no less than seven
trained men intent on stopping them. The fact that they would
probably try to capture Anthea, or so he guessed they would try to
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do, meant little to them. Anyone preventing them from capturing
Anthea would likely be killed on the spot. That they’d burned the
ships in the port meant they cared little for whom they harmed while
they went about their task.
It made Makan more than a little curious about the girl he had
sworn to protect less than a Dee ago. After all, how often is a single
young girl worth all this bother? What did she possess or know that
made her so valuable that the Aureans would risk outright war with
the Kerathi? Even the Elegians had never managed to totally
subjugate and control the clansmen, and they hadn’t had the
Aurean’s physical limitations relating to light. Of course, these
Aureans didn’t seem to be exhibiting the typical Aurean limitations
either. Even a half-breed like Anthea still needed sunlight. What did
that make these men then?
To Makan and the rest of them, including Bedros himself, it had
seemed most appropriate for the Ox-Man to lead the charge. This
said nothing for the courage of the other two men, who both wished
they were able to do it. Bedros was simply the more able man for the
job because he was more durable.
In fact, after seeing Bedros smash through the window and scatter
the Aureans in the street like a comet dashing against the earth,
Makan was positive they’d made the right choice. Rolf’s rifles added
to the clamor below and the noise in the street, but he watched the
stairs and kept an eye on Anthea. She was nervously pacing back
and forth, stealing glances at her friend in the streets who was
fighting bravely on her behalf.
After Bedros collapsed the inn’s awning inward and forced the
Aureans downstairs back inside, there was nowhere else for them to
go but up. It would have made no sense for them to go out the back
entrance when they knew their quarry was upstairs. They were not
after the Ox-Man. Makan didn’t need to understand High Elegian to
guess what had been shouted to them either; they would have said
something to the effect of “check upstairs for the others.”
Leander and his two men started up the stairs moments later with
their arc-swords drawn. Right as they rounded the bend in the stairs
at the first landing, Makan kicked a large potted plant down at them.
It was little enough of an obstacle, just one of the proprietor’s homey
touches that had failed to make the inn look less rundown than it
actually was, but it bought them a couple Saycunds they would likely
need before all was said and done. And it was rather gratifying to
see three grown men scramble back as the pot rumbled down
toward them, shattered on the wall beside them, and sprayed dirt
and ceramic fragments all over.
Makan didn’t need to know High Elegian to understand the curses
being called up at him either. The steaks of light that burned the
wood paneling where he had been standing spoke volumes anyway.
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“They’re coming up this way. Whatever you’re going to do, Anthea,
you’ve got to do it soon.” Makan urged Anthea.
“I know, I know! I’m thinking.” She hissed at him, digging through
her box of flowers. “Enchantments aren’t used for battle usually.”
“’Usually’ means that sometimes they are so make it work however
you have to.” He replied, peaking down the stairs again.
He emptied a round from the hand pistol Rolf had lent him down the
stairs without aiming. He just bent his arm around the corner and fire.
After he’d fired, he tossed it aside. Reloading would take time, and
he didn’t know how anyway. Aiming well would have been relatively
pointless as well, since this had been the first time he’d ever fired a
gun and taking the time to aim would have exposed him to unwanted
danger. Even so, it was rewarding to hear a grunt of pain and more
curses.
As he glanced back down to see where the Aureans were at,
Leander leapt up the last couple stairs, surprising Makan. The last
time he had seen the big Aurean, he had been nearly at the bottom
of the flight of stairs. Yet now he had made it up the entire flight while
dodging a slug, and he had done so soundlessly. To top things off,
he came flying up with an offhanded swing of his arc-sword that cut
dangerously close to Makan’s face. It would have taken Makan’s
head off had he not put his fish spear in its way.
Leander’s face registered shock very briefly, shock that his
deathblow had been averted. He recovered quickly, taking only a
brief moment to glance over at a terrified Anthea.
“So, a fishman has decided to save our little friend?” Leander asked
with a leaden smile.
Makan didn’t answer. Instead he shifted into a defensive position,
one he’d used many times before when facing more than one
enemy. Every wasted breath and every wasted motion was an easy
way to get killed. Let the man brag now, he thought to himself, it was
who was still standing after all the talking that mattered.
After a feint with the left hand again, Leander swung a second arcsword out with his right hand. Light exploded from it splashing
around the shaft of Makan’s spear as his hands twisted the weapon
into a blocking position. While the spear absorbed most of the shock,
some of it still hit Makan in the right shoulder.
Makan permitted himself a slight smile when Leander’s face
registered shock for a second time. The material of Makan’s Seaskin
clothing had diffused and absorbed the electricity. He owed that to
the nature of the type of fish he had taken the skin from.
“How?” Leander asked, glancing sideways as his two companions –
one wounded – joined him at the top of the stairs.
Makan began a complex offensive, a flowing sweep of a dozen
feints and strikes that drove all three men back. When he pulled back
once more into a defensive position, Leander was bloodied on his
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cheek and on his left thigh. The Guardian who Makan had shot in the
arm had a matching wound in his other arm.
Leander’s face was all business now. His stance had changed from
a man facing someone he considered not to be a threat to a man
prepared to fight to the death. “Your clothes might be able to halt an
arc-sword blast, but your face won’t!” Leander hissed.
He scissored his two arc-swords horizontally in front of him,
releasing a head-high burst from each at the same time. His
companions, following his cue perfectly, did the same. Even though
he ducked to the side, Makan felt his hair stand on end and singe as
the blasts carried past him.
Only the narrowness of the hallway saved Makan here. At just
under two Mayters wide, he never had to face more than two men
instead of all three, but those two came at him in full force. He
deflected each strike, sending in a stabbing counterattack every
chance he got to keep them from pushing him too far back.
With his greater reach and the use of a piercing weapon instead of
a weapon designed primarily for slashing, Makan had the advantage
here. He waited for them to foul each other’s attacks, knowing it was
only a matter of time, with Leander using two swords and the other
man using one. Three blades in such a close area proved to be too
much.
Leander’s right sword caught his fellow’s blade just once, and it
cost the man his life. The Guardian glanced in irritation at his
superior, and in that moment Makan’s spear ripped out his throat,
punching through his larynx. He fell over clasping at his ruined throat
that hissed as air escaped from the unnatural hole opened in it.
Another volley from Rolf’s rifles strafed the streets. From the series
of pings and the clatter outside, it sounded like he was using shot
instead of slugs. While the small lead shot would only sting Bedros if
it hit him, it would do considerably more damage to the Aureans if
they weren’t properly armored against such an attack.
“Anthea, do your stuff now, or not at all.” Makan called out, not
daring to look behind him, as the wounded Guardian hesitantly took
his place beside Leander.
“Calling on the girl to save you?” Leander taunted, catching Makan
with a cut on the forearm.
The wound opened up a ribbon-like slit that began to drip down
toward his elbow. Makan caught Leander on wrist to repay the favor,
earning another round of curses, these ones dedicated to Haestos’
wrath. Makan gritted his teeth and drove the two men back with
another strenuous flurry of attacks. Being outnumbered, they hardly
expected him to press an attack, and while it was a risky thing to do,
desperate times require desperate measures.
Leander’s eyes glanced past him in his third look of surprise in a
period of no more than a few Mynettes. Makan couldn’t spare a
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glance, but when there was a flash of silvery light followed by a low,
strange chant that resonated all the way down to his inner ears and
through his bones, he knew it must be Anthea.
Master of Woods, Master of minds;
Drive away these men, who would do harm to friends of mine.
Leander faltered then, his muscles locking and his eyes bulging as
his body tried to do what his mind and will told not to. Makan’s spear
slid past his guard and right through his sternum, piercing his chest.
He died painfully, sinking to his knees. Curse whispered past his
bloodstained lips as he grasped feebly at Makan’s legs to remain
upright. After his last breath escaped his lungs, he fell forward onto
his face.
The wounded man who had fought beside him died more quickly
and peacefully, if death by spear could ever be peaceful. Makan’s
fish spear plunged into his heart. He was dead before Makan
managed to wrench the barbed tip out past the man’s cracked ribs.
“Thank Cainel, they’re fleeing!” Rolf cried. “She’s done it.”
Makan turned away from his kills to see Anthea in a swoon. She sat
on the floor with her back to the wood paneled hallway wall. Her
head lolled to the side as her eyes fluttered wildly. Her coloring was
pale and she looked more unconscious than conscious.
Makan slung his spear into the harness over his shoulders, and
scooped Anthea up in his arms. “Get their arc-swords and your
pistol, Rolf. We’ve got to go.”
Rolf looked back at him, his eyes noting Anthea’s incapacitated
state with considerable concern.
“She’ll be fine… if we hurry and get out of the city.” Makan said,
urging the man along.
Rolf nodded, pushing himself up from his prone firing position so
that he could collect the Aurean weapons.
While he did that, Makan carefully lowered Anthea down to Bedros,
who was waiting just below the window. As long as his arms were,
and with Makan bracing himself to lower her by her wrists, it was a
gentle trip to the ground.
Makan went next, after Bedros had carefully deposited Anthea on a
safe patch of ground, though he was loath to do so. Makan sat on
the windowsill with his legs hanging over, and dropped onto the OxMan’s large open palms. Bedros showed almost no sign of straining
as he lowered Makan far enough for him to jump down to the ground.
The Mueran marveled at the Ox-Man’s strength as he picked Anthea
up once more.
Rolf lowered the collected weapons first, and then performed a
somewhat less graceful descent than Makan. It climaxed in his being
on all fours where he landed beside Bedros’ feet. As he straightened
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into a standing position once more, he gathered the pilfered
weapons and looked about.
A crowd had begun to gather, as a fight in any Kerathi settlement
tends to draw, and Makan feared that Anthea’s enchantment would
not keep the Aureans away for long. They slipped through the
forming crowd as unnoticed as a three Mayter Ox-Man and his three
companions could be, which is not very. Even with all that was
happening, they drew eyes. Anthea, even under cover of a hood had
something about her that would cause a man to stop and look, even
though Makan was helping her walk under her own power then. As
for Makan, he was just another stranger in the mix. Of all of them,
only Rolf went unremarked upon, except in regard to the company
he kept.
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CHAPTER 16
The Mueran possess an innate ability to maintain, sail, and operate
all things nautical. In this, their claims to have been born on the see
and carried on Fallu’s back as infants seems to have some truth.
More likely though, this is an exaggeration or metaphor for what
actually happened.
To date, nothing has been found on the vast seas that could be
considered proof of Fallu’s part in the origin of the Mueran people.
There is no such animal that is large enough or floats along the
surface long enough to carry children about on its back. Unless, of
course, the Mueran were able to breathe underwater at one time.
Any rumors that they can have also been debunked. However,
dependable witnesses have seen Mueran divers called Whale
Swimmers stay underwater for as much as twenty Mynettes before
with no apparent breathing apparatus other than their own lungs.
Perhaps there is more to their nature than can be explained by
simple observations. Who knows what changes may have occurred
in their people since they came to land? Fallu and the Gods alone
know what truly happened…
- Excerpt from Alistair’s ‘Of the Ocean People’
st

 Einsdee, the 1 of Falling, 768 A.E. 
“This way.” Makan called back over his shoulder, pulling Anthea
along by her wrist.
Bedros hunched over to hide as much of his size as he could,
practically going down on all fours like a beast of burden, but even
that only helped them escape the least discerning of eyes. Rolf
followed behind Bedros, a rifle in hands and ready to use. From the
looks of things in the streets, he was not the only one carrying a
weapon tonight.
“How do you know where we’re going?” Anthea asked wearily, both
her previous enchantment and the darkness weighing heavily on her.
“I searched for you for a few Dees. I saw much of the city and I
remember much.”
“Like where we can get a ship?” Rolf whispered ahead over Bedros’
hunched form.
Makan was paused at the end of an alleyway, looking out into the
dim streets to see if the way was clear. They were near the
waterfront now, that much was obvious from the sound of footfalls on
wooden docks and the telltale noises of water slapping piers and
ship hulls alike. As he paused there, he looked back at his
companions and grinned at Rolf in particular.
“Have faith, Kerathi. We have already beaten the odds once
tonight.”
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“Yes, but I fear we haven’t a repeat of that sort of luck waiting for us
if we should come across more Aureans.” Rolf replied.
Bedros grunted in agreement, which earned him a sympathetic and
concerned look from Anthea, who knew too well that the Ox-Man had
been hit numerous times by arc-sword fire. Even if he was stronger
and had tougher hide covered with a healthy coat of fur, that didn’t
mean it felt pleasant for him to be battered and attacked in such a
way.
“The Gods are on our side, Rolf. We will make it out of here
tonight.”
“Your Gods are different from mine, Mueran, and right now you’re
on Kerathi lands.” Rolf said cynically.
“The Gods are all the same, you just need to know which ones to
pay the most homage to at the right time.” Makan replied, and before
Rolf could reply, he darted ahead, saying, “Now!”
The four of them crossed the cobbled street, all but unseen by the
people of Norsjalde. They squeezed between boathouses and
moved down to the rickety section of older docks maintained
sporadically by local fishermen. Bedros had the hardest time
maneuvering between the tight buildings, and his bovine nose
twitched uneasily at the smell of rotten fish and seaweed that was
strong in all of their nostrils.
Makan ducked in and out of boathouses, looking for a boat that
would suit their purposes while the rest of them waited in the
shadows. Rolf shook his head in wonder, surprised they had made it
this far, but then his eyes swept across the port.
Burning skeletons of ships were sinking to the harbor’s seafloor.
They’d have to be floated out, dredged, or hauled up for dismantling,
or they’d block the harbor entrance. The harbor tower was still a tall
stack of flames, and fires had broken out along the docks and in the
shorefront inns. The noise of people hurrying about to put out fires
filled the night. Bucket brigades formed, but they were too slow to
combat the new fires cropping up throughout the waterfront.
“In here.” Makan ordered, carrying Rolf’s mind back to the task at
hand.
Rolf ducked into the boathouse, where they found a very modest
fishing ship untended. They dared not light a lamp to work by, but the
fires along the loading docks gave off enough light, even through the
crud-covered windows of the boathouse, that they could see just
enough to ready the ship.
Anthea stayed out of the way, slumping down onto a pile of odorous
fishing nets to rest while the men worked. It wasn’t that she didn’t
want to help, or wasn’t smart enough to take Makan’s directions and
carry them out, she was simply too exhausted to be of any use. So,
instead she sat there gathering her strength while Bedros did the
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heavy lifting he was directed to do, and Makan and Rolf checked the
seaworthiness of the vessel.
Nets were offloaded and extra gear was pitched overboard. Every
extra Kee of supplies would just slow down their flight. Anthea had
her doubts this would work anyway, but Makan, Rolf, and Bedros
were working so feverishly to make it happen that she pushed the
traitorous thoughts that they might fail out of her head.
After what seemed like an Ouer, they were finally finished. Even
Bedros was panting from the effort.
“Where’s yours?” Anthea asked. “You need a ship too.”
“This is mine.” Makan replied.
“What? What are we going to escape in then?”
“Something smaller,” Makan answered. “Rolf will have to pick
something from among the ships in the nearby boathouses. As it is,
this has might not even have a shallow enough draft to make it out of
port.”
“Smaller? How?” Anthea demanded from her seat on the pile of
nets. Her head swept from bow to stern of the battered fishing
vessel. “This would barely fit all of us on to begin with.”
“Anthea, we cannot travel in comfort. For that, I am sorry. With any
luck, we will only be on whatever ship Rolf chooses for a short time.
If you have to abide a few hours in a fish hold, I can’t help that. It
may be the choice between life and death here. Take what the Gods
offer and do not think to question them, for their mercies are quickly
withdrawn.”
“Haestos and Maletos have nothing to do with this rattletrap or this
city for that matter.” Anthea remarked bitterly, touching her middle
and forefingers to her forehead as she mentioned her people’s
favored Gods.
Makan moved off the vessel, hopping down onto the narrow ledge
along the wall – the boat took up almost the entire boathouse. He
knelt beside Anthea, taking her small hand in his. “Dear one, you
must do this.” He insisted. “You know that those men out there mean
us no good, least of all you.”
“I know… it’s just that I never expected this, and the darkness
already has me feeling ill.” She said wearily.
“Illness you can recover from, but death or imprisonment are much
harder to undo.”
Anthea laughed. She didn’t know why. What he said wasn’t really
that funny, but the way he said it reminded her of her father, and for
a moment she was caught between tears and laughter. “I will do this
thing then. The quicker we begin, the quicker I am to be getting off
whatever boat we choose too. Let us not tarry here long.”
Makan nodded. “Then help with the illusion of this boat having all of
you on it, or at least do something that will fill my sails with wind and
push me out of port as fast as possible.”
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“I don’t know that I have the strength for that.”
“Child, when the body is weak, it is the mind and the will that tell it
to go that extra step. It is the mind that carries a dead man ten more
steps on a battlefield to win the Dee. It is the mind that defeats
nature and reason to make the impossible possible.” Makan said
impassionedly.
“He’s right.” Rolf said solemnly. “The Gods of fate and battle have
chosen todee to test you, and I know that you will prove to them, that
regardless of what task they have entrusted you with, you are not
lacking.”
Bedros nodded heavily, crossing his arms in front of his chest.
Anthea couldn’t help but get caught up in the moment. They were
placing their trust in her. Their faith was unwavering. She searched
each of their eyes for doubt, but there was none. Makan’s eyes
shown with piety and will as hard as stone, Rolf’s glowed with
confidence that she knew he rarely felt, and Bedros – her rock in a
world of slipping sand – would move the world for her if she but tried
to do what she knew she must. His eyes said as much.
If her body protested and felt weak, and if a wave of dark
poisoning’s nausea swept over her, she did not give it notice. Instead
she drew on her own will, which she found was not lacking. “Give me
my box. I’ve work to do. Finish readying this, and I’ll speed you out of
here as if you were a leaf caught in a high mountain wind.”
“Save some for your own boat, Anthea. You’ll need to make it as
unnoticeable as possible. You’ll need to hide it from sight as best you
can, or disguise it as something else.” Makan advised, while Bedros
dug through their supplies for her box.
“I have to enchant two boats?” Anthea asked in surprise. Her legs
twinged and she felt that she might fall over. One boat was possible,
she thought, but two?
Makan nodded. “Even if I draw them off and they think they’ve killed
us all, they will not hesitate to check and make sure. Every boat seen
leaving will be checked.”
“Two enchantments, Anthea, and then you can sleep for a Munth if
you must.” Rolf said.
“That’s easy for you to say.” She replied, frowning. “I’ll do what I
can.”
Bedros extended his heavy hands to her, holding out her silver box
of flower blossoms. She took it, and after taking a deep breath, she
opened it. While she examined the blossoms, herbs, seeds, and
various parts of plants she had, each carefully maintained for as long
as possible by the enchantments on the box, the others helped build
the illusion. They set up crystal pods and other signs that made it
look as if the boat were occupied by all four of them. She couldn’t
pay much attention to what they did though, she had to find the right
blossom among the dozens for the job she must do.
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After sifting through blossoms of pale blue, pink, lavender, and
gold, her fingers touched a velvety orange-tinged white blossom.
She knew it was what she needed: Orange Mock – a flower perfect
for deceit and beloved of the winds.
She glanced up to see Rolf and Bedros untying the boat as Makan
slid open the door that exposed them to the night, and with it the
smells of fire, fish, and sewage. Makan boarded the vessel, taking
with him one of Rolf’s rifles. Anthea didn’t ask why. Her mind was
busy clearing itself of extraneous thoughts so that the words for the
incantation would come to her.
Rolf and Bedros moved clear. Makan stood beside the lay-down
mast, ready to slide it up into place and push the pins into place to
secure it in an upright position. The sail lay spread already, not
something usually done, but it would fall tightly into place when
Makan had lashed a pair of lines.
“Ready.” Anthea announced.
Makan nodded. “I will see all of you soon, Gandahar willing. But I
think Fallu has brought me here and he will not let me down if I do
his will.”
Rolf nodded at the older man and said, “Good luck.”
Bedros grunted loudly, nodding stiffly, as that was all an Ox-Man’s
neck would allow them to do.
Anthea didn’t say her farewell, for she knew that she would see the
man again. If she did not, she would rather her last words to him not
be a farewell – that was too foreboding.
“Push me out. Hit the boat with the enchantment as soon as the
mast is up.” Makan commanded.
Anthea nodded. Rolf and Bedros released the levers that held the
boat in the boathouse, and with a clunk and the grinding of the
wooden keel on wooden rollers, the boat slid into the water,
splashing more loudly that Anthea would have liked.
Makan worked quickly, levering the mast into place as it was
designed to be. He hauled heavily on the halyards and tugged the
sail up into place. Then he said silent prayers to all the Gods and
Goddesses that might help him in that very moment as he began
tying off the lines. When he glanced back at the boathouse, there
was a flash of light as the blossom vanished and Anthea’s mouth
began to move.
Orange Mock, help me tend to my flock;
Draw winds and currents to carry this one to sea,
and illusions to show our enemies what they must see.
Carry him far and fast, and may he draw the Aureans one and last.
The boat lurched beneath Makan’s feet; it pushed forward churning
water behind it as if giant hands were scuttling it along like a leaf in a
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swift river current. The lines strained as summoned wind filled the
sail and whipped at his back. He grabbed for the wheel and held on
with all his might.
His laugh filled the night as he looked beside him and saw a
wavering image of his companions huddled on the deck of the fishing
boat. With the crystal pods glowing their brightest, the boat was a
beacon in the night.
Back on shore, Bedros and Rolf hurried a faint Anthea down the
shore in search of a boat that they could make their own escape in.

Genero panted heavily. His limbs were shaking, his head felt like a
ripe melon being split open, and his stomach was a great churning
pit of bile. The girl’s enchantment, as that could be the only
explanation for the sudden urge to flee that had entered him and his
men, had just worn off a few Mynettes ago. For nearly ten Mynettes
they had scattered to different corners of the city, running as fast as
their legs would carry them. But then, Genero, ever one to do his
duty, had worked his way back to the site of their battle, and had let
himself into the inn through the back entry. What he had seen there
had caused him to flee a second time.
That was how Genero found himself alone in a dark alley in a
dangerous city full of enemies, with the symptoms of dark poisoning
setting in heavily. The sounds of a city rife with fear and anger
surrounded him, threatening to engulf him. Yet it was his fear of what
the girl had done to them that bothered him more than the bodies of
Leander and his men and the untamed emotions that ran amok in
the city.
Citizens ran back and forth, working bucket brigades that battled
fires that were spreading on the heartless winds from building to
building. Illias’ men were still setting new fires too, Genero figured.
Perhaps some of the men from Leander’s group were too. Scattered
and afraid in a strange city, starting fires to chase away the darkness
might not be such a strange thing to do. Even he had the urge to
strike back at the city that had already caused him so much trouble
in such a short amount of time.
For a moment, his mind returned to the sight of the Ox-Man fugitive
crashing down among them in a rain of glass shards. Between the
length of his arms and the length of the mallet’s shaft, he had been
death for anything within four Mayters. Even arc-swords did little
more than sting the great beast man. His hide was more resistant
than it should have been. Orestes must have conditioned the
creature somehow.
Just then, an Aurean in Kerathi disguise ran past the entry to the
alley Genero was hiding in. Genero gasped in a deep gulp of
effluvious air and darted out into the street after him. The Guardian,
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hearing heavy footfalls behind him rounded on him with his arcsword drawn after they’d gone no more than a dozen paces.
Genero held his hands up. “Wait! It’s me, Captain Genero.”
There was a moment of hesitation, but the Guardian lowered his
weapon. “Where’s your team?”
What he said, as well as they way he acted were enough to tell
Genero that this man was not from his team. He was from Illias’
group. “Scattered… dead… take your pick. The girl and her friends
set us upon when we tried to corner them. At least five are dead.”
“How is it that you were split from you group then, Captain?”
Genero frowned. The way this insolent man used his title made it
sound more like an accusation of cowardice than a dignified title of a
superior. “Might I remind you that I am your superior, as well as Illias’
superior?” Genero remarked casually, though his hand strayed ever
so slowly toward the hilt of his arc-sword.
“Of course, sir.” The Guardian replied, an amused look on his face.
“Now how did your team separate?”
“I’ll share that information only with Illias, as you aren’t within the
command loop.” Genero answered curtly.
“Leander will –“ The Guardian began to say.
“Leander is dead.” Genero interrupted. “I just checked. We were
scattered, but I had to know the fate of those trapped inside the inn
when the fight broke out.”
“Illias with be wroth with you for the mess you’ve caused. Leander
was his brother!” The Guardian shouted.
“He had known the dangers this mission presented, though.”
Genero replied. “It is the duty of a Guardian to do what must be
done, even at the cost of their lives.”
“Illias won’t see it that way. It’s just as well he sent me to do away
with you if you failed – Orders from Corydon.” The Guardian replied,
punctuating the end of his sentence with a bolt from his arc-sword.
Genero had been expecting some sort of foul play. As a veteran of
Yarres of arc-sword dueling, he was not easy prey. He flung his own
sword out, catching the bolt on the flat of the blade. The energy
diffused into the sword, fueling Genero’s own lightning quick
counterattack, which stung the Guardian on the weapon arm,
spinning him around and setting him off balance.
Before the Guardian could recover, Genero was upon him, feinting,
slashing, and stabbing in a whirlwind of motions. The Guardian’s
heel caught the edge of a cobble, and when his arms began to
flagellate about to keep his balance, Genero’s blade found his heart.
The Guardian hadn’t even hit the ground yet before Genero
sheathed his own blade.
Cursing Corydon and Illias both, Genero set off to find Illias. He
would let him know nothing of what had just occurred. He would
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have to bide his time and let things play out, like a serpent waiting to
strike.
For now, he had to find Illias and then they could hunt down
Anthea. It was clear he couldn’t do it on his own, and every Mynette
wasted was another Mynette for Anthea to escape. Her friends had
already proved surprisingly adept at getting out of trouble. If Illias
tried to make Leander’s death into being his fault, Genero was sure
he could paint a picture that made it look like Leander’s
incompetence that caused their failure. For all he knew, it had been
Leander that had neglected to stop Anthea before she could do her
enchantment anyway.
As insurance, Genero picked up the dead Guardian’s arc-sword
and slung it over his other hip, under his cloak. Then he set out
toward what seemed to be the most chaotic part of town, for that was
sure to be where Illias and his men were thick. The man wasn’t
exactly subtle.
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CHAPTER 17
Rage has always been an ally of the Kerathi. Though they do not
hold any ownership over the emotion, it seems to favor them over all
others. Where others may fail and fall apart because their emotions
get the better of them, the Kerathi have learned to channel all of their
energy and emotion into a single destructive effort. I have witnessed
the Kerathi in battle, and there is a palpable sense of energy
between them, a communal rage being piped toward their end goal.
The funny thing is, after many Yarres of doing this they can go from
calm to a violent boil in almost no time if given the reason to do so.
They are not like a kettle of water that takes time to boil; they simply
ignite like dry grass before a spark. This phenomenon is most
evident when Kerathi are congregated together. They feed off each
other’s feelings, and yet in matters other than battle they are no more
empathetic than any other race.
Survivors of the War of Sixteen Islands remember nothing if not the
Kerathi warriors’ triumphant howls as they charged into a battle they
should have had no hope of winning, but somehow did. It is like if no
one tells them they cannot win, they don’t realize they cannot, so
they go in swinging…
- Excerpt from Raghnall’s ‘History of the Kerathi’
st

 Einsdee, the 1 of Falling, 768 A.E. 
Genero spotted Illias before Illias saw him. Illias was just exiting
another inn, flanked on either side by a blood-spattered Guardian
with an arc-sword in hand. The other Guardians in his group were
running in and out of the alleyways, checking for Anthea and her
companions in case she was trying to escape through the dark
passages between the strangely built Kerathi structures.
In the dead of night, the whipping noises of the colored marker flags
hanging from the masts of most major buildings were disconcerting.
It was bad enough being in the dark, but with alien smells and
sounds to compound the strangeness of the situation, it was even
worse. People rushed about, most of them ignoring everyone else as
they rushed home or rushed to join the crews who battled the fires.
To Genero’s surprise, Illias and the men still with him were not
setting fires. No, that must have been the work of a couple
Guardians who were set to starting fires away from where Illias was
working, so the attention would not be on him. It was rather cunning
really. In fact, Genero wished he’d have thought of that, not that it
would have made much of a difference at this point. Leander was
dead and his men were scattered; no fires he might have set would
change that now.
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His first emotion upon seeing Illias was surprise. Sure, the attention
was elsewhere, but the man walked with his weapons in plain sight
and his hood drawn back. Even if he were not as traditional in
Aurean appearance as Genero was, his features painted him as a
foreigner for sure, if not an Aurean. Although as much as the man
seemed to enjoy the intensive physical work interrogation presented,
Genero doubted the man cared if his appearance made the Kerathi
suspicious, guarded, or outright hostile toward him.
The second emotion he felt was fear. His heart flitted wildly like the
wings of one of Aaren’s mountain eagles. The God of skies, winds,
and birds was a God of ephemeral things, and Genero felt as if his
life might end as quickly as a gust of wind. His middle and forefingers
touched his forehead as he whispered a prayer for protection to
Haestos and Maletos.
With a hand resting on the hilt of each of his pair of arc-swords,
Genero called over to Illias, ready to bolt into an alleyway should
something go awry. Illias’ head swiveled over toward him and
regarded him boredly, as a man whose much more important task
has been interrupted would do. Again, this was hardly the treatment
that Genero, as the man’s superior, deserved to be receiving. He
choked back his pride yet again when the insubordinate man waved
him over to report.
Genero eyed each of Illias’ companions warily as he came to stand
no closer than three paces away from Illias. No doubt the men had
not noticed Genero’s hands on the hilts of his swords either. “We
were set upon by Anthea and her allies.” He began.
“And? Where is she now?” Illias demanded eagerly.
“I’m not certain. Leander led us into a place he suspected they were
might be housed in and made us stay outside. He and two men went
inside and tried to face them while we covered any possible
retreats.”
Illias frowned, already not liking the way this was going. “He took
only two men in with him?”
“He said it would be enough for an animal and a little girl, though I
advised him against it. Lacking his command of Lower Elegian, I
could hardly interfere in his interrogations anyway.”
“Perhaps.” Illias said, waving his hand impatiently for him to be on
with it. “Continue, and be quick about it, we have little time left. We
have already missed the first pickup time.”
“I didn’t see what happened, but there was a commotion, and then
the Ox-Man threw himself out of a window and crashed down into
our midst, killing two or three in just Saycunds. Something must have
been done to him to make him resistant to arc-sword fire, because
we couldn’t harm him very easily. It must have been his master
Orestes.” Genero surmised. “We were slowly getting the better of
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him when the Kerathi opened fire on us, and then the girl threw an
enchantment at us.”
“She enchanted in the dark? That’s impossible. She needs light to
do it. I have been told so.”
“Then you were told wrong.” Genero spat the words at Illias, feeling
angry that he was being questioned and his quarry had bettered him.
“I was there. Her enchantment made even the bravest of us flee.
Your Guardians scrambled away like beaten dogs.”
“I doubt you needed much urging to flee.” The Guardian on Illias’
right scoffed.
One of Genero’s swords flashed out, sliding from its sheathe into
his capable hands. His feet carried him the two Mayters he between
them in under a Saycund, giving the Guardian just enough time to
flinch before Genero brought the arc-sword sweeping upward in a
vicious cut that opened the Guardian’s chest to the night air.
Genero stepped back then, shaking the blood from his blade as he
resheathed it. Strangely, he felt himself growing more confident and
less sick the more violence he committed. His stomach was oddly
settled and the maddening pulse of his headache lessened with each
death he dealt.
Illias looked down at the dead body beside him, and then up at
Genero with appraising eyes. Genero felt that it was clearly that his
value had just risen in the man’s book. “What of Leander then?”
“Now, as I said, the enchantment carried us away, but after its
effects faded, I went back. As I feared, his plan to go in with only two
men to support him had failed. Perhaps if we had sent more in there
in the first place, the girl would not have gotten the enchantment off
at all. Surely then we would have killed the Ox-Man and taken
Anthea captive instead of what happened.”
“Leander… is dead?” Illias asked, his jaw tightening as he gritted
his teeth in anger.
Genero took an almost imperceptible step backward and tried to
think of the best response he could to shift blame away from himself.
“Yes, he had been pierced by a spear or blade through his chest that
opened him right up. The wounds were odd, as if the weapon had
been barbed.”
“And you let them escape?” Illias demanded, stepping forward, his
neck a mass of cords as his face purpled in rage.
Genero slid back a pace without lifting his feet. He knew his trick
with the Guardian before wouldn’t work again. This time they’d be
waiting for him. For a moment he wondered why he hadn’t tried to kill
Illias instead of the man next to him the last time he’d drawn his
blades. But then he realized he’d not have been able to fight his way
through Illias’ other men, who would have surely hunted him down if
he had managed to defeat their leader. If he could have even killed
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Illias that was, and Genero wasn’t so sure that he could, even if he
had the jump on the man.
“Sir! A boat is trying to escape.” One of the other Guardians
shouted.
Genero wanted desperately to look toward the man and see where
he was sure to be pointing. He knew that the boat must be carrying
Anthea – his ticket home to his wife and son – but he dared not look
away from Illias. Let the other man look first, he silently willed toward
the other man, whose dangerous eyes seemed reluctant to leave his
own.
Then, slowly Illias began to turn, and when he had finally turned, he
strode off powerfully, shouldering past the Guardian who had stood
stock-still at his flank for several moments. Illias walked out onto the
pier to get a better look at the escaping boat, not that it was hard to
see. To Genero’s light-sensitive eyes, the boat looked to be lit up like
the light of middee. An aura of light surrounded it.
“Crystal pods.” Genero remarked in wonder. “It must be her.
They’re escaping.”
“I can see that. They look to all be on deck too, though I don’t know
how that rickety old thing is moving so fast.”
“Enchantment. I told you what she was capable of.”
For a moment, the scene was so surprising that they both just
stared and watched. The ship bathed in light flitted across the
harbor, dodging around the wreckage of burning ships or burnt out
hulls. Ene man on the ship seemed to be working like a fiend,
dancing from the wheel one moment to the lines the next.
Then the man on the boat bent down and pulled out something
long, perhaps two Mayters in length. It seemed to shorten as it
swiveled to face them. A flash of light erupted, and Genero’s eyes
widened as he realized that they were being shot at. He dove to the
side while Illias stood there with a frown fixed on his face.
The slug impacted on Illias’ chest with a sound like a tenderizing
hammer slapping onto a large pork loin. As Genero watched, blood
sprayed out behind Illias when the slug tore all the way through him.
Illias staggered as if shoved hard and then dropped to one knee,
steadying himself with a hand on the ground. The nearest Aureans
gathered around to see if he was all right, and even Genero found
himself getting up to see.
After a moment, Illias raised his head and gritted his teeth through
the pain. “Light the flares!” He bellowed. “Signal the Flier. We have a
boat to catch.”
“You’re bringing the Flier here? You’re going to land it in the town
after what you’ve had it doing the last half Ouer?” Genero asked in
surprise. If the people in the city didn’t already know what had
started all the death that night, landing the Flier in the middle of the
docks would certainly give them a pretty obvious guess.
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Illias grunted and pushed himself back up to stand on both feet. He
held a hand over the wound in his left side that dribbled blood down
his hip and he glared at Genero. “Haestos and Maletos themselves
couldn’t stop me from getting that boat. I don’t care if we have to
burn this whole city to the ground for the Flier to land. We will get on
here, and we will catch that girl!”
Genero touched his middle and forefingers to his forehead and
regarded Illias. He knew from the look in the other man’s eyes that
nothing would stop him, just as he promised it would be. They would
all be dead or accomplish what they sought to do before this night
was finished; he just didn’t know which one yet. The fires, the noise,
and the death around him didn’t portend to the latter as much as the
former.
So he watched helplessly as the flares were lit and the Guardians
began to gather. They all moved back in from the city toward the
bright blue streams of the Aurean flares that streaked into the sky.
They were not the only ones who noticed them either. Genero and all
the others had their swords out as they waited for the Flier.
A fight was guaranteed when you tell thousands of angry Kerathi
where you were. It was like they’d just poked an anthill and shook a
beehive all at once. Angry onlookers came to see what was amiss,
and things just escalated from there.
By the time Genero heard the whirr of Flier turbines approaching,
bodies had already piled up waist deep. The Kerathi threw
themselves at the artists of the night’s suffering with a maddening
desperation. Half of them were not even armed, and the others that
were often held tools of their trades as they hurtled themselves at the
Aureans. Illias and the others met them gladly, extracting high
casualties for each wound they took and for each man who fell to the
rising force. All the training in the world and the arc-swords they held
would not keep the Kerathi at bay for long.
The Flier had to burn their way through the crowd that was
swarming around Illias and his men before they could set down.
When the wounded retreated into the safety of the Flier’s hold, no
one had to mention that only a third of the men who had climbed out
at the beginning of the attack had made it back on board.
Genero shuddered in revulsion at the smell of death and burned
flesh that filled his nostrils even as they lifted off. A few foolish
Kerathi sought to bear the ship down by throwing lines over the
wings or grabbing onto the landing struts. A more timely and
concerted effort might have accomplished just that, but these men
were shrugged off rather easily, though the last of them didn’t let go
and fall until they were halfway across the harbor. His scream was
audible even over the Flier’s rotors.
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Makan looked back over his shoulder for what must have been the
thirtieth time after he’d shot at the Aureans on shore. He was sure
he’d hit the man from the way he’d staggered. That alone was a
miracle he owed to Cainel, whose hands had guided his on the
unfamiliar weapon, and perhaps Aaren, too, since it was his winds
that had carried the slug straight and true to its target.
He was nearly clear of the harbor, and there was still no sign of
pursuit. This was both good and bad. If he was stopped before he
had led the Aureans far enough away from the harbor, it was likely
that Anthea and the others wouldn’t escape. On the other hand, if
they didn’t follow after him at all, they were even more likely to spot
Anthea when she made her move.
That they had seen through the ruse was a notion that Makan
pushed back into the far corners of his mind. He wouldn’t give the
thought any attention, lest it become true. He willed for them to follow
him as he manned the old ship, pushing it to its limits.
Anthea’s enchantment still held sway over the vessel, and the mast
strained with the effort of holding the considerable winds in its sails.
The ship shuddered and creaked noisily as Makan executed a sharp
series of turns around a set of masts that jutted up out of the water
like dead tree trunks in a swamp. Those ships that had not been sent
to the bottom of the harbor were mostly burned down to the waterline
now. Their smoldering birthed smoke that gathered in clouds that
hovered over the water like fog.
He had to move as fast as possible, yet he couldn’t afford to lose
the wind in his sails if he overshot a turn. Yet this fishing boat
wallowed in the water and rolled about on its nearly flat bottom like a
beached whale. Its controls were cumbersome, very different from a
Mueran vessel, which would glide smoothly across the roughest of
waters. No, this ship was definitely not Mueran. It seemed to embody
the Kerathi mentality – brute force. The ship cut through water and
tried to impose the will of the navigator on the water, instead of
working with the water and giving heed to its mercurial will and
moody nature.
Makan said a brief prayer to Tulis, on whose waters he now sailed.
He saw a tight turn coming up, so he locked the wheel as he went to
adjust the running rigging for the sail, lashing it down snugly. Then
he grabbed the wheel again and put his back into it, cranking it hard
to starboard. As he turned, he saw a commotion along the
waterfront. The Flier was descending onto the docks amidst blue
flares of light, all the while sweeping arc-lance fire along the docks to
clear a place for itself.
“They’re coming…” Makan said in wonder, but then the boat
required his attention.
He crashed through the smoke and mist, scraping the hull against
the charred shell of one of the Kerathi patrol vessels. He felt
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exhilaration building in his breast as he raced out of the harbor and
into the dark sea beyond. He was clear, and the enemy was coming
to stop him.
He plied the waters with every trick he knew and every iota of
seamanship he possessed. He used the skills that had earned him
the title of Oceanwalker among his kind, and he pressed the boat to
its limits and beyond. Water sprayed up behind the boat as the hull
skipped along the waves, sometimes nearly leaving the water as it
hurried from one crest to the next.
With the smoke and haze left behind as he was carried beyond the
harbor, he realized just how smoky it had been. Looking back toward
the harbor, it was cloaked in grey, but the sky before him was open
and wide, if in the deep dark of the night. The moon was dozing
gently behind thick dark clouds, so Makan knew his boat was very
visible, being lit up so brightly. They would have no trouble following
him.
With things seeming to go his way, Makan finally had a moment to
think about how he would survive this attack – Fallu willing. He knew
he had to bait them into destroying the ship, if they didn’t already
have enough reason. At worst he knew he could capsize it, and they
might believe they’d all drowned, but the destruction of the ship
would be a much more effective convincer.
He had little time to consider his options. A soft drone began to
grow in his ears. He was two Kilomes or more out from shore and
working on a third when he could first see the Flier coming up from
the stern. The Flier’s bubbled windows glinted like a maddened
insect’s eyes in the faint moonlight.
Despite being free of the water’s friction and hindrance to motion,
Makan realized that the Flier was not that much faster than his boat.
He let the wind and water carry him east, as if he were going to
make a run to hide in the coves of one of Maethlin’s smaller cousin
islands.
If he managed to make it, he knew they would never find him. Many
of these islands were riddled with caves and dense cedar forests.
They’d have to comb every square Mayter of the islands, and that
would take them Waykes. Makan knew he couldn’t count on them
knowing that though. He only knew himself because he had traveled
so wide and far, spoken to many sailors, and had made a hobby out
of examining navigator’s maps from people of all races.
By the time he was five Kilomes out from shore, the Flier was close
enough that he could make out the silhouettes of two figures at the
controls. A small islet loomed ahead of him. It looked to be
uninhabited and it wasn’t that large, so it was hardly the best place to
hide, but he made for it anyway. After all, he didn’t really want to hide
even if he needed to make it look like he was going to try. He wanted
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them to think they were dead, and then he’d slip away to rejoin
Anthea.
Unless, it occurred to him, that this was all the part he was to play
in Anthea’s struggle. He wasn’t even sure what she was struggling
for or against yet, but he was certain that she was tied up in
something big. And Fallu wouldn’t have appeared to him just to have
him die this easily. No, there must be something greater planned for
me, Makan decided.
A warning shot arced over the ship and fizzled out in the night air.
The second one was closer, slapping the water beside the ship.
Makan’s hair stood on end and the air smelled of ozone, but he
continued on. Then next time they fired, he went hard to port,
carrying himself out of the way. The Flier banked sharply to follow
and fired another near miss. Makan went hard to starboard, tacking
toward the island.
This ploy didn’t take long to irritate the pilots, and likely the crew,
who were being tossed around like rocks in a box. They decided to
take the wind out of his sails, literally. Arc-lance fire ripped through
the sail canvas, and it burst into flames around the holes it had
burned. This would have stopped most ships, but this ship was being
pushed on by enchantments. The winds blew the fire out and the
waves continued to toss the ship from wave to wave toward the
island.
A pair of arc-lances opened fire then, raking fire along the waterline
of the boat. Wood sizzled and burst as pockets of moisture trapped
in the wood superheated and exploded. Slivers of wood flew
everywhere, like a storm of needles. Water sloshed across the deck
past Makan’s feet. The next shot hit the rudder. The stern of the boat
was sliced into violently. The rudder was gone as was most of the
transom, but the boat was moving too fast for it to take on water very
fast.
Makan turned the wheel one last time for good measure, but it was
to no avail. Other than adjusting the trim of his sail or throwing the
anchor over one side, he had no way to steer. The boat would keep
going straight until it hit the rocky shores of the island ahead, unless
the Flier blew it to little pieces first.
Makan shook a fist at the Flier, and he was amused to see the
ghostly images of Bedros, Rolf, and Anthea mirroring his gesture. He
laughed and locked the wheel in place. He could steer no more
anyway, so he figured he might as well try to aggravate the Aureans
further. They were getting brave, coming in close now to inspect
what they thought was a helpless catch.
When they got close enough, Makan heaved a gaff at the pilot’s
window. His aim was true, and even if it didn’t crack the glass, it was
enough to startle the pilot, who must have jerked on the controls
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when he was startled. The Flier wobbled in the air and banked
sharply to the left.
After they’d stabilized and caught back up again, they came back in
a fury. All seven arc-lances spit fire at the ship, tearing it to pieces as
Makan dove for cover. Chunks of burning wood, canvas, and rope
were thrown about. Water began to flow freely through the deck and
the ship began to lose speed rapidly. The islet was just a couple
hundred Mayters beyond, and the ship was going to crash. Nothing
would stop that now.
At the last possible moment, Makan did something that was half a
tumble and half a slide off the back of the ship, where there was no
railing to hold him in. He slipped into the dark, cold water like
someone had pulled a frothy blanket over his head. The burns he’d
acquired during the last attack made him want to howl in pain, but he
bit his lip and closed his eyes against the pain. When he surfaced
just long enough to see the fate of the ship, he saw that to Anthea’s
credit, the enchanted spectres stayed there until the very last
moment. When the ship broke upon the rocks, throwing kindlingsized pieces of wood across the shore, the spectres were flung from
it. They crashed into the sea where they disappeared among the
wreckage that washed back out from the rocky shore.
The Flier hovered over the wreckage, circling like an angry bee for
many Mynettes. Twice it cast beams of searchlight toward him, but
each time he ducked under. Even if they had seen him in the dark
and amidst the wreckage, he would have looked like little more than
a random piece of flotsam and jetsam.
Like the Whale Divers of his people, he took in a breath and
allowed himself to sink into the sea, holding the breath as he waited
in a state of calm for what would happen. “Now, Fallu, show me what
to do next.” His will silently beseeched the father of his people as he
hovered a dozen Mayters below the surface. “What task do you have
for me next?”
Something brushed past his fingertips in the dark. Makan knew a
moment’s fear as he considered the possibility that it was a predator
of some sort, but it was only a fleeting moment. Fallu would not have
betrayed him to death like that, so when something slid across his
hands again, he grabbed on. He was off with a tug. The water was a
rushing torrent past his ears and his heart leapt in wonder.
He surfaced several Mynettes later riding on the back of an Orca.
He took in another deep breath and they dove again. Makan smiled
as they raced beneath the waves. The Orca had known when to
surface for him and when to dive back in. He knew she would carry
him to Anthea, if that were the will of Fallu. If not, it was a joyous ride
nonetheless. He only worried that he did not know of Anthea’s
escape from Norsjalde. He had done his part, but could they get free
of the city without being noticed?
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Perhaps he would have worried more if he had known that
Marceaupo and Tulis were warring once more, and that he was
about to enter the middle of it. Racing underneath the waves there
was no way for him to know that a fierce storm brewed overhead.
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CHAPTER 18
The Aurean people are an untapped resource. Like a vein of ore
waiting to be found, they wait for someone to grasp them and mold
them into what they were intended to be. Whatever the reason, be it
the interference of the Gods or some natural shift of our people, we
were forced onto the mountaintops and out of our rightful position as
rulers of the lowlanders. Everything was in place before The Fear
came among us. Now we are too afraid to try to seize what is
rightfully ours.
I will master The Fear in myself and right the wrongs that have
been dealt us. Haestos and Maletos will hold no sway over us, and
we shall go once more into the lowlands…
- Excerpt from Corydon’s ‘Uncovered Truths’
rd

 Thraysdee, the 3 of Falling, 768 A.E. 
Genero steeled his heart to not give way as he raised a fist to knock
on Corydon’s door. His mind was awash with dozens of thoughts.
He’d just returned to Cenalium, and he’d not had a chance to see his
wife yet. Now he had to admit failure to the man who might hold his
fate and the fate of his family in his hands.
His fist came down heavily on the door, partly because of the anger
he felt at feeling so much helplessness because he was tied up in
this mess to begin with, and because Illias’ temper might have cost
him everything he valued in this world.
Corydon’s door swung open slowly, revealing the same grey traced
with amethyst desk as before, and the same silver-haired figure
behind the desk. The door clicked shut behind him when he entered.
Genero frowned. This time, the room was darker than before. There
were only three crystal pods giving off light in the whole room, and
they were near the ceiling that was almost five Mayters overhead.
Corydon caught Genero’s gaze as it lowered down from the ceiling.
The smile on his face was strictly predatorial. There was no warmth
in his expression. He knew perfectly well what Genero was thinking –
that there was something indecent and alien about such a dimly lit
room.
“I understand you lost Anthea. Illias told me all about it.”
Genero gritted his teeth. This man might hold his fate in his hands,
but he wasn’t about to let himself be misunderstood. His sins and
mistakes were his, and he didn’t need someone else trying to add
theirs to his. “I trust he also told you how he disobeyed my orders,
threatened to kill me, and proceeded to run her ship into the rocks
after setting it ablaze?”
“I am aware of what happened. I was watching some of it from a
Farsight Outlook station, but the clouds and smoke obscured much
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of what happened. I was disappointed to say the least, that it took
you so long to get back here after the fact.”
“Well, your men went a bit overboard burning the town. So much
so, that we didn’t have the batteries left to make it back here. We
had to recharge for a Dee and a half in the ruins of Harsbrukke.”
“Again, you blame my men for your failings.” Corydon said with a
shake of his head.
“Nelius damn Illias and all his abominable kind that you sent with
me!” Genero shouted, spitting the curse at Corydon with venom he
hadn’t known he could muster. “Your men committed
unconscionable acts under your orders, and they followed your
secret agendas. Why was I even there? Do you think I appreciate
risking my life when my orders are ignored and my experience cast
aside so that an ill-tempered pet of yours can run rampant?”
Corydon clicked his tongue and steepled his hands. “I’ll warn you
only once to check yourself, Captain. You forget yourself, and if you
do it again, I will have you killed.”
Genero’s mouth went dry as he bit back a retort.
“That’s better. Now why don’t you sit down and shut your mouth
while I explain things in a way that even you can understand?”
Corydon suggested, waiting until Genero had done as he asked
before continuing.
Genero slumped tiredly into one of the two uncomfortable chairs on
the opposite side of the desk from Corydon. Sitting only reminded
him of how tired he was, and how he hadn’t dared to sleep after the
attack on Norsjalde for fear of what Illias might do to him. It also gave
him a moment to look at Corydon, basking in the pale light of the
room. It was quite evident that whatever had been done to Illias and
his men, it had also been done to Corydon – if in a lesser extent.
“You were sent to give the errand a sense of legitimacy.” Corydon
said slowly, letting his admission sink in before continuing. “The
Greater Helion wouldn’t have allowed my untried captains out there
on such a rare sortie into the lowlands without a trusted officer at the
lead.”
“So the Greater Helion knew what you planned? He knew we would
burn and kill whatever stood before us?” Genero asked in surprise.
“Fool, do you really think such a high-ranked official of our people
would care about the minutiae of a simple mission like yours? He
has the business of running our great city to attend to. Even if he
bothered to care enough to see in his wisdom to delegate the
authority to someone like me to make sure that every effort was
made to recover the girl, that doesn’t mean he will actually take the
time to watch how it is done.”
The way he referred to the Greater Helion and spoke of him
seemed less than deferential. It made Genero wonder what exactly
the relationship between Corydon and the Greater Helion was, and
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what the Voice of the Firmament knew of this. Surely the High Priest
of Maletos and Haestos wouldn’t have backed this bloodbath. “I
guess not. I hadn’t thought of it like that.”
“But as I was saying before you interrupted, we needed someone
with a reputation to lead the mission, even if it was only in symbol.
Illias had his own objectives and ambitions that I had not foreseen,
and I fear I might have made a mistake in choosing him. The death
of his brother and his subsequent wounding at the hands of one of
Anthea’s allies pushed him too far. There was probably nothing you
could have done to stop his attack on the boat.”
“Probably? Even had I killed him, his men would have killed me and
then carried out his orders.” Genero insisted.
Corydon shrugged dismissively. “Perhaps, but I’m not going to
worry about what cannot be undone. Illias has been punished, and
he won’t present a problem to you on the next stage of your
mission.”
“Next stage?” Genero echoed, disliking the taste of the words in his
mouth. “Anthea is dead. The Kerathi are likely howling for revenge.
What more can we do?”
Corydon leaned forward, resting his elbows on his desk. “Do you
think that Illias was the end of what I have at my disposal? Do you
think I would only have twenty of his kind to do what I wanted, and
that Anthea was the extent of my desires?”
“I don’t understand. I was supposed to capture her and then I would
be able to see my wife again.”
“Ah yes, your wife. Cerelia and I have spoken at length about you
and your potential future under my tutelage. We both see that you
might have great promise. Might.”
“Cerelia? You have spoken to her? What have you done?” Genero
demanded, rising from his chair.
“Easy, Captain.” Corydon laughed disarmingly. “You wouldn’t want
to make me think you don’t care much for me – bad things might
happen. Your wife is safe. In fact, she and I have an understanding.”
“Understanding?” Genero echoed again lamely.
“Yes. She and I have spoken about your future in Cenalium and
how it is intertwined with your success or failures on my behalf. In
fact, as a token of my appreciation to your services rendered so far, I
have moved your wife and child into a luxury apartment that I have
gifted unto you. It’s near mine, and it is well watched. That way,
nothing unfortunate could befall them.” Corydon explained, his eyes
demanding that Genero acknowledge that he was cornered. “Right?”
Genero nodded slowly, settling dejectedly back down into his chair.
“That’s right. Nothing will happen to them.”
“Exactly. One might even say I’ve made it my personal goal to see
to their safety. The family of my important associate is practically my
family. We rise and fall together, you see.”
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“Yes. I see.”
“Now let me explain the way of things. Your survival thus far has
shown you’re capable enough, and levelheaded where Illias was
not.”
“I am listening.” Genero said quietly.
“Good.” Corydon sipped from a glass of water, pausing dramatically
to make sure he had the captain’s full attention. He smiled briefly,
knowing that he’d just cowed the man into submission. “The Aurean
people have a disease of the mind that I call The Fear. We’ve grown
so willing to believe that darkness will kill us that our bodies have
adapted into making our beliefs true. This is our greatest weakness,
but at the same time it gives us the keys to our greatest strength.”
“We can adapt to our world at will, Captain. We can model our
bodies to suit our needs. Illias and his men are but one example of
this. They have been trained to resist darkness, to have greater
strength, endurance, and speed. They are just one step in the
adaptation of our people for lowland life.”
“You’re saying they wanted to be different, and they were? That’s
it?”
“The mind is very powerful, Genero, especially when assisted by
outside means. The Aurean people have untapped resources in their
nature. We can be what we want to be. Witness this room. It has
your skin crawling, and your body begs for greater light. It bothers
me not at all. I can sleep in complete darkness and feel no ill effects.”
Genero listened in disbelief, unable to tune out Corydon’s words.
The man’s voice was hypnotic… convincing. Just hearing his words
made Genero question everything he had believed since he was a
child.
“I know about you, Genero. There are many like you. Did you know
that fully a third of all Aureans sleep with their eyes open because
they are so terrified of darkness that they cannot bring themselves to
close their eyes for any length of time? These people are slaves to
their fears and their bodies. They do not control their minds.”
Genero’s hands tightened on the armrests of the chair he sat on.
He knew he was one of the members of the third who slept with their
eyes open. How this man knew that, he did not know, unless it was
Cerelia who had told him.
“Many hundreds of Yarres ago, Hectoyarres, we were poised to
own the world, Genero. Todee, we can have it if we reach out for it.
You’re going to be my instrument for change. You are going to lead
the forces that take Maethlin. Maethlin will be the proof that the other
Aureans need to see that my beliefs are right. You will show the
world the power of Aurean will and our strength of resolve when you
make this island our own.”
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“We are happy here. Few of us want to leave. How can you be so
sure that things will just fall into place because things are as you say
they are?”
“Are the people here actually happy? Are you certain that they do
not want to leave? Can a caged animal ever be truly happy? We
know only what freedom our weaknesses allow, while below the
savages kill each other, rape, die, and struggle. They are free to live
their lives no matter how harsh they may seem. Why should we,
superior to them in every way, be jailed on mountaintops? We grow
more numerous every Yarre, and all we do is build upward into the
skies, or we look to other mountains and wonder if we can make
those our home too. How many more places in the Broken Crown do
you think there are that we can build a Grancitta? We are out of
space, Genero.”
“Say that what you believe about us is true. What gives us the right
to kill and take the lands of the lowlanders?”
“They are lesser beings. When we came among them from Our
Place Before, they were a broken people. They may think of
themselves as separate races, but we know that they are all just
different flavors of the same flawed recipe. Their lands were rife with
disease, famine, death, war, and suffering. We brought order to
them, and then, before we could assume our place as their leaders,
something happened. Our people were changed and The Fear came
among us.”
“The Fear?” Genero repeated questioningly.
“Haven’t you listened to anything I’ve said?” Corydon hissed. “Our
dependence on light is a weakness of our minds! Our bodies have
been so conditioned by our minds that we can make ourselves sick
and die from the dark. We have the tools to change the world and
make it ours if we only have the virtue and character to use them.
Those who don’t agree can stay in their pretty mountaintop cages
while the rest of us remake the world below in our image. Those who
would stay are weak-minded fools and we don’t need them anyway.”
“So whatever happens to the lowlanders is of no consequence?”
Genero asked, feeling a bit queasy at what this meant if it were truly
what this man believed, but then, he wasn’t sure he didn’t believe it
himself anymore. His mind was a jumble of thoughts.
“However many die before we can realize our destiny is of no
importance.” Corydon said, summing up his entire mindset in a few
chilling words.
“Even if we take Maethlin, we cannot hold it. We cannot stand
before the combined might of the Clans. If the Sammenkomst meets
and they decide to go to war with us, we cannot win. Not all the
Fliers and arc-lances in Cenalium can change that.” Genero insisted.
Corydon smiled. “That is where Anthea comes in. A mixing of her
mind and blood with my warriors is all we’ll need. We’ll have an army
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of enchanters and warriors of the like that no man or God has seen
before. If that becomes impossible for one reason or another, I have
other options.”
“Anthea is dead.”
“Genero, friend and companion in this plot, you must learn to stop
doubting me.”
“But she is dead. Belief alone cannot change that, even if it can
somehow make you resistant to darkness.” Genero protested.
“While Illias and you were playing with that decoy boat, another
boat under enchantment slipped away to the West. The Farsight
Outlooks saw that it was swept up in a storm that descended down
through the Kerathi Gap in the North Fringe. They were lost
somewhere to the South. Already my lowland contacts in other lands
are searching for them. When we locate them, you’ll go after them.
Until then you’ll help Illias secure Maethlin. Although, this time I have
made it clear to him that he’ll be fully under your command.” Corydon
explained.
“Another boat?”
Corydon summoned an irritated look. “Yes, do try to keep up. It gets
tiresome explaining everything twice.”
“So that boat was a decoy. It must have been an enchantment. We
saw them on it!” Genero insisted.
“Obviously. Now I think you need to get some rest. Maybe you’d
like to see your wife before you’re sent back into the lowlands to
seize Maethlin?”
“Cerelia?” Genero mumbled his wife’s name.
Corydon chuckled. “That was her name, yes.”
“That would be good.”
Corydon smiled amiably as the door swung open behind Genero.
Genero looked back. Two of Corydon’s Guardians waited just
outside the door.
“They’ll show you to your wife.” Corydon said reassuringly.
Genero could think of nothing to say, so he simply said, “Thank
you.”
“Rest up. We have much to do together, you and I. You have two
Dees before we must begin.”
Genero said nothing in reply. His mind was numb with all he’d
experienced and heard in the last Wayke, and now he had been told
that this had all just begun. He wore a dumb smile as he was led off
to meet his wife for what seemed like the first time in Yarres.
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CHAPTER 19
The islands and landmasses of Elegia form a rough sort of oval
known as the Broken Crown. The outermost islands for a
mountainous ring of land that is made up of: The North Fringe, The
Crooked Ridge, Greveth’s Mercy, and the Empress’ Arm of Elegius.
These four mountainous islands form an incomplete circle, threequarters finished, which protects the inner islands. Even in this
protective ring, there are openings: The Aynglican Gap, the Kerathi
Gap, The Elegian Gap, The Gap of Winds, and the Gap of Storms.
Of these openings, the most noteworthy and assuredly the largest
is the Gap of Storms, which lies on the open southeastern quarter of
the Broken Crown. This gap is unprotected by mountainous islands
to break the storms, and the islands there, known as The Mueran
Belt, are renowned for the fierce storms that sweep across them. If
anyone else could brave the storms and live on the harsh, humid
islands, they probably would. But as no one else cares to or can
make a life in such a tumultuous set of islands, the Muerans have it
to themselves.
Even in the times of Elegian occupation, not all the islands were
conquered, and then only Elegian captains who had displeased the
Empress in one way or another were stationed there, and only with
the lowest-born of soldiers. Elegian expansion, even in the height of
the Empire, never reached Far Muera, which lies beyond the Broken
Crown.
The islands of Far Muera are the playgrounds of the Oceanwalkers.
It is from Far Muera that the Deepcrossers launch. Deepcrossers are
the rarest of Oceanwalkers, and are often considered mad, for they
brave the wide expanses of the Outer Seas, going east in hopes of
circling the world and reaching the Forsaken Isles on the western
side of the Broken Crown.
Few survive these attempts and fewer still who actually complete
the journey are sane enough to speak about what they have seen.
The tales they tell make little sense, but there have been a scant few
who have brought back strange creatures that have never been seen
anywhere else…
- Excerpt from Alistair’s ‘Of the Ocean People’
th

 Fyvesdee, the 5 of Falling, 768 A.E. 
“Do you have any idea where we are?” Rolf asked, breaking the
long period of silence that had preceded his words.
Makan paused shaving and carving a branch and looked up before
he answered. “Geographically or otherwise?”
Rolf glared at Makan. “What do you mean, otherwise? Of course I
mean geographically. How else could you reckon our location?”
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Rolf threw up his arms and cast a wide glance around at the
scrubby trees and plants that clung tenaciously to the grayish-green
rocks around them. They were the castoffs of the mountain cliffs less
than a Kilome to the west of them. To their east lay the sea, churning
and angry still even Ouers after the storm that brought them here
had ended.
“I thought maybe you meant in the middle of whatever plots we’ve
become ensnared in.” Makan remarked casually.
“I know where we are in those. We’re caught in the middle of some
twisted Aurean scheme to recapture this girl here,” Rolf paused to
cast a pained look at Anthea’s sleeping form where she laid in
Bedros’ protective arms, “and now we’ve been shipwrecked by a
storm that our magnificent captain couldn’t avoid.”
“You know as well as I that amidst the blowing wind, the
mountainous swells, and the heavy rain there was nothing more I
could have possibly done to keep that wreck afloat. It was not a
vessel built for crossing the seas. It was meant to go out, fish a few
Dees at most, and then return if their holds were full or the weather
turned poor. We’re lucky we made it to land at all.”
“Luck? Luck wouldn’t have us on this deserted rock. Luck
wouldn’t…” Rolf trailed off.
Makan gave him a sharp look. “Say it. If you’ve a mind to say
something, do it. Don’t skirt the issue. I’ll not have you dwelling on
some poisonous thoughts that invite in The Dark Pair. Let’s be out
with it and have things said and done.”
“I’m thinking that we trusted your visions too much. I’m thinking that
it was absurd to trust a man who talks to a fish. I’m thinking, Makan,
that you overstated your abilities and drove us deeper into the heart
of the storm, and had we turned south when I asked to, we might
have pulled into the clear.” Rolf said, spilling out the words in a rising
crescendo of anger. His anger had only been stirred more by
Makan’s mentioning of him giving in to the wishes of The Dark Pair –
the evil God Porceth and his wife, the Goddess Wainseth.
Makan took a deep breath before replying. As he did, he stabbed a
finger in the air at Rolf’s chest. “Boy, I will tell you this once, and only
once. If you ever refer to Fallu as a fish again, I will spill your entrails
out for Fallu and Cainel to see. Believe me in this.”
Rolf shrunk back with each word, as if Makan’s finger actually
poked him in the chest. Bedros grunted in irritation, snorting and
gnashing his flat teeth together. He did not like their raised voices,
for they made Anthea turn uneasily in his arms.
“You need to start seeing the better side of things,” Makan said, his
words bordering on a direct order, “or you’ll let despair trap you. You
need to realize that we could have easily died back in Norsjalde at
the inn. We could have been trapped in the harbor. My decoy might
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not have worked, or Anthea might not have been able to enchant
your boat well enough to sneak away.”
“I’m not denying those events were fortunate, but why did our luck
turn?”
“Rolf, I’m not old, but I am older than you. And in my extra Yarres,
I’ve seen that the Gods and Goddesses may lend you a hand now
and then or lift a finger slightly to deflect some bad turn of events
onto the next person, but they care little for people who cannot make
things happen for themselves. They did their part, and now we have
to deal with what Gandahar has set on our table.”
Bedros nodded in agreement, which further chastised Rolf. That an
Ox-Man could see what he could not was a hard pill to swallow,
especially since the Ox-Man’s understanding of Lower Elegian was
decidedly limited, even if Anthea had been tutoring him when she
had a chance. Rolf tugged angrily at his beard.
“Faith, Rolf. That’s what we all need now: faith that we will do what
we must when we must. Faith, and a good fish spear.” Makan tossed
the branch he’d been carving on to Rolf.
“A fish spear?” Rolf asked, turning the hooked wooden pole over in
his hands. It had been cleared of all snags and branches so that the
length of it slid freely in his hands.
“The first order of business anywhere, is to get food in your
stomach. Then you can worry about less immediate concerns.”
Makan replied, standing with the aid of his own fish-spear, albeit a
more ornate and well-used fish-spear.
“Can you at least tell me where we are then?” Rolf asked, nodding
his head to the barren expanse of rocks and water around them.
“I’d wager much that we’re on the peninsula known as the Empress’
Arm. We’re not on a deserted rock, Rolf. We’re on the northern tip of
Elegius.”
“Elegius.” Rolf repeated the word, disliking the way it sounded. The
Elegian Empire was an old enemy of the Kerathi, even if they’d not
battled more than infrequently in hundreds of Yarres. Somehow, the
air felt a bit cooler then, even if the smoky fire they huddled around
was no dimmer than before. He was in the lands of his enemies.

If he had been leery of lighting a fire before because of the
unwanted attention it might draw to them even in as remote of an
area as they were in, Rolf found the smoky fire a welcome comfort
after an Ouer of spear-fishing with Makan. The Mueran was
apparently unaffected by chilling winds and cold water, but Rolf
couldn’t say the same. Makan had stood stork-still waist-deep among
the waves with the patience of a priest. Nothing could disturb his
vigil.
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Even when Rolf had tried to spark up a conversation to alleviate the
boredom that was encroaching on him, Makan had waved him off
and continued to wait for dinner to swim within a spear throw’s
distance. And, Rolf found out, a spear’s throw for Makan was no
short distance. With the cord tied from the spear’s end to his wrist,
Makan had no worries of losing the spear, even when it pierced the
water and dove seven or eight Mayters away.
Now Rolf was no stranger to waiting for food to walk or swim by, but
this was a different story entirely. When hunting for himself and for
his village, he’d often had to wait for the course of two or three Ouers
in a disguised hiding place or a tree blind of some sort. Trying to do
the same in the crashing waves and cold wind was an entirely
different sort of physical trial. It challenged the body and the mind
while sapping energy and patience. After an Ouer, he’d had enough.
Back at the fire, Rolf was too cold an exhausted to do much more
than sit there before the fire and warm himself. He wrapped himself
in blankets they’d salvaged from the wreck, blankets that had only
dried because the winds had whipped all the water out of them and
not because it was warm out. It might still be the Saysuhn of Orange,
the time of harvest and changing leaves, but to Rolf it felt more like
the Saysuhn of White on that cold beach even if there was no snow
to be seen.
Sitting before that fire with his mind blank of everything except the
thought that he was horribly cold, Rolf came to a conclusion. He
looked across the fire at Makan, who was busy shaving driftwood
down into manageable pieces to feed the fire.
“You took me with you because you wanted me to tire myself out.
You wanted me to be too tired to argue any more.”
Makan didn’t even look up from his work. He simply nodded and
continued to slice off slivers of the log with a bone-handled knife that
Rolf figured must have been impossibly sharp from the way it was
cutting.
Rolf frowned and looked at the three sizeable fish skewered and
spitted over the fire, basking in the smoke and heat of their blaze.
“You didn’t need me to fish either. I caught nothing. I could have just
sat on the shore and waited for you to finish. Yet you saw to it that I
froze myself half to death.” Rolf said accusingly, his teeth chattering.
“Why?”
“Because it is important for you to keep busy. Busy hands and tired
minds have less time for idle speculation and worrying. I also wanted
someone to carry my fish back here for me.” Makan said with a wink,
adding, “Even I get tired after battling the waves that long.”
“Bedros could have carried the fish. I could have taken a turn
watching Anthea.” Rolf suggested, looking over at the Ox-Man, who
grunted in disapproval. “No one has spelled him since we got here.
He hardly leaves her side.”
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Makan cast a look of approval over at Bedros, who still held Anthea
in his lap, her limbs curled up against his bulky body. Her hands
clutched his fur, singed in places though it was. “I think Bedros is
doing an admirably fine job, and as he’s been her protector longer
than any of us, I’m quite willing to defer to his expertise in matters of
her care. Besides, I don’t think either of us can put out the body heat
he does. It’s important she stays warm while she rests.”
“Rests? I think this is more than just a nap she’s taking. It’s been
Dees now.” Rolf remarked critically.
“For all we know, this is perfectly normal for an enchanter. I’ve
never known another so I can’t really say. She’s likely overextended
herself at our bidding to protect her safety and ours, and now her
body is making her pay for it.”
Rolf frowned and huddled deeper into his blanket. “She did do three
enchantments in one night.”
“All in proximate time of each other, too.” Makan agreed. “It also
doesn’t help that we’ve not seen much of the sun these Dees. We
snuck her through a dark city, out of town on a dark boat, and
through four Dees of darkened storm skies. Now she lays on a rocky
beach with little more than a peek at the sun every Ouer of the Dee.”
“Surely the fire and the crystal pods help some…”
Makan nodded. “I’m sure they do. They probably keep her from
dying. We can’t forget that her Aurean nature, which seems to be the
dominant part of her parentage, requires a significant amount of
sunlight.”
“But those Aureans we fought in the streets and in the inn didn’t.”
Rolf pointed out. ”They seemed perfectly at home in the night, where
Anthea is practically aquiver with fear at the thought of going into the
dark night without a strong light source at her side.”
“I don’t quite understand that myself. Why they seemed unaffected
by the dark was beyond me. There was definitely something strange
about them though.”
Bedros snorted again, gnashing his teeth angrily at the memory of
fighting the Aureans in the streets of Norsjalde and of the pain they
inflicted on him. His flesh still bore the signs of that struggle.
Everyone grew silent for a moment, caught up in a reminiscent
haze. There was little good about that night, except their escape
from the danger of the Aureans into the danger of a fierce set of
storms.
“What’s that smell?” A weak voice asked.
Everyone paused upon hearing Anthea’s voice, as if they’d all
imagined the same thing. Bedros’ wide brown eyes concernedly
searched Anthea’s face for some sign that she was not well.
“Anthea?” Rolf ventured.
“What’s that smell?” She repeated.
“Fish. It’s dinner.” Makan answered.
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“Good. Is it ready? I’m famished.” She said weakly, stretching out
her limbs and rolling free of Bedros’ wide lap. “I feel like I haven’t
eaten in Dees.”
“That’s because you haven’t.” Makan said with a smile. “You’ve
been drinking broth and water whenever we could get you to take it.”
“Dees? How long has it been?”
“It’s the fifth of Falling. It’s Fyvesdee.” Rolf answered.
“We fled on Einsdee, right? How is it Fyvesdee?” Anthea asked,
stretching painfully cramped muscles. Then, looking around her with
a decidedly displeased look at her surroundings, she shivered and
added, “And where are we?”
Makan fielded this question. “You’ve been unconscious for four
Dees. We think you put too much strain on your body. We were
caught in a storm and we were shipwrecked here on Elegius.”
“Two shipwrecks in about a Munth, right? Three if you count your
decoy ship.” Rolf asked.
Makan shot Rolf a dirty look, but Anthea just laughed, startling them
all.
“What’s so funny?” Makan asked sourly.
“I’ve just never met a Mueran so prone to shipwrecks, but then
you’re the only one I’ve met before. It’s amusing because I’ve always
heard about the seamanship of Muerans if I’ve heard anything at all.”
She teased warmly.
Makan grunted. “Tulis and Marceaupo were having a nasty scuffle,
perhaps as a result of the winds and waves you called to help speed
my way out of Norsjalde. Whatever the reason, The Kerathi Gap was
alive with their angry battle and we got drawn up in it. Before we
were done, we’d battled nearly four Dees of storms. Even if our
landing was rough and we lost most of our supplies, we were quite
lucky we weren’t swept out into the Outer Seas or dashed on the
rocks here.”
“Here. We’re on Elegius you say? I expected something grander for
the so-called birthplace of civilization.” Anthea commented with a
sigh. “Perhaps their declarations were a bit self-aggrandizing.”
“You’re on a mostly deserted arm of the landmass. Trust me, the
cities of the Elegian Empire are nothing if not awe-inspiring.” Makan
reassured her.
“The ones we didn’t burn at least.” Rolf remarked proudly,
reminding everyone – not that they needed to be told – that the
Kerathi were key in the downfall of the Empire hundreds of Yarres
ago.
“Quite true.” Makan admitted. “But stone doesn’t always burn that
well, so many of their great temples and masterful works of
architecture still stand. They just had to fix them up after the wars
ended.”
“You sound like you like Elegians.” Rolf accused.
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“I merely appreciate the finer points of any culture. Each of the
peoples of Elegia has their good and bad sides.” Makan said
diplomatically.
“Wait, wait, wait!” Anthea cried, interrupting Rolf before he could
reply. He closed his mouth with an audible click of his teeth and let
her speak. “I just woke up. Tell me more about what happened.
Apparently I have lost four Dees, practically five since it seems to be
evening now and the last thing I remember was the earliest Ouers of
Einsdee.”
“What do you want to know?” Makan asked. “The Dees we spent
battling storms were uneventful for anything other than poor weather
and an eventual shipwreck.”
Anthea thought for a moment. “How did you get back to our boat? I
can’t remember anything after enchanting our boat while you led the
Flier away.”
Makan smiled at the memory of his rescue. “I thought for a short
while I was going to die. The Flier came upon me as I tried to make a
run to a small island. They came in close, but I didn’t want them too
close, lest they see through our ruse. I threw things at them to keep
them back. I recall rather fondly the wobble of the Flier after I startled
the pilot.”
“You threw things at them?” Anthea asked, trying to imagine how
that would work.
“A gaff and maybe other things, too. I didn’t really have any
weapons to speak of. Everything happened so fast that I can’t
remember it all clearly. I was too busy trying to keep the ship out of
their arc-lance fire. They tried to get me to stop. They burned part of
the sail but the wind put the fire out. Then they took to blowing holes
in the hull.”
“They must have been angry then, because that would have put me
at risk.” Anthea wondered aloud.
“That or they really didn’t care to capture you.” Rolf said solemnly.
“We have to consider that as a possibility now.”
Makan nodded in agreement. “He’s right, even if it’s not a pleasant
thought.”
Anthea put on a worried expression, causing Bedros to sigh heavily
as he scratched at one of his ears. He seemed to be having trouble
getting the spot, so Anthea reached over and did it for him. He huffed
appreciatively.
“Things were rough, but after they shot out the rudder, I had no way
to steer. I let it go right into the rocks of the island while I slipped off
the back of the ship. It was broken into kindling.”
“But how did you get from there to our ship? Our ship was Kilomes
away, heading the opposite direction.”
“I was floating among the wreckage, and then I sank into the water,
not wanting to be spotted. While I hovered there in the cold
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darkness, I felt something brush past me. When it came by for a
second pass, I grabbed on.”
Anthea smiled in wonderment. “What was it?”
“An Orca.” Makan answered with a broad smile that split his dark
face. “Fallu sent one of his daughters to take me to you.” He pressed
a palm to the top of his head in silent reverence.
Anthea clapped her hands in enjoyment. “I wish I’d seen it.” She
turned to Rolf. “Did you see it?”
Rolf nodded. “Clearly an impressive animal. I’ve never seen the
likes of a man riding a beast like that.” He turned to Bedros and
offered an apologetic look. “I use the term ‘beast’ loosely.”
Bedros grinned toothily, his heavy lips sliding up to expose his flat,
yellowed teeth.
“It must have been amazing to ride, yes?” Anthea asked, leaning in
as if she could absorb his experiences through mere proximity to his
storytelling.
“It truly was exhilarating. Such an animal is powerful beyond
imagination. We traveled at speeds unattainable by most boats.”
Makan smiled once more at the memory. “But what of you? I haven’t
heard a complete retelling of how you escaped. What did you do to
the boat to make it so invisible? I mean, surely they looked around
for other boats escaping, just in case.”
“I made it black. It and everything on it were black as night for as
long as I could manage to hold the enchantment, which seemed to
be long enough.”
“I see. I didn’t see it as black though. The ship looked quite normal
to me, or else I’d likely have missed it. Maybe the enchantment had
already worn off.”
“Ah, but that’s because you weren’t an enemy. Only those who
wished us harm or harbored us no good will would see it as such.”
“How did you do it?”
“You mean, what did I use to enchant it?”
Makan nodded. “Yes, and what were the words? Can you
remember?”
“I never remember the words. They just come out. I only recall what
I wished to accomplish. The words are given to me from the Gods I
think. They just come into my mind when I concentrate on what I
wish to do.” Anthea replied, shrugging.
“Strange.”
“I used a sunflower. It’s good for false appearances.”
“I remember the words.” Rolf announced, cutting into their
conversation.
Anthea looked at him in surprise, while Makan regarded him in
interest.
“Can you recite them?” Makan asked.
Rolf frowned. “They won’t do any harm if I just say them, will they?”
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Anthea shook her head. “No, you have to focus your will and the
energy of the plant you have grown, cared for, or handled. The
words are just an auxiliary component as far as I know.”
“Sunflower, grant me the power; to hide and obscure us, from those
that make us cower. A dark shroud, as if in a cloud, to take us
beyond that which they would allow.” Rolf intoned.
“Strange.” Anthea commented. “I don’t recall those words at all.”
“The words are probably less important than what happens when
you say them, I suppose.” Makan suggested.
“And right now, that’s all less important than relieving myself. After
which, I plan to eat at least half of the fish you have there.” Anthea
announced, excusing herself to find a bit of privacy.
“After four Dees I’d have to go as well.” Makan offered as
explanation.
The three of them laughed mirthfully while Anthea saw to her
needs. Thinking back on the lessons Makan had tried to teach him
earlier, Rolf realized that it was important to find humor in the
simplest of things when life got too serious.

“Where do we go nextdee?” Rolf asked, voicing the question on
everyone’s minds.
Bedros looked from face to face, his thick neck stiff as he moved
his upper body to face each person. A cascade of strange
expressions ran across the man-beast’s face. Makan watched the
Ox-Man with interest. Rarely did he show so much desire to express
himself, as clearly he did now.
“I’ve thought on that and I must say that I still believe our
destination is Aetheline.” Anthea said at last, huddling toward the fire
more for light than warmth. Her face glowed healthily in the flickering
firelight.
“I know that’s always been your destination, but have you given a
thought to the fact that they might not care to see you there? Or
maybe they’d like to see you there, because they can capture you. It
seems like you’ve escaped enemy hands only to walk willingly into
their arms.” Rolf observed bitterly.
Makan nodded. “I can’t help but agree. What exactly is it you hope
to find in Aetheline? You must know that our path with you ends
there, right? Aureans certainly won’t harbor lowlander fugitives
among their kind, even if they do accept you.”
“I don’t want to leave you all behind, but you have to know that my
father must come first.” Anthea replied.
“And if your father isn’t there?” Makan asked, earning a nod from
Rolf.
Anthea swallowed hard. “Then I’m alone in the world.”
Bedros huffed.
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“Well, not alone. I’m just without family. I have no brothers or
sisters, and both my father and my mother will be dead then. I’m far
too young to be an orphan.”
Makan frowned. “I don’t think there’s ever an appropriate or
opportune age to become an orphan. Let’s focus on the hope that
your father escaped or that he had some reason for you to go to
Aetheline. If he planned ahead at all, he would have had something
waiting for you and him in Aetheline – allies maybe.”
“You’re right. He planned for everything. I know he did. He must
have.” Anthea said, but they all hear the waiver of doubt in her voice.
“What about the enchantment that lead you to us? Have you had
any more visions or intuitions about where to go? Signs even?”
Makan queried.
“I have an inkling to go south.” Anthea replied. “Something tells me
we’ll find a settlement there.”
“It wouldn’t surprise me.” Makan admitted. “I believe I’ve seen one
on maps. It’s supposedly a place of near-exile for those who have
displeased the Empress, or something of that sort. I’m not really
certain.”
“And we want to visit those people?” Rolf asked incredulously.
“They seem like undesirables.”
“It makes sense. Think about it. We ourselves are undesirables,
and we’re sure to attract less attention in a third-rate city full of the
disgraced than in a city full of the high end of society. We’ll stick out
less among the lesser folk.” Makan explained.
“Yet sometimes you’re most invisible in plain sight. The high and
mighty might not deign to notice lesser creatures such as ourselves.”
Rolf argued.
Anthea held up her hands, forestalling any argument between the
two. “You do have a point, both of you, but I must follow where the
enchantment leads me. If being attacked, hunted down, and waking
up shipwrecked after Dees of being unconscious is to be considered
fortunate, we have not yet been led astray. We have had all the right
people for each situation so far. Perhaps this city of misfits will offer
us more than we could hope for?”
“Is there a chance you missed a sign when you were asleep?” Rolf
asked.
Anthea shook her head. “I don’t think so. I hadn’t thought of that
though. I think if it were something important enough, it would keep
telling me.”
“Unless you missed the opportunity.” Makan pondered, troubled by
the line of thought that Rolf had begun.
“Let’s not think like that. Please?” Anthea pleaded, her brow
furrowed with worry.
Bedros grunted and began to gesture quickly to Anthea, a series of
facial expressions and hand movements that neither Makan nor Rolf
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could fully comprehend. Anthea nodded a couple times before he
finished, and then she turned back to her expectant companions.
“He says we may pass by Ox-Men lands on the way Aetheline, and
wants to stop if we can. He’s rather… excited… I guess, by the
possibility of meeting some of his kind who are not servants of
another race.”
“You mean a herd?” Rolf asked.
Anthea shrugged. “I’ve never met or seen wild Ox-Men, if wild is the
term to use.” Seeing Bedros’ expression over her choice in words,
she said, “Free I guess would be more appropriate. I’m not sure if
they should be called a herd either, since they’re not cattle.”
“If we’re carried past it, I don’t see a reason not to stop, other than
expediency’s sake. But you are in charge here. We are following
you.” Makan declared, amazed for not the first time that a girl so
young held the fate of four in her hands.
Bedros nodded in approval, folding his heavy arms across his
coarsely furred chest.
“We’ll just have to see.” Anthea said tiredly. “We leave nextdee
morning though, alright?”
“Good.” Rolf replied. “I tire of sitting on this cold beach.”
“You don’t want to stay and spearfish for a few more Dees?” Makan
asked, grinning.
Rolf grunted and made a sour look, and then took to polishing and
cleaning the one of his father’s pair of rifles that still remained in his
possession. Saltwater wasn’t kind to rifles, or to sabres and knives.
They said little more before passing into the realm of sleep, but
Bedros’ urgent request weighed on Makan’s mind. He couldn’t help
but wonder what would make the Ox-Man make a personal request
at this point in their journeys. What was important enough that they
could stop and risk giving Genero and the Aureans more time to
search for them? Even if they were thought dead, Makan had a
feeling that the Aureans would be thorough in searching for them,
just in case they were mistaken.
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CHAPTER 20
The Empress’ Arm has always been something of an undesirable
location. While it has some modest mineral and ore deposits, it’s
prone to heavy winds and long bouts of rain. It has almost no
beaches to speak of, and its rocky shores are inhospitable to most
trees and plants. Only the heartiest of trees and grasses grow there,
clinging tenaciously to the rocks. They sink their twisted roots into
what little gravelly soil they can find.
The lone settlement of any size along the Empress’ Arm is on a
small island to the east of the Arm. Miniya is a place of exile for
those who have displeased the Empress. At the height of the
Empire, it was actually a training ground for the daughters of the
Empress, but it was a bit more hospitable then. At Miniya they would
practice leading a household and small city with its own thriving
mineral trade. Management of funds, servants, and a bodyguard on
a small scale were necessary to prove themselves worthy to begin
taking on larger duties closer to the heart of the Empire.
Most important of all these roles, was the maintenance of a loyal
set of well-trained bodyguards. The Empress’ daughters would know
that at least one attempt would be made on their lives in the Yarre
they ruled over Miniya. Those who failed to stop the attempt proved
themselves unworthy of greater glories in the Empire. It was not
unheard of for Empress’ who were jealous of or worried about one of
their daughters’ abilities to use Miniya as a means of executing their
own offspring to hold onto the throne longer. Jendayi IV disposed of
no fewer than seven daughters this way, each the offspring of a
different one of her many husbands. She died on the throne, refusing
to relinquish it even to her offspring that survived Miniya.
During The Fall of the Empire, Miniya came under heavy attack by
the Kerathi, and was taken for use as a staging ground for their
attacks on the mainland. They repaired and refitted their vessels
there, as many of them had suffered damage crossing the Inner
Seas to reach the Elegian homelands. When they had spent all the
warriors they could on assaulting the homes of their former masters,
Miniya was razed to the ground.
For many Yarres it lay barren and uninhabited while the Empire
sought to rebuild itself from the center outward. Too many people
despaired and felt that the Empire would never be what it once was
and that too much had been lost, so there was no push to reclaim
the island city. It wasn’t until the enlightened reign of Femi IX, known
as Femi the Builder, that an effort was made to reclaim the lost
islands bordering Elegius and rebuild some of what had been
destroyed.
There was a great shortage of skilled workers and craftsmen after
all the Empire had been through, so she looked for outside help.
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Using Ox-Men laborers she secured through a treaty that still stands,
she began rebuilding many of the lost cities of the Elegian people.
The Daughters’ Palace, or the Palace of Future Empresses as it was
sometimes known, was one of the first things rebuilt, though it was
nothing like what it once was.
Many debated the benefits of reclaiming these former holdings, but
the will of Empress Femi IX to restore Elegia to some of its former
glory was too hard to deny. Unfortunately for Miniya, once a beautiful
place and a city of prosperity despite its harsh surroundings, what
was rebuilt afterward was nothing but a pale shadow of its former
self…
- Excerpt from Ramessef’s ‘A Chronicle of Elegius’
th

 Aytesdee, the 8 of Falling, 768 A.E. 
Anthea huddled between Bedros, who sat on her left, and Makan,
who sat on her right between her and Rolf. They were riding on a
small fishing vessel to Miniya, as she had learned the outlying
Elegian island settlement sheltered by the Empress’ Arm was called.
She had endured three long Dees of walking along rocky shores
filled with slippery rocks and whipping winds that blew sea spray
from the crashing waves at them.
Even Bedros was weary, subsisting on what occasional edible plant
matter he could find. Fish was not an option for an herbivore, and
being that he was of considerable size, he required a fair deal of
grazing food. For nearly a Wayke since they had left Norsjalde, he
had been underfed, and what extra fat he had around his torso had
quickly begun to melt off. His coat was not glossy and strong as it
had once been, but dull and ragged, especially around where he had
been burned by arc-lances. He had taken to chewing on bits of pine
boughs and mosses that he found even though they made his
stomach ache fiercely. Yet even that aching in his gut was not so
bad as the constant rumbling and the hunger pangs he felt when it
was empty.
Anthea, too, knew weariness the likes of which she had never felt
before. Her Dees spent unconscious had left her weak,
undernourished, and ill prepared for the rough trek to Miniya. She
cast off into sleep at every opportunity and ate ravenously, trying to
nourish her normally thin frame back to its regular size from its
current bony state.
On the evening of the third Dee out from their initial camp on the tip
of the Empress’ Arm, they had come across a small fishing
settlement that lay across a short gap of water from the island city of
Miniya. The fishing village was an Elegian settlement. It was filled
with a handful of men and an occasional woman – though they were
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often hard to tell as women from first glances because their hair was
always cropped so short.
Being Elegian, they had skin the color of cocoa, though some
seemed to have a ruddier coloring, almost rusty. Their eyes were
large and bright with brownish irises that matched their coloring.
Most men seemed to wear their hair long, and the women wore
theirs very short. That was an oddity to Anthea, almost a reversal of
what her own people did. The exceptions seemed to be men who
owned their own vessels, who would have hair of relatively short
length, though still longer than the few women who worked alongside
the men. Hair was, then, apparently a status symbol, and the
differing lengths meant different things for each gender.
In the small settlement, little more than a few crude huts and a
couple docks and storehouses for the week’s catch, Makan had
surprised her with his glib tongue. It had taken him but a few short
Mynettes with the fishermen to convince them of their earnest need
for passage to the island. Rolf had told her that he figured it had
something to do with the brotherhood of sailors and fishermen that
existed everywhere, no matter what race.
Regardless of the townsfolk’s reasons for accepting, they had
agreed to take four strangers of mixed heritages to the island –
without pay no less. Of course, upon seeing the actual passengers,
there had been a few nervous looks, a bit of tittering laughter, and
some scratching of heads. They had kept to their word, and though
they cast frequent looks at her and Bedros, they did so out of
curiosity and not out of anger or hatred.
“Miniya lies ahead.” The captain called back to them in accented
Low Elegian, showing off a mouth full of uneven teeth as he smiled
warmly and pointed over the bow of the ship. His skin shone like
henna beneath the kiss of the sun – a warm and fitting color for
someone of such an open nature.
They were sitting in a row on the floor of the boat, which wasn’t
entirely dry, but dampness was nothing they hadn’t endured before.
As it was, Anthea preferred sitting on the cold, wet deck of a ship
that smelled of fish to ever walking again, but when the captain
announced that Miniya was near, curiosity overwhelmed her
footsoreness.
Makan saw that she was going to stand, and helped her up. She
saw in his eyes that he too was curious. Bedros and Rolf made to
get up as well, but she shook her head at them. Both settled back
into an uneasy slumber. Rolf, no doubt, had little interest in anything
Elegian, as he and the Kerathi people still considered them
something of an enemy. Bedros was had different reasons though;
she knew that to him one city was much like another, and he longed
to see the open plains his people roamed upon.
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She moved forward with Makan holding her arm. His feet were sure
and steady on the deck, while she constantly had to grab for the
railing or Makan to keep from falling over. He never laughed or made
fun of her for it though, which she found comforting. She wasn’t in
the mood for such things, but her mood lifted when she looked out
across the measure of the Inner Seas that stood between them and
Miniya.
For a brief moment, with the tang of salt in the air and the sunset a
fire on the horizon, Anthea thought she knew what it must have been
like to experience the Elegian Empire at its height. Miniya was a lowslung collection of buildings that clung to the coastline, but further
back there were wooded cliffs ablaze with the colors of the Saysuhn
of Orange, and even further back on the hill, there was a wide palace
whose rounded towers looked like golden eggs glistening in the
sunlight.
The Daughters’ Palace glowed like a hill of mica before the sun, a
shimmering jewel. Even if Rolf hadn’t proudly, though not tactfully,
made mention that his people had burned Miniya to the ground many
Yarres ago, she would have been impressed. He had filled her in on
all he knew of the city and all that his people had done to destroy it,
so it was heartening to see that something this grand still stood.
When she realized that this was impressive structure was just what
had been built to replace something that was supposed to have been
much grander, she appreciated it all the more.
In the distance, she couldn’t see the poor to shoddy workmanship
of the waterfront buildings and lesser holdings of Miniya, buildings
that probably wouldn’t have looked that poor if not set against the
artistically wrought marble and limestone of the Daughters’ Palace.
Miniya might not hold a candle to the well-maintained, lofty towers
of Cenalium, each a scepter of glass and stone jutting high into the
air with gossamer, spidery walkways stretched between them, but it
was the most impressive city Anthea had seen since leaving her old
home. It was of a foreign flavor to her, but she found the civilization it
promised welcoming. Norsjalde, and Harsbrukke especially, had
been far too archaic and crude for her. The accommodations were
downright savage, and due to the scarce amenities, she’d not felt
completely clean since her departure from Cenalium. The promise of
more modern conveniences was a strong lure for her, but then
realization sat in.
“We have no money and little of worth.” She said quietly.
“I know.” Makan said with a sigh. “It is unfortunate that our vessel
did not survive at least. We could have sold it.”
“How will we live? How can we eat or find a place to sleep?”
“All will work out. Rolf and I will work to earn wages to pay for a
passage to Aetheline. Even Bedros might find work here. I
understand, from speaking with our kind captain and crew here, that
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Ox-Men are sometimes hired for stone work in this city, and across
the empire as a whole.”
“So you all find jobs to keep food in our bellies. What then?”
“We follow your lead, Anthea. Wherever the enchantment you
spoke Waykes ago leads you.”
“Even if the result is bad? I feel the enchantment taking me to this
city, but I can’t guarantee what we will find.”
“The Gods won’t lead us astray if we do all that our minds, hearts,
and bodies can, and if we do what is right. Fallu has aided us
already, and Gandahar is a constant encouraging hand pushing us
along. Even Tulis and Marceaupo’s constant warring served to
obscure our flight from Norsjalde.” Makan said. Then, feeling a
profound poetic urge, he spoke one of the proverbs of his people.
“Storms always end, and light always wins out over night.”
“When it’s storming bad and overcast, there is no light.” Anthea said
contradictorily, frowning solemnly.
“Even on overcast Dees, the sun is always there, it’s just hidden for
awhile. You must remember that it’s always there, even if it’s hard to
find.”
Anthea smiled for a moment, basking in the failing sun and the
strength of will and optimism radiating from the man beside her. As
for Makan, he stood there, his arm around her to help keep her near
the rail, lest she fall. In that moment, he saw her as she was meant
to be: beneath the sun.
So like a flower, he thought to himself. Her face follows the sun,
turning to let it soak in, just like a plant turns its leaves. His mind
went beyond her and beyond the boat then to Miniya and the tasks
that might lie between them and passage to Aetheline. Still, the
image of her he had seen in that brief moment as the sun finally
dove beneath the distance waves and mountains kept returning to
him.
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CHAPTER 21
Sometimes, all you can do is wait and watch. Life has a way of
moving on all around you. You must wait patiently for the right time
to jump on, or you’ll fall off. You only get to fall off once and while I’ve
never done it, I understand it’s not entirely pleasant…
- Excerpt from Ramessef’s ‘The Way of Things’
th

 Einsdee, the 11 of Falling, 768 A.E. 
“Eat more, Rolf.” Anthea urged from across the plank table that
they’d temporarily moved to the center of their small apartment for
mealtime.
“No, that’s alright.” Rolf replied, holding up one had while patting his
stomach with the other. “I’ve had my fill of greens. Bedros can eat
the rest.” He frowned at the empty bowls of rice and lentils. Those
had gone quickly, leaving only lettuce and other greens drenched in
vinegar and sesame seeds for flavor.
Anthea nodded and sighed. “I wish we could afford better, but there
are four of us to feed, and we have only the wages you and Makan
make to buy things.”
Bedros ignored them both and grabbed another fistful of the leafy
vegetables. He ground the leaves between his teeth methodically,
savoring the flavors. Bits of green collected at the corners of his
mouth with a frothy saliva buildup that seemed to be as much from
him chewing as from him smiling while doing so.
Rolf shrugged dismissively. “The foreman’s wife is sweet on Makan
I think.” He grinned at Makan, who put on a nonplussed look, as if he
had no idea what Rolf spoke of. “She keeps bringing him food, and
he shares with me. So, I get enough to eat.”
Anthea regarded Makan with a smile of her own, but he only
shrugged.
“The foreman and I have taken to each other. He shares my love of
the sea, and we waste the Ouers after the docks are clear talking of
ships and places we’ve been.” Makan explained. “It’s Rolf the
women are sweet on.”
“I think they’ve just never seen a handsome Kerathi fellow like
myself before.” Rolf bragged, causing the others to laugh. He
frowned and added, “That or they haven’t seen a guy with a beard.”
“Some women like foreign men. They’re exotic and exciting.”
Makan suggested.
“That’s me to a T.” Rolf insisted, laughing along with the others this
time.
Makan folded his arms over his chest and put on one of his thinking
faces. Rolf shook his head at the more contemplative man while
drumming his fingers on the table anxiously.
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“Do you have something to do?” Anthea asked, regarding him
curiously. “You seem to be waiting for permission to leave.”
Rolf grinned sheepishly. “Me and some of the boys from the docks
were going to have a few mugs of ale tonight in one of the drinking
houses.”
“With what money?” Anthea asked in surprise. “We’re supposed to
be saving up for passage out of here.”
“I have money!” Rolf grumbled.
“I… you…” Anthea sighed, feeling ashamed that she was making a
fuss over the few coins he would probably spend, especially when he
had earned them and she could not even find a way to work in
Miniya.
“Let him go.” Makan suggested, leaning forward coming out of his
thinking pose. “It’ll be good for him to get out. Spending too much
time cooped up with your friends is the best way to turn them into
enemies.”
“Always so wise.” Rolf teased. “Besides, it’s a well-known fact that a
Kerathi man will die or go crazy if he goes too many Dees without an
ale.”
“I think it’s more likely that a Kerathi male has just never tried to go
without.” Makan said with a laugh. “Therefore that’s an unproven
rumor you’re spreading there.”
“I think not.” Rolf protested. “We’re weaned on mead.”
“Truly?” Anthea asked.
Rolf grinned and nodded. “From the teat and mother’s milk to
nature’s honey mead the way the Gods intended.”
Anthea turned to Makan, seeking confirmation. “Is that true?”
Makan shrugged. “It may be. I’ve not heard that before, but I’ve also
never heard that it isn’t true. Would it surprise you though?”
“It’s just strange giving an infant alcohol.” Anthea murmured.
“We suckle well into our teens, though.” Rolf said with a wink and a
grin.
“See!” Anthea cried, covering her mouth as she laughed at the
mental image. “Now I know you’re joking.”
“Perhaps,” Rolf admitted, “but every culture is different. Look at
these Elegians. They have their public bathhouses, while we’d rather
just go swim in a stream or flop in a barrel for a good scrub. Even
their language is different.”
“It’s still Low Elegian. It’s just a different dialect. Only the royals and
upper class speak High Elegian.” Makan replied.
“They speak like they’ve got sand in their mouths though.” Rolf
complained.
“What about me? I speak differently.” Makan said.
Rolf scratched at his cheek as he thought for a moment. “You talk
like you’re chewing on a fish or something. It’s probably a reflection
of where you grew up.”
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“Rolf! You’re horrible.” Anthea said, aghast that he would speak
with such open prejudice.
“You love me anyway.” Rolf replied with a chuckle, pushing up out
of his chair. He waved stiffly and marched toward the door.
“I won’t ask when you’ll be back.” Anthea called over to him.
“I wouldn’t tell you anyway, because I don’t know.” Rolf said over
his shoulder as he opened the door.
“Just be ready to work tomorrow.” Makan said.
“I’ll be up before you, old man.”
“You’d better be.”
Anthea sighed once more as the door closed behind Rolf.
“He’ll be fine. His teasing just now only illustrated how excited he
was to be going out for even an Ouer or so. I know that the whole
time he’ll be thinking about you and worrying if you’re safe though.”
Bedros nodded in agreement, his mouth still curled up in a smile
that bared his teeth, now stained green from all that he had been
eating.
“I know. I’m just wondering how a guy like that makes any friends in
a place like this that would be willing to go drink, or go anywhere,
with him.”
“He’s different when he works. He’s all business and hard work.
They respect that, and when they’re done working their fingers to the
bone, they like to relax.”
“I don’t know if I’ve seen that side of him before.” Anthea admitted.
“Sure you have. Don’t you remember our escape from Norsjalde?
He did what had to be done and he did it well. I’m not particularly
fond of the Kerathi mindset, but that boy has a good head on his
strong shoulders when he chooses to use it.”
“Maybe I should be nicer to him then?” She wondered aloud.
Makan shook his head. “You’re plenty nice to all of us. Don’t worry
about changing how you act. Just do what needs to be done. That’s
what he does, and that’s what I’ll do. Worry about figuring out what
that enchantment wants us to do, and we’ll go from there. Until then,
we’ll just keep working and eating and sleeping.”
Anthea nodded. “I can do that.”
Makan smiled. “I know you can.”
Bedros reached over to pat Anthea’s head briefly before moving it
to grab another handful of greens. Makan and Anthea laughed at his
gluttony, but he didn’t care. The smile never left his face. They could
all see how much better the Ox-Man was starting to look since he’d
begun eating regularly again, and they’d not begrudge him his fill.
And as for Rolf, Anthea wouldn’t deny him a little socialization and
reckless fun. He deserved and needed it. Although, that didn’t mean
that part of her didn’t want to be out there experiencing things as
freely as he did, but she was a fugitive, while he was free to come
and go when he wished. She never forgot that distinction.
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CHAPTER 22
The Elegian Empire’s military force was always seen as being
strange by the other races in that it had only female officers but all
male soldiers. For the varied peoples of Elegia, the task of war falls
almost exclusively under the domain of a man’s duties. Yet the
Elegian Empire deviated from this formula, and they have been quite
successful in doing so.
The Kerathi have been and will likely always be a patriarchal
society, and strongly so. This is especially true in military matters,
which to them is most of their reason for existence and therefore a
large part of their culture. The Aynglicans, during times of war,
confine their women to infirmaries nursing the wounded or to safe
houses where they do not have to witness the horrors of battle. This
is surprising considering that they have had many queens,
duchesses, and princesses who ruled in times of war. Mueran
women tend to avoid battle unless their homes and children are
threatened. If this happens, I have been told, they are a fearsome
force to behold; even still they are not part of any trained army, if
these islander people could even be said to have any organized
army that is. The Rumani haven’t had an organized army since the
loss of Rummil, but even then it was the men who did the fighting.
Too little is known of the Uleauts and the Ox-Men to know how they
organize in war, either because they live in too remote of places or
because they manage to avoid the dirty little habit of killing each
other on a mass scale that the rest of us have. So, it is the Elegian
Empire’s sole province to have women as leaders in war.
Among the Empire’s officers, it is normal for an officer to lead by
word and not by strength of arms. There are few women who can
match brawn on a pound for pound basis with men, let alone ones
who are also smart enough to lead and have the fortitude for war.
There have been a few, though, who have proved counter to the
norm, leading both by strength of arms and will.
Unfortunately for these women, they tend not to live long, as they
come into the notice of the Empresses, who usually have them done
away with in any number of discrete or indiscrete ways.
Opportunistic and strong women built the Empire, and more than
once there have been rapid shifts in power and governance as a
result of two or more women vying for the throne. While it is often
sad for these war heroines to die, the death of one or two saves the
lives of countless thousands who might die if a civil war were to
erupt…
- Excerpt from Ramessef’s ‘A Chronicle of Elegius’
th

 Thraysdee, the 13 of Falling, 768 A.E. 
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Whispers carried to ears half-covered by curls of dark hair – hair
that was dangerously long for an Elegian woman not born into
nobility. In this shrine of Juria, garishly attired with sheets of the
thinnest silk the color of rouge fluttering like liquid in the slight
breeze, there were always people.
This woman’s eyes were closed in silent devotion to the Goddess of
Royalty and Empires, as well as of Beauty. Her dusky skin was that
of an Elegian who had been out under much sun, as her lined hands
and prematurely aging face attested to, as did her sun-lightened hair.
She was not praying for the beauty of her youth to return, for she
was still youthful in body. No, she was praying for her disgraced exile
in Miniya to come to an end.
On her left shoulder were the threadbare flashes of her uniform –
they were all she had kept as a memento of her former position as
the embodiment of the Empress’ will. The golden threads picked out
a distinctly feline design: a Sandcat. The desert felines were
extraordinarily patient and fierce, willing to lie among the shifting
sands until they were completely covered so they might spring upon
unwary prey be it human or animal. The Sandcat design meant that
she was one of many who were given – indirectly of course for she
was not worth direct conversation with the Empress – the orders of
the Empress by an intermediary. The intermediary in turn likely
received them from one of the more trusted aides who attended the
Empress directly, though there was often even more steps between
the Empress and the intended recipient. Or at least she used to
receive such orders before her disgraced dismissal to Miniya.
Three Yarres had passed since she had disobeyed orders that she
had known to be wrong, and even though the result of such a
dangerous choice had been positive, she had borne the wrath of an
Empress who would not be questioned by a lowly officer. Only the
fact that her disobedience had saved the lives of at least a few
hundred of her fellow soldiers and officers had earned her exile to
the far corner of the Empire instead of death.
Even now, toiling as a common bodyguard for a corpulent merchant
who made his desires for her flesh very evident, she did not regret
her choice. Every Dee she told herself that any orders that are given
should be subject to change upon surveying the situation you are
thrust into. Often orders are no longer adequate after you are better
informed. The Empress could not have known prior to the
engagement that she was ordering certain death for her soldiers. It
would have resulted in failure to achieve the goals she had ordered
be achieved, and dead men certainly cannot do anyone’s bidding.
Every Dee she told herself that the Empress was merely saving
face and didn’t want to let a minor officer look smarter than she was.
And it wasn’t that she was smarter than the Empress, she just had
better information at the time decisions had to be made. Some Dee
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soon, she was sure that the Empress would recall her and confide in
her that she had made the right choice and that her long-awaited
reward was at hand. All of her suffering and humiliation would be
rewarded – secretly of course, but Sagira was not a woman who
wanted fame.
Whispers tickled at her ears distracted her from the same prayer
she’d said every Dee for the last three Yarres. She opened her eyes
and regarded the statue of Juria that stood before her, chiseled out
of the whitest of marble, flawless and shimmering like moonlight off a
pool of honeyed milk. Juria’s knowledgeable eyes looked out with
understanding on those who looked to her regal features. Her lush
lips curled in a slight smile, and her cheeks were ever so slightly
dimpled as she considered Godly matters. She was a striking image
of femininity, yet she was not weak for being so scandalously
beautiful and forthright about knowing she was perhaps the most
beautiful creature in existence.
Sagira had always preferred this likeness of Juria to the hundred
others she’d seen scattered across the Empire. There was
something about the balance of her features and the realistic curve
of her bared left breast that was appealing to her sense of
aesthetics. The artist must have had an eye for realistic detail,
whoever they might have been. It was as if the Goddess herself had
posed for the sculptor, and every detail had been lovingly and
faithfully rendered onto the lifeless stone, and in doing so the
Goddess and sculptor had granted a measure of life to the cold rock.
But todee whispers drew her mind away from the statue of her
beloved Goddess. When she closed her eyes and tried to
concentrate once more, the voices overrode the unvoiced words
within her head, her litany to Juria pleading for things to be put
aright.
“The foreign queen is in the market again?”
“Yes, and with her Ox-Man warrior-servant as well.”
“Warrior, surely not? Ox-Men are all pacifists and laborers. They
care not for war-making.”
“Then explain to me the massive maul he carries across his
shoulders.”
“It must be a mason’s tool.”
“His eyes are not those of a simple laborer. He defends her, I know
it.”
With a heavy sigh and a frown of disgust, Sagira swiftly rose to her
feet and stepped away from the footstall of the statue of Juria,
kissing the fingertips of both hand and pressing them to her temples
as she bowed and backed away. Then she turned on her heel and
strode swiftly toward the entrance of the shrine. Her calfskin-soled
shoes whispered on the pocked stone floor as she approached the
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silken curtains that dimmed the morning sun that filtered through the
pillars of the shrine and entrapped the jasmine incense smoke within.
She brushed aside the curtains and glared at the source of the
whispers, if the half-volume gossiping of the youths before her could
be considered that. The two girls’ cheerful expressions wilted upon
coming under her stare. This was a pleasing thing for Sagira, who
always worried that she might have lost some of the intimidation she
used to summon in her former position.
“What is this nonsense you speak of queens and Ox-Men warriors
so loudly that you must disturb those who seek a Goddess’
insights?”
“In the market… a foreign girl…” One of the pair began to stammer.
Sagira frowned at the girl, noting that she was likely no older than
fourteen. Her hair was hardly more than two knuckles’ worth of a
finger length long. Her features demonstrated her lowborn nature
with such a blatant flair that it was admirable. Her friend was of a
similar status and stupid on top of it. Foreign queens would not visit
Miniya of all places, and their assertions that it was so made them
even more naïve.
It’s the fathers of girls like these that I serve now, Sagira thought
harshly, the thought making her face sour even more, which in turn
scared the girls even further. They shrunk away from her, clinging to
each other’s arms.
“The West Market or the East Market?” Sagira demanded, her
curiosity baited by the outlandishly stupid claims. Ife and his fat wife
would have to wait for her if they wanted to leave their house with a
guard. Besides, a quarter Ouer wasn’t much of a delay and it
pleased her to inconvenience the pig as much as possible anyway.
“The west.” The uglier of the two girls answered hastily.
“Good. Now run along and go play with dolls or be about your
chores. Bother the pious no more. Juria has no need of hearing any
empty-headed nonsense you might spit at her todee anyway.”
The two of them bobbed their heads obediently and hurried off.
Sagira smiled to see the backs of their heads as they ran down the
street, and it sounded like they were crying. Only when she set off
down the street toward the west market did she realize that they had
probably been laughing at being bossed around by a woman in a
bodyguard’s mantle who wore her hair longer than she should.
She cursed under her breath, wondering why Furestus had taken
such a liking to her when he pulled her down from her former glory.
Then she hurried to see who this supposed queen was.

The name ‘West Market’ was something of a misnomer, being that
it was actually further east than the East Market. It took its name
from the thoroughfare it sat on, which was named the West Lane.
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Sagira had always hated that name, for surely any road that ran west
also ran east. It wasn’t even a one-direction road either.
She looked around the marketplace. It was a colorful collection of
canopied booths and wooden shelters with canvas awnings of the
regular merchants, as well as the open-air displays of food, jewelry,
clothes, and other things displayed on broad tables or stone benches
that were rented out daily to temporary vendors.
Around her all sorts of Elegians went about their daily business of
buying, selling, and bartering. Hundreds of voices combined with the
noises of animals in cages or tied to posts, the clatter of craftsmen
going about their trades, and the creak of wagon wheels. The end
result was a remarkable cacophony that only ears accustomed to
such noise could stand for any length of time. Even a cool sea
breeze and the weak sun in this last week of Falling couldn’t dampen
the need for commerce.
Various things caught her eye – glassblowers at work, finely
wrought silver work, an exquisitely balanced set of throwing knives,
imported Aynglican handguns, and a dozen of other things of varying
prices. She rarely came to the market, choosing instead to buy
things at a slightly higher price near her apartments in Ife’s manse,
but in doing so she saved the headache of bargaining that was
necessary in a place like this. Wandering the marketplace made her
hands itch; she wanted to dig into her wallet and pull out a few
Empresses to spend. All around her she saw coins exchanging
hands – the round golden Empresses, the triangular silver
Empresses, and the pentagonal bronze Empresses.
Sighing, she walked away from a smooth-talking silk scarf
salesman that almost had her talked into buying something totally
unfitting for her person. Still, the whirling design of red and black had
been pretty, but it would have been more fitting for a daintier, more
feminine sort of woman. At this thought, Sagira shook her head and
groaned loudly, earning a few strange looks from shoppers around
her.
“Pretty,” she muttered to under her breath, “What am I even
thinking? I haven’t time for this.”
As she looked out at the sea of faces around her, her eyes carried
to an imposing figure standing half again as tall as everyone around
him. She’d been looking for a foreign girl with long hair, which the
obvious sign of nobility among the Elegian people, that the two
foolish girls would have mistaken for meaning the same thing among
foreign women. Until this point, distractions aside, she had seen no
one that fit that description. Yet all along all what she should have
been looking for, she realized, was an Ox-Man. She’d never actually
seen one up close before, let alone wanted to walk up and talk to
whomever he was supposed to be guarding, so she hadn’t realized
how big they were.
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Oh, she’d heard that they were bigger, but words didn’t translate
into reality as well as actually seeing something you’d only heard
about before. The Ox-Man was powerfully muscled, with biceps of a
similar circumference to her waist, and he was tall. His brawny body
must have been near three Mayters in height, and he was half or
more of that measure in width. She was trying to gauge in her mind
how much the horned man-creature might weigh when the crowd
parted in such a way that she was granted a brief glimpse of the OxMan’s master, staring through the crowd right back at her.
“She’s can’t be looking at me.” Sagira thought aloud. “There’s just
no way.”
Yet, when the passersby in the crowd parted in such away to offer
her another brief look at the reed-thin girl with pale skin and long
shimmering hair, the girl was still looking her way. Sagira sighed and
elbowed her way through slow-moving customers who were also
being distracted by the Ox-Man and foreign girl’s presence.
It took her only a Mynette to get to the Ox-Man and the girl, but part
of her had half expected that they’d have vanished into the crowd by
the time she’d made it to where they had been. Of course, something
as big as the Ox-Man wouldn’t make an unnoticed getaway, but
something about this meeting seemed destined to her – a frightening
notion.
Upon closer inspection, the girl was smaller than she’d originally
thought. The girl had strange coloring of eyes, skin, and hair. She
was certainly not Kerathi, and she didn’t appear to be Mueran or
Aynglican either. Perhaps she’s a mix, Sagira considered. Whatever
she was, she was young, no more than fifteen Yarres of age, if that.
There were no womanly curves on her. Her body was that of a child
yet, but her expression and face wore some kind of recent distresses
rather openly, and that made her seem older because of the guarded
way she carried herself.
“I heard rumors of a foreign queen and her imposing guardian, and
I wanted to see her for myself.” Sagira announced in Low Elegian,
the common tongue, when she was close enough to speak. She
lifted her eyes to the Ox-Man, who hunched over behind the girl
protectively. “The guardian is rather impressive, but it’s clear you’re
no queen.”
“I never claimed to be one.” The girl responded in crisp syllables of
High Elegian.
Sagira smiled in wonder that this foreign girl would know the tongue
of nobility and the high servants of nobility. She responding in kind,
“You hold more surprises than your appearance then.”
The girl nodded. “One of them is that I came here looking for you
todee.”
Sagira’s mouth hung open in surprise for a number of Saycunds
before she snapped it shut. Her mother had always told her that to
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leave one’s mouth open was to invite flies to wander in, not to
mention you look stupid while doing so. “You knew I would be here?”
“Not you specifically, but someone. I was lead here to meet the one
who would help us.”
“Us?” Sagira asked, somehow feeling that the girl meant more than
just her and the Ox-Man when she used that word.
“My companions are passing our time in Miniya earning our
passage off the island while Bedros and I search for the allies that I
came here to find.”
“So you are in some sort of trouble, and somehow you knew that
help would find you here todee? That must make you some sort of
seer or mystic if you can understand and see such portends.” Sagira
remarked cynically.
“Believe it or not, but my enchantments have not lead us wrong yet,
not badly anyway.” The girl replied, and there was no hint of humor
in her tone.
“Enchantments?” Sagira echoed, intrigued by the mention of
auguries and signs.
“This is not the place to explain.” The girl stated simply, folding her
hands together in front of her.
Sagira nodded, glancing at the crowd of curious onlookers and
listeners who watched the exchange between their countryman and
the foreigners. “Why don’t you and Bedros,” she used the name
she’d heard mentioned in reference to the Ox-Man from the girl’s
own mouth, “follow me to somewhere quieter then…” She trailed off,
waiting for the girl to provide her name. Ife would have to wait. This
was too interesting to pass up.
“Anthea.” The girl answered at the prompt, inclining her head
slightly in greeting. Then, she cast an indecisive look from Sagira
back to her companion Bedros.
“If you’re worried about where we’ll go, we can send a runner to
your friends to tell them where you are. If you have someone to
inform of your whereabouts.” Sagira offered.
“But if you truly meant me harm, then telling you where they were
would nothing but harm.” Anthea replied.
Sagira scratched at her head. “If you’re not sure, then we might as
well not continue this conversation.”
“That’s not what I meant,” Anthea said, shaking her head. “What I
meant is that it’s not necessary. If I didn’t trust you I wouldn’t be
talking to you right now. I’d be pleased to follow you, but for Bedros’
peace of mind, why don’t we send a runner to tell the others.”
Sagira grinned widely at this, bobbing her head. Her smile was
nearly as much comprised of metal replacement teeth as real ones,
something Anthea found somehow charming, so she grinned back
just as widely. Only Bedros seemed unhappy about the meeting
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between the two, and then only as a precaution and out of
protectiveness of his charge.
Even still, he followed the two of them through the crowd, though
they parted rather easily before his oncoming bulk and because of
the unique company he kept. People’s desire to stare was far less
than their desire to not get trampled, so they made a habit of moving
aside, and then looking.

Ife, Sagira’s oversized employer, was waiting for them when they
reached his manse. Sagira had tried to avoid him by using the
servant’s entrance so they could go straight to her apartments and
talk, but that was not to be.
Instead, his considerable bulk was stationed just inside the
entrance, beyond the marble pillars that marked the ends of the walls
to either side of the entrance. He was waiting for her with his meaty
arms crossed over his rotund belly. Anthea took a step back upon
seeing the sour look he had for Sagira, and the even sourer look he
had for the company she was keeping.
“You were supposed to be ready to escort us at the tolling of the
fifth Ouer. That has come and past, and here you are cavorting with
these… interlopers.” Ife growled in thickly accented syllables of
Lower Elegian, his jowly face shaking as he spoke.
Sagira regarded the heavyset man with disdain, waving off his
protests. “For what you pay me, you’re lucky I show up at all. Now if
you don’t mind, I have important matters to discuss with these good
folks.”
Ife’s eyes bulged and his face turned a mottled purple and red as
rage built in his body. “How dare you speak to me in such a way! I
took you in off these streets when no one else would have you.
You’re a disgraced warrior with a mouth that doesn’t know when to
be shut, and with your work ethic it’s not a surprise that you were
sent here in disgrace.”
“Let’s not bandy words, Ife.” Sagira said boredly, but forcefully
enough to make the man realize she was serious. “You took me in
so you could show me off to your friends, as if you were flaunting the
will of the Empress by employing me. As for having no place to stay,
I have three outstanding offers of pay equal to what you pay me to
escort you around.”
“You’re dangerously close –“ Ife began, jabbing a thick finger in the
air at Sagira.
“Close to what? What will you do if you release me from your
service? Who will accompany you and your wife on your shopping
runs? Next time you want to show off your wealth by having me tag
along while she buys a melon or a new comb, what will you do if I’m
not there?”
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Ife’s jaws worked as if he were trying to start a rebuttal, but every
time his mouth opened only air escaped. His lips flapped a few times
and he began to sweat. Sagira put her hands on her hips and stared
the man down.
Finally, Ife managed to say, “We will discuss this at length later. I
am too busy now to go out anyway.”
“That is fortunate. I’d hate to think you missed your outing.”
“I am a busy man. Don’t flatter yourself by overestimating your
importance to me.” Ife remarked smugly.
“Fair enough.” Sagira said with a shrug, allowing the man to keep
some of his dignity by allowing him to back out thusly. “Until later.”
Ife huffed and walked away, head shaking and low mutters trailing
behind him, as if he were just now thinking of adequate replies.
Anthea raised an eyebrow and followed Sagira without comment as
she led them through the meticulously maintained grounds toward a
small outlying house. It was of a modest size, but set among the
palms, the fragrant blooms of bright flowers, and tropical grasses, it
looked quite grand. Whitish marble stepping-stones were set into the
ground to form a path, and sandy gravel filled in the gaps around and
in-between them. Certainly, though, it was nothing compared to Ife’s
palatial, multilevel homestead set toward the front of the grounds.
Anthea noticed a number of servants working to maintain the
grounds. The male groundskeepers, who wore their hair long and
dark to signify that they were laborers caste, were attired in loose
white linen trousers, but they went shirtless as they attacked the
weeds, patches of imperceptibly longer grass, and branches in need
of pruning. They were either too busy or too discrete to notice
Sagira’s strange company, which was something that Anthea found
reminded her of Aurean servants. Servants have a way of becoming
accustomed to seeing without actually taking notice and hearing
without remembering.
The front door, made of a light-colored wood, swung open
noiselessly to permit them into Sagira’s tastefully decorated
apartments. She had a plush yet minimalist way about decorating,
whereby it was cozy and comfortable while being open and without
obstruction. In such a small space, it would have been easy for most
people to clutter things up, but everything had its place out of the
way.
Even Bedros, with his considerable size no less, had room to sit
down on a large rug in the middle of the circle of four rattan chairs.
Anthea settled herself in beside him, though she elected to use one
of the chairs provided. Sagira offered them no refreshments before
she too sat across from Anthea. She lounged in the chair lazily, but
her muscles weren’t slack. They were like springs ready to uncoil at
a moment’s notice. Once more, Anthea found herself liking the
woman. She exuded strength and confidence. She was not afraid.
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This was a woman who knew her limits, considerable though they
may be.
“I suppose I should start.” Anthea offered.
“Please do.” Sagira replied, smiling a smile of mixed enamel and
metal. Elegian dentists often replaced missing teeth with shaped
metal implants, and Sagira happened to have a few of them. It made
her smile a bit predatorial.
Anthea licked her lips nervously and lifted her eyes from Sagira’s
mouth to meet her eyes. She didn’t want to look a fool before this
woman that she was already beginning to have respect for. Yet she
was clearly her elder and was definitely the more comfortable of the
two in this setting. Sagira was at home here and from what had
transpired with Ife, quite used to getting the better of people socially.
“We came here by accident,” Anthea began, “or so it seemed, but
everywhere I go I find allies. My enchantment leads me from place to
place, and always at the right time we find someone who proves
valuable. It has not failed me yet, and so I trust it when it leads me to
you. I can see that you are a woman of skills, confidence, and
perhaps even contacts despite your aforementioned disgrace.”
Bedros nodded, understanding every word she said. If he was slow
with Lower Elegian, this Higher Elegian speech was very familiar to
him, having been the spoken language he had heard all during his
time serving Orestes, Anthea’s father.
Sagira regarded the Ox-Man with surprise, realizing that he was
nodding along with what she said, and not just out of coincidence or
fidgeting. “There is more to this Ox-Man that I had realized. Are they
all as smart as he? Clearly I can see now the intelligence in his
eyes.”
“Ox-Men are not unintelligent, and if there are those who say they
are less inclined to genius than any other kind of people in the lands
of the Broken Crown, I might argue that their genius is of a different
sort than ours.” Anthea remarked.
“I like that: a different sort of genius than ours. I can see that. Can
he speak?” Sagira asked. Then, realizing that not speaking directly
to Bedros was rude, she asked him directly. “Can you speak?”
Bedros offered a wide grin and a shrug that was nearly a negative
headshake.
“His mouth cannot form our words, but he has some language of
his own. His kind speaks in other ways known only to them and the
few others they choose to teach.”
“A pity. I feel that he might have much to say. Perhaps our world is
a lesser place for not sharing their wisdom.” Sagira said solemnly,
sighing deeply.
Bedros relaxed finally, letting the tenseness flow out of his muscles
now that he realized that he was among friends. There were many
among lowlanders and the mountain dwellers that thought little of
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Ox-Men, but this one he believed in earnest when she said that she
respected him. He would not need to protect Anthea from this one
any more than he would from Makan or Rolf, though Rolf sometimes
cast strange looks at Anthea when he thought no one was looking.
“You seem surprised by Ox-Men, but I was lead to believe that
many worked here and other places among the cities of the Empire.”
Anthea ventured.
Sagira nodded. “That is true. They do on occasion, but I have never
had the opportunity to meet one up close. It is not our way to attempt
to communicate with them unless we work directly with them. Always
I saw them from afar, scaling scaffolding built to their dimensions as
they worked on building projects or restorations for the Empress.
You won’t find any in this city though. Bedros here is likely the only
Ox-Man that’s been in this city for Munths.”
“Why is that?” Anthea asked.
“I fear our Empress-in-Waiting, Sanura II, is something of a purist in
terms of the company she keeps and what she wants on her island.
She has had most foreigners expelled from Miniya, stating that they
are untrustworthy. They may only stay for a short duration before
being expelled. You have somehow avoided too much notice, or
perhaps the Empress-in-waiting finds you either interesting or of no
consequence at the moment. Her spies are everywhere, searching
everywhere for would-be assassins and malcontents.”
Bedros huffed and pulled his bovine features into an approximation
of a frown.
Anthea cast him a sympathetic look. “That sounds unpleasant. How
do people live amidst such things?”
“You do what you must to get by.” Sagira offered with a shrug.
“Though, I am not pleased to consider what it may mean for the
Empire when and if she ascends the throne after her grand aunt, the
Empress Tahirah III abdicates in her favor or vacates the throne in
some other way.”
Anthea frowned as she considered what it meant if an Empress
might leave the throne in a way other than willingly often enough that
Sagira could so casually mention it. “If we are to be expelled from
this island, that might suit our purposes.”
“You think so?” Sagira laughed dryly. “Some people ‘leave’ Miniya
in a catapult or with rocks tied to them so they sink into the sea,
depending on the whims of the Empress-in-Waiting. Usually they’re
just dropped off on the Empress’ Arm with a warning not to return.”
“Then we must seek a more pleasant means of leaving Miniya.”
“Where are you bound?”
“Aetheline.”
Sagira whistled in surprise. “Aetheline? Why would you wish to go
there?” Then, as she asked the question the answer came to her.
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The girl had been obviously foreign, but the previously indeterminate
ethnicity suddenly became clear. “Oh. You’re Aurean.”
Anthea nodded. “I am. Half.”
“Half?” Sagira regarded Anthea with a questioning gaze to see if
she was telling the truth. As far as she could see, the girl was. “I
always heard legends that they could not breed with the rest of us.”
“Then I’m a special case or the legends were untrue.” Anthea said
dismissively. She was what she was, and if her word and presence
was not enough to inspire belief, she wasn’t going to work to
convince anyone.
“Still, Aetheline isn’t easy to get to…” Sagira began to say, but a
commotion at the door drew her attention.
The door swung open, banging into the wall loudly as it opened too
far. A groundskeeper tumbled in, stumbling to fall on his side as he
entered. Rolf shouldered past another servant, this one fully attired
and mostly likely an attendant of some sort who had tried to bar
Rolf’s entry. Rolf lowered a hand pistol toward Sagira and a hand on
the hilt of his sabre as he let his eyes sweep around the room.
“Mistress, I tried to stop him.” The attendant said apologetically as
he nodded toward the pistol.
Bedros was on his feet in an instant, his mallet unlimbered. Anthea
stood quickly, but not before Sagira, whose hands were on a pair of
Elegian yataghans, curved knives the lengths of her forearm that she
kept tucked in her belt. Only the wooden handles were apparent
visible, the blades hidden beneath the sash around her waist.
“It’s quite alright, Ayman. It couldn’t have been helped.” Sagira
replied after giving Bedros’ weapon a wary glance. “You may go.
This young man doesn’t realize yet that he’s among friends.”
“That he doesn’t.” Anthea seconded, scowling at Rolf.
Rolf gave Ayman a dirty look as he backed out the way he’d came,
letting the gardener go with him. Only then did he reply. “I came as
quickly as I could. That messenger said you’d gone off with some
Elegian woman, and you know that can’t be trusted.”
Anthea glanced at Sagira and then gave him a look as if he’d gone
mad. “I do?”
“Of course.” Rolf said matter-of-factly, as if it were common
knowledge to all people and not just the Kerathi that the Elegians
were an untrustworthy lot.
“I’d like to hear the explanation to that one.” Sagira said dryly,
though she looked at least mildly amused.
Rolf cast a disdainful look at the darker-skinned woman. He saw
from her stance that she was something of a warrior, but she wasn’t
faster than a bullet. “Your kind and mine are long enemies. I’d not
trust you with the girl I am charged to defend.”
“Our conflict ended the better part of 800 Yarres ago, Kerathi.”
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“And you’re to be forgiven simply on account of time passed? The
Kerathi have a long memory of misdeeds. Besides, we’ve had
numerous small battles since those times to keep the hatred alive.”
“Well you’re going to have to like it, because the enchantment says
that she’s the one I need to help me.” Anthea interjected, trying to
diffuse the situation before it got too ugly.
“Help? How?” Rolf scoffed. “She’s Elegian.”
“I’m going to help by booking us passage to Rummas.” Sagira
announced.
“Rummas?” Anthea echoed in surprise.
“Yes, Rummas. Sometimes the fastest route to somewhere is the
least direct. You cannot get a ship to take you from here to
Aetheline, but you can buy passage on a whaler out of Rummas that
can take you close to Aetheline – as close as the Gnat Marshes on
Zaraig.” Sagira explained, though she surprised herself in doing so.
Somehow she’d just met this girl, and already she was offering to
leave her job and her home in exile. Not only that, but she was going
to be going to Rummas, and then likely to the site of her disgrace.
The Gnat Marshes were where she’d been ordered to clear out
privateers and raiders, and where she’d fallen out of favor with the
Empress. Yet in deciding on a spur of the moment to do so, she
found herself happy. Her exile would be over. She’d be leaving
finally, but she wouldn’t be going home.
“Rummas is filled with Rumani whores and bandits. It’s a cesspool
of the worst kind of people. They’re a nation of drunks and thieves
without honor.” Rolf said with distaste, still holding his pistol trained
on Sagira, though he no longer aimed it.
“Then you’ll fit right in, because the Kerathi surely are not examples
of clean living and morality.” Sagira quipped mirthfully.
“Whaling vessel? Makan isn’t going to like that.” Anthea worried
aloud.
“Makan?” Sagira asked.
“A Mueran friend of ours – another protector.” Anthea answered.
“This gets more and more intriguing…” Sagira said with a sigh.
“That’s one way to put it.” Rolf said sourly, lowering his pistol finally.
He sighed and holstered it on his hip after giving Sagira one more
cursory glance. “At least she’s not Aynglican.”
Bedros let out a throaty noise that sounded remarkably like a
chuckle. Anthea grinned, more than a bit relieved that Rolf hadn’t
done something too precipitous, like shooting Sagira.
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CHAPTER 23
Among the waters of the Inner Seas, there are a number of styles
and designs of vessels. Each race seems to think they’ve discovered
the secrets of sailing and that the others have missed something
obvious only to them. I tend to think that each race has simply
developed vessels in tune with their mindsets, needs, and values.
For instance, the Kerathi, an obviously warlike people, prefer
heavily crewed longships and cogs. Both are fairly shallow-water
vessels that aren’t built for extreme range. They hug the shores and
are quite fit for island hopping, which is important when one needs to
go from one clan island to another. Both designs are also quite
useful in times of war, though they sacrifice some of the cargo space
and other features that might make them more useful for commerce.
The Aynglicans use large vessels, barques, brigantines, and
carracks. These can be outfitted with heavy ballistae and canon
during times of war, but as they are primarily tradesmen and
merchants, the commercial applications of these vessels outweigh
the military. They’re built for long hauls that make exploration quite
possible, and consequently, the Aynglicans have some of the best
nautical maps within all the lands of the Broken Crown. This is partly
due to their accurate nautical devices and mapmaking techniques
that they have painstakingly perfected over the Yarres.
The Elegians have a more centralized population than the other
races, with most of their people living on Elegius, and few other
holdings since The Fall of the Empire from its glory Dees. Because
of this they usually avoid building too many long-distance vessels,
favoring instead swift lateen-sailed dhows and single-masted cutters
that can ply the Hundred Isles at the mouth of The Empress’ Bounty.
While many of these ships tend to be small and rather harmless
looking, they have proven to be more than enough to deal with
privateers as well as having been an even match for Kerathi vessels
in times of strife between the two peoples. Their hit and run tactics
infuriate the more straightforward Kerathi.
The Mueran have seen every kind of vessel the other people have
to offer, and they have scoffed at them. They build seemingly flimsy
ships out of the light tropical woods that grow on their humid isles,
yet these ships have gone farther and carried the island folk farther
than any other race. They might not be good for hauling cargo, but
then most Muerans don’t have any need to trading for more than
what they carry on their family ships, because they live out of the
sea, using techniques mastered many generations ago. Their
vessels are often of catamaran or trimaran designs, or they may be
of a single hull with small stabilizing outriggers. The Muerans have
built some of the fastest ships ever sailed. Even the swift vessels of
the Elegians cannot match speed with Mueran vessels.
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The other races of Elegia seem to be less interested in nautical
matters. Of the Uleaut people, little is known other than they use
small hide covered kayaks to ply the frigid waters between ice floes
that they hunt across. As for the Rumani, they are content to buy or
rent vessels from the Aynglicans or the Elegians. To my knowledge,
the Aureans do not come into the lowlands often enough or long
enough to bother to make ships, but I have heard rumors of their
‘skyships.’
The only lowland people of the Broken Crown – if I might borrow
the Aurean term for those of us who don’t live on mountaintops – that
does not sail and does not build ships, are the Ox-Men. The Ox-Men
aren’t known to have ever constructed any vessel of any kind, yet
they’re found in large herds gatherings on opposite ends of the
Broken Crown, and there is no recorded aided migration during
which another race gave passage on their vessels to the Ox-Men.
Surely they had some way to cross the seas, but no one knows
how…
- Excerpt from Edvard Farsail’s ‘Ports and Vessels in the Broken
Crown’
th

 Fohrsdee, the 14 of Falling, 768 A.E. 
To Anthea, the departure from Miniya had seemed too easy, if that
was possible. For half a Wayke Makan and Rolf had worked the
docks and any other menial jobs that were available on a Dee-toDee basis for foreigners. Their pay was just enough to keep the four
of them in a crude room and fed with a little spare left over for them
to save toward passage out of Miniya. The poor accommodations
hadn’t bothered her. She’d stayed in worse in Norsjalde. The
Elegians had a stronger sense of hygiene than did the Kerathi, who
seemed to almost abhor bathing regularly. In contrast, Miniya was
littered with bathing houses, numerous spas, and other health and
hygiene treatment shops. When you sweated as much as they did in
the heat of the Saysuhn of Red and even in the Saysuhn of Orange,
it was necessary to clean up well.
It would have taken them Waykes, even Munths to save enough to
get them off the island. Now though, only a Dee after meeting
Sagira, she found herself and her companions on a cramped but
swift sailing vessel heading east. And had she not had more
important matters to attend to – namely finding out the fate of her
father and reaching Aetheline – she might have actually missed
Miniya. Its small shops and teahouses were charming, and the
people had been bedecked in beautiful flowing clothes of soft linen.
Even the laboring class was attired richly compared to what she had
seen on Maethlin. Wandering the narrow streets with Bedros had
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reminded her sharply of home, which brought out a mixture of sad
nostalgia and a fond sense of almost being back home. Almost.
How Sagira had managed to book a vessel so quickly, Anthea
wasn’t completely sure. Apparently the woman had some
connections, but Ife had put in a word for her with the ship’s captain
as well. What that meant, Anthea wasn’t sure, but she hoped Sagira
hadn’t had to do anything unpleasant with the man to secure their
departure. She frowned just thinking about that possibility.
She was still frowning as she leaned against the railing of the dhow,
absorbing some of the bright middee sun that was necessary for her
health, when Makan approached her with a neutral expression on his
face. Often his features spoke little of what he was feeling, as he
tended toward stoicism compared to her other companions’ more
obvious moods. His footsteps were inaudible over the splashing of
waves against the hull as the boat hurried east, but she felt his
presence like one often feels eyes upon them, even with the
commotions of sailors going about the business of running a ship.
“I figured you’d be happy to be on the sea again and finished
working on Miniya.” She commented upon seeing his expression.
“I am.”
“Then why the long look?” She asked, deciding that his bland
expression was a slightly negative one.
“I am merely apprehensive. Perhaps it is Rolf’s cynicism rubbing off
on me – we know he has enough to go around – but this time his
concerns about Sagira may be correct.”
“How do you mean?” Anthea asked a bit angrily. “She helped us get
off that island when no one else would.”
“But we didn’t ask anyone else. This just fell into our laps. Anything
this easy bears questioning.” Makan warned.
“My enchantment led me to her.” Anthea said simply, as if that
would answer all questions.
“So it did, but where is your enchantment leading us? Why would
an enchantment to find your father, who unfortunately might not have
made it off of Maethlin, lead you first to Rolf, then to me, and most
recently to Sagira?”
“I don’t know.” Anthea admitted.
Makan crossed his arms over his broad chest. His dark-skinned
face, the color of mahogany, assumed a look of deep consideration.
It was quite an intense look with his dark eyes set within a face
framed by even darker hair. “I feel it in my bones that this is all so
much larger in scope than any of us have considered. There are
great wheels in motion here, many of which we cannot see because
we are too close to them. The Gods are at play, and I am leery about
being crushed in their divine plots.”
Anthea nodded, understanding too well what he meant.
“Sometimes things are hardest to see when you’re up close.”
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“Indeed, but if you tell me that you trust Sagira, I will not question
her again. I just want to know that you believe in her, and that is
good enough for me.” Makan said solemnly.
Anthea resisted the urge to just blurt out that she did trust the
woman, of course, why wouldn’t she? Out of respect for her friend’s
concern, she looked him in the eyes and searched her heart, mind,
and instincts before answering. “I trust her, Makan. There is strength
and good in her. Even if the enchantment is leading us astray, it is
not because of her. She will help us.”
Makan smiled. “Good. I felt the same, but it is more than just my life
at stake if I judged wrong. Things are far more complicated than I
like. Hearing a confirming voice helps ease my heart.”
“Life before meeting me was simple then?”
Makan laughed. “My people say, ‘Life is never simple unless you’re
dead.’ No, life was not simple for me. Simpler, yes, but not simple.”
Anthea shook her head. “I don’t understand Muerans.”
“Oh?”
“They supposedly wander the seas forever, right?”
“Well, we return to our home islands from time to time to repair,
take on some supplies that we can’t get directly from the sea, or to
meet with others when it is time to choose a mate or come to the
defense of our temples and the forests we build our boats from.”
“But how can you not have a home?”
“Anthea, it is not that we don’t have homes, but rather that your
definition of a home is different than ours. The sea is our country and
our boats are our homes.” Makan explained impassionedly. “We are
not unlike the Ox-Men, roaming seas of grass in moving
communities, or the Uleaut people on the fields of ice. They, too,
have a different concept of home than the other peoples around us.”
Makan explained.
“Nomads then?” Anthea asked, not liking the idea of never being
able to stand in one place and call it home.
“I guess you could say that. Other than the Landbound, there are
few of us who would willingly give up the sea for any length of time.
Land doesn’t move right. Its smells and lack of motions are too
strange. To give up the seas is to turn our backs on the Gods that
favor our people, for they are all of the seas.”
“Landbound? So there are those among you who live on land
always?”
“Some of our people don’t have the love for the sea that defines our
people, but they are few. Others of us have become scared or too
deeply wounded by the sea to ply it any longer. The sea is a harsh
home, and when it claims many that you love you sometimes want to
turn your back on it. There are also a few of our kind that love the
ways of commerce and the other races, so they emulate their styles
and become tied to the land.”
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“And these people are looked down upon?”
“By some, but I know that no lifestyle is for everyone. To each his
own, and may they find happiness in doing so.” Makan said with a
shrug.
“So what’s my lifestyle then? Where is my happiness?” She asked.
“I don’t know, Anthea.” He admitted. “Sometimes you have to brave
a long spell of rough water before you come out in the clear.”
“But that doesn’t mean I have to like it, right?”
Makan nodded. “That’s right. Hate it if you want, use it as fuel to get
by the trials thrown before you. Do what you must to see the Dee
through, and I think the Gods will smile upon you.”
“It is difficult to accept sometimes, but comforting as well to know
that hard work pays off somehow.”
“It is often not the result that is as important as the effort. People
may see the result more clearly, but it is the effort, the actual ‘getting
there’ that shows our true character.”
“Another one of your people’s sayings?”
Makan grinned. “No, just an observation or idle speculation by an
old sailor.”
“You’re not old.” Anthea said, nudging him in the ribs.
“Old enough. I could be your father.”
“No you couldn’t, we look nothing alike.” Anthea replied, grinning
widely. “You have been my father’s friend though. He would have
liked your insights and wisdom.”
Makan shook his head and laughed. “The first step to wisdom is to
know that there are always wiser people out there. I just try to
minimize the number of people that make me look like a great fool by
thinking a lot before I go and do something too foolish. I don’t always
succeed though.”
“I think you do alright.”
“High praise, madam. You’re too kind.” He said with a wink.
“I wish I could do the same. I just follow my instincts and this
enchantment around. Now I’ve got the strangest set of traveling
companions seen in Yarres, and I’ve crammed Bedros into his third
ship in the space of a couple Waykes, with another one waiting for
him once we reach Rummas…” Anthea sighed. “It’s really bad on his
hooves. Plus he has to stoop down everywhere. He says little, but I
know it pains his back.”
“Ships aren’t built to dimensions needed by Ox-Men, but I’m sure
he suffers the discomfort willingly for you. He dotes on you
sometimes I think. It’s almost as if he sees you as his child
sometimes, or at least a younger sister.”
“Do you think so?” Anthea asked, having honestly never wondered
how Bedros saw her. She’d always just been his friend as long as
she could remember, and it had been his job to guard her. “There
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are no romantic feelings there are there? That would be odd, and I
don’t mean because of what he is.”
“No, certainly not. It’s mostly like an older brother looking after a
little sister I think.” Makan replied. Then he added mischievously,
“But another among our number might feel differently.”
“What?” Anthea exclaimed in surprise. “Surely not you.”
Makan feigned a hurt look. “I’m not good enough?”
“No. You’re old, remember?” Anthea teased.
“Ah, yes. I meant Rolf though.”
She snorted. “Rolf? Ha!”
“Yes?” Rolf called over, his thumbs hooked under his belt as he
crossed the short expanse of the plank deck from the hatch he’d just
exited to meet them.
“Nothing.” Anthea waved him off, and then started laughing.
Makan joined in, leaving Rolf to stand beside them in uncomfortable
silence. After a short time interspersed with Anthea’s giggles and
Makan’s amused chuckles, Rolf wandered off with a sour look on his
face.
He wasn’t sure what the private joke had been, but he knew when
he wasn’t going to be let in on a secret. Better he spend time alone
that worry about what others had said. Besides, he quite preferred
the Ox-Man’s company to that of the others. At least Bedros knew
how to let a man think in peace and quiet, especially now that he
was awaiting a reunion with some of his own folk within a Dee or
two. The Ox-Man had fallen into a sort of silent contemplation, likely
about what he was going to do when he met his people, so he was
even quieter and more still than normal.
As long as he could avoid Sagira for most of the trip, things would
be fine. She spent most of her time gambling and joking with the
woman captain of the ship. Rolf shook his head as he considered
women always being in charge of a nation and its commerce. It just
wasn’t quite right.
Yes, things would be all right… until Rummas. Sagira might even
call it quits then and go back to Elegius. One could always hope,
right? The idea that she might go back home put a smile on his face,
if but for a few Mynettes.
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CHAPTER 24
Of the origin of the Ox-Men, little is known. We Elegians always
claim to be the oldest civilization on Elegia, but there is evidence that
the Ox-Men have roamed the plains of this world for far longer than
we have recorded our own histories. Yet at the same time, maybe
our claim is true in that the Ox-Men have never built monuments or
any other structures of their own. If they have left no mark on the
world that they have existed, what is the purpose of their existence?
Perhaps it is a mistake to define civilization by their written
language or buildings though. Perhaps the social organization of the
Ox-Men and their language of grunts, gestures, and noises is every
bit as complex as our own, only different. Perhaps if our bodies were
so well developed to withstand the forces of the elements, we’d
never have needed to build shelters. If we’d learned to snort and tap
our feet instead of speaking, would we have learned to write? If we
could have grazed the prairies, would we have learned to hunt and
farm? If we had no need to cross the seas because everything we
needed was available around us, would we have learned to sail?
It is unfortunate that it took us so long to recognize the intelligence
these creatures have. In the earliest encounters between our kinds,
we hunted them for food and sport. It became something of a daring
hobby for the ruling class to hunt Ox-Men and take their heads as
trophies. For such docile-looking creatures, they were surprisingly
fierce and cunning in the defense of their herds. Many hunting
parties were lured to their unsuspecting deaths as they were baited
in to pick off stragglers, only to find that they were the ones being
hunted.
Of course, the death of some of the Empire’s more important
citizens at the hands of what were considered to be beasts did not sit
well with many of the Empire’s elite, some of which pushed for
destruction of all the herds across Elegius and The Vale. Because of
the public outcry, most of the Ox-Men herds of the mainland of
Elegius were slaughtered wholesale over a period of five Yarres by
roving groups of hunters financed by Empress Neith II.
In fact, she was present for what was to be the destruction of the
final herd on Elegius, which became a Dee of change between the
two peoples, a Dee that would impact all future dealings between our
race and theirs.
The last herd was a gathering of Ox-Men who had been fortunate
enough or smart enough to avoid death up until that point. For
Munths the remaining Ox-Men had been pushed south to die of thirst
in the Drylands or west toward the Bay of Seals. Stragglers had been
picked off along the way, leaving only this final group. It was a
ragged collection of five hundred or more of the wounded, sick, and
tired that had survived. They huddled against the shores and arrayed
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themselves into great rings. The males stood shoulder to shoulder to
surround and protect the children and women among their number,
which were said to be quite few since they were easier for a hunter
to bring down.
As the hunters and soldiers hedged them in, arrows, spears,
swords, and pikes all waiting for the signal to begin the attack, a
silver-haired Ox-Man with horns that had been bleached white by
Yarres under the sun, venerable but still strong, began a keening
lament. The others among the herd took up the song. Now it was not
pleasant in terms of what we might call music, but the guttural, fierce
song of sorrow moved the Empress. She climbed down from her
palanquin and pushed past her soldiers, demanding to see the beast
that would make such a sorrowful song.
Of the meeting between Silverhorns, as the leader of the herd came
to be known, and the Empress, there have been many songs written.
Some say that the Empress broke down in tears upon seeing the
sorrow in the ancient Ox-Man’s eyes. Others say that she felt such
great shame that she knelt before him, her head lowered before his
great hooves to be crushed if he so chose. Whichever was the case,
the two put an end to the slaughter of Ox-Men. The Empress and
Silverhorns were of as like of minds as our two peoples could be.
They worked out what came to be known as the Butcher’s Accord,
whereby she saw to their peaceful exodus from Elegius so they
could be joined with their kin in The Vale. Neither of them thought
that they would ever wish to reside on Elegius again. There was too
much pain for them, and too much shame for us. We could not
reside in the same place with the survivors of those we had
slaughtered foolishly.
For many Yarres this was how our two peoples lived. Then some
forward-thinking builders saw that there were certain advantages to
having a bipedal ox with such great strength and enough apparent
intelligence to understand simple commands. They attempted to
make them become our beasts of burden, much like their quadruped
cousins were and still are. The Ox-Men didn’t take this well, and
once again they showed just how intelligent they were by placing
undetectable flaws into whatever they were forced to build.
A rash of horrible accidents when buildings, levies, and bridges
collapsed, all which had been built by forced Ox-Men labor, was
enough to halt usage of Ox-Men as laborers. There were still those
who were able to work out short-term deals with the Ox-Men and
their projects were completed free of sabotage, but it wasn’t until
after The Fall of the Empire and the treaties of Femi IX that Ox-Men
saw widespread around the Empire.
Still, there were those who felt that The Vale was too large of a
concession from the Empresses to the Ox-Men in return for their
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building skills and as a compensation for the murders of their people.
Yet despite the protests, the Butcher’s Accord stands even todee…
- Excerpt from Ramessef’s ‘A Chronicle of Elegius’
th

 Fyvesdee, the 15 of Falling, 768 A.E. 
The ride from Miniya to the Lake of Grey was short but sweet.
There were no mishaps or giant storms to throw their boat about for
four Dees. No, this time it seemed that Tulis was going to let them do
what they must.
It had taken them the better part of two Dees to reach this far,
th
having left early on the 14 of Falling, and this being the half past the
th
sixth Ouer on the 15 . They’d been running a parallel course to the
north shore of the Lake of Grey for some time now, and the port lied
just ahead. The Lake of Grey split the island of The Vale from the
mainland of Elegius. The Vale was named for its wide swathes of
grasslands between two shoulders of stony mountains, while the
actual lake was named The Lake of Grey because of the stonycolored reflections that gave its waters such a somber cast.
Anthea was already on the deck soaking in what was left of the sun
peaking over the mountains in the failing evening when the port was
finally spotted. Upon hearing the call for approaching land and the
bell ringing at the docks, Rolf, Sagira, and Bedros appeared. Makan
was busying himself about the ship, helping where he could,
apparently feeling left out of boat-related work after being deprived of
his own vessel for so long.
Part of Anthea had expected to see primitive huts or vast herds of
Ox-Men spread out on hills of grass, but instead a small settlement
of clay and stone buildings lay ahead of them. It hugged the
waterline, almost like it was afraid to stray too far into the grassy
knolls behind it.
“I thought this was the Ox-Men’s land? Someone said something
about this Vale place being theirs.” Anthea wondered aloud, staring
at Sagira as she awaited an explanation.
The Elegian woman put on a gamey face and chuckled. “Anthea,
the complexities of Elegian relationships with anyone are never
simple. While we have ceded the land to them, it was under the
condition that we could maintain three small ports on their island.
Each of them are capable of trading with the Ox-Men, refitting and
weathering vessels, or repelling minor attacks from the Kerathi.”
“The Kerathi never launch a minor attack.” Rolf announced
contradictorily.
“Be that as it may,” Sagira continued as if Rolf’s petulance bothered
her not in the least, “we have three settlements on this island. It’s too
important to leave totally unmanned, lest it be used as a steppingstone to Elegius. We have a larger defensive settlement on the
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island of Qinor to the northwest of The Vale. It’s one of the largest
concentrations of our navy as well.”
“I see. So these people trade with the Ox-Men?” Anthea asked.
Sagira shook her head. “Hardly. The Ox-Men require very little they
can’t get for themselves. They’re self-sufficient in a way we could
never be.”
Bedros assented with a grunt and a toss of his ears.
Rolf crossed his arms over his chest and raised a hand to comb
through the chin of his beard, watching the Elegian settlement grow
closer. Sagira performed a similar gesture, though she toyed with a
dangling earring since she had no beard. Both did it unconsciously,
and neither knew how closely they emulated each other. Anthea
noticed though, and grinned widely, wondering how they’d react if
they knew.
Bedros’ anxious pacing, his hooves clapping loudly on the deck
boards, distracted Anthea, and it wasn’t until they had dropped sail
and were coasting into the slip readied for them that she realized
why Bedros was so anxious. Arrayed around the docks, back away
from the Elegians who watched them warily as they prepared for the
boat’s arrival, were a score or more of Ox-Men.
They looked strangely out of place amongst the stone slab
constructed buildings, buildings that reflected the rounded and often
simple architectural aesthetics of Elegians. They built simply, but did
it tastefully and with a level of precision that often made simple
designs seem more complex. They knew when to bother with
decoration, and when it was a wasted effort, so there were no
beautiful carvings or painted scrollwork eaves on these buildings.
Anthea guessed that if they had a shrine to Juria in this settlement,
that alone would be highly decorated.
Yet among all of these Elegian buildings was the gathering of OxMen, all of them over two Mayters tall, some pushing three. They
had a wild look about them. Many of them had braided hair caught
up with leaves, twigs and other natural elements that must have
been common for them. All but one of them avoided any strong
statements of adornment. The one was different. His ear, for one
was missing, and his nose were pierced, and his horns were colored,
possibly even carved from the way they glinted strangely in the
shallow light.
“I’ve don’t know why they’ve gathered to wait like this. It’s almost
like they knew he was coming.” Sagira remarked.
Anthea looked from her companion of so many Yarres to the
waiting group of Ox-Men. “Maybe they did.” She said quietly.
Bedros huffed and hurried over to where the gangplank was being
lowered as they tied the vessel off. Elegians stepped aside and let
the impatient Ox-Man pass, not wanting to put themselves under the
hooves of such a large creature.
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“You’d think he had a girl waiting or something.” Rolf said dryly,
earning him a few strange looks. “Well? He might, right?”
“You’re right. He might.” Anthea replied, though she doubted that
was the reason for her friend’s urgency. No, this felt like something
much stronger and of deeper need to him.
Bedros strode powerfully down the docks toward the gathering of
his distant kin. Their scent filled his nostrils, a heady scent of musk
that reminded him of the breeding pen he’d been raised in deep
below Cenalium. He exuded cheer and eagerness as he approached
his people, his eyes on the Shaman among their ranks. He’d not
seen this many Ox-Men in Yarres – not since he’d been chosen to
guard the daughter of Orestes. An Ox-Man in Cenalium was there to
work, not to be seen about by proper citizens.
His duty was lonely, but rewarding. The Aurean girl was dear to
him, as dear as his own child might have been, or a herd brother, but
she was not an Ox-Man. Her smells were not of his kind, and she
certainly wasn’t the size of any of his kind, but he loved her fiercely
still, as he was sure she did him.
The Shaman stepped forward, raising his head high. His features
were wrinkled and old, but his eyes were strong despite the amount
of graying hair on the bridge of his broad nose and on his chin.
Bedros lowered his head, offering his horns to his elder. They
clacked horns jarringly, the carved horns of the Shaman and Bedros’
own dark and curved horns. The echo rang through the evening air,
startling many of the onlookers.
Anthea knew a moment of fear as it looked like Bedros was going
to get into a fight. Why these Ox-Men would treat him with such
violence surprised her. As she moved to do something about it – she
didn’t know what but she had to do something – Makan’s hand
clapped down reassuringly on her forearm. He shook his head.
Bedros raised his head and snorted, stomping his hooved feet. The
Shaman threw back his head and began stomping while beating on
his chest, which in turn caused the others in the group to do the
same. The twenty stomping, snorting, and huffing Ox-Men raised
quite a commotion, enough that even the most diligent of workers
within hearing range stopped what they were doing to come see.
Then, abruptly, almost as if they sensed they’d gathered a large
enough crowd for such an occasion as this, they stopped. What
followed then was the quickest and most complex series of gestures
in the Ox-Men’s strange language that Anthea had ever seen.
There were ears flickering, noses snorting, teeth being shown,
hooves being stomped, and tails swishing. All of this was punctuated
with throaty grunts and an occasional pounding of a chest. It
sounded like an orchestra of sick animals to Anthea, and she was
used to Bedros’ sounds. She couldn’t imagine what some of the
other nervous onlookers thought.
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“What are they saying?” Rolf asked. He, as with the rest of her
companions, had no reason to leave the ship, so they stood there
lamely along the railing and watched while the workers tried to go
about their work.
“I think he’s explaining his strange company.” Anthea replied,
chuckling. “This is all just a bunch of introductions.
Sagira glanced sideways at Anthea. “What’s so funny?”
“The names they have for our peoples, though they’re more like
descriptions of our traits.” Anthea replied.
“How do you mean?” Makan asked.
“Well, you, a Mueran, is known to them as the water-walker, or seainsect.”
“Sea-insect? That’s not very flattering.” Rolf teased.
Anthea smiled at Rolf. “You’re a northern warlord, Rolf. One of the
half-bearded.”
“Half-bearded? How is that?” Rolf demanded, tugging at his rather
full beard.
“Compared to them, you have only half a beard.” Anthea replied.
“Their beards cover their entire neck, head, chest, and shoulders.”
Rolf rolled his eyes. “No, thank you. I’d never get a wife like that.”
“Assuming you would anyway. The hair on your face isn’t the kind a
woman worries about.” Sagira teased, winking at the younger man
and causing him to blush in a mixture of embarrassment and anger.
Anthea turned then to Sagira to share her name with her. “So
speaketh one of monument builders of the sandy lands to the south.”
Sagira shrugged. “That’s fair. Personally, I don’t do much of the
building though.”
“Half-bearded.” Rolf muttered under his breath, gripping the railing
tightly.
“Don’t let it bother you. They have different perspectives than us. I,
for one, am a strange mountain bird, escaped from her cage in the
sky.”
Rolf grunted. “That’s sort of pretty and poetic though… not
insulting.”
“Fitting.” Makan admitted.
“I wonder what they call the Aynglicans.” Anthea wondered, still
watching the exchange between the Ox-Men intently.
“Probably money-grubbing cowards.” Rolf suggested.
“I happen to know a few rather upstanding Aynglicans.” Sagira
protested.
“Doesn’t surprise me.” Rolf said dryly. “Your two peoples should get
along famously.”
“What does that mean?” Sagira demanded, stepping up to get in
Rolf’s face.
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He stood up that much straighter, facing her down. “It means, that
both of your peoples like burning Clan villages full of women and
children for sport while their men are out in hunting parties.”
Sagira guffawed. “That means a lot, coming from one of the
members of the most violent race to ever walk the Broken Crown.
The only people that haven’t ever been raided by the Kerathi are the
Uleauts, and only because the Kerathi couldn’t figure out how to get
to them.”
“We never attacked the Mueran!”
“Actually, a raiding party of very lost Kerathi washed up on the
shores of one of our islands once. They proceeded to pillage and
rape as many people as they could before our warriors put an end to
them.” Makan interjected.
Rolf frowned while he thought up a rebuttal. He’d never heard that
story before, but it did seem like something his kind might do. “Well,
they were probably delirious from drinking too much sea water and
eating too much spoiled food.”
“Assuredly.” Makan said with a slight smile.
“Or the Ox-Men.” Rolf said righteously.
“No, I’m afraid we did enough of that for you.” Sagira admitted
sadly. “It’s one of the darker blights on our history.”
“One of many.” Rolf replied, unwilling to let such an opening go
unused.
“Perhaps.” Sagira admitted. “We have done much wrong, but we
have done much good as well. We are a more enlightened and less
oppressive people that before. We have tried to rule all the Broken
Crown before, and we have seen the error of our ways. We now
work solely on improving our own Empire from within instead of
expanding outward.”
Before Rolf could add anything to the argument, fueling a fire that
Sagira was trying not to allow to come into a full blaze, Anthea
shouted aloud, drawing all of their attention. “They’re moving!”
Anthea exclaimed, pointing to where Bedros was following the herd
out of the square.
Just before Bedros left sight, he turned, signaled back at the boat,
and took off running. Everyone turned to look at Anthea expectantly.
She scratched at her cheek for a moment and considered the series
of gestures she’d seen. None of the translations she tried to make
made any sense though.
“I’m not really sure.” She announced finally. “He said he’d be back
soon, but I’m not sure what he is going off to do.”
“It’s a woman, has to be.” Rolf announced, sure of himself.
No one bothered to disagree, because no one could come up with a
better answer.
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Bedros returned alone just over an Ouer later, breathing hard and
looking lathered like a horse that had been run too hard for too long.
Yet there was a calm joy about him that Anthea had never sensed
before. Her mind went back to Rolf’s insistence that Bedros had
been off to see a woman, and from what she knew of the interactions
between men and women, that certainly could have been an
explanation. Somehow, she didn’t think that’s what it was though.
The Elegian dhow had long since been resupplied for their journey
to Rummas. They had taken on extra sail to run up, because the
captain wished to make Rummas in time for the Faestivul of Coming
Cold, which was only five Dees hence if one were to discount the
current Dee, since it was not far from over.
The upcoming Faestivul had everyone’s sprits up, and that seemed
to be the most popular topic of conversation among the sailors. From
what Anthea had gleaned from the sailors’ less-than-gentlemanly
talk, Rumani women were renowned for their physical appetites and
their beauty – not to mention their legendary love of drinking. All this
combined with the celebratory air of a Faestivul would make for
some happy Dees for sailors despite being in a port far from home. It
would be a welcome rest after seven full Dees of hard sailing almost
without stop.
Anthea was sitting at the bow of the ship when he returned, her
hand on the bowsprit as she basked in the weak light of the lantern
that hung from it. Steam was rising from his sweaty form, as his flesh
was much warmer than the night air. His nasal exhalations clouded
the air, rasping slightly as the lungs and noses of the very tired often
do.
“Bedros?” She called out to him.
His teeth flashed into a smile as he strolled exhaustedly down the
dock and up the gangway. His hooves clopped on the deck as he
walked to the front of the ship, ignoring Makan’s curious gaze in
favor of his charge. He settled down onto the deck next to her, his
tail swishing as he made himself comfortable. One of his hands
reached out to flop open on the deck beside her. She smiled and put
her small hand in his very large one.
“How was it, among your kind?” She asked softly.
He grinned again and his ears worked furiously for a moment. She
could have read his pleasure from his expression even if she hadn’t
known how to communicate with him otherwise. But he told her of
the great herd, a family grouping hundreds strong that roamed the
hills like a force of nature. He tried to convey to her with his somatic
cues and expressions how lost and free he felt among the masses,
but there were some things that his language wasn’t built to say.
Some things had to be experienced first hand.
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“So you felt like you belonged. I am sorry that you left that then, my
friend. When I am safe, I bid you to return here and seek your place
among them.”
Home is where I am needed, he said to her then, though not with
his voice. They don’t need me here, but they welcomed the news of
their brethren in the far north. I gave them contact with kin thought
long lost to them. He ended the sentences of gestures with a
relaxed, far-off look.
Anthea smiled. “Then you are a hero and a blessing to them. No
wonder you were welcomed so strongly.”
Bedros huffed happily, eyeing the stars in the sky. The joining of the
herd offered by One-Ear, the Shaman, even if for only one Ouer,
made his body tingle. He had run with them as one, and they had
been of one mind. Like a school of fish, they had responded to each
other and moved over those hills in a pattern that had shifted as
easily and naturally as the winds.
Makan approached then, sensing an opportune time and break in
their conversation to tell them that the captain was ready to go. “If
you’re ready, we have a long way…”
“Bedros?” Anthea asked, because he was why they’d stopped.
The Ox-Man nodded stiff-necked to both of them to signal he was
ready.
“We’re ready.”
“Let’s spread our wings in the wind once more, then. We’ll show
you how this boat can race across the sea like you must have in the
hills.” Makan said to Bedros with a broad smile that split his dark face
made even darker by the moon’s half-light.
Bedros regarded Anthea after Makan had turned and gone. He
gestured to her how he felt that Makan was very intuitive. She
nodded in agreement.
“That he is, Bedros. That he is. We’re lucky to have him with us.”

Later in the night, with only an occasional beam of moonlight
leaking through the portal to light their small cabin in the dhow,
Anthea had a crystal pod lighting the cabin. Rolf and Sagira sat
opposite her and Bedros, who sat at her side. Makan was busy
above deck enjoying the cold sea spray and the whipping winds that
kept the sails billowing and full. He would hear things later. Right
then, he was racing among his own kind of grass-covered hills.
“So is he going to tell us of his adventure, or do we have to torture it
out of him?” Rolf asked anxiously.
Anthea gave Rolf a chastising look that bid him to be patient. “He’ll
have to tell me what to translate for you.”
“So he didn’t already tell you?” Sagira asked.
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“Only a bit. It’s his story to tell. He’ll say however much he wishes to
say.” Anthea answered.
“Looks like he’s starting.” Rolf announced, pointing at Bedros’
gesturing.
Anthea laughed. “No, he’s just scratching his head.”
Bedros snorted in laughter, which earned a hearty laugh from
Sagira.
“Well, it looks the same!” Rolf protested.
“Here we go.” Anthea said as Bedros began a long series of
deliberate gestures, noises, and expressions.
Sagira and Rolf watched the Ox-Man at first, but then tired of
watching what they couldn’t understand, choosing instead to watch
Anthea and wait for her translation. After a long moment, she finally
spoke.
“He said he spent the time among his people, roaming the hills in a
large pack.”
Rolf put on a disappointed frown. “That’s it? That’s all he said? He
made a lot of motions.”
“Their language is slower than ours. They don’t engage in idle
chitchat because of it. They say only the important stuff.” Anthea
explained, watching Bedros’ next series of signals. “He said that
there were many fortunate members of his kind there. Many had an
oxpecker or two.”
Sagira scratched thoughtfully at her cheek. “Oxpecker?”
“It’s a bird that cleans an Ox, or Ox-Man in this case, of insects and
parasites.” Anthea answered.
“That’s fortunate, having a bird pick nits off you?” Rolf laughed.
“They have no other form of wealth.” Sagira remarked.
“Still… a bird is a big deal?” Rolf shook his head.
Bedros grunted.
“Rolf, do you want to hear or not?” Sagira demanded.
“Fine, I’ll be quiet.”
Sagira glared at him. “Please do.”
Anthea waited for the two to finish talking before she said anything
more. “Can I continue?” They both nodded, so she launched right
back in. “He saw many of the young among his people, a fortuitous
sign. He brought news of the few of his kind in Cenalium to these
distant kin, and they were overjoyed. So, they invited him to run with
the herd. That’s pretty much it.”
“So he’s something of an honorary clan member or some such
thing?” Sagira inquired.
Bedros grunted again to punctuate a stiff-necked nod, something
that needed no translation.
Rolf nodded, liking what he’d heard. “It all seems rather simple, but
then I guess simple is sometimes peaceful.”
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“That’s very profound for a Kerathi.” Sagira teased. “Did you read
that somewhere?”
“That’s a Vorcinth-damned thing to say.” Rolf growled, pushing
himself up to a standing position, though he had to stoop under the
low ceiling. “It’s no wonder our two peoples have never gotten
along.” With that, he left the cabin, leaving the door swinging open
behind him.
“He’s a bit high strung.” Sagira remarked, choosing to ignore Rolf’s
curse under the name of the God of trickery and deceit.
Anthea shrugged, not really wanting to take sides, though Rolf’s
outburst made it a clear choice. “He’s an emotional man. He lets his
emotions rule him.”
“Don’t they all?” Sagira said with a laugh.
Bedros’ head shook back and forth as much as his neck and the
close quarters would allow, disagreeing with the women’s
speculations, but then, that was a disagreement man and woman
had been having forever. Who was he to stop that? For a moment,
he toyed with the idea of going to see above decks, but instead he
settled down to sleep, letting the women’s voices drag him off into
dreams of running with his kind in The Vale.
His mind was still with the herd even if his body was not, a remnant
of the ceremonies he’d partaken in with the Shaman. There were
things that even Anthea needn’t know because she could not fully
understand the ways of the Ox-Men. He saw through One-Ear’s eyes
for the rest of the night, until he grew too distant and his mind too
tired to maintain the contact. Yet even as the contact faded during
his sleep, he knew that the one eared Shaman would be there
awaiting his return.
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CHAPTER 25
Of the Faestivuls, much has been written, but little has been said.
They are in fact, a part of a greater plan on the behalf of the
Aureans when they were newcomers to the Broken Crown. They
aimed to take the greatest celebrations of the cultures within the
Broken Crown and adapt them to a calendar they designed based on
old Elegian Calendars. The purpose of the calendar was to give
everyone elements of a common culture, for they believed that it was
the widely differing values and customs that ultimately led to the
Godless Yarres and the divisions between the races.
With a common calendar, common units of measure, and similar
holidees – though each region or culture might celebrate in
accordance with their habits – the Aureans felt that they could begin
bringing the Elegians, the Kerathi, the Aynglicans, and the Muerans
together. The Rumani at that time had already long lost their land of
Rumman, and they were of little consequence – a scattered folk. The
Uleauts lived in too remote of areas to influence the Broken Crown,
and the Ox-Men kept to themselves and only wanted to be left alone.
Therefore, they felt that it was key to bring more elements of
common culture into these four races more than the others. The
Elegians had already bestowed their tongue onto the peoples they
had conquered, but they failed to impose a greater sense of
belonging on the peoples they subjugated. This was, then, the next
step in bringing the lowland peoples together.
The plan went well, for the guidance the Aureans offered in such
times of strife, as well as much-needed methods of raising more food
for the starving and new medicines to combat the sicknesses that
swept across the lands, were well received. And with these gifts
came the units of measure we all know so well now and the calendar
that we all use. Granted, there are still some minor ceremonies and
holidees unique to each culture, but all are eclipsed by the
universally celebrated Faestivuls. Many have just forgotten how they
came to be or whom we owe for our common reasons to celebrate
these Dees throughout the Yarre.
Our forefathers looked at the Yarre and saw that there were five
separate and distinct sections to each Yarre, each about the same
length. They named these the Saysuhns, and between each they
created a holidee to celebrate the coming Saysuhn:
The Faestivul of Coming Growth: A feast celebrating the end of the
Saysuhn of Brown’s dreary hold on the land, a time to enjoy, for life
and beauty would return to the world. Holeitha, the matron, presides
over this Faestivul that celebrates the coming growth of crops and
offspring that are integral to any family and home.
The Faestivul of Coming Heat: The Saysuhn of Green’s growth and
lush blooms begin to fade as the Saysuhn of Red and the warmth it
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brings with it are near. Greveth, the fiery queen, presides over this
Faestivul.
The Faestivul of Coming Plenty: The Saysuhn of Orange is upon
Elegia, and the harvest is near. The plants are preparing to drop their
fruit and the animals are coming into their full growth. Ocel and
Rishalt preside over the Faestivul.
The Faestivul of Coming Cold: The Saysuhn of White follows the
Orange, and as the last leaves fall, these Dees celebrate the beauty
of ice and snow. Yenis is the presiding Goddess of this Faestivul.
The Faestivul of Renewal: The most important and therefore the
longest of the Faestivuls, marking the end of one Yarre and the
beginning of another. Its themes are life and death, beginnings and
ends. Like the cycles of the sun and moon, the Saysuhns too must
start anew. It is fitting then that Maletos and Haestos preside over
this Faestivul.
Who better is there to usher in a new year than the king and queen
of the Gods? I can think of no one. Yet even with rebirth there must
first be ugliness…
- Excerpt from Corydon’s ‘Uncovered Truths’
 Faestivul of Coming Cold – Dee One of Five, 768 A.E. 
There was a celebratory air about Rummas. It hung like a haze
over the trio of islands collectively called Rummas, the largest of
which was shaped like a V pointing west. But then, part of that
palpable sense of celebration might have been actual haze from the
smoky fires of Rummas’ many inns.
The mesquite flavors of various spitted meats being cooked in
hundreds of establishments over coals of scented woods or roasted
meats being sold on the street wafted out onto the water, joining with
the pleasant odors of spiced tobaccos and mead. The smells met
each of their noses, and with the exception of Bedros, who was an
herbivore, their mouths began to water and each of them felt drawn
to the city as if the scents were hooks on the end of some
proprietor’s fishing line.
Anticipation of the Faestivul had been building among the crew, and
Rolf found that it was likewise with himself and his companions.
Each had reasons for looking forward to the Faestivul, even if they
were celebrating among strangers in a strange port. The Faestivuls
were universally celebrated among the peoples of the Broken Crown,
and though the flavor of the celebration could vary from place to
place according to the populace and the available fare, the basic
reasons and practices were mostly unchanged.
After Dees of hard sailing, avoiding even a stop to take on supplies
a Dee past at Respite Island, the sailors were weary. They had
pushed the dhow hard, and with Makan’s sailing abilities to add to
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their own not insignificant pool of talent, they had made excellent
time. Even Rolf, who was usually the first to throw out some sort of
snide comment about Makan’s apparent proclivities for crashing
boats, had refrained from making any such remarks after seeing the
man in his native environment, or nearer to it at least. He had to
admit to himself that the fishing boat they’d made their escape from
Maethlin in was not a true test of what the man could do with a real
vessel.
While he was not helpless on a boat, he was not skilled enough on
the Elegian style of craft to be of much aid to the sailors. So, Rolf
had spent his time cleaning and checking his weapons for any signs
of ill use. Sagira had surprised him one Dee, sitting down not far
from him to clean a very stylish and yet quite functional hand pistol of
Elegian design. They favored darker woods and a shorter barrel of a
smaller bore than the Kerathi did, but it was still a fine weapon.
Other than that, there had been little more he could do but stare out
at the endless crests of blue-grey water for hours on end. He spoke
sparingly to his companions, each of which seemed to be more
comfortable than he with the contemplative silence that had
surrounded them on the vessel full of strangers. That might have just
been because they didn’t know how many extra ears would hear
what they said and where those things would end up being repeated.
Who could say why people did what they did?
During the entire trip, there had been a niggling worry at the back of
his mind. When he thought about it, he had to admit that the worry
had probably sprung into existence earlier than their departure from
Miniya. Most likely it would have been the idle time in Miniya, mind
and body refreshed after being thrown about in four Dees of storms
and then punished further by the walk down the Empress’ Arm, that
the doubt had taken seed. In the Dees working there, and the trip
from there to Rummas, the seed of worry had grown, and it was in
full bloom by the time Rolf regarded the foreign setting of Rummas’
main port.
He was worried about the fate of his mother and his village; if
Norsjalde had been so blatantly attacked, worse could have befallen
his own clan. Still, the port of Rummas was such a diverse and
hectic gathering of humanity that his mind was driven away from its
festering worries for a time at least.
Rolf had never considered himself sheltered, especially now that he
had seen Miniya, but the spectrum of variety in both ships and the
crews that manned them displayed before him was quite stunning.
Every trade that required traversing the seas was represented in
Rummas’ main harbor. He saw whaling ships manned by mostly
Aynglicans, though there was some crew among them that were
Mueran or Uleauts. Makan turned a dark eye on them; his disgust
was plainly evident, for he and most of his people had more respect
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for whales than they. Then there were merchant vessels from all
corners of the Aynglican isles, from Elegius, a few Kerathi
Longrunner Galleys, some of the rickety-looking Mueran ships and
catamarans, and many others.
Every hull type and sail plan imaginable was displayed before them.
There were so many ships that Rolf thought he could probably walk
from plank to plank and reach the shore from half a Kilome out if the
ships chose to link in such a way. Some had linked together in such
a manner, but most left only a skeleton crew behind. Some didn’t
look to have left any crew behind at all. Their ships were either
looted or already emptied of anything of enough value to make them
worth raiding.
It took an Ouer to weave their way close enough to make a landing,
and even then they had to walk down hundreds of Mayters of
makeshift docks and quays before they reached the crowded streets
of Rummas. Had they been able to see to its full extent the
mismatched blend of cultures displayed in the buildings around
them, they’d probably have felt rather out of place, as if a mad
architect had randomly sampled a little bit of everything offered by
the peoples of the Broken Crown and had tossed it together to form
one giant mess. The crowds of people obstructed any view of much
more than rooftops and buildings that were at a few stories tall,
unless you towered over the crowd as Bedros did.
Rolf shook his head at the strange blend of building materials and
styles, often adjacent or even abutting buildings were of totally
different make and materials. Rounded Elegian arches and simple
geometries were not meant to flow into complex artistic Aynglican
décor and then Mueran thatch and tropical wood huts. It was just too
bizarre. Here and there Rolf could even see touches of Kerathi
architecture, like miniature versions of a Stammheim thrown together
to make an interesting barroom atmosphere.
Yet all the varied architectural designs were draped with similar
décor. Long garlands of white and blue were strung across streets,
and sculptures of ice and many things painted in white were a telling
of the Saysuhn of White just a few Dees away. Yet if Yenis was the
Goddess of the Faestivul and her elements were ice and snow, it
was not forgotten that harvest had just finished. There were also
decorations that spoke of the plentiful harvest, lest anyone forget the
fruits of everyone’s efforts that Yarre.
Anthea looked about the strange city. Each new one she visited
was so different from Cenalium, but none had yet been this crowded.
She huddled between layers of protective companions, with Bedros
behind them to take up the rear, and Makan taking the vanguard with
Rolf. Sagira fell in at Anthea’s side, her hands never more than a
flinch away from her hand pistol or from drawing a curved knife out of
her belt to cut a needing throat.
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For Rolf, the sound of Kerathi accents carrying loudly over the
clamor brought pangs of homesickness and the need to find news of
his homeland. He scanned the crowd anxiously, and then erupted
into action he spotted a circle of laughing, drunken Kerathi men,
most with clothes sodden from an odorous mix of ale, food, and
occasional vomit. They all had their backs turned to the crowd to
form a tight circle of perhaps a dozen men that gathered around a
mostly empty keg, which sat atop another empty one.
“Brothers!” Rolf exclaimed, elbowing into the circle.
This earned him a round of dirty looks from men expecting one of
another race. Then, noticing that he was Kerathi, if of another clan,
they erupted in a chorus of cheers that made Anthea flinch. Their
welcome had been so vigorous and loud that it had seemed almost
more like a battle cry than a hello. Bedros’ heavy hand laid on her
shoulder reassured her, but Rolf’s quick ingratiation into this loud
group worried her, mostly because she couldn’t hear all of what was
being said.
Rolf licked his lips nervously and eyed the keg, wanting a strong
draught of mead more than anything else at that moment – except
news that is. “What of Maethlin and Harsbrukke? Have you news?”
Rolf inquired.
A hallowed sort of solemn silence fell over the rambunctious group.
They lowered their eyes and tankards for a moment. Then one
spoke. “Maethlin is all but lost, brother. Cainel has chosen to test us,
and many are still trying to decide how best to go about it.” The
oldest of the circle answered.
“Tactics are best left to the weak. The Kerathi have lived and died
by brute force for hundreds of Yarres.” One of the Kerathi roared, his
reddish beard around his mouth shaking and filling with saliva and
beer froth.
This, of course, earned a loud round of cheers and a clank of
tankards followed by loud slurping and hollering when mugs were
sufficiently drained.
“Please, I hail from there. What else can you tell me?” Rolf half
pleaded and half demanded, his hand firm on the forearm of the first
who had spoken.
“How is it you don’t know then, if you’re from there? And who are
these strange fellows you carry on about?” The older warrior asked,
nodding his head toward Bedros mostly, but also the others.
“Who my companions are is an issue separate of my need to know
of home. Believe me that, on the word of a blooded man of Esben’s
clan. I must know of my family.”
“Esben fell in battle to the Aureans. They burned your village, boy.”
The older warrior declared in disgust, as much for the Aureans who
would dishonor such a renowned warrior as for a man who would not
be at his village when it was needed. “While you were out playing
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with these foreigners, the Aureans razed your Stammheim, burned
half of Norsjalde, and they are rumored to be pushing on to Fjorlen,
grinding the warriors of your brother clans under their filthy heels with
the help of their mountain machines.”
“No. You must be mistaken. Tell me you’re joking.” Rolf pleaded,
his hands shaking. The worst possible imaginings he’d had were not
that bad.
“It’s true. I shipped with a man who ported out of Fjorlen right after it
all happened.” Another among the circle replied. “I wish it were not,
but it is.”
The older warrior waved him off, saying, “Best you get along, before
you bring your ill luck upon us, boy.”
“Then tell me your name, that I might remember you as a crow
cawing bad news, old man. Let me remember the face that brought
me grief without a hint of sympathy. Let me recall a man who does
not mourn men and women of another clan, Kerathi brothers,
savagely murdered by a devious foe that has hunted him. Let me
hear the name of one who forgets that Kerathi stand together against
outside forces, lest they be lost once more under the dominion of
another people!” Rolf shouted, each phrase pouring out of him with
more anger and frustration.
“Torgny.” The old man replied, his jaw tight as he heard the truth
spoken to him with such blunt accusations.
“Well, then, Torgny, may I see you on the Dee that we make the
Aureans pay, for I declare unto you a Ehrenschuld. May you be there
that Dee to reclaim the honor you so casually threw to the wind
todee because you were too drunk to keep your wits about you.” Rolf
said ominously. “Until then, may Cainel and Comrain not let you rest
with your honor intact, and may Nelius offer you no rest if you are of
such ill luck to die before you can redeem yourself.” He touched his
knuckled fists together and bowed his head.
A hush fell over even the nearby onlookers, for they recognized a
curse called down, even if it was in heated words of a dialect of Low
Elegian foreign to most of them. Torgny swallowed hard and emptied
his cup out on the ground his face full of shame as he acknowledged
his Ehrenschuld, a debt of honor. As Rolf walked away, none of them
lifted a hand to harm him for the curse he had uttered to their
clansman.
Anthea regarded Rolf in sympathy, the pain in his features evident.
A haunted expression had filled his face, and he looked as if he
might become sick.
“Let’s get out of here.” Makan suggested diplomatically, scanning
the crowd around them. Rolf had already caused something of a stir,
and their strange group didn’t draw any less attention for being in
such a mixed crowd.
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“Let’s go somewhere that Anthea can use her flowers to look at my
home from afar.” Rolf insisted. “I need to know if what they said was
true – or if it’s as bad as they say.”
“I don’t know if I can do that…” Anthea said worriedly.
“You can and you will.” Rolf replied assuredly, though it was more
of a command than a request.
“Regardless, shut your fool mouth.” Makan said angrily, leaning in
so that only Rolf could hear his next words. “This is not the place to
talk of such things. Whatever your pain or dishonor, it does not give
you the right to endanger Anthea by speaking so casually of her in a
crowd.”
Rolf grabbed for Makan’s scaly shirt of Mueran Seaskins, its
leathery fabric made from the hides of various sea creatures, but as
he did so, he found the tip of one of Sagira’s yataghans at his throat.
“Kerathi, recognize wisdom when you hear it and let’s move along.
You’re not exactly making friends, and we just got here.” Sagira
remarked, nodding her head at the crowd around them.
Rolf lowered his hands and took a moment to master his emotions
before replying, “You’re right. Let’s move.” Then, to Anthea he added
softly, “I am sorry, Anthea, but I have concerns that are beyond my
ability to contain.”
She nodded briefly, glad the tense situation was diffused so easily
this time, and even gladder when they began cutting through the
crowd once more, with Makan finding the way as easily as if he were
picking his way across waves in the sea.

Finding lodgings in the middle of a Faestivul was no small
undertaking, and in the end, after an Ouer of searching, they ended
up paying an exorbitant amount for a glorified closet that all five of
them would have to pack into.
Compound the frustration of having to elbow and push through a
crowd of humanity having more fun than you with the fact that what
they spent on the room was going to leave them with little or no
money in a few Dees, and that was enough of a reason to have a
sour mood to begin with. Rolf’s rapidly deteriorating mood just added
to the mix, and each delay made him angrier and angrier. Even
Makan, often the direction and reassurance of the group, was at a
loss for what to do, though Anthea thought maybe he just didn’t want
to risk pushing Rolf into an open fight because of what he was
feeling.
They filed into the modest room and took their seats in a rough
circle where they could. Though Bedros had to kneel and Sagira had
to sit on one of the two cots with threadbare sheets that had cost
them good money to rent. The place smelled of sweat and beer, the
former being only partially because of them and the latter not at all
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because of them. Truth be told, it wasn’t much worse than the
cramped cabin in the dhow had been, but on the boat Makan and
Rolf had bunked down in a pair of empty sailor’s hammocks at night
so they’d not all had to sleep like stacked cordwood.
“Well, can we be about this?” Rolf asked impatiently as the last of
them got situated and closed the door.
“Patience, please, it will take me a few Mynettes to prepare.”
Anthea said with a distracted sigh.
“Well, start then. This is not a matter without urgency.” Rolf pressed
her.
Makan cleared his throat. “Rolf.”
“What?” Rolf snapped angrily.
“I realize that you are worried, but remember that Anthea is not the
cause of your troubles.”
“When I’m in need of fatherly advice, Mueran, I’ll go to one of
Nelius’ shrine and ask for guidance from my real father.” Rolf said
spitefully. “Just because he’s dead doesn’t mean I need you to step
up and volunteer to take his place.”
“Fair enough,” Makan replied evenly, raising his open palms in
acquiescence, “but I won’t have you upsetting Anthea. It’s not her
fault.”
“Perhaps.” Rolf admitted, but he didn’t sound very convinced.
Bedros grunted in agitation and the stirring of the Ox-Man was
enough to quiet Rolf, though he continued to fidget anxiously while
she dug through the wilting blossoms and leaves in her collection.
Sagira watched the process perhaps more intently than any of
them, having never seen it before. She’d heard whispers and offhand
comments from her companions about Anthea’s abilities, and of
course Anthea had mentioned it rather nonchalantly herself, but that
was different from seeing the actual working of her magicks.
Finally, Anthea selected an elongated white blossom with a flared
end. It grew wider near the opening, where the curled ends were
tinged pink. The blossom had seen better Dees, though Sagira
couldn’t help but wonder how what seemed like dozens of flowers
packed into a rather small silver box weren’t all squished and brown.
Anthea, seeming to sense her question, smiled. “There’s an
enchantment on the box. It keeps them much longer than they would
last in open air.”
“That’s well and good, but let’s get to the enchanting.” Rolf insisted.
She sighed and shook her head. “Fine, fine. Quiet please, and let
me concentrate.”
“I was quiet.” Rolf grumbled, but four sets of irritated eyes on him
quieted any further words that he might have wished to speak.
Anthea’s face went blank as she stared at the blossom, focusing
her thoughts. Then, it lifted gently from her hand. Her eyes, and
everyone else’s in the room followed the blossom as it rose out of
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her palm and up to a point just between her eyes in front of the
middle of her forehead where it came to rest. Light suffused the
blossom, making the veins of the petals glow brightly and throb for a
Saycund before the entire blossom was engulfed in white. Strongly
intoned words poured from her mouth in a deeper voice than she
ever spoke in normally.
Trumpet of greater beings,
There is that which we wish for seeing;
Cast our eyes far and wide,
Show us that which great distance hides.
In the space between them all, a wavering image of Harsbrukke
appeared in crude three-dimensional constructs of light and motes of
dust that was nearly monochromatic except for hints of color here
and there. Rolf’s breath caught as he saw what remained of
Harsbrukke – the burnt out shells of Familienheimes and the
collapsed roof beams of the Stammheim, also awash with ash and
charred into a shell that resembled the rib bones of a great whale.
Scatted bones were strewn in piles that had already been picked
clean by scavengers, and they waited for the sun’s bleaching with no
one to bury them.
Rolf cried out a savage wail of grief and his hands balled into fists
that he gnawed at. He feared to watch lest something worse be
shown, yet he needed to see more so he would know the truth. “My
mother. Show her please.”
They all looked to Anthea, whose eyes had rolled back as she
concentrated, the blossom had faded to an oval of light that seemed
to be a third eye in the middle of her forehead. From it the images of
Harsbrukke were being projected.
“Show Beljd at least.” Rolf urged. “Surely my mother is with him. Or
Olin! Show Olin, he promised to protect her.”
Anthea’s mouth twisted into a grimace and her eyes flickered to and
fro. The image shifted from darkness into a series of unintelligible
glimpses of trees and blurred faces.
“No, no. That’s not her. None of it’s right.” A man’s face came into
view for a moment, a broad-featured Kerathi man. Rolf’s eyes
widened in surprise and he said, “Olin! But where is mother?”
The image shifted away, but for a moment it looked as if Olin had
heard Rolf. He had stopped and looked around, like a person does
when they think they hear a whisper or something at the edge of
their hearing.
“Go back.” Rolf pleaded, but the image was gone.
Another image crept into view, a woman in robes amidst a sea of
faces. It took most of them a moment to realize the faces in the
crowd were Aurean, though the angles of their faces were all wrong.
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The strange woman appeared to be speaking to them or gesturing at
least. She, too, paused and got a far off look on her face, as Olin
had.
“That’s not your mother, I take it?” Sagira asked Rolf.
“No, definitely not. I don’t know who that is.”
Anthea cried out in anguish and the light vanished from between
her eyes. The flower was gone and with it the images. Anthea
slumped back, swooning as the enchantment ended.
Rolf reached over and grabbed her arm, shaking her roughly. “My
mother? Where is she? Show us.”
“Rolf! It’s over.” Makan shouted, nearly stepping on Sagira as he
pushed over to throw Rolf’s hands off of Anthea, just beating Bedros’
heavy hands to the task.
Rolf straightened and stepped forward, his hand resting on the hilt
of the long knife he wore on his right hip that matched the saber on
his left. He breathed heavily in Makan’s face as he spoke in anger.
“Mueran, if you touch me again, you and I are going to make a mess
out of this room. I’d not like to be the one to clean it.”
“I’ll not back down from a boy’s threats.” Makan growled, his
reddish face heated with protective anger. “You cannot abuse her
like this. She has limitations.”
“Apparently,” Rolf scoffed, “or she’d have found my mother.”
“Don’t blame her for what the Aureans have done. You are in the
wrong here.”
“She is Aurean, Porceth damn you.” Rolf hissed. “My life was fine
before she came along. Her arrival brought the death of my Hersker,
the destruction of my village, caused me to have to kill my halfbrother, and she’s taken me away from my people when they need
me most.”
Bedros made as close to a growling noise as his mouth allowed
and he pushed himself up. Rolf shot the Ox-Man a warning glance,
but the Ox-Man was more worried about placing his bulk between
the angry Kerathi and Anthea. He knew, that if he did much more
than stand where he was, he stood a good chance of crushing her
and some of the others.
“You’d be dead with your family then, if you’d stayed.” Sagira
pointed out, disliking this whole situation.
“Woman, you’d better learn your place, or I’ll teach it to you.” Rolf
threatened, stabbing a finger at the Elegian woman.
Before she could respond with a few eager threats of her own,
Makan’s balled fist landed heavily on Rolf’s chin, staggering the
younger man. When he recovered, his eyes went wild with anger and
he threw himself at the Mueran.
Makan used Rolf’s anger and momentum against him, twisting his
hips as the Kerathi’s hands went for his throat. A well-placed leg
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tripped Rolf, and a strike to the back of the head as he tumbled by,
sent Rolf crashing to the floor with his nose against the door.
Dazed, he pushed himself up slowly, rubbing his chin, where a long
splinter from the rough floor had pierced through the skin beneath his
beard. He’d bitten his lip as well, and brightly colored blood dribbled
into his reddish-brown beard.
“Rolf, we are your friends, and you need to realize that. Friends
don’t do this. Let us help you.” Makan said, stepping past Sagira,
who looked all too eager to get into the scrap.
“Burn in Kaneitha’s darkness, you mongrels.” Rolf spat angrily at
them, casting an accusing look at them all before opening the door
long enough to let himself out and slam it behind him.
None of them went after him or moved to stop him as he went.
“He needs to let the fire of his anger burn out.” Makan said quietly,
frowning at the hands that he’d just used to strike a friend. That was
a bad omen for a Mueran. Yet the only thing worse than striking a
friend was standing idly by while another friend was harmed, so he
felt justified in what he had done.
“He’ll probably find a few fistfights or a whore and then come back
like a whipped puppy.” Sagira predicted with a sigh.
They turned then to Bedros, who cradled Anthea in his
considerable arms. He’d dug out an extra crystal pod that sat beside
them. Under the light of the Aurean globe, Anthea was pale from
exertion, she was breathing shallowly, and a clammy sweat had
broken out on her face and neck. Her thin limbs looked so casually
thrown over Bedros’ broad lap that Makan felt choked up to see her
so weak.
“It’s just not right what she goes through.” He whispered.
Sagira felt similarly moved to see her in such a state, but she chose
to watch the door, hiding the tears forming in her eyes. Something
about the girl inspired protecting, yet this time she’d needed
protecting from one of her own.
Sagira sunk to the floor beside the door, staring into the nearest
dark corner to avoid seeing the defeated look on Makan’s normally
optimistic face or Bedros’ paternal and worried face.
“Where is Rolf?” Anthea asked weakly after a time, her voice
cracking.
“Gone.” Sagira answered hastily, drying her eyes.
“He’s just out blowing off some steam. The events of the Dee and
what he has learned weigh heavily on him.” Makan explained.
“Did he say when he was coming back? Is he coming back?”
“I’m not sure.” Makan admitted to her, though he knew she would
not be happy about it.
“What? He has to come back.” Anthea said worriedly, climbing out
of Bedros’ lap to push herself up into a kneeling position. She
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swayed woozily and lowered her head for a few moments to regain
her bearings.
“Why? Maybe your enchantment is done with him. Do you know for
sure that you will need him again? Perhaps his usefulness is at an
end.” Sagira suggested pragmatically.
“No, I’d know if that was so.”
“Would you?” Makan asked her; he was impartial on the actual
answer, but he wondered if she’d actually considered such a thing
yet.
“I would.” She insisted. “I will not cut him loose. He needs me as
much as I need him.”
“What can we do then? There are thousands of people out there.
They will be here for four more Dees. We can’t find him in all of this.
It’s all but impossible.” Sagira tried to be realistic, but she knew she
sounded as if they’d already lost.
Anthea bit her lip as she considered what her friends were telling
her. “The enchantment will lead me to him.”
“You’re awfully sure of that.” Makan said, shaking his head in doubt.
“I thought you wouldn’t doubt me again?” Anthea asked Makan,
reminding him of his promise.
Makan looked abashed. “You are right. I am sorry, Anthea. What do
you want us to do?”
“Search for him, of course.”
“Do you have a plan? That is a rather tall order.” Sagira remarked,
coming to Makan’s defense. “Without a plan we won’t have any
method of searching other than plain luck.”
Anthea frowned and stubbornly crossed her arms in front of her.
“My luck has held in the past.”
Sagira crossed her arms as well, showing that she too could play at
this contest of wills. She wasn’t about to do something foolish for no
good reason. “That’s still no reason to trust for mere luck to make
things aright. Sometimes you just have to use common sense and
forethought instead of trusting the Gods to deliver what you need
right into your hands.”
“And sometimes, you don’t have time to plan, you just have to act.”
Anthea replied. “He’s out there hurting. He needs the comfort and
protection of his friends.”
Sagira shook her head. “He’s burning off some steam, Anthea. It’s
how men – people – deal with things that are frustratingly out of their
control sometimes.”
“Maybe I’m being naïve, but I’m not about to let him wander the
streets alone and in need. We don’t know what he’ll do when he’s
upset.” Anthea replied. Then, as much to convince herself as the
others, she added, “His wandering and carelessness might even
draw attention unwanted onto us.”
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Sagira nodded finally, relenting. It was clear that Anthea would not
rest until Rolf was found. “Alright, Makan and I will look, but you will
stay here with Bedros and recover.”
“Absolutely not.”
“I think she’s right.” Makan seconded supportively after a glance
from Sagira.
“I’m the one the enchantment works for. What good would it be to
search for him without me?” Anthea asked.
“There are other ways to go about things than trusting a few uttered
words, no matter how well they have led you thus far. Makan and I
are much more used to crowds and people of these sorts than you
must be.” Sagira insisted. She would give on one point but some
things just couldn’t be given in on so easily. “It will be safer for you to
remain here.”
“I refuse. The four of us will search together.”
Bedros grunted in complaint.
Anthea eyed the Ox-Man. “Don’t you start, too.” She said crossly.
“We will search together, and that’s final.” That the three faces
around her were plain in their misgivings didn’t bother her. As she’d
said, some things had to be done no matter the price.

The four of them elbowed their way into the busy streets, though
with Bedros’ considerable mass, people were prone to giving way
without much complaint. An occasional loud grunt from the Ox-Man
worked something like the prow of a ship cutting swiftly through
water. Celebrating men and women stepped aside, whether they
were Rumani, Aynglican, Kerathi, Elegian, the occasional Mueran, or
even an Uleaut, rarely seen in these parts.
Being that the Munths of Harvest and Falling had just ended and
the Faestivul of Coming Cold looked forward to a time when there
was less food to be found other than that which was preserved, the
food was plentiful and colorful. There were imported grains, gourds,
corn, and beans from Aynglican lands, a veritable rainbow of fruit
from Elegian orchards and fields, all manners of sea life collected by
the Muerans and the fishermen of other races, the bounties of
honey, ale, and wild game from Kerathi lands, and extravagant the
meats of seals, arctic foxes and bears provided by a few
adventurous and profit-minded Uleauts. The Rumani provided the
coin for many of these foods, but sea captains and merchants from
all corners of the Broken Crown provided a fare share in the spirit of
generosity and in the name of the festivities.
There were entertainers on every street corner and on everything
resembling a platform, be it a stack of crates, a tall barrel, or even a
rooftop. Women in little more than flowing ribbons of harvest or
snow-colored silk tumbled and danced for crowds of adoring fans.
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Anyone who thought they could sing or play an instrument had found
a few friends that could do the same and the many groups had
struck up music of varying levels of listenability all over the city. So,
wherever they went, broken clips of songs could be heard over the
noise of a mass of humanity going about their merrymaking. They
were the celebratory songs of six races being raised up by musicians
of lessening quality as the Ouer grew later and the people as well as
the players grew drunker.
Gambling and gaming went about with a raucous level of noise, as
much from the participants as from the drunken onlookers. Men
tested their strength against each other in arm-wrestling or in boxing
and throws. Others showed off their skills with knives, crafting, or
illusion. Still other gatherings were for more unsavory pleasures, the
kind that celebration and drinking brings out in people. The odors of
hallucinogenic smokes wafted out of alleys and establishments that
would be avoided many other nights of the Yarre. The flesh trade
was doing well too. Every taste or fetish was catered to if one was
willing to look hard enough and pay enough.
Anthea shivered at the utter hedonism and indulgence she saw
taking place around her. The crowd became a whirring maelstrom of
drunken faces and laughter. Yet as long as Bedros was near, the
faces did not take on a sinister cast. This was not Cenalium; that
much was certain. Things were much more subdued and tasteful
there.
“I don’t see him yet.” Sagira called out, shouting just to be heard.
Anthea nodded and closed her eyes for a moment, searching for
some hint of Rolf around her, even if it was just an inkling as to which
direction to walk. They’d already been searching for half an Ouer,
and all she’d seen was morality and decency cast to Aaren’s winds
under the pretense of celebration.
Ahead she saw a knot of bearded men. They did not wear the halfbeards and mustaches of the Aynglicans, but instead they had the
braided knots of red and brown hair that marked them as Kerathi.
That and the strong, crisp consonants of the Kerathi dialect that
came to her ears was enough to assure her that they were indeed
Kerathi. She wondered if Rolf might have been drawn to these men
of his own kind. After all, when a man feels most alone, will he not
seek out others that are most like him?
“Up there!” Anthea called out to the others, surging ahead in the
crowd. She heard Makan’s worried protests, but Bedros was still
near so she continued on.
To her surprise, there among the circle of Kerathi, was Rolf. His
arm was around a woman who appeared to be even drunker than he
was. Her curls of dark hair, pale skin, and sultry eyes made her a
Rumani. She filled out her ruffled blouse rather nicely, and her
features wore a pleasant and constantly amused expression.
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Anthea paused in mid-stride and was nearly plowed over by a
heavyset Aynglican man who smelled of sweat and pork fat. She
pushed around the heavy man, who said something less than
gentlemanly and wanted to make a big deal out of it, but he waddled
off in a hurry when Bedros came up behind her. She hardly noticed,
watching Rolf in surprise instead.
Part of her was shocked to have found him so easily in the midst of
all this, and another part of her felt betrayed that he would go find a
woman so quickly. Did he have no loyalty? Had he not pledged to
help her? What was he doing with his arm around that Rumani girl?
Surely she was much too old for him anyway. She must have been
at least twenty-two Yarres of age, and he was but sixteen.
“Rolf!” Anthea screamed at the top of her lungs.
Rolf’s smile faded, and his eyes raked past the Kerathi faces
around him before sliding between a pair of his drinking companions
to meet her eyes. A scowl settled in on his face, and he looked away.
He whispered something into the ear of his companion, who laughed
and cast a brief glimpse Anthea’s way before the two slipped away
into the crowd, arms around each other.
Anthea dove into the crowd after him, like a diver leaping off a cliff
to cut into the sea below. Bedros’ bulk betrayed him then, as people
simply had nowhere to go to permit his quick passage. He bellowed
in dismay as Anthea’s silvery-haired head slipped further away, first
only a couple people away, and then more. Soon there was a crowd
between him and the girl he was charged to protect.
Makan and Sagira worked their way up to the angry Ox-Man, who
was pushing people out of the way rather roughly, but to no avail. It
did little more than stir up some anger from those nearby, most of
which had imbibed more than a reasonable amount of liquor and ale.
They were not in their right minds though.
“Where is she?” Makan shouted, looking around. Being Mueran, he
did not have Bedros’ height and vantage point above the crowd.
Bedros cast a long arm off in the direction they were roughly
heading, but he was having trouble keeping an eye on her. Then a
bottle came sailing at his head. It shattered on his shaggy, furcovered cheek. He howled in frustration and his muscles tensed to
lash out at whomever had struck him, much like a person might swat
a mosquito that had bitten them.
He was already worked up, and cruel shouts disparaging his nature
accompanied by a second bottle were all he needed to push him
over the edge. Heavy fists were thrown with the force of small
cannonballs and bodies were cast aside like cornstalks before the
scythe. Howls of pain filled the air as the wounded picked
themselves up to find bones broken and joints twisted the wrong
way. Those howls were filled with whoops of drunken glee as people
threw themselves into the fray, not really caring who they hit and
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why. Innocents were hit, but the Ox-Man at the center of it all was
the overall target.
Bottles, knives, truncheons, and fists began to fly in earnest, and
Sagira found herself drawing her pair of yataghans, each the length
of her forearms. Makan judiciously began laying out ne’er-do-wells
with the butt of his fish spear, covering Bedros’ flank with Sagira’s
help. The knot of drunken Kerathi jumped into the fight, working
alongside Bedros, Sagira, and Makan. They worked as an effective
team that decimated the drunken hosts that assailed them, seeming
to enjoy the challenge of attacking a more organized and also
drunker force.
The Kerathi were in their element, but Makan feared for what would
happen when the Rumani Peacekeepers broke into the square, as
they surely would. Rummas’ head-knockers and leg-breakers were
legendary for doling out uneven and savage justice. They fractured
skulls and asked questions later. Makan looked for a break in the
crowd that he could charge through, clearing himself and his
companions of the entire mess. With each tiring moment, it looked
less and less likely, and until he could escape he couldn’t search for
Anthea.

Anthea hurried through the crowd, using her small size to her
advantage. She slipped past partygoers, dodging into openings
between people that opened only for a moment. Her nimble feet
danced over toes and bottles that lay on the cobbled streets, trying to
trip her up. But she couldn’t seem to catch up with Rolf. It was as if
the crowd worked against her to keep him from her.
Why the Gods would wish to part her from her oldest companion,
other than Bedros, she couldn’t fathom. Granted they’d only been
together for a few Waykes, but she valued his presence and aid.
Surely she’d not have made it off of Maethlin without his help. She
could not let him go now. She needed him, and she was sure he
needed her.
Besides, she felt somewhat responsible for the things he had
accused her of. Perhaps if he’d stayed he could have prevented
some of what happened, and he’d at least have known what had
befallen his mother. Yet she’d taken him away. He’d willingly come,
but if he’d known, surely he would have stayed. Death was not
something a Kerathi was afraid of.
“I couldn’t have known.” Anthea muttered to herself, squeezing
through a group of couples slow dancing to soft music.
Ahead, she thought she saw Rolf once again. Yes! It was he. The
woman with him was unmistakable, even amidst a crowd that must
have held hundreds of dark-haired Rumani girls in low-cut dresses of
lace and chiffon. Her face was burned into the back of Anthea’s eyes
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it seemed. She could still recall the way the woman had smiled as
she had cast that wanton gaze toward her. It was a look that seemed
to say: “I have him now. You missed your chance.”
That was foolish though, because Anthea only wanted him near
because he was a friend and he had saved her life at least once. He
was practically part of her family now. What else would she want with
the foolish boy, the boy that had told her she was too young to
understand the interactions of men and women?
She blushed fiercely thinking about that, and shoved her way past a
particularly affectionate couple, interrupting their lip lock. She
laughed at their irritated faces and it was only then that she realized
that she had lost Rolf again. She wheeled about, looking in all
directions, bobbing her head up and down to look around as she slid
between yet more people. He was nowhere in sight.
Cursing her luck, she turned back to say something to Bedros, who
wasn’t there. Where had Bedros and the others gone off? They had
been just behind her before. Now they were nowhere in sight. When
was the last time she’d seen them?
Her heart caught in her throat. Blood pounded in her ears. She was
lost, and there was no one nearby that she knew. Suddenly, the
faces around her looked that much more threatening and predatory.
These were not her friends, and it was so dark, oh so dark. Her
stomach lurched, and she knew fear even in the midst of so many
people experiencing joy and pleasure.
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CHAPTER 26
To understand the God Uman, or the legend of him at least, you
must know the people who worship him. You must know of the
islands of Rummas, which is home to the largest concentration of the
scattered Rumani people on Elegia. It might even have once been
Rummil before a calamity befell it, though there are many other
possible locations of the lost kingdom. You must also know of the
Rumani themselves, though they are hardly isolated on Rummas.
Rummas is a strange place in that there is little or no real governing
body on it. Yet it prospers greatly and avoids attack from both the
Elegians and the opportunistic Aynglicans because of its unique
population. Rummas is the greatest concentration of the Rumani in
the Broken Crown, for they have been a people without a homeland
since the loss of Rummil the better part of two thousand Yarres ago.
Many consider them to be trashy folk – a collection of thieves,
swindlers, and whores – but they consider themselves a free-minded
and noble lot who are wandering in the wilds until their former home
is restored or a new one is made for them.
They wait for Uman to deliver them into New Rummil, which they
have waited for since the Loss of Home, as the Rumani refer to the
destruction of Rummil. Many wait for a prophet or leader who will
show them the way, but as many have claimed to be this person and
none have ever been able to deliver the kingdom of New Rummil
unto them, more than a few Rumani have lost hope that such a thing
will ever occur. Because of this, many Rumani live in the moment,
seeking to find greater joys and pleasures in any way they can. They
are an immoral lot by the standards of the rest of the civilized races,
yet it is those same accusers who people their thriving businesses in
the trades of the flesh and entertaining.
Their society is highly stratified, with a complex set of interrelations
that only they can seem to understand. Perhaps that is the reason
why they speak in Rumman when only they are present, as it is a
language meant only for the ears of their own kind. Maybe that
language is used to determine social hierarchy. No foreigner has
ever mastered the tongue or has ever been allowed to study the
language, so no one truly knows what the language is used for. It is
a matter of pride among their kind to keep the language private, even
for those who have given up on New Rummil.
Of their God, Uman, little is known, and there are those that
speculate he is little more than a rumor or hope made up by the
Rumani. How is it that this God has never made himself known in
signs, visions, or deeds to the other peoples of the Broken Crown?
Why is it that he is intended to be the mate of Greveth so they might
birth a new land together? The Kerathi certainly don’t like any claim
the Rumani have laid on the Goddess of the Mountains that they
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worship. Yet even among those who question Uman’s existence,
there are few that are willing to anger a God that may exist by
questioning his being loudly and openly…
- Excerpt from Raghnall’s ‘Musings about Gods and Goddesses’
 Faestivul of Coming Cold – Dee One of Five, 768 A.E. 
A flash of movement caught his eye, which is to say a lot in the full
throng of a Faestivul. It’s not easy to distract one’s attention when
everyone around you is whirling, dancing, singing, and carousing.
But this girl he saw was different, and that’s what grasped his
attention even with all that was going on.
She was young, far too young even for his constantly evolving
tastes in the fairer sex, but she was intriguing nonetheless. There
was an air of vulnerability and need about her that drew his attention
as well as the attention of other less than savory types. It was like
blood in the water that drew a shark feeding frenzy. There she was
amidst the revelers and celebrants exuding need and fear for all who
looked to see.
Nishan grinned wildly and slipped away from the woman who was
sucking on his earlobe and running her perfumed fingers across the
front of his neck. He offered no explanation as he slid away, and she
sought none from him even if she did have the dignity to look rather
perturbed that he would just up and leave so abruptly.
There was not a moment where he felt any regret for abandoning
his affectionate partner to the whims of the Faestivul. There were a
thousand others like her if he had the inclination or need, and this
one had been no better than any of them. This was not a night that
would take an effort to find another partner anyway, not that he’d
needed the lessened inhibitions that a Faestivul brought with it to find
someone to warm his bed for the night. This strange girl, who was so
lost and foreign, presented a potential for a much more interesting
diversion than the other woman had.
This girl was like a diamond in the rough, or a white lamb in a sea
of grey and black sheep. Something about her drew his eyes and
attention, yet he knew he had no interest in her physically. He just
didn’t want someone else to have her – he couldn’t abide that. It
wasn’t even that he wanted to possess her like one might a trophy;
he just wouldn’t let anyone else have her. But this lamb was already
drawing wolves and so he felt the need to intervene.
Nishan ran his anxious hands through his hair; with one deft motion
he tied back the collarbone-length wavy locks of glossy black with a
leather cord. Then his hands drifted downward, brushing past the silk
of his shirt and the leather of his belt before coming to a pair of
kerambits, one sheathed on the outside of each thigh. His fingers
strayed into the finger loops at the end of the hilt of each of the short,
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curved blades, reassuring himself that they were still there. The
exotic Mueran weapons were uncommon even among the islanders,
and even more rare outside of their island.
He began moving purposefully toward the girl. He moved like a lion
stalking its prey, lithe muscles rolling under his skin as he slinked
through the crowd. There were no awkward brushings into people
who were too drunk to pay attention to where they walked. There
were no instances of him stepping on feet or his being stepped on.
He slid through the crowd like he was greased and nothing slowed
him down. Even when he had to change directions to avoid an
obstacle, it would have looked to an onlooker as if he had always
planned to move in such a path to reach his destination. He was a
man in his element and he moved assuredly.
The clueless girl was being herded toward an alley. Alleys were the
workplaces of rapists, thieves, and those whose actions were best
hidden from the public eye. Foul places for foul deeds, Nishan
thought as he watched the men at work.
There were four of them, murderers all of them. They had a taste
for young flesh it seemed, young foreign flesh. Nishan still hadn’t
managed to place the girl, and he doubted these four cared what her
ethnicity was anyway. All they cared for was that she had that vibrant
innocence about her, innocence they’d rob her of before they slit her
throat and dumped her body. If she was really unlucky and
Gandahar turned a blind eye on her, they might keep her alive for the
duration of the Faestivul. Did she even know she was being hunted?
Did these four men know that they were being hunted in turn?
Nishan let a smile grace his lips. A nearby woman mistook the
expression as one meant for her that said come-hither. But as she
walked his way, he slid past her without as much as a blink of an
eye, leaving her stand there with her mouth open and her words still
unsaid. He almost laughed, but that would have detracted from the
overall experience of the hunt. The best pleasures were not to be
tainted with distraction.
His pulse raced and his senses seemed to be working on
exponential levels. His senses were already sharper than any other
man’s that he’d ever met – a blessing from Comrain the Hunter
others had told him, but as he neared the girl, every sight, smell, and
sound was compounded. He could smell the sweat, mead, cooked
meats, and lust in the air. He could taste the fear and excitement of
predator and prey. And, he could almost hear the beat of his own
heart, but if he could just about hear his own, the girl’s came like a
hammer on an anvil to his ears. The mere sound of it made him grit
his teeth to suppress an excited sigh that nearly escaped his lips.
Never before had he felt his senses tantalized so strongly by
anything. Something special was afoot.
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He surveyed the men he’d have to kill. Three were Rumani and one
was a half-breed, likely half Kerathi and half Rumani – a bad mix that
meant he was a man of violence and considerable appetites. All four
were in their twenties and all were dark-haired. The half-breed had a
beard trimmed back to just his jawline and around his mouth. The
others wore their hair long, as was the Rumani fashion, but they
wore it in an unkempt style. Their clothes were cheap and in need of
a good pressing and cleaning, but they didn’t care. Appearances
were secondary to pleasures for these men. They carried knives,
except for the half-breed, who carried a hand pistol. Nishan decided
he was going to be the dangerous one among the four.
They’d done this before, Nishan thought. They rotated around,
slowly forcing the girl toward the alley by nudging the crowd her way.
She wouldn’t know what had happened until it was too late, and it
was all done with the patience of a master tailor threading a narrow
eyed needle with thick thread.
When they made their move, it was the half-breed who grabbed the
girl, clamping a hand over her mouth as he dragged her into the
alley. Struggling was pointless against much larger and stronger
men. She had no chance to cry out either, and the pistol pressed into
her back was probably a good impetus to not try that hard. The other
three men worked as cover, blocking the scene from sight as they
backed up and melted into the alley after the half-breed and the girl.
Nishan felt her heartbeat nearly skip a beat as it jumped into a
frightened pace from a merely worried canter. Didn’t the girl know
that this would just encourage the men more? Showing strength here
instead of fear might have cooled the fires of their desires, but she
fed them like she was fanning the flames instead.
For a brief moment, Nishan faltered, wondering if he’d read the
whole thing wrong. Was it possible that she was some sort of
predator herself? There were always dangerous sorts of women,
even of the sort that could kill four men like these. Did she lure men
into thinking she was helpless only to destroy them with the effort a
spider expends to kill a fly trapped in its web? No, excitement and
anticipation wouldn’t make her heart race that way. He could still
smell her fear and the salty tang of fresh tears being shed as the
men gathered around her.
His path was clear to him as he slipped through the crowd toward
the alley.
“Are you going to share?” Nishan asked, stepping into the shadowy
alley. He’d kept his eyes away from bright light sources, so they
adjusted quickly to the darkness.
“You must have a strong wish to visit Nelius.” The half-breed said
while gesturing rudely. “Go back to the party.”
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“I think you’ve got all the party I need here.” Nishan replied, nodding
toward the girl, who was pinned against the wall by the bulk of the
half-breed, who was much larger than her.
With a toss of his head, the half-breed ordered the other three to
deal with him so he could enjoy the fruits of their labors. They
wordlessly detached themselves from his side to confront Nishan
much like battalions leaving the front lines for a flanking maneuver.
Nishan licked his lips and causally let his hands drop to his sides
while the other men drew their knives. It was ironic to him that knives
were considered gentlemen’s weapons in many places, meant for
dueling and other matters of pride. Personally, he felt they were
much more grisly tools than rifles or swords. The closer you were to
the fighting, the stronger your will had to be, and the dirtier you’ll get
when you have to test your will.
The first one of the Rumani men threw himself at him. Nishan could
smell the pork and the ale from the man’s last meal on his breath as
he opened the unfortunate man a new breathing hole. The man’s
neck was torn open from ear to ear and air hissed out unnaturally. It
was likely that the other two men hadn’t even seen the kerambits
come out into his hands. They probably couldn’t see the pair of
curved blades twirling in his hands either, since they’d been painted
black to kill any reflection they might have.
The others came at the same time, each one taking a side, but they
were not used to fighting side by side. Likely their prey didn’t often
put up a fight, so it was not necessary to be good knife fighters.
Nishan, on the other hand, sought out fight after fight to prove
himself, and he had the scars to prove it – though most of those
were old rather than new. A good fighter never has to learn a lesson
more than once.
Crimson splashed on the ground. There was a brief cry of pain as
Nishan’s blade ripped diagonally down the second man’s chest like
the talons of a great bird of prey tearing at animal flesh. The man
crumpled to the ground breathing in agonized gasps like a fish out of
water.
Fear registered in the third man’s face and as he turned to run,
realizing his own feeble skills were ineffectual against this stranger,
twin kerambits the lengths of fingers gored his back. The man threw
his head and shoulders back as he tried to scream in agony, but that
only offered his carotid to Nishan, who took the offering without any
hesitation.
The half-breed glanced up from the girl, whose mouth he’d been
pressing his own to as he groped at her and trapped her against the
wall between his muscular arms. He glanced around, looking for his
companions. It had only been a handful of Saycunds, and he
certainly didn’t expect to see them all on the ground.
“I saved the best for last.” Nishan offered with a grim smile.
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“I don’t know who you are, but – “ The half-breed started to say, but
he never got the chance to finish.
He managed to get his arms up to protect his face from Nishan’s
kerambits, but the flesh of his arms offered little resistance to those
razor-sharp knives. He gasped in surprise as he was cut to the bone
– once on each forearm.
The girl stared wide-eyed at him with a look that seemed far too
much like recognition to Nishan. That made him a bit testy, so he
took it out on the half-breed, who was reaching for his pistol – not
that he’d likely be able to use it with both his of forearms torn apart
so badly, but he tried none-the-less.
Nishan’s next swipe opened the man’s femoral artery and cut him
open from groin to navel. Blood and offal spurted out everywhere,
and all the man could do was feebly crash onto the filthy cobbles of
the alley while his lifeblood poured out as if it had somewhere to be
in a hurry.
“You’re the last.” The girl mouthed in surprise.
“The last what?” Nishan demanded.
“The last one… the last one who will help me.”
“In all of life, I am the last to help you? That’s sad.” Nishan replied,
shaking the blood from his knives with a flick of his wrist. “Perhaps
you are a child of Uman then, forsaken like us.” He sighed ruefully
and touched his inner wrists together in respect to the sleeping God
of his people.
Anthea shook her head. “No, I mean the last one from my
enchantment. You’re the last it needed me to find.”
“You’re talking crazy.” Nishan replied, but he could recognize truth,
or at least someone saying something they believed when he heard
it. The girl shivered, and it was not because of his gaze.
“Take me out of here. The dark pains me.”
“The dark pained these men here too, quite badly really.” He
replied, casting his gaze once more toward the men who squirmed
and writhed on the ground as they died.
The girl grimaced. “Take their money. We have need of it.”
Nishan laughed darkly then and did as she’d asked, taking the halfbreed’s pistol as well, lest the man manage to fire it at them
somehow before they’d gotten clear of the alley. Then he walked
back to the girl, who held out her hands to take his arm. Shaking his
head, he let her do so, and then he led her clear of the alley.
“I’m Anthea.” She announced, looking up at his finely shaped face.
“You’re not scared of me, are you?” He asked her, slipping them
back into the crowd without anyone noticing that something out of
the ordinary had just happened.
“I’m never scared of friends, only enemies.”
“I’m scared of both, because both can be dangerous.”
“You’re not scared of anything.” Anthea told him.
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Nishan smiled warmly, exposing a row of perfect white teeth.
“You’re right. I’m not.”
“Then don’t be scared of my companions or what I must do.”
“Never.” He promised, laughing once more. He realized just after
the word spilled so easily from his mouth that what he’d just said
meant they might be together for more than just the night. He had
just acknowledged that they might be in each other’s company for
some time, but he had no idea why that might come to pass.
He noticed then that her heart was not heavy with what she’d just
been through. No, Anthea was strong, too strong for her age. He
wondered what hardships she’d been through. Whatever had
happened to her to bring her to this point and this place at just this
point in time, the Gods and Goddesses must have their hands in it,
he thought. And that was fine by him. He had no fear of the divine.
After all, one had already blessed him, perhaps more.
“Let me show you the nicer side of Rummas, away from the
seediness and immorality.” Nishan suggested.
“I’ll go anywhere there’s light.” Anthea said with a shiver.
“So you don’t need to get back to your companions right away?”
Anthea considered for a moment before replying. “No, it’s alright.
They’re worried I’m sure, but I can spare an Ouer perhaps.”
Nishan nodded. “Fair enough. In one Ouer, longer if you want, we
will seek out your friends. For now it is only you and I in the midst of
a Faestivul, and we must enjoy ourselves.”
“We must.” Anthea seconded with a smile.

Anthea sat beside Nishan, huddling against his shoulder for
warmth. Their legs dangled over the edge of a flat tile-roofed
building, swinging in the carefree manner of children as they
watched the Dee come to an end. The only light they had, other than
the dozens of oil lamps, cookfires, lanterns, candles, and torches
down below, was a single glass-shuttered lantern with a trio of tallow
candles burning within it.
The lantern sat beside Anthea, bathing her features in its pale
orange light. Her hair glittered in the dim light, its silvery threads
picked out like strings of rhinestones. Her face had settled into an
affable smile some time ago, and Nishan looked at her from time to
time, expecting some sort of change.
Anthea noticed this, and looked at him after the fifth or sixth
sideways glance her way. With most of the light being soaked up by
her out of necessity, there was little that got past her to illuminate his
face, but there were still things she could see.
Even with his hair tied back, she could see little more than the top
of his nose and the edges of his cheekbones protruding from the
shadows that concealed most of his face. His eyes were twin glints
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of glass hiding under the shadows his brow cast, and while she could
see his lips beginning to form words, she couldn’t have read them
even if she’d tried.
“You seem rather calm considering what all befell you tonight.”
Nishan remarked. “You have seemingly been separated from the
friends you mentioned before, and you were attacked. Horrible things
could have happened to you.”
“But they did not because you saved me first.” Anthea pointed out.
“Quite true, but you’re not even shaken up about it. I know women
who have endured less that hide from the memories even after
Munths have passed.”
“I was worried, don’t get me wrong.”
“I know, I could hear your heartbeat. It was racing. You were
terrified – until I arrived. How could you have possibly known I wasn’t
working with them? I could have been someone waiting to prey on
them and you.”
“My enchantment let me know you were going to help me.” Anthea
replied. “At that moment, I just knew everything would be fine. Every
time in the past that I’ve needed help, the enchantment has sent
someone at just the right time to save me. There’s always the right
person near me at the right time.”
“Then you are truly blessed, Anthea. I doubt another person in the
entire Broken Crown could say such things and mean them as I feel
you do.”
“I would say I am blessed, but at the same time, I have endured
much to get this far and my journey is not over by any means.”
“Where are you from and where do you go?” Nishan asked, curious
where such an enigmatic girl would be heading.
“I’m out of Cenalium, and I seek Aetheline. After that I may have to
return home to set things aright. I’m not sure. The enchantment will
let me know what I must do when the time is right.”
Nishan idly rolled a coin in his hand, tucking it in-between his
fingers and rolling it about his knuckles as he listened. The names of
the places she spoke of meant little to him since he had no dealings
with them, but then maps were not one of his interests. Magick was.
“You speak of enchantments, but by whose name do you invoke
these auguries? What is their reason and what powers them? I have
seen many charlatans that claim to have powers, especially among
my people, but never have I seen any proof.”
“Stay around me long enough, and you’ll surely seen proof.” Anthea
promised. “As to the origins of my abilities, that answer lies in my
heritage. My mother was a Kerathi Thaumaturge and my father was
an Aurean soldier. I was gifted with her flower magicks and his need
for the sun.”
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“Aurean and Kerathi? How is that possible?” If he knew little of
Aureans, it was common knowledge that they couldn’t breed outside
their race. They couldn’t any more than an Ox-Man could.
“I don’t know. I never really thought about it before. I just am, and I
never thought to question how I came into being. Yet everyone is so
surprised by my heritage that I have come to realize that I am
something of an anomaly.”
Nishan nodded in agreement. “Surely you are unique, that I would
not doubt.”
“And you are not? You claim to have been able to hear my
heartbeat.”
“And you think I cannot?” Nishan grinned and began tapping a
rhythm on the tin roof beneath them.
Anthea listened for a moment, but any doubts she might have had
were quickly dispelled. His fingertips tapped the exact same rhythm
she felt thrumming throughout her body. It wasn’t just close – it was
dead on. “I see.” She said quietly. “How is it that your hearing is so
good then? Do all Rumani have such precise hearing?”
Nishan laughed. “Hardly. Some say it was one of the gifts Comrain
the Hunter gave me. Who else could give a man such gifts? My
sense of hearing, sight, and smell are better than some animals.”
“It could have been Rishalt then. He is said to carry the best traits of
a dozen animals. He is the God of Beasts. Or what of Uman, isn’t he
your people’s most important God?”
Nishan’s face sobered upon hearing mention of Uman. He sighed
and scratched at the back of his neck. “Some have said that I am
meant for great things, destined to serve Uman. I haven’t the
arrogance to assume such. I am many things, but the Hand of a God
is not one.”
“There is often greatness in the unlikeliest of places.” Anthea
replied.
“Even in a womanizing, gambling, murdering son of the Rumani?”
“That sounds like a longshot, but perhaps.” Anthea teased.
Nishan laughed aloud, throwing his head back. Baring his soul to
this girl lifted unimaginable weight off of his shoulders, and it
gladdened him to do so.
“So you do have a lighter side?” She asked after he quieted.
He nodded, and noticing her shiver, he put an arm around her
shoulders. There was nothing of romance in the gesture. Rather, it
was a brotherly expression of consideration. They watched the
celebration going on five Mayters below them slowly grind to a halt,
though there were still those who would be enjoying themselves for
another Ouer or more before they dropped from exhaustion and
alcohol intake.
Then, the next Dee it would all begin anew, but not until after
everyone had slept for a long time and the streets were swept clean
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by large crews of workers who rotated schedules so they’d not have
to give up their own opportunities to celebrate. It was the same in
most places, though perhaps not to such a hedonistic extreme as
here in Rummas. Even Cenalium had observed the Faestivuls
similarly, if in a more subdued fashion.
“It’s not really the cold.” Anthea whispered, breaking the silence.
She leaned into him anyway, even though she truly was not cold. He
might not smell like the comforting musk Bedros had about him, but it
was the next best thing.
Nishan’s mind drifted back to her comments in the alleyway. “The
dark?”
She nodded. “Yes.”
“How like a flower you are.” He said, brushing her hair back behind
her ears.
“Oh, yeah?”
“You need sun to grow and live. Your hair is bright like petals, and
your face is the colorful center of the blossom. You will be rather
stunning somedee, I think.” Nishan prophesied, pinching her chin
between his thumb and forefinger.
“I’m not sure I’d like the attention if it’s anything like what happened
earlier. His lips tasted of drink and cheap food, and he wasn’t being
very gentlemanly. Besides, I already have enough trouble with what
has been laid before me, and the Aureans may still be searching for
me.”
“You have fled from them then?”
“They seem to want me. My father may have died to buy my
escape, and they burned a Kerathi village and at least part of a
sizeable city during a second attempt to capture me. Only escaping
into a storm while one of my companions led them away from me
allowed me to get this far.”
“So they know you’re still out there somewhere?” Nishan asked,
waving his free hand across the horizon.
Anthea shrugged. “Maybe. I enchanted the decoy ship to look like
we were all on it, but I suppose we can’t necessarily trust that to
have fooled them completely.”
“I’m sure they have some use for you then, if they’d go to so much
effort. Yes, it might be wise to not stop looking over your shoulder.”
Nishan agreed. “It’s also useful in finding new threats, as well as the
old ones coming back.”
“There is so much I must do.” Anthea said wearily.
“Take it one step at a time. Every journey begins with one step.”
“Then the first step in what I have remaining to do is finding my
companions.”
“Good. And the second?”
“Sleep.” Anthea said with a tired grin.
Nishan grinned and stood, offering her a hand to pull her up.
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She took it without hesitation. Thus far, the enchantment had never
been wrong. That didn’t mean it couldn’t be, but she had sensed the
goodness in this man from the beginning. Underneath all the
posturing, brooding, and the bad habits he seemed to have, there
was a kernel of goodness aching to be let out.
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CHAPTER 27
The destruction of Rummil was the test put to us by the Gods. Our
sentence may be long but it will end. Of the ending of our sentence
in exile and the arrival of New Rummil, I have been shown five signs:
First, the mighty shall be humbled and a great darkness will come
upon our world.
Second, there will be a coming of a greater people. They will have
devices and ways that we cannot understand, but they will share with
us and educate us to cure the ignorance that suffuses our peoples
and propagates the suffering of our kind.
Third, they will rise to live among the clouds and leave us to our
own ways, deeming us not worthy of their presence. They will reign
in the skies while we toil on the earth and sea.
Fourth, our deliverers will turn on us, bringing back the war and
strife of the time before their coming, when they tire of their cloud
cities.
The fifth and final sign is the one we must look for hardest: the
marked man will be shown a spirit from the skies. If he is to accept
his role in what is to come, he must guard her with his life. The spirit
shall lead an army against the lords of the cloud cities who seek to
enslave our world, and it is with her victory that Uman shall deliver us
unto our home. He will make Greveth his bride, and their lust shall
birth a new home for us.
These are his words and promises delivered by his humble servant.
While I cannot be the hand of Uman, I can serve as his mouth and
eyes in these times…
- Excerpt from Dorjan the Seer’s ‘The Destiny of the Forgotten’
 Faestivul of Coming Cold – Dee Two of Five, 768 A.E. 
Sagira shouldered the door open, using a quick flick of the wrist to
twist the handle and unlatch the catch. She stumbled into their room
afterward, half dragging Makan with her. He limped along with his
arm thrown around Sagira’s neck and he used his fish spear as a
crutch. She eased him as gently as she could down onto the floor
and fell down beside him, panting.
She looked briefly over to where Bedros sat with his back against
the corner of their dingy room, with his head hanging low and his
mallet laying across his lap. He was asleep, likely because it was
less painful than dealing with pain of being awake. With wakefulness
came the soreness and fatigue that was only compounded by the
numerous small wounds he’d taken. His fur was matted with blood,
beer, and sweat. She sighed and rubbed her own sore shoulders,
each in turn.
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The effort of half-carrying a man several city blocks was exhausting
even for a quite fit and reasonably strong woman like she was.
Sagira had never been able to let things ride on personality or looks,
so she’d made certain that her body would carry her where it needed
to go. Still, little in her life before Rummas had ever been as
exhausting as battling a drunken mob for nearly an Ouer before
managing to slip away to hide in alleys until it was safe to drag her
companions home.
Images from what seemed a lifetime ago already replayed in her
mind. She remembered Bedros’ frustration at losing Anthea that
erupted when someone foolish had thrown a bottle at him. From
there it had just gotten more ugly with each passing moment. What
might have started as a few men scrapping with Bedros quickly
became an all out battle. Once the Kerathi contingent had jumped
into the fray, blood had started to pour quite freely, even if it was only
drawn from fists, booted feet, and the occasional truncheon or bottle.
Then the Peacekeepers had showed up, and things had really
started to come to a boil. Knives were drawn and a few people were
probably killed in the midst of it all. Sagira herself had been forced to
wound a few men who thought a woman might make something fun
to whittle on, and while she’d taught them all lessons that they’d
have scars to remember her by, she’d not dealt any lethal sort of
wounds.
If she had shown restraint, the Peacekeepers certainly had less
compunction about doling out brutality and generous quantities of
force. Heads had been cracked open and limbs had been snapped
as heavy staves and truncheons were slammed into anyone who got
in their way. Most of the Peacekeepers had leather sacks filled with
sand and gravel attached to the end of their truncheons to make their
weapons that much more damaging; some even had them on a
length of chain in an imitation of a flail.
The Peacekeepers had hit the crowd in a wedge of a full two score
of armed men, cutting right into the center with ease. Then they’d
flattened out into a phalanx and fought back to back. Their wall had
broken the drunken charges thrown at them rather easily. Anyone
who had been foolish enough to attack them was clearly not in their
right mind or too intoxicated to know how they were toying with their
own lives.
It had taken very little time to take the fight out of people who were
really just looking for a little fun by means of a little brawl. Getting
your skull split open hadn’t fit with most of the partygoers’ definition
of fun, so they’d taken flight from the square. But then there was the
Kerathi. Their definition of fun and glory seemed to have been
taunting and challenging the Peacekeepers, who were better armed
and outnumbered them at least three to one.
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Raucous intoxicated war cries had filled the night air, and the
Kerathi with a few random allies of mixed races who either had a
death wishes or had some reasons to dislike the Peacekeepers – of
which there were many due to their long history of excessive force –
had charged the Peacekeeper formation. Apparently, in all their long
Yarres of keeping crowds in order, they’d never quite faced
something like that.
The Kerathi group had, as is the custom of the almost fearless
warriors, charged the center of the formation and shattered it. They
had mowed down the dark uniformed men and trampled them
underfoot as they fell upon the thirty or so that still remained
standing. The Peacekeepers that were still standing after the assault
had fallen back into two tight knots and they had tried to crush the
Kerathi between them. With their buckler shields and heavy saps
they’d likely have made short work of the dozen Kerathi and their few
allies left after their charge, but their small triumph over the vaunted
Peacekeepers had drawn cheers and encouragement from those
who were still watching.
Encouragement that had been exhilarating to a crowd of drunken
Faestivul celebrants, and it had only brought more allies to the side
of the Kerathi. Soon the Peacekeepers were surrounded by a surge
of people who really had no stake in the affair, but who for some
reason found the anarchy contagious. They too, had a wish to see
the Peacekeepers laid low, even if it was just to say they had been
there and had participated in the once-in-a-lifetime event.
The Peacekeepers had simply been unable to deal with such
numbers. Men and woman alike, often unarmed, had climbed over
each other to bear down the police force. Young men, always itching
to prove themselves, had been thick in the swarm.
Even Sagira had felt the urge to join in, though the three of them
had escaped into an alley at the first opportunity, which had been a
long time in coming. It’s not often you get to see hounds pull down a
bear, for that’s what the scene on the streets had reminded her most
strongly of. She’d seen it happen once in a sporting arena, and the
memory had stuck with her. Most strongly, though, she recalled the
memory of two Kerathi men, both had been bloodied and laughing,
being raised on the shoulders of the crowd after their triumph over
the Peacekeepers.
Sagira had led Bedros back to the inn first, leaving the wounded
Makan, as he had insisted, in the alley until she could come back for
him. It was better, they had decided as a trio, to not be seen as a
group if they could help it. Upon her return, she had witnessed the
ugly retribution of the Peacekeepers, who had descended upon the
corner in full force less than twenty Mynettes later.
Likely, they had roused all their sleeping members and put them in
uniform, and they’d come upon the scene as fast as they could. By
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then, most of the drunk and wounded had cleared, but the
Peacekeepers had a reputation to uphold, lest they be challenged at
every turn in the future because they were no longer considered an
impregnable force. Three hundred of them had beaten everyone they
could lay hands on into unconsciousness or even death. Most of the
people they’d assaulted were not even the ones who had
participated in the fight earlier, but that had not mattered to them.
It had been an act of savagery that repulsed Sagira. She could
hardly judge them, because her own people had a history of cruel
treatment of its citizens in order to maintain their strict adherence to
laws, not to mention what they’d done to Ox-Men. Society would
crumble without order, and order was often bought at the cost of
blood.
Sagira had been happy to turn her back on that sight and help
Makan back to their room. Fleeing drunks had streamed down the
alleys and streets, like mice abandoning a sinking ship. Even more
than the rising sun, the clearing of several city blocks of those who
had still been celebrating had signaled the end of the first Dee of the
Faestivul.
Yet they’d all be back at it the next Dee, albeit it with a bit more
restraint and likely a constant patrol of Peacekeepers to insure such
an event would not happen again. Although, those who had died or
had been severely wounded would not continue their celebration,
and they had not been few. Still, Rummas was packed to the rafters
with people, and even a few hundred dead and wounded wouldn’t
put a dent in the festivities.
Makan clicked his tongue and groaned as he tightened a crude
bandage he’d wrapped his thigh with.
“Hurts?” Sagira asked, already knowing the answer but wanting to
voice her concern anyway.
“Yes. I’ll live.” Makan promised. “Don’t worry.”
Sagira chuckled, but that pained her, for she’d taken a heavy blow
to her ribs at one point during the fighting. “Muerans are a sturdy
breed. You fought even after being wounded. Your stamina
surpasses mine I think.”
“The seas are not always kind, so we must be durable.”
“Yeah, but I doubt Fallu, Tulis, and Marceaupo ever meant for us to
get involved in a pitched battle in the streets this past night.” Sagira
replied, mentioning the Gods that the Muerans held most dear. “You
were out of your element, but you did well enough.”
“The Mueran have dealt with invaders and pirates for a long time.
As long as the ocean has had memory, we have had to fight on land
and sea. Even the Mueran can’t live on a boat all his life.”
“And there’s always infighting among your own kind, right?”
Makan nodded and rolled a bit more onto his side to face her,
though in the dimness he could make out little of her features. “Not
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so much these Dees, but in Dees past there were a lot of savage
wars between our islands. The peoples of Far Muera and the
Mueran Belt have many differing opinions as well, and those
differences cause strife even todee.”
“I’m worried about Anthea.” Sagira announced after a brief silence.
She turned her head toward Makan, who she could see better than
he could her. He, too, wore a pensive look on his face.
“We are of the same mind in this.”
“Is she alright? Do you think so anyway?”
Makan made another wincing noise as he shifted once more. “She
is a survivor. I believe her strong will to be her strongest weapon,
and fate is often on her side when she needs it most. I can’t say that
she will come out of all this any more unscathed than we are, but I
truly believe that we will see her again.”
“I pray that you are right.” Sagira said softly.
“Then let us hope that it is Gandahar who watches over her, and
not He who opposes him and all others.” Makan whispered,
purposely avoiding mentioning Porceth, the God of Misfortune. It was
ill to speak his name lest you draw his unwanted attention.
“May Maletos and Haestos shine upon her, and bathe her in their
merciful light.” Sagira said in return, mentioning the God and
Goddess most revered by Anthea’s Aurean kin.
“I am sorry, friend, but I must rest if I am to be of any use searching
for Anthea.” Makan said wearily.
“Sleep then, Mueran. You’ve earned it.”
“Thank you. Wake me when you must.”
Sagira lay there then, unable to sleep as she stared at the ceiling
and listened to the breathing of her two companions. In her mind she
thought about what she had seen that night and she couldn’t help but
be reminded of what had befallen her and the men under her
command in the Gnat Marshes. This had been the closest thing to
true battle that she had seen since then, and her heart ached from
the memories. Neither Makan nor Bedros heard her crying softly in
the darkness.

Walking through Rummas in the morning would have been a much
more pleasant sight were it not for the remnants of the previous
night’s skirmish between the celebrants and the Peacekeepers.
Blood had dried into sticky brown blotches on the cobbles, and there
were occasional clumps of hair or lost teeth and a random finger or
two lying in the gutters where they’d been deposited by the
halfhearted efforts of the street sweepers. Flies congregated around
the square lapping at fluids spilled so carelessly the Dee before.
Such things tended to spoil a salty sea breeze and a cloudless sky
of deep azure quite quickly. Even the cries of the hawkers and
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venders were halfhearted. Sagira wrinkled her nose at the competing
smells of urine, stale beer, and sweat that pervaded the morning air
whenever the breeze let up for a more than a few Saycunds. Makan
nodded in understanding at her reaction and shook his head. Yet for
a few small but often significant details, signs of last night’s conflict
had all but disappeared. He had a feeling that the maimed and
wounded would not forget the night as quickly as the venders and
cooks who had set their booths up once more in the square had. The
dead, well, they had nothing but time to remember after Nelius had
taken them.
“Somber thoughts are fouling my mood.” Makan said in hushed
tones to Sagira. “The events of yesterdee are too fresh in my mind to
be at peace in this place.”
She nodded, her eyes scanning the thin fourth Ouer crowds. Most
people were likely still sleeping off last night’s excesses, so the
streets were passable with only a minimum of congestion.
Sagira abruptly grabbed Makan’s arm and pulled him over under
the awning of a salesman’s cart. He stumbled to keep up, still limping
from the thigh and knee wounds he’d taken the night before. Makan
opened his mouth to protest, but saw the dozen Peacekeepers on
patrol entering the opposite side of the square from a side avenue
and decided to shut his mouth.
“Are you interested in buying anything, or are you just hiding out
until that patrol passes?” The salesman asked, his wrinkled face
twisting into a look of wry amusement.
“We’re not…” Sagira started to argue, but she decided that any
excuse she made would be quite transparent, so she didn’t bother.
Instead, she held on tight to Makan’s upper arm as the patrol grew
closer and made a show of looking rather interested in the
salesman’s wares, which happened to be rather garishly painted
Faestivul ribbons and small tokens that women might give to a man
they were interested in or vice versa.
“We haven’t much money.” Makan confided to the man.
“Neither have I.” The salesman said with a chuckle. “Else I’d not be
here right now. I’d be out enjoying the company of a younger woman
or two. We can’t all be as lucky as you though, can we?” He asked,
winking at Makan.
Makan glanced at the woman on his arm and laughed warmly,
earning a nervous laugh from her, but Sagira was more interested in
watching the patrol out of the corner of her eye than listening to this
man. Sagira actually stood taller than him, and was slender with a
wiry set of muscles where he was stocky. She was also young
enough that she could have feasibly been his daughter were they of
the same heritage. “Would that your idea were reality, but in truth
she’s merely a companion. We’re searching for a friend who was lost
in the chaos last night.” Makan ventured.
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“A friend?”
“A young lady friend of ours.”
The salesman laughed again. “Many men weren’t able to hold on to
their women last night. Many more found new ones. Were you one of
the former or latter?”
Makan frowned slightly, his brow furrowing at the man’s frequent
assertions that he was only interested in carnal delights. “Truly, sir,
you are mistaken. She is our charge and her father will be quite
wroth with us if we cannot bring her safely to his side.”
The salesman never looked more Rumani than when he leaned
forward at that moment, the gleam of a potential profit in his eyes.
His breath stunk of tooth decay and the fish he’d had for his morning
meal, and his stringy hair was quite in need of a washing, but Makan
didn’t flinch back, even if Sagira did.
“It’d help me if I knew more about your missing charge. You see, I
see and hear many things here, things that may be of use to you or
may not be. How am I to sort through them all with such a vague
understanding of the situation?”
“We don’t know this guy. We can’t tell him anything.” Sagira said in
a low tone, urging him to caution.
“We’re searching for a boat lost at sea. We haven’t her ‘wisdom’ in
seeing such things.” Makan said, making offhand mention of
Anthea’s enchantment that guided her path. “Every moment wasted
is a moment she could be getting into trouble. We have to take risks
to get payoffs. Trusting our luck to hold is foolhardy.”
“That doesn’t mean we should trust this guy.” Sagira countered,
and leaning closer she whispered, “I mean, just look at him. He looks
shady.”
Makan ignored any warning glances from Sagira, and proceeded to
bargain with the man. “What will it cost us to get you to peruse your
recent memories and dredge through recent rumors hidden within
your head then?”
“Were I younger and she less obviously repulsed by me, I’d beg off
a kiss from your caramel-colored lady, but I am not a picky man. I’d
settle for a meager offering of coins and that quaint necklace you
wear around your neck, fishman.” The salesman said ruefully.
Makan looked down at his necklace, something he’d made from a
collection of bones and scales of the fishes and creatures found only
in the Outer Seas. It was not irreplaceable, but the sentimental value
of the treasures collected during his manhood or taitoatanga trials
was not something to be discounted or cheaply discarded.
With a depressed intake of breath, Makan reached up and untied
the necklace and offered it to the man. “The necklace you may have,
though I doubt you understand the value of such a thing to a Mueran.
You may have it, but not our coins.”
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“Oh, but I do understand, and the fact that you’d give up such a
thing shows me your true character. This girl must be valuable to you
if you would part with it for her sake.” The salesman replied,
covetously grabbing the necklace in his wrinkly hand.
“If you know why did you take it?” Sagira demanded, disliking the
man more with each passing moment.
“Because I will never journey the Outer Seas myself, and I’ve
always dreamed of what they might be. Now I have a piece of them
to content myself with. Call it foolishness or call it greed, I am what I
am.”
“I’ll call you beaten and bruised if your rumors are worthless.”
Sagira threatened, but the salesman’s laughs silenced any further
outbursts.
“First you must tell me more about your friend, and then I will tell
you what I know.” The salesman urged Makan.
Makan nodded. “We seek two people in actuality. The first is a girl
of mixed heritage. She and her family flee from Kerathi lands to
make their home in a place of less strife. The second is a Kerathi
man who was aiding us in our travels, also one of her guardians as
we are. We had a disagreement and he lost himself in the
celebration, wanting to be alone.”
The salesman whistled to himself as he scratched at his scalp, as if
the act was capable of drawing out lost memories. “Of the second I
have no news.”
“And the first?” Makan asked.
“I would venture a guess, looking at your company and the fact that
you mentioned you travel with a girl of ‘mixed heritage’ as well as a
Kerathi, that you are a much sought after traveling group.”
“What does that mean?” Sagira asked, her accent coming in thickly
when she spoke with such force. She glanced over her shoulder at
the Peacekeeper patrol that had passed them by and was exiting the
square, almost as if their departure was her license for taking out her
wrath on this man.
“It means, sweet one, that the girl is being sought after not only
here, but in many of the isles of the Broken Crown. Those who may
have presumed her and her companions dead are quite thorough in
making sure she hadn’t somehow slipped past them. And, after last
night’s fiasco with that Ox-Man, who might just be your companion
as well if the rumors are true and you are the ones mentioned in
them, I wouldn’t be too surprised to see that girl’s pursuers seek her
out here.”
“Then they know who started the fight last night?” Sagira asked.
“In truth?”
Makan cleared his throat and nodded. “Yes, the complete truth.
Marceaupo knows I have paid fairly for it.”
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“The Peacekeepers are searching for an Ox-Man, a Kerathi, a
Mueran, and an Aurean girl of mixed heritage. There is a large
reward being offered by unknown parties, and since there are few
Ox-Men in Rummas and one had something to do with that awful
business last night, they would have been more than willing to help
out for free, let alone for a reward.” The salesman put on an
apologetic face then, frowning in such a way that his entire face
wrinkled up even more than it normally was. “As to their location, I
can be of no help, but at least you know what troubles you may face
in finding her.”
“It’s worse that I could have imagined.” Makan whispered, his heart
speeding to a crazed pace. Horrible imaginings crept into his mind,
sitting heavily on his shoulders.
“We must find Anthea. Quickly.” Sagira hissed at Makan, tugging at
his arm to get him moving.
“Wait!” The salesman cried, holding up an open hand.
“Why?” Sagira asked suspiciously.
The man stooped down and dug through the shelves on the
backside of his cart, where he kept his trinkets and ribbons boxed up
when he was not selling them. Sagira’s hand crept toward the
yataghans hidden under her belt sash, lest the man pull out a pistol
and try to hold them for a reward – supposing the reward wasn’t the
same for them if they were dead that is.
The man came up abruptly, holding out a pair of rain ponchos, each
of them with a hood. They didn’t look that clean, as the stains on
them illustrated, but his intentions were clear.
“Thank you.” Makan said, holding out his arms for them.
“Ah, ah, ah! Our bargain was for information, not ponchos.”
Makan sighed. “I told you, we haven’t much to pay you with, not
that those filthy rags are worth much.”
The man’s eyes upon Sagira spoke volumes, and after a long
moment of silence that ended with a disgusted grunt from her, she
leaned in and gave the man a very chaste kiss on the cheek. He
cackled in glee and handed her the ponchos. Makan shook his head
and reached for one of the ponchos.
“Earn your own!” She growled at him, slapping away his hand.
“But…” Makan started to protest, earning a laugh from the
salesman. Sagira relented and handed him one anyway.
As they turned to go, having donned the smelly ponchos that were
not entirely unpleasant in the brisk sea winds that raked the city, the
salesman caught Makan’s attention. With a quick gesture, he leaned
over his stand and pressed something small into Makan’s hand.
Sagira missed the motion, being too busy adjusting the folds of her
poncho to fall more naturally around her shoulders.
Makan glanced at what was in his hand: a mated pair of bracelets
of carved bone painted skillfully to depict the God Solmin in congress
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with his mate, the Goddess Ithilia. The two were the famous lovers
among the Pantheon of Gods, and they appeared frequently on gifts
exchanged between lovers. The craftsman’s name, Ince, was
inscribed on the last segment of each of the bracelets. Makan had no
doubt that it was this old man before them now who had painted
such images, and a quick glance at the other merchandise bearing
the same name confirmed his suspicions.
“Good luck, travelers.” Ince bid them. He winked at Makan as he
nodded toward Sagira, who was oblivious to the exchange.
Makan shook his head and crammed the bracelets into the pocket
of his poncho with a level of embarrassment that surprised him. He
had nothing to be ashamed of, yet he didn’t want to offend the man
by refusing the gift, and he certainly didn’t want Sagira seeing them.
He sighed as they ducked out from under the threadbare yellow
and blue striped awning, and made their way into the multiplying
crowds to search for Anthea. They would have to trust fate and
Anthea’s enchantment to lead them to each other. If what Ince had
said was true, and it seemed likely, they could not risk asking more
people if they’d seen her, as that would just draw more attention to
them.
More doubts and worries crept into his mind. How would they sneak
Bedros into a better hiding place? Surely the innkeeper would turn
them in at the first opportunity if he realized whom he was putting up
in his rooms. Whatever was going to happen, they had to do it fast,
or things would get ugly for them in a hurry. It wasn’t like they were in
any shape to battle their way out of another confrontation either.
Sagira tugged him along by his arm, ushering him through the
crowd faster than his knee would like. His leg protested at the
treatment, but he wasn’t about to let a little pain stop him from finding
Anthea before it was too late. He would not fail her, or Fallu, who set
these tasks before him.
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CHAPTER 28
When the search for the sky spirit begins in earnest, the first trial for
the marked one begins. He will have to lead her from his homeland,
leaving behind that which he knows best. The powers that be will
seek to prevent them, and the spirit shall confirm her role with a
demonstration of her heritage…
- Excerpt from Dorjan the Seer’s ‘The Destiny of the Forgotten’
 Faestivul of Coming Cold – Dee Two of Five, 768 A.E. 
Nishan was like a breath of fresh air to Anthea. If he was dark and
mysterious in the night, during the Dee he was a vibrant source of
exuberance that her other companions often lacked, not that she
liked them any less for the differences Nishan exhibited. They were
just more withdrawn compared to Nishan’s liveliness. He also
seemed to have an amusing anecdote about everything under the
sun, and he kept her laughing like the others simply couldn’t or
hadn’t yet shown the ability to do.
He didn’t have Bedros’ protective presence, Rolf’s gruffness and
fierce determination, Makan’s stoic wisdom, or Sagira’s worldly
sister-like qualities, but he made up for it in humor and spontaneity.
When he did something, it was because he wanted to. He didn’t
pause to think if it was a good idea or what other people would think
of him, he just acted. Because of this, Anthea always felt a bit out of
stride, as if she were constantly reacting to him. It was a pleasant
change from having to lead the charge, but at the same time it put
her in a mild state of disequilibrium.
Already that Dee, while working their way through the zigzagging
streets of Rummas, Nishan had taken her in a carriage ride,
detoured to find her what was likely the most delicious breakfast
she’d had in Munths, and stopped to admire the collection of ships in
the harbor. Yet for all his seeming randomness, there was a plan to
it.
At every location, he found people he knew, or people he could
quickly befriend and milk for information in the most casual and
unassuming ways. Half the time he did this without her even noticing.
He’d just randomly mention some tidbit of rumor that he’d acquired
as easily as one might stoop to pick up a particularly colorful pebble
that had caught their eye as they’d walked past. He was gifted with
words, and his tongue could be honeyed when the need suited him.
Anthea suspected his tongue would cut sharply as well, but had no
opportunity to witness it.
Perhaps there was also a bit of vanity in his roundabout path to
reunite her with her friends. She’d seen the darker side of Rummas
the night before – rapists and murderers even amidst a celebration of
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life and the bounties of the land and sea. He had shown her a more
picturesque side of Rummas.
He’d taken her past the Hill of a Thousand Eyes – a cliff on the
northern side of the isle perforated with grottos sea birds made their
homes in. The air had been alive with the silver and black tipped
wings of birds diving for fish. He’d shown her the columned
mansions of the wealthy that lived atop the hills surrounded by
carefully tended olive groves and herds of goats that kept the grass
on the hills cropped short.
Then they’d visited the Aisle of Silk, named after the beautiful
Rumani women who modeled all manners of custom made clothing
of the finest materials made by the most discerning seamstresses in
all of the Broken Crown. She’d seen the flowing skirts and dresses of
the Rumani women, some of which had been altered to favor foreign
tastes. For the Elegians, there had been some dresses where the left
breast was bared in the fashion of the Goddess Juria and Elegian
royalty. Aynglicans favored more form-fitting gowns, so there were
corsets and scandalously sheer gowns to suit their needs. Kerathi
and Mueran women didn’t dress in either way, but there were still
dresses that showed elements of their cultures, be it the furs or
leather used in some dresses that echoed Kerathi sentiments, or the
Mueran-inspired gowns with hints of the sea in them – fabrics the
colors of the sea or the sail-like sleeves that dangled nearly to the
ground.
Then there were the dresses inspired by the coming or past
Saysuhn. Women crept around in high-necked dresses of silver,
blue, and white matched with icy-colored makeup and lip color. In
their very style of dress they gave homage to Yenis and the Saysuhn
of White. Other women wore layered dresses the colors of harvest
and falling leaves. Fabrics of yellow, orange, brown, and red had
been skillfully crafted into ways that resembled leaves, sometimes
covering the curvaceous bodies of the wearers just enough for a
bare minimum of modestly. Echoes of the past Saysuhn of Orange
were plain for any to see.
There, Nishan had bought her a scarf of the deepest violet color
that Anthea had ever seen in cloth, made from a dye laboriously
collected from seashells. Many of the Rumani women wore them to
cover their hair, always tied in a three-cornered fashion. Even the
men wore them sometimes, whether they tied them around their
necks or around their upper arms seemed to make no difference. If
the Aisle of Silk had taught her nothing else, it was that the Rumani
loved color cloth and they made frequent use of it.
Yet despite the delays and the sites she’d seen, Anthea never
forgot about Makan, Sagira, Bedros, and even Rolf, who were out in
Rummas without her and were likely searching for her. So when he
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suggested that they visit another place before going directly to the
room they’d rented, she wasn’t all that willing.
“Where exactly are we going next?” Anthea asked a bit testily.
Nishan noted her tone and thought before replying. “Let me put it to
you straight, since you’re not a fool.”
“Please do.”
Nishan slid in close to her where she leaned against a neatly
pruned tree with her arms crossed. He slipped an arm around her
waist and spoke softly with his mouth beside her ear, smiling as she
flinched at his closeness. “I’ve learned that you and your friends are
being hunted in the city, and I’m trying to have my friends determine
if your room is being watched. After all, you are the one they’re most
interested with and they may use your companions to bait you in.”
Anthea’s eyes widened, for this was far more serious than the little
tidbits and rumors he’d fed her before. “We need – ” She started to
say loudly, but Nishan pressed a finger to her lips, letting it fall away
from her mouth a moment later.
“Speak quietly, Anthea. Whisper it in my ear as if you were saying
something romantic to me, responding to statements in that ilk from
me. We need to keep low profile.”
“We shouldn’t even be out on the streets then. We need to find my
friends and hide.”
“We must do both of those things, but the least likely place to find
someone is out in the open in a crowd. Despite the fact that there are
those who may look for you, they don’t know what you look like
exactly. Nonetheless, I’d like you to tie up your hair and put on that
scarf I bought you.”
“But Makan will…”
Nishan silenced her with a smile this time. “Anthea, I know this town
and this island far better than most of the people who have lived here
their entire lives. Do you think I cannot handle finding a few
strangers?”
“I will put my trust in you, then. Don’t make me regret doing so.”
She said, tying up her hair in a quick pair of braids that she executed
with practiced motions.
“I will do my best, madam. You have my word on that.” Nishan
promised.
“I have a feeling that your word means much to some here, and
less to others.” Anthea teased.
Nishan feigned a hurt look, his brow furrowing in mock offense in a
way that made his eyes look just shy of tears. “You cut me to the
quick, dear one.”
“Let us hope it’s not fatal then.” She replied with a wink, unfolding
and pulling on the indigo scarf.
As Nishan was about to reply, a Rumani man in wrinkled clothes
strode up, tweaking his nose twice and looking side to side as he
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approached. Nishan relaxed after seeing the gesture, letting a
tenseness that Anthea hadn’t noticed in him before flow out of his
muscles with liquid grace.
Nishan cast a brief glance at Anthea, holding up a single finger to
indicate he’d be but a moment. Then he stepped over toward the
man, who had positioned himself a few paces away, looking out over
the wall that the tree Anthea stood in front of – one of many nowleafless alders planted along this elevated avenue – grew beside.
The two spoke in low voices, a flurry of syllables that sounded
completely alien to Anthea. She certainly couldn’t make out the
muffled words with the wind and the passage of people and wagons,
not to mention their deliberate quiet tones, but she knew enough
from what little she did hear that it was not High or Low Elegian they
spoke. The conversation was brief though, less than a Mynette from
start to the point where the stranger walked off.
Nishan winked at Anthea and beckoned her to follow him with the
tilt of his head toward the way they had been going. Anthea sighed
and hurried to match his long strides, linking her arm with his as they
walked to further the illusion that they were just another of many
couples out for a stroll.
“What did he say?”
“He’s located two of your friends. We have a street vendor by the
name of Ince to thank for that.”
“Two?”
“The Mueran and the Elegian woman.”
“Makan and Sagira, but not Bedros? I wonder why he’s not with
them?” Anthea asked worriedly.
“Think about what you’re asking. That will be your answer.” Nishan
replied, but there was no condescension in his tone, only a request
that she think for herself.
Anthea nearly said something rather tart, but she did as he
suggested and then felt rather foolish. “Oh,” was all she said in
return.
Nishan nodded. “He makes an easy target, yes?”
“I suppose so.” Anthea admitted.
“One of them is thinking. They were smart to leave him behind
while they looked for you, unless their reasons were other than that.
Until we meet them to find out for ourselves, we can only assume.”
“We are going to meet them then?”
“Yes. My friend told me their last location and the direction they
were heading. With almost no doubts at all, we should be speaking
to them in ten to fifteen Mynettes. Uman provides for the patient
dreamers.” He touched his inner wrists together as he mentioned
Uman.
“Excellent.” Anthea said with a smile.
“I am, aren’t I?” Nishan said, pretending to gloat.
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“Don’t gloat; it’s not becoming.”
“It is, and you know it.” He joked, putting on his widest grin for her
sake.
She laughed at the exaggerated expression. “Never.”
“Always.”
“Maybe. Perhaps.”
“I knew it.” He said smugly, taking her arm and leading her down
from the hills filled with the homes of the rich into the more crowded
streets of the merchant and working classes below.

True to his word, it was almost exactly ten Mynettes later when they
caught up to Sagira and Makan, though Anthea didn’t realize who
they were as they passed. She had been too busy resting her sore
feet as she sat on a porch stoop. In the press of the crowd, that grew
with each Ouer as more of last night’s merrymakers awoke and went
about their business, her feet had been stepped on at least a dozen
times. Even as she tried to slip into the momentary openings in the
crowd that Nishan somehow managed to find, she couldn’t avoid
being walked upon.
Something about Nishan made him slippery as a fish, and she
couldn’t quite put her finger on it. It wasn’t that he shouldered his
way through a crowd or even that his presence caused them to give
him way. Rather, it was that by nature, he swam through a gathering
of people as its master. It did not restrain or resist him.
It wasn’t something she would have noticed in passing, but after
following the man for a few Ouers, she started to notice something a
bit strange about how he dealt with people. Never was it more
evident than when she tried to keep right behind him in a crowd, only
to find him easily slipping away. Yet his perception of her location
was quite acute. Never did he lose track of where she was, even
during the few times they were separated far enough that she could
not see him anymore. He would always be waiting for her just past
the next group, an expectant smile on his face. At first it was
surprising, but with each instance of such behavior it became more
baffling and eventually even a bit aggravating.
Just as she was getting settled in, expecting Sagira and Makan to
walk up and say hello, he slid off the stoop from beside her. Without
explanation, he cut into the crowd and left her behind.
“Nishan!” She cried, rushing after him, but he’d already penetrated
too far into the mass of people for her to catch up.
All about her, strange faces swirled: Mueran, Kerathi, Aynglican,
and Elegian, but mostly Rumani. With each new face her eyes came
across, part of her expected to see an Aurean face grinning back at
her maliciously, but each time she was disappointed or relieved.
Sometimes she wasn’t quite sure which.
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“There they are.” Nishan announced, appearing suddenly at her
side and grasping her wrist.
She was about to give him a tongue lashing for leaving her alone,
but the prospect of seeing her friends after even such a short
separation was enough to make her set that task aside for a later
date when there were less important things to do. Yet before they
could be reunited, Nishan pulled her out of the crowd and into a
shaded gap between two buildings that looked to be closed shops of
craftsmen who were likely taking a break from their work for the
purpose of the Faestivul. His arm slid around her slight waist and he
pulled her into his arms as he stood with his back to the wall.
“I don’t see them.” Anthea replied, looking the direction he had
pointed out before and was still looking in a bored sort of disinterest.
“They’re there, in the dirty hooded cloaks.” Nishan whispered to
her, brushing his nose across her ear as he leaned in pretending to
be drunk and necking with her.
Anthea squirmed. She was not used to that sort of attention, but
she wasn’t exactly finding it unpleasant either. “How do you know? I
can’t see their faces.”
A soft chuckle rumbled in his throat that tickled her ear. “I know
because that’s what I was told they would be wearing and my
sources are quite reliable.”
“That Ince guy you mentioned?” She asked quietly, turning to catch
his eyes briefly.
“Yes. I’ve done business with him on a number of occasions, and
he knows I’ll treat him fairly for such an important piece of
information.”
“What exactly is your business in Rummas then, if you have people
like shopkeepers and vendors keeping an eye out for you?”
“There’s a saying in Rummas, Anthea, that there is someone
somewhere in Rummas willing to pay for every sentence uttered by
another person on this island. My trade is information, and many of
the things I’ve heard could be hazardous to my health if I didn’t
handle them right or sell them to the right person.”
“Is that how you knew so much about us already?” She asked.
Nishan shrugged before he whispered his answer in her ear. “I had
heard rumors, but prior to meeting you I had not investigated them in
depth. After meeting you I had my people ask around to see what the
word on the streets was.”
“Why aren’t we meeting them yet?” Anthea demanded impatiently,
interrupting him before he could explain further. Truthfully she just
wanted him to stop whispering in her ear like he was, because it
made her pulse race and her thoughts grew thick. She couldn’t help
but wonder how he kept managing to get her in his arms without her
complaining.
“Because I’m making sure they were not followed, Anthea.”
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“Oh.” She said lamely, feeling foolish for not having thought of that
herself. “Are they being followed then?”
“No.” Nishan replied quickly.
Abruptly, he detached himself from her and the wall as if he were a
boat disembarking. Then he was off once more, darting into the
crowd, but this time she caught his hand. He looked back briefly and
grinned, pulling her through the crowd with such carefree ease that
she felt foolish for ever having struggled with the simple task of
walking through a thick group of people. In moments, she was
standing face to face with a dumbfounded Makan and a surprised
Sagira.
“Are you a figment of Vorcinth’s dark humor, or is it really you?”
Makan blurted out, and when she nodded he shook his head.
“Where have you been?”
Anthea grinned to see the usually collected Mueran so flustered.
“As my friend here is likely to say here any moment if I do not, I think
we’d best find somewhere quieter to talk.”
“I was actually going to suggest somewhere louder, where whispers
can’t carry.” Nishan countered.
“Like where?” Sagira asked Nishan with a frown, eyeing him with a
mixture of interest and suspicion.
“A little gambling house I know where the beer is cheap, the women
are willing, and the money changes hands so fast that it makes an
audible crinkle even amidst the shouts of the suddenly rich and
suddenly poor.” Nishan replied poetically, grinning widely.
“Sounds noisy,” Makan admitted, “but perfect for not being
overheard.”
“Then it’s settled.” Anthea announced, getting caught up in the
excitement.

As he had said, the gambling house was indeed full of noise. The
clank of pewter tankards of ale the size of her head being thrown
around filled the air. They were being emptied with a vigor that would
make a Kerathi proud. It formed a staccato rhythm that seemed
appropriate when mixed with the clack of betting counters and the
rattle of dice and marbles.
Betting tables were the location of constant shifts in people and
noise levels. New spenders elbowed in, clearing out those who had
lost too much to keep betting or won enough to go home happy. The
former were much more numerous than the latter by a longshot, but
the gambling bug was an infectious one, especially when mixed with
liberal quantities of alcohol and beautiful women.
Women were the great equalizer among the patrons. The
depressed and poor loser could find solace in the arms of a
curvaceous Rumani girl as easily as the scandalously rich could.
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Fortunes changed hands in a matter of Mynettes, and the girls were
not only plentiful but also paid so well to keep the crowd pleased.
They made enough that they didn’t have to reserve their affection
and company for the rich men in the hope of escaping their lifestyle.
No, these women were in it for life, which was basically as long as
their looks lasted and sometimes a bit beyond that if their company
or assets besides their faces were pleasant enough.
Sagira, Makan, and Anthea alike had never seen a place quite like
this. As many said most truthfully, the Rumani did have a monopoly
on hedonism. Such waste was a foreign concept to the frugal and
efficient Mueran, far too boldly displayed for an Elegian, since they
preferred their pleasures kept hush-hush, and extremely alien to a
half-Aurean girl who had never been of the inclination or the desire to
see such a place even if they did exist in Cenalium – which was
doubtful.
Immediately upon entry, a swarm of as many as a dozen girls
rotated past Nishan and them, exchanging hugs, kisses, and other
unseemly gestures of affection. To Sagira’s surprise, as she was
rather well-versed in the ways women treated each other with
suspicion and territoriality, none of Nishan’s greeters so much as
turned a sour look on his choice in company. Their greetings were
warm and extended even to his odd companions.
Despite his dirty poncho, Makan found himself awkwardly trying to
fend off hugs and cheek kisses while not offending Nishan’s friends
for being conservative. Sagira, too, was hugged no fewer than three
times, as was Anthea, who must have looked like little more than a
girl to these brazenly displayed beauties. If there was any mercy in
the whole embarrassing string of hellos, it was that it the whole thing
was over quickly. No sooner had it started than it ended. A woman
with a bodice cut low and laced so tightly that her breasts seemed
one deep inhalation from falling out led them to a corner booth with a
heavy velour curtain the color of freshly drawn blood.
“That color hides murder the best.” Nishan said dryly, only cracking
a smile after seeing the appalled look on Anthea’s face, who had
half-believed him up until the moment he smiled.
“Enough already. I think you’ve already demonstrated your
affluence. Now let’s get to talking.” Sagira announced critically.
Nishan nodded and waved them into the booth ahead of him.
Makan and Sagira slid in opposite Anthea and himself. Then he
pulled the curtain closed, which effectively shooed away anyone who
might fetch them drinks or who might have missed a chance to say
hello to Nishan.
“Why don’t we start with who you are?” Makan suggested.
“His name is Nishan. He saved me from some unpleasant men
yesterdee. He’s the last one the enchantment wanted me to find.”
Anthea announced.
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“I’m Rumani, as you can see, and I hope that won’t be a problem. I
know my kind aren’t always that well thought of. I would have you
know that despite appearances, I can be of help to you and I wish
only well for Anthea.”
“It’s not that we don’t want to trust you.” Makan assured him. “I’m
sure we could use all the help we can get, but we’ve been hearing
that a lot lately. Anthea is starting to gather a rather eclectic
assortment of friends about herself, and while her choices thus far
seem good, we are protective of her.”
“I’m the most recent of the assortment, aside from you that is, so I
don’t have as much time with her as Makan here. I too, have my
reservations though.” Sagira added.
Nishan nodded. “That’s understandable.”
“I’m still sitting here. Don’t act like the adults and treat me like a
child.” Anthea said angrily. “You forget that I’ve gotten us to this
point, not unscathed, but we’re still all here.”
“Isn’t your Kerathi friend missing though?” Nishan asked
mischievously, earning a sharp look from her.
“Anthea, as right as you are, you must also recall that we each
have lives to live. We’re not wanting to mistrust you, but we just want
to think some things through so that we each have the best chance
at surviving what might come.” Sagira said, not wanting to be the one
to disagree, but wanting even less to let something important go
unsaid.
Anthea sighed. “You’re right. I suppose I was being rather pushy.
Yet it seems to me that if you’ve all agreed to come with me, and that
if you are the ones chosen by the enchantment for reasons beyond
all of us, then you should trust my judgment more. You’ve said it
yourself that there are higher forces at work here. Would they lead
us astray?”
“The will of the Gods cannot be interpreted by people like us.”
Makan replied. “Who is to say that they don’t plan for us all to be
martyrs? I think we need to proceed with caution, and use your
enchantment as a guide while we go about their will. Yet we cannot
forget to think. We must determine our end goal instead of plodding
forward blindly.”
“The end goal is Aetheline.” Anthea replied hastily, not even
needing to think before answering.
Makan sighed. “Is it? Would you need all of us just to get to
Aetheline? What then? Do we all go home and you live happily in
that city? I don’t mean to be selfish, but if the Gods pulled us all
together for some purpose as shallow as that, I’d be disappointed.
As much as I may wish for you to find your peace and happiness, I
fear it won’t be that easy.”
Anthea rubbed her temples, trying to sort out her feelings from her
instincts. “Perhaps you’re right.” She admitted.
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Nishan nodded. “He speaks with wisdom, Anthea. I feel the truth in
his words.”
“As do I.” Sagira agreed.
“Then the question, at least for now, is what do we do at this point?”
Anthea wondered aloud. “Nishan says that the Peacekeepers and
others are seeking our capture. I am their main target though.”
“If I may?” Nishan asked.
“Have at it.” Sagira encouraged him with a wave of her hand.
“I am having men try to mislead the Peacekeepers with false
rumors about your whereabouts even as we sit here and talk.
Hopefully I can steer them away from the area of the city you’re in.
However, we need to get you all onto a ship as soon as possible.
The bad news right now is that due to the Faestivul, you won’t be
able to get out of here on a ship heading toward Aetheline, by way of
Zaraig likely, until the first of Frost at the earliest.”
“That’s not good if they’re already seeking us out.” Makan pointed
out. “This is only the second Dee of five Faestivul Dees.”
Nishan nodded. “You’re right. It’s not good. However, we can hide
you on a ship slated to leave the first of Frost if I can manage to
bribe a captain, or we can hide you on one ship and then move you
into another on the first before anyone has a chance to stop us.”
“I might be able to hide us with an enchantment.” Anthea offered.
“That may very well be necessary.” Nishan said, scratching
thoughtfully at his chin. He couldn’t help but wonder what all Anthea
could do with her enchantments.
“Could you hold onto an enchantment for three or four Dees
though?” Makan asked.
Sagira answered for her, finding words when they would not come
to Anthea. “Necessity makes us all do things we might not think we
could do until the need arises.”
Nishan and Makan looked at the Elegian woman, wondering what
she was thinking that would bring such foreboding words to light.
They could not know the emotions triggered by memories of Zaraig,
a place it seemed she was destined to revisit, and with it the graves
of the men whose lives she could not save any more than she could
save her career.
“As she says. I will do what I must.” Anthea promised.
“For now then, you must lay low and avoid the Peacekeepers while
I do what I can.” Nishan said. “I have a room ready for the three of
you. I will search for your Kerathi friend, and I will have my men keep
an eye on the room your Ox-Man friend is staying in.”
“Why can’t we get him moved to this room you have for us?” Sagira
asked. “It would be best to have us all together.”
“Yes, it would. And, were he not three Mayters tall, I’d be all for it.
I’m already going to have to rig up some sort of wagon that he can
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hide in when we move you all onto the boat though. Would you have
me risk moving him twice?” Nishan asked.
Sagira frowned. “No, you are right. I wasn’t thinking. Still it is not the
best situation we could hope for.”
“He will be fine, I think.” Anthea said. “I will have to send him a
missive, explaining where I am and that I am alright. He will be quite
upset otherwise.”
“He was sleeping when we left, healing.” Makan informed her. “We
hadn’t that luxury, as we needed to search for you.”
“He is hurt?” Anthea asked worriedly. “I noticed your limp, but I did
not know you and he were seriously injured. What happened?”
Makan sighed. “We all took a beating in that riot the other night your
friend Nishan has likely told you about if you have not heard mention
from any number of people already this morning. He will survive, as
will we all.”
“I have not been about that, but that is a story I must hear for myself
when we have the chance. Right now I would rather get to that
safehouse and write a message for Bedros. You can take it to him
can’t you?” Anthea asked Nishan, though it was closer to a demand
than a request.
“I can get him a letter. Your Ox-Man can read then, I take it?”
Nishan asked, just now realizing fully what she meant to do. When
she nodded, he grinned and said, “Fascinating.”
“Anthea picks interesting friends, or at least the enchantment does
for her.” Makan remarked.
“Then I am in? You will trust me to aid you in your escape from
Rummas and beyond that?” Nishan asked.
“I will trust you, but make sure before you leave your cozy little
home and your flocks of women here that you know what you get
yourself into…” Sagira warned him, pausing to recall his name.
“Nishan, wasn’t it? The people who seek Anthea may not make our
trail easy. I have heard only stories from what befell them before they
met me, but what they have said did not sound pleasant. If they’re
willing to search this far from Maethlin for her, there’s no telling what
they’re capable of.”
“My heart and mind tell me that my destiny lies with Anthea. I feel
that I was born for this, whatever ‘this’ might be.” Nishan replied
passionately.
“Welcome to the family then, Nishan.” Makan said with a slight
chuckle.
Anthea nodded approval to the Mueran and then the Elegian
woman, each of which had accepted her decision in their own way.
Bedros would be all right with it, she was sure of that, but Rolf was
another matter. He seemed to hate what the Rumani stood for
almost as much as he hated the Aynglicans.
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“Oh. I don’t have my flowers!” Anthea shouted in alarm, just now
realizing that she’d left them with Bedros. “They’re in our room.”
The three of them all looked at her, surprised at such a loud
outburst from the normally soft-spoken girl. While they might have
been worried that her words had carried beyond the heavy curtain,
the roar of noise in the background was enough that even the
loudest cries were lost in the chaos.
“I’ll have them brought to you when the letter is dropped off, then.”
Nishan suggested helpfully.
“Okay. Sorry.” She said sheepishly, her cheeks coloring a bit in
embarrassment. “I’ve just not ever been without them like this. I feel
very separated suddenly.”
“Then you’d best get to writing that letter, so I can have them
retrieved quickly. Uman doesn’t wait forever” Nishan advised,
touching his wrists together.
“Lead on to your safehouse then, Nishan.” Anthea said, standing
and ready to go. “The quicker we’re there the quicker I can get to
writing it.”
The others followed her example, standing in suit as they prepared
to follow Nishan beyond the velour curtain and back into a city that
was filled with people who might be seeking them out.
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CHAPTER 29
Despite the Kerathi population being at perhaps its highest point
ever, the frequency of births of Thaumaturges has not increased,
though it has not decreased either. For one reason or another, there
are never more than a six of them in existence at any one time, and
should one or more die within a short period of time of each other,
the others often experience a strong peak in their abilities until the
dead are replaced. Another possible outcome in a situation when
there is a sudden lack of Thaumaturges is that a woman previously
without Thaumaturge abilities will appear with an extreme amount of
power.
It has been suggested then, that there is a finite amount of ability
and power for the Thaumaturges to tap into. While the source of their
powers is unknown, there does seem to be strong evidence
supporting this theory. The consistently limited number of
Thaumaturges and the apparent taking up of slack power left when
Thaumaturges die and leave a void of power seem to both point to
the truth of this theory.
The strongest example of this phenomenon has been during the
wars between the Kerathi and other nations. Some foreign generals
tried strategies where they disposed of the Thaumaturges as quickly
as possible, feeling that they were the strongest weapons in the
Kerathi arsenal. Yet each time this has been tried, either by the
Aynglicans or the Elegians, without fail it has managed to create an
even more powerful focus of Thaumaturgical energy, usually all in
one or two Thaumaturges. The backlash from following this strategy
has always proved to be strong enough to turn the tide in any war
back into the favor of the Kerathi. Part of this might be due to the
nature of the Thaumaturgical gift, which seems to favor those who
have been wounded and wronged. It has been called the gift of
righteous revenge more than once.
The only time the Kerathi were ever successfully subjugated for any
length of time was by the Elegian Empire. But, then, they chose a
different tactic: they imprisoned the Thaumaturges after using elite
squads of trackers and warriors to kidnap them. Deprived of their
Thaumaturges, the Kerathi forces could not defeat the more
organized Elegian armies.
Yet even the Elegians felt the sting of the Thaumaturges when one
escaped from her prison cell. She used the molds that grew from
bread crusts she’d hidden under her mattress as a component for
her enchantments. She eventually destroyed the whole complex and
with it over five hundred soldiers before the widespread destruction
she caused claimed her life and the lives of the other imprisoned
Thaumaturges, too. The voided energies they gave up upon dying
seemed to have passed onto a peasant girl by the name of Paiva.
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Her family had been killed in when Elegian forces sacked her village.
She became one of the driving forces in the Kerathi rebellion that
eventually pushed Elegian forces out of more than a dozen Kerathi
islands before she finally died in battle.
Hilde of Norsakke treated the Aynglicans to a similar brand of
vengeance, making the profit-minded merchant class who were
financing the Aynglican side of the War of Sixteen Islands
doublethink their reasons for fighting. She, too, found an unhappy
end, as is the apparent fate of Thaumaturges who dabble in war. It is
like the blade cuts both ways, and when they are the cause of so
much death and disaster it all catches up to them in the end. Even
they must reap what they sow.
Mercifully, most Thaumaturges prefer a life of healing and peace.
They are a boon to a village, where they may heal, enchant
granaries to resist mold and rats, or they may enchant homes to
resist rain and fire. Their ways are the ways of giving and helping.
Yet there are still those among them who would take rather than give
and who would cause ruin instead of growth. These Thaumaturges
of War can be a fearsome force indeed…
- Excerpt from Alistair’s ‘The History of Thaumaturges’
 Faestivul of Coming Cold – Dee Three of Five, 768 A.E. 
It had taken nearly a full Dee for Nishan to make all the
preparations and inform Bedros, by means of a pair of letters from
Anthea, what would be happening and when, and they still weren’t
ready yet. It had been nerve-wracking for her to wait and offer her
fate into someone else’s hands for so long. Sure, the enchantment
had led her to Nishan, but trusting Bedros’ fate to someone else
when she could not at least oversee what was going on was asking a
for a tall order of trust.
Sagira had noticed Anthea’s confidence flagging that morning as
she’d sat in a secluded corner of their safehouse, which had proved
to be little more than a basement room with a secure entrance and a
second escape exit. The rafters were filled with cobwebs, and soot
and dirt gathered in the corners. When people walked overhead,
more dirt sifted through the cracks in the floorboards. Anthea and the
others kept their voices low, and no one seemed to have the
slightest idea of their presence in the hidden basement below.
When Sagira finally worked up the courage to go speak to her,
Anthea was inspecting what remained of her flower blossoms and
other plant pieces – occasional nuts, leaves, and twigs from plants
she’d hand grown herself.
“You’re kind of like some of those.” Sagira remarked, leaning over
Anthea’s collection and momentarily blocking a good portion of her
limited light.
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Anthea cleared her throat in an annoyed manner. “Move, please. I
can’t see.”
“Don’t be short with me because you feel out of control.” Sagira
said curtly, though she moved as she’d been asked. She settled
down beside Anthea instead of blocking her light.
Anthea took a breath to master herself, knowing that if she didn’t
pause she’d say something she regretted. Besides, Sagira was right.
It wasn’t her she was irritated at. Rather, it was the situation. “What
do you mean I’m like these?” She asked, changing the topic.
“Your patience wilts and fades like the beauty of these flowers
you’ve collected.” Sagira answered.
Anthea grunted in irritation. That was not what she had expected at
all. “Did you come here to bother me, or do you have some motherly
advice?”
“I prefer to think I’m more of a sister’s age to you, but have it as you
will. What I want to say, and I’m sure Makan would echo my words in
his own fashion, is that you can’t do things halfway.”
“What am I doing halfway?” Anthea demanded.
Sagira sighed. “You can’t trust one moment and not the next. You
convinced us that Nishan is what we need to do what we must, and
now even your confidence is waning. He is the one, isn’t he? You
said yourself that you were lead to him or vice versa.”
“He is.”
“Then what more do you want?”
“I want to be safely off this island. I want this to all be over. I’m tired
of being hunted.” Anthea answered wearily.
Sagira chortled. “How long have you been running?”
“Five Waykes, maybe six.”
“I was deathly ill once, for about that long.”
“I’m sorry.”
“No, let me finish. I was sick, yes, but compared to that, this is an
extended vacation.” At Anthea’s exasperated look, Sagira held up
her hand. “I see you think otherwise, but let me continue.” She
waited for Anthea’s nod before she went on. “I was in charge of a
force of men who were supposed to clean Zaraig of pirates. We’d
been harrying the ships of privateers and pirates who had been
preying on our commercial ships. Now Zaraig has been a haven for
undesirables for many Yarres, ever since we gave up trying to hold it
as an Elegian province.”
“That’s where we’re headed?” Anthea asked, decidedly not liking
what she was hearing about their next destination.
Sagira nodded. “Likely we will, yes. It was also an Aynglican
holding for a while, and even the Muerans have tried to set up shop
there, as it’s situated on a nice current and there are a lot of clams in
the shallows around it. But the marshes on there have been
expanding for many Yarres, and many of the old buildings and small
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towns that were there a hundred or two hundred Yarres ago have
been swallowed up.”
Anthea had stopped sorting through her silver box and was paying
complete attention now, listening with her hands folding in her lap.
Sagira didn’t look at her, instead staring into the dark corner as the
memories came back to her as clearly as if the events in her mind
had all happened yesterdee.
“They’re called the Gnat Marshes because the bugs are so thick in
the air that they turn everything a grayish-black color. They’re ripe
with diseases too. My men and I cornered a large group of pirates on
the island; they abandoned their vessels, which we captured and left
a token force to guard them. And as per our orders, we began to
pursue them into Zaraig’s interior.”
“I take it not all went well?”
Sagira sighed a rueful sigh. “Not in the least. The fleet admiral, who
had landed us on the island, told us to give them chase and not
come back until they were all dead or captured. We had a rough map
a few scouts had penciled in that showed us the most recent camp
the pirates had established.”
“We headed into the island’s interior, and as the Dees passed and
we followed what tracks there were to be found in a swamp, each of
us began to succumb to ague. There were mosquitoes, black flies,
gnats, leeches, venomous snakes, and all manners of creatures that
the Gods must have put there to keep us out. Three of my men didn’t
make it four Dees. By the time we came upon the pirate’s
encampment, we were all too weak to launch an offensive, and the
scouts had clearly been wrong.”
“There were more of them than there should have been, weren’t
there?”
Sagira nodded. “Many more. They had all found some sort of
medicines from plant leaves that kept them safe from the fevers and
the shaking fits. Then they had established an encampment on a
narrow channel they’d cut in from the coast. It was a hidden route to
what was really a city. There were hundreds of them living there.”
“And you were with how many men?” Anthea asked.
“Sixty.”
“Bad odds.”
“Indeed, but we were trained soldiers, and they were just brigands
and the families of brigands.” Sagira chewed on her knuckle and
frowned as she thought of what had happened next. “I was under
orders to attack, but I knew that was suicide. We might have had a
chance if we weren’t all sick from the swamps, but as weakened as
we were, I knew it would be for naught. Worse than that, I thought
they were preparing to launch an attack on our fleet that sat along
the coast entirely unaware of them.”
“So what did you do?”
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“I disobeyed the orders, and turned my men around… sort of. I let
my subcaptain take them back the way we’d came, and I took one
volunteer and stole a rowboat that night, which we took up channel
to meet with the fleet and warn them.”
“So things turned out alright?”
“The subcaptain died in the Wayke it took my men to find their way
back to the coast. She got lost, and many of the others succumbed
to the illnesses that had overtaken them. Twenty-seven made it out
alive. Five of those died within a Wayke of making it back to the
ships.”
“But you warned the ships at least?”
Sagira nodded. “Yes, yes I did. I was told that I had abandoned my
command and disobeyed orders and duty to attack, but the fleet
admiral had the sense to use what I’d told her to her advantage.
After all, she already had a scapegoat to blame for the men lost and
the delays for success. We went up their channel under cover of fog,
and set upon their village with a full force of men. Seeing as how I
was the only commander that had seen the village, I was made to
lead the forces in the attack; the fact that I was feverish and sick was
immaterial. Men, women, children, elderly or sick, it just didn’t matter.
We left no one alive that we could find, though I know some must
have escaped into the swamps.”
“That’s horrible.”
“Anthea, that’s just my point. This waiting, it’s not that bad. No one
is dying. We’re all still alive, even if it’s not what we could be doing.
All of this, it might not be living as many may define it, but we are
alive. This Dee will pass, and with it our task is that much closer to
being finish, and then we can go back to our lives.” Sagira said
hopefully.
“I see.” Anthea replied, nodding.
“Do you?” Sagira asked, wanting to be clear on this point. “Do you
know that each of us you’ve chosen would do what they must for
you? I’m not sure if it’s the Gods or your enchantment, but you’ve
drawn us all to your cause, whatever it might become. I’ll be beside
you even if we go to Zaraig, though I had promised myself never to
return there.”
“That doesn’t mean that I won’t worry.” Anthea said quietly, fiddling
with the petals of a violet.
Sagira laughed, but it was a laugh of bitter understanding. “Anthea,
if I had ever shown worry when I was on Zaraig, my men would have
bolted. I was all that was holding them together. You’re our
commander here. You need to be strong like iron on the outside,
even if your insides quake. All of us, we don’t know what you’re
doing or where you’re going. We can only follow your lead, and when
you falter we all do.”
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“I’m not perfect though.” Anthea whispered, her eyes pleading for
understanding.
“I know you’re not, just like I wasn’t. Yet you must trust those who
have been given to you to help you in your task. Like an army or the
crew of a ship, you have to be able to trust each person in that team
to do their part, because the moment you start trying to make sure
you’ve got that other person covered in case they fail, that’s the
moment that you forget to do your own job or mess up.”
Anthea licked her lips nervously, not liking the severity of what she
was hearing; yet at the same time it was comforting to know. “So I
lead the way, and Bedros, Makan, Rolf, Nishan, and you will all get
me there? You will be my legs when I cannot walk, my eyes when I
cannot see, and my arms when I cannot fight, just so long as I keep
my heart and mind focused on the goal?”
“Yes.”
“Truly?” Anthea asked, her heart swelling at hearing such a bold
promise of loyalty and dedication.
“Yes. I have seen it in Makan’s eyes, and I know Bedros would die
for you. Nishan is new to our party, but I sense a similar devotion in
him already.”
“Rolf?”
“He’s lost right now. His heart is torn between his family and his
duties to you. Despite him being pigheaded and foolish, I think he will
come around.” Sagira answered.
Anthea smiled slightly, gladdened to hear that someone else felt as
she did about the wayward boy. “I feel the same way. I know I did not
choose wrong.”
“Then never let him hear doubt in your voice or see it in your eyes,
because he more than any of us needs you to be what he cannot be
– sure of things.”
“You make him sound so adrift and listless.”
“Men, especially in a culture like his, need to find themselves.”
Sagira explained. “These are delicate Yarres for him. He may grow
into a solid, dependable man like Makan, or he may become a
faithless scoundrel. Only time will tell.”
“Maybe this is his test in life then.” Anthea replied. “Maybe these
things we do will define who he is as a person.”
“It’s quite likely. We always have growing and changing to do.
When we stop growing and learning and experiencing new things,
we’re dead. I have been living in the past for too long – a fault of
many Elegians – and your appearance jarred me out of that mire. I’m
living a new life now. We’re going forward and even if we don’t know
where the world will never be the same – for us if not as a whole.”
“Even a landslide must start with a pebble.” Anthea commented
distantly.
“Profound. Who said it? Makan?”
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“My father.” She replied, and there was a strong touch of nostalgic
pride in her voice.
“Then he knows more of life than I, for I have never said anything
so wise. Gods willing you will see him again.”
“Gods willing.” Anthea echoed, turning back to her blossoms now,
feeling that the conversation was at an end.
Sagira rose a few moments later, giving no goodbye or parting
excuse. She simply went away, leaving Anthea to what she had
been doing. Anthea found as she finished packing away the last of
her flowers, that Sagira’s words had lifted a weight off her heart. Her
purpose was no clearer, but her heart was.

Nishan ducked his head back in through the hatch that led into the
alleyway that was their safehouse’s extra exit. With a flash of his
bronzed skin, he waved them up into the alley. Anthea went first,
holding her hand up so that he could pull her up past the last long
step, which was nearly a Mayter tall. Sagira came next, taking his
hand without reservation, as did Makan when it was his turn. He had
a bit more trouble though, as his wounded leg had stiffened up after
a Dee in hiding with little opportunity to stretch it.
It was night out and that made Anthea shiver – from the lack of
light, not the cold, since Cenalium was rather chilly. Her head was
already aching from the dim basement and her bowels felt watery.
The others either didn’t notice or didn’t pay attention to her
discomfort. Likely it was the latter, since there was nothing they
could do until they were all safely out of Rummas and onto a ship
anyway. The quicker they finished their task the quicker she could
get back into the light.
As they crept through the alleyways, stepping over drunks and
skirting around alleyways where whores and thieves plied their
trades, Anthea’s hands were in the pockets of her cloak. In her
pockets she held a pair of delicate blossoms in her hands, one in
each pocket. They were the ones she’d chosen to be the mostly
likely to be of help if they ran into trouble. She doubted that this time
she’d have a chance to paw through all of her flowers for the ones
she needed if they ran into Peacekeepers or bounty hunters, so she
had these two ready.
They’d all donned dark clothing more suitable for alley creeping,
gifts from Nishan. Part of Anthea missed her old clothing, which had
become rather unsightly with its nicks, tears, and other flaws caused
by overuse during the last Munth. Her clothing had been one of the
few ties she had still had to her home, and now that was gone,
discarded into a refuse heap somewhere. Makan had kept his
Mueran seaskins, but they had been in a much better state of repair
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than her Aurean clothes had been. Sagira had discarded her Elegian
garb and her dirty poncho rather readily in favor of the clean clothes.
“Skulking around here makes me feel dirty.” Sagira whispered.
“I resent that.” Nishan called back jokingly.
“Do what you must and do it quietly.” Makan remarked in irritation,
poking his head past Nishan to see around a corner to see if the way
was clear. He’d insisted on being told the general path they would be
taking – subject to change if the need arose – in case they were
separated.
“You’re right.” Nishan agreed, signaling with his hand that they were
to go right.
Going right surprised Anthea, since it led right into a crowd of
celebrants. The smell of smoky fires of meat on spits and the
cacophony of entertainers, laughter, music, and shouting drifted
down to them like a veritable wall of welcoming. Already the colors of
costumes were fading from the colors of harvest into the colors of
winter, a process that would end in just a few more Dees. By the fifth
Dee of the Faestivul, everyone would be wearing white, blue, silver,
or grey.
Anthea looked at Nishan in surprise. He smiled and nodded to her
that it was going to be all right, and then he took her arm and strode
forward with his hood pushed back. Makan did likewise with Sagira,
as if the four of them were merely two couples intent on celebrating,
and even if they noticed the age differences in the couples, in
Rummas that was not something to bat an eye at. If you were rich
enough you could have whomever you wanted as a mate.
That was the plan. With their overly plain garb, they would seem
like nothing more than rich folks trying to ‘poor’ themselves down to
fit in with the masses. It was an obvious façade that anyone who
bothered to look would see through, but in Rummas the rich had
enough power that they were not hassled. The upper class had ways
to make people that bothered them disappear, even if that person
were a Peacekeeper.
Walking into a pack of people, any of who might be seeking to
capture them, on Nishan’s arm was a heady experience. Her heart
thrummed wildly, and her pulse vibrated excitedly in her neck. From
the sideways glance Nishan cast at her, his handsome, brownish
gold eyes framed by his dark brows, she could tell that he must be
hearing her pulse. His jaw clenched in time with it, and his footsteps
seemed to take their rhythm from her heart. Each foot was precisely
placed and they walked in unison, as if they were one creature.
At one point as they traversed the crowd, Anthea threw back her
head and laughed. She’d never felt so alive and so daring. They
were taunting the enemy to take notice of them, and even then she
was sure that Nishan would keep her safe. For a long moment she
wondered what it would be like to live every Dee beside this man
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who made her feel so strongly alive, but then they were free of the
crowd. They moved away from the celebrants and into a dark cul-desac formed by a series of apartment buildings and a broad carriage
house.
Shadows shifted in the darkness, two of which moved forward to
meet them. Faces could not be seen, but low undistinguishable
syllables were exchanged when Nishan went forward to meet them.
The two figures melted into the night when all the necessary words
had been said, and Nishan returned to the three of them.
“What is it?” Makan asked.
“They have readied the path to Bedros and they are going to draw
the Peacekeepers away from our route.” Nishan answered.
“So all is going according to plan?” Sagira asked, her dark-skinned
face nothing more than a silhouette in the night.
Nishan’s lips peeled back from his straight teeth into a clever smile.
“For now, lady. For now it is, but what Gandahar has in store for us
though, only he knows.”
“Let us hope he favors us this night then.” Makan said, bowing his
head for a moment of obeisance and reverence for the God of
Fortune and Chance. Gandahar might not have been one of the
favorite Gods of the Muerans as he was for the Rumani, but his good
favor was universally sought after.
Nishan hurried into the carriage house then and drove out a wagon
with a team of four horses hitched to it, which had been readied for
them. In the bed of the wagon there were barrels and what would
look to anyone else like a stack of crates covered with a tarp, when
in reality it was hollowed out to hide Bedros and Anthea.
“Makan and Sagira will be out here with me. You and Bedros will be
in the back. There are peepholes for you to watch from in case
something goes amiss.”
“This is as we discussed.” Anthea said with a nod, moving around
to the side of the wagon to climb in. It was not the cleverest idea
ever, but simple things often worked better than complex.
Sagira and Makan helped her in and got her situated before they
took their places. Sagira sat in the rear corner of the wagon bed, her
head hung low to act as if she were tired from loading and unloading
all Dee. Makan sat beside Nishan on the driver’s bench, with his fish
spear under their feet on the footrest, easily accessible but out of
sight. Many people had to work at least one Dee of the Faestivul,
and they looked no different from them.
Then, with a quick snap of the reins in his hands, Nishan
maneuvered the wagon out of the cul-de-sac and down a relatively
empty road. Finding any road completely deserted during a Faestivul
was all but impossible, and if one tried too hard to avoid traffic it
would be clear that they were up to no good. Again, they looked for
safety in numbers.
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Anthea knelt there under the canvas. She held onto the false crates
framed around her to steady herself as the iron springs, that served
to minimize the jarring of the iron-shod wagon wheels over the
uneven cobbles, shook her until her teeth chattered. They rolled to a
stop once, and even though she could see nothing from her
peephole, she thought that they’d either been found out or they’d
arrived to pick up Bedros. Saycunds later though, Nishan called out
a greeting and another wagon rolled past them, presumably going
down a street perpendicular to them from the way their noise grew
from their left side and then faded to the right. Then they were rolling
once more, and the next time they stopped the tarp was lifted up to
permit Bedros entry.
He crawled into his hiding place and hugged her so fiercely that she
thought her bones would snap. It was dark and she couldn’t see, but
she felt his warm muzzle on her face as he sniffed her to make sure
she was all right. Ox-Men relied heavily on their sense of smell after
all, so she bore the familiar action patiently where others unused to
an Ox-Man may have been disgusted. Despite what she might
sometimes classify as smothering protectiveness, Anthea found
herself equally happy to be reunited with him. Her hands clutched
onto handfuls of his shoulder fur as they huddled together under the
tarp, albeit with him in a reclined position due to his size. She didn’t
need light to sense the pain he moved with or to find the cuts and
welts under his fur, some of which were still matted with dried blood.
“You’ve gone and hurt yourself.” She whispered to him, blinking
away tears that threatened.
He grunted as if it were of no consequence now that they were
back together, and that made her hug him all that much tighter.

The next stop was supposed to be their last as far as she
understood, so when they rolled to a halt one more time, she yawned
and stretched her arms, ready to get out of the darkness that was
making her head spin. She had dozed off beside Bedros, an old
habit by now, and the cessation of the constant jarring of the wagon
hitting bumps had woken her up. If she’d stopped to think about it,
she’d have found it strange or even funny that such an
uncomfortable thing as the rough ride could lull her to sleep.
Bedros huffed uneasily, his large nose taking a whiff of the air. That
was her first hint that something was wrong. The second hint came
when she heard voices, first from the front of the wagon and then
from the sides.
“We’ve got a bill of lading. These goods are meant for the Seacrest,
under Captain Keagan out of Lesser Aynglica. We’ve deadlines to
meet, Faestivul or no,” Nishan called out to someone Anthea couldn’t
see from the peepholes, though whether that was an actual ship
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name and an actual captain, Anthea didn’t know. “And if you
understand my meaning, I’d like to be finished with this drollery to get
back to my lady friend.”
“I’m sure you do.” A Rumani-accented voice called back. “You have
the resources to get what you want, don’t you? I don’t imagine it
would be hard for a man like you to get a false bill of lading if you
needed one.”
“Sir, I assure you, all proper measures have been followed.”
“This is Rummas, Nishan. Proper measures are never followed.”
“Well, I’ve followed them as closely as anyone does.” Nishan said
with an understanding laugh. “I’m not perfect.”
Footsteps grew closer to the wagon’s sides, and Anthea’s hands
slipped once more into her pockets, where they found the velvety
petals of blossoms awaiting them even if the blossoms had been
crushed a bit. Bedros’ heavy hands creaked as his knuckles
tightened around his heavy mallet’s haft. Anthea closed her eyes for
a moment and gritted her teeth, begging the powers that be that it
would not come to bloodshed once more. Yet in the darkness, she
couldn’t help but think that Kaneitha would love to see harm come to
one of Maletos’ children.
“Nishan,” The man beyond the wagon said with a sigh, “normally I
wouldn’t do this, as we go a long way back, but the people telling me
to search everything bound out of Rummas can’t be ignored.”
“Must be someone important.” Nishan wondered aloud.
“The most.” The voice said reassuringly. “You know how it is.”
“I do.”
“Then you’ll step down from that wagon and surrender your arms
real polite like, eh? I know you’re quick with those weird Mueran
knives of yours, and I wouldn’t want you slipping and putting them
into one of my men on accident. There’s no telling what might
happen if such a thing were to occur. I couldn’t guarantee the safety
of you or your cargo.” The voice said, saying the last word with
enough emphasis to let everyone hear that he didn’t believe Nishan
was transporting anything but contraband.
“I will. Just take it easy on my cargo. You know how it is. If an
Aynglican finds one jar of this or that spice missing or one knick in
his precious pottery, he starts acting like a shrewish wife whose just
found her husband with a prettier girl.” Nishan announced, earning a
few laughs from the men who surrounded the wagon, likely all
Rumani or at least not Aynglican.
Bedros’ ears flicked to and fro, and Anthea realized that the entire
point of the joke had been to give Anthea and Bedros an idea of how
many men there were and where they were located. Bedros’
breathing quickened as he tensed his sore muscles and readied for
action.
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The wagon shook a little as the three apparent passengers stepped
down from the wagon in turn, each moving slowly and deliberately,
as to not give them any reason to start swinging weapons at them or
open fire. The prospect of facing rifles and hand pistols made her
head ache even more and her legs shook anxiously. Any feeling of
strength faded from her body as her mind conjured up images of
Bedros being perforated by heavy lead shot as he struggled to kill
those who would harm her.
Her blood ran cold as she heard hands grabbing for the ties that
held the canvas down. One of Bedros’ rough hands brushed her
cheek. It felt too much like goodbye to her; her throat seized up like
she was going to vomit and tears came unchecked to her eyes.
With a rumble in his chest that grew to a powerful noise, that
seemed like it belonged more in the heart of a giant predatory cat
than in an Ox-Man who gently held her while she slept, Bedros rose.
The ties had been undone and so the canvas was slack around him
as he rose to his full height of nearly three Mayters. The team of
horses whinnied uneasily, but the brakes had been set.
Uneasy murmurs rose from around the wagon, and with a harsh cry
of anger and despair, Bedros leapt from the wagon with the canvas
still about his shoulders. It slipped away from his arms like a snake
shedding skin as he hurtled from the wagon. His mallet crashed
down like a thunderbolt, smiting one of the Peacekeepers where he
stood. His nose and ears had told him exactly where the man had
been standing, even if his eyes had not seen his target because of
the tarp. With a twist of his arms and torso, the mallet came up once
more, swinging up and to the side to behead a man or near to it as
the man’s head was crushed like a ripe melon.
A shot rang out in the night and a spurt of crimson arced from a
hole that had just opened in Bedros’ shoulder. Anthea had seen it
through the gaps in the crates, which were now uncovered. She
shrieked, for this was the start of what she’d seen in her mind just
moments before. Had it been a sign of the enchantment? Had it
foretold the death of her first companion? Had everything she’d done
just led inexorably to the deaths of her friends?
The noise of the hand pistol spurred everyone into moving at once,
as if they’d been waiting for the starting signal of a race. More shots
echoed out between the buildings, some coming from alleyways, and
from the noise and the clatter of weapons against each other, Anthea
didn’t need to rise out of her hiding place any more than she was to
know that Makan, Sagira, and Nishan had begun to fight.
She knew firsthand how handy Nishan and Makan could be with
their weapons, and she supposed that Sagira was quite able as well
since she had been a soldier, but Makan was injured and they were
greatly outnumbered. There was only so much they could do.
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Around her were the grunts and screams of men dying, and as she
pulled the pair of blossoms from her pockets, she wondered if this
had been what Sagira had felt in Zaraig. Already some of her men
might have died, and she felt like she could just die on the spot. She
wanted this to all be over, and she never wanted to have to put
another person at risk again. Her mouth tasted like vomit and her
eyes and nose wouldn’t stop running, but this was just the start of
things.
Slugs began chipping away at the crates around her, and she felt a
sting in the side of her head. She toppled over onto her side from her
kneeling position, a blossom in each of her hands. Warmth trickled
down around her ear and forehead. Yet as she lay there oblivious to
what else that was occurring around her, she saw someone shooting
Kerathi long rifles from a second story window.
“Rolf shot me? This is how it ends? With betrayal?” She whispered,
wondering why dying was taking so long.
Another shot erupted from the muzzle of the long rifle, but it did not
strike her as she suspected. Instead it struck someone near the foot
of the wagon, who died with a scream escaping his mouth. With a
whimper, she brushed the left side of her head above her ear with
the backside of her hand, where it was damp and sticky with blood.
The idea that she was merely grazed occurred to her as well as the
fact that she had not been shot by whomever was using the Kerathi
long rifles. After those world-shaking revelations, her eyes widened
with the realization that she was still laying there fretting about a
flesh wound while her friends were likely dying.
She didn’t get up because that would just expose her to more
gunfire. Instead, she held up her left hand in front of her eyes to
expose the purplish group of bell-shaped heather blossoms next to
the unfolded pink, white, and red petals of the lotus blossom she
held in her right hand.
Her mind blanked and she thought of what she wanted and needed
now. The words came to her, and she could not be distracted, even
as she saw a man climbing into the wagon and she distantly heard
the distraught and pained cries of Bedros and maybe of Makan as
well. No, the gunfire was a cadence that seemed to order her
thoughts instead of scatter them. She smiled briefly as she saw the
Rumani man regard her curiously as the sounds emptied out of her
throat punctuated by a twin flashes of light that seemed to be her
eyes bursting into fire, for the blossoms were so close to her face.
Heather of mountain fields,
We have enemies who must yield;
Take them away and leave them no memories of us,
Forget all they have seen that they might discuss;
Blossom of mysteries, Lotus of colors three,
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Heal that which has been torn,
Clear the way to the shore.
Blossoms two, I bid these things of you.
A roar filled her ears then, and the square began to glow with heavy
strands of light as if sunshine had been spun into yarn and cast
carelessly about that city block. She laughed as fluid gurgled in the
back of her throat and blood seemed to flow from her eyes and ears.
The man who had stood at the foot of the wagon, looming over her
faded from sight.
A crack of sound rumbled through her body like the wrinkles being
shook out of a linen bed sheet. With a cry that materialized only as a
croak in the back of her throat, she sagged back against the
floorboards of the wagon and the light faded from the square.
Her last lucid thought was that somehow the twinkling white and
blue lights that were the only things she could see were fitting during
the Faestivul. Perhaps it was even Yenis come to say hello. Wouldn’t
that be nice?

Saycunds, maybe Mynettes or Ouers later, she heard faint
whispers, and while she knew her eyes were open and her ears
were unplugged, she could not see and she could hardly hear. The
voices seemed to be familiar, though they were hardly more than
whispers.
“What did she do?” One asked.
“Her hands and eyelids are burnt. How?” Another asked.
“I don’t know. I just don’t. We have to move her though.”
“Into the front cabin?”
Cabin? Was she in a boat? She’d been in a wagon before. That
much she recalled.
“I don’t think she can see or hear us. She’s been unresponsive.”
“I think she overdid it again. If it’s like before, she’ll recover in time.
We just have to keep her in the light.”
“What if she doesn’t?” A worried voice asked.
“I don’t know.”
“What happened to those Peacekeepers?”
The voices continued to move around her. None of them were
distinguishable, but there was certainly more than just one voice.
They must have been her friends, but she couldn’t seem to draw out
their names or a memory of their faces from the fog that she lived in
now.
“I don’t know. They were just gone one moment, along with our
wounds.”
“Bedros would have died.”
Bedros! That was one of them. He was an Ox-Man.
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“As would have I.” One of the voices replied.
“So this was the alternative that she saw?”
“Sometimes you just aren’t given the gift of having choices. She did
what she thought best. Gods willing, she will recover. I know I will be
praying to all of them tonight and every night until she is better,
Maletos especially.”
Then the voices receded. She wasn’t sure if they went away or if
her hearing faded more. She tried to lick her lips, but she couldn’t
feel her body. Was she being punished? Was what she’d done
somehow contrary to the life and purpose of a Thaumaturge? Had
the mixing of the two blossoms’ powers been too much for her?
There were so many questions that no one could answer for her,
and now it seemed there was a chance she’d not need her questions
answered anyway. She drifted back into the fog of her mind, and she
considered all that she could remember, which was very little except
where the flowers were concerned. Yes, she could remember the
flowers, and that haunting face among a sea of Aurean faces she
had seen when searching somewhere with the flowers, she just
couldn’t remember who she’d searched for, why, or where she’d
searched.
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CHAPTER 30
The origins of the Farsight Outlooks dates back to shortly after the
Godless Yarres, around the Yarre 39 A.E. They were made at first to
keep in touch with the lowlands that were lost to the Aurean people
for whatever reason caused them to have to retreat into the
mountaintops. With these devices they could still watch the comings
and goings of the lowland races, which they’d helped to rebuild their
broken countries.
Of the devices themselves, there’s no note or record that I have
found that details who exactly designed the first one, but there are
records of many modifications to the devices to perfect them. Yet
despite all the improvement to the series of magnifying lenses, the
carefully geared movement wheels, and even the recording paper
that can ink out the images seen by the viewer, the Farsight
Outlooks are still limited by nature herself. No eye, even with the aid
of lenses and devices, can see through clouds, and the mountaintop
cities of the Aureans are often cut off from the lowlands by clouds.
This is especially so in the Saysuhn of Green, when the early rains
drench the lands, and the Saysuhn of White, when the towering
snow clouds move in across the isles of the Broken Crown.
Another limitation of the Farsight Outlooks is light itself. Diaries of
designers and modifiers, mostly unnamed, have fascinating theories
of how light allows us to see, but even with their profound
understanding of the ways of nature they could not find a way to
allow their devices to see where and when there simply wasn’t
enough light to see by.
The final limitation is distance itself. Even the largest and most
complex of the Farsight Outlooks cannot see further than three
hundred Kilomes, as far as that seems, and that is only possible on
the most perfect of conditions…
- Excerpt from Raghnall’s ‘A Study of the Mountain Folk’
 Faestivul of Coming Cold – Dee Five of Five, 768 A.E. 
“I’ve heard disturbing rumors.” The Greater Helion announced to
Corydon, who stood before him in his audience room, which was
resplendent in the morning light.
“Oh?” Corydon replied boredly, dabbling his hand in a fountain filled
with blue and gold fish in an attempt to catch one of the elusive fish.
The Greater Helion slipped out of his crystal throne and stepped
down off the dais of veined marble to stand beside Corydon. It was a
rare gesture of familiarity from a man who had held this position of
strength for nearly thirty Yarres. “They say, old friend, that our
Guardians have been strangely absent from our city in large
numbers of late.”
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“Interesting.” Corydon glanced up at his superior and quickly looked
away. His white and gold raiment was blinding in the direct sunlight.
“They also say that they have been engaging in outright military
actions against the Kerathi. I know this couldn’t be true, as
everything we’ve agreed to do was to be covert, with a plausible
amount of deniability. I’m not wrong, am I? The lowlanders are of no
import, since they can hardly march an army up here and demand
recompense for anything we’ve done. But, The Grand Helion and
even the Voice of the Firmament are a different thing. Even I have
people to answer to, and I didn’t want to have anything to occur that I
would have to answer about.”
“That is what we agreed to.” Corydon admitted, his lips twisting in
the slightest of a smile to hear the Greater Helion ramble so
nervously.
“Then why are these rumors circulating the city?” The Greater
Helion demanded angrily, his middle-aged face lined with recent
worries.
Corydon’s arm twitched, splashing in the fountain. His quick motion
caused the Greater Helion to swallow and step back. When Corydon
turned toward him and raised his hand, he held a golden fish in his
open palm. It’s tail flicked to and fro as its gills and mouth opened in
a futile effort to breath air when it could not. With a smirk, Corydon
flipped the fish into a meticulously groomed patch of daisies that
ringed one of the columns of silvery marble that stretched from floor
to the distant ceiling of crystal glass.
The Greater Helion’s eyes swept from the flowers that the fish lay
dying among back to Corydon. His friend looked pale and heavier
than he ever had before. He had a strange look about his eyes as
well, one that was discomfiting. “What do you have to say then, old
friend? Does that term even apply to us anymore?”
“The rumors are in the city because they’re true. It’s that obvious
and that simple. The answer was there, you just didn’t want to
believe.”
“But why? What has brought us to this?” The Greater Helion asked
in confusion. “Our plans to search for the girl never included war with
the Kerathi, and that’s what you flirt with if half of what I have heard
is true.”
“Everything brought us to this!” Corydon shouted at the man he
once considered a friend, Yarres before he assumed the mantle of
his position. “Don’t you see? You might be content to live your life in
this pretty little cage you’ve had them build for you, but it’s still a
cage.” He swept his arms around him to showcase the extravagance
the leader of Cenalium lived in.
“You forget yourself, Corydon. You forget who I am because I have
been too lax with you.”
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“No, you fool. Your blindness has made you forget who you are.
You are the third greatest man of our race, yet instead of pushing us
to be what we could be if we simply made a few sacrifices, you sit in
here and pontificate. You waste your breath passing pointless laws
and making idle decrees, but it is men like me who make us what we
should be. You are master of none but your self, while I will be a
leader of thousands.” Corydon said spitefully.
“What is all this? What have you done?” The Greater Helion
demanded. “This has nothing to do with what we spoke of or planned
for.”
“I’ve done what they said could not be done. I’ve freed us from the
curse of Maletos.”
The Greater Helion touched his middle and forefingers to his
forehead. “Curse? Have you spent too much time in the dark? You’re
talking foolishness and blasphemy.”
Corydon stepped closer to the Greater Helion, his eyes blazing with
fury and righteousness. “You’ve always doted on our beloved
Goddess, never thinking that she might have been the one who put
us here. Your simple mind never came to the realization that we
were driven into the mountains because the Gods feared what we
would do to their lowland children. We only began to worship
Maletos and her husband Haestos out of fear of what else she would
do to us after she cursed us to need her warmth and gaze to live.”
The Greater Helion stepped back, his hands trembling as he
listened to the strongest blasphemies he’d ever encountered – even
stronger than the ranting he’d heard from heretics that had been put
out of Cenalium. “You know not what you say! Stop this at once.” He
insisted.
Corydon laughed bitterly. “You fear not me, but the truth of my
words. Did you know that our fear for Maletos and Haestos grew into
respect and love only because of the weakness of Helions like you?
Rather than face the fact that we were being punished, rather than
fight the Gods and remain in the lowlands, our people fled into the
mountains and set up settlements. Those cowards were the first of
our Helions, and they were not the last of their ilk. These towers and
the towers of all of our cities were built on the bones of thousands of
our dead who did not survive the time it took for us to build homes
that could be lit for ten Ouers a Dee. They are monuments to our
acquiescence and cowardice.”
“I know the stories of our people. I know of how the change came
upon us and how we had to move out of the lowlands, but they say
nothing of your twisted theories.”
“That’s because you have to read between the lines. The people
who wrote those histories were too afraid of Maletos to commit
anything to writing that might cast a poor light on her. They sought to
appease her by giving in and not pursuing their previous goal.”
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“What goal?” The Greater Helion asked.
“Dominion over the Broken Crown.” Corydon replied. “The calendar
system and the medicines we gave to them were but the beginning.
We were establishing common culture with them to coincide with the
common language provided by the Elegian occupation of these
lands. Our machines and way of life would become so integral to
their lives that we would have ruled them all before they’d even
realized that they’d given up all control over their lives just for the
sake of progress. They couldn’t allow one race to have what they did
not, so all of them would jump at the chance to get the same
handouts. We would have been the masters of all, and they would
have loved us for it.”
“This is madness. I will have you beaten and ran out of the city!”
The Greater Helion howled.
A dark look came over Corydon. He smiled as he asked, “By
whom?”
The Greater Helion’s lower lip began to tremble as he heard heavy
booted feet approach. He knew the sound of Guardian boots
slapping the polished marble. It was a sound he’d heard and knew
as a reassurance of his safety for the last thirty Yarres, but for the
first time in his life, he associated it with fear. He turned to see the
Guardians as they entered the chamber.
Illias, whom the Greater Helion had heard of but had never met,
lead a group of eight Guardians, all of which had a strangely dark
coloring and much more massive builds than the he had ever seen
on an Aurean. In fact, they looked so foreign and strange that he did
not know them for what they were at first. “Who are these men? Why
do you have lowlanders in Guardian uniforms?”
“Lowlanders? Hardly. These are Aureans as they should be. They
have been cured of their dependency on the sun.”
The Greater Helion looked at the men that had come to stop behind
Corydon, flanking him with an obvious show of support. As he looked
closer, he could see that they were indeed Aurean, though not like
any he had ever met before. “How is this possible?”
“It started with your predecessor, who authorized experiments to be
done by myself and one other – Orestes.”
“The girl’s father? He was the father of the girl we seek?”
“None other. He and I tried everything we could think of, and the
depravities we committed in the name of a cure haunt me even now.
Yet we succeeded as you see, but we wouldn’t have without the help
of a few lowlanders.”
“You bred with lowlanders?”
“No, but their blood contained elements that allowed us to sustain
ourselves within darkness for lengthening periods of time, and we
found that the results were permanent. Even more, when our
modified Aureans or ‘Dark Aureans’ as some of them refer to
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themselves as, began to breed on their own with other unchanged
Aureans or even more of their kind, the results were passed on to
the offspring. What you see here is the results of Yarres of careful
breeding.”
“But what good is this? There are but a few. Why would you start a
war with the Kerathi even if you had found a cure for this so-called
curse?” The Greater Helion asked.
Corydon smiled. “Because we are not just a few. We number in the
thousands now.”
“We?” That single word was enough to prove that
“I’ve taken the treatment. Blood can be drawn from any of the Dark
Aureans and with but a short series of doses, we can make anyone
resistant to the dark. Maletos’ curse is at an end.”
“But even so, what will you do? The Kerathi will not allow you to
attack their settlements.”
“I am not worried. I am baiting them in actually.”
“To what end?”
“The Farsight Outlooks have been modified according to some
rather intriguing texts I found hidden away in your archives. Tests
have been done, and we are ready for a full-scale demonstration
when the first wave of their attacks arrives todee.”
“Todee? They’re already coming?”
“Don’t worry, your highness.” Corydon scoffed, earning a few
throaty chuckles from his Guardians. “Even if they manage to reach
the shores of Maethlin, which few if any will, they will be cut to pieces
by my Guardians, who wait in Fjorlen for them. What the Kerathi
don’t know is that Maethlin is already completely ours. Already we
are fortifying it and rebuilding it according to my needs.”
“But what of Cenalium?” The Greater Helion asked, more than a
hint of pleading in his voice.
“Cenalium will be yours once more if the people will have you, but
not until after I have taken what I need so that we can build our cities
in the lowlands. Todee is a Dee of change for the Aurean people.”
Corydon prophesized. “Todee will be a Dee of enlightenment. All of
our Fliers are being sent out to the Grancittas of the Aurean nation
as well as the most important of the Menocittas, where my writings
will be distributed. I will shed light on the truth about our nature and
those who are willing will join me as we build a nation away from
these barren rocks you and your weak-willed followers cling to.”
“You’re going to tell everyone what you’ve told me?” The Greater
Helion asked, aghast. “A few things will surely happen if you do. If
you don’t incite everyone into a mass frenzy and panic, even though
I think you will, you’ll at the very least be branded the worst heretic in
our history. The Grand Helion will be forced to deal with you.”
“Let him come!” Corydon shouted, his words echoing strongly
amidst the pillars of the crystal-domed audience chamber. “Let him
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come and see for himself the new world I am building. Let him see
the error of his ways. Perhaps I will let him join me. For even the
entire muster of Guardians in all of the cities of our people will not be
enough to stop me.”
“You would ruin us all for a little girl.”
“That girl is not just any girl. She is a mistake of nature. Orestes
couldn’t bear to let his beloved Kerathi flower whore or his daughter
be drained of their body fluids for the sake of our kind. His weakness
and love for her robbed my Aureans of her abilities. They could have
been the mothers to a special breed of our kind who would have the
strength of the Thaumaturges and the power of our own nature.
Orestes’ failure failed us all, and that was the cause of his disgrace
and dismissal from the Guardian service.”
“Yet his love was enough to overcome our other curse.”
“Yes, he was able to breed with a lowlander, and I still do not know
how.” Corydon said, throwing his arms up as if it were something he
cared about not in the least. A sick smile crept onto his face then.
”Despite his reproductive magic, he couldn’t save his own life. How
he managed is immaterial anyway so long as I recapture the
daughter.”
“Perhaps it is best that the girl escaped then. I had always thought
that she would be a help to our people, but now I see she was just
another piece of your twisted plan. She could have brought a new
level of growth to our kind. You spoke so passionately of the sick she
could cure, the illnesses she could ward off, and the greater good
she could have done for our people. I can’t believe that it was all a
lie.”
“She still will do us a great deal of good.” Corydon promised. “It just
won’t be in the way your pacifistic nature envisioned.”
“Please, even if you care little for what happens to me, don’t tell
everyone what you told me.” The Greater Helion begged. “The
hysteria and panic will cost so many lives, and for what?”
“I fear our chat has come to an end, old friend. I will have to begin
preparing for the riots and the audiences we will have to contend
with come morning. They are sure to feel quite betrayed by the lies
the Voice of the Firmament and the Greater Helion have been
propagating to keep them imprisoned here. They’re oh so tired of
swarming over each other like rats just to find a place to live. Imagine
their devotion and thankfulness when I show them the way out of the
light and into the dark. They will not have to fear anymore.”
“Don’t do this.”
Corydon turned to his Guardians then, and said to them, “Escort the
Greater Helion from the room.”
Illias nodded and stepped forward to grab at the Greater Helion, but
he slipped away and ran toward the bed of flowers that Corydon had
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thrown the fish into. Corydon, seeing his intent, held up a hand to
halt Illias.
With a look of disgust for Corydon and his Dark Aureans, the
Greater Helion knelt and brushed aside the flowers to pick up the
fish. He carried it over to its fountain then, and let it go. With a defiant
intake of air, he said to them all, “I see now the error of my ways. I
was willing to sacrifice a few Kerathi lives for the chance to have that
girl and use her to improve the status of our people. I see now that I
was wrong when I see the reflection of my deeds on you all. I see
how even an insignificant life is important. You will doom us all with
your hatred and greed.”
Corydon laughed. “But a life taken is a life you cannot restore.” He
pointed to the fish, which floated belly up in the fountain. He flicked
his wrist once more and his Guardians surrounded the Greater
Helion, seizing him none too gently.
The Greater Helion’s fists were clenched tight as he struggled for a
moment against the heavy hands of the Dark Aureans, only to find
that his strength was not the match for one of them, let alone nine.
“Kaneitha take you all!” He shouted as he was carried away, his fire
opal adorned circlet falling off his brow and onto the ground to be
stepped on by Illias.
“I will gladly suckle at her shadow-wreathed bosoms, old friend.”
Corydon called after him, smiling.
Only after the Greater Helion had been escorted completely out of
the room did Corydon step up to the dais and take the crystal throne.
The throne was not something he intended to keep for long since
he’d go into the lowlands when he’d done all he needed with the city,
but it did have a nice feel to it. He smiled and considered the Ouer,
wondering how soon it would be before he would be summoned to
see the power of the Farsight Outlooks demonstrated.
Had he looked, he’d have seen that the fish he’d thought dead was
no longer belly up. It swam weakly, but its strength returned with
each gulp of water it took.

Captain Genero stood beside Corydon as they supervised the
powering up of the eastern Farsight Outlooks of Cenalium.
What had once looked like harmless but giant astronomical devices
built of lenses and bronze metal had become rather sinister looking,
but that might have just been because Genero knew that Corydon
must have something awful. New giant lenses had been constructed
and attached above them and they had been framed in silver instead
of bronze. The whole device had been turned around as well.
Formerly, the largest lenses had been facing downward, like giant
looking glasses. Now the largest lenses were up and the narrow
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ones were down, and with the added parts, they reminded Genero
quite strongly of arc-lances.
The sky was grey yet strangely, for the season, almost clear of
clouds. A few wispy cirrus clouds tumbled through the sky, stretching
and reforming periodically as they raced across the horizon. It was a
fitting omen for what Genero understood was too happen, though the
details of how this all worked had not been completely explained to
him. He knew only that a demonstration was in the works, and he
expected nothing short of terrible from Corydon.
Genero and Corydon had stations of honor beside the one Farsight
Outlook that had not been altered for todee. At it, they each watched
from a looking station amidst the levers and lenses. They sat on
cushioned seats while they shouted orders down to the men below to
adjust the looking device one way or another so that they could
better view the incoming fleet. It took a crew of eight men to man the
massive wheels of the great device, which stretched almost ten
Mayters from tip to tip, and it was not even the largest of the Farsight
Outlooks.
With a nod of encouragement from Corydon, Genero put his eye to
one of the pair of eyepieces that was provided for a team of
watchers. Things were always observed in pairs, that way there was
a corroborating witness for what they had seen. In this case,
Corydon was sharing what he had promised to be a stunning display
of Aurean might with him, and yet Genero didn’t feel honored to be
the one this was being displayed with.
Still, the majesty of a view so far away was hard to deny. As things
came into focus slowly and the lenses swiveled into place, a Kerathi
longship came into a startlingly detailed view. As they focused
further, Genero found he could count the men on the lead ship they
viewed, one of many ships he had seen dotting the horizon as they
had come into focus.
Genero exhaled in surprise when they focused directly on the
leader of the vessel, a man standing at the prow, his hand on the
grotesque figurehead carved onto the front of the ship to resemble
Cainel slaughtering his enemies. The captain was bearded and
broad in the shoulders like most of the Kerathi men Genero had ever
seen, but he had a regal bearing to his stance that suggested he was
a man of importance. Behind him men pulled at the oars tirelessly,
putting the ship that much closer to Maethlin with every rhythmic pull
of wood against water.
“That’s our first target.” Corydon breathed in excitement.
Genero frowned. “The lead ship? Will destroying it be that much of
a deterrent that they won’t press the attack?”
“It makes a much more stunning display when your leader is
suddenly killed before you even have a chance to defend, but being
Kerathi, they will likely charge forward to the last man.”
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“Who is the stunning display for? Didn’t you say all of these men
would die todee? Who can they tell of their defeat?”
“Sometimes it’s not in how many you kill but how you kill those very
many that makes your Dees work so satisfying. Besides, this is not
exactly a deed that will be without witnesses.”
Genero shivered and cast a glance over his shoulder to where his
wife Cerelia stood on the cliff surrounded by a group of dignitaries
and other men deemed loyal enough to Corydon to witness his glory.
Although, some among that number were likely forces of opposition
that had been invited so they’d be cowed into submission by a
demonstration of Corydon’s might. Cerelia stood out among the
crowd, at least to Genero, but when she caught sight of him looking
her way and raised her hand to wave at him, he looked away in
shame.
Would that she didn’t have to be party to this, even through me, he
thought. Yet she was so impressed with her husband’s apparent
raising of status that she seemed to have turned a blind eye to the
misdeeds he had and would continue to perform. He had told her
only the briefest account of what he had been through, and she had
shrugged it off as him being melodramatic. Melodrama wouldn’t have
made him unable to look at himself in a looking glass though.
“It’s about to begin.” Corydon announced as Genero returned his
eyes to the eyepieces and the scene Kilomes away.
True to his word, things started rather quickly then. Corydon gave
his signal, a simple red flag he waved, and the Farsight Outlooks set
to work. Lenses that had been aligned and then blocked with opaque
sheets of metal were uncovered. Light began to filter through them,
and beams of white materialized out of thin air, the result of light
being focused and forced through smaller lenses. As the beams of
light grew denser, they became rather obvious against the grey sky.
They continued to thicken and intensify until they looked like the
beams of a lighthouse piercing a dark stormy sky, yet it was not dark
out.
Genero witnessed the cries of alarm from sailors who found
themselves in the path of the beams of light, their skin blistering in
Saycunds from the heat that was still growing stronger. The Kerathi
looked around in surprise and began pointing upward toward the
distant mountain on the island of Maethlin. He couldn’t hear their
screams, even though he could watch them do so. Even had their
voices somehow carried all the way to Cenalium, they’d have been
drowned out by the hum of the Farsight Outlooks.
It was then that Corydon gave his second signal, an aptly colored
black flag that was the signal for the Farsight Outlooks to go fully
unstoppered and concentrate on the lead ship. When four beams of
light swept across the bow of that longship, the wood sizzled and
smoldered, the clothing and leather the men wore burst into flames,
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and the large square sail the single mast held roared into a blaze. On
the second pass, men began to die, and even in the distance their
soundless cries of agony did not escape Genero.
He shuddered in disgust and felt his stomach turn as the regal
leader of the vessel went up in flames on the third pass, a pillar of
fire that was cast into the sea when the figurehead blew apart. By
then the entire ship was ablaze. Men flung themselves from the ship
only to find the water around it boiling. There was no succor to be
found for them and those who tried to escape the ship died just as
horribly as the men who burned alive on the ship.
The third signal went up, a green flag that let the four Farsight
Outlooks choose targets at will. The four beams of light began
sweeping across other ships in the fleet like a pen across the paper.
These ships had no hope of outrunning a weapon that could strike
from many Kilomes away.
Genero clung to his seat, feeling his stomach lurch once more and
his gorge rise as the wave of death hit his mind. Even from afar,
witnessing such destruction was nauseating, and it didn’t help that
Corydon was having the men swivel the Farsight Outlook
maddeningly in his glee to observe the chaos.
The whole affair lasted some fifteen Mynettes, but it seemed like an
eternity to Genero, who stopped looking after the first five Mynettes.
At first he’d just let his eyes loose focus so everything was blurry, but
after awhile he simply could not watch even that way anymore. The
fact that he was not watching Corydon’s display allowed him to
witness something that his master did not.
One of the Farsight Outlooks glowed red hot, its bronze and silver
metal superheated from focusing so much light and energy through
its lenses. With an audible crack followed by metal warping and
twisting, the modified Farsight Outlook ceased projecting a beam of
deadly light. Instead it smoldered and continued to deform itself, the
weight of its melting parts causing it to droop.
At the cessation of the fourth beam, Corydon raised his eyes from
the eyepieces and demanded, “What happened?”
“It melted sir.” Was all Genero could manage to say.
Corydon scowled deeply at his fun being spoiled and the red glow
of overheated metal that surrounded the other three weapons. The
auras of heat surrounding the other three promised a similar
happening if they continued use. He waved his fourth and final flag, a
white one that indicated the end of the attack. Lenses were tilted to
break the flow of light and covered were thrown over them. Cries of
alarm went up when the operators were burned badly trying to
operate the devices, which had become far too hot to safely be near.
Genero had no doubt that a few men would be badly disfigured or
killed before they’d managed to cool the devices completely. He
hazarded a look back into the eyepieces, which showed a zoomed
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out view of three surviving ships amount the wreckage and fires of
over two dozen, each which had likely held fifty men or more.
“Success comes at some cost, even from afar.” Corydon said
wistfully, eyeing the broken Farsight Outlook from his vantage point.
“The ground forces can easily handle what’s left, though I doubt what
remains will escape our Fliers long enough to land.”
“I suppose so.” Genero said mildly, still trying to keep his afternoon
meal down in front of his superior.
“Now is not the time for weakness, Genero.”
“It’s merely the heights, sir.” Genero lied.
At that, Corydon laughed. “That’s why you among all of us should
be gladdest to leave these mountaintops to go live below.”
“I suppose so.”
“And you leave todee.” Corydon declared.
“I do?” Genero asked in a mixture of alarm and confusion.
Corydon nodded and a look came to his face that reminded Genero
of a banker greedily counting money. “I’ve received reports of
Anthea’s presence far from here. You and a team will head
immediately to Aetheline to intercept her.”
“Aetheline?”
“She’s already left Miniya and will likely be leaving Rummas soon. I
have no doubt that she’ll be taking a vessel toward Zaraig and from
there to Aetheline.”
“Begging your pardon, but isn’t that a few guesses to make?”
“It’s always been her goal, and heading to Rummas only proves
that she’s still going there. It’s the only place conceivable to catch a
whaling ship that will take her near the Crooked Ridge. The Muerans
are closer, but they wouldn’t go there and they certainly wouldn’t
have anything to do with a whaling ship.”
“I leave… todee?” Genero stammered, surprised that his odds and
ends duties and errands in Cenalium and the Kerathi cities below on
Maethlin were at an end. He’d been supervising the construction of
fortifications in Fjorlen and Norsjalde for two Waykes now as well as
the hunting of the few resistors that remained. The abrupt change of
plans came as a surprise, but he wasn’t sure it was a welcome
surprise.
“Yes, right now in fact. We’d best get you down from here and give
you a moment to say goodbye to sweet Cerelia and your son before
you’re off to Aetheline. A good husband does what he must for the
well-being of his family.”
The way Corydon had referred to his wife made his mouth twist
sourly, but Corydon didn’t seem to notice. “I see. This time I will
recover Anthea.”
“Good. This time Illias won’t be there to foul you up, so you have no
excuse, right?” Corydon asked.
Genero nodded. “Agreed. I will not fail again.”
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“See that you don’t. You don’t want your child to grow up without a
father or your wife to live without a husband, do you?”
“No, sir.”
“Keep it in mind then as you do what I bid you.”
“It never leaves my mind.” Genero replied, being completely honest.
Corydon reached over then a laid a companionable hand on
Genero’s shoulder. The man’s touch made Genero want to shrug it
off and shiver, but he resisted the urge. Instead, he took one last
glance out from Cenalium onto the carnage below.
I am party to this and I deserve to witness it, he mouthed
soundlessly to himself. Yet he didn’t see what he looked at. Instead
his wife’s beautiful face and his son’s innocent smile came to his
mind, blotting out the horror with shame.
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CHAPTER 31
Seeing how readily the Kerathi people throw themselves into
situations where it is likely they will die, they still consider death to be
a rather somber event. If anything, their frequent flirtation with death
has caused them to understand it and feel more connected to it that
any other race within the Broken Crown. Even the Uleaut people, for
whom death is often a Dee-to-Dee matter, don’t have the connection
to death and the God Nelius that the Kerathi do.
The only race that truly comes close to the Kerathi’s affinity for
death is the Elegians, but they see death more as an end of service
in this world before going on to be part of what lies beyond. In
contrast, the Kerathi see life as an end of a lifelong battle against the
enemies that threaten their clan and family. Instead of being seen as
a glorious end to a life of service, they mourn the fact that the dead
can no longer raise a sword or fire a rifle in the defense of their kin.
Even the greatest hero could always have done more if he’d just had
another Wayke or another Dee, and those who never did anything
great in life are mourned the most, for they never had a chance to
prove themselves.
If the death of a loved one is considered to be unjust or excessively
savage even for their kind, it is not unheard of, though it is rare, for a
Kerathi to declare a Racheneid. A Racheneid is the most serious
oath a Kerathi can make, for it in effect temporarily severs any clan
ties he has until the vengeance he has sworn has been carried out.
Members of other clans give such a Kerathi wide berth, recognizing
that the warrior has given his life into the hands of Cainel. If his
Racheneid is just, then he will take his vengeance and return to his
clan and pick up his life as if nothing had ever happened. If it is
deemed unjust, then he will fall attempting to take his vengeance,
and his clan will remove his name from their records.
Also worthy of note is the Kerathi’s curious custom regarding their
dead. They daub mud across the eyelids of the deceased to signify
their readiness for burial. Then, after a Dee of being presented in
such a manner for Nelius to take notice, they may burn the body on a
funeral pyre in the center of their village or send it out to sea on a raft
that they will set aflame. If the body is the dead of an enemy race or
clan, they may simply bury the body, denying the spirit the easy path
to the afterlife that burning the body does, as they believe this
releases the spirit into the winds. So, they feel then that Greveth’s
fires are close to the heart of Nelius; he watches the fires as the
winds of Aaren carry the spirits to him.
There are stories among the Kerathi as well of people whose sprits
have become confused and have inhabited animals they come
across. The most famous of these stories involves a young man who
dies and doesn’t realize that his spirit has come to inhabit a bear. He
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goes about trying to be with the woman, whose family and clan
nearly kill him. Only her intervention on his behalf after she realizes
what has happened puts a stop to her kin hunting him. In the end
though, she helps the young man realize that he is dead and
inhabiting a bear. He drowns himself in the sea to release his spirit
unto Nelius.
Let it not be said that the Kerathi don’t have a romantic side, albeit
tragic…
- Excerpt from Raghnall’s ‘History of the Kerathi’
st

 Einsdee, the 1 of Frost, 768 A.E. 
Makan crossed the rolling deck of the Ula, the ship they’d taken out
of Rummas. He moved with an easy gait that had been learned from
long Yarres at sea. The Ula was a whaler, much to his dismay, and
the function of the ship was plainly obvious. The hull was broad and
it sat heavily in the water, like a merchant vessel yet built sturdily
enough to endure a Saysuhn or longer at sea. It had sluice grates on
the deck for blood to leak out when whales were being rendered, and
a number of holds filled with barrels and salt for packing meat or
storing fat which would processed for oil. There were harpoon posts
and dozens of other indicators of the ship’s deadly purpose.
Despite the Ula’s homeport being in Lesser Aynglica, just a little
over half the crew was actually Aynglican. The rest of the crew was
made up of Rumani, Elegians, and even a couple Kerathi who were
likely the harpoon men.
When profits were at stake, race mattered little it seemed. Yet it
made Makan’s stomach turn to think what the cost of such profits
and cooperation were. The deck boards were stained a deep brown
from the blood of whales that had been butchered onboard. The ship
didn’t sit too low in the water yet, but Makan knew that the ship
wouldn’t return home until it had butchered enough whales to fill its
holds.
Being Mueran, to whom whales were just short of sacred since the
father figure of their race, Fallu, was one himself, he was thoroughly
disgusted with himself for allowing himself on the vessel. Thankfully,
he knew he needn’t help the crew go about their duties, for if abiding
in the presence of those who would kill whales was just barely
tolerable because of greater things at stake, helping them would be
an offense against his people and Fallu. No, Nishan had paid their
passage in full, and it eased Makan’s conscience only slightly to
know that not a single coin that had been given for their passage had
been earned by him; therefore, he had not helped to finance the
deaths of whales.
Rolf stood at the bow of the ship, staring blankly out past the
bowsprit at the Kilomes of grayish-blue water that spread before
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them. Makan sought him out for a few reasons, not least of which
was the fact that Rolf seemed miserable as well.
“What do you want?” Rolf asked gruffly, not bothering to look over
his shoulder as he heard someone approach.
“Misery seeks company, or at least understanding.” Makan replied,
leaning against the railing beside Rolf, though he looked upward
instead into the spider’s web of rigging and lines that ran from the
deck up into the masts or between the three masts.
Rolf didn’t answer at first, and it was near on a Mynette before he
finally opened his mouth. “And I’m miserable?” He asked.
Makan grunted, and since he was feeling a bit feisty because of the
predicament he was in, he decided to not go easy on Rolf. “Don’t
pretend you feel otherwise. Your sulking has been plainly evident
since you rejoined us.”
“I am merely worried about Anthea.” Rolf said dismissively.
“Or maybe you’re lamenting the fact that she has not woken up yet
to give you your verbal lashing for running off on us?”
Rolf shook his head. “You’re way off target this time, Makan. Then
again, maybe your wisdom seems less wise after a few Dees away
to think my own thoughts for once.”
“I never claimed to be wise. It wouldn’t be wise to do so when there
are so many more experienced and smarter people out there who
wouldn’t dare to declare such a thing.”
“Ah, your humility is staggering.” Rolf said sarcastically.
Makan took a moment to look away from the sailors working in the
rigging to the Kerathi man beside him. He had to admit Rolf was a
man now, even if he had been but a boy when they’d met. There was
a grim set to his features that gave him an adult look that his beard
had not. Makan had always been one that contended that it was
experiences in life and not age that made a man or woman into an
adult. Rolf was even more proof that he was right. Adult matters
weighed on the Kerathi man’s mind.
“I am sorry for your losses and that you do not know what
happened to your mother, Rolf, but know that I am not the enemy.
Neither is Anthea for that matter.”
Rolf turned to regard Makan coldly, but he didn’t have it in him. His
face softened when he realized that there was genuine concern in
the Mueran’s dark, storm-colored eyes. “Perhaps that is what made
coming back so difficult. I knew I had wrongly condemned her, and it
is a blow to my pride to have to come back and beg forgiveness for
speaking wrongly of her. Yet when I return I find that I must delay my
forgiveness because she has incapacitated herself on the behalf of
her comrades once again. This makes my words look even more… I
don’t know.”
“You spoke in the heat of passion. She will know that you regret
what you have said.”
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“But part of me doesn’t. There is a grain of truth in what I said, I
only blamed her for the wrong reasons.”
“Oh?”
“I should blame her for the unwanted changes in my life. Until she
came along, I was a man with a home and maybe some prospects at
marriage and a family. Even if I was squabbling with my stepbrother,
life wasn’t bad. I had a woman I liked, Anika, and I had community
standing. Then Anthea came along, her and her Aurean ship
crashing down over my head, and everything began to change for
the worse.”
“Do you think she asked to have to wander the Broken Crown with
her Ox-Man guardian and a few haphazardly gathered friends? Do
you think she wanted her father to die helping her escape the only
home she’d known?” Makan demanded.
“No, but she does not believe him dead.” Rolf pointed out.
“Only because she clings to that thread of hope to keep her going.
She is more fragile than you might think. Like a flower, you see only
the bright petals and the vibrancy she lives life with. You do not see
the weak stem supporting that heavy blossom.”
“But if she is so weak, why does she push on so? Why does she
tear herself apart for this quest of hers? What can she gain?” Rolf
wondered aloud, hating not knowing why she did what she did to
herself.
“I don’t know.” Makan answered truthfully, not wanting to claim that
he understood the girl completely himself. “Sometimes it is the
journey that makes all the difference in the world. Sometimes we
struggle just to give life meaning. Otherwise, all we do is for naught.”
“You’re waxing philosophical again. I am not a thinker or a
theologian. I’m a simple man – a hunter and a warrior.”
“Everyone who bothers to live and think is by nature a philosopher,
some just show it in deeds rather than great writings.”
Rolf laughed. “You’ve never met my mother’s second husband
then. There is nothing philosophical about that man.”
“Then I pray I do not meet him, lest he rob me of any kernels of
wisdom I might have garnered in my Yarres wandering the world
thus far.” Makan replied, grinning widely.
Rolf laughed even louder at this, bowing his head as he did so.
When he raised his head again, he looked back at Makan, who was,
in his opinion, regarding the sea like a long lost lover. “You missed
it?”
“The sea?” Makan asked, not even needing to see Rolf watching
him to know that is what he meant.
“Yes. You look at it with longing I could never feel for it.”
Makan smiled and nodded agreement. “Some say that the sea is
unpredictable and fickle. I have always thought that she is that way
because she is alive. If she were just a dead thing, she’d likely
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always have the same waves and perfect tides and never have a
storm. Yet it is her wild nature that so attracts Tulis and Marceaupo
to fight so strongly to possess her, for she is truly worth the effort.”
“I wonder if I will ever find such a thing to look at as you do the
sea.”
“Perhaps the reason you were chosen by Anthea’s enchantment, if
there really is a good reason, was for you to find such a thing. A man
must know himself before he can give his heart to anything.”
“You think there is no enchantment?” Rolf asked in surprise.
Makan shrugged. “I think it’s possible that she has such a powerful
will that she can sense in others what they can offer her. Perhaps
she saw in all of us a need for some purpose that she could offer,
and with a little help from the Gods and Goddesses who watch over
us all, we have been joined together.”
“That’s a rather long jump of circumstance and happenings from a
man who has seen her perform miraculous deeds and who has
promised to trust in her.”
“I never needed an enchantment to believe in something, Rolf.
What she is doing is just. I feel that. She was wronged, and we are
helping to set that right. Or, if we cannot set that right, we are surely
going to try to stop further wrongdoings.”
“If this is truly so, then I am glad I came back.” Rolf replied.
“Why did you anyway? Was it her?” Makan asked, suspecting that
the lad felt more for the girl than he would let himself realize. “Sagira
didn’t think you’d come back, and Nishan didn’t really care, as he
had never met you before. Anthea always said she needed you
though, that she couldn’t do this without you.”
“I swore a Racheneid. I will be with Anthea so long as I think that
she may carry me back to the Aureans. I do not believe for a Mynette
that she will find peace in Aetheline. I think that she will find betrayal
and a trap. I will be there to exact revenge on those Aureans if not on
the ones on Maethlin.”
“A Racheneid!” Makan exclaimed. “You truly did?”
Rolf nodded. “I bear the mark.” He unbuttoned his shirt to show
Makan the purplish ink symbol of Cainel’s runes that stained his skin.
The mark was over his heart and the size of an open hand. The hair
around the mark looked almost singed, and where the mark was, the
hair was completely gone.
“You foolish boy.” Makan exhaled strongly, his brow furrowed as he
shook his head.
“Am I a fool for seeking to avenge my Hersker? My mother may lie
dead in the ashes of my Stammheim. Should I let her bones rot there
while the other cities of Maethlin are put to the torch and the people
there are slaughtered to make room for whatever it is the Aureans
plan to do?”
“No, but swearing such an oath is not to be done lightly.”
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“What more serious reason is there to swear such an oath for?”
Rolf demanded.
“I cannot think of anything more serious than what may have
befallen your mother. Even Anthea could not see her fate, though.
You may be the last living son of your clan, would you throw that all
away?”
“What would a Mueran know?” Rolf asked bitterly. “How can I be a
clan of one? What life do I have left to me?”
“I honestly do not know. All I know of your Kerathi Racheneid oaths
is that when you reach the end of your path there is often little more
than death waiting for you and your enemies.”
“Then I shall take their deaths and mine as if they were gifts from
my mother’s own hands, and I shall embrace them with fervor.” Rolf
replied, clutching a hand to the mark of Cainel on his breast, a mark
of special inks that would only come off when the priests of Cainel
had decided his oath was fulfilled.
“You haven given up on hope, Rolf. You have given into hatred.”
“Then hate shall keep my path straight and my footsteps fleet. Hate
and its brother rage are old lovers to the Kerathi.”
“I pray that somedee you will be released from your oath, and that
you will not hate yourself for what you have done in its fulfillment.”
Makan said wistfully.
“We all do what we must.” Rolf remarked, coming as close to
asking for understanding for his justifications as he would.
“That we do, and I must see to Anthea.” Makan replied somberly.
“She struggles to live while we speak of death.”
Rolf caught his arm as he turned to leave. “Let me.” He said, adding
after a moment when a pained expression crossed his face,
“Please?”
Makan nodded. “See to her, Rolf. Remember that beneath her
strong exterior she is a gentle creature, and it is no more evident
than in her helplessness now.” Yet even when Rolf strode off to care
for Anthea, his heart could not forget the purplish mark of Rolf’s
Racheneid.

Anthea was laid out in a very modest bunk with a surprisingly
decorative coverlet pulled over her. Ships weren’t often well
accommodated, yet these were Aynglicans, Rolf reflected. What they
considered necessity was what most Kerathi would consider luxury
and largesse. Yet if the coverlet was an exquisite example of
needlework, it only made the cabin look that much more austere.
And nothing would chase the smell of fish and whale oil out of the
boat; that had seeped into the wood of the entire ship and would
likely never come out.
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Sagira had dismissed herself wordlessly from tending Anthea when
Rolf had arrived, closing the door behind her. Bedros had been
convinced to rest in one of the spare holds, because his presence
had caused Anthea nothing but restless slumber, and she needed
her sleep to recuperate. So, Rolf had her all to himself as he knelt
beside her bunk.
His eyes wouldn’t seek out her face at first, concentrating instead
on her dainty little hands that lay still upon the coverlet. Her hands
looked so pale to him against the cream-colored fabric. Sighing, he
took her small hand in his, noting its soft texture, like a baby’s skin
almost. There were no calluses whatsoever, and the lines of her skin
were very faint. Her hand almost felt a bit waxy or velvety, like a rose
petal. He smiled as he thought this, and looked up at her face.
Her silvery hair was shot through with streaks of pinkish blonde. Yet
he couldn’t recall if her hair had always been that color or if it was a
new thing or even a trick of the light. A string of three crystal pods
had been hung from the low ceiling in the cabin, and everything
seemed so bright, even after squinting from the bright sun glinting off
the crests of the waves above deck.
Her eyes were closed and darkly ringed. It made her look like a
raccoon or like she’d been in a fight. Her cheekbones stood out
where her face had been very gently rounded before. Any little
amount of baby fat she had was melting away with each Dee that
she did not eat. The light was simply not enough to sustain her, and
she had been thin to begin with. This was even worse than the four
Dees she’d been unconscious after Maethlin.
Rolf brushed a fingertip across her pale pink lips, marveling at the
softness of them. Then he brushed her hair back from her brow and
lowered his hands. He put his head down on the blankets beside her
hand, feeling a bit guilty that he’d touched her even caringly. What
right did he have?
He stayed like that for a long while, kneeling with his head pressed
into the bed beside her hip. Thoughts cycled through his head,
thoughts he dared not voice, for he hadn’t the courage to say them
even to an unhearing audience yet.
“I have done so much wrong. I have been so lost.” Rolf began to
say, each word growing from a faint whisper toward a normal
speaking voice. “I looked to you for purpose, but it was unfair for me
to put that burden on you. I was merely scared to seek my own
path.”
“I need you. I need you to give me a chance to redeem my clan and
myself. I cannot live with the dishonors dealt to my kin. I have done
what may be foolish and I have sworn a Racheneid. I meant to
pursue its fulfillment on my own, but then I heard of you in Rummas.
I heard that friends of a man who was helping you had been taken
and tortured. I saw them do it. I knew they would lay in wait for you.”
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“My duties were clear in that instant, and I did not hesitate to detour
from my Racheneid to try to save you from them. I thought that any
enemies of you must be allies of the Aureans that killed my family,
right? Was I wrong?” The words raced out of him. He paused and
took a deep breath. “I couldn’t do enough though.” Rolf said, sinking
back into a whisper as he admitted his failure.
“You are… broken.” Rolf choked out. “You are hurt somewhere
inside you and I cannot mend you. I am so sorry to have left you, but
can’t you see? I have responsibilities to my people. I must do my
best to please two masters now, but I fear I can please neither. Help
me to do what I must, Anthea.” He pleaded, pressing his face against
her limp hand.
Any other words he might have said melted away then, and he let
his head and heart rest. He had confessed all he needed to at this
time, and even if she hadn’t heard him, his heart was lighter. He
stayed beside her for a while longer, until Sagira knocked on the
door a bit later, and then stood to leave.
As he left the cabin, shutting the door behind Sagira, who was
taking up her post once more, he heard footsteps approaching out of
the darkness.
“So that’s how you knew to come to the square to help her?” A
voice called from the dark corridor within the bowels of the ship’s
crew area. Nishan slipped out of the shadows a moment later, his
face an expressionless mask despite the brown and gold eyes within
it betraying a hint of mischief.
“Do you merely have sharp ears, or are you a spy and a scoundrel
like the rest of your pitiable race?” Rolf demanded testily, ignoring
the question put to him.
“I am what I am, but I’m much more handsome and charming than
the average Rumani, or at least all the girls say so.” Nishan said with
a wink, shrugging off the insults of his heritage as easily as he
breathed.
Rolf grunted in disgust and stalked off to find some peace – a rare
commodity on any ship, let alone one crewed mostly by Aynglicans.
It would be a long trip to Zaraig, and the journey had just begun. And
when he thought about it, he really didn’t care that Nishan had
overheard what he had spoken.
There was nothing shameful in the words he had said to her. The
shame was going to be undone. The shame would be washed away
with his Racheneid’s completion, but would the loneliness? Would he
ever feel like part of a family again?
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CHAPTER 32
I have always found the names of the Saysuhns and the Munths to
be very apt. The calendar’s exactness is indubitable, for rarely is it
inaccurate. Perhaps the Gods in their wisdom took a liking to the
simplistic yet very fitting calendar, and they press the Saysuhns to fit
the timescale set about by the calendar. Some have even said that
Thuraish never had an easier job than since the Calendar was put
into use. How many other Gods have a written guide to follow?
Still, there have been exceptions to its accuracy. The drought of
614 A.E. and the long Saysuhn of White in 701 A.E. are the most
recent examples. Those who are perhaps not quite as god fearing as
they should be refer to these events as times when Thuraish ‘got
lazy’ or was ‘still sleeping.’ He appears to do this about once every
hundred Yarres. Thuraish’s Lapses are what chroniclers usually call
them.
If one is to believe the claims of the Uleaut people and the Mueran
Deepcrossers and Oceanwalkers, it may be that the calendar is truly
only accurate in the region of the Broken Crown. Elsewhere, if there
were land, especially far to the north or south, the Saysuhns are less
evenly defined and possibly even backward. How the Saysuhns
could occur in reverse in some places I do not know, but the
Muerans have no apparent reason to lie about what they have seen.
As for myself, I have no strong desire to risk life and limb on such a
fool’s errand, as it would be to go confirm the validity of their
statements for no tangible gain. Nor could I abide such a long time
on a ship…
- Excerpt from Raghnall’s ‘Musings about Gods and Goddesses’
 Sayvensdee, the 7th of Frost, 768 A.E. 
Sagira’s breaths clouded in front of her with each exhale, only to be
swept away by the crisp sea breeze. Her arms were crossed in front
of her and she huddled deeply into a heavy wool blanket of
Aynglican make that one of the sailors had generously provided her
a few Dees ago. He had not asked for it back, and she was loath to
surrender such a necessity anyway.
“I would say that the cold lends you a rather hale look, but your
nose isn’t much redder even now than it usually is.” Nishan offered
with a grin, sliding up beside her with a sort of relaxed ease that
made Sagira frown. “Besides, you are a vibrant woman who has no
need of weather’s color in her cheeks to make her look more
enticing.”
“I’m not your next conquest, Nishan. You needn’t flatter me.” Sagira
said in a tone that was just as cold as the weather.
“Alas, you mistake me for a flatterer. I merely speak the truth.”
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“Is it the truth you speak to Rolf in the dark recesses of the ship that
makes him so wroth?” Sagira asked accusingly.
Nishan chuckled and leaned on the rail. His unbound hair blew
back from his face, and if Sagira’s coloring didn’t show much of the
cold, his bronze skin did. His cheeks and nose were ruddy, and his
hands were pale and obviously cold even though he had a heavy
vest on.
Her eyes met his and she shivered. His brown eyes were flecked
with gold, and they reminded her of nothing more than a dog’s eyes.
There was something dark and predatory about Nishan that made
him dangerous, but not unsavory. Some women would be strongly
drawn to these eyes, she realized, but she was not some emptyheaded maiden looking for a handsome fellow to bed down. She’d
seen something of the world and she knew without even looking in a
mirror that her expression had hardness to it that only misfortune and
a touch of cynicism could grant.
“Rolf is a passing amusement. He is so open and presents no
mysteries. What he feels you can read on his face as plainly as if he
carried a sign. I envy him his openness, for I could never be that
way.” Nishan said, and there seemed to be genuine sentiments in his
words.
“So you tease and torment him? You’re hardly helping this group if
you do so. We’re of a strange mix of clashing cultures, and outsiders
provide enough divisive forces already. We do not need you causing
troubles.”
“You speak wisdom, lady of the sands.” Nishan replied with a quick
bow and a flourish that was at once both sincere and mocking.
Sagira couldn’t help but laugh. “You’re intolerable.”
“So I have heard, but I am more loyal than my actions might
suggest. You will never want for a better ally or a worse enemy than
I.”
“Then I’d best stay on your good side.”
“There are easy ways to do that.” Nishan said suggestively.
Sagira did not rise to take that bait, knowing it would be all too
easy, even if it were for nothing more than staying warm in the cold
nights during the Saysuhn of White. Snow was not far off and
already she could not stay as warm as she liked to be. Mornings
brought stiffness of limbs and a dull sort of numbness that cold
produced when one wasn’t adequately defended from it. “I’m sure
you say that to all the runny-nosed women.” She sighed
melodramatically. “You’re shameless and without any standards.”
“Do not say I did not offer, lady.”
“Were it a more heartfelt and exclusive offer, perhaps I’d have been
intrigued. I have no use for your kind of men though, not in that way.
I am only interested in what you can do for Anthea.”
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“Then let us make love by proxy on her behalf at least?” Nishan
grinned, his hands slipping into the folds of his vest to keep warm
against his body. “With each conversation I care more for you I
think.”
Sagira grunted in irritation. “Your mind has room for but one
thought. You would twist any words to hear what you want to.”
“‘Tis a gift and a curse all in one.”
“More of the latter than the former I would think, except that Rumani
women are perhaps more blind to a charmer than women of
Elegius.”
Nishan nodded. “Perhaps, or maybe they just don’t stake such a
high value on what they have to offer. I think, though, that if your
eyes were not on another, you might think differently.”
Sagira didn’t need him to spell out the fact that she spent much of
her time with Makan and it might be indicative of greater feelings. “As
much as I enjoy our conversations and the witty banter, I am cold.”
“It’s the Saysuhn. You won’t be adequately warm again for sixty or
seventy Dees. It only gets colder from here out.”
“Then let dreams of what might have been keep you warm. I think I
will go seek out that ‘other person’ and let him keep me warm.”
Sagira replied testily, leaving Nishan at the railing to bask in the
freezing winds.
What she didn’t know was that this was exactly what Nishan
wanted – quiet. Here among all of Anthea’s companions, he had
begun hearing each of their heartbeats, as he grew more attached to
the group. Each passing Dee made him more and more attuned to
their presences, and only in the freezing winds at the prow of the
ship with the others hidden belowdecks from the elements could he
gain any peace from them.
At the prow of the ship in the winds that chilled him to the bone,
Anthea’s heartbeat was the only one he heard, and he secretly
longed to hear it beat as strongly again as it had when she had been
with him in Rummas. Would that ever happen again? Even in the
time he’d spent at her bedside, he’d not been able to draw her out of
her state of torpor.
Even the sailors were not out as long as he was, and they wore
heavier clothing. Will alone sustained him. Yet for a man who had
always lived his own way and chosen his own path, he did not mind
that he finally needed something. It was a welcome change. Uman
had provided for the faithful, he thought, touching his wrists together.
He stayed there until he could stand it no longer, and then he went
back inside to the waiting thunder of heartbeats.
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CHAPTER 33
Historically, Zaraig has always drawn undesirables, even during
times when the Elegian Empire was at its height and had large
garrisons stationed there. During both Elegian and Aynglican
occupations of the island, there were been constant revolts, raids,
and a disproportionate share of piracy. There is little else in the area
to lend a hand enforcing any sort of rule. The Mueran Belt has the
closest settlements, but the Muerans have refused to get involved
with the island. Elegius is not near enough to make it worthwhile for
the Empire to bother patrolling the island unless there have been a
lot of recent raids on their shipping lanes either. The only other
settlement nearby is Aetheline, and that lays many Kilomes to
southwest. But that is an Aurean city, and they keep to themselves,
as is their way.
Perhaps the largest reason why it has been such a troublesome
island is that its coastline is riddled with inlets that may one Dee lead
all the way into the interior and the next be overgrown with
mangroves and other dense foliage. This rapidly changing coastline
has proved impossible to map, let alone patrol, and only the
inhabitants of the marshes can find their way in and out with any
modicum of ease.
As one might imagine, this lends the growing Gnat Marshes a high
level of protection for people who do not wish to be found. Only the
Forsaken Isles are as sought after by those who wish to escape the
law or for other reasons. Yet the Forsaken Isles lay many Kilomes
west of the Broken Crown, where they are pounded by harsh storms
that only Far Muera cannot compare to.
There have been many theories why the Gnat Marshes have
continued to grow despite efforts to cull their growth and reclaim lost
land. Even dikes and other efforts to drain the swamps have failed.
Some say that there are many natural springs that continue to feed
the swamp and that the Mangroves along the coast just help in
hedging in the water which has no choice but to go toward the
shrinking grasslands in the east of the island. Some have also
blamed the location as being one that absorbs the moisture-laden
storms coming across Muera through the Gap of Winds. If this is
true, then the storms leave their rain on Zaraig before they can make
it to southern Elegius, where the Drylands are rarely rained upon.
Another researcher claimed that the sea bottom was shifting,
pushing the Crooked Ridge further up while Zaraig sank, but since
the sea bottom is hard to monitor and measure his claims have gone
unproven.
Others have made claims that there is divine influence that seeks to
drench the entire island and one Dee put it under the seas, in the
way Rummil has often been purported to be lost. Their reasons for
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believing this vary, but the common thread in any of these
hypotheses is that the Elegian Empire angered the Gods in some
way on that island, and it is being sunk or at least made
uninhabitable as a result.
Whatever the reason for the expansion of the Gnat Marshes, the
island of Zaraig has become all but uninhabitable anywhere except
Rihyas, the independent city-state on the eastern side of the island.
That only this small portion of the island is inhabited by anything that
could be called a settlement – since the swamp-dwellers are not
known to build any sizeable encampments – says a lot about the
size of the Gnat Marshes. Zaraig is in size comparable to Maethlin
and some of the islands of Outer Aynglica, and is larger than most of
the Kerathi Clan Islands and each of the individual islands of the
Mueran Belt. For all its size though, it has only the one known
settlement on it.
Because of the size of the Gnat Marshes, it is impossible to make
an accurate estimate of the people living within them, which many
might go so far as to claim are of a race apart after so many Yarres
of being exposed to the strange plants and diseases known to cause
mutations. The lands within are known to have many varieties of fish
and dozens of edible plants that have nutritious and medicinal
properties, but the presence of hundreds of varieties of voracious
insects, some of which carry diseases, must be endured even if
there is food available. There are also venomous snakes and spiders
as well as predatory cats and lizards easily large enough to take
down a man. It may very well be the most inhospitable place inside
or outside the Broken Crown.
Even Rihyas is unpleasant. It’s unspeakably humid and prone to
frequent bouts of plagues. They must also battle the encroaching
swamps, using their workforce to burn, cut down, and till under new
growth. For Yarres they have been sewing salt on the earth in a
Kilome-wide swathe between the walls that protect the city from the
wild animals of the swamps, floods, and the raiders from within the
swamps. Still, some aggressive plants have adapted enough to grow
even in spite of the salt.
The folks of Rihyas are a bitter and suspicious lot, hardened by the
lands and the conditions they must abide with, and no outside force
wishes to support them, as everyone with any amount of wisdom
believes the island to be a lost cause. They seem to take pride in
being able to survive in a place that others would readily abandon.
It’s unclear whether they simply have no other place that they are
welcome or if they are just stubborn.
In the few occasions I happened to stop at Rihyas, I found it to be
lacking in modern facilities and rapidly deteriorating. What the
humidity and storms have not destroyed, the insects have. Termites
eat at wood, and other even less pleasant creatures eat away at
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bricks and invade even sealed containers of food. Only alcohol
seems safe from insects, and perhaps that is why the people of
Zaraig are drunk as often as not. Zaraig is a place to be avoided if
possible, but the Mueran Belt offers few ports for outsiders, so there
is not always a second choice if you need to be that far south…
- Excerpt from Edvard Farsail’s ‘Ports and Vessels in the Broken
Crown’
 Tewsdee, the 12th of Frost, 768 A.E. 
A slight buzzing grew in her ear, accompanied by a tickling
sensation behind the same ear. The buzzing halted only to be
replaced by a slight pinch. Grumbling she lifted her arm and slapped
behind her ear, killing whatever it was that was chewing on her. She
opened her eyes and lifted her hand in front of it to see what had
been feasting on her. She squinted her eyes to see the voracious
little insect smeared on her hand with a drop of her blood that it had
robbed her of.
“Why are you here? It’s almost the Saysuhn of White.” Anthea
wondered aloud, and such spoken wondering brought about curiosity
as to why her voice sounded so hoarse.
She was then aware of other people in the room, people who had
surely been talking before she spoke out of turn and interrupted
them. She turned stiffly, surprised at the weakness of her limbs and
the chafed feeling along her back. Makan, Sagira, and Rolf regarded
her in surprise, staring open-mouthed like children caught in the act
of doing something wrong.
“I’m thirsty.” Anthea announced.
“Juria be praised, girl. I’ll get something.” Sagira announced,
pausing only to kiss her fingertips and press them to her temples
before she slipped out of the small cabin. She did not wait for Anthea
to request any specific beverage.
“You’re awake.” Rolf said.
Anthea yawned. “Yes, but me waking is hardly such a momentous
occasion.”
“It is when you’ve been asleep for over a Wayke.” Makan replied.
“A Wayke?” She echoed in surprise.
“More like fifteen Dees, or near it. It’s Tewsdee the twelfth and you
missed the last couple Dees of the Faestivul too.” Rolf said.
Anthea shook her head in amazement. “So long? That explains why
I’m so weak and thirsty.”
Makan came to sit at her side, smiling down at her. “I watered you
every Dee, little flower, but you couldn’t be made to eat anything.
You just laid here in the light.”
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Sagira let herself back in quietly, carrying a tray of what looked to
be tea and water. She settled down beside Makan at Anthea’s
bedside, leaving Rolf watching and standing just behind them.
“Where are we that there are still bugs that are biting me this time
of the Yarre?” Anthea asked, showing everyone the carcass of the
offending creature on her hand.
Sagira brushed the insect off from Anthea’s hand unceremoniously
and replaced it with a steaming glass. While Anthea sipped at it
tentatively, Sagira fielded her question. “We’re at Zaraig. Here the
swamps stay warm enough Yarre around that there are always some
bugs. Yet many of them die this time of Yarre because the air gets
so much colder. There’s never any snow here, but it gets cold
enough to force many of the bugs to find the warmer places. They
seek out the warmth of houses in droves that sometimes blacken
windows and blot out the sun according to what I’ve heard.”
“You’ve been here before then, I take it?” Rolf asked.
Anthea and Makan nodded, having heard the stories already, even
if Rolf had not, though they had each heard in private telling.
“I have,” Sagira said to him, “and returning here is only a little less
pleasant than I expected, and that is only because Nishan searches
for a boat and we are allowed to stay in hiding here. But even here
we aren’t safe from insects searching for somewhere warm to stay
and something to feed on while they do it.”
“I thought insects only live a few Dees or a couple Waykes?” Rolf
asked, never unafraid to be contradictory.
“Tell that to the citizens of Zaraig.” Sagira said with a laugh. “Here
the insects come in successive waves so that the people here are
never truly free of them all Yarre long. Somehow they seem to know
when to die to let the next nasty critter take over making life
unbearable for the people here.”
Anthea grimaced. “That sounds unpleasant.”
“Zaraig probably means unpleasant in some lost tongue. It wouldn’t
surprise me. There is no redeeming value to this island.” Sagira
pronounced convincingly.
Anthea didn’t want to disagree with her, even if she wanted to see it
to form her own opinions. So instead she sipped at the herbal tea
that warmed her trembling hands. “I feel so weak.”
“You had little spare flesh to give even before you were unable to
eat for over a Wayke.” Makan said sympathetically, his voice thick
with worry. “You’re nothing but skin and bones now.”
“I would eat a bit then, and perhaps rest a bit more. I truly am
famished in a way I can’t really recall ever being before.”
“Do you mean Dees or just an Ouer or two? Nishan should be back
soon.” Sagira announced.
Rolf snorted at the mention of the Rumani’s name.
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Anthea frowned. Such a response made her realize that the two
probably weren’t getting along. “Just a short while I think, though I
would speak to Rolf before that.” Anthea replied, looking first at
Makan and second at Sagira, letting them realize that she wanted to
speak to him alone.
They both nodded understanding, and after a brief goodbye that
involved hand patting and well wishing, they excused themselves to
let her talk to the anxiety-filled Kerathi while they sought a meal for
her. Even after they’d left, he stood on the opposite side of the small
cabin, which put him only two Mayters away at most.
“What were you discussing before I woke?” Anthea asked
eventually, turning her head to look directly at him.
He had almost thought that she had sunk back into sleep, so quiet
had she been and so unmoving. Even her eyes had appeared
closed, so when she spoke he flinched a little bit. “We were talking
about what to do next if you did not wake soon.”
“I have good timing then.” Anthea said with a smile that made her
cheekbones stick out very strongly since her face was so thin. “What
was the discussion though? We have always been going to
Aetheline.”
“Yes, but we were debating taking you there to see if they could
help you or staying here until you were conscious for travel.”
“I’m not sure they could help me.” Anthea said with a sigh. “I’m a
special case if you remember.”
“I remember, of course. It’s just that half Aurean or full, they may
have had a better idea how to help you than a Kerathi, a Mueran, an
Elegian, and an Ox-Man could figure out.”
“How is Bedros?”
“He’s fine, though antsy and ready to go. He doesn’t leave your
side unless we run him out of here. We’re just lucky he’s good
natured, because we couldn’t make him leave if he didn’t give in to
our requests.”
Anthea smiled at the mental image his words provided, but another
worry on her mind chased the smile away. “I think I heard you
arguing. Was the decision to go now or later that heated?”
“No, admittedly there was more to it, and it was of my making.”
“Was it about you leaving us in Rummas?” Anthea asked.
Rolf felt a pang of guilt. “No. I’ve already explained that to them at
least in part, as well as my reasons for coming back. I told them to
you while you slept too.”
“I think I heard that.” Anthea said, lying back to stare at the cabin
ceiling. “You heard of a plot against me and you came to help?”
Rolf cleared his throat in surprise. “That is the sum of things, yes.”
“I knew you would be there for me.” She whispered and smiled
warmly.
“I didn’t know that I would. Not after what I have sworn.”
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“Sworn?”
“I have made a Racheneid Pact with Cainel. I have sworn
vengeance on those who brought about the destruction of my village
and the deaths of my clansmen… and my mother.” Rolf answered,
his voice wavering as he finished speaking.
“Against the Aureans?”
“Yes.”
Anthea rubbed her forehead and set aside her empty mug. “Then
you have already chosen to work against me.”
“No, I would never.” Rolf replied indignantly.
“Rolf, you foolish boy. Am I not Aurean? Was I not the one they
chased after? Was I not the one that inadvertently caused all this
pain and suffering for you and your people? You have sworn to
destroy me.” She breathed heavily, tears filling her eyes that had
been filled with hope and warmth before.
Rolf sank to his knees beside her, suddenly right next to her. His
hands sought out hers, and he pressed her small hand against his
face, his dark green eyes threatening to tear up. “Know this, Anthea.
You were never my intended enemy, and I will end my life with my
own two hands before I hurt you. I will never seek your destruction.”
She turned toward him on her bed, her narrow shoulders squared
toward him. “What if my path changes? What if Aetheline is just the
beginning, as you must surely hope? But what if my end road does
not lead to the destruction of those who wronged your people? What
if we go elsewhere instead?”
“Then I must part ways and seek their destruction on my own.”
“The Gods chose us and put us together. How is it you can try to
serve two parties at once? You must know that it can only end in a
choice.”
“Then I will choose you, even if it destroys me.” Rolf promised.
“The Gods do not go lightly on those who would forsake their
duties. There will be no peace for you until both of your quests are
fulfilled.”
“Then let me pray that our goals coincide, for I will not part from you
if you will not let me.”
“I could never hold you to my side, Rolf.” Anthea told him, sliding
her hand out of his.
She turned away from him then, leaving him to consider all she had
said. He did not stay to do his thinking. She turned back when she
heard the door open and close behind her, but she did not call out for
him, understanding that he would need time to think on his own.

Nishan burst into Anthea’s cabin, only to find that the door would
only open halfway and he had to squeeze through. He had felt
Anthea’s heartbeat pick up when he was negotiating in town, and it
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had been hard for him to resist the urge to just run to her, but he had
stayed to finish buying them a boat and supplies before returning.
He frowned at Bedros’ bulk combined with that of the others –
minus Rolf – as they surrounded Anthea, crowding her in. He cast a
covetous gaze at the nearly emaciated girl whose heartbeat had
pounded in his ears even from across the city. Her face lit up upon
seeing him, and all his complaints and niggling doubts melted away.
“Anthea.” He breathed the word out, giving it a moment’s life in
everyone’s ears though he meant it only for her.
“Nishan.” She replied, smiling.
“What news?” Makan asked.
Nishan regarded the Mueran with a secretive grin.
“What news?” Makan repeated, clearly disliking the strange look on
the other man’s face.
“I bought a Mueran ship. It wasn’t cheap, but when I heard that they
had one, it seemed like a good omen, what with us having a Mueran
among our number.”
“A Mueran ship?” Sagira asked in surprise.
“Apparently the ship washed up on shore a few Dees ago. Its owner
was nowhere in sight, and being the sailors Muerans are, something
bad must have befallen him, because they are not often deprived of
their ships. Though I suppose it is not inconceivable that a storm
could have broken it free from its moorings on a Mueran island and it
floated all the way here.”
“With such fortuitous timing? Regardless of how it got here, it is a
gift from Fallu and the Gods of the Seas. Tulis has provided.” Makan
said, pressing his palm to the crown of his head.
“So we have a ship?” Anthea asked.
“Yes, I bought it.”
“Bought it? How did you manage that? I didn’t see you bring any
large chests of gold and jewels that you brought onboard.”
“I have ties.” Nishan said offhandedly.
“With pirates you mean. Likely they ‘found’ that ship after they killed
the people onboard. Then they sold it to you or gave it to you
because of your business ties to them, right?” Sagira accused.
Makan’s face registered distaste, though that look had not really left
his face in one portion or another since he’d stepped onto the Ula.
First he had boarded the whaling ship and now they’d bought a ship
that some of his kind might have died on to provide for him.
Nishan looked past him and eyed Sagira like one might regard their
next meal. “Whatever my ties to the people here, they are of no
concern to you other than they were sufficient enough to get us a
boat out of here. That is the main, nay, the only purpose we had in
coming here.”
“Oh but they are.” Sagira insisted. ”I nearly died here trying to put
an end to the pirates that prey on Elegian shipping lanes.”
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“And they have died for many Yarres because they were preyed on
by the Elegian elite that forced them into piracy. The heavy grind of
the machine of progress on Elegius cares not for the blood and lives
spent achieving what benefits only the ruling elite.” Nishan returned
agitatedly.
“While I appreciate both of your arguments, I do not think now is the
time to try to begin righting wrongs perpetuated over many Yarres. I
am sure there is plenty of blame to go around, but at least we have
our vessel and we can continue on to Aetheline. The six of us cannot
fix what is wrong with the world, but we can see about getting to our
destination.” Anthea interrupted diplomatically.
“I will put whatever wrongs have been done to get this boat for us
out of mind for the sake of our journey.” Makan said. “I’m sure that in
the grand scheme of things the Gods wish for the best. Sometimes
small evils lead to a greater good if right-minded individuals have the
strength to turn evil into good.”
“Sometimes they lead to a greater evil, though. Rihyas has no
shortage of evil, and evil begets evil.” Sagira said in disgust.
“I don’t see you complaining about the evil done on Rummas in
your behalf, but here in Rihyas the smallest possible wrong conflicts
with your sense of morality.” Nishan spat at her, forgetting the
company he was in for a moment.
“Evil? What do you mean?” Anthea asked, her stomach sinking
nauseatingly.
Nishan swallowed and shook his head, regretting having said
anything. “Nothing.”
“No, what do you mean?” Anthea demanded, but he would not
meet her eyes.
“I mean that whatever you tried to do, whatever your good
intentions, you made those Peacekeepers and their families
disappear.” Nishan replied, reluctantly coming clean since he was
unable to unsay words that had been said. He lowered his brown
and gold eyes from Anthea’s pale violet eyes in shame. He hadn’t
meant to tell her what she’d done.
“Disappear?” Anthea asked.
“There was no trace of them to be found.”
“How?”
Nishan shook his head. “I don’t know. No one does. Most people
that saw that light think that Nelius returned the spirits of the people
killed in the Peacekeeper massacre during that one night of the
Faestivul. They say that the spirits took vengeance on the men
responsible. That theory spread like wildfire and even the men on
this ship know. It will spread to every island, and while the truth may
never be known, the story will not be forgotten.”
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“I see. That had not been my intention though. I just wanted
everyone who could harm us to go away and those who would hunt
us to forget us.”
“We know it was not.” Sagira reassured her. “But you saved us all,
and even if the Peacekeepers suffered another blow to their
reputation, it may have been for the greater good.”
“No, likely that was why I was punished so severely with this Wayke
and a half of incapacitation. These are more lives that will weigh on
me. Perhaps it is best if we move to the boat as soon as possible. I
wish to leave todee. If we leave todee, our end is that much closer to
us, and there is less chance that I will bring misfortune on this city as
I did on Rummas.” Anthea told them all, and no one doubted her
sincerity.
“I will see to it.” Nishan said. “We will leave by the sixth Ouer.”
“I will go with you to ready the vessel.” Makan announced, earning
a nod from the somber Rumani.
Sagira made no excuse to leave. She simply left when the others
did, leaving Bedros to comfort a disheartened Anthea. The Ox-Man
had been coveting Anthea’s presence since she had woken up
anyway.
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CHAPTER 34
The Muerans hold a race called the Tauwhawhai every Yarre that
starts at the eastern end of the Mueran Belt at an island named
Mehitte. The race takes them along the southern side of the Mueran
Belt, loops around the islands of Far Muera, and then returns along
the northern side of the Mueran Belt to end at Mehitte. The course of
the four thousand Kilome race is fraught with dangers – a maze of
reefs and sandbars, storms, troubled waters around Far Muera, and
a lack of opportunities for taking up food or water. There are always
a few ships that do not make it, but that is in keeping with the
Muerans’ hearty spirit of acceptance of the ocean’s demands on the
lives of their people.
I had the privilege of participating in the Tauwhawhai in 672 A.E.
with a Mueran friend of mine, and while we did not win, we came in a
respectable fifth place out of over a hundred vessels. It was the best
place any vessel manned by a mixed-race crew had ever taken.
What I saw during that Wayke crossing the Gap of Storms would
never leave me. There were moments that I thought we would not
finish the race, even on that Mueran trimaran. It had neither the
apparent strength nor the draft of the heavy sea-crossing vessels of
the Aynglicans, who claim to build the strongest ships around. Yet I
doubt that any Aynglican carrack or brigantine would have survived
some of those nights. Like a leaf on top of a swell, we were swept
through a storm as black as a man’s pupils. We lost one man in the
crossing, but the next morning, Far Muera lay before us.
The Gap of Storms was kinder to us on the return leg of the
journey, but what respect I already had for Mueran seamanship and
shipbuilding was greatly increased. I’d trust a Mueran ship anywhere,
in the best or worst conditions…
- Excerpt from Edvard Farsail’s ‘Ports and Vessels in the Broken
Crown’
 Thraysdee, the 13th of Frost, 768 A.E. 
To Anthea, Rihyas seemed to be the best thing that had happened
to her since she’d left Cenalium. They had been there just a little
over a Dee before leaving, having needed a few minor repairs before
they could set out in the Mueran trimaran that put them a little past
Nishan’s departure estimate. Yet in that time, they had not had to kill
or battle anyone, they hadn’t had to take up jobs to earn money for
passage out of there, and they had not been forced to hide from
authorities.
Already, that put it ahead of Miniya, which had until that point been
the least trouble of their previous stops. Rummas and Maethlin had
not been as kind to them, and Anthea for one was happy to leave an
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island in a conscious state again. Rummas had left her comatose for
fifteen Dees and she’d missed the last few Dees of the Faestivul.
While Maethlin had only cost her four Dees’ worth of
unconsciousness, she had woken only to find she had a three Dee
walk ahead of her. Neither had been pleasant experiences.
So, all things considered, Rihyas was on top of the list of Anthea’s
favorite places as the Mueran trimaran left port on the morning of the
thirteenth and headed west. She sat in the morning sun and waved
off insects that flew out to meet her from the ramshackle buildings
thrown up along the shore – evidence that storms wiped out the
shoreline frequently and permanent structures weren’t worth the
effort. No, Rihyas wasn’t much to look at. Its buildings were drab and
functional only, having no decoration. Even in their brief evening
jaunt down the shorefront from the Ula to ‘The Chance,’ as Makan
had named their ship, had not shown her anything aesthetically or
culturally pleasing about Rihyas. The city seemed devoid of any spirit
and beauty that she’d seen in every other city or village she’d ever
been in, though that was an admittedly low number of places as of
yet.
Bedros was holed up in the cabin built into the central hull of this
family ship. Boarding yet another ship had not interested him in the
least until they’d filled the better part of the larger stateroom with
fodder and dried grasses. He’d burrowed into the pile of grasses and
had set about eating. They’d not seen him in well over an Ouer, and
Anthea had no doubt that he was doing his best to put a dent in the
supply before they’d gotten out of sight of the island.
Nishan and Rolf were taking lessons from Makan in how to operate
the ship, but as quickly as stocky, yet spry, man ran around the deck
and checked everything over every few Mynettes, Anthea had no
doubt that Makan could do it all by himself. Even after he had Nishan
or Rolf check something, he’d double-check it. They both grew tired
of this rather quickly, since they both had at least modest sailing
experience, but Makan’s detailed and logical arguments staved off
any fights in those early Ouers.
Yet for all his fiddling and adjusting and mothering of the vessel, he
had not yet discovered Rolf’s joke. Rolf had scrawled ‘fourth’ and an
arrow down between the words ‘The Chance’ that Makan had
painted on the transom of the boat, making it The Fourth Chance.
Anthea had laughed quite hard the first time Rolf had pointed it out,
and part of her wanted very badly to see how Makan would react to
the Kerathi’s joke about this being his fourth boat in a relatively short
period of time.
To her surprise, it had been Nishan that had helped him carry out
his little act of graffiti, not only providing the necessary paint but also
by distracting Makan with a series of longwinded questions about the
names of various lines and types of rigging. Makan had been so into
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Nishan’s shared interest of something he loved that he had not
noticed Rolf hanging over the aft of the ship to deface the ship’s
name.
It lightened her heart to see Rolf being able to joke after how
serious he’d been just the Dee before. Not that she’d forgiven him for
making his foolish oath yet, but seeing them all acting as a group
made her less worrisome. It let her sit in the forward pulpit wrapped
in wool blankets while the sun soaked into her face.
Sagira knew better than to invade Makan’s field of expertise; she
remained below staying warm and bringing them all steaming
beverages periodically. Anthea suspected that Sagira simply was not
in the mood to be social when she was so near the source of her
disgrace and her greatest pain. Her stories of Zaraig had been
anything but pleasant, and even seeing the island had brought a
haunted look to her almond eyes that illustrated that time had not yet
healed all of her wounds.
Three Ouers out, they were rounding the cape south of Rihyas to
head west when Anthea saw five vessels lying in a line across their
path, barring the way for them. Anthea, being in the front of the ship,
raised a cry. “Makan! There are ships ahead! Lots of them.”
“I can see that.” He called up to her.
Rolf went to the front of the boat, ducking under the boom to see for
himself. Even Sagira came on deck, hearing the commotion. The
ships ahead of them were still a couple Kilomes distant, but they
were putting out more canvas while Rolf and Anthea watched.
“What is it?” Sagira asked, scanning the horizon. Her eyes almost
immediately locked on the same five ships that everyone else was
looking at.
“Pirates.” Makan replied coldly, but his tone was not for her, rather it
was for the crew of the five ships ahead of them.
“What do we do?” She asked.
“We run, unless you’re spoiling for a fight.” Makan replied simply.
Sagira shook her head and cast a look of wistful revenge at the
ships that grew closer with each passing Saycund. “I don’t like the
odds, even if I like the targets.”
Makan laughed. “I can agree with that.” Then he became a blur of
activity, checking lines, tightening up the shrouds, and turning the
wheel hard southward.
Sagira looked over at Nishan, who stood frowning at the
approaching ships. “So this comes as a surprise?”
“Pardon?” Nishan asked, sparing her a moment’s glance.
“You were sold out.” Sagira replied. “They knew we were coming.
Whomever you trusted when you bought this bought, your trust was
unfounded.”
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Nishan frowned. “I don’t know what you’re talking about. Even if the
people I bought this from betrayed me, they didn’t know which way
we’d go.”
“Unless they already knew because they were working with the
Aureans.” Sagira replied.
“It could just be coincidence.” Nishan replied, but from his tone it
was clear he didn’t believe it.
“It wasn’t.” Makan interjected.
“How do you know?” Nishan asked.
Makan smiled wryly. “Because whoever sold you the boat did a few
small changes to slow the boat down. If I’d not been familiar with the
design, I might have missed them and not have been able to correct
them in time.”
“They damaged the boat?” Sagira asked, looking alarmed.
“And the weapons on board.” Makan added.
“Weapons?” Nishan asked.
“Mines. They float just beneath the surface of the water and
explode on contact with a ship’s hull.” Makan explained.
Nishan pinched his chin thoughtfully. “Why are there any of those
on the ship? I didn’t know Muerans fought battles at sea. I thought
they always fled.”
Makan grinned. “Despite carrying Mueran weapons, you don’t know
that much about us. Just because Muerans don’t have cannons on
their boats, doesn’t mean they don’t know how to defend their ships
and islands. We use mines to maim ships that are foolish enough to
try to chase us.”
“Can we talk about this later?” Sagira asked, pointed westward.
“Those ships are getting uncomfortably close.”
Rolf brushed by her and headed belowdecks. Nishan and Sagira
began taking Makan’s orders, as he was convinced now that their
help would be beneficial as they tried to outrun the pirates. Rolf
appeared a couple Mynettes later with his long rifle and a box of
slugs.
“What are you going to do with those?” Makan asked him.
Rolf glanced around, looking at the sail and the direction they were
heading, and then asked, “We’re tacking right now, right?”
“Yes.” Makan nodded.
“Well, when they get closest to us, I’ll give them reason to back off.”
Rolf said, grinning and brandishing his rifle.
Makan frowned slightly. “Or chase us even harder when you anger
them.”
“That should make those mines you talked about even more
effective, right?” Rolf asked. “Supposing you fixed them that is.”
“I did.”
“Well then, wish me happy hunting.” Rolf said.
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“May Comrain guide your shots then.” Makan offered with a nod,
approving the plan.
“Comrain won’t be interested. I’m not hunting animals.”
“You’re not? You could have fooled me.” It was Makan’s turn to
grin.
Rolf laughed and climbed over onto the starboard outrigger hull,
crossing the netting between the hulls to take up his post with his
rifle resting next to a cleat that had humming lines tied to it. Anthea
could do little more than sit and watch while the others worked the
ship like a machine, pushing her for every iota of performance they
could muster as they ran from the ships angling toward them on an
intercept vector.
Things happened painfully slow, the enemy ships stretching out
alongside them in a line that began to look more like a parallel
course than an intersecting course, until they opened fire at least.
The first cannon shot hit fifty Mayters off their starboard side. The
splash of water and the explosive sound that followed right after it
made Anthea duck her head and cover her ears.
Even still, she heard the report of Rolf’s long rifle answer their
attack, but it sounded ridiculously puny after their cannon fire. She
hazarded a look back toward him, and from the laugh Rolf released,
she thought he must have hit something. Distantly, she thought she
saw something or someone tumble from the lead pursuing vessel,
but she wasn’t sure.
If it was possible, more canvas seemed to sprout from masts of the
front two pursuing vessels, which were leaving the other three
behind. Each of the two dwarfed the twenty-Mayter Mueran Trimaran
though, and either one would have enough boarders to handle the
six passengers fleeing from them.
Watching them close the distance with each passing Mynette was
nerve-wracking. Anthea started to get up to go find her box of flowers
in case the enemy got too much closer. But as she started to work
her way toward the aft of the boat where the hatch was, Makan
motioned for her to sit down again. “Why?” She asked, shouting over
the roar of water sluicing past the three hulls of the ship and the cold
winds whipping at the sails.
“Don’t even think about it.” He shouted back.
She frowned and sat down. It was clear that he didn’t think she was
up to doing another enchantment. For that matter, she wasn’t sure
she was. She looked at her bony hands, hands that used to seem
healthy, and for the first time she really saw how weakened the
enchantment in Rummas had left her.
“I thought this boat was fast?” Anthea said angrily after settling back
down to watch.
“Don’t worry.” Makan replied. “It is. We’re still picking up speed, and
we’re baiting them in. They seem to want us alive anyway.”
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Rolf fired again, and this time it seemed he missed. He busied
himself reloading while a pair of cannon shots arced over their bow.
One hit about eight Mayters off the starboard side of the vessel near
the prow. The way it angled toward them sent a spray of seawater to
soak Anthea, and the whole boat rocked a bit.
Makan ducked his head down into the hatch and shouted
something Anthea could not hear. Then, he took the wheel and cut
west, right across the path of the pair of pirate vessels no more than
four hundred Mayters distant.
Bedros emerged from the hatch a Mynette later, carrying four small
barrel-shaped yet sinister looking contraptions. Makan locked the
wheel and stepped over to activate each of them, and then pointed
out where the Ox-Man should toss them overboard. The Ox-Man
heaved them out directly into the path that the pursuing ships would
be taking if they continued to give chase.
Rolf fired again, twice in rapid succession, daring them to follow.
Makan took the wheel again while Bedros sat down heavily with his
back to the handrail above the transom. Anthea held her breath and
watched, and for once things seemed to happen fast. They were
moving deceptively fast, something she hadn’t realized when there
was only an endless series of waves and a now distant dark line that
marked Zaraig on the horizon to use as reference points. Watching
the mines stream away from them, dark shadows just beneath the
roll of the waves shower her just how fast they were moving.
The first of the mines detonated early, before it had reached the
vessels. The explosion was enough for the captain of the lead ship to
order evasive maneuvers though, and as they turned the wheel hard
to port, the second mine detonated beside its hull. The mine ripped a
hole in the ship’s hull no less than three Mayters across right along
the waterline. Debris clouded the air and the water as the ship listed
toward its wounded side, as if it were cradling its wounded side
where its innards were suddenly open to the water. Wind emptied
out of its sails and it shuddered to a halt.
The third and fourth mines missed as well, but only because the
second ship had turned so sharply that they lost the wind from their
sails and they had run afoul of the other ship, whose mast and
rigging had come so unexpectedly across their path. The three
trailing ships let the wind out of their own sails and approached with
caution to aid their foundering comrades.
Makan laughed aloud. “They’ll bear each other down to the bottom
if they don’t cut loose.”
Anthea carefully worked her way back to Bedros.
Bedros grinned widely in his Ox-Man way. He had his slate out and
he scrawled on it, “Makan had me waiting.”
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“You suspected that you’d need to do this?” Anthea asked, eyeing
Bedros in surprise. He rarely found the reason to write, and that he
was so proud of himself in this occasion seemed strange to her.
Makan nodded. “Like I said. The things they did to the ship were too
strange. There was no reason to do them unless they wanted us
slowed down.”
Rolf joined them then, nodding approval to Makan. “Clear sailing
now, captain?”
The Mueran lifted his eyes to the horizon, and after a moment, he
gave them all a nod. “Skies and waters will be clear all the way I
think. We’re too far away from Elegius to see much else in the lines
of vessel, and those pirates can never catch us now.”
“I am sorry if I have brought this upon us.” Nishan announced in
shame. “I should have been more careful I suppose. I didn’t expect
the greed of my associates to run so deeply.”
“Yet in the end, I’d have wanted this vessel anyway. I think we all
would have.” Sagira reassured him, and in doing so she displaced
the blame from him somewhat. “Zaraig is a friend to none, Nishan.
Remember that in the future.”
“I think enemies lie in wait for us everywhere, and this just
illustrates that point.” Anthea said solemnly. “The reach of the
Aureans in Cenalium is far indeed if they are working to find us on
Rummas and Zaraig.”
“And we are going right to them, for better or worse.” Rolf said
under his breath, but despite the winds, everyone heard him.
He hadn’t needed to say that the Aureans in Aetheline might not be
any better than the ones in Cenalium. Everyone understood the
gravity of what they were going to do.
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CHAPTER 35
Aetheline is arguably the most important city of the Aurean race.
While Cenalium is larger in terms of population and size, and it was
built first, Aetheline is the home of the Grand Helion. The Grand
Helion is the father figure and political leader of the Aurean People.
On occasion, the Voice of the Firmament has been able to garner
enough social clout to be of an equal status with the Grand Helion,
but usually the Greater Helion keeps the Voice in check, allowing the
Grand Helion to oversee the direction of his people unhindered.
The Grand Helion is selected for life, usually from among the pool
of Lesser Helions of the smaller Aurean settlements. It has occurred
where the Greater Helion becomes the Grand Helion, but usually
that position is something of a runner-up prize for those whose
ambitions earned them that position while alienating many of their
peers. Rarely does one get to be Greater Helion without making
enough enemies that they never have a chance to be Grand Helion.
While this normally prevents tyrants from becoming Grand Helion, it
has been said that humble men have too frequently become Grand
Helion, and that they don’t have the instincts for progress that some
of the men who could rise no higher than Greater Helion have had.
Aetheline was settled in 212 A.E., nearly two hundred Yarres after
Cenalium. It was the next to last major Aurean holding to be
founded, succeeded only by Muralius in 238 A.E., which lies south of
the Eye of Tulis. Only the rich mineral deposits so near that stormy
locale made it worth settling. Since the founding of Muralius in 238
A.E. no further large settlements – referred to as the Grancittas –
have been settled, though a few Menocittas, or lesser settlements,
have been made.
There became a need for Aetheline at the same time as the
Helions, who were at that time just a collection of equals before the
creation of the posts of Grand and Greater Helion, decided that they
needed some sort of centralized governance. And while they needed
common direction, they also didn’t want to relinquish too much of
their own control over their cities. So, they came up with the idea for
the Greater and Grand Helion, the latter of which would be based out
of a new city they would build in the southern regions of the Broken
Crown.
The Grand Helion was anointed in a ceremony that became known
as The Venutia Deguidina, or The Coming of a Guide. Surprisingly,
the first Grand Helion was a man named Marcellus, chosen from
among the priests of Maletos instead of the Helions. He had been
recommended specially by the Voice of the Firmament of that time.
Marcellus the Just, as he came to be known, had no previous
political training and no ties to the Helions of the Grancittas. So,
during the first Yarre of his reign, he toured the six other Grancittas –
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Muralius hadn’t been built yet – and stayed a Munth in each of them
save Cenalium, where he stayed for two Munths to honor the
Greater Helion. At each of the Grancittas, he enjoyed the hospitality
of the Lesser Helions, though they could not compare to the largesse
and generosity of Cenalium and the Greater Helion.
This tour became the basis for a Yarrely tradition for all Grand
Helions known as the Tournea Observatori, though they have had
seven other Grancittas to visit instead of six, as Marcellus the Just
had. Each of the other Grancittas is visited in order of its founding,
except that Cenalium is saved for last, the entire cycle ending with
the Grand Helion’s return to Aetheline. However, it is not unheard of
for the Grand Helion to cut his visits to each Grancitta by a Wayke
because of his duties elsewhere. This is not seen as a slight or as an
indication of disfavor unless he leaves more than a Wayke early.
There have only been a few times in recorded history when a
Grancitta was skipped and not visited during a Tournea Observatori,
and in each of those cases, the Lesser Helions were abdicated
voluntarily or made amends to please the Grand Helion. The
pressure from the citizens of a city skipped during the Tournea
Observatori has always been too great to ignore.
The two Munths of the Yarre the Grand Helion is not touring, he
makes his home in the dazzling towers of crystal and colored stones
of Aetheline. It is said to have a dome dedicated to each of the other
Grancittas, each of which contains items unique to that Grancitta and
its vicinity, as well as painted murals of the history of each. The
Grand Helion himself resides in the central Aetheline dome, which
depicts in statue form each of the Grand Helions to date in and holds
a record of their deeds and misdeeds. Aetheline is a center of
learning and enlightenment, where the brightest minds of the Aurean
people congregate to share their learning. It is also home to
renowned Aviaries of Aaren, which are filled with great birds
collected from all corners of the Broken Crown.
While I have not had the chance to see this city for myself, there
are none among the Aurean people that deny that it is the most
beautiful of their cities, except for some of the prideful citizens of
Cenalium…
- Excerpt from Raghnall’s ‘A Study of the Mountain Folk’
 Sayvensdee, the 17th of Frost, 768 A.E. 
Makan’s prophecy of clear sailing all the way to Aetheline, or at
least as close as they could get with a boat, turned out to be true.
For that none was more thankful than Anthea. She had hoped to
leave the island of Zaraig without ill memories of her visit there, but
the pirates had robbed her of what peace of mind the ill-kept city of
Rihyas had left her with. That made Miniya the only island they’d not
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had to kill someone to get away from, and she had a feeling that
Sagira’s own sacrifices to free herself from Ife’s contract had not
been fully shared with her yet. That they’d had to fight nearly
everywhere they’d gone so far was not a good omen for what laid
before them in Aetheline.
The Crooked Ridge wasn’t exactly hospitable and welcoming either,
which only increased the feeling of unease running through the
group. There was a reason why Aetheline was the only permanent
settlement on the nearly thousand-Kilome long island. That reason
was that the Crooked Ridge was almost entirely mountains and
sheer cliffs. In some places the cliffs were over a hundred Mayters
straight up from the waterline and several hundred more Mayters of
rise tapering back away from the seas.
The Crooked Ridge was surprisingly narrow in many places too,
forming something of a knife-edge that made up the southwestern
section of the Broken Crown. Only in the area around Aetheline and
to a lesser extent an area to the west of Aetheline was it very wide.
Of course, that was probably why they had chosen the meat, the
thickest part, of the island to build Aetheline. Aetheline laid on a
mountain situated at the center of the thickest part of the island,
which was easily five or six times as thick as the thinner parts of the
spindly mountain ridge.
Yet for such a remote location, it had a grand entrance. On the
northern side of the Crooked Ridge, only twelve or so Kilomes
horizontally and about five Kilomes vertically away from the city,
there was a wide staircase carved through the mountains. The foot
of the staircase descended all the way down to the waterline, where
a broad landing had been outfitted to allow docking of incoming
ships.
When they had first seen it, Rolf had stared at it in disbelief that
was mirrored by all of the others save Anthea, who had heard stories
of the city’s approach and had expected it.
“Why would people who don’t use boats build stairs all the way
down to the water where they’ve provided a place to dock?” Rolf
wondered aloud.
“Future planning maybe.” Makan suggested, but even he looked to
Anthea for explanation.
“We never planned to be confined on the mountaintops forever. It
was supposed to be an invitation to lowlanders to interact with us. It’s
a symbol of our openness and willing to work with the lowland
races.” She explained.
“That was before they started burning villages, right?” Rolf asked
dryly.
Anthea just shrugged. She had no way to answer for the crimes of
her people, especially people who didn’t see to care much for her.
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Rolf and the others busied themselves preparing the ship for
docking. Lines were cast out to secure on the cleats and posts
provided on the stone wharf. As the ship slid in to rest, Bedros leapt
the distance between The Fourth Chance and the wharf with relative
ease, wanting to be freed of the vessel and onto solid ground as
quickly as possible.
He took with him most of their baggage – mostly a collection of
rations, various beverages they’d stored in the Flextainers that had
survived thus far since their flight from Cenalium, and bits of
mountain climbing gear that they’d hastily assembled in Rihyas.
Anthea grinned at the way he playfully pranced around the stone
shelf her people had carved into the cliffs. After many Dees on a ship
recently, it did him good to be able to stretch out his legs. He tossed
his head and strutted around with his shoulders back and his head
high – something that had been impossible under the short ceilings
of both the Ula and the Fourth Chance.
While Makan set Rolf and Nishan to work securing the vessel for
their departure, Anthea and Sagira disembarked. Bedros gave each
of them a steadying hand as they hopped off the ship and onto the
stone. Neither of them particularly felt like going for a swim in the
frigid waters, so his offered hand was welcome. Plus, it was quite
cold, and his calloused hands were pleasantly warm.
“I think I will be wishing I was as hairy as Bedros before the Dee is
out.” Sagira said enviously as she regarded his heavy fur.
Bedros chortled, his head bobbing up and down as each heavy
exhalation let loose a cloud of steam. He gestured rapidly, if
deliberately, to Anthea, who translated for him with a wide smile on
her face.
“He says he might have to take you as a mate if he ever finds you
with as much fur on you as a woman of his kind.”
“I could do worse.” Sagira said with a wink, as if she were truly
considering such a thing.
Bedros laughed again and was still laughing when Rolf crossed
from the boat onto the Wharf. He looked at the three of them
suspiciously and shook his head.
“I don’t think I even want to know.” He announced, checking to
make sure he had all his weapons. The barrel of his long rifle poked
out over his shoulder and there was a hand pistol in a sheath on
each of his thighs. His sabre hung from his side for when things got
too tight and up-close to use the pistols.
“We were merely discussing the building techniques used here.”
Sagira informed him, her dark face shaping a mischievous smile.
He snorted in disbelief. “Yeah, right.”
Nishan was the next off the boat. He, like Rolf, was wearing a
heavy coat lined with fur. Somehow, his bronzed face looked less
fitting inside the heavy hood than Rolf’s paler face, or so Anthea
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thought. The Kerathi were known to be quite comfortable with the
cold, and Rolf showed no discomfort even though she felt chilled to
the bone already. She wasn’t exactly carrying around any spare
weight to keep her warm though.
“Admiring the scenery?” Nishan asked.
They all nodded in turn, but it was clear that he knew something
was going unsaid. He knew though, that it was nothing major, so he
did not pursue it further. Instead, he offered Makan a hand to pull
him over to the wharf.
Makan was easily the second most-laden member of the six. He
wore a second layer of clothes over his Mueran Seaskin clothing,
and had been most every Dee since they’d left Rummas. Todee
though, he also had a pair of gloves and had a hood on, including a
flap of leather that covered the lower portion of his face just up to his
eyes. Across his back he had a sizeable pack filled with all manners
of extra supplies.
He pulled the facemask down and looked at all of them. “We might
not get a chance to come back, so I want to make sure we’re not
wanting for something halfway up.” He said, explaining his baggage.
“Then we are ready?” Anthea asked hopefully, eager to get moving
not because it would not be arduous, but because motion would
keep her warm.
“I need just a moment, if you would.” Makan said, nodding back
toward the Fourth Chance.
“Take your time.” Rolf offered for the rest of them, who felt the
same way.
Makan nodded and turned back to the ship, setting his pack on the
ground and kneeling on the wharf beside the boat. His hand went out
to the nearest line that tied the vessel up, grasping it like a herder
might grab a foal or a father might touch a child. It was clear that
something personal was happening, so the other gave him space,
backing away a few paces.
Makan lowered his eyes and touched his palm to the crown of his
head. He offered silent thanks to Fallu and the other Gods he felt he
owed thanks to at that particular moment, particularly Tulis, who had
granted them fairly calm seas on their journey from Rihyas. There
was no special ceremony to it, for Makan had always felt that the
Gods don’t want ceremony as much as sincerity. What he offered
them in obeisance was given in the purest of intentions he could
muster. He would not dress up his simple thanks with fancy words or
rituals. He merely offered them his thanks with a Mynette of silence
and devotion of thought.
When he stood finally, picking up his pack with him, he let his eyes
sweep the vessel from bow to stern. It had been like a homecoming
to him to set foot on a Mueran vessel once more, even if she was
finer than what he had once owned and sailed by himself. He had
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respected her and she had treated him well. It was a good parting of
ways, for now at least.
As he turned, he regarded his friends warmly, and with them he
looked at the staircase before them that ascended far into the
mountains. They could only see so far up the stairs, far enough that
the steps became individually indistinct and eventually disappeared
where they took a right angle to hook around a peak.
The stairs had a mostly slate gray look to them – a somewhat
different color as the mountains around them – though some were
tinged with the shine and sparkle of minerals hidden within them. It
was a daunting sight to see so many of them stretching up into the
wine-colored peaks, some colored red or purple in the light of the
sixth Ouer.
“That’s a lot of stairs.” Makan announced bleakly.
They all looked at him.
“I had thought you would offer us something more profound than
that.” Nishan said with a laugh.
Makan shrugged. “Sometimes simple is the way to go. What I said
was what I felt.”
“Shall we climb?” Anthea asked.
Makan nodded, and while they were not particularly waiting for a
sign from him to go on, he had been acting as their unspoken leader
since they’d boarded the Mueran ship, so it seemed fitting for him to
give the go-ahead. “Let the renowned captain of the Fourth Chance
lead the way.” He said, grasping the straps of his pack and
shouldering it as he stepped forward.
“You knew?” Rolf asked, dumfounded by Makan’s use of the ship’s
modified name.
“I know everything that happens on my ship.” Makan replied,
flashing Rolf a wide grin before he pulled his facemask up to cover
his features.
Sagira fell in beside him, with Anthea and Bedros behind them.
Nishan slid in to start the third row.
“Doesn’t miss a thing.” Rolf muttered under his breath, hurrying to
match his pace with Nishan.

Two Ouers later, the light had left them, and they’d stopped in a
wayhouse at the first landing provided by the builders. They’d
ascended several hundred of the wide steps, each one exactly like
the last other than being higher up. Thankfully they builders had
made the steps both deep and broad, so there had been a place to
sit and rest on the tread of a step without any worries of falling off if
you were careless. Each was about three Mayters deep and about a
third of a Mayter tall. These dimensions were not surprising to
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Anthea, who knew her people’s love of the number three and its
multiples or fractions.
Stepping that high repeatedly was rough on the knees, especially
for Makan, who was a bit shorter than the rest of them and more
heavily burdened. After an Ouer, he had redistributed his baggage
for the rest of them to help carry, following Sagira’s suggestion he do
so, even though he had not complained.
Yet for all the cold of the mountains and the Saysuhn they were in,
the steps were not covered with the occasional ice or snow that
coated the mountains around them. They were a bit warmer than the
air, which often made them generate a slight hazy fog when the
winds were still enough to not drive it off. This became even more
apparent in the failing light of the Dee when the last glimpses of the
sun had refracted off the mist, giving the steps a very foreboding
appearance. Rolf had said something about it looking like the stairs
into Nelius’ afterlife that had earned him a series of dirty looks, but
from the looks on some of their faces, it was clear that he was not
the only one to have thought something like that.
There were no protests when Anthea wordlessly headed toward the
wayhouse carved into the mountain face, lighting the way with a
crystal pod. Rolf had insisted on checking to make sure that the
room was clear before she entered, which it had been, but they had
all gladly went inside and huddled around for warmth. Bone-chilling
cold has a way of removing any shyness one might feel about
proximity to another warm body.
They might have gone on, but there was not a one of them that had
not been tired and stiff from the cold winds that whistled down the
unnatural cleft the builders had carved in the mountain. There was
no idea when the next stop would be either, and they knew they’d
not last long exposed to the elements all night. Even Bedros, for
whom the stairs were actually built on a comfortable scale, was
exhausted. Dees on end of not being able to stretch his legs
adequately had left him sore and unprepared for such a climb.
Inside the room, they discovered a stoppered steam vent that led
up through a pipe in the floor, and within Mynettes of opening it up,
the room was a cozy temperature. A heavy flap of something Anthea
thought might have been the same rubbery material as the
Flextainers were made from hung across the entry to trap the heat
and light inside. With the dark walls of the room standing no more
than six Mayters apart from each other, a trio of crystal pods lit the
chamber up quite well.
While they cooked an herbal broth with potatoes that they had
already cooked over the steam vent, tongues began to loosen as
they looked at the faces that stared back at them from around the
food pot.
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“I have misgivings.” Rolf announced, his eyes searching for similar
feelings in his companions.
“Go on.” Sagira urged him, her own eyes mirroring his thoughts.
He struggled for a Mynette to put his concerns to words. “I don’t
know how wise it is to march right up to the gates of this city and
present ourselves. That is what we are doing, right?”
“I suppose I had not really considered exactly what I am to do when
I get there. The feelings or tugs at my being that this enchantment
gives me tell me that I must continue on. We are going the right
way.” Anthea replied.
“Then you feel it even now?” Makan asked.
“More strongly than ever.” She admitted.
Rolf clucked his tongue and frowned, his hand scratching absently
at the mark on his chest hidden by his clothes. “Yet I imagine a moth
drawn to a flame instead of a prodigal daughter returning home
triumphantly after being feared to be lost forever.”
“Didn’t your father plan for you to go there?” Sagira asked. “Surely
he had some reason for wanting to go there.”
Anthea frowned sourly and looked down at her hands. “I wonder at
what point we stopped talking about my father possibly being at
Aetheline waiting for me. Always now we mention him wanting me to
go there, but never is it mentioned that he may still live.”
“I’m sorry.” Sagira offered, but it was Bedros’ hand on Anthea’s
shoulder that seemed to comfort her more.
“I guess it’s time I face the truth. The chances that he somehow
survived that fall from Cenalium’s cliffs are not good. They never
were. I have been clinging at gossamer threads that break apart
even as I grasp for them.”
“Then what do we do?” Rolf asked.
“We go on. What lies atop this mountain is not just a city, but also
the crux of our journey. I feel in my heart and soul that Aetheline will
define our reason for coming. It will show our journey to be ended
and things will be right with the world, or it will send us out once
more to continue our travels and continue toward and end I cannot
yet see.” Anthea said, her words the soothsaying of someone with
greater knowledge than those who listened could possess. “I wish for
the former but expect the latter.”
“We may have to fight when we get there.” Nishan suggested.
“Then I must rely on you once more, friends, for I fear that my body
does not have in it another enchantment like Rummas. Makan was
right to stop me from doing another enchantment on the way here
when the pirates came after us. I have relied too strongly on my
abilities and not enough on you. After all, you were chosen by this
enchantment because you could be of help to me.”
“No, if anything we have been too weak for you. Some of us would
have died on Rummas if not before.” Makan said, and his expression
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illustrated the feeling of ineptness that Anthea realized he must have
only felt grow every time she had to save them.
Bedros grunted and nodded.
“Perhaps if I’d have planned more than just reacted to my instincts
things would have gone better. Perhaps I’d have been able to avoid
putting us in situation after situation that only I could save us from.
From the first Dee I left Cenalium, I’ve simply let the enchantment
carry my feet from place to place, and while it has led me to each of
you, I have hardly thought about my actions.”
“There will not always be time to react calmly and think things
through. Sometimes all we have are instincts.” Nishan replied, his
golden brown eyes smolderingly bright through the steam.
Anthea felt her pulse quicken when she met his brown and gold
eyes with her own violet-shaded ones, and from the hunger in his
expression and the subtle pulse of his blood in the veins of his neck,
she could tell he felt something similar. She swallowed hard and
looked away, trying to focus on what she had been saying.
After a moment, words came back to her, and she said them
quickly. “I can only ask of you all, that you take me as far as
Aetheline. There we will see together what the Gods have
assembled us for. We will have to decide, each one of us on our
own, when we see what they have set before us if we still want to go
on.” Only when she finished did she realize how adult her words had
been, and yet even after all she’d been through, she still felt so
young.
“I will see it through.” Makan said first, and a chorus of others
succeeded his voice.
“As will I.” Sagira said.
“And I.” Nishan added.
Bedros grunted in agreement, leaving only Rolf to respond. Anthea
caught her breath and her hands clenched at the dark fabric of the
clothes Nishan had bought for her back on Rummas.
Rolf looked at the faces around him, and his hand strayed once
more to the mark of Cainel in a vicious shade of reddish-purple that
lay beneath his clothes. He felt the branded mark upon on his chest
smolder and warm his heart. “I will not falter now. I have come too
far. Just know that my misgivings make my eyes sharper to see the
enemy and my mind shrewder in terms of dealing with them.” He
said with a soft smile.
Anthea’s heart lightened immediately, and she let out the breath
she had been holding. “Thank you all. Bear with me as we travel up
these countless stairs, and I will do my best to see this thing to its
end.” She touched her middle and forefingers to her forehead and
said. “Maletos and Haestos willing.”
Bedros thumped his chest and nodded, pledging his dedication
once more, not that it had ever been in question.
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“Fallu willing.” Makan added, touching his palm to the top of his
head as he added his own prayer to his God to Anthea’s.
Nishan smiled wolfishly and touched his inner wrists together.. “May
Uman dream us a good fate, and Gandahar give it his blessings.”
Sagira looked around at the faces around her and joined in their
communion as an Elegian would among friends. She kissed her
fingertips and touched them to her temples. “Juria’s grace upon us,
and Rishalt’s strength and wit.” She said, looking at each of the
people around her in turn, though her eyes rested longest on Anthea
and Makan.
It was Rolf’s turn, and he would not let them down. “May the
brothers Comrain and Cainel guide our footsteps, one to strengthen
our sword arms and the other to keep our bellies full.” He pressed
the knuckles of his two fists together and bowed his head slightly.
Anthea smiled around at her circle of friends. “With so many Gods
listening to our prayers, I think we have a good chance in this. Let us
do all we can, and leave them not wanting for more from their
servants.” None of them could ask for more in that moment. Her
words stood unchallenged and unremarked upon. The task that
loomed before them was greater than any words anyway.
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CHAPTER 36
The Guardians were formed in the Yarre 319 A.E., and then only
after strife had made them a necessity. Prior to that point, there had
been no official organized police and military force among the
Aurean people. There had been independent groups of soldiers loyal
to their own house or masters – essentially mercenaries – but that all
changed in 319.
Some blame it on a weak Grand Helion, but others said it was a
natural consequence of the Aurean people growing as numerous as
was natural for them at the time to be able to accept. Whatever the
reason, in the Munth of Harvest during the Saysuhn of Orange, the
people of Cenalium revolted under the banner of the Greater Helion.
The story as to why goes like this…
The selection of the Grand Helion earlier in the Yarre following the
death of the previous well-beloved Grand Helion was a close race
between two rivals. One was an ambitious and charismatic man
named Ilario. He had previously made it to the post of Greater
Helion, which is usually a dead end position, but many of his friends
had influence, so he was up for the running for Grand Helion. The
second man was an aptly named unassuming and gentle fellow
named Placido. The selection was close, but in the end it was
Placido who won out, mostly because the Helions feared what Ilario
might try to do should he become Grand Helion.
Ilario did not take the loss well. Placido was in good health and
much younger than him, so there was little or no chance of him ever
becoming a Grand Helion. So, when a false rumor arrived in
Cenalium during the first full Yarre of Placido’s reign that he had
perished in a Flier crash during his Tournea Observatori, ambition,
that had withered away, once more sprung to life in Ilario’s heart.
He was in the middle of a full scale training of a military force that
would ‘urge’ the other Helions who did not see his way into his way
nd
of thinking when Placido arrived on the 2 of Harvest with his full
retinue.
Needless to say, Placido and his men were a bit unnerved to see
and hear what was going on around them, where the rumors of his
death had spread like wildfire for nearly a Munth. Ilario made no
effort to hide his plans either, choosing to confront and arrest Placido
upon his arrival. He would not let his chance slip away once more.
Loyalists among the city immediately began to riot, for their very way
of life was being challenged. The common folks were not a match for
a Ilario’s trained army, though.
What he had not counted on was the fact that another Helion who
despised him had spread the false rumors of the Grand Helion’s
th
demise. He had been set up, and on the evening of the 5 of Harvest
Flier after Flier descended into Cenalium, unloading soldiers from
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every Grancitta that were loyal to the Grand Helion. They hadn’t
expected the size of Ilario’s force to be so large though, and the
battle that ensued was bloody. More than once the loyalists nearly
lost, but in the end they put an end to Ilario and his army.
A freed Placido tore his robes and fell to his knees when he saw the
death dealt on his behalf. Nearly a third of the citizens of Cenalium
lay dead around him. He wept and declared a Dee of remembrance
that came to be known as the Fratello Muerte, or the Death of
Brothers, which has since been discontinued as an official Memorial
Dee of the Aurean people.
Grand Helion Placido stayed in Cenalium for three Munths,
rebuilding what had been destroyed. He abolished the possession or
training of any household armies over the size of ten men, who could
be used as personal bodyguards. He also formed what eventually
became known as the Guardians, which had a branch in every
Grancitta and most of the Menocittas. He named many of the loyal
survivors of the Fratello Muerte as leaders for this new police force
that was to be loyal not only to him but to the Helions as well. Men
he could trust throughout the Aurean nation were spread to each of
the major holdings, where they would train more like themselves to
help enforce a codified law.
Of course, this codified law was not yet in existence. It would take
many Yarres of strong persuasion and argument during dozens of
meetings among the Helions and the newly appointed Greater
Helion, who replaced the deceased Ilario, before anything
resembling a unified codex of laws could be assembled. Even that
would undergo many revisions as the Munths and Yarres passed by.
Always the agreed upon laws have been enforced by the Guardians,
who looked to prevent another such uprising from ever occurring
again.
The most interesting thing about these events was how they
spurred the meek and unassuming Placido into being one of the
most powerful and clearly positive forces of change to ever influence
the Aurean nation. Who is to say what might have happened had
those false rumors never been spread and had Ilario not been the
ambitious man he was who was willing to take a risk. Even then,
Ilario’s forces might have won the Dee, and the Fratello Muerte might
have instead led to a new age of tyranny and despotism for the
Aurean people…
- Excerpt from Raghnall’s ‘A Study of the Mountain Folk’
 Zehnsdee, the 20th of Frost, 768 A.E. 
For half a Wayke Genero and his team of thirty – counting himself –
had waited in the icy slopes surrounding Aetheline. Corydon had
stressed very plainly that he wasn’t sure exactly what Dee Anthea
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and her companions would arrive, but they had to be there before
them. They had pushed the pair of large Fliers to their limits, draining
the batteries during the night – though the moon helped maintain the
charge to some extent – and recharging during the Dee.
They had not even stopped in Choraeyn over Elegian lands to
resupply and recharge. To not do so was to flirt very dangerously
with Nelius, who was always looking to claim the lives of the foolish.
All they would have needed was an exceptionally cloudy night and
they’d have had to set down or crash, possibly right into the Inner
Seas, which had constituted more than half of the terrain beneath
them during their journey.
During those fourteen Dees in the air, Genero had never once
bothered about battery charges. Yet if he didn’t bother with the
batteries, his men did. The handpicked Dark Aurean Guardians of
Corydon had begun exchanging nervous glances in the nights that
the moon was barely enough to trickle charge their batteries. Once
or twice they might have even neared running out, but Genero’s
reply had always been the same: keep on going and stop for nothing.
Some might see their survival of such a dangerous trip as
fortuitous, but Genero put no thought to that either. If the Gods had
truly favored him, he’d not have been caught up in this whole mess
to begin with. Corydon’s mad plans had no determinable end. He
would light the world on fire given the chance, of that Genero had no
doubt, and he had been drafted in as one of the man’s captains.
Already Maethlin was a whirlwind of change. Stone structures and
fortresses that rivaled anything the Elegians or Aynglicans could
build in a Yarres’ time had been thrown up in the space of but a
Munth. Fortifications had been built, raw materials refining stations
had been set up, and roads had been blazed. Something like two
thousand Dark Aureans were carving up the island and changing it to
become the headwaters of the flood of Aurean culture. It was a flood
that would spread into the world, not so much like as a force of
progress and change as a foul, corrupting taint that would crush
whatever resisted it.
Genero grimaced and looked once more at the pictoimage of his
wife Cerelia. The mezzotint engraving had been filled with subtle
pigments in dozens of shades of colors that made her stand out in
almost lifelike quality. There was even a hint of three dimensions to
the two-dimensional representation of his wife. Yet even such a
wondrous and lovely thing had a greasy feeling to it.
After all, it had been a parting gift from Corydon, as if to remind him
that his wife’s safety depended entirely on his accomplishment of his
delegated duties – not that this was a fact that had ever escaped
Genero. That was why he was camped out in a circle of crummy little
tents that had been thrown up around the pair of landed Fliers.
They’d covered with whitewashed canvas and snow to hide their
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presence, but that wouldn’t stop someone who walked up from
seeing them.
They’d approached at night, relying on the uneven light of the moon
to point out a safe landing spot instead of using their own lights. The
first two times they’d tried to set the lead Flier down the ground had
given way too much, the second time even starting a small
avalanche. The third time had proved to be the charm, and many
Aureans saw the number three as a strong number, nearly as strong
as ten.
Genero found himself wishing at one point that they’d been swept
away in the avalanche so he’d not have to slave out his life for a man
he despised so greatly, but he had not been granted such a boon
from Gandahar. Even Haestos and Maletos could have failed them
as they flew here, but they too had granted them their blessings in
the form of enough light to survive the trip. They could have at least
let him die so one of the survivors could be responsible for this entire
mess.
No, for whatever reason, the Gods seemed to want this meeting to
occur. Perhaps it was another test to prove Anthea’s worthiness in
the grand scheme of things. Surely he was beyond redemption
though. He closed his eyes once more and pillowed his head on his
palm after touching his middle and forefingers to his forehead as he
whispered prayers to Haestos and Maletos for salvation. His elbow
rested on the cold surface of his desk in the stateroom of his Flier.
Why was this happening to him? Munths ago, before he had even
heard of Orestes, a disgraced and antisocial Guardian Captain from
Yarres back, he had been living his life to its fullest with his wife and
son.
Now though, the safety of his mate and his son rested in the hands
of a man who had no concept of life’s value. He was willing to do
anything to thwart Maletos’ curse of their people. Cities had already
burned and families had been put to the sword or arc-lance. And that
was before they had turned the Farsight Outlooks into terrible
weapons that could cook men where they stood and boiled the seas.
But even before the use of what some called the Darksight Outlooks,
the Kerathi had been able to only feebly resist the onslaught of the
Dark Aureans.
Time and time again their long rifles had proved ineffective against
Arc-Lances and Arc-swords, which were not clunky to reload and
unwieldy in combat like the Kerathi firearms were. This is not to say
the Kerathi had not caused casualties when their cities fell. They had
indeed, killing two or three score in the taking of Fjorlen alone and
half that in Norsjalde. Granted, this was not a prime showing of their
skills, as they were usually taken unawares and slaughtered in their
homes before they could put together an organized resistance. Many
of them had scattered into the hills and woodlands, where they still
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waited and preyed on the unwary Aureans that wandered past them,
but the ratio of casualties was still very heavily against the Kerathi.
In addition to the slaughter in the cities, an estimated thousand or
more had died off the coast of Maethlin too, victims of the Darksight
Outlooks. More were killed every Dee as scout Fliers combed the
lands from the air, looking for encampments of resistors who could
not be forced into laboring for the Aurean cause. That number was
sickeningly high, since the only ones who seemed to allow
themselves to be forced into work gangs were the ones who had
some hope of raising a sword against their captors when their allies
came.
A knock on the door of his stateroom made him raise his head and
open his eyes, but he wasn’t sure that it was the first knock. There
had likely been others. “Come.” He said with a bit more irritation at
his moments of reflection being interrupted than he’d like to have
shown.
A Guardian in a white cloak and grey vest permitted himself to
enter. Their change in attire from their standard Bronze or Gold
armor and helmets had been for covertness. Attention from Aetheline
was something they strongly wished to avoid, and as of yet they had
no sign that they’d been spotted. Of course, the cynic in Genero
realized, there was a definite chance that they were just biding their
time to see what he and his men were planning to do.
“What is it?” Genero demanded curtly when the Guardian did not
speak right away.
“We’ve spotted them. Six people are approaching from the north,
taking the stairs as you said they would be.”
“Of course they are.” Genero replied offhandedly, but his mind was
whirring as he tried to decide who the extra people in Anthea’s party
might be. There had only been four last he had seen them. “Unless
they sprouted wings, the only other ways up are the stairs and
scaling these mountains. Which would you choose given that
choice?”
“The stairs, sir.”
“Then we see things in the same way.”
“Yes, sir.”
“Good, now lets prepare their welcome. You will lead the first sortie
with nine others, and I will follow afterward.”
“I see.” The Guardian replied, obviously none too happy about
being sent against the quarry that had already slipped away from
Aureans at least twice, and not without exacting casualties each
time. Anthea’s exploits weren’t exactly a secret among the
Guardians.
“I needn’t remind you that we must do this with the minimal amount
of disturbance, or the Aethelines will be upon us. After our beloved
leader Corydon’s distribution of his stirring propaganda messages, I
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am prone to believing that Anthea and her companions would be
more welcome in Aetheline than us.” Genero said wryly. His face
twisted into a smile as he added, “In fact, they’d probably get a seat
at the Grand Helion’s table so he can talk to them himself and figure
out why they’re valuable enough to stir up such a mess.”
“With as little disturbance as possible. I understand.” The Guardian
nodded.
“Good. Now watch for the Kerathi. He is rather good with his rifle.
Anthea must survive so take care around her. The others are of no
consequence. What happens to them matters not. You must provoke
her into using an enchantment though, or else we cannot capture
her.”
“She can only do one?”
“That is our understanding. After one she is supposedly weakened
to the point of unconsciousness.”
“Understood.”
“Also, be forewarned that the Ox-Man is fairly durable. It will take a
concentrated effort to kill him since his fur and tough hide seem to
make him resistant to arc-lance and arc-sword fire.”
“I see.” The Guardian replied, liking his job even less with each new
piece of information.
“Don’t worry, I will have another five Guardians ready to aid you the
moment your party begins to falter. I will arrive after with my nine
men after you’ve caused her to waste her enchantment. The other
five men will be with the Fliers.”
“And the Fliers, sir? Will they be used to support us?”
“One might be. It will be on standby. It all depends how poorly we
fair against them. I think that if we take out the Kerathi rifleman first
and then the Ox-Man, all will fall into place.” Genero answered.
“We cannot simply surround them and hit them with thirty arclances at once?” The Guardian asked.
Genero frowned at the suggestion that he had not thought of such a
basic tactic. “What you don’t realize is the strength of an Ox-Man’s
nose. Were you to try to get behind them, he’d smell you, and the
element of surprise would be lost. I chose this location because we
will be downwind of him, so only the sight of your men or hearing
them approach will alert them. That is why you must hit them first,
and we will follow in with the Flier and more men. By then, what they
hear or see won’t matter because they will be too busy engaging
your men.” He sighed impatiently. “Is there more, or are you and
your men ready to go?”
The Guardian nodded, understanding all too well that by ‘men’
Genero really meant fodder or bait to distract the enemy. “I’m ready.
I just wanted to make sure I knew what my job was.”
“You may go then. Strike them as they near the bend around the
mountain where I showed you.”
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With a look of intensity and determination, the Guardian bowed and
backed out of the room. Genero laughed when the man was gone.
He laughed at his own misfortune and then stood up to ready himself
to face off against the biggest obstacle to his life with his family. He
told himself again and again that he would just have to finish this and
he’d be free, but deep down he knew Corydon owned him and that
there would always be one more task waiting for him.

Anthea walked quietly and stiffly, her head down and her shoulders
hunched against the cold winds that lashed at them from all angles.
The worst gusts were the ones that came down at them from the
mountainsides above, because they brought with them crystals of ice
that stung at her face and eye. The only thing she couldn’t complain
much about was that the heated stairs they walked up made sure
that her toes never went too numb, but then again numbness might
have been preferable to soreness.
They’d been climbing for three full Dees and they were working on
their fourth. Everyone was tired and cranky, so they’d stopped even
bothering to talk, since it would just lead to squabbling and
complaining. Even Bedros had gotten to the point where he just laid
down and slept when they reached a wayhouse somewhere just
before or shortly after arriving. After sundown any ambition they had
to keep pressing on just faded. They all knew that anyone could be
watching and they just didn’t exactly look forward to their arrival, so
why bother to push on when they were tired? It’s not like they knew
what to do when they arrived at Aetheline anyway.
They had discussed what to do when they got there numerous
times, but never had they reached anything conclusive. They all
agreed they must get there, but what they would do once they got
there was up for debate. Sneaking in was pointless if they didn’t
know where to go once they were inside, and foreigners would be
blatantly obvious in a city of only Aureans. So, they basically had to
walk up there, announce themselves, and hope for the best. The fact
was, no one liked that idea in the least, but they couldn’t come up
with a better plan in the mind-numbing cold.
It was around the turn of the fifth Ouer of the Dee, and they already
had just over two Ouers under their belts. Sundown was about at
seventh hour this late in the Yarre, especially with the mountains
blocking off the sun so early, so they were almost exactly halfway in
their Dee’s journey. Anthea had a strong suspicion that they would
come within sight of the city before they halted for the night.
She wasn’t exactly sure how far they’d gone each Dee, and any
attempts at counting steps and estimating linear distance from there
were guesswork anyway since they never had an accurate count and
none of them had recently looked at a map that had the exact
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location of Aetheline mark – if one existed that is. All she knew is that
they must be nearing the city, because the air was thinning back to
what she had been used to just a couple Munths before.
What had seemed like a relatively straight course had taken a
number of turns after the first Dee. The stairs snaked through the
mountains, occasionally stretching for a Kilome or more horizontally
without steps. Occasionally they even had to go down steps to reach
the next portion of the ascent, but that was only when there had
been gaps too wide to safely bridge without going down a bit first.
It all seemed so long ago that she had breathed air like this, and if
she found the thin air more natural for breathing, her companions
certainly did not. Makan, who was most used to the thick tropical air
of the Mueran Belt, struggled worst of all. Even if the air was too thin
for them, Rolf was used to the cold during the Saysuhn of White, and
so were Nishan and Sagira to lesser extents. Bedros’ fur and
familiarity with mountaintop climates made him perhaps best suited
of all of them, yet he also lagged by the end of each Dee.
Bedros grunted, and Anthea lifted her head from the stair she was
about to climb to look at him. His large eyes gazed ahead through
the dancing wind devils that tossed flakes of snow about and pushed
around the haze that accumulated above the steps like children
playing a game. His ears perked and his jaws worked anxiously like
he was trying to grind his anxiety between his flat molars.
“What is it?” She called to him.
Makan stopped alongside her, his breathing heavy but reassuringly
even. “Who knows what he sees or thinks he sees in the midst of all
this? I can hardly see past the next dozen steps most the time, and
when I do I’m not sure if my mind is playing tricks on me.”
“Vorcinth is afoot. We’ve looked at the same scenes for too long
and our eyes are seeing things not there.” Sagira agreed, her dark
skin a strong contrast with the whiteness around them.
“Why are we stopped?” Rolf demanded irately. He had pushed on
strongest of all of them lately, but Anthea suspected that the chance
of vengeance looming ahead warmed his blood and fueled his feet.
“Bedros heard or saw something.” Anthea replied, nodding toward
Bedros.
Rolf nodded. “Yeah, snow, ice, and a formidable amount of stairs
between us and a warm wayhouse.”
Bedros grunted again, unlimbering his mallet from across his back
between his shoulders. His massive knuckles slid around the hidewrapped handle. His hooves spread to a more even stance, scraping
the stone as he stood to face whatever he saw.
“I don’t see anything.” Rolf insisted.
“There’s something!” Makan shouted as he pointed ahead,
uncharacteristically loud for once.
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Shapes slid strangely through the snow-laden winds fifty Mayters
ahead, white shapes that seemed to hug the mountain wall as they
moved. Yet they didn’t move like anything that walked would. Unless
you really watched for them, it was easy to miss them altogether, for
they just looked like part of the backdrop changing in the winds and
shifting light.
“Let’s warn them off. If it’s just an animal it’ll spook away. If it’s not,
we’ll know.” Rolf suggested, readying and loading his long rifle.
“Wait. I want to see if it’s some of my people first.” Anthea told him.
Rolf grunted in a Bedros-like fashion. “Why? If they’re your people,
why are they sneaking around? They can’t mean any good. Besides,
when was the last time someone besides us was nice to you?”
Anthea shook her head and held her gloved palms up to him.
“Remember what I said about just reacting instead of thinking? I
want to try this the other way. They might be coming to make sure
we don’t mean them ill.”
Yet even as Anthea said those words, an arc of bluish-silver sliced
through the winds toward them. It was almost beautiful to watch the
way the winds suddenly shifted around the hot air that surrounded
the arc fire.
The bolt drifted past her and slammed into Rolf’s shoulder. Anthea
watched his mouth open into a large surprised O as it threw him
backward down the stairs. His rifle clattered along with him as he
tumbled four or five steps down the way they’d come.
Bedros charged forward with a large exhaled huff, his muscles
forgetting any hint of tiredness as he surged up the stairs toward the
enemy. Anthea stood there helplessly as Makan and Nishan charged
up past her. They fell into a single-file line behind Bedros so that he
would absorb the oncoming arc-lance fire. Makan remembered all
too well the streets of Norsjalde and he knew that he could not
survive the kind of arc-fire that had struck Bedros there, even if he
had his Seaskin clothing on under the heavy furs he wore to stay
warm. Nishan, sensing that Makan knew what he was doing,
followed the older man. His arms seemed to lengthen as the curved
kerambits slid out of his sleeves and his fingers looped through the
holes.
Sagira grabbed Anthea’s shoulders and shook her. “Go help Rolf.”
She ordered.
Anthea looked from Sagira down to where Rolf lied. “What can I
do?”
“Just make sure he’s not dead. We’re going to need him and his
fancy shooting in a few Saycunds here I think. Do what you must.”
“And you?”
“I’m better at the close-up work, Anthea.” Sagira answered, almost
apologetically as she turned and ran after the others.
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It was strange, she thought, how it occurred to her just then in the
midst of everything that going down stairs was easier than going up.
It was such an obvious observation and not one to be made in such
serious times, but it came to her nonetheless as she moved to kneel
beside Rolf. “Rolf?” She asked quietly.
Rolf lay on his stomach, but his hips were twisted so that his legs
lay one on top of another. Smoke or steam, she wasn’t sure which,
rose from beneath him, coming out from around his neck and
shoulder, but that arm was underneath him. She couldn’t see how
badly he was wounded, but there was something helpless about they
way his long hair and beard flapped limply in the wind that moved
her almost to tears. The way he laid made him look like a carelessly
discarded children’s toy.
“Rolf!” She shouted, shaking him this time.
He twitched under her hand and rolled away, groaning in pain. As
he lay on his back then, his eyes flickered open only to register pain
and a possible concussion. His eyes wouldn’t appear to focus. “Is it
over?” He asked groggily.
Shouts and flashes of arc-fire light from ahead told her it was not.
“No, she replied. They need you.”
“Get me up then.” He said angrily. “Let it not be said that a Kerathi
was laying down when there was fighting to be done.”
But the fact that he asked for her help told her how wounded he
was. She took the hand of his good arm, trying not to look at the
mess of blackened flesh around the arc-fire wound that seemed to
have disabled his left arm. Even when he was standing again, the
left arm hung uselessly at his side.
“My rifle.” Rolf ordered, pointing up at the next step.
He walked behind her as she ran to collect it, and when he reached
the step, she held out her free hand to pull him up. They moved that
way, just a little bit faster than a walk as she tugged him up the steps
toward where their friends were fighting.
As she pulled him up one of the steps, Rolf looked her in the eyes
and said, “Anthea, I cannot feel my left arm. When we get there, I will
need you to reload for me, okay?”
Anthea nodded, swallowing hard. She hazarded a glance over her
shoulder. Through the swirling smoke and fog she could just make
out Bedros some thirty Mayters ahead. His bulky form seemed to
move in slow motion though she could make out the glint of the head
of his mallet as it swung around and spelled death for those who
strayed too close. Any other shapes, of which there were a few, were
indeterminate. She willed that three of them were Nishan, Sagira,
and Makan.
They went four more steps before Rolf went down on one knee. At
first she thought that he was swooning, but he was not. He propped
his dead arm’s elbow on his thigh and got in a kneeling shooter’s
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stance. Anthea held out the rifle to him as he tied a loop in one of his
ammo belts that went from his left hand back around his shoulder so
that his arm would stay in the correct position. The rifle slapped into
his unfeeling palm, and he sighted in a target through the snow and
wind.
“Do you know what you’re shooting at?”
Rolf pulled the trigger without answering. A cloud of smoke kicked
up from around the barrel. “Reload.” He ordered, drawing one of the
hand pistols on his thigh.
She’d watched him do it before, and he’d actually had her try it a
few times during idle moments when they had been on the Ula, but
having to do it when people’s lives are at stake is a different matter
entirely. She fumbled with the ramrod and the bags of powder, and
the silk wadding that went in around the slug.
Rolf emptied his two hand pistols, dropping them at her feet. He
held out his hand expectantly and shouted once more, “Reload.”
She dropped down to her knees beside him and tried her best to
keep up, but she was simply not practiced enough at the process to
do it quickly. Occasionally he would fire, but she didn’t watch where
his slugs went. She could sense his impatience as she struggled to
keep up.
“You packed it too tight.” Rolf said curtly, shoving the rifle at her as
he took one of the hand pistols from her, the only one she’d
managed to reload.
He fired that and dropped it beside her, its barrel still smoking.
“Reload. Faster!” He shouted.
“I can’t!” Anthea shouted in reply, angry tears beginning to obscure
her eyes.
A white shape hurtled toward them through the winds and snow.
She’d have missed it if she hadn’t looked up to see if Bedros was still
standing. She turned to say something to Rolf, but he was already
standing. He shook his shoulders quickly, loosening his left arm from
the belt loop that had held it. Then he drew his sabre, grinning at the
ringing noise his sword made when leaving its scabbard – Cainel’s
Music to his ears. He stepped forward to meet the man.
Somehow in the whirl of everything that happened, she was able to
clearly see that the man before her fighting her Kerathi companion
and meaning to kill him was an Aurean. He was one of the sort of
Aurean that had attacked them in Norsjalde, the strange ones that
had only looked half Aurean.
Rolf was at an obvious disadvantage with one arm and lower
ground, not to mention a recent head trauma. So when the whitecloaked Aurean attacked, Rolf was quickly driven toward the cliff’s
edge of the stairs, his sabre flashing in the middee light as he
backpedaled. Even if the stairs were wide, perhaps ten Mayters, it
didn’t take long for Rolf to reach the end of his space. He dug in then
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and wouldn’t give ground. If he did, he’d have tumbled off the stairs
and down the mountainside.
Anthea fumbled with the hand pistol, trying to finish loading it before
she was forced to witness a reenactment of what had befallen her
father in their escape from Cenalium, only she’d been fortunate
enough to not have to watch that death. Her cold and clumsy fingers
couldn’t seem to work fast enough or well enough though.
She looked up once more in horror as the Aurean cut at Rolf and
caught him across the back of his hand. His sabre clattered from his
hands, and when he was off balance, the Aurean buried his knife into
the muscle of Rolf’s upper arm.
The Aurean drew back, perhaps half expecting some kind of
registering of pain or to see the Kerathi tumble from the mountain.
Instead, Rolf flicked his right wrist to free his belt knife from its catch
on his hip, caught the knife, and drove his blade up under the man’s
sternum. The Aurean gasped and his arms flailed about as Rolf
stuck out a leg and drew the man past him and off the stairs.
She hurried over to Rolf, dropping the hand pistol. The Aurean knife
stuck right through his arm. He reached over and nonchalantly drew
it out with his right hand and regarded it curiously. He seemed
entirely unworried about the deep cut across the back of his hand as
he regarded the knife.
“I couldn’t feel it.” Rolf remarked with a slight grin upon seeing her
worried and slightly disgusted expression.
The dull whine of Flier engines filled the air, cutting off any reply
she might have had.
“Anthea,” Rolf shouted at her to get her attention, “we’re going to
need your flowers. You’re going to have to do an enchantment if
they’re bringing a Flier.”
“My flowers?” She said dumbly, looking ahead at where Bedros
was still fighting.
“Yes! Your flowers, where are they?” Rolf demanded of her.
“With Bedros.” Anthea answered. Then she took off running toward
the fight, leaving Rolf behind.
She could hear his worried calls from behind her, perhaps even
calls for her to come help him get there, but she didn’t have time.
Rolf’s usefulness would be minimal if that Flier got there before she
could deal with it.
Already she could see it, and it was only a hundred Mayters away,
maybe not even that. As she ran, she vaulted over a dead body that
she knew wasn’t one of her friends only because the body had been
wrapped in a white cloak.
Ahead, Bedros was already limping, his whole body steaming from
a combination of his hot sweat and smoke from being hit by so many
arc-lances. The air smelled a bit of burnt meat. A few broken bodies,
their innards or pieces of pulverized muscle and sinew spread about
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them, lay in a rough circle around Bedros. He was moving toward his
next victim, who wisely kept his distance.
Makan and Sagira fought side-by-side, Makan’s spear keeping
enemies back while Sagira hamstrung them with her curved
yataghan knives. The enemy wasn’t as weary as the two of them
were, and they were each leaving trails of crimson on the ground as
they fought. Nishan worked alone, his claw-like black kerambits
lashing out like an angry lion’s claws. Only his nimble feet and
acrobatic fighting style kept him from being skewered on the ends of
much longer weapons. He slid between enemies, seemingly in a
dance to a song that played in his head. But all three of them
struggled to keep things at melee range, lest they sting them from
afar with arc-fire.
Ahead, the bubbled pilot’s windows of the Flier glowed like a fly’s
wicked eyes. It’s too close, she realized, even as it began to target
her companions with its seven heavy arc-lances. A scream erupted
from her lungs, not so much an attempt to say anything, as it was a
cry of fear and remorse for what she was about to see. She’d come
too far to let it all end like this, and she’d foolishly let herself be
separated from her flowers.
From thirty Mayters away, hovering some ten of twelve Mayters
above the stairs, the Flier opened fire. Concentrated fire from seven
heavy arc-lances twined together into a glowing reddish-purple band
of heat that struck Bedros in the middle of the chest.
His fur burst into fire immediately and the flesh underneath seared.
He howled and stumbled, driven back by the force of the hammerlike blow. His body shook with the force of so much continuous
current running through him. They mean to burn him alive. They’ll
burn a hole all the way through him Anthea realized, already
sobbing, but she couldn’t hear her sobs over the hum of the arclances.
Bedros’ horns glowed with current and heat that discharged from
them into the air as he threw his head back impossibly far, his neck
bending back in a way it wasn’t meant to go as he writhed in agony.
The last of his fur burned off his back and arms as his skin blistered
across his body and he shivered as his nerves were seared with
deadly arc-lance fire.
Yet he still stood, like a mighty tree that would not topple even
before the winds of a mighty storm. His hands came together in front
of him, bringing the mallet he somehow still held into the direct
stream of the current. An aura surrounded Bedros, gathering about
him as the current filled his body and the special ores of the deepest
mines that had went into the making of his mallet, the same metals
that arc-lances were made from.
Everyone had stopped what they were doing, turning to see the
sight of the glowing Ox-Man, though they all had to shield their eyes
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as he grew to a brilliant white. A deafening crack of air sounded
when Bedros shrugged his shoulders forward and thrust the mallet
ahead.
A ball of white-hot energy cast aside the feeble fire of the arclances, dissipating them as it hurtled toward and then through the
Flier. Metal, flesh, and the other materials of the Flier yielded before
Bedros’ counterattack. When the light faded, there was nothing left of
the Flier, yet Bedros stood.
“Bedros!” Anthea cried, the first to recover from what they had all
witnessed.
She had taken no more than two steps toward him when he fell
over backward. She saw then what it had cost him. His entire front
was seared black and his skin sizzled like cooking meat on a grill.
His eyes had gone white and his horns had burned off, leaving only
charred nubs. His chest shuddered as he still managed to take
breaths.
“What have you done?” A voice called out in High Elegian, the first
High Elegian Anthea had heard since they’d been attacked on
Maethlin.
Anthea looked for the source of the voice. It came from a man with
nine more white-cloaked Guardians at his side.
“I have done nothing, yet.” Anthea said, hurling her words at him in
High Elegian.
“How is it the Gods have favored you so that you can cast ruin
about my every effort to restrain you?” The man said woefully,
nodding to the surviving engagers from the earlier attacks to join him.
Four Guardians, one moving quite slowly because of multiple
wounds he’d incurred, backed away slowly to join them. Nishan,
Makan, and Sagira let them give ground slowly, but not enough that
they would have room to fire their arc-lances. Nor did they let the
retreating men step aside and expose them to their comrades’ arclances. They kept those four between them and the ten men waiting
behind them.
“I care not for your troubles, stranger. You have brought pain upon
my friends and me for the last time. You will all die here, on Maletos I
vow it.” Anthea promised, touching her middle and forefingers to her
forehead. Her companions might not have understood what she said
then, but they could all hear the threats in her voice.
“Are you hiding your flowers in your pockets then? Your father’s
friend Corydon said you would have a nice silver box with your
flowers in it, but I don’t see it.”
Anthea’s eyes went again toward Bedros, who laid fighting for every
breath. Their baggage was crushed and burned beneath him. Even if
the flower box had survived, she would not be able to get at it.
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“Oh, was it with the beast?” The man laughed darkly. “Your mother
told me she gave it to you. Did you know it was a gift from Corydon
to her before your father took her as his wife?”
“Mother?” Anthea whispered to herself. Then she shouted at him,
“Who are you, and what is this you say of my mother? She’s dead.”
The man bared his head to her, lowering his cloak. She recognized
him immediately, though she had seen him only very briefly in
Norsjalde through the window of the inn they’d been attacked in, but
she did not know who he was.
“I am Captain Genero, Corydon’s unwilling puppet.” He announced
regretfully. “As to your mother, I spoke with her before I left. She’s
Corydon’s sweetheart now you know, and the mother of his cause.”
“Lies, all of it. You are his willing accomplice in his evil deeds, I can
smell Porceth’s taint on you and all your ilk.” Anthea cursed at him,
using the Dark God of Misfortune and Ruin’s name.
Genero shook his head and eyed her wistfully, her curse rolling off
his shoulders like water. “I serve him only because of my wife and
child. He will kill them if I don’t do what he bids.”
Anthea glared at Genero with open disgust. “Better they die then, if
this is how you preserve them.”
“No, better you die, and take me with you!” He shouted, raising his
blade and surging forward with his five men at his side and the other
five who had already been fighting in front of him.
Fourteen men against three was hardly a fair fight, even if four of
those fourteen were tired and wounded. Nishan, Sagira, and Makan
gave ground quickly. Sagira felled one right off the bat, but Makan
nearly took a lance through the chest when he stumbled backing
down a step. Even as Nishan tore the throat out of a man and cut
another across the ribs, they were being hedged in for the slaughter,
and once more Anthea had to watch people she cared about get
lined up to meet Nelius.
She clenched her fists in fury and looked around for some way to
help them. Bedros’ ruined mallet would have been too heavy for her
to lift anyway, but there were arc-swords lying next to some of the
dead Guardians. When she knelt to pick the nearest one up, her
fingertips brushed the soft petals of a weak little flower that grew in
the cracks between two steps. She hadn’t seen it before she touched
it, but touching those velvety petals gave her a shiver.
Never before had she found a flower that had grown for a specific
purpose like this one had been. The thin roots tore free from their
moorings with her gentle tug and the flower seemed to lunge into her
palm. She raised it before her eyes and the words began to tumble
from her mouth with scarcely a thought. She didn’t even notice that
Makan had killed another of them. She was too focused on the
flower.
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Edelweiss, pride of mountain heights,
Restore our strength;
Vanquish our foes and take away our woes.
For this you grew, for us stay true.
As it always happened, the flower flashed with brilliant light, but it
was a pure light, not one of agony like Bedros’ light had been. From
the round white central buds of yellow and white, a burst of gold
struck each of her companions. Then, the blade-shaped white petals
shot out flares of a similar pure white that each found a heart of a
Guardian, stopping it where they stood. Nine men, dead on their feet,
dropped to the ground.
Genero stood there, unable to believe what he had seen. His
flagging enemies, about to die before him, had just won. He alone
remained alive while all his allies, each of them handpicked by
Corydon himself, had died. The first wave of ten had all died, as had
the extra five backup soldiers. Three had died in the Flier. He had
just lost nine more. Other than himself, there were only the two left in
the second Flier.
Genero’s arc-sword clattered uselessly at his feet. He had lost, but
he could not stand to see Anthea’s smiling face, so pure and lit up
with hope when she had just robbed him of all his. His second arcsword swung from a hidden fold of his cloak and with a blur of motion
he began to whip it toward Anthea. He would take her to stand
before Nelius with him and let Corydon choke on both of their ashes
when he could not have her. He howled in fury as his arm went
forward.
Makan, Nishan, and Sagira flinched back, each of the expecting the
attack to come at them, but it was not meant for them. Just as
Genero’s wrist was about to descend, he felt a sting in the middle of
his forehead and then he felt nothing. With a smile on his face and a
bullet in his head he died.
“Sorry I’m late.” Rolf announced cheerfully, enjoying everyone’s
eyes on him or at least the smoking hand pistol he held. “You packed
that one just right, Anthea. It shot right and true, guided by Aaren
and Cainel I think.”
Anthea looked from him to each of the other faces around her, and
finally at Bedros’ horribly burnt body. Her enchantment seemed to
have healed each of them to an extent, but she feared that Bedros
was beyond hope until she saw his chest move to take air once
more.
“What do we do now?” Nishan asked, breaking the threatening
silence.
“I don’t know.” Anthea replied. “We will do what we must I suppose.
We must get Bedros somewhere he has a chance to heal. Aetheline
is the only thing close.”
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“Then Aetheline it is.” Nishan said with a nod, though Anthea
thought his golden brown eyes and expression were too serious for
face, which was meant to smile.
“Aetheline.” Makan agreed reluctantly. Todee’s events had not
done anything to endear the Aurean people in his mind, but he was
willing to do what he must for Anthea and Bedros.
They went to work then fashioning a litter that they could use to
drag Bedros to the city. Urgency fueled their actions, for the OxMan’s life hinged upon the quickness their actions.
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CHAPTER 37
For too long the people of the mountaintops have been just that:
people of the mountaintops. Complacency and lack of ambition has
made our people the willing puppets of a contrived culture that
worships the very ones that cursed us.
We have grown to like our windy mountaintops away from the
troubles of the lowlanders, troubles that we think we avoid because
of our dedication to Maletos and Haestos. But it is those very
troubles that set the lowlanders free. They are the ones living free of
troubles, not us. Our peaceful existence is just a veneer for our
suffering and entrapment.
Despite all this, there are precious few willing to challenge the curse
the Gods put on us. The Fear is the cause of all of our limitations.
The Fear has allowed us to come to make what we believed to
become a strong reality. The simple belief that the dark is poisonous
to us is strong enough in our minds that we can make ourselves
grow sick and die from it, but it is the not the dark that kills us, but
our minds.
And while the strongest of wills can ignore what our mind tells us,
ignoring is not enough. We need to eradicate the physical
dependency on light within our bodies, and to do this we must look to
those who do not die from the dark. Yes, the lowlanders are our key
to freedom. For Yarres I have worked on the solution to our problem,
and now I sleep every night in the dark. I have defeated The Fear,
and my body and mind are my own again. Maletos’ curse is gone
and the dominion of our Gods over our people’s future is at an end.
What I call for now, is not a show of unity, but for separation. Those
of us fully content to live in the clouds may continue to do so, but
those of you who are tired of squirreling away in drafty towers, never
to touch the earth and the seas below, join me and receive what you
have always dreamed of. Already, those of us who have already
defeated The Fear are building cities in the lowlands to hold our
swelling numbers. Daily more and more Aureans cast aside their
pointless worship of the very Gods that enslaved us to have a
chance to live their own life without limitations.
These Gods we know now were not our Gods before The Fear. We
have forgotten the Gods we had in Our Place Before, but they may
not have forgotten us entirely. I pray that they will return when we
have abandoned the ways of our captivity, and they will again guide
us when we are established in the lowlands. Search the core of your
beings and when you find a remembrance of something more you
will know that I speak the truth.
The time for The Fear is over. Any of you who chose a better life
may have it. You need only to join me in Cenalium, for it is your last
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stop before Maethlin and the lowlands. Sons and daughters of the
Aurean people, your freedom is at hand…
- Excerpt from Corydon’s ‘Uncovered Truths’
 Tewsdee, the 22nd of Frost, 768 A.E. 
For the rest of the previous Dee and much of the next morning
Anthea and the others had been pulling a crude sled with Bedros on
it up the mountain stairs. Eight long Arc-lances, twenty or so white
cloaks from the Guardians, and a lot of rope had been all they could
really work with, but it had been enough.
It had taken all five of them to lift one side of Bedros at a time to
slide the sled underneath him. That was the easy part. Dragging him
up the steps was harder than it seemed it would be. He was over
four hundred Kees, and even on a sled it was tiring to get him up a
few steps, let alone drag him for Ouers. They took frequent breaks,
but even then they had to adjust the Arc-lances under him or the
cloaks that they’d used for bedding and cushioning.
By the time the previous night had ended, all of their hands had
been blistered and their legs were about ready to give out. Their
muscles had nothing more they could give. Anthea had kept waiting
for one of them to suggest leaving him behind, as she knew she
wouldn’t have been able to come up with a good reason for not doing
it, but they had not.
He was so far gone and hurt that nothing she could do without
flowers could restore him, let alone without since they and much of
their baggage had been burned with him. Even as they slept, he was
able to do little more than toss and turn in his fitful state, caught
somewhere between sleep and wakefulness, yet so delirious from
the agony that he could never become fully awake.
Despite all their weariness and misgivings, they had all gotten up
without complain the next morning and taken up the ropes to Bedros’
sled once more. And if they moved slower and more stiffly than the
Dee before, what could she say? Rolf’s left arm was in a sling, and
the others had numerous cuts and bruises that would not heal when
their bodies were still being abused for Ouers on end each Dee.
With each agonizing step up those stairs that had been hewn into
the mountains, Anthea debated her course thus far, trying to figure
out where everything had begun to fall apart. They were nearly out of
rations and her flowers were gone. Even robbing the dead had
provided little of worth. Their Aurean attackers had not been
prepared for a long stay out in the elements; that much was clear.
That meant that they had either come from the city or they had a
camp somewhere out there. Whichever was the case, Anthea knew
Bedros wouldn’t last much longer. They needed to find the city or the
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camp, and if it would save his life, she’d already decided she was
willing to throw herself on the mercies of the Grand Helion.
So when Rolf announced wearily during that Dee, “There’s
someone up ahead,” she had very mixed feelings. On one hand she
might have to fight yet again if this was another enemy, or this might
be her chance to surrender and save her friends. Neither was a
particularly appealing future.
They halted there on one of the steps, the thousandth or more for
all she knew, and waited for the lone man in Guardian’s Golden
armor and a flowing cloak of a rich bronze tone to approach. Each of
them waited with weapons drawn, not willing to leave anything to
chance.
“I have not drawn my weapon because I come not in hostility.” The
man called down to them in High Elegian, stopping a dozen steps
away, or about thirty-five Mayters, which was quite easily within
Rolf’s gun range.
“What do you want?” Anthea asked.
“Anthea, you must flee before the Grand Helion seizes you. He is
sending men now. He knows of your nature and that Corydon wants
you. That makes you worth having since Corydon has been branded
a heretic.” The man warned.
Anthea frowned, trying to absorb all that he had just said. “Who are
you that we should believe you and how do you know me?”
“Vitalis. Lady, you spared me once in Cenalium, and I would do the
same for you now.” The man replied.
“What’s he saying?” Makan asked.
“He says he wants to help us.” Anthea whispered to her
companions in Low Elegian, the common language of their group.
“Let me find out more.”
Makan nodded. “Just make sure he’s not delaying or distracting us.”
“Please, lady. There is little time left.” Vitalis shouted down to her.
“Why should I believe you if you’ve already broken you word to
me?” Anthea asked, switching back to High Elegian to speak to the
Aurean man. “Supposing it truly is you, you said you would never be
a Guardian again and you would never carry a weapon. You plainly
have an arc-sword on your hip.”
“Lady… Anthea, you know not what it costs me to carry this
weapon in the service of a man who will not allow me to seek
vengeance for the deaths of my wife and child.”
“They were killed?” Anthea asked in surprise.
“As near to it as could happen without someone sticking a blade in
their bellies. We were sent into the lowlands without light because I
let you escape. Corydon is not kind to those who fail in their duties.
They died of dark poisoning within half a Wayke, but I was not so
lucky.”
“How is it you live?”
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“I was sick and delirious, wanting to die, but a man found me and
helped me. I left Maethlin with his aid and came here, hoping that the
Grand Helion would have me since I had news of Cenalium. He did,
but he pressed me back into the service, saying he’d have to kill me
as a deserter if I didn’t rejoin the Guardians here.”
Anthea shook her head in disgust at what she’d heard. “I’m sorry for
your loss, but I don’t know that we can trust you.”
“Anthea, please believe me.” Vitalis pleaded.
Then, in a gesture of trust, he reached to his hip, unstrapped his
sword and cast it aside, though he nearly took a bullet in the gut for
doing so. Rolf saw the movement and would have shot him had
Anthea not held out a staying hand.
“That’s a start. What else can you do for us? My friend is dying, and
I must get him to a healer as soon as possible.” Anthea admitted,
surprised at the man’s actions and willing to see if he could take it
one step further.
“There is a Guardian Flier nearby, left by Corydon’s loyalists who
attacked you. I take it from your presence here that you killed them
and likely destroyed the other Flier? There were landing marks for
two, not just the one that remains in their camp.”
“They are gone and dead.” Anthea answered simply. “How is it that
this last Guardian Flier is ours for the taking? Surely there are
guards.”
“I disposed of them already. I came upon them this morning and
surprised them. Both of them are dead.” Vitalis replied, pointing to
his arc-sword where it lay.
“Anthea, this is dangerous standing here. We need to keep
moving.” Sagira urged her. “He might even be delaying us until his
allies get her.”
Anthea nodded, turning to speak in Low Elegian to her companions
once more. “Don’t I know that better than any? This man says we
must not go to Aetheline, but he says there’s another Guardian
Flier.”
“So we leave from here in a Guardian Flier?” Rolf asked.
Anthea shook her head and shrugged. “I’m not sure. We came too
far only to leave now, but if we truly are not wanted in Aetheline,
fleeing is better than certain death or imprisonment.”
“Where would we go?” Makan asked.
“I know of a place.” Nishan said. “It will be safe for some time. It will
give us time to heal and rethink our course.”
“Can we must trust this man though?” Sagira worried aloud. “How is
it you even know him?”
“He owes me his life already. Bedros and I spared him as we fled
Cenalium. In the present circumstances, I feel that we must trust
him. The enchantment does not tell me to do otherwise.” Anthea
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replied, but in her heart she wondered what a desperate man whose
family had already died indirectly because of her might do.
She waited for some protest from her friends, but there was none.
“You give me your word?” Anthea called back up to Vitalis, switching
back once more to High Elegian.
Vitalis knelt where he stood and bowed his head, touching his
middle and forefingers from his right hand to his forehead. “I swear it
on the names of Maletos and Haestos. I will aid you in your escape,
even if it means my death now or later because of it.”
“Then take us, Aurean, but first, come give us a hand with Bedros.”
Anthea commanded.
Vitalis did as she asked, and it lightened her heart to see that he
didn’t even cast a glance at his sword as he rose and moved to
come take a place beside them pulling the ropes.
“It isn’t far.” He promised her as they struggled alongside each
other, and his eyes told her he was not lying.

With Vitalis’ help, they pulled Bedros up another length of stairs, but
when they reached the next landing, they did not continue on.
Instead they turned down a side path that was not obvious even
when you knew what to look for. The snow was packed and had
hardened nearly to the point of being iced over, so there were no real
tracks to show that anyone had walked that way recently.
Getting Bedros’ sled up off the stairs and onto the icy path was no
small task, and the jostling around it took caused him to groan in
pain more than once, but he didn’t or could not respond more than
that. He had not spoken or done anything intelligible since he’d
destroyed the Flier. They’d not even been able to force any fluid past
what remained of his blistered and burnt lips.
It took them twenty Mynettes on the icy path before they came upon
the Flier. Rolf stiffened visibly when he saw the two bodies of
Guardians lying beside the large Flier.
“What’s this?” Rolf demanded.
Nishan obliged by putting a kerambit blade to Vitalis’ neck, but the
man did not flinch or try to get away.
“He can’t understand you.” Anthea said angrily.
“Did you know about this?” Rolf asked.
“He said he killed the only two guarding it.” Anthea answered.
“Let me double check his math.” Sagira suggested, drawing her two
curved yataghan knives out of her belt sash.
Anthea nodded. “Do it.” And then to Vitalis she said in High Elegian,
“They want to be sure of your honesty.”
Vitalis merely nodded and waited while Sagira circled the Flier and
then went in through the side ramp. She returned less than a
Mynette later to report.
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“It’s clear.” Sagira announced. “If anyone else survived, they are not
here now.”
Nishan eased away from Vitalis, offering him a wink as he twirled
the black kerambit in his hand and made it disappear up into his
sleeve.
“Let’s get Bedros aboard.” Anthea ordered, nodding her head
toward the ramp of the Flier.
Makan held up a hand to object. “Even if we do that, we cannot fly
it. That thought has been bothering me since we decided to come
this way, but I guess if I do not voice it now, I will never get another
chance.”
“Can you show us how to fly this?” Anthea asked Vitalis in their
common tongue, feeling foolish for not having thought of that. “Our
coming here was pointless if you cannot.”
Again he nodded. “Quickly, but I cannot come with you to help you.
You will need someone with deft hands and a mind for machinery to
operate it. Two people are better than one.”
Anthea looked around at her expectant companions, he eyes
lingering longest on Nishan. “Nishan, he will show you how to work it
and I will translate for you if needed. You can explain to Sagira and
Makan when we’re in the air. Rolf, your left arm is useless, so you
won’t be able to use it I don’t think.”
“Fair enough. I just wanted to make sure.” Makan said with a nod,
pulling the rope for Bedros’ sled up over his shoulder to make ready
to pull once more.
“Let’s go then, time is not our friend now, and Thuraish waits for no
one. His clocks never stop, so we cannot either.” Anthea said, trying
to inspire one last flurry of activity out of herself and her companions,
though her words came out more darkly than she’d have liked.
Referring to the God of Time and the clocks he supposedly wound
for each living person in the world was hardly a light-hearted topic.
It seemed to do the trick though. Eager to finally be finished with the
arduous task of climbing the mountain stairs and then dragging
Bedros for a Dee, they all pulled with the last bit of energy they had.
Five Mynettes later, they had Bedros up the ramp and strapped in
between the troop benches in the main compartment of the Flier.
Twenty Mynettes later, Anthea was finished translating Vitalis’
directions to Nishan, and he looked to be rather comfortable with the
surprising number of knobs and levers surrounding the pilot’s chair.
The others were busy searching the Flier for food and medical
supplies, as well as stripping the dead Guardians outside of anything
worthwhile.
“Anthea, you must leave now.” Vitalis pleaded, grasping her arm
lightly as she stood over Bedros.
“We will, but only if you are certain we cannot go to Aetheline.”
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“I’m positive you cannot. Corydon has spread heresy that stirred up
trouble in all corners of our way of life. The Grand Helion is
desperate to find the reasons for this, and he knows that you are at
the core of it somehow. His spies have heard as much. You must not
let yourself fall into his hands. I cannot say what would happen to
you were you to let that occur.”
“Then we truly leave must.” Anthea said regretfully. A large part of
her had hoped that her journey would have ended here, even if she
were not optimistic enough to expect that to happen.
Vitalis regarded her nervously, like a man might a queen he was
about to ask for a favor. “Promise me two things before you go.”
“Two?”
“First, that if you aim to challenge Corydon you will send word to
me. I would be there when you face him to help you once more if I
can, for the sake of my wife and child. I fear their memories will not
rest otherwise, and they will be unhappy in Nelius’ house.”
Anthea nodded, understanding his wish completely. “I will do as you
ask in this matter. And the second?”
“Have one of your friends club me into unconsciousness outside so
that I am not once more branded a traitor. Then throw an arc-lance
or arc-sword on the ground near me to make it look like I gave a
good fight.”
Anthea laughed softly. “I will do as you ask, though I think I will ask
Makan. He will likely be kinder to your skull than Rolf would.”
“The Kerathi?” Vitalis asked. He grimaced and said, “His eyes are
filled with hatred for me. There is darkness in him. Beware of his
darker side, Anthea.”
“I know him and I will watch him, but we must part ways now,
Vitalis. For what it’s worth, I mourn your loss.”
Vitalis smiled ruefully. “As do I, every waking Ouer of every Dee, as
well as most of my resting Ouers.”
Before anything else could be said, he walked down the ramp and
stood eight paces away from the Flier, his back turned to it and his
helmet at his feet. Anthea asked Makan to do what Vitalis had asked
of her, and he reluctantly agreed. Yet he knew the seriousness of the
matter, so he did not shirk in his task even if it was an unsavory deed
to perform.
Makan walked down the ramp, and Anthea saw Vitalis’ shoulders
flinch as Makan’s booted feet crunched across the few Mayters of
snow between them. A single strike of the butt of his fish spear to the
back of Vitalis’ skull was all it took. The Aurean slumped over onto
the ground, and Makan cast the arc-sword a pace away from Vitalis’
outstretched hand.
“It is finished.” Makan announced quietly as he stepped back up the
ramp and into the main compartment of the Flier. It was clear he had
not enjoyed the task.
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“The lets go.” Anthea said, touching Makan’s shoulder to let him
know how much she appreciated what he had done. Then she
flicked the lever that Vitalis had showed her would raise the ramp.
When the ramp was closed, she went into the cockpit of the Flier
and nodded to Nishan to start. He grinned widely and began deftly
maneuvering the many levers and knobs, going through a series of
motions he’d memorized and run through for the last twenty
Mynettes of more since Vitalis had shown him what to do.
Practice is no substitute for the real thing though, so it was not
surprising when Nishan’s takeoff was rather shaky. The craft
shivered as it rose up initially, but then a slip of the wrong lever made
them drop. They bounced off the ground once, dropping half a
Mayter before lifting once more at a rate that made Anthea’s
stomach feel like it had fallen through the floor. After that his flying
was smoother, if a bit wobbly at times.
Anthea sat down and looked out one of the frosted windows,
watching the grey and indigo mountains covered with snow sweep
past her. Makan sat down next to her, putting a comforting arm
around her shoulders. He knew that she was giving up a chance to
be with her people again, and in doing so she was admitting to
herself that her father was dead and not waiting for her.
Together they watched as the line of stairs that snaked through the
mountains below them came into view. They had spent Dees on
them and now they rolled by the window so easily, like water
shedding off a roof. They headed toward a set of crystal towers at
the peak of the mountain, seemingly only a couple Ouers from where
they had last been. The delicate towers refracted light into rainbows
like a prism splitting light. Egg-like domes sat at the base of each
tower, one for each of the Grancittas, or so Anthea had heard said
once. Dozens of other buildings were arranged outside a translucent
wall that wrapped around the complex of towers and domes, likely
the dwellings and businesses of lesser citizens who could not live in
the inner city of the Grand Helion.
“It’s beautiful.” Anthea said quietly.
“Yes, it is.” Makan admitted, his face taking on a stoic look.
Anthea sighed. “Yet for all its beauty, it could not cause us anything
but pain.”
“Maybe the only reason you came here was to escape from it.
Maybe it was just another step in your path, another stumbling
block?”
“No, if I came here for anything, it was to meet Genero and Vitalis.”
“Genero?” Makan asked, repeating the unfamiliar name.
“The captain of the men who attacked us. He spoke of my mother
and secrets that are too strange to have been lies, yet I don’t see
how they could be true either. And with what Vitalis told me, all of
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Aurean society is up in arms. Things are getting bad, Makan, and
confusing as well.”
“Things have been bad, Anthea.” Makan said with a sigh, not
pursuing the topic of Anthea’s mother because of the sorrow in her
voice when she mentioned her.
The Flier shook as winds buffeted them along. Anthea closed her
eyes, not wanting to watch if they would plummet to their deaths.
Nishan was untrained as a pilot, but she wanted to trust him. It just
wasn’t easy.
Sagira came out of the rear of the Flier a few Saycunds later,
saying, “Juria bless me, can he shake this thing any more?” With
mention of the favored Goddess of her people, she kissed her
fingertips and touched them to her temples.
Anthea opened her eyes to look at her. Sagira held an armload of
papers and charts. “What’s all that?”
“Genero’s notes and maps, but I cannot read them. They are in
High Elegian, and while I understand some of it, I cannot make out
the Aurean dialect and writing script.”
“Perhaps in studying them I can learn more of our enemies that still
live.” Anthea remarked. “Yet I would trade it all for one flower so that
I could heal Bedros.”
“We all would, Anthea.” Makan replied, turning to look at the OxMan where he lay. He was not a pretty sight even with his whole
body, except for his burnt face, covered in white Guardian cloaks.
“For now, we can only hope that his spirit stays strong. He has only
you to live for, and I do not think he will let go of his life easily. Nelius
will have to pry it from his hands.”
“I will make this better. I must.” Anthea whispered to herself.
Then she closed her eyes and let her weariness take her into sleep.
The hum of the Flier’s rotor engines lulled her into sleep quickly. She
woke only briefly a few Mynettes later, and found the sole surviving
crystal pod sitting in her lap and glowing brightly. She smiled and
drifted off once more.
In the front of the vessel, Nishan took them toward the place he had
spoke of. The others could only trust him as Anthea had. Weariness
made trust a bit easier, as none of them had the energy to argue.
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EPILOGUE
The betrayal will test the sky spirit more than any of the other trials
the spirit faces. Not even the return of the Lost Ones, or Her return
into the sky spirit’s life will affect her so deeply. And if the landborn
muster and sing the earth alive, all may be lost regardless of what
the sky spirit accomplishes.
In the midst of all this, gifts will be bestowed unto them to make
their path possible, even if their road will be no easier because of
them. Alienation and fear will hunt them as surely as those who seek
her do. They will have little in the way of peace until it is finished…
- Excerpt from Dorjan the Seer’s ‘The Destiny of the Forgotten’
 Fohrsdee, the 24th of Frost, 768 A.E. 
Anthea woke to find herself being shaken. Her hand raised in alarm
to grasp the wrist of the hand clutching her shoulder. “What time is
it?” She asked after realizing that it was only Makan, and not
someone wishing her harm.
“Perhaps just barely the second Ouer of Fohrsdee.” Makan said,
but the worry in his eyes made Anthea’s heart lurch.
“What is it?” She asked.
“There’s a storm brewing. I think you’d better come see for
yourself.” He said guardedly.
Anthea licked her lips nervously. “Bad?”
“I’ve not seen worse.” Makan admitted.
“Where are we?”
“In the Gap of storms, over Mueran islands I think.”
“Can we set the Flier down somewhere?” She asked.
Makan shook his head doubtfully. “There’s a half-dozen places in
the western islands of the Mueran Belt where we might be able to,
but everything is so overgrown that we’d have to crash down. I don’t
think we’d be able to find a safe place. And we’d not be able to help
Bedros then.”
Anthea nodded and rose, not releasing his wrist. She let herself be
lead to the cockpit, where Sagira and Nishan were both working
levers, each from their own chair. They both glanced back at Anthea
and Makan when they entered, but then they immediately went back
to flipping levers and adjusting knobs.
Anthea leaned in between the two of them, looking out through the
slightly curved pane of glass. Dark clouds whirled angrily all to the
north of them, sweeping down across the islands a Kilome or more
below. The clouds were forming into a massive wall that grew
upward, increasing in volume with each Mynette.
“That doesn’t look natural. It’s so… alive.” Anthea said worriedly as
she watched the roiling clouds continued toward them.
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“It’s a God’s Storm.” Makan announced. “Marceaupo has sent her
cold air north, and Tulis has sent her warm air south. The two are
clashing and the moisture from the north is heading south. It’s going
to get ugly.”
“They picked a fine time to get in a squabble.” Sagira remarked
dryly.
“We can’t outrun it, Anthea.” Nishan said apologetically. “We need
to decide now if we want to try to land and wait it out, or… I don’t
know what the alternative is.”
Anthea shook her head, disliking the choice. “Ride the storm. Isn’t
that the choice? Land or ride the storm?”
“I suppose so.” Nishan admitted.
“What does your enchantment tell you?” Makan asked. “It lent us no
guidance last time we had to make a choice. Does it now?”
Anthea concentrated for a moment, letting her senses stray toward
that pressure on her mind that was sometimes subtle and almost
absent where it hid in the back of her mind, and sometimes it was
very up-front, pressing her into urgently performing one action or
another. Now though, it was almost hidden. “I’m not sure.” Anthea
said worriedly. “I don’t understand why it offers me no guidance now.
Before it always guided us one way or another.”
“Then you will have to choose.” Makan said grimly.
Anthea licked her lips and tried to think of what they might best do
for Bedros and even Rolf, who still could not move his left arm.
Without proper attention, the two of them might not recover. Yet it
was the Saysuhn of White and there were few flowers to be found,
even if she were willing to use more flowers she had not hand in
planting, growing, and harvesting. What could she do to help them?
“If we ride out the storm, where is it likely it will leave us?” She
asked.
Nishan shrugged. “If we keep making eastward progress even in
the storm, possibly Far Muera in a couple Dees. If not, I don’t know
how far south it could press us.”
“There’s nothing to the south though. This thing runs on light too. If
the storm blocks the sun for too long and our batteries drain, we will
fall from the sky.” Anthea replied, grimacing.
“There is something far to the south.” Makan corrected her. “The
lands of the Uleaut people.”
“The ice-walkers?” Anthea asked, using her people’s name for the
isolated people who lived on the shifting fields of ice over the frozen
southern portions of the Outer Seas. And even as she said this, the
feeling of the enchantment in her head shifted forward, pressing her
into action. She blinked in surprise.
“What is it?” Makan asked. “You have a strange look on your face.”
Sagira and Nishan looked back once more to regard her briefly to
see what Makan had seen.
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“We need to ride out the storm. I think we will be dressing for the
cold for a while. When you mentioned the Uleauts, I felt a shift in the
enchantment. I think this storm means to carry us to them.” Anthea
answered.
“To what end?” Sagira asked. “What can they do to help us?”
Anthea shrugged. “I cannot say. There are a lot of things I don’t
know, and yet the enchantment seems to want us to be carried that
way.”
“Then let us pray this storm is as well-meaning as you suppose.”
Makan replied piously.
“Aureans are beloved of Aaren. His winds will guide us.” Anthea
said, trying to reassure them with mention of the God of Winds and
the Skies, but even she had doubts.
“I too, pray that you are right. Look how the storm rushes to
embrace us.” Nishan commented anxiously, his deft hands flying
from one lever to the next to stabilize the Flier as the first heavy
winds began to toss it about. “You’d better all sit down and tie
yourselves to something stable. This will get pretty rough before we
are through.”
Anthea did as he said, going back into the crew cabin. She woke
Rolf to help him strap in too. Then she buckled herself to one of the
padded soldier’s benches only after checking Bedros’ own tie-downs.
She chose the seat next to Makan, and reached over to grasp his
hand as she waited for the storm to reach them in earnest. His hand
clasped around hers reassuringly. It reminded her bitterly of her
father’s absence, but she would not give in to self-pity.
“The Gods will provide.” Makan said softly.
“I care not for me now, but for Bedros.” Anthea replied.
“I do not think they would wish ill for one of your guardians. Trust in
them, even as the skies grow dark, Anthea. Sometimes it’s all we
have.”
They were silent then, watching with held breath as the view
outside the window showed the dark clouds reach out to them. They
hit with the force of a hammer, wrenching the poor craft mercilessly
as it carried them in the boiling darkness of the storm. Any control
they might have had was surrendered in that moment, and they
could only wait until they were dumped at whatever destination the
storm had in mind.
Amidst the darkness, the only light was the light Anthea could see
was that of the single crystal pod that rolled about the compartment,
but then everything went dark and her worries ceased.

Corydon frowned at the woman standing beside him. A single tear
rolled down her cheek, the first he’d seen in near on ten Yarres. At
first he thought it was a trick of the dim light, a shadow or speck of
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dirt that had caught the faint light just so, but when he reached out
his fingertips to brush against her cheek, they came back moist.
“What is this?” He demanded of her, knowing full well she could not
reply, for she was mute and not quite right in the head.
Her blank stare swept across his face, exhibiting no sort of
recognition of him or understanding of what he had asked of her.
Grunting in anger bred of misgivings, he slapped her hard across
the face with the back of his closed fist. She did not cry out as her
head rocked back and she fell to the ground. She simply sat on the
ground with her head cocked away from the side that had been
struck.
“Useless.” Corydon said with a sigh after she remained on the cold
floor.
He took her roughly by the arm and lifted her back to her feet. She
stood there beside him with her head still cocked strangely to the
side, almost as if she wanted to showcase the dark bruise forming
already on her cheek. Corydon reached out, almost gently, to tilt her
head back at a normal angle.
“I’ll never understand what Orestes saw in you, Linnea. I offered
him the world that I still mean to take. Our partnership was fruitful
until you came along. How he could debase himself with a lowlander
I do not know.” Corydon said, though this was hardly the first time he
had spoken these words to Orestes’ wife and Anthea’s mother. It
was almost a litany anymore.
Corydon clasped his hands together behind his back and looked
out across the caverns beneath Cenalium. He had made the Ox-Men
masons and craftsmen carve them out over the past thirty or more
Yarres to make room for what he had planned. He had started with a
vision, and even now that vision only grew. Only these were not
empty, drafty caverns awaiting people to make their homes in them
now.
What lay before him was something of a city, its dark towers
perforated with windows and connected with walkways. The towers
reached from floor to ceiling in the cavern, which in some places was
a height of over a hundred Mayters. Clusters of crystal pods hung
like sparsely distributed bunches of grapes here and there, fed by
batteries and chargers in the real city above that provided the only
light for the homes of thousands of Dark Aureans and regular
Aureans who were undergoing the transfusions to become resistant
to The Fear.
Corydon smiled as he watched the mass of Aureans move about
doing their daily tasks. It reminded him of a colony of ants. Except
this colony was about to move from the hive out into the world very
soon. Yarres of rushed breeding, initiated to create a population
explosion after his initial successes conquering The Fear, had
provided him with a large crop of Dark Aureans that was just now
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maturing. While many might consider them still to be adolescents, he
saw before him a force waiting to grow into adulthood during the
trials that lay ahead.
And if they were not enough, more willing followers arrived every
Dee. Some citizens of the Grancittas took the pamphlets, which were
considered heresy by some, to heart. In the city of Cenalium above
and in each of the Grancittas, there were minor revolts as those who
believed his claims railed against the established leaders. Corydon
had his contacts in each of the major cities setting up pickup
locations for people wishing to leave their cities to join his movement.
Under cover of night or clouds, they would be extracted and brought
here beneath Cenalium for ‘conditioning.’
Riots and the deaths of those who believed him were not the only
changes about the Aurean nation. The Voice of the Firmament, the
religious leader of the Aurean people, had thrown his doors closed
and hid from the looters and people demanding explanations. When
they received no explanation from him, they turned to the Greater
Helion, who had, according to his chief aides, retreated away from
the public eye and was not taking audiences. Everywhere, people
were looking for answers and guidance, but there was none to be
found - yet. Corydon would arrive just in time to save the people
soon, just when things looked bleakest. Then he would not appear
as a tyrant trying to usurp power, but as an enlightened leader who
would guide their people through the changes they now faced.
“Things are about to change, my dear. The world will never be the
same.” Corydon said excitedly, not even noticing that Linnea’s head
had tilted to the side once more.
They walked down among his people then, and they allowed their
hands to reach out and touch them: the Father and Mother of their
freedom.

An Ox-Men in the Vale lifted his horned head. One-Ear was leader
of the Ox-Men of The Vale, one of the two greatest herds of Ox-Men
in the Broken Crown. Another on Lesser Aynglica raised his head in
unison with One-Ear. He was White-Hoof, named for the one
discolored hoof he had lived with since birth. Like One-Ear, he was a
leader of a herd as well, though his was on Lesser Aynglica.
Each of them glanced around to see the other shamans at their
locations tilting back their heads to join the communion of minds that
was so in contrast with the anger and the beginnings of despair in
the herd around them. As each one linked in through the two herd
leaders, their awareness grew. Thoughts and images were shared,
and their minds became one for a time. As one being, their mind was
greater than any other being in the world. They saw, felt, and
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experienced more than any of them could have individually, even if it
was just for a short while.
This time, their shared thoughts were all on the same thing: their
chosen one had been grievously wounded, yet the Gods conspired
against them, carrying him away from the help they could provide.
They tilted their heads back more and threw back their arms, fists
clenched in anger. A grunting grew among them, becoming
something near a wail or a howl.
Around them, the herds began a long dance, each herd mirroring
the other, though since no one could be in both places at once, the
behavior went unremarked on as being similar. Truly though, few
outsiders saw the dance anyway. The Ox-Men were just an odd lot
of creatures not far above animals as far as the other races thought.
Since it lent them privacy to do what they would instead of the
curiosity and prying that the landdeaf outsiders often exhibited, this
was a misconception they were happy to let propagate.
They danced for a long time, but it was to no avail. As distant as
their chosen one was, they could not help him. He was not in touch
with the land, and it could not lend its healing powers to him. They
would have to wait for his return.
The shamans came to a conclusion borne of their leaders One-Ear
and White-Hoof: they would wait for their chosen one’s return and
then they would make him whole again. The one called Bedros had
much to do yet. The lost herds were to be reclaimed, and they could
not do it without him.
As the communion of minds eventually splintered and broke apart,
leaving the shamans dazed and exhausted, the two great herds’
dances broke apart then into an impatient stampede that expended
all their frustrations. They finished then, grouping up to create more
young – the blessing of the land.
Yet there were those among their kind that did not give in to the
waves of desire that swept through the herds. In each herd, the
shamans stood apart from the masses and watched and waited for
signs that only their minds could still recognize. The others had given
in to their natures and the impulses of the body. Only in abstaining,
as the shamans must, could they retain their focus and acumen. The
land spoke loudest to those it reached hardest after to influence.
They gathered their strength from their struggles with their bestial
natures, and together they communed and planned for the future,
whatever it may hold for them and their chosen one.
Together they had shared thoughts that they may have to prepare
for the eventuality that they might have to sing the earth alive once
more, as they had during the fall of Rummil. The landdeaf could not
be permitted to spread such ruin and waste among the Broken
Crown again, yet the lessons taught to them with Rummil and after
the Fall of the Elegian Empire had seemingly been forgotten.
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One-Ear and White-Hoof each stared long and hard up at the stars
that night, stars that shone down over their herds. When they looked
up at the same stars, even the distances between their two islands
felt small.

In the Colonnadi Dignitae, The Grand Helion paced about angrily.
Aides swept in behind him, only to part and give him room when he
turned to walk in another direction. To the lone man, an advisor, who
was not part of the Grand Helion’s entourage of servants, the whole
scene was rather amusing, not that he’d let his superior know he
thought that. Still, there was something comical about the childishly
petulant way the Grand Helion stalked about in the pinnacle of the
windowed tower that stood in the middle of Aetheline.
The Colonnadi Dignitae overlooked all of Aetheline and many of the
mountains that surrounded it. On a good Dee, it wasn’t uncommon to
be able to see all the way to the Inner Seas. The taller mountains to
the south prevented sight of the Outer Seas, but the mountains
toward the Inner Seas were shorter.
“I don’t understand. With what our Farsight Outlooks saw, there
surely was someone there, but now they’re gone? Likely it was the
girl that heretic Corydon was looking for. How exactly did you let
them slip through your fingers?” The Grand Helion demanded,
pausing his pacing.
The advisor regarded the leader of the Aurean people with a sigh
he kept inside. The Grand Helion, despite his grandeur, was a man
who needed constant reassurance. Inside that man cloaked in the
finest silks and gauzy wraps studded with fiery-colored gemstones,
there was a strong sense of insecurity. For all his apparent wealth
and power, he was not at ease with himself or what he was.
“It was you who insisted we proceed with caution, Excellency. Don’t
forget that I urged you to seize the girl when you had a chance.”
Yarres of offering advice to the man had lent him a certain status
where he could be frank with his superior, lest any attempt to
sugarcoat his words obscure his meaning.
“But, Iago, I couldn’t have known they’d have to fight some of
Corydon’s filthy creatures, and that they’d flee from here afterward.”
The Grand Helion protested.
“No, you bet that they’d come running to you for shelter. It was a
risk to take, but it was taken nonetheless. It’s too late to cry about it
now, Excellency.”
“What do we do, Iago? You’ve long been my sole trusted advisor.
What can we do about all of this? Corydon cannot go unanswered
for his heresies.”
“No, you’re quite right. He cannot.” Iago clicked his tongue and
stroked his smooth chin while he thought for a moment. “Yet you
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don’t want another Fratello Muerte to occur, so whatever we do must
be done carefully.”
“You’re right. I have to be cautious. Such a bleak stain on my reign
would never be forgotten.”
“An outright assault on Corydon at this point is not the answer. If
what our spies tell us is true, he has some sort of weapon that can
strike many Kilomes from Cenalium. He destroyed an entire Kerathi
fleet with it.”
“That fool they elected as Greater Helion is to blame for this. How
he let his subordinate get so out of line and take so much power I do
not know.” The Grand Helion seethed, angry that another man’s
mistakes would end up on his doorstep.
Iago smiled briefly, but then put his business face back on.
“Excellency, at this point we have to assume that the Greater Helion
is a non-issue. He might even be dead. Corydon is, for better or
worse, the Greater Helion in reality if not in name.”
“Yes, of course. I see that. Still, there has to be an answer to his
heresies. Everyone will look to me for direction in this time. Already
we’re receiving the first messages of riots elsewhere among my
people.”
“Then we cannot let you look like a man who cannot stand up to the
task of leading his people, can we?”
“No, certainly not.” The Grand Helion agreed, his head bobbing
anxiously as he nodded. He moved away from his servants then,
waving his arms angrily at any of them that came too close.
He approached the nearest of the crystal windows of the tower that
offered an almost unobstructed 360 degree view of the area around
the city. Out of habit, Iago fell in beside his master, knowing that the
Grand Helion wanted him beside him by the glass. That was where
they did much of their most important work together. Something
about the openness conveyed by standing next to a window some
two hundred Mayters above the city floor gave the Grand Helion a bit
of a spine, something he rarely displayed elsewhere.
“Iago,” The Grand Helion began, turning to face the slightly older
man beside him, “what must we do? Tell me, and it will be done.
Lives depend on this.”
Iago’s ambitious heart almost leapt for joy, but he willed his joy to
be subdued. “Send missives to all of the Grancittas, with word that
they must be spread to Menocittas. Tell them to put all our priests of
Maletos on the streets to urge a revival of faith. Then let those who
would leave to join Corydon go without opposition.”
“What? Let them go to help that speaker of lies?”
“Let me finish, Excellency, for there is a method to my madness.”
“Go on then and surprise me with something good out of your
devious mind.”
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“Devious? Hardly. I am merely looking to maximize our benefits
while minimizing our risks. And, I mean to do it by sneaking
infiltrators into the recruits Corydon takes.” Iago replied, but this did
nothing to ease the fears of his master. “Yet I see from your eyes
that this is not enough to allay your fears, so let me tell you what else
I plan.”
“Please do.”
“We will urge the other races to attack Corydon, offering what
useful information we can to those who would be the enemies of our
enemy. He has already spread into the lowlands, and with his influx
of recruits he might well spread into other islands. He cares little for
the Grancittas, so let him take the faithless masses that rot at the
core of our society and get them killed. Let him purge our nation so
that we might be born again, stronger.”
“But what of the lowlands?”
“What of them? If he succeeds taking a few islands, that will only
enrage them more. They’ll band together and destroy him, with a bit
of guidance from us of course. We might even be able to swoop in
after and secure some of his gains for ourselves. Maethlin might
become an Aurean holding after all is said and done and Corydon is
dead along with his heretical cause.
The Grand Helion stared at Iago for a long moment. Then he threw
his head back and laughed, clapping his hand across his advisor’s
shoulders. “Make it so, Iago. Make this happen, and I will be known
as the purifier of our people instead of the leader who had to deal
with rebellion and civil war. My name will live forever in these halls,
Iago, and you will get your recognition, too.”
“I serve to the best of my abilities, Excellency.” Iago replied humbly,
hiding a smile as he bowed his head.
Things were beginning to get interesting and he played the game
as good as anyone. Corydon would be a fascinating opponent for
him. It amused him to think how they both had to operate behind
puppets for now, pulling strings here and there instead of acting
outright. His smile only deepened as the moments passed.
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POST-EPILOGUE
There are those who say the Gods reside in each of us, but I find it
hard to believe that any greater being could live in such flawed
creatures as we are. There are others who say they make their
homes among the stars, but that too seems doubtful. Surely the stars
are inhospitable, and the darkness of the night sky seems very cold.
I think there may be some hidden home of the Gods either in the
vastness of the Outer Seas, or perhaps somewhere high in the skies.
It’s even possible they live on the moon, but I think for them to truly
hear our prayers and interact with the people that worship them they
must be closer to us than that. Perhaps they aren’t as limited by
distance as we are though. Who can say?
What are my opinions though? I know my ideas have no impact on
the divine, but trying to understand the nature of the divine is part of
being alive. To know the Gods is to love them…
- Excerpt from Raghnall’s ‘Musings about Gods and Goddesses’
 Fohrsdee, the 24th of Frost, 768 A.E. 
Amidst the whirl of light and the endless debate of the divine, a
conversation came to the attention of the collective group. Some
voices remained silent, but all listened.
“Why is she being taken away from her task?” Maletos demanded.
“She must be made to wait and gather he strength. She is not yet
ready.” Haestos replied, ever the calming half to his wife’s
impatience and decisiveness.
Maletos sighed and regarded her husband with a kindness that she
reserved for him. She was calmer when she asked, “When will she
be? The change of Saysuhns will grant her fresh bloom. Her strength
will be greatest then.”
“Should she not confront her enemies then, if she is so strong
then?” Cainel asked, eager for the conflict to begin in earnest. The
feints and the subtle ploys among the people of the world were just
beginning to get interesting, promising much more, and he was
growing anxious.
“Strength will not win out. The growth of her beauty and vibrancy of
her during the Saysuhn of red will be the most opportune time for her
to begin her confrontation.” Elecin announced, looking up from his
mirror that saw portions of the future.
“What of the Lost Ones? Will the usurper be able to call them back?
Porceth and Wainseth are no doubt hoping for that.” Kaneitha said
coldly, her features dark and her expression grave, befitting for the
Goddess of Shadows and Darkness.
“Who can tell?” Thuraish wondered aloud, his form presently that of
an old man. “Even we have limitations to what we can see. Their
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arrival may add unforeseen complications to our goals.” As he
finished speaking, his body shifted to that of an infant.
“A cryptic reply from Thuraish… How typical.” Juria remarked
haughtily, her lustrous locks of dark hair swinging about her perfect
neck and shoulders as she shook her head. She cast occasional
glances over at Haestos, and dark looks at Maletos when she did not
seem to be looking.
Thuraish shifted from his infant form into the toddler as he replied, “I
see what I see.”
“The land’s children are more active than I’d like.” Ocel said with a
grunt. He leaned lazily on his shepherd’s crook.
Juria laughed, a sound like liquid gold, pleasant to the ears. “You’re
just jealous that they never fell into worshipping you or Rishalt.”
Rishalt licked his bestial lips and regarded Ocel, whom he regarded
as a peer in some ways. He paused a moment to regard Juria with a
mixture of unveiled interest and disdain. “No, I don’t like that their
powers come from somewhere other than us. They are an
unpredictable variable in this equation.”
“Her powers are not entirely from us, so is she not like them at least
in part? We supply but a part of what she will use. In some ways, she
is beyond our control even now, perhaps more so in the future.”
Gandahar surmised, earning a nod from his wife Sellae.
“True enough, but we can all agree that part is better than none.”
Maletos commented officially, deciding once again the position of the
group. “Perhaps it is time we made ourselves known.”
“As if Tulis and Marceaupo haven’t already with the storm that
covered their retreat from Maethlin? Fallu, too, showed himself to the
Mueran.”
“You can’t forget that I have touched the Rumani either. His
strengths are yet undiscovered.” Comrain announced.
“Why you bothered with a Rumani, I do not know. You will just give
credence to the Uman myth if you create a hero in him.” Vorcinth
said boredly, the bells on his hat jingling as he spoke.
“I don’t want to hear that name.” Greveth growled and Vorcinth,
making him cower a bit, though he winked at her afterward.
“Enough!” Maletos said in irritation. “Uman’s myth and the land’s
children are of no matter right now. We must strengthen her and her
companions to fight my wayward children, whether the Lost Ones
return to aid them or not.”
“Your slaves you mean?” Juria muttered snidely. She never missed
a chance to remind Maletos that the Aureans worshipped her only
because of the affliction she’d cursed them with.
Maletos regarded Juria, her greatest critic, with contempt.
“Someday I will tire of your little jibes.”
“Can’t we focus on the task at hand?” Oria pleaded, ever the
peacemaker.
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Juria’s hasty and cutting reply was cut off when Haestos favored
her with a displeased look. She smiled warmly at him and quieted for
his sake.
“Let me be the first to go to them.” Rishalt offered. He was ever
eager to get involved with the humans and the animals he oversaw
as a father figure.
“No,” Yenis said, her voice radiating cold, “it is my place to go. They
are within my lands. I will go first.”
“And so it begins, but who will follow?” Elecin asked, but in his tone
there was a hint of withheld knowledge.
The conversation went on, various semantics and theories being
explored. The divine had all the time in the world to consider the
minutiae and no reason not to. Before they were done they’d look at
it in a thousand ways only to review them again later.
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GLOSSARY
PEOPLE (includes birth and death Yarres if applicable):
 Alistair – Aynglican – Raghnall’s understudy. A young man
who shares Raghnall’s passion for history. 738 Anika – Kerathi – perhaps the prettiest girl in Harsbrukke.
752 Anthea – Aurean/Kerathi – a young girl with the powers of a
Kerathi Flower-Enchantress but the Aurean weakness of
darkness. 754 Argus – Kerathi – One of three Sammenkomst Observers to
ever die during his duties. He was burned to death in a home
that was set afire during a raid. His state of alcohol-induced
unconsciousness would not permit him to flee the building.
481-503 A.E.
 Ayman – Elegian – One of Ife’s attendants. 729 Bedros – Ox-Man – servant to the household of Orestes
and appointed bodyguard of Anthea. He has been bred to
have greater intelligence and a more human appearance
than the average Ox-Man, due to the aesthetic needs of the
Aurean people. As of yet he is unmated. 757 Beljd – Kerathi – Lamont’s father, and the second husband
of Rolf’s mother. He cares little for Rolf and would like to see
Lamont inherit Rolf’s home. 728 Cerelia – Aurean – Wife to Genero, Guardian Captain. 722 Corydon – Aurean – A friend to Orestes in the past, but
possibly his betrayer when Orestes tried to flee Cenalium.
683 Cybele – Kerathi – A girl from Rolf’s village who suffered a
traumatic head wound as a child. It resulted in her being
cross-eyed, mute, and of lowered mental capacity. 746 Davin – Kerathi – One of Lamont’s friends, a troublemaker
with scars to show for it. 751-768 A.E.
 Dorjan the Seer – Rumani – A famous heretic, who claimed
to be the messenger of Uman, that was executed by Elegian
forces that briefly occupied Rummas during the time of the
Empire. Ultimately, it was the backlash from his execution
that caused the Elegians to back out from their brief and
tenuous hold on the trio of islands. During his short life, he
left a collection of prophecies and writings. 1074–1096 Y.E.
 Edvard Farsail – Aynglican/Rumani – A famous sailor of
mixed heritage. His last name was a nickname given to him
by the Mueran people. He made it his life’s work to study the
various vessels constructed by the peoples of Elegia. He
traveled to every corner of the Broken Crown, sailing for a
time with Elegian Cutters in the Hundred Isles, with an
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Aynglican Merchant fleet, with a whaling ship out of
Rummas, and with a Mueran Oceanwalker. His greatest
disappointment was that he was never allowed to crew a
Kerathi longship because of the long history of bad blood
between his father’s Aynglican race and the Kerathi. 628701 A.E.
Egil – Kerathi – The first Kerathi. He could kill any animal
and walk through fire. He fathered thousands with his wife
Elin, who he made from the bones of his prey. ? B.T.
Elin – Kerathi – The wife of Egil and also the mother of the
Kerathi people. ? B.T.
Esben – Kerathi – The Hersker or chieftain of Harsbrukke.
He’s a fierce warrior with many scars and trophies to his
name. 719-768 A.E.
Femi IX – Elegian – An Empress known as ‘the Builder’ who
tried to restore some of the Empire’s former glory by retaking
the islands that bordered Elegius. She also set about
rebuilding many of the destroyed or damaged temples and
cities on Elegius and the islands it bordered. 169-254 A.E.
Genero – Aurean – A Guardian Captain assigned to
investigate Orestes and Anthea’s disappearance. His wife is
named Cerelia. 718Grand Helion – Aurean – The leader of all the Aurean
people. He resides in Aetheline, except when he is on his
Tournea Observatori. In 760 A.E. he was elected to his post,
surrendering ties to his family and his name until the time of
his death, whenever that may be. 704Greater Helion – Aurean – The political leader of Cenalium.
The current Greater Helion assumed the title in 717 A.E. He,
and all before him, surrendered their birth names for this title
upon receiving it. 691Hilde of Norsakke – Kerathi – An infamous Kerathi
Thaumaturge. She was considered mentally unbalanced
even before she poisoned the settlers on the island of
Fogreate and had the weakened survivors put to death. She
died of mysterious circumstances shortly after the end of the
war. 708-733 A.E.
Iago – Aurean – The trusted advisor of the Grand Helion in
Aetheline. 685Ife – Elegian – Sagira’s employer and a merchant of some
small renown in Miniya, though he is not as rich or as
powerful as he often pretends to be. 735Ilario – Aurean – an infamous Greater Helion who seized a
chance at becoming Grand Helion when false rumors of the
Grand Helion’s death reached him. When the real Grand
Helion surprised him by showing up in Cenalium, Ilario had
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him arrested. Ilario died shortly after his coup came to a
violent end and the Grand Helion was rescued and upheld.
240-319 A.E.
Illias – Aurean – The leader of Corydon’s specially trained
squad of Guardians. He speaks High and Low Elegian. 726Ince – Rumani – An elderly salesman and modest
painter/craftsman with an eye for younger girls. He’s also a
source of many rumors and information for the right price.
708Keagan – Aynglican – The captain of the Seacrest. 727Kiersten – Kerathi – Mother of Rolf, and second wife of
Beljd, who is the father of Lamont, Rolf’s antagonist in the
village of Harsbrukke. 732King Brant III – Aynglican – A king who brought an ill-fated
war to the Kerathi during a conflict known as the War of
Sixteen Islands. He died in a coup staged as part of the
political backlash from the loss of the war. 698-733 A.E.
Jendayi IV – Elegian – A particularly strong Empress who
had no qualms about executing her own kin to maintain her
hold on the throne. 984-1063 Y.E.
Kort – Kerathi – Another friend of Lamont, a pretty boy who
is deadly with his hand pistols. 751-768 A.E.
Lamont – Kerathi – A giant man, only a Yarre Rolf’s elder
even if his size makes him look much older. 751-768 A.E.
Latham – Kerathi – A common man with no ambition to
fight. Yet the mistreatment of the Halbe Männer, or nonwarrior men and women among the Kerathi prompted him to
lead his famous Latham’s Strike on the unassailable fortress
Schevode. 692-757 A.E.
Leander – Aurean – Another of Corydon’s specially trained
Guardians. He also speaks both High and Low Elegian, so
he’s the backup translator/interrogator for the squad in case
Illias dies or isn’t present. 729Linnea – Kerathi – deceased wife of Orestes and mother of
Anthea. She died under suspicious circumstances that
Orestes was never able to solve. She taught what she knew
of Kerathi thaumaturgy to her daughter. 734-760 A.E. ?
Makan – Mueran – A proud warrior with a silent strength that
runs deep. He speaks usually only when he has something
worth saying. He is steadfast and dependable in a way most
people cannot be, because he doesn’t expect life to give him
anything easily. 732Marcellus the Just – Aurean – The first Grand Helion. He
was elected in 212 A.E. and he reigned until his death. 127–
284 A.E.
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 Neith II – Elegian – The Empress who ended the slaughter
of Ox-Men for sport or any other reason within the Empire.
Her peacemaking with Silverhorns, the leader of the last
herd on Elegius is famous. 340-395 Y.E.
 Nishan – Rumani – a Rumani male with strong appetites in
the way of women and alcohol. He’s been gifted with strong
senses and quick wits. He has a dark sense of humor and is
prone to deep contemplation about his purpose in life. 748 Olin – Kerathi – Another man who is something of a neutral
party in the feud between Lamont and Rolf. He’s a
lumberjack by trade and built in a way that shows it. 751 One-Ear – Ox-Man – The leader of the herd of Ox-Men on
The Vale. He is head of their shamans. 742 Orestes – Aurean – father of Anthea, and a disgraced and
fallen warrior now being hunted as a fugitive. 704 Paiva – Kerathi – A famous Kerathi Thaumaturge from the
Fall of the Empire era. She was famous for helping to drive
the Elegian forces out of Kerathi lands, though she died
before she saw the last of them retreat from clan islands.
1110-1129 Y.E.
 Placido – Aurean - A famous Grand Helion. His most
notable accomplishments were the establishment of the
Guardians and his efforts to codify and standardize the laws
of the Aurean people. 245-386 A.E.
 Raghnall – Aynglican/Kerathi – A historian of some renown.
He has studied the Kerathi in depth and has been a guest of
the Kerathi Sammenkomst on numerous occasions. He is
also one of the few outsiders to be allowed into Aurean
cities. 700 Ramessef – Elegian – A researcher and historian who
sought to explain his people and the downfall of the empire.
Raghnall called him his greatest inspiration and the reason
why he became a historian as well. 458-513 A.E.
 Rolf – Kerathi – a young man with misfortune in his past and
a chip on his shoulder. He alternates between being kind
and being fierce and abrasive. He’s not in control of his
passions. 752 Sagira – Elegian – A disgraced female warrior captain (as all
Elegian officers are female) with unpopular ideas about her
role in the military, which ultimately led to her choice to
disobey orders in order to save lives. 747 Sanura II – Elegian – The current Empress-in-Waiting of the
Elegian Empire. She is currently ruling Miniya with an iron
fist. She’s known for her bigotry and mistrust of other races.
742-
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 Shani I – Elegian – The first Empress. She consolidated the
power of the three major city-states at the time and
proclaimed herself Empress. She reined 47 Yarres before
dying and leaving her daughter to take her place. ? B.T.-47
Y.E.
 Silverhorns – Ox-Man – A famous Ox-Man, and perhaps
the only one whose name is widely known by other races.
He and Empress Neith II reached a peaceful accord that
ended the slaughter of Ox-Men on Elegius. He was also
possibly the longest-lived Ox-Man in history, dying at 49,
having outlived the Empress who spared his life. 348-397
Y.E.
 Tahirah III – Elegian – The current Empress of the Elegian
Empire. She’s known for her moderate and conservative
policies. 702 Torgny – Kerathi – An outspoken and unsympathetic
Kerathi warrior of some Yarres that Rolf encounters and
curses on Rummas. 722 Vitalis – Aurean – A relatively young – for an Aurean –
Guardian who tries to stop Orestes and his family from
fleeing. 736 White-Hoof – Ox-Man – The leader of the herd of Ox-Men
on Lesser Aynglica. He is head of their shamans. 744-
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PLACES:
 Aetheline – Aurean – the Aurean settlement that Orestes
chose as the place to flee to from Cenalium. It’s also the
home of the Grand Helion. This city was founded in 212 A.E.
This is the southernmost of the Grancittas and perhaps the
most beautiful. It was the seventh to be built.
 Aisle of Silk – Rumani – A famous street in Rummas known
for its seamstresses and clothing that is modeled by
beautiful Rumani women.
 Aviaries of Aaren – Aurean – The famed aviaries of
Aetheline which hold the widest and largest collection of
birds assembled anywhere in the Broken Crown.
 Aynglica – Aynglican – The name for the islands that
comprise the Aynglican kingdoms. It is sometimes dissected
into the three major provinces of Greater Aynglica, Lesser
Aynglica, and Outer Aynglica which is made up of three
major islands and a few minor ones. While these kingdoms
may share a name, that is about all they share. The rulers of
Aynglica are a jealous lot, and the feuds among them are
many.
 Aynglican Gap – An opening in the Northern Fringe that
allows some storms to sweep down onto Outer Aynglica.
 Bay of Seals – Elegian – A bay formed on the south side of
the isthmus that connects the Empress’ Arm to the mainland
of Elegius. The rocky islets along the Empress’ Arm side of
the bay make it popular mating grounds for seals.
 Broken Crown – The term for the circle of islands and
landmasses that make up the known lands of Elegia. There
are a few outlying islands but they are generally considered
to be part of the Broken Crown. Mueran Deepcrossers speak
of lands that lie beyond known maps and of the strange
peoples that inhabit them, but there is little or no solid proof
of their existence.
 Cashelle – Aynglican – An Aynglican island that lies on a
key trade route. It’s famous fortress, Schevode, was the site
of Latham’s Strike during the War of Sixteen Islands.
 Cenalium – Aurean – The largest Aurean city and the center
of Aurean life. It was also the first one built after they had to
leave the lowlands. It was finished in 32 A.E. It is situated on
top of the mountain in the center of the Kerathi controlled
island of Maethlin.
 Choraeyn – Aurean – One of the Aurean Grancittas. It was
the fourth built. It was finished in 68 A.E. It was also the first
Grancitta built in a mountain over Elegian territories.
 Clan Islands – Kerathi – The collective name for the group
of Kerathi inhabited islands. There are dozens of islands with
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even more Clans on them. The interrelations between clans
can be confusing, even to them. As a result, it’s sometimes
hard to tell who will be fighting alongside who and why.
Colonnadi Dignitae – Aurean – The central tower in
Aetheline, and therefore the greatest and tallest one. It’s also
the home of the Grand Helion.
Crooked Ridge – A long island that makes up the
southwestern border of the Broken Crown. Other than
Aetheline it is almost entirely uninhabited, as there is no
arable land to grow food on and it tends to get rather cold.
Seal and Whale hunters sometimes camp in the shallows
north of the Crooked Ridge.
Daughter’s Palace – Elegian – Also known as the Palace of
Future Empresses, it is the house, center of commerce and
government, and also largest temple in Miniya all wrapped
into one artistically rendered building. It is nothing compared
to some of the greater buildings and palaces of mainland
Elegius though.
Drylands – Elegian – The name for the deserts that make
up the southern half of Elegius.
Durenia – Aurean – One of the Aurean Grancittas. It was
the sixth built. It was finished in 125 A.E. This was the
second one built in a mountain overlooking Elegian lands.
Elegia – The world. Not to be confused with Elegians, who
are a race that named themselves after the world, or vice
versa. No one remembers which.
Elegian Gap – A gap in the Broken Crown between the
Empress’ Arm and the Northern Fringe.
Elegius – Elegian – The mainland and heart of the Elegian
Empire, which is now in a much diminished state compared
to its former glory.
Empress’ Arm – Elegian – A mountainous peninsula of
Elegius that protects most of the landmass from the storms
coming through the Elegian Gap.
Empress’ Bounty – Elegian – The name for not only the
large river that nearly splits Elegius in two from east to west,
but also for all of its tributaries. While this collective name for
quite an extensive river system can be confusing, the
Empresses insist on keeping the name.
Eye of Tulis – A maelstrom of trapped storms and currents
between islands at the end of Greveth’s Mercy.
Far Muera – Mueran – A collection of isles beyond the
Broken Crown. It lies unprotected from the elements and is
often battered by the storms of the Outer Seas. It is home to
the most remote and xenophobic Muerans.
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 Fjorlen – Kerathi – a coastal city on the island of Maethlin,
which also holds the cities of Harsbrukke and Norsjalde.
 Fogreate – Kerathi – An island once held by the Aynglicans
before the ruthless Thaumaturge Hilde of Norsakke
poisoned and killed all the inhabitants. Presently, a small
clan of Kerathi who are distantly related to Hilde holds the
island.
 Forsaken Isles – A trio of volcanic islands that lie to the
west of the Broken Crown. They are home to exiles, the
mad, the Deepcrossers, and other people who wish not to be
found. Because of their remoteness, the Elegian Empire
never conquered them.
 Gap of Storms – The southeastern quarter of the Broken
Crown. The Mueran Belt lies in this quarter, where there are
no mountainous islands to break the storms of the Outer
Seas.
 Gap of Winds – An opening in the Broken Crown between
the Crooked Ridge and the Empress’ Arm. The winds are
very violent in this Gap and laden with moisture that they
have robbed from Elegius, which results in the Drylands.
 Gevaud – Aurean – One of the Aurean Grancittas. It was the
second built. It was finished in 37 A.E. and it marked the first
expansion of Aurean culture after so many died making the
transition from lowland life to mountain living.
 Gnat Marshes – The name for a region on the island of
Zaraig, which lies north of the Crooked Ridge. It has been a
territory of both the Elegian Empire and of the Aynglicans,
but the spread of the unpleasant and very buggy marshes
for which it is named have rendered it all but uninhabitable.
Only the heartiest and most stubborn settlers or those who
don’t wish to be found live there now. This makes it a
popular place for brigands to hide.
 Grancittas – Aurean – The collective term for the major
cities of the Aurean people. They are in order of founding:
Cenalium (32 A.E.), Gevaud (37 A.E.), Tibusin (51 A.E.),
Choraeyn (68 A.E.), Reselhine (97 A.E.), Durenia (125 A.E.),
Aetheline (212 A.E.), and Muralius (232 A.E.).
 Greater Aynglica – Aynglica – The main kingdom of
Aynglica, where the noblest and purest of blood reside.
 Greveth’s Mercy – A long island, hundreds of Kilomes long
that protects Aynglica from the ravaging storms of the Outer
Seas. It forms the eastern and northeastern portion of the
Broken Crown. It terminates at the Eye of Tulis.
 Harsbrukke – Kerathi – Rolf’s home clan village, also on the
island of Maethlin, just like Norsjalde and Fjorlen.
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 Hill of a Thousand Eyes – Rumani – a cliff on the north
side of the main island of Rummas that is riddled with caves
sea birds nest in. It’s a famous sight.
 Hundred Isles – Elegian – The name for what is actually a
bit less than a hundred isles that lie at the mouth of the
Empress’ Bounty. Many are little more than glorified
sandbars, but a few of them have small fishing settlements
and trading ports on them. Because they form the entrance
to the inner lands of Elegius, the Elegian navy heavily patrols
them.
 Inner Seas – A collective term for dozens of smaller seas
that make up the waters between the major known
landmasses of Elegia (The Broken Crown), which form
something of a ringed barrier against the harsh weather of
the Outer Seas.
 Kerathi Gap – An opening in the Northern Fringe that allows
some storms to sweep down onto the Clan Islands.
 Lake of Grey – Elegian – The Lake that splits the Vale from
Elegius. It’s named such because the reflections of the
mountains that surround most of it give its waters a grey
color.
 Lesser Aynglica – Aynglican – A smaller province of
Aynglica, as well as a separate island. It is home to the
lesser nobles, and is split into a series of small duchies.
 Lower Cenalium – Aurean – Corydon’s hidden settlement
within the mountain that Cenalium rests atop. There is where
the dark-resistant Aureans are being bred.
 Lowlands – An Aurean term that refers to anywhere not
populated by Aureans, who only live on top of mountains.
 Maethlin – Kerathi – The Island on which the cities of
Fjorlen, Harsbrukke, and Norsjalde are located.
 Mehitte – Mueran – A western island in the Mueran Belt that
is the starting and ending point of their once a Yarre 4000
Kilome race called the Tauwhawhai.
 Menocittas – Aurean – The collective term for the minor
cities of the Aurean people. Sometimes these are so small
that they do not even have a proper Lesser Helion. Dozens
of these settlements pepper the mountaintops around the
Broken Crown.
 Miniya – Elegian – An island city just east of the Empress’
Arm. It’s presently a place for disgraced soldiers, servants,
and other people who have displeased the Empress in some
way, though it used to have a more dignified purpose before
The Fall of the Empire.
 Mueran Belt – Mueran – An archipelago of islands in the
southeastern portion of the Broken Crown. They lie on the
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Gap of Storms, and the weather there can be exceedingly
harsh and stormy.
Muralius – Aurean – One of the Aurean Grancittas. It was
the eighth built and last to be built. It was finished in 232 A.E.
It lies overlooking the Eye of Tulis, and more distantly Lesser
Aynglica.
New Rummil – Rumani – A legendary kingdom that is
forthcoming. They believe that there will be one of their kind
who will help them build a new kingdom. There have been
many who claimed to be the one sent by Uman who would
lead them back into prosperity, but all have met with failure.
Some blame this on their kind becoming too accustomed to
wandering and not wanting to settle down again.
Norsjalde – Kerathi – a coastal city on the island of
Maethlin, which also holds the cities of Harsbrukke and
Fjorlen.
Norsakke – Kerathi – The ancestral home of Hilde. It was
one of the islands involved in the War of Sixteen Islands.
Northern Fringe – A row of thin, mountainous islands that
serve as a storm barrier that protects the Kerathi Clan
Islands and Aynglica from most of the harsh weather of the
Outer Seas. Miners, exiles, Rumani, and other people who
wish to avoid more civilized and lawful regions settled on
some of these islands.
Outer Aynglica – Aynglican – This is a series of smaller
holdings and the islands other than Greater and Lesser
Aynglica. The lowest nobles, titled lords, and faithful
servants of the highest nobility of Greater Aynglica might be
gifted with a small fief on one of these islands.
Outer Seas – These might be more truly named as the
oceans of Elegia, which dominate the greater part of the
known world. With few sparse islands to break the storms of
the open seas, there is little to keep the storms in check. The
Outer Seas are treacherous, and are tread upon only in
times of great need, except by the braver of the Mueran,
who are fearless on any body of water.
Qinor – Elegian – A heavily defended settlement and naval
grounds on an island northwest of The Vale.
Reselhine – Aurean – One of the Aurean Grancittas. It was
the fifth built. It was finished in 97 A.E. after a forty Yarre
period of slowing expansion. This one was the first built over
what is usually considered Aynglican territory.
Rihyas – The lone settlement on Zaraig of any size, the only
others being the encampments of rebels and raiders living
within the Gnat Marshes. It is independent from the greater
governments of any race, and its population is a diverse mix
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of misfits and folk to stubborn to give up on what everyone
else deems a failing settlement. It’s been destroyed many
times in various proportions, but never so bad as in 532 A.E.
when pirates burned it and ended Aynglican occupation.
Rummas – Rumani – A trio of islands that some believe are
all that is left of Rummil. It’s the largest gathering of Rumani
on Elegia, and also very lawless. All the other Rumani are
scattered to the edges of the world. It exists independently
because of its position on a trading route between Aynglica
and Elegius, and because it’s remote enough that ruling it
would be a hassle for any empire.
Rummil – Rumani – The lost kingdom of the Rumani. No
one knows where it existed, and there are half a dozen sites
where it supposedly was. Treasure hunters and historians
still seek it.
Schevode – Aynglican – A key fortress during the War of
Sixteen Islands. It was captured during Latham’s Strike. It
was reclaimed for a large sum of money and a few small
islands after the war was over.
Tibusin – Aurean – One of the Aurean Grancittas. It was the
third built. It was finished in 51 A.E. It lies on the North
Fringe overlooking Kerathi clan lands.
Vale, The – Elegian/Ox-Men – An open stretch of grassy
lands between two mountain groupings on an island to the
north of Elegius. The island is also known by this name. It’s
home to one of the largest gatherings of Ox-Men on Elegia,
as well as a few small Elegian defensive settlements, as
negotiated by Empress Femi IX.
West Lane – Elegian – The name of a broad and important
thoroughfare that runs through the city of Miniya. The West
Market lays along this road.
Zaraig – A presently unclaimed island that lies north of the
Crooked Ridge and east of Elegius. It is still policed by the
Elegian Empire, but not frequently. They usually send a
force to clean up brigands when complaints of attacks reach
the ears of the Empress. This can be rather seldom.
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THINGS:
 *A.E. – After Empire, or sometimes referred to as After
Elegia by those who have a less than favorable opinion of
the Elegians. The current calendar system on Elegia was
instated following the collapse of the Elegian Empire, after
which a dark age known as The Godless Yarres occurred.
The Aurean people arrived then and helped the peoples of
Elegia rebuild their broken nations and gave them their own
calendar system. Prior to A.E., Y.E. was used to number the
Yarres.
 Arc-Lance – Aurean – A spear-like weapon with a curved
handle that can give off light and expend arcs of electrical
current to shock and incapacitate enemies.
 Arc-Sword – Aurean – A roughly broadsword-shaped
weapon with a curved handle that can give off light and
expend arcs of electrical current to shock and incapacitate
enemies.
 Aurean Calendar – Aurean – While it is Aurean in origin, all
peoples of the Broken Crown use this calendar. The
exception is the Ox-Men, who use no known method for
keeping track of the passage of time.
 Aureans – see Appendix B for race description and info.
 Aynglicans – see Appendix B for race description and
info.
 *Beforetimes – The Yarres before the Elegian Empire was
established. This term describes an unknown number of
Yarres preceding both the Yarres A.E. and Y.E.
 *B.T. – Short for Beforetimes.
 Bosoms of Yenis – Uleaut – The name they chose,
honoring their favorite Goddess, for the flowers that grow
among the ice fields that offer bulbs full of milky fluid. The
Uleaut people feed this milk to their young and ill, as it is full
of nourishment.
 Butcher’s Accord – Elegian/Ox-Men – The agreement
worked out by Silverhorns and Empress Neith II that ended
the slaughter of Ox-Men and gave them the grazing lands of
the Vale as their own. 382 Y.E.
 Crystal Pods – Aurean – similar to a light bulb. It expends
collected energy to give off light in houses and buildings in
Aurean cities, projecting constant light in times that would
otherwise be dark.
 Dark Aureans – Aurean – The name Orestes gave to the
Aureans changed by their blood transfusion project that
allowed them to withstand the dark.
 Dark Pair, The – A term referring to the Dark God Porceth
and his wife, the Dark Goddess, Wainseth. This term is used
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to avoid mentioning either of them by name, which is
considered an ill omen.
Dark Poisoning – Aurean – The progressively more serious
and eventually lethal condition by which the lack of light
begins to make an Aurean feel physically ill, then delirious,
and finally deathly ill.
Darksight Outlooks – Aurean – The name some give to the
modified Farsight Outlooks that act as weapons instead of
instruments of spying and reconnaissance.
Darkwatchers – Aurean – a type of priest that oversees the
dead of the Aurean race. They wait a full Dee in a dark
chamber for Nelius to claim the dead. They are allowed to
have only a single small source of light within the dark room
as they hold their vigil. Some also consider them servants of
Kaneitha, the Goddess of Darkness and Shadows.
Death of Brothers – Aurean – see Fratello Muerte.
Deepcrossers – Mueran – Mueran Oceanwalkers who
attempt to cross the outer seas, circle the world, and reach
the Forsaken Islands. They usually leave from Far Muera,
the most remote of Mueran holdings.
Ehrenschuld – Kerathi – The Kerathi word for debt of honor.
Elegian Empire – Elegian – The expansion of the Elegian
culture to near total dominion over most of the peoples of
Elegia and most of the islands within the Broken Crown. The
Fall of the Empire is arguably the most significant event in
the history of Elegia. Only the arrival of the Aureans and the
Godless Yarres can compare.
Elegians – see Appendix B for race description and info.
Empresses – Elegian – The name for Elegian currency,
which have depictions of past and present Elegian
Empresses on them. They come in three
shapes/denominations: round golden coins, triangular silver
coins, and the pentagonal bronze coins. Promissory notes
are often used between regular business partners instead of
ferrying large piles of coins back and forth.
Fall, The – Elegian – Anytime someone mentions The Fall
they refer to the violent end of the Elegian Empire’s
occupations of most of the lands of the Broken Crown.
Following the bloody wars that resulted in the Empire’s
collapse back to Elegius and a few minor holdings, The
Godless Yarres set in. It also marks the shift from calendar
Yarres from Y.E. to the A.E. scale delineated by the Aurean
Calendar. 0 A.E.
Familienheime – Kerathi – family homes of the Kerathi.
They are arrayed around the Stammheim of the settlement,
which is the clan house that doubles as a sort of fortress.
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 Farsight Outlooks – Aurean – An Aurean observation post
situated in the mountains. They use a series of precisely
ground crystal lenses set in a tube to watch the world below.
Often, fog and clouds obscure their line of sight. The first
was reportedly built in 39 A.E.
 Fear, The – Aurean – A theory and Corydon’s term for the
psychological condition by which Aureans were made
dependent on light.
 Flextainers – Aurean – elastic Aurean beverage containers.
They’re practically indestructible unless exposed to severe
heat.
 Flower Enchanter – Kerathi – see Kerathi Thaumaturge.
 Fourth Chance, The – Mueran – A Mueran ship bought in
Rihyas to carry Anthea and her companions to Aetheline.
Initially it was named The Chance, but with some graffiti,
Rolf made the name into a joke about Makan’s sailing
abilities.
 Fratello Muerte – Aurean - The bloody battle in Cenalium
that occurred when loyalists to Grand Helion Placido
confronted the usurping forces of Greater Helion Ilario. This
is sometimes referred to as The Death of Brothers or The
Kinslaying as well, though the proper name is most widely
recognized and used. 319 A.E.
 God’s Storm – Mueran – The term the Muerans use for
when a storm of the Outer Seas meets a storm of the Inner
Seas, or when the vastly differing air currents of both bodies
of water meet and cause a horrible storm.
 Godless Yarres, The – Thirty Yarres of plague, bloody war,
and anarchy that followed the collapse of the Elegian
Empire. This is seen as a time when the Pantheon of Gods
and Goddesses turned their faces from Elegia and let the
people fall into darkness. Some claim it was punishment for
overthrowing their chosen race, the Elegians. The Aurean
people arrived then, from no one knows where, built their
cities, and helped the races of Elegia put aside their feuds
and rebuild. The thirty Dees of Faestivuls in each Yarre of
the new calendar system commemorate these thirty Yarres.
1-31 A.E.
 Grand Helion – Aurean – Arguably the most important
person in Aurean society, though it depends on how strong
the person holding this title is. There are often times when
the Voice of the Firmament is considered to be the greatest
person of Aurean society. The Grand Helion tours every
major Aurean city each Yarre in a custom-made Guardian
Flier. His home is Aetheline.
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 Greater Helion – Aurean – The third most important person
in Aurean society. He is in charge of Cenalium, but is
expected to answer to the Grand Helion and the Voice of the
Firmament.
 Guardians – Aurean – Aurean warriors and defenders.
 Guardian Fliers – Aurean – a flying vessel powered by the
sun and driven by powerful fans that allows the vessel to fly,
if slowly. They are so costly to make that they are almost
impossible to replace. They tend to come in three sizes:
recon, incursion, and force. They hold approximately 3, 8,
and 20 passengers, respectively.
 Halbe Männer – Kerathi – A term once used as an insult
aimed toward men among the Kerathi who would not openly
fight, but rather chose more peaceful ways to support a war,
such as providing food, making weapons, and other noncombat roles. After Latham’s Strike, it was a term used only
in reverence to those who aid war from off the battlefield.
 Hersker – Kerathi – A term meaning Ruler in the Kerathi
dialect of Low Elegian. This title is used to refer to clan
chieftains.
 High Elegian – various – The tongue of Elegian nobility.
Also adapted for use by the Aureans.
 Ice-Walkers – Aurean – The term Aureans use for the
Uleaut people.
 Kerambits – Mueran – Hooked Mueran knives with holes in
them to slide fingers through. They function like talons at the
end of a fist, and it’s almost impossible to disarm someone
with them.
 Kerathi – see Appendix B for race description and info.
 Kerathi Thaumaturge – Kerathi – A woman of the Kerathi
race that is able to perform feats of magick with the use of
flowers and chanting.
 Kriegegesetze – Kerathi – The Kerathi laws set by the
Sammenkomst that describe how a war between clans may
be carried out. There are severe consequences for deviating
from these laws.
 Landbound – Mueran – A Mueran term for those among
their kind that live most of their time on the islands rather
than living the typical life of a Mueran on a boat. The
reasons for doing this vary, so this is a collective term. Some
use it as an insult, especially the more traditional-minded
elders among the Mueran.
 Landdeaf – Ox-Men – The term the Ox-Men use for all other
races.
 Latham’s Strike – Kerathi – The famous attack on
Schevode fortress during the War of Sixteen Islands. Latham
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led a civilian army, and through the use of unconventional
tactics, he captured the fortress where the Kerathi armies
had failed siege attempts three times before. 729 A.E.
Lesser Helion – Aurean – An Aurean governor in charge of
a settlement or city.
Longrunner Galleys – Kerathi – A Kerathi war galley, some
of which are converted over into cargo ships during times of
peace. These ships have the most range of any Kerathi ship,
and they’re most likely to be seen in places far from the Clan
Islands, as the other ships can’t always make the sea
crossings.
Loss of Home – Rumani – The name for the event by which
the Rumani were deprived of their kingdom. There is still no
definitive evidence whether it happened by the destruction of
their cities or a natural calamity that caused their island to
sink into the seas. Many theories exist about the event and
the location of the kingdom. 145 Y.E.
Lost Ones – unknown – unknown group or legend known by
the Gods.
Low Elegian – various – A tongue used by the common folk
in the Elegian empire, as well as the tongue of the
subjugated peoples ruled over by the Elegian Nobility.
Aynglicans, Kerathi, Rumani, and the Mueran now use it as
their prime languages, although each race has made certain
adaptations in the centuries since the fall of the Elegian
Empire.
Mueran – see Appendix B for race description and info.
Oceanwalker – Mueran – A title of respect gifted onto a
Mueran by a tribal loremaster. It is a title given only to the
greatest of sailors among the tribe, sailors who have ranged
far and wide on the inner and outer seas.
Our Place Before – Aurean – The Aurean term for their
unknown and greatly debated place of origin.
Ox-Men – see Appendix B for race description and info.
Peacekeepers – Rumani – The law enforcement team on
Rummas. It started as a joke name, for while they may keep
the peace, they do it in such a savage way that those who
had a taste for such humor found such a name funny. The
nickname stuck. Founded 582 A.E.
Pictoimage – Aurean – An engraved and shaded image
created by machines in an Aurean city. They’re expensive to
do, but nearly indestructible. Many rich lovers exchange
them.
Racheneid – Kerathi – An oath of vengeance that may be
declared by a Kerathi before an altar of Cainel. Until the
vengeance is taken, the oath taker is clanless. If he fails, his
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name is erased from clan records, but if he succeeds he
may rejoin his clan.
Rumani – see Appendix B for race description and info.
Rumman – Rumani – The language of the Rumani, which
they only speak to others of their race, never to outsiders.
Sammenkomst – Kerathi – The Kerathi Council of
Chieftains that makes laws for all clans to follow. They also
send observers to preside over inter-clan wars. They meet
once a Yarre, or more if needed. This practice started in 108
A.E.
Sandcat – Elegian – A yellowish-brown large predatory cat
of the Drylands. Their kind likes to lie in the sands and let the
winds cover them up, all but their eyes and mouth. They lie
in wait for prey to come by. They’re fearless when faced with
prey that is larger than them.
Seacrest – Rumani – The name of a vessel out of Aynglica
that Nishan had supposedly arranged passage out of
Rummas on.
Seaskins – Mueran – The name for Mueran clothing. Each
man assembles and tailors his own set of clothes from
animals and fish they kill. Because of their nature of the
skins they take to make them, the clothes are resistant to
water, insulate well, and do not bind or restrict movement.
There are some who believe that they even grant powers to
the wearers, dependant on the animals used to create the
clothing, and the wearer’s personality.
Stammheim – Kerathi – Kerathi fortresses that double as
the meeting hall for the clan. They often have palisades of
heavy logs and ramparts of rock and earth. On larger
Stammheim, there are also towers built for sharpshooters.
Taitoatanga – Mueran – This is the proper name for the
trials of manhood a Mueran male must go through. They
consist of constructing a boat and living alone for a Yarre on
the seas.
Tauwhawhai – Mueran – The once a Yarre Mueran 4000
Kilome race that starts at Mehitte and circles Far Muera
before returning to Mehitte. It’s a dangerous race that many
don’t survive. The first one occurred in 458 A.E.
Thuraish’s Lapses – An abnormally long Saysuhn or a shift
in the Saysuhns by more than a Wayke. These tend to
happen once per Hectoyarre. The most recent two were in
614 and 701 A.E.
Tournea Observatori – Aurean – The annual trip of the
Grand Helion to visit all the Grancittas. Typically, the Grand
Helion will stay a Munth in each of the Grancittas, but two
Munths in Cenalium. The first took place during 214 A.E.
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 Ula – Aynglican – A whaling ship out of an Aynglican port,
though its crew is less than half Aynglican.
 Uleauts – see Appendix B for race description and info.
 Uleaun – Uleaut – The throaty language of the Uleauts. It
shares nothing in common with Elegian, which they rarely
use.
 Venutia Deguidina – Aurean – The coronation of the first
Grand Helion following the completion of Aetheline. The term
also means ‘The Coming of a Guide,’ referring to the
common direction the Grand Helion would bring to the
Aurean people. 214 A.E.
 Voice of the Firmament – Aurean – The head priest of
Maletos and Haestos in Aurean culture, and therefore the
human figurehead of all religion of the Aurean nation
regardless of which mountaintop they call home.
 War of Sixteen Islands – Aynglican/Kerathi – A conflict that
united the clans of the Kerathi to drive out an Aynglican
armada sent by King Brant III. This was the bloodiest conflict
to date between the Aynglicans and the Kerathi. There have
been many other smaller conflicts though, both before and
since. 716-732 A.E.
 Whale Swimmers – Mueran – A term and honorary title
referring to Mueran divers with the ability to stay underwater
for extended periods of time on a single breath of air. The
longest recorded dive time is over thirty Mynettes.
 Yataghan – Elegian – Curved Elegian knives a little less
than 1/3 of a Mayter long (10-12 inches).
 *Y.E. – Before the A.E. scale of time was used, Yarres were
labeled as Y.E., which meant Yarre of the Empire. The
empire lasted centuries. The Empire fell in the Yarre 1132
Y.E. Note that their dominance over the other lands of Elegia
was a comparatively short segment of those 1132 Yarres.
Time before the Elegian Empire, which is the oldest known
civilization on Elegia, is known as the Beforetimes.
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SOURCES:
 ‘A Chronicle of Elegius’ – A text on the Elegian Empire,
from its early beginnings, to its fall, as well as its return to a
lesser glory following the Godless Yarres written by
Ramessef.
 ‘A Study of the Mountain Folk’ – A text on the Aurean
people written by Raghnall.
 ‘Destiny of the Forgotten, The’ – A collection of prophetical
rants and imagery by Dorjan the Seer, a Rumani who
claimed to have been sent by Uman, who was executed
publicly by Elegian occupation forces before the fall of the
Empire.
 ‘History of Thaumaturges, The’ – A text on Kerathi
Thaumaturges or Flower Enchanters written by Alistair.
 ‘History of the Kerathi’ – A text on the Kerathi people
written by Raghnall.
 ‘Musings about Gods and Goddesses’ – A text of random
thoughts and theories that Raghnall had about the Pantheon
and about all that has happened on Elegia in recorded
history.
 ‘Of the Ocean People’ – A collected series of essays by
Raghnall’s understudy Alistair on the Mueran culture and
rumors surrounding their people.
 ‘Ports and Vessels of the Broken Crown’ – A compiled
collection of essays, anecdotes, and sailing research written
by the famous sailor Edvard Farsail.
 ‘Uncovered Truths’ – The title given by Corydon to his
collection of essays, ranting, and thoughts, mostly in
reference to the nature of world politics and the origins of
Aureans.
 ‘Way of Things, The’ – A book of quotations and general
musings on the way life works by the researcher Ramessef.
It offers snippets of his wisdom and hints at his brilliance. It’s
studied by many of the well-educated on Elegia.
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APPENDIX A – Timeline of the Broken Crown
NOTES:
Much of this timeline is a bit vague. It’s a little thin, and will be filled
in more with subsequent volumes of the series. I put in the dates of
many of the more important events and the most important historical
figures births and deaths so far.

TIMELINE:
A.E. (After Empire)
738 A.E. – Alistair, apprentice and understudy of Raghnall, is
born.
732 A.E. – The War of Sixteen Islands ends between the
Aynglicans and the Kerathi.
729 A.E. – Latham’s Strike on Schevode.
716 A.E. – The War of Sixteen Islands starts between the
Aynglicans and the Kerathi.
701 A.E. – The famous sailor of mixed Aynglican and
Rumani descent, Edvard Farsail, dies in the harsh Saysuhn
of White.
701 A.E. – Thuraish has another lapse, and the Saysuhn of
White is nearly twice as long as it should have been.
700 A.E. – Raghnall, famed chronicler of Aynglican and
Kerathi descent, is born.
628 A.E. – The famous sailor of mixed Aynglican and
Rumani descent, Edvard Farsail, is born.
614 A.E. – Thuraish has a lapse that results in a massive
drought that sweeps the Broken Crown.
582 A.E. – The Rummas Peacekeepers are formed.
532 A.E. – Aynglican occupation of Zaraig ends with the
burning of Rihyas by pirates.
513 A.E. – The famed Elegian chronicler Ramessef dies,
possibly poisoned.
494 A.E. – Aynglican occupation of Zaraig begins.
458 A.E. – The famed Elegian chronicler Ramessef is born.
458 A.E. – The first Mueran Taitoatanga race.
386 A.E. – Grand Helion Placido dies of old age, ending his
long Yarres of reform and restructuring of the Aurean nation.
319 A.E. – The Aurean Guardians are Formed.
319 A.E. – The Aurean Fratello Muerte.
284 A.E. – Marcellus the Just, first Aurean Grand Helion,
dies of old age.
245 A.E. – Grand Helion Placido born.
232 A.E. – The Aurean city of Muralius, the last Grancitta, is
built.
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214 A.E. – The first Tournea Observatori for the Grand
Helion of the Aureans.
214 A.E. – The Aurean Venutia Deguidina elects Marcellus
the Just as first ever Grand Helion.
212 A.E. – The Aurean Capital, Aetheline, is built on the
Broken Ridge.
127 A.E. – Marcellus the Just, the first Aurean Grand Helion,
is born.
125 A.E. – The Aurean city of Durenia is built.
108 A.E. – The first Kerathi Sammenkomst.
97 A.E. – The Aurean city of Reselhine is built.
68 A.E. – The Aurean city of Choraeyn is built.
51 A.E. – The Aurean city of Tibusin is built.
39 A.E. – The first Aurean Farsight Outlook is built.
37 A.E. – The Aurean city of Gevaud is built.
32 A.E. – The first Aurean Grancitta, Cenalium, is built.
31 A.E. – The Aureans retreat to the mountains.
31 A.E. – The end of the Godless Yarres for the Broken
Crown.
20 A.E. – The coming of the Aureans to the Broken Crown.
1 A.E. – The beginning of the Godless Yarres for the Broken
Crown.
0 A.E. – The beginning of the New After Empire scale as
later denoted by the Aurean calendar.
Y.E. (Year of the Empire)
1132 Y.E. – The official Fall of the Elegian Empire.
1129 Y.E. – Paiva, Kerathi Thaumaturge, dies in battle.
Before she dies she completes a campaign that drives the
Elegians out of a dozen islands.
1110 Y.E. – Paiva, Kerathi Thaumaturge, is born.
1096 Y.E. – Dorjan the Seer, famous Rumani prophet, is
executed.
1074 Y.E. – Dorjan the Seer, famous Rumani prophet, is
born.
397 Y.E. – The famous Ox-Man Silverhorns dies at 49, the
oldest Ox-Man ever recorded.
395 Y.E. – Empress Neith II dies.
382 Y.E. – The Butcher’s Accord between the Elegians and
the Ox-Men. Orchestrated by Empress Neith II and the OxMan Silverhorns.
348 Y.E. – The Ox-Man Silverhorns is born on Elegius.
340 Y.E. – Empress Neith II born.
145 Y.E – The Rumani Loss of Home.
47 Y.E. – Shani I, the first Empress of the Empire dies. Her
daughter takes over.
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1 Y.E. – The first Yarre of the Empire, as denoted by the
beginning of the enlightened rule of the first Empress, Shani
I.
B.T. (Beforetimes)
Beforetimes. There is no set number of Yarres that occurred
during these times since they occurred before written
records were taken, though many believe it to be a great
deal of time. During this time the races of the Broken Crown
were born.
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APPENDIX B – Races
AUREANS:
 Physical - They need light to survive. Long periods without
light cause them to become weak, then ill, and it is finally
lethal. As a people, they are a tall and thin people who are
light haired and have eyes every color of the rainbow. They
average 1.8-2.0 Mayters (5’10”-6’6”) in height, though their
very slender bodies often make them look taller. They have
nearly twice the lifespan of any of the other races,
sometimes reaching 200 Yarres of age.
 Regions – Mountain folk who live on a few scattered
settlements on mountains. Their largest settlements are
called Grancittas, and their smaller ones are called
Menocittas.
 Language – Aureans speak High Elegian, a dialect they
adapted from the Elegians.
 Culture – They are a very advanced people compared to the
others. They’ve developed, or in some cases brought with
them from another place, ways to prolong and capture the
Dee’s light so that their mountaintop cities are always lit up.
They keep apart from the lowland folk usually, though
sometimes they use them as slaves who can go into dark
places they cannot, or as ambassadors to the lowlanders.
They worship Aaren, Haestos, and Maletos. While they do
not worship Kaneitha, they do respect her and offer her gifts
to keep her and her darkness away.
 Origins – Little is known of their existence before they
appeared in the Broken Crown around the era of the
Godless Yarres. Their sharing of medicine and other ideas
saved many lives even if their motives for doing so were
unclear. Then, inexplicably, they disappeared into the
mountains when they could no longer tolerate the dark of the
lowlands.

AYNGLICANS:
 Physical – They’re fair-skinned with blue or green eyes,
never brown. They grow light beards that are usually
trimmed back fashionably and never allowed to get shaggy
and large like those of the Kerathi. They are of lighter builds
than the Kerathi, though they are larger than the Elegians.
They are perhaps the most flexible of all the races in terms
of adaptability to their situations and environments. They
average 1.7-1.9 Mayters (5’6”-6’2”) in height. The average
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Aynglican lives to a ripe age of about 65, though the peasant
class has a life expectancy closer to 55 Yarres.
Regions – Temperate regions, usually coastal cities and
agricultural lands. Most of their people are united under a
monarchy with loose allegiances to the central throne, but
there are some outlying settlements that refuse to swear
fealty to the monarch and remain independent. The three
major sections of Aynglica are Greater Aynglica, Lesser
Aynglica, and Outer Aynglica. It is common for each section
to act independently and even make war on the others. Each
region has certain geographic and historical traits that make
full integration as one nation difficult.
Language – Aynglicans speak Low Elegian, the dialect of
commoners in the old Empire. They have added many new
terms in relation to commerce, art, and architecture, which
are their favored fields of study.
Culture – A race of craftsmen, builders, and discoverers of
things both cartographic and scientific. Many say that they
have taken Elegian concepts and have improved upon them,
learning from the mistakes of the greatest empire ever seen
on Elegia. Their engineers build the best cities and public
works. They’re not a particularly warlike people, preferring to
live in excess and luxury, but the Aynglican dedication to
invention, medicine, and science has made them able killers.
They use the most advanced firearms, with the exception of
those of the Aureans, in the known world. Fortunately, they’d
rather trade than fight. They worship Braccen, Chaveaoux,
Deneurs, and Ocel.
Origins – The Aynglicans believe that they were an
improvement on a flawed formula used to make the other
peoples of the Broken Crown. They look upon the Muerans
and Uleaut people with strong disdain, and find the Kerathi,
Rumani, and Elegians to be wanting in many aspects. They
feel that they were given a greater mind for artistry,
invention, and commerce than the more brutish and warlike
Kerathi and the more hedonistic and dishonest Rumani. The
fact that the Elegian Empire fell only proved, in the minds of
the Aynglicans at least, that they were not to be the ones
who were destined to rule over the Broken Crown. They
think themselves a peaceful folk who have dedicated
themselves to achieving greater understanding of the world
through invention, art, science, medicine, and commerce.
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ELEGIANS:
 Physical – These men and women are noticeably darker
than even the Mueran. Males of their race shave their entire
bodies unless they are of the working caste, in which case
they are required to wear their hair long. Women are
somewhat opposite in that they wear their hair long, but they
may only have long hair if they are of the royal caste. The
lower they are on the social hierarchy, the shorter their hair
must be. The Elegians are a modestly proportioned race.
Their women are trimly built, and their men are not known to
grow large and overly muscled. They average about 1.7
Mayters (5’6”) in height for both men and women. They are
perhaps the longest-lived of the lowland peoples, though the
Aynglicans are not far behind. They have records of a rare
man and woman reaching ages in excess of 100 Yarres, but
the average is closer to 70.
 Regions – The massive land of Elegius, and a few sandy
isles in the subtropics, all that is left of a formerly widespread
Empire.
 Language – Elegians speak both High Elegian, which is the
tongue of royalty, and Low Elegian, which is the tongue of
the commoners and merchants. Both of these languages
have undergone modification in the Yarres since The Fall of
the Empire.
 Culture – The Elegian Empire has been and always will be a
Matriarchal Society. Despite their failures in the past, they
still hold to the old ways and insist that the way of things is
as it should be. Elegians are often accused of dwelling too
much in the past, and many of their great cities of marble,
sandstone, and mudbrick have been forgotten by time. They
build great effigies to their dead heroes, empresses, and
artists, but they make no new legends. Their civilization
peaked long ago and is on the far end of a downfall. They
claim to be the first people of Elegia, hence their name. They
are also very fond of animals, especially dangerous ones.
They see them as an allegory of their own darker nature.
They worship Furestus, Juria, and Nelius, and Rishalt.
Rishalt’s shrines pepper their lands, designated by effigies of
mostly predatory animals.
 Origins – The Elegians claim to have been the first people,
the children of the Gods and Goddesses who were set free
in the Broken Crown. It is this divine ancestry that many felt
justified their rule over the other peoples of the islands
during the Yarres of the Empire. This kind of thinking had to
be forced rethought after the Empire fell, and a number of
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conflicting theories still exist as to the reason for the Elegian
peoples’ presence in the world.

KERATHI:
 Physical – As a people, they are a broadly built and large
breed of dark haired and dark eyed men and women. They
are the tallest of the lowland races, averaging 1.9-2.1
Mayters in height (6’2”-6’10”). Other than the Ox-Men, who
are not human, they are the largest race in terms of height
and weight in the lowlands. The men are heavily bearded
and fierce, and the women are also hearty and strong. They
tend to wear leather and furs. The Kerathi are warlike, so
many of them die young, but in times of general peace – for
they are always at war with each other if someone else is not
at war with them – they can expect to live 50 to 60 Yarres.
The women, since they are not warriors, tend to live an
average of 10 Yarres longer than their male counterparts.
 Regions – Rugged settlements on clan islands. They’re at
home in forests as well as on the sea. They’re also
accomplished miners and metalworkers, though these
talents they use mostly for making war.
 Language – Kerathi speak a rugged dialect of Elegian,
really a branch of Low Elegian that has been adapted and
changed. Pronunciations are heavier on the consonants than
regular Low Elegian. They also have a large vocabulary of
their own words that they have added to the language.
 Culture – a tribe of warriors and traders. They place great
stock in battle prowess and how many kills or victories a
man has. What they can’t make themselves, they often go to
war for, but they believe in bartering when that is an option.
They live in clans on many of the isles in great longhouses.
Their ships are sleek and fast, but not built for long ocean
trips, hugging the shores instead. They’re accounted as
savages by many of the other races, and they tend to be
resistant to accepting new discoveries until it is necessary.
Instead, they rest their trust in the traditional magick of their
female thaumaturgists. They worship Cainel, Comrain,
Greveth, and Nelius.
 Origins – They believe that when Cainel and Comrain
wrestled over Greveth’s hands, the blood they spilled mixed
with the fiery tears of Greveth to form the first Kerathi.
Supposedly, the first Kerathi was named Egil. He could kill
any animal with his bare hands and walk through fire. He
even shaped his own bride out of the bones of the animals
he’d killed. The offspring he had with his wife, Elin, were a
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fractious lot who loved to squabble. Supposedly each of
Egil’s many male offspring formed their own clan.

MUERANS:
 Physical – Mueran men and women alike are quite darkskinned, as well as dark of hair and eyes. They are very
stout, with broad shoulders and great round stomachs. Men
and women are of like heights, usually about 1.7 Mayters
(5’6”). Men do not grow beards. They wear clothing
fashioned from reeds and from skins of fish and other marine
animals called Seaskins. They also use the feathers of
seabirds as decorative pieces for their costumes. They are
considerably long-lived despite their hard lifestyles on the
open seas. They live an average of 45-50 Yarres, with a few
elders among their kind approaching 80 Yarres of age.
 Regions – They are islanders and seafarers, usually in a
tropical or subtropical climate. They live among the Mueran
Belt and in Far Muera, but due to their seafaring ways, they
are often found away from their home islands.
 Language – The Mueran speak Low Elegian, though like the
Kerathi, they have long since adapted the language to
include many of their traditional words. Their original tongue
was lost during the time they lived under Elegian rule. Very
few people have any knowledge of that lost language, and
they are only the much-revered loremasters of the Mueran.
 Culture – Their rickety-looking, but surprisingly sturdy craft
ply the oceans and Outer Seas for long periods of time. A
young male will take a Mueran boat they have constructed
out onto the seas, either by himself or with other young
males, and he will not return for a Yarre. This is part of the
trials of manhood that each of them must go through. The
formal name for these trials is the taitoatanga. While they are
not a war-like people, they have a reputation for the voracity
in which they defend their own people and islands. Before
war, they will create a war costume out of teeth, scales,
skins, bones, feathers, and other parts of animals they have
hunted. The result is often quite fearsome or grotesque, if
not distracting to the enemy in battle. This practice has
resulted in many legends of Muerans who can become
animals in battle. They are a hard-working bunch. They
worship Fallu, Holeitha, Marceaupo, and Tulis.
 Origins: They believe Fallu, the father and king of all
whales, carried them on his back until they were old enough
and wise enough to survive on the land. They missed the
sea so much that they never truly settled. Most of them live
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on boats even thousands of Yarres later. Because of their
ties to Fallu, they will not hunt or kill whales even in the
direst of circumstances. Any foreigners who are seen doing
this might even be met with open hostility for their actions.

OX-MEN:
 Physical – a humanoid species that is much apart from the
other races. They stand at an imposing 2.5-3 Mayters tall
(8’2”-9’8” ft), each with a massive oversized head that
resembles a bison or an Ox, depending on whom you ask.
Their males have curved horns, while their females do not.
The females look little different from the males, other than
the absence of horns and slighter builds. The thick body hair
continues down most of the body, thinning a bit around the
waist to expose their genitals, which they cover with modest
loincloths. They also have a small tail. Their legs are
relatively bare of hair. They have large hooved feet. The
average Ox-Man has a lifespan of about 40 Yarres. They’re
adult at 5 and considered elderly at 35. The oldest known
one, Silverhorns, was 49 when he died.
 Regions – grassland dwellers, though they have no country
of their own. Some live among the other races. Ox-Men don’t
build cities of their own, preferring to live under the skies on
the open range.
 Language – Because of the shape of their mouths, they
cannot speak any human tongues. Instead they have a
complex language of gestures, grunts, and body language.
They can, however, write human words, if clumsily, and they
can understand human languages if taught to do so. There is
also evidence of the sharing of memories or ideas between
members of different social groups, but the mechanism for
doing such is not understood.
 Culture – Most are less intelligent than your average
human, but they are powerful, tireless, and steadfast, which
is why many of them are hired or occasionally enslaved as
workers by other races. Strangely, breeding often makes
them dumber, as their mind switches to a breeding gear that
is nearly irreversible once engaged. They will breed
incessantly until they die. They worship no known gods,
though they do have shamans or leaders who are evident by
their ritualistic tattooing, which no one has ever discerned a
purpose for.
 Origins – If the Ox-Men have any stories of their origins,
they are unknown. They do not speak of their beginnings.
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RUMANI:
 Physical – Male and female alike, they’re gifted with
sculpted looks, luxurious swathes of wavy hair, and
notoriously deft hands around money. The women are
seductively curvy and the men are dashing and handsome in
a masculine way. They tend to be slender with long, lithe
limbs. Their average heights are about 1.8 Mayters for the
females and 1.9 for the males (5’10” & 6’2” respectively).
Their life expectancies are somewhat lower than Aynglicans,
Kerathi, or Elegians, due to their lifestyles. Many of the
Rumani die at 35-40 Yarres of age, often due to dangerous
trades or excesses of drink and other pleasures. The more
conservative Rumani, and there are few, have been known
to live in excess of 70 Yarres.
 Regions – The Rumani are a scattered folk. They once had
a land of their own named Rummil, which they supposedly
squandered the wealth of, until their enemies fell upon them
to collect debts owed to them, and destroyed the kingdom,
forever scattering the Rumani to the ends of the world.
Strangely, the actual location of their lost kingdom is
unknown. Some believe that it sank beneath the sea, but no
one knows why or how. . They wait for the coming of one
who will lead them to a new kingdom, the legendary New
Rummil.
 Language – The Rumani speak Low Elegian and Rumman,
which is a language they only use amongst each other. They
will not speak it in the presence of outsiders.
 Culture – Presently, they are an often-reviled group of
entertainers, singers, prostitutes, and thieves. A few of them
also work as diviners and fortune tellers, calling on the God
Elecin to grant them sight into things beyond what their mere
eyes can see. Where you find one Rumani, you often find a
small family group of them operating in various jobs or
functions both legal and illegal to support each other. Family,
and especially marriage is of utmost importance to them.
They worship Elecin, Gandahar, Sellae, Vorcinth, Uman, and
all the others in some way, shape, or form if it is seen as
beneficial at the time.
 Origins – They believe that Uman dreamt of them during his
long slumber. His dreams took shape and form, resulting in
the first Rumani people. Because they were dreams, they
feel that they best appreciate life for what it is, living it to its
fullest because they can still feel the vibrancy of their origins.
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ULEAUTS:
 Physical – They wear heavy furs and whale skin. They are
surprisingly dark colored for as little sun sees much more
than their faces and hands. They tend to be around 1.5-1.7
Mayters tall (4’10”-5’6”). Also, after they reach five or six
Yarres of age, they become color blind as a result of their
exposure to the bright light of the sun reflecting off the ice.
They see in very sharp distinctions of grays, whites, and
blacks and their range of sight is quite long. Curiously, young
children who have moved south before losing the ability to
see color usually lose most of their color sight. In such a
harsh climate, for an Uleaut to live past the age of 30 is
considered a privilege and a blessing from Yenis.
 Regions – The hearty folk of the Polar Regions, mostly far
to the south of the Broken Crown. They live on the ice nearly
Yarre round, following packs of seals, walruses, and whales.
 Language – The Uleauts live in lands that were never part
of the Elegian Empire, therefore they have never been
conquered and forced to take the language of the Elegians.
Some still speak it for purposes of trade, but most speak
Uleaut, which has a lot of clicks and throaty guttural noises.
They have over 100 words for various shades of white, grey,
and black because of their color-blindness.
 Culture –They travel in hunting packs that they have
organized in a very hierarchal social pattern. They use their
long kayaks to ply the shifting seas of ice and dark polar
seas. They do not distinguish between males and females
socially. Each person is only worth what they contribute to
the hunting party. If one person is deemed not worth keeping
around, they banish them from the group to seek their
fortune elsewhere, though this is usually in effect a death
sentence. The exception to this is the young, which they
have many of to make up for the many that die of such a
hard life. Yenis is their favored Goddess, and they believe
that she offers their children sustenance from her teats,
through the flowers known as the Bosoms of Yenis. They
worship Aaren, Fallu, Thuraish, and Yenis.
 Origins – They believe that they were the result of Yenis’ icy
tears caught in Aaren’s winds. The wind kept the tears aloft
until they gained consciousness. The tears fell to the ice
floes in human form. There, they found the flowers that came
to be known as the Bosoms of Yenis. They drank the
nourishment they offered and learned the ways of the lands
that loved their mother best.
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APPENDIX C – Deities
THE PANTHEON:
While there are some on Elegia that do not believe in any of the
gods, or who have turned their back on religion, they are in the
minority. Most people, of all races on Elegia, have at least a small
token of favor blessed by priests of a God or Goddess their people
favor, if not their own small shrine or statuette in their home. Of
course, even among a particular race, each settlement may favor
one God over another, depending on the particular history and
situation in that locale. Also, being that most of the races on Elegia
have splintered factions and are not a unified people of any singular
nation of that race, the religious customs of each kingdom can vary,
sometimes significantly.
The most common belief in terms of where the Gods came from is
that they were greater beings that lived beyond the confines of the
world, formless and drifting in the vacuum of the void beyond the
world. It was the people of Elegia that gave them form and purpose,
and in return for their worship, the Gods began to perform miracles
and deeds for those who they favored most. However, as time
passed and the population of Elegia grew, it became harder for the
Gods and Goddesses to choose whom they favored, for there were
so many that worshipped them. Therefore, their interventions grew
fewer and fewer, and they began to act only in the direst of situations
when prayed to by the most earnest of worshippers. On these rare
occasions when one of the Pantheon did interfere with the affairs of
Elegia, the effect was often great, to the extent that it left no doubt
that there had been some sort of divine intervention.
The exceptions to this belief are the Goddess Wainseth and the
God Porceth, who are collectively known as The Dark Pair. This pair,
with the children they have bore or will bear, forms the duality that is
believed responsible for all that goes wrong in Elegia, even if they
are never directly blamed. It’s believed that saying the name of either
is to curse both the speaker and the target of the utterance. It’s also
believed that these two never need worshipping, as they feed on
misfortune, ill chance, defeat, ruin, and most other negative twists of
fate and fortune. Seeing how these things are always in good supply,
they never go without their choice of ‘sustenance.’ On rare occasions
over history, there have been cults or groups that have worshipped
Wainseth and Porceth, each for their own reasons, but they have
always met with disaster of human or divine causes.
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DEITIES:
 Aaren – God of the Skies, Winds, and Birds – Aaren is
shown in images as a very scrawny man in a voluminous
cloak that billows in his winds like wings.
 Aphelia – Goddess of Hatred and Fear – She is the first
offspring of Porceth and Wainseth. She was born sickly and
malformed and was cast aside by them upon seeing her.
She survived and hates them for it, but she fears the coming
of her brother, Efficeth.
 Braccen – God of Commerce and Greed – A lesser God
who is depicted usually as a fat man counting his money. On
the positive side, he represents prosperity, but he can also
represent greed.
 Cainel – God of the Battle – He is the elder brother of
Comrain. He is easily angered and is always looking for a
way to prove himself.
 Chaveaoux – Goddess of Invention and Ingenuity – She is
sometimes known as the Tinkerer Wizardess. She’s usually
represented as a woman poring over books and
experiments.
 Comrain – God of the Hunt - He is the younger brother of
Cainel. He has an interesting relationship with Rishalt in that
they both need each other. Comrain strengthens the beasts
of Rishalt through hunting, which culls the weaker animals. It
in turn provides a better hunt for Comrain’s followers when
the strong and crafty survive to breed.
 Deneurs – God of Builders and Craftsmen – He is also
known as the Builder.
 Efficeth – God of World’s End – He is the yet unborn child of
Porceth and Wainseth, one rarely known about or
mentioned. It is believed that the day he is born the world will
end.
 Elecin – God of the Future and of Diviners – Elecin is
depicted as a man in robes with a looking glass for the future
and a divining glass to discern the present.
 Fallu – King of the Whales – He is Maletos’ pet. The first
whale, and the father of all whales after him. He is said to be
the size of an island, and the Mueran were raised on his
back until they were old enough to live on their own. Many
on Elegia revere whales, because Elegia is mostly water,
and because the whales of Elegia grow to be of great size.
 Furestus – The God of Laborers and Peasants – Furestes is
depicted in images by a collection of the tools of laborers
that form a greater being, and never a humanoid form. It is a
metaphor for how one man cannot do the work of many, and
many can move mountains.
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 Gandahar – God of Fortune and Chance – He is the
husband of Sellae and brother of Vorcinth. Dice and cards
usually represent him.
 Greveth – Goddess of Earth, Mountains, and Fire – Greveth
is the elder sister of Marceaupo and Tulis, though she
ignores their struggle. She has a fierce temper that boils
slowly before exploding, much like the volcanoes that she is
Goddess over.
 Haestos – God of the Moon and Firmament – He is the
husband of Maletos, and is sometimes called the King of the
Gods. Juria jealously regards his union to Maletos, feeling
slighted that she was not picked to be at his side.
 Holeitha – Goddess of the Homestead and of Children –
The matron. She is depicted in many houses of most of the
races across Elegia.
 Ithilia – Goddess of Love and Seduction – Ithilia, and her
counterpart Solmin, are considered lesser Gods, but they
are widely worshipped by all the human races of the Broken
Crown. She is usually portrayed as a rather voluptuous
woman, often to the point of being overweight, attired in
scandalous clothes and with heavily rouged lips and cheeks.
 Juria – Goddess of Royalty, Empires, and Beauty – Perhaps
the most beautiful Goddess of the Pantheon, she is
sometimes honored by young women who wish to be seen
by others as more beautiful, and many things are sold that
are said to have her blessing in granting beauty. There are,
however, stories of her competing jealously with Maletos for
Haestos, who is rather taken with beautiful women.
 Kaneitha – Goddess of Darkness and Shadow – She is the
sister of Maletos. Where Maletos is bright, kind, and open,
Kaneitha is dark, mysterious, and brooding.
 Maletos – Goddess of the Sun – She is the beautiful wife of
Haestos. Often referred to as the Queen of the Gods. It’s
important to note that she is considered to be of higher
status than her husband Haestos. While most societies on
Elegia are not matriarchal, each honors the ability of women
to bring life into the world, especially the Aurean people.
 Marceaupo – Goddess of the Outer Seas – She is
unforgiving to those who pay her less respect than she is
due. She is the proud and sometimes arrogant older sister of
Tulis, but younger sister to Greveth.
 Nelius – God of Death and the Afterlife – He is a trickster
that steals life from the unwary at inopportune times. In
representations his face is always shrouded. Sometimes he
is considered to be the third of the ‘evil gods’ with Porceth
and Wainseth.
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 Ocel – God of Flocks and Agriculture – He is usually
denoted by an image of a shepherd. He is a God of Peace
and friend of Rishalt, acknowledging the cycle of predator
and prey.
 Oria – Goddess of Peace and Cooperation – She is a lesser
Goddess, one who is rarely mentioned except at times of
war and during peace talks between nations.
 Porceth – God of Illness, Misfortune, and Ruin – He is the
brother and enemy of Haestos. He, with his wife Wainseth
rule over all that is wrong with the world. His name is rarely if
ever invoked in fear that it will draw ill attention from him. He
is one half of The Dark Pair.
 Rishalt – God of the Beasts – He is often considered a
lesser God, and images of him always show a humanoid
being with the mixed features of many animals as well as
some human features. He is a friend of Ocel, though they
must sometimes compete because of their natures.
 Sellae – Goddess of Luck and Gambling – She is the wife of
Gandahar. Illustrations of her are in nearly every reputable
and disreputable gaming house in the Broken Crown.
 Solmin – God of Love and Romance - As the act of love
requires a partner, Solmin is Ithilia’s counterpart and partner.
He and she are lesser gods. He is usually depicted as a
rather well endowed man of fair looks. The two of them are
rarely shown apart, as it’s an omen of ended love and
relationships.
 Thuraish – God of Time and the Saysuhns – He’s always
represented as a series of five images, one for each season:
a baby, a toddler, a young adult, a full-grown man, and
finally an old man. It is said he lives in a hall filled with
clocks, and the he winds one for each person in the world.
When a person’s clock stops, the person dies.
 Tulis – God of the Inner Seas – He jealously guards his own
waters, which is supposedly why the places where the Inner
Seas meet with the Outer Seas are so rough. He is the
younger brother of Marceaupo and Greveth.
 Uman – God of the Forsaken and Dreams – This is a god
that many people claim was ‘made up’ as something for the
downtrodden Rumani to whisper to about their many trials
and their poor lot in life. Those other than the Rumani never
speak of Uman except with disregard. The Rumani believe
him to be the culmination of the spirits of their dead and all of
their Yarres of suffering and prayer. One Dee he will arise
and forge them a new island from the sea to live upon as
their own. Because of this, he is also known as the
Earthmaker, and according to the Rumani he is to be the
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mate of Greveth. They also believe that he will send one
before his coming to ready them for receiving their new
kingdom. Many have claimed to be this person, but rarely
are they believed.
 Vorcinth – God of Trickery, Deceit, and Entertainers –
Brother to Gandahar, he is often designated by a jester or a
clown. While he is not an evil God, he is not one that honest
people often want to attract the attention of.
 Wainseth – Goddess of Defeat, Failure, and Loss – She is
the sister and enemy of Maletos. She, with her husband
Porceth rule over all that is wrong with the world. Her name
is rarely if ever invoked in fear that it will draw ill attention
from her. She is one half of The Dark Pair.
 Yenis – Goddess of Ice, Rain, and Snow – Also known as
the Frozen Queen. She is beloved of the Uleaut people, and
is said to nurse their young from her icy teats. This is really
just a metaphor for a flower-like plant that grows in the icy
wastelands, supposedly a boon from her. The flowers,
named The Bosoms of Yenis, grow many bulbs of milky fluid
that Uleaut mothers feed their young.
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HIERARCHY:
While the actual strengths of the Gods and Goddesses among the
Pantheon are debated endlessly among scholars and theologians
among the peoples of the Broken Crown, none can accurately know
the inner workings of the greater beings. Following is a generalized
list of the most accepted rankings of the Gods and Goddesses
according to power and/or importance. They have been ordered in
pairs or groupings as best makes sense according to their category
of powers.
I. Upper Tier – The Celestial Bodies and Major Forces
a. Maletos (Sun) and Haestos (Moon and the
Firmament)
b. Thuraish (Time and Saysuhns), Elecin (Diviners and
the Future), and Nelius (Death and the Afterlife)
II. Middle Tier – The Elements and Lesser Forces
a. Kaneitha (Shadows and Darkness) and Juria
(Royalty, Empires, and Beauty)
b. Gandahar (Fortune and Chance) and Sellae (Luck
and Gambling)
c. Cainel (Battle) and Comrain (Hunt)
d. Aaren (Skies, Winds, and Birds), Greveth (Earth,
Mountains, and Fire), Yenis (Ice, Rain, and Snow),
Marceaupo (Outer Seas), and Tulis (Inner Seas)
III. Lower Tier – Animals, Domestics, and The Traits
a. Holeitha (Homesteads and Children), Deneurs
(Builders and Craftsmen), Furestus (Peasants and
Laborers), and Braccen (Commerce and Greed)
b. Oria (Peace and Cooperation), Solmin (Love and
Romance), Ithilia (Seduction and Romance),
Chaveaoux (Invention and Ingenuity), and Vorcinth
(Trickery, Deceit, and Entertainers)
c. Ocel (Flocks and Agriculture), Rishalt (Beasts), and
Fallu (Whales)
IV. Others – unknown abilities or Dark Gods and their
offspring
a. Uman (the Forsaken and Dreams)
b. Wainseth (Defeat, Failure, and Loss) and Porceth
(Illness, Misfortune, and Ruin)
c. Aphelia (Hatred and Fear) and Efficeth (World’s
End)
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APPENDIX D – Calendar System
ORIGINS:
All the peoples of Elegia use this calendar system. Some say that
this calendar system was brought with the Aureans from ‘elsewhere,’
but most believe that the Aureans developed it after Yarres of
studying the stars. They gifted it to the lowland people during a
period of greater cooperation between them and the lowland races.
The system has basically gone without modification since then, as it
is a rather accurate system.
Because the early Aurean settlers worked most closely with the
Kerathi, the names of the days (Dees) took on a Kerathi flavor. Their
interaction with the other races, sometimes on the behalf of the
Aureans, spread the Calendar system further.
Prior to this current system, which measures Yarres in A.E. (after
Empire), there was the Y.E. (Year of the Empire) scale using the
Elegian Calendar, which has since been discarded. Before that,
there was only Beforetimes, but there was no specific number of
Yarres in the B.T. scale.

CONVERSIONS:
1 Saycund = 1 Seconds
1 Mynette = 1.67 Minutes
1 Ouer = 2.78 Hours
1 Dee = 1.15 Days
1 Wayke = 11.5 Days
1 Munth = 34.5 Days
1 Yarre = 379.5 Days
1 Decayarre = ~10.4 Years
1 Hectoyarre = ~104 Years

A YARRE:
There are five Saysuhns in every Yarre, with two Munths and a
Faestivul in every Saysuhn. Saysuhns are named after the color
associated with each. Each Yarre has ten Munths, each of which has
three Waykes, which is thirty Dees. There are ten Dees in each
Wayke. This makes for a total of 330 Dees [300 (from 30 Waykes x
10 Dees each) + 30 Faestivul Dees]. The exception to this is every
10 Yarres, where they have extra 5 Dees during the Faestivul of
Renewal. In a Yarre, there are also five Faestivuls. There are five
Dees for each Faestivul, except the Faestivul of Renewal, which has
ten Dees.
(continued on next page)
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5 Saysuhns
1. Brown

10 Munths

5 Faestivuls (5 Dees Each*)

1. Thawing
2. Mud
1. Faestivul of Coming Growth
THEMES: birth and family
2. Green
3. Greening
4. Planting
2. Faestivul of Coming Heat
THEMES: fire and industry
3. Red
5. Growing
6. Heat
3. Faestivul of Coming Plenty
THEMES: harvest and flocks
4. Orange
7. Harvest
8. Falling
4. Faestivul of Coming Cold
THEMES: ice and snow.
5. White
9. Frost
10. Snowing
5. Faestivul of Renewal.
THEMES: beginnings/ends and
light/dark
th
*(10 Dees, 15 every 5 Yarre)

THE DEES:
There are 10 Ouers in each Dee. There are 1,000 Mynettes in the
Dee, 100 per Ouer. There are 100,000 Saycunds in the Dee, 10,000
per Ouer, 100 per Mynette. Also note that the terms holidee,
somedee, todee, nextdee, yesterdee, and middee are used instead
of holiday, someday, today, tomorrow, yesterday, and midday.
1. Einsdee
2. Tewsdee
3. Thraysdee
4. Fohrsdee
5. Fyvesdee
6. Sechsdee
7. Sayvensdee
8. Aytesdee
9. Noinsdee
10. Zehnsdee
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APPENDIX E – Measurement
ORIGINS:
All the peoples of Elegia use this measurement system. This was
another gift of the Aureans to the people of Elegia. It was one of the
many things the Aureans shared with the lowlanders during an era of
cooperation and enlightenment. Because the other races adopted
this system, even the Elegians chose to use the system to be able to
ease commerce between their people and the others. And, because
it was based on sets of 10, they saw it as superior to their own
existing system that had a series of complicated conversions when
changing from one unit to the next smaller or larger unit.
UNITS:
I. Distance/Length
a. Kilome(s) – 1000 Mayters; compare to kilometers
b. Mayter(s) – compare to meters
c. Deci(s) – 1/10 Mayter; compare to decimeters
d. Centi(s) – 1/100 Mayter; compare to centimeters
II. Weight
a. Tunne(s) – 1000 Kees; compare to tons.
b. Kee(s) – compare to kilograms.
c. Haykee – ½ Kee.
III. Capacity
a. Layter(s) – compare to liters. All measurements of
volume are based on multiples or fractions of this
unit of measure.
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APPENDIX F – Flower Enchanting
THAUMATURGES:
Thaumaturges are unique to Kerathi culture. With a combination of
an utterance, a flower, and a focused will, they are able to perform
deeds that sometimes border on the miraculous. Their powers are
inborn, and most Kerathi who exhibit a strong interest in horticulture
or the tending of plants are tested for ability. The Kerathi greatly
respect their Thaumaturges, even if they choose a path in life that is
often less violent and forceful than is typical for their warlike people.
The more contact a Thaumaturge has with the plant they use in
their enchanting, the more powerful the effect. For best results, a
Thaumaturge has to plant, tend, pick, and preserve each of their
flowers. If they pick it, their abilities are diminished significantly, and
if they try to use a flower that is handed to them by another, only the
most meager enchantments can be created.
Because of the usefulness of a good Thaumaturge, the Kerathi
often went to war to possess them. This often caused the
Thaumaturges to refuse to help their captors or to enchant in ways
counter to what their captors would want. Of course, this would
anger the captors and they’d end up killing the Thaumaturge. This
led to a Sammenkomst ban on all such activities, as well as the
declaration that not only may a Thaumaturge in no way be retained
or held against their will, but also that they are effectively members
of no clan, or clanless.
This declaration is at once both the freedom and the misery of the
Thaumaturges. While they may roam free, they never quite feel at
home, and have been alienated to the point where most are hermits
or drifters. A few still take up residence with their old clansmen or in
a place they feel possesses many kindred spirits with whom they can
be comfortable.
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ANTHEA’S FLOWERS:
Note that I left most names of plants and flowers the same for the
purposes of the story. I felt that if I came up with a new name for
each, as I did with units of time and measure, it would detract too
much from the story. You’d almost have to read the whole glossary
and all of the appendices to be able to follow along.
 Acorn – Chapter 8 – a germinated oak acorn used to heal
Bedros’ wounds.
 Angel’s Trumpet – Chapter 25 – a pink-tinged-white flower
shaped much like the instrument it is named after. Anthea
used it to look on Harsbrukke from afar.
 Anthea’s Orchid – Prologue – a special purple orchid
crossbred and tended by her. She used it to draw clouds
around a Guardian Flier to aid in their escape.
 Edelweiss – Chapter 36 – A whitish blade-leafed flower that
grows in high altitudes sometimes. Anthea used it to kill the
Guardians that threatened her in the passes on the way to
Aetheline and partially heal her companions.
 Heather – Chapter 29 – Reddish-purple bell-shaped flowers
that Anthea used in conjunction with Lotus to drive away the
Peacekeepers in Rummas.
 Lotus – Chapter 29 – a pinkish set of concentric rings of
petals around a white stigma and green anther stalks used in
conjunction with Heather to drive away the Peacekeepers in
Rummas.
 Master of the Woods – Chapter 15 – a four-petaled white
flower used to drive away Genero, Leander, and the
Guardians.
 Orange Mock – Chapter 16 – A whitish flower with orange
highlights that Anthea used to speed Makan’s decoy boat
away from Norsjalde. She also made illusions of her, Rolf,
and Bedros to appear on the boat to further the illusion that
they were escaping.
 Parsley – Chapter 2 – a green herb used for
finding/tracking.
 Snowdrop – Chapter 2 – a light bulb shaped blossom that
opens into a white flower used for purifying water.
 Sunflower – Chapter 19 (recollection) – A large seeded
flower with yellow petals she used to disguise the boat they
escaped in from the Aureans.
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Velerion Damarke

Perennials:
‘Perennials’ is my first massive attempt at fantasy, though I’m not
sticking to the standard fantasy formula here. I’ve developed a world
that I’ve had to do a lot of R&D about just to make this book happen.
Initially I didn’t intend it to get so long-winded, but the story grew in
the telling, and I can’t honestly say whether it will finish in two
volumes or three. This is my largest single piece of work to date by
nearly 80,000 words and it’s just the first volume! Look for Volume 2
in mid to late 2005.
Website:
If you want to see some of my other work, visit my website at:
http://spookyweb.net/underspace/
If that site ever goes down or I change domains, you can find my
published work at:
http://www.lulu.com/underspace/
Personal:
I’m 25 at the moment I’m teaching overseas, though I may relocate
soon. I plan to keep writing for years to come. Hopefully you’ll see my
work on the shelves in stores someday soon. And yes, this is a pen
name.
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All material within is the Copyrighted material (2004) of the
writer. Any similarities to other works or events, real or fictional,
are coincidental. No flowers were used for enchantments during
the writing of this book.
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